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Tenants by entirety.

Husband ancl Wife. Will. R. S., c. 61;
Stat. 1844, c. 117.
The rule of the common law, by which a devise or grant to husband and wife
made them tenants by the entirety, no longer prevails in this State since
the Stat. of 1844, c. 117.
Tenancy by the entirety had its origin in the marital relation, and was
founded on the legal fiction of the absolute oneness of husband and wife.
Modern legislation has abrogated this theoretical unity, and secured to the
wife a distinct and separate right to acquire and enjoy property to her sole use
and benefit, and free from the control of her husband.
By the residuary clause in his will, a testator gave bis daughter and her husband the residue and remainder of his estate "in equal shares and proportions, and so to their respective heirs and assigns forever." The husband died
before the testator leaving a minor son ancl wife surviving. Held: that the
daughter does not take the whole as tenant in the entirety, but takes only onehalf of the residuary estate, and that the other half should be distributed
among the heirs of the testator.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
The case appears in the opinion.

N. and J. A . .LWorrill, for appellant.
At common law a devise or grant to husband and-wife created
a tenancy by the entirety and the survivor took the whole, and
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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this rule has been adopted in this state, notwithstanding R. S.,
c. 73, § 7. Ha1·din_q v. Sprin,qer. 14 Maine, 407. So recognized in Stetson v. Ew~tman, 84 Maine, 3G6.
Arni in those states where the greatest advances have been
made by statute and by judicial decision in abofo,hing joint
tenancies, tenancy by the entirety has been generally preserved,
notwithstanding acts enlarging the rights of married women.
Pray v. Stebbins. 141 Mass. 219; S. C. 55 Am. Rep. 4G2;
Bertles v. Nunan, 92 N. Y.152; S. C. 44 Am. Rep. 361; Ro_qers
v. Benson, 5 Johns. Ch. 431; Note, Law Ed.; Jlfarburg v. Cole,
49 ~id. 402; S. C. 33 Am. Rep. 2GG. Note 2G9; Buttlarv. Rosenblath, 42 N. J. Eq. 651: S. C. 59 Am. Rep. 52; Carve1· v. Sm,ith,
90 Ind. 222; S. C. 4G Am. Rep. 210; Hulett v. Inlow. ,57 Ind.
412; S. C. 26 Am. Rep. H4, Note; see also note 10 Am. St. Rep.
!} ; .Baker v. Stewart. 40 Kan. 442; S. C. 10 Am. St. Rep. 213;
Harrison v. Ray, 108 N. C. 215; S. C. 23 Am. St. Rep. 57.
Only three states in which the law of tenancies by the entirety
has been recognized, seem to hold a contrary view - Iowa,
Illinois and New Hampshire.
If,we may assume, without discussion, that it was the intention
of the testator to create a tenancy in common by the residuary
clause of his ·will, an<l that the words'' in equal shares and proportions" ·were intended to make certain that intention, still
that intention must he governed by '~the fundamental laws which
establish and secure the rights of property." Ranisdell v.
Ram,~dell, 21 Maine, 293.
"'\Ve conten~l upon reason and authority that such an intention
cannot control the rule of a tenancy by the entirety and so
convert the estate into a tenancy in common ; that hushand and
wife cannot at common la ,v, hy any words in a grant to them
<luring coverture, be made either joint tenants or tenants in
common, for the reason that according to the principles of the
common law, they are incapable of so tnking, husband and wife
being considered as one person.
An estate by entirety is not founded upon the notion of a joint
tenancy, but upon the marital relation and upon the legal theory
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of the ab8olute oneness of husband and wife. Stelz v. Sltreck,
, 128 N. Y. 263; S. C. 26 Am. St. Rep. 475.
Counsel also cited: Dias v. Glover, Hoff. Ch. 71; Bramberry's appeal, 156 Pa. St. 628 ; S. C. 36 Am. St. Rep. 64;
Jackson v. Stevens, 16 ,Johns. 115; Barbe,· v. Han·is, 15 WernL
617; Den v. Hardenberglt, 5 Halsted, 42; S. C. 18 Am. Dec.
371, and note p. 384, in which it appears that Preston on Est ..
and Ah8t. is not supported by any case prior to the views he·
holds.
Same rule applies to personal property. 3 Jar. Wills, 2, citing
Atchison v. Atcliison, 11 Beav. 485 ; Pike v. Collins, 33 Maine,
38; Bm1nberry's appeal, suprn; Draper v. Jachwn, 1G Mass.
480; Craig v. Ornig, 3 Barb. Ch. 77,104; Cowper v. Scott, 3
P. Wms. 121.
1'Tas the intention of the testator to give the residuary estate
to Mr. and Mn,. Robinson collectively, and not to give it to them
in case Mr. Robinson lived, hut to give it differently in case he
died? The testator could not have intended to say, ~~ I will give
this property to my <laughter, Olive, and her husband, and
thus each will have the benefit derived from the possession of
the share by the other, but in case Judyer dies before my death,
I will leave it so my heirs will take one-half." Such an intention would be self-contradictory; the seeond part ·wou Id be
largely repugnant to the first. The fact that the tesfator in
this will made provision for his other children an<l the issue
of decease,l children helps the argument that he did not intend
for them to have more in any event. Mann v. I-Iycle, (Mich.)
N. W. Rep. 78.
SITTING: PETERS, C. J., WALTON, HASKELL, \VHITEHOUSE,
\VISWELL, JJ.
,vmTEHOUSE, J. This is an appeal from the decree of u
Probate Court.
The executor of the will of Charles P. Mc.Kenny filed a
petition under the provisions of R. S., c. 65, § 27, as amended
by chapter 49 of the laws of 1891, asking for an order of distrilm-
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tion which would protect him in paying· out the residue of the
estate in his hands. This involved a construction of the follow- ,
ing residuary clam,e in the will.
'' The residue and remnindcr of all my estate of which I may
die seized and possessed, both real and personal, not herein
otherwise disposed of, I give, bequeath and devise the same to
my son-in-law, Judyer Robinson, and my daughter Olive H.
Robinson, ·wife of the said Judyer Robinson, in equal shares and
proportions and so to their respective heirs and assigns forever."
Judyer Robinson died before the death of the testator, leaving
a minor son, and a wife who is the appellant and the same person
called Olive H. Robinson in the will.
The decree of the '-Judge of Probate required one-half of the
residuary estate to be paid to the appellant and the other half
to be distributed among the heirs of the testator; and this decree
was affirmed by the justjce presiding in the 8upreme Court of
Probate. The case comes to this court on exceptions to that
ruling.
It is the opinion of the court that the mling was correct and
that the exceptions must be overruled.
It is contended by the learned counsel for the appellant that
the residuary clause created a tenancy by the entirety, and that
Olive 0. Robinson is entitled to the entire residuary estate by
rjght of survivorship. It is not controverted that the language
employed by the testator must be construed as creating a tenancy in common if Juclyer Robinson and Olive 0. Robinson
had not been husband and wife. ( Stetson v. Eastm,an, 84
Maine, 366.) But it is argued that the rule of the common law
by which a devise or grant to husband and wife constituted them
tenants by the entirety, the survivor taking the whole, has never
been changed in this state by the abolition of joint tenancies or
the legislation enlarging the rights of married women respecting the ownership of property. It is accordingly contended
that if the words "in equal shares and proportions" found in the
residuary clause were advisedly employed for the purpose of
making certain the intention of the testator to create a tenancy
in common, this intention however clearly expressed cannot be
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allowed to prevail against the early rule of the common law that
husband and wife, being regarded as one person in law, are not
competent to take either as joint tenants or as tenants in common under any form of grant or devise in fee made to them
during coverture.
e are unable to concur in this view. The rule of the common law undoubtedly existed as claimed by the appellant. It
is thus stated in 2 Black. Com. 181: '' If an estate in fee be
given to a man and his wife, they are neither properly jointtenants nor tenants in common ; for husband and wife being
considered as one person in law, they cannot take the estate by
moieties, but both are seized of the entirety, per tout et non pe1'
my; the com;equence of which is that neither the husband nor
the wife can dispose of any part without the assent of the other,
but the whole must remain to the survivor." And it is true that
prior to the act of 1844, c. 117, and subsequent legislation in
this State securing to the wife the enjoyment of her separate
estate, this common law rule was recognized hy our court.
Greenlaw v. Greenlaw, 13 Maine, 186; Ifanling v. Sprin_qer,
14 Maine, 407 ~ But it is worthy of remark that no recognition
of it or reference to it can be found in the cases reported in this
Stnte since the act of 1844, entitled ~'An act to secure to married women their rights in property."
A tenancy by entirety is sui geHeris. The right of survivorship gives it an apparent resemblance to joint tenancy, but as
already seen it differs from a joint tenancy in important particulars. All the authorities agree that it had its origin in the
marital relation and was founded upon the legal fiction of the
absolute oneness of husband and wife. At the common lnw
the legal existence of the wife was merged in that of her husband. Her legal identity was suspended or held in abeyancP
during the existence of the marriage relation. Substantially all
her property was vested in the husband during coverturc and
her legal position was little better than that of a menial to her
husband. Being but one person in the eye of the IHw, it was
considered that they could not consistently have Repnrate and
conflicting property rights. Hence the n~le that property con-
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veyed to them during coverture Rhould be held as an estate by
entirety with the right of survivorship.
But the unfrersal tendency of modern legislation has been to
abrogate thii'! theoretical unity of husband and ,vife, to recognize
and maintain the legal identity of the ·wife and secure to her a
distinct and separate right to the acquisition and enjoyment of
property. By the law of this State, ' 1A rnarrie(l woman of any
age may own in her own right real and personal estate acquired
by descent, gift or purchase; and mny manage, sell, convey :md
devise the same hy will withont the joinder or assent of her
husband." Since the act of 1844 above named, a husband by
marriage acquires no right to any property of his wife. '' She
nrny receive the wnges of her personal labor, not performed for
her own family, maintain an action therefor in her own name
and hold them in her own right against her husband or any
other person." She is liable for her debts and torts and her
property may be taken on execution therefor as if she ,vere sole.
She may prosecute and defend suits at law or in equity in her
own name without the joinder of her husband, for the preservation and protection of her property and personal rights, as if
unmarried. R. S., c. 61.
It is rnnnifest that these statutes have wrought great modifications and radical changes in the relative property rights of
husband and wife. In contemplation of law they are no longer
one person, an<l their intere,sts in property are no longer
identical hut separute and independent. Under these statutes
the wife is invested with greater privileges and weighted with
greater :responsibilities and liabilities than before. The rule of
the common Jaw creating estates by entirety is ineconcilable
witfa both the letter ai1cl the spirit of these statutes. It never
rested upon a rational or substantial groundwork. It had its
or:ig·in '.in feudal institutions and socia1 conditions which were
sl!lpers·eded centuries ago by the more enlightened principles of
a progre~sive civilization. It is now repugnant to the An:ierican idea of the enjoyment nnd devolution of property and to
the true theory of the marriage relation. "The reason of the
law/' says Lord Coke, "is the life of the law; and cessante ratione
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lex ipsa cessat." The fictitious basis of this rule having been
removed the rule itself must fail. To declare that there is no
authority in the court to effectuate a clearly expresse<l and
unmistakable intention of a grantor or testator, against such
an antiquated and exploded dogma, would be a poor tribute to the
creative power of the law and the original conceptions of jm,tiee
in modern courts. The common law would ill deserve its familiar
panegyric as the '' perfection of human reason," if it did not
expand with the progress of society and develop with new ideas
of right and justice. "Considering the influence of manners
upon law," says Chancellor Kent, "and the force of opinion
which is silently and almost insensibly conducting the coun,e of
business and the practice of our courts, it is impossible that the
fabric of our jurisprudence should not exhibit deep traces of the
progress of society as well as of the foot::-teps of time."
These views are sanctioned by approved text-writers and
courts of the highest respectability in England as well as in
this country.
In his 1'Treatise on Estates," Mr. Preston makes the confident
assertion, based upon his own cultivated reason rather than upon
reported cases at that time, that: '' In point of fact, and agreeable
to natural reason, free from artificial deductions, the husband
and wife are distinct and individual persons; nnd accordingly
when lands are granted to them as tenants in common, thereby
treating them without any respect to their social union, they
will hold by moieties as other distinct and individual persons
would do." 1 Preston Est. 132. This is cite<l as authority for
the following statement in 4 Kent, Com. 411 : ' It is said,
however, to be now understood that hush:rnd and wife may, hy
express words, he made tenants in common hy a gift to them
during coverture."
In his note to 2 Black. Com. 181, .Judge Sharsworcl says:
'' But when an estate is conveyed to a man and woman who are
not married together, and who afterwards intermarry, as they
took originally by moieties, they will continue to hold by
moieties after the marriage. There is nothing, therefore, in the
relations of husband and wife which prevents them from being
1
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tenants in common. There are great opinions in favor of the
position that husband nnd wife may by express ,vords be made
tenants in common." So in l Washburn on Real Prop. 444,
the author says: '' It is always competent however, to make
husband and wife temmts in common by proper words in the
deed or devise by which they take, indicating such an intention."
In Clark v. Glade, 56 N. H. 105, it was held that a statute
in that state enlarging the rights of married women, practically
abolishecl tenancies by entirety between husband and wife; and
the legal unity of husband and wife, as respects the holding of
property an<l making of contracts by the wife, was obliterated.
In Cooper v. Cooper, 76 Ill. 57, it was held that under the
"Married vVoman's law" of 1861 in that State, an itct having a
scope and purpose similar to our own above cited : "No reason
can be perceived and none is suggested why a married woman
should not hold property thus acquired in fee, and as a tenant
in common with her husband, precisely as she might with any
other person."
In Hoffman v. Stigers, 28 Iowa, :-307, the court say: ''If no
contrary intent is expressed in the conveyance to them or the
instrument under which they hold, the husband and wife take
as tenants in common, and not in entirety. At common law
they were so completely and essentiaIJy one that they could not
take by moieties . . . . But the doctrine always stood upon what
was little more than the merest fiction ; and as th is by our legislation has measurably given way to theories and doctrines more
in accord with the true and actual relations of husband and wife,
the rule itself must he abandoned." See also Wilson v. Flem,ing, Ia Ohio, 68; Whettlesey v. Fuller, 11 Conn. 337; In .re
Dixon, Byrant v. Tull, 42 Law Rep. ( Ch. Div. 1889.) 306;
WarTington v. T¥arrington, 2 Hare, 54.
Under the residuary clause in the case at bar, the appellant
took only a moiety of the residue of the estate. As J udyer
Robinson died before the testator, the devise and bequest to
him lapsed, and the moiety of the residue which he would have
taken if he had survived descended to the heirs of the testator.
Exceptions overruled.
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Way. Record. Jurisdiction. R. S., c. 18, §§ 14-19.
However faulty the record of county commissioners' proceedings in laying out
a town way, if it can be reasonably inferred from the record, (1,) that a
petition was presented to the municipal officers by one or more inhabitants
of the town, or by one or more owners of cultivated land therein, asking for
the laying out of the way; (2,) that the municipal officers neglected or
refused to lay it out; and (3,) that some or the same petitioners within one
year thereaf•er, presented to the county commissioners at a regular session
a petition stating the above facts, and alleging that the neglect or refusal of
the municipal officers, was unreasonable, the record is a sufficient basis for
the procedure of the commissioners, as against collateral attack.
Held; that from the record in this case, the above jurisdictional facts can be
reasonably inferred.

ON REPORT.
This was an action of trespass quare clausum for building a
sidewalk over the plaintiff's land alleged to be outside the limits
of the street.
It was admitted that the plaintiff is the owner of the land over
which the sidewalk was built, and that the defendant, as road
commissioner. built the sidewalk.
It was admitted that, at the date of the alleged trespass, the
defendant, was a duly elected and qualified road commissioner
and was acting as such within the scope of his authority and
·within the location of the \Vay as laid out by the county commissioners; hut it was denied that such location is valid or any
justification for the defendant in the premises.
Defendant offered a record of the county commissioners
locating the way, which was admitted by the court, subject to
all legal objedions.
Thereupon, the case was withdrawn from the jury and reported to the law court with the stipulation that, if the records
introduced show the existence of a way sufficient to justify the
defendant in making a sidewalk within the limits described
therein, judgment should be entered for the defendant, other-
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wise the action is to stand for trial upon the other defenses set
up in the defendant's brief statement.
(Hecord of' County Commissioners.)

"State of Maine. Hancock : At the Court of County Commissioners begun and held at Ellsworth, within and for the
County of Hancock, on the Fourth Tuesday of January, it being
the twenty-seventh day of said month, A. D., 1880.
,i Present: William L. Guptill, Esquire, Chairman. ,John
Hopkins, Esquire, Associate. Newell Coolidge, Esquire, Associate. II. B. Saunders, Clerk.
''Isaac B. Dcsisle et als. Pet. for Road in Eden, at Bar Harbor.
''Respectfully represent, Isaac B. Desisle und s~ven others,
inhabitants of the town of Eden, that a town way, beginning at
or near a Bahn of Gilead nearly in front and Easterly from the
'Grand Central,' and running Northerly to the Southern line of
Tobias Roberts' land near his cottage in said town, ·would be of
great puhlie convenience for the m~e of said town: ·wherefore
your petitioners pray that the same may he duly laid out as by
the statute is provided.
"Date<l at Eden this twenty-sixth day of July, A. D., 1879.
"This petition was entered at the April Term, 187~), when and
where it was considered by the commissioners that the petitioners were responsible and that they ought to be heard touching
the matter set forth in their petition, and therefore order: That
the commissioners meet at Isaac B. Dcsisle's on Tuesday, the
twenty-third day of September next, at nine of the clock in the
forenoon. and thence proceed to view the route mentioned in
said petition ; immediately after which view a hearing of the
parties and witnesses will be had at some convenient plnce in
the vicinity, and such other measures taken in the premises as
the commissioners shall judge proper. And it is further ordered
that notice of the time, place and purpose of the commissioners'
meeting aforesaid, he given to all persons nnd corporations
interested, hy serving an attested copy of this petition and this
order thereon upon the clerk of the town of Eden and by posting up attested copies as aforesaid in three public places in said
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town thirty days at leaf-t before the time appointed for said view
and also by publishing the petition and this order thereon three
week:-:; successively in the Ellsworth American, n public newspaper
published in Ellsworth, in the County of Hancock, the first publication to be thirty days at least before the time of said view,
thnt they may then and there attend and he heard if they
think fit."
The petition was then continued to the October Term, 1879,
when and where the commissioners appeared and presented in
court their report in the words following, to wit:
'' State of Maine. Hancock, ss. "\\Thereas, Isaac B. De~isle
and seven others, inhabitants of the town of Eden, by their
petition made to the court of county commissioners at their reguhlr sessions holden at Ellsworth, within and for said County,
on the first Tuesday of July (April adjourned term), A. D.,
1879, represent: That a town way, beginning at or near a Balm
Gilead nearly in front and Easterly of the' Grand Central' and running northerly to the Southern line of Tobias Roberts' land, near
his cottage at Bar Harbor, in the town of Eden, would be of great
public convenience, that the selectmen of said town after notice
and hearing of parties have unreasonably refused to lay out such
way. Wherefore, your petitioners considering themselves aggrieved by such refusal pray that your Honors would agreeably
to law in such cases, made and provided, view the route and
locate said road if in your judgment the public convenience and
necessity require it, and as in duty bound will ever pray.
"Dated at Bar Harbor, in the town of Eden, this fourth day
of August, A. D., 1879.
"And whereas at the April adjourned term of said Court, A. D.,
1879, it was considered by the commissioners that the petitioners were responsible and that they ought to be heard touching
the matter set forth in their petition, and therefore order "that
the commissioners meet at Isaac B. Desisle's on Tuesday, the
twenty-third day of September next, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, and thence proceed to view the route mentioned in said
petition ; immediately aner which view a hearing of the parties
and witnesses will he had at some convenient place in the vicin-
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ity, and such measures taken in the premises as the commissioners
shall judge proper.
'' And it is further ordered : That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the commissioners' meeting aforesaid be given to all
persons and corporations intPrested, by serving an attested copy
of the petition, and this order thereon upon the clerk of the town
of Eden and by posting up attested copies as aforesaid in three
public places in said town thirty days at least before the time
appointed for said view, and also by publishing the petition and
this order thereon three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a public newspaper published in Ellsworth, in the
County of Hancock, the first publication to be thirty <lays before
the time of snid view that they may then and there attend and
be heard if they think fit.
"In accordance with the foregoing order the undersigned met at
the time and place and for the purpose above specified and it
appearing that notice had been given agreeably to said order, by
serving an attested copy of the petition and order of court thereon upon the clerk of the town of Eden, and by posting up
attested copies of the same in three public places in said town
thirty days at least before the time appointed for said view, and
also by publishing an attested copy of the petition and order
three weeks successively, in the Ellsworth American, a public
newspaper published in Ellsworth, in the County of Hancock,
the first publication being thirty days at least before the time
appointed for said view; proceeded to view the route set forth
in said petition, after which view a hearing of the parties and
witnesses was had at n. convenient place in the vicinity, and after
due consideration thereon being had, do adjudge that a road
over said route will be of common convenience and necessity.
"Beginning at a Balm of Gilead tree nearly in front and Easterly from the Grand Central Hotel, thence running North 9½
degrees East, 19½ rods to North vY est corner of R. Sproul's
store, thence North 7 degrees East 40 rods to a stake near the
North West corner of Tobias Robert's dwelling house. Said
line to be Eastern line of said road, and i;aid road to he three
rods wide.
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''Ellsworth, Oct. 22nd, 1879.
''Which report being seen by the court and due deliberation
thereon being had, was accepted by the court, and it was further
ordered by the court that the original petition on which the
foregoing proceedings are founded he continued to the next regular session of this court, to wit, the January Term, 1880. And
now at this term the court order that the proceedings on the
origirial petition be closed.
Attest:
H. B. Saunders, Clerk."

TV. P. Foster and C. H. Wood, A. 1V. King, with them,
for plaintiff.
The record before the court does not show in and of itself,
and ,vithout the aid of any inference, that the necessary jurisdictional facts existed to authorize the commencement of
the proceedings by the commissioners; and, therefore, the
proceedings in laying out the way were void, and afford no
jusEfication to the defendant for the acts complnined of. Small
v. Pennell, 31 Maine, 267; Goodwin v. Co. Com. 60 Maine,
328; Bethel v. Co. Corn. 42 Maine, 478; Hayfor-cl v. Co. Gorn.
78 Maine, 156.
It would appear that the petition, ante p. 28, was addressed
to the county commissioners. The record shows that it was
upon this petition that notice was given and the action of the
commissioners based. But the petition does not ~tnte any of
the essential jurisdictional facts. If the proceedings of the
commissioners were based upon this petition then they are
void for want or jurisdiction. The petition referred to on page
28, is not sufficient to give jurisdiction to the commissioners.
It does not state that any petition had before been made to the
selectmen, by any one. It docs not show that the selectmen
had unreasonably refused to lay out the way within one year
prior to the petition to the commissioners. Both these facts
are essential.
It should appear that the petitioners to the commissioners
were the same persons, or at least some of the same persons,
who h~1d before petitioned the selectmen. There is nothing in
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the record to show that it was adjudged by the commissioners that
there had been an unreasonable refusal by the selectmen. This is
essential. Pownal v. Co. Umn. 8 Maine, 271; State v. Pownal.
10 Maine, 24; Goodu,in v. Co. Cmn. (10 Maine, 328.
The time has passed for the plaintiff to bring certiorari. However defective the doings of the commissioners are, the plaintiff
must submit, provided they had jurisdiction. In deciding this
question of jurisdiction npon the record presented here the
plaintiff should have the benefit of a strict construction of the
record.

L. B. Deasy and J. T. Higgins, for defendant.
'\!Vhile the county commissioners' record does not in all
respects conform to the statute, it at least shows these things:
that they, by virtue of a written upplication made to them setting forth that the selectmen of the town of Eden after notice
and hearing of parties had unreasonably refused to lay out the
way, gave all and the same notices required by the statute, went
on to the ground at the time appointed, heard the parties, laid
out the way and made their return describing it, ·which return
was filed and recorded as required by law. There are some
omissions and inaccuracies in their return. but these ure either
entirely unimportant,- mere violations of directory statutes,or if important are defects that can only he taken advantage of
by certiorari. Many of the alleged defects, such as failure to
assess damages, to return u plan, to erect monuments, etc., are
unimportant. They would not huve been fatal even if the plaintiffs had proceeded by petition for writ of certiorari. Howland
v. Co. Oom,. 49 Maine, 143.
The only defect open to proceedings on certiorari, is the failure on the part of the commissioners to make return of their
adjudication that tlrn selectmen had unreasonably refused to lay
out the wny. The petitioners set out this fact and the commissioners must have so adjudicated ; but the record does not shmv
it. Unless amended this would have been fatal upon certiorari.
But this proceeding is nn action of trespass agttinst a duly qualified to\n1 officer acting under the decree of the court of county ·
commissioners; and whatever might be said if this decree had
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been attacked directly, it cannot he impeached collaterally. In
thir, respect the acts of county commissioners differ from those
of selectmen. The selectmen of tmvns are not a court.
Their acts may he attacked collater~Hy. Ari officer exercising
authority under them must show that their proceedings are correct; hut it is otherwise with county commissioners' decrees.
Robbins v. Lexin,gton, 8 Cush. 292; Olcl Colony R. R. Co.
v. Pall River, 147 :Mass. 459, and cases; Goodwin v. IIallowell, 12 Maine, 271; .Pi..;;k v. Bri,qgs, Ib. 37(:i; White v. Co.
Con1,. 70 Maine, 317.
SITTING: PETERS, · C. ,T., EMERY, FosTEu, "\VHITEHOUSE,
ST HOUT' ,J,J.
EMERY, J. The County Commissioners of Hancock County
undertook: to lay out a town way or street in the town of Eden.
They had authority to do this, if ( 1,) a petition was presented
to the_ municip:11 officers of Eden by one or more of the inhabitants of the town, or by one or nwre of the owners of cultivated
1n n<ls therein, asking them to 1uy out the way; ( 2,) the municipal officers neglected or refused to lay it out; and ( 3,) the
petitioners, or som~ of them, within one year thereafter, presented to the County Commissioners, at a regular session, a
petition i,tuting the above fact::;, and that the neglect or refusal
of the municipal officers was unrea:,;;onable. R. S., c. 18, §§ 14-19.
The record of the County Commis::,ionerH is confused and
faulty ; hut we think it can be reasonably inferred from what
record there is,- ( 1,) that Isaac B. Desisle, an<l seven others,
inhabitants of the town of Eden; on the 2lith day of July, 1879,
petitioned the municipal officers of Eden to lay out the way ;
(2,) that the municipal officers neglected or refused; (3,) that
the same Isaac B. Desis1e and seven others, the original petitioners, on the 4th duy of August, 187H, presented to the County
Commissioners, at an adjourned sesioiion of their regular April,
1879, session, a petition stating that they were inhabitants
of the town of Eden ; that they hud petitioned the municipal
· officers of Eden to lay out the way; that the municipal
officers had unreasonably neglected and refu.-,ed to do so. ·From
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this point onward the sufficiency of the proceedings to resist
collateral attack is not questioned.
No appeal was taken by any person. No one has ever sought
to have the proceedings and judgment of the Commissioners
quashed by writ of certiorari. It is common knowledge that
the way was opened and has become one of the principal streets
of Bar Harbor.
Although this record and judgment of the County Commissioners might, perhaps, have given way, if nttncked by direct
process along the lines of their faults, we think they have sufficient foundation and substance after these years to withstand a
collateral attack. White v. County Oomrnis8ioners, 70 Maine,
317.

Judgment for defendant.

MARY

E.

LIBBY,

GEORG:E

and others, in equity,

D. CLARK, and another.

Cumberland.

Opinion May 18, 1895.

Equity. Equitable Mortgage. Advances.
Where a deed absolute in form is held for security only, the fact may be
proved by parol.
So long as the instrument is one of security, the borrower has a right to
redeem upon payment of the loan.
A mortgagee after foreclosure took possession of the premises and allowed the
mortgagors with the aid of their son to manage the property until it should
work itself clear by the payment of regular installments upon the principal
and interest. This arrangement continued until the full pay was tendered
the mortgagee, the funds for which were obtained by the son on another mortgage of the same property, he having procured the title thereto by a deed from
the mortgagee. Prior to this last named deed the mortgagors had contributed
towards the payment of the regular installments, but had ceased doing so,
and the son continued making them until he procured the deed to himself.
Upon a bill by the heirs to redeem, in which the validity of the last mortgage was admitted and affirmed, held; that if' the son had had no interest in
the property, no equity, he would take nothing under bis deed as against the
mortgagors, and the original mortgage in equity would have been discharged
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by the payment of the mortgage in fnll; but inasmuch as he had an interest
in the property arising from the payments made by him, he had an equity
that worked a consideration for the deed to him in whatever form it might
be; and that although absolute in form he held the deed as security only for
his advances and expenses on account of the property.
Held; that upon payment of such advances and expenses, redemption may be
had.

ON REPORT.
Bill in equity, heard on hill, answer and proof.
The case appears in the opinion.

F. C. Payson, JI. R. Virgin, ancl EI. M. Davis, for plaintiff.-,.
B. D. ancl H. 1Jf. Ve1Till, for defendants.
SITTING: PETERS, C. J.'
WHITEHOUSE, STROUT, JJ.

w ALTON'

FOSTER, HASKELL,

HASKELL, .J. The Portland Savings Bank held a mortgage
from Mary Ann and Elliot F. Clark on certain real estate on
Grove street, in Portland, to secure the sum of $10,900 that fell
due in March, 1875. Foreclosure was commenced in April,
1877, and redemption expired in April, 1878. Meantime the
mortgagors deposited, in sums of fifty dollars each, three hundred dollars and the same was entered on an exh~ting account,
entitled: "Bank book of Mrs. Mary Ann Clark, deposited by
Elliot F. Clark on account of mortgage of Grove street property."
June 18, 1878, after the time for redemption had elapsed, thirtyfive dollars more were deposited upon the same account. In the
following October, the Bank, George D. Clark, one of defendants, and his parents, Mary Ann and Elliot F. Clark, consummated an arrangement whereby the balance on the hank hook,
$610.37, was applied to the payment of interest on the mortgage
notes, and the Bank und George signed the following writing:
r'Memornndum of agreement between the Portland Saving:i:;
Bank and George D. Clark in reference ·to the property on the
corner of Portland and Grove streets, Portland, belonging to the
hank, formerly under mortgage to the bank from E. F. Clark
and wife.
VOL, LXXXVIII.
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"George D. Clark pays one thousand dollars in cash for lot
numbered twelve on plan recently made by Edward C. ,Jordan,
and to be recorded in the Cumberland Registry of Deeds, and
pays tuxes for 1878 on the whole property. Said Elliot F. Clark
and wife receipt for the money on deposit in the Birnk. George
D. Clark is to hold possession of the remaining property so long
as he shall pay the Bank seventy.five dollars a month from the
date hereof, and shall keep the premises insured at his own
expense for at ]east ten thousand dollars in the name of the
Bank. The Bank pnys all tuxes after this date except as above.''
At the bottom was added in pencil hy the treasurer of the
Bank:
ti That
provided George D. Clark shall pay the principal
sum with interest accrued at six per cent to date and interest
on same, he sha11 have a quitclaim deed of the property, and
fix price on separate lots and moving small houses on street."
At the same time Mary Ann and Elliot F. Clark signed and
delivered to the Bank: tt Portland, October 23, 1878. Received
six hundred and ten and thirty-seven and one-hundredths dollars,
being amount in full, which amount is to be applied to paying
interest on property on Grove street."
The treasurer of the hank testifies that, prior to the above
agreement:
Mr. Elliot F. Clark came to the office in company
with a man I had known as a boy but not by nume, and said he
was satisfied he should he unahle.to redeem the property himself
or to do anything at all in that direction, and he had made
arrangements with his son, George D. Clark, to redeem the
property or purchase it for him. That George was to carry it
for his wife :rnd himself, and that George had always helped
him, and he had received no help from any other members of
the family, and wished him to receive what benefit accrued.
That Elliot F. Clark shou Id collect the rents and deposit them
on the Bank: book. and Mr. George D. Clark was to make up
the balance of seventy-five dollars a month, which was to be paid
under this agreement." Thereupon the board of managers of
the Bank, on the day before the above memorandum was signed,
voted, tt That the Treasurer be authorized to quitclaim the lot
ii
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of land forty feet by one hundred feet, with the two-story
wooden huildingthereon, to George D. Clark, situated on Grovestreet; provided E1liot F. Clark and his wife shall turn over to,
the Bank the sum of $595.50 now standing on Bank book in
name of Mary A. Clark, and shall pay the taxes for 1878, and.
that said Clark shall have and enjoy possession of the property
formerly belonging to Mary Ann Clark and Elliot F. Clark 1,0,
long as he shall pay the sum of seventy.five dollars per month
out of which the Bank shall pay the taxe:::; hereafter accruing."·
In execution of the agreements above stated, George D. Clark
entered into possession of the property and made his father·
agent to collect the rents and deposit them in the hank while·
he, from other sources, provided the balance called for by the•
agreement. This continued until the father died in 1880, when
the bank made a new arrangement with George for redeeming
the property of the following tenor:
"You are hereby appointed agent of this Bank to collect the
rents and have in sole charge the property on the corner of
Grove and Portland streets, being all the property this Bank
now owns, formerly the property of Elliot E"'. Clark and wife ..
This agency shall exist for three years provided you shall pay
s'ixty dollars every month and keep the buildings insured in the•
name of the Bank for $8000.00 and make all necessary repairs.
without charge to this Bank; - should you or your heirs,'.
executors or administrators effect sale of this property, all sums.
received for such sale over and above the sums advanced by this
Bank. on the property, with six per cent interest, shall be paid
to you ; and any partial sale or sales of parts of the property
shall be credited on account until the cost of the property, with
interest as above, shall he satisfied, when this Bank will quitclaim to you or your heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns,
the remaining parcels of land."
This arrangement substantially continued until 1891, the
mother meantime having died, when the hank· conveyed the
premises, by warranty deed, to George for the expressed
considemtion of $7,150.54, and he at the same time mortgaged
the same to the Union Mutual Life Insurance Company to sec.:nre
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a loan of $<3000, and thereafterwards claimed to hold the equity
in fee. These plaintiffs, however, contend that he holds the
estate as security merely, and that they are entitled to redeem
from him the equity of the Insurance Company mortgage, which
they affirm us valid inasmuch as the loan secured thereby was
applied to the bank's debt against the property; and that is the
purpose of this bill.
The record title shows a fee in George D. Clark. The Insurance Company is a bona fide mortgagee an<l takes a valid
mortgage. But while Clark's title appears to be absolute, it may
be shown to he held for security only, if such be the real truth
of the case. Rowell v. tlewett, 69 Maine, 293 ; Stinchfield v.
Millili:en., 71 Maine, 5G7; Lewis v. S,nall, 71 Maine, 552; Reed
v. Reed, 75 Maine, 264; Jamesonv. Emerson, 82 Maine, 359.
The memory, sometimes moulded by self-intere::,t, sees the
more clearly as time runs on; but the logical inference from
undisputed facts always sho-ws true.
In 1875 the mortgage fell due. In 1877, interest fell in
arrears and foreclosure was begun. Meantime rents were paid
to the hank on account of mortgage on Grove street property.
After redemption expireJ, the mortgagors took their son George
to the bank, with the hope of saving their property and their
home, and it was agreed that by his aid, and the application of
the mortgagor's deposit to the mortgage debt, further time should
be given. That is, George was to pay $1000 for lot No. 12,
and seventy-five dollars a month. That he might do this, the
Bank gave him possm:-Hion of the property, ancl so long as he
paid the 1,eventy-five dollars a month and kept the premises
insured, he might keep the possession; and when he should
have paid ' the principal sum w·ith interest accrued and interest
on same" he should have a deed of the property. vVhy should
possession he given to George until he should pay" the principal
sum with interest" if he were not to redeem? Coul<l it have
been the inte.ntion of the bank that, after he should have paid
in a large part of ' the principal sum with interest," and failed
to pay more, his right of redemption should cease, :md that he
should lose ·what he had paid voluntarily without any obligation
1

1
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on hi~ part to do so? He did not promise to pay seventy-five
dollars a month or any other sum. He was permitted to do so
until '' the principal sum with interest" should be paid. ..What
is that but redemption? '' So long as the instrument is one of
security the borrnwer has a right to redeem upon payment of
the loan." Lhmell v . .Lyford, 72 Maine, 283.
Bnt it is said that the arrangement wns with George, the
parents' rights having been absolutely foreclosed. Let us see.
The value of the property was greater than the mortgage deht.
After supposed foreclosure, if the parents were to have no
interest, why should they pay upon the mortgage debt $G10.37
of their own money then in the bank? The treasurer says :
"That money was not our property until a settlement wns made
with them." Why should George, after taking a deed from the
bank of lot 12, take a warranty deed of the same lot from the
parents? Why, in two days after the agreement with the Bank,
wherein George was to pny tuxes for 1878, should he take a
note from his father and mother for these very taxes? Why
should he take a mortgage of this very property from his father
to secure this note? And why, in 1884, should he ,vrite:
"Brother Gus, I do wish yon would look round and see if Charles
Woodman or some one else will buy all of that property. I do
want to get out of it and I meant to, so now I had rather let
some one else have it besides the Saving Bank. The property
owes about ten thom,and dollars, of courF!e we want to get more
for it, but if I can't it will go for the bill what it owes. I am
tired of lugging it and am going to get out of it just as soon as
I can. Please see if you can't find Home one that will buy it.
I do wish we could get fifteen thousand <loilars for it, but it ,vill
go just as soon as I can get rid of it. I am afraid if they take it
I can't get my n.10ney out of it." Is it not for the plain reason
that he engaged "to redeem the property " and to" carry it for
his father and mother," as the treasurer of the bank says the
father told him wns the arrangement when he first brought
George to the Bank?
The upshot of the transaction amounted to this. The Bank,
as mortgagee, took possession, and allowed the mortgagors,
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with the aid of their son, to manage their property until it
should work itself clear, if seventy-five dollars a month and
insurance, afterwards reduced to sixty, should be paid upon•• the
principal sum \Vith interest." This arrangement continued until
full p:iy was tendered the bank. Its mortgage was then
redeemed, partly by the money of George and partly by the
money of the mortgagors, and the bank's appare_nt fee was
conveyed to George. If George had had no interest in the
property, no equity, the conveyance to him from the bank would
have given him no real title at:l against the mortgagors, and the
mortgage, in equity, would have been discharged; but, inasmuch
a:::-i he had an interest in the property on account of the payments
that he had made to the bank, he had an equity that could work
· a consideration for the conveyance to him in whatever form it
might be.
Now, the bank, apparently holding a foreclosed mortgage,
conveyed the property to George, who thereby apparantly took
a foe, but really only a security for his advances. It was in his
power, however, to destroy the equity by conveyance to a bona
tide purchaser. ThiH he did by giving a mortgage to the Insurance Company for a loan with which to redeem the bank mortgage, retaining an equity of redemption to secure himself for
advances and expern,es on account of the property. Upon the
payment of th~se, redemption may be had.
The plaintiffs and defendants are all children and heirs of the
mortgagors, and have inherited equal shares in the premises now
held by the defendant, George D. Clark. Upon payment to him
for advances and expenditures, including interest, the property
should be divided equally among the parties to this suit.
Let a master take an account, and the equity of redeeming the
In~urance Company mortgage be sold, and the proceeds be applied, first, to the payment of costs of this suit, second, to uny
claim found due George D. Clark, and, third, let the balance be
divided equally among all the parties to this cause, share and
share alike.
Decree accordingly.
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MATTHEW S. GOODRICH, and another.
vs.
CITY OF WATERVILLE.
K~nnebec.

Opinion May 21, 1895.

Physicians. Contract. Towns. R. 8., c. 3, § 36.
All persons acting under the employment of town or city officers must take
notice at their peril of the extent of the authority of' such officers.
When a town or city has already provided for the medical treatment of its
sick paupers, by the election of a town or city physician, and he is ready and
willing and competent to attend a sick pauper, so that no necessity exists for
employing any other, it is undoubtedly the duty of the overseers of the poor
to call him, when one of the paupers under their care is sick and in need of
medical treatment.
In ,such a case the overseers have no authority to employ any other; and, if
others are employed, they are chargeable with notice that they will have
no right to call upon the town or city to compensate them for their services.
It is provided by statute, R. S., c. 3, § 36, that: "No member of a city government shall be interested, directly or indirectly, in any contract entered into
by such government while he is a member thereof." Held, that one of' the
plaintiffs being a member of the city council, no action can be maintained to
recover for medical services rendered by his firm to a pauper of his city.
It is a contract in which a member of' the city government is directly interterested, and for that reason is void by the statue.
AGREED STATEMENT.

This was an action wherein the plaintiffs, M. S. Goodrich and
Fred E. Withee, co-partners in the business of physicians and
surgeons in Waterville, seek to recover for professional services
and rnedicihe, an amount of forty-one dollars and fifty cents,
the same having been furnished to a woman pauper of said "\Vaterville. The principal part of the services and medieine \-Vere
furnished t9 the pauper by Dr. Withee, he having been first
employed to attend the pauper while Dr. Goodrich 'was away
out of the city; but during their employment Doctor Goodrich
called uptm her once or twice and knew that he and Dr. Withee
were rendering her medical attendance on account of the city,
at the req nest of the overseers.
It is admitted that the services were rendered at the request of
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the oven,eers of the poor. It is also admitted that, at the same
time, the city had a city physician who might have been called
to treat the pntient, but that for some reason the overseers
called the plaintiffs, and he was not called as he might have
been if the overseers had seen fit to call him.
It is also admitted that Dr. Goodrich was at the time a member of the common council of the City of Waterville.
It was agreed that the plaintiffs were to recover the full amount
of the bill, unless the fact that Dr. Goodrich was a member of
the city government, at the time the:-se services were rendered,
bani the recovery under the statute ; or unless the overseers of
the poor exceeded their authority in employing the plaintiffs
when the city had n regularly elected city physician.

W. T. Haine.f.l, for plaintiffs.
F. JV. Clair, for defendant.
SITTING: PETERS,
STROUT,

C. J.,

""\\TALTON, El\IERY, FOSTER, HASKELL,

,TJ.

vV ALTON,

J.

This is an action to recover for medical attendance upon a pauper. Payment is resisted upon the ground that
the plaintiffs were not legally employed.
It appear:-; that, at the time when the services sued for were
rendered, the city had u regularly and legally elected city physician, who was being paid a salary for medical attendance upon
all its paupers, and who might have been called to treat the
pauper, but that, for some unexplained reason, the overseers of
the poor did not see fit to call him, and employed the plaintiffs.
It also appears that, at the time of the employment of the plaintiffs, one of them was a member of the city council. And it is
claimed thnt under these circumstances, the employJnent of the
plaintiffs was unauthorized and illegal.
We think the defense mm,t be sustained. It is true that overseers of the poor may, when necessary, provide for tlfe medical
treatment of the paupers under their care. But when a town or
a city has already provided for the medical treatment of its sick
paupers, by the election of a town or city physician, and he is
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ready and willing and competent to attend n sick pauper, so that
no necessity exists for employing any other, it is undoubtedly
the duty of the overseer~ of the poor to call him, when one of
the paupers under their care is sick and in need of medical treatment. And, in such a case, we think they have no authority to
employ any other; and, if others are employed, that they are
chargenhle with notice that they will have no right to call upon
the town or city to compensate them for their services. All
persons acting under the employment ·of town or city officers
mu:-.t take notice at their peril of the extent of the authority of
such officers.
And, again, it has heen wisely enacted that ~~ no member of a
city government shall he interested, directly or indirectly, in
any contract entered into by such government while he is a
member thereof." R. S., c. 3, § 36. And the statute cited declares that all such contracts shall be void. If the employment
of the plaintiff-, did not create such a contract, then, of course,
their action is not maintainable; for such a c011tract is the cause
of action, and the only cause of action declared on. If it did
create such a contract, it was one in which a member of the city
government was directly interested, and, for that reason, one
which the statute cited declares shall be void; and, being thus
made void, of course no action can be maintained upon it. We
think this, also, is a valid ground of defense. The statute makes
no distinction with regard to the charncter of the contract. It
may be to build a city hall or open u street or construct a bridge
or tnke charge of a sick pauper. All are alike illegal and void.
The statute makes no distinction.
Plaintiffs nonsui"t.
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SARAH A. SA WYER, Administratrix,
V8.

JARVIS

Knox.

C.

PERHY,

and others.

Opinion May 28, 18H5.

Negligence. Death. Pleadings. 8tat. 1891, c. 124.
The remedies provided by Stat. 1891, c. 124, entitled, " An Act to give a right of
action for injuries causing death," are limited to cases where the person injured dies immediately.
Held; that the legislature intended by this act to extend the means of redress
to a class of cases where none existed before; and not to give two actions
for a single injury,-one for the benefit of the decedent's estate and another
for the benefit of his widow and children or next of kin.
In an action to recover damages for negligently causing the death ofa person, the
declaration averred that the decedent lived about an hour, and in its original
form was simply a common-law action based on the alleged negligence of the
defendant. The writ was amended by an allegation that the action was
brought for the benefit of the widow of the decea~ed. Held; that the amendment changed the character of the action, and was, therefore, demurrable.
In its original form, the damages, if any are recovered, will belong to the
estate of the deceased. In its amended form they will belong to the widow;
and the amendment changes the rule by which the damages are to be assessed.
While other courts, and some writers of text books have used indiscriminately the word instantaneous and immediate, they do not, in this class of cases,
mean precisely the same thing. An instantaneous death is an immediate
death; but an immediate death is not necessarily and in all cases an instantaneous death.
ON EXCEPTIONS.

This was an action upon the case to recover damages alleged
to have been sustained by reason of the negligence of the
defendants, and resulting in the death of Ralph S. Sawyer, the
plaintiff's intestate.
The plaintiff moved to amend her declaration by inserting
near the close thereof the words, this action is brought for the
benefit of said Sarah A. Sawyer, ·widow of said intestute, said
J
intestate having died without children," and also the words ~~ and
as the person for whose benefit this action is brought," which
amendment was allowed by the presiding ju~tice, against the objection of the defendants, and was thereupon made.
~f
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To the declaration so amended the defendants then filed a
general demurrer, which was duly joined, all of which was
during the return term of said action. The presiding justice
sustained the demurrer so filed to the amended declaration and
the plaintiff thereupon seasonably excepted to the ruling sustaining the demurrer as aforesaid.
It was stipulated by the parties that if the plaintifrs exceptions
should be overruled by the law court and the plaintiff shall
thereupon desire to again amend her declaration by striking out
the amendment which was allowed by the presiuing justice as
aforesaid, the plaintiff should have the right to do so without the
payment of crn,ts.
The declaration, as amended. was based upon the following
statute:
Chapter 124, Laws of 1891.
'' An Act to give a right of action for injuries causing death."
Section 1. Whenever the death of a person shall be caused
by wrongful act, neglect or default, and the act, neg~ect or
default, is such as would, if death had not ensued, have entitled
the party injured to maintain an action and recover damages in
respect thereof, then, and in every such case, the person who,
or the corporution which, would have been liable, if death had
not ensued, shall be liable to an action for damages, notwithstn,nding the death of the person injured, and although the death
shull have been caused under such circumstances as shall urnount
to a felony.
"Section 2. Every such action shall he brought by and in
the names of the personal representatives of such deceased
person, and the amount recovered in every such action shall be
for the exclusive benefit of his widow, if no children, and of the
children, if no widow, a'nd if both, then to her und them equally,
and, if neither, of his heirs. The jury may give such damages
as they shall deem a fair and just compensation, not exceeding
five thousand dollars, with reference to the pecuniary injuries
resulting from such death to the persons for whose benefit such
action is brought, provided, that such action shall be commenced
·within two years after the death of such person."
1
'
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True P. Pie1·ce, for plaintiff.
A. A. Strout, G. A. Hight, and J. TV. Symonds, for defendants.
Counsel argued: The statute of 1891 should be construed in
accordance with existing rulings of our court, to apply only to
cases of instant death; and as it appears in the declaration in
this case that Sawyer lived after the injury and acquired a common-law right of action, which has survived to his administratrix,
we say thnt the case is not one which may be maintained under
the 1891 statute; and as this declaration is also bad at common
law, we contend that the exceptions should be overruled and the
demurrer sustained.
There was no real defect in the common-law action, which
survived. So far as that action went it was well enough. It
gave a substantial remedy in nearly every case to which it
applied. The real defects, which required new legislation, were
defects in the remedy provided for cnses which were not covered
by the survival statute. In other words, the indictment remedy
for c:u,es of instant death was the defective spot in the existing
body of law. In the first place, this indictment statute, giving
a remedy in cat-.es of instant death, was defective in thut it
restricted the remedy to cases where the wrong was done, either
by a transportation company, or by its servants. There was
need of a general remedy against ull wrong-doers. With the
growth of manufacturing interests a remedy for instant death
had become fully as necessary in factory cases as in rnilroad
cases. There was no reason why the remedy should not he
against all wrong-doers. In the second place, the indictment
statute had been so construed as to allow no remedy whatever
to employees in cases of instant death resulting from the master's
negligence! even though the ma~ter was a railroad or common
carrier. State v . .ill. G. R.R. 60 Maine, 490. There was need
of new legislation to cure this defect. There was no reason
why the muster should not be liable, in cases of instant death,
as he was liable in cases where the death was not instantaneous.
In the third place, the remedy by the indictment process was
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exceedingly inconvenient in form, and it was different in form
from what it was in substance; being in form a criminal action,
while in substance it was really a civil proceeding. State v.
Gmnd Trunk R. R. 58 Maine, 182. There was need of new
legislation to do away "vith such inconvenience, and to give a
remedy by civil ,action.
The law of 1891 cures these defects as if it were ~specially
aimed at them. It gives n general civil remedy against all
wrong--doers and in favor of all persons who have been wronged,
no matter whether the person was an employee of the wrong-doer
or not. The old defect of having an inconvenient form of
remedy is also cured, the statute providing a general civil remedy
in as convenient a form as possible.
It seems to he perfectly clear that what the legislature did in
forming this uct of 1891 was to look at the body of law previously existing, to note the dcfeets in our indictment process to
recover for instant death, and to work this indictment process
over into a civil action of a more general nature. They found
a general form for their new statute in Lord Campbell's Act,
which had been adopted by many states in this country ; they did
not, however, adopt this statute arnl lose sight of the indictment
statute entirely, hnt in naming the persons for whose benefit the
action was to be brought, they followed the wording of the old
indictment statute. They also fixed the maximum amount that
could be recovered in the action ut five thousand dollars, taking
this amount evidently from the old indictment statute, thus
showing conclm,ively that the new law was merely a reconstruction of the ol<l for the purpose of covering <l~d'ects; and if the
]egislHture were merely working over the old law, it is hardly
reasonable to presume that they lost sight of the rulings of the
court, which declared that it would be absurd to apply the old
]aw to any cases other than those of instant death, and it i~ fair
to presume that. if they intended to do away with these old
rulings, they would have expressed the intention to that effect
explicitly in the new statute which they did not do.
SITTING: vVALToN, EMERY, HASKELL, W1s,vELL, STROUT,

JJ.
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WALTON, J.
This is an action to recover damages for negligently causing the death of a person. The declaration alleges
that Ralph S. Sawyer, while at work in the defendants' lime
quarry, was killed hy a stone which wns negligently allowed to
fall upon him.
·
The declaration avers that the decedent survived his injuries
about an hour; and the suit, in its original form, wa1-, simply
a common-law action, based on the alleged negligence of the
defendants. But, by leave of court, the writ has been amended
by inserting an allegation that the action is brought for the
benefit of the widow of the decensed. This was an important
amendment. It changed the cha1·acter of the action. In its
original form, the damages, if any had been recovered, would
have belonged to the estate of the deceased. In its present
form, the damages, if any are recovered, will belong to the
widow of the deceased; and the amendment changes the rnle
by which the damages are to be assessed. The amen<lment,
therefore, was important, and not a mere matter of form.
To this amended declaration, the defendants demurred. The
object of the demurrer appears to have been to obtHin a construction of the statute of 1891, c. 124, entitled, '' An Act to give
a right of action for injuries causing death."
The question argued is, whether the remedies provided by
this statute (Act 1891, c. 124,) must not be limited to cases
where the persons injured die immediately. It is the opinion
of the court that they must. A. similar statute has been so
construed, and no reason is perceived why thi::; statute should
not receive the same construction.
In State v . .Maine Oentral Railroad, 60 Maine, 490, the court
held that a statute giving a right of action by inqictment against
railroad corporations for negligently causing the death ofa person,
and declnring that the amount recovered ::;hould he for the benefit
of the widow and children of the decedent, must be limited in
its application to cases of immediate death; and this decision was
affirmed in State v. Gmnd Trunk Railway, 61 Maine, 114.
The court could not believe that the legislature intended to
give two remedies for a single injury. It had become settled
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law in this State that if a person was injured through the negligence of another person, or a corporation, and afterwards died
of his injuries, redress could be obtained hy his personal
repre~entative. But it had been held in .Massachusetts ( and
the law was assumed to be the same in this State) that if the
person injured died inunediately·, no redress could he had. And it
was believed that it was the intention of the legislature to remedy
this defect. Not to give a new right of action, where ample
means of redress already existed; hut to supplement the exiRting ]aw, and give a new right of action in a class of cases where
no means of redress before existed. And it was believed that foll
effect would he given to the legislative intention by limiting the
new right of action to cases where the persons injured died
immediately.
So, in this case, we can not believe that the legislature intended
by the act of 1891, c. 124, to give two actions for a single
injury,- one for the benefit of the decedent's estate·, and another
for the benefit of his widow and chiidren or next of kin. We
think the legislative intention was to extend means of redress
to a class of cases where none before existed. This class of
cases was still ]urge. There still existed a large clnss of cases
in which redress for injuries resulting in immediate death could
not be had. And we can not resist the conviction that it was
the intention of the legislature to provide means of redress
for this class of cases, and not to duplicate the wrong-doer's
liability, and subject him to two actions for a single injury. ,
Previous statutes of a similar character having been so interpreted, we can not resist the conviction that the legislature
expected and inten<led that this statute should receive the same
interpretation. Our conclusion, therefore, is that the Act of
18Dl, c. 124, applies only to cases in which the persons injured
die immediately.
We do not say that the death must he instantaneous. We
liave never so held. Very few injuries <?Uuse instantaneous death.
Instantaneous means done or occurring in an instant, or without
any perceptible duration of time; as the passage of electricity
appears to be instantaneous. It is so defined in Webster's Inter-
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national Dictionary. And when we say that the death must be
immediate, we do not mean to say that it must follow the injury
within a period of time too brief to be perceptible. If an injury
severs some of the principal blood-vessels, and causes the person
injured to bleed to death, we think his death may he regarded as
immediate though not instantaneous. If n blow upon the head produces unconsciousness, and renders the person injured incapable
of intelligent thought 01· speech or action, and he so remaim, for
several minutes, and then dies, we think his death may very
properly be considered as immediate, thoug:h not instantaneous.
Such a discrimination may he regarded by some as excessively
exact or nice, and therefore hypercritical. But, in stating legal
propositions, it is impossible to be too exact; and while other
courts, and some writers of text hooks, have used indiscriminately the ·words instantaneous and immediate, and the adverbs
instantaneously and immediately, we have not regarded them, in
this class of cases, as meaning precisely the same thing, and have
preferred to use the words immediate and immediately, as heing
more comprehensive and elastic in their meaning, than the words
instantaneous and ine.tnntaneou:,ly, and better calculated to convey the i<lea which we \Vish to express. Of course, an instantaneous death is an immediate death; but ·we have not supposed
that an immediate death is necessarily and in all ca::;;es an instantaneous death.
Read in the light of hi::;;tory ,-that is, taking into account the
then existing state of the law in this State, and the defects supposed to exist, and the presumed desire to remedy these defects,
and not to change or alter the law in particulars where no change
was needed,- onr conclusion is that the statute of 18Hl, c. 12,i,
entitled, An Act to give a right of action for injuries causing
death," was intended by the legislature to apply to cases where
the persons injured die immediately. It not being averred in
the plaintiff's declaration that her husband died immediately,
but, on the contrary, it being therein averred that he survived
about an hour, we think the declaration describes only a common-law right of action, in which the damages, if any are recovered, must be for the benefit of the decedent's estate generally,
11
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and not for the exclusive henefit of his widow; :md that, in its
amended form, ( declaring that the action was brought for the
exclusive benefit of the widow of the deceased,) it was demurrable, and that the den~ul'l'er was rightfully sustained. Consequently, the exceptions must he overruled. But, as stipulnted
in the bill of exceptions, the plaintiff may again amend her writ
by restoring it to its original form, _without the payment of costs,
and the defendants may plead anew.
Exceptions overruled.

FRANK

E.

Petitioner for Mandamus,
vs.
DANA P. FOSTER.

BR<.)WN,

Kennebec.

Opinion May 29, 1895.

Elections. .11'layor of Waterville. Casting V(Jte. Spec. Laws, 1887, c. 195.
The mayor of the city of w·aterville, is not entitled by the city charter
(Private and Special Laws of 1887, chapter Hl5), to vote with the aldermen
and councilmen in joint convention in the election of a city clerk and city
treasurer, besides having the casting vote in such election in case of a tie.
The argument in favor of the pretended prerogative on the part of the mayor
rests upon an introductory clause in the city charter which declares that
" the mayor, board of aldermen and common council :-hall constitute the city
council;" it being further provided in 11 subsequent section of the charter
that certain subordinate city officers, "shall be elected by joint convention
of the city council.'' I-Ielcl; that these general terms describing the mayor as
a part of the city council are specifically and particularly defined in other
and subsequent sections and clauses, by which it is macle clear that it is only
in the use of certain special powers, such as being a presiding officer, making
appointments and exercising the veto power, etc., is he a part of' the city
council.
Also, that the section of the city charter which makes him the presiding officer
over the board of aldermen and joint conventions of the city council expressly provides that he shall have, not a casting vote, but "only ''-a casting vote.
The city charter uses the phrase " city council" in several instances in such a
manner as to include the two boards but excluding the mayor,-thus recognizing the wise parliamentary principle which restricts the functions of a
presiding officer to holding a balance of'power between equally divided Yote'l
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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of deliberative bodies in order to facilitate but not block their business; for
breaking· but not making a tie.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This \Vas a petition for mandamus to compel the defendant
to deliver to the complainant all books, papers. records, etc.,
appertaining to the office of city clerk of vVaterville, the complainant alleging that he was duly elected to that office, which
allegation the defendant denied; the complaimnt further alleging that in the election of subordinate city officers in the city of
\Vaterville, the mayor of said city could not participate except
where each candidate had an equal number of votes.
In the hearing before the justice before whom the proceedings
pended, the following rulings, findings and decrees were made:
1. That in the election of said subordinate officers, said mayor
wns not entitled to vote unless each candidate had received an
equal numher of votes.
2. Thut the vote cast by the mayor at the election of a city
clerk on March 27th, A. D., 1895, was illegal.
3. That the peremptory writ of mandamus he issued.
To all which rulings, findings and decrees, the respondent
took exceptions.
The cuse is stated in the opinion.

S. S. B1·?wn, foe petitioner.
Reuben Foster, and Dana P. Foster, W. 0. Philbrook, for
re:::;pondent.
SITTING: PETERS,

vV1swELL,

C. ,J.,

"TALTON, E:'\1EHY, FOSTER, HASKELL,

J,J.

PETERS, C. J. The only question sought to be settled by this
prnceeding of manJamus is ,vhether the mayor of the city of
"\Va"terville is entitled by the provisions of the charter of that
city ( eh. 195, Pri. nnd Spec. Laws, 1887) to vote with the
aldermen and councilmen in joint convention in the election of
subordinate city officers, in the present case in the election of a
city clerk, besides having the casting vote in such election in
case of a tie.
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The case comes to us upon exceptions to the ruling of the
justice of this court who tried the action, and who decided that
the mayor had no such right as was claimed and exercised by
him, the learned justice making at the time the follcnving oraf
observations in support of his conclusion :
'' It appears that eleven members of the city council in .joint
convention voted for the petitioner, for cit.y clerk, and ten for
the respondent. Thereupon the mayor claimed the right to
vote and did vote for the respondent who now claims that no
person received a majority of all the votes and hence there was
no election for city clerk.
"In determining the mayor's right to vote under these circum,..
stances recourse must first be had to the city charter of Waterville.
It is provided in section two of this act of incorporation that
the 'mayor, board of aldermen and common council shall
constitute the city council.'
"Section three provides that the mayor 'shall preside in the
board of aldermen and joint meetings of the two boards but
shall have only a casting vote.' It is further provided in the
same section that the 'city council may elect the mayor to any
city office and allow him l:lc reasonable compensation for service·
rendered in such office,' while by section seventeen the aldermen
and common council are declared to be ineligible to any office·
of profit or emolument the salary of which is payable by the city ..
"Section six provides that 'all officers of the police and health·.
departments shall be appointed by nomination by the mayor
and confirmed by the aldermen. . . . All other subordinate
officers shall be elected by joint convention of the city council.'
,i These provisions of the charter must he construed with
reference to the general policy of our law respecting municipal
government and in the light of the familiar rule of construction
that as the different parts of a law reflect light upon each other
it shonld be so expounded, if practicable, as to avoid any
contradiction or inconsistency and give some effect to every
part of it.
,i The provision that the mayor 'shall preside in the board of
aldermen and joint meetings of the two boards hut shall have
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only a casting vote' is found in precisely the same language in
every city eharter in the State from its early history to the
present time ; and with the exception of the express mention of
the mayor as one of those constituting the 'city council ' of
"\Vatcrville all the other provisions relating to the point under
consideration are essentially the same in all other charters as in
the ·waterville charter. It has been the obvious policy of the
State to provide in their charters for annual city elections and
to give effect to the free voice of the people and insure the
orderly continuance of the city govcrnmentR by facilitating rather
th~n oh~tructing the annual elections of officers; and it is understood to have heen the uniform practice under all these charters
for the mayor to exercise the right in joint convention to give
only a casting vote for the purpose of breaking a tie and not for
the purpose of making one. Such a pmetical interpretation
which has been accepted as correct for nea.'rly three-fourths of a_
century is entitled to respectful consideration in the decision of
such a question.
,i This view of the construction to be given the right to give
'only a cnsting vote' is strengthened by section thirty-four of
chapter three of the Revised Statutes which declares that in the
'election of any city officers by ballot in the . . convention of
the aldermen and common council in which the mayor has a
right to give a casting vote if two or more candidates have each
half of the ballots cast he shall determine and declare which of
them ii:-; elected.' Here is a plain implication that the term
~ casting vote' as used in this connection, is restricted to a vote
thrown by the mayor as a presiding officer when the votes cast
by the members are equally divided. It 8eems clear that if it
ha,l been the purpose of the Legislature to make such :m important
distinction between the ""\Vuterville charter and all others, as tht--)
respondent contends for, more explicit and unequivocal language
would have heen used than any found in this act. The mere
mention of the mayor in connection with the aldermen and common council us of those constituting the city council is not
sufficient to show such intention.
,~ It is plain also that no distinction was intended between the
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'joint meetings of the two ho:ll'ds,' in which the mayor has 'on]y
a casting vote,' and the 'joint convention of the city council,'
for the election of offieers ; for it has not been suggested that
'joint meetings of the two boards,' are held for the tran~action
of any business worthy of mention, other than the e]ection of
subordinate officers.
'' For these reasons it seems to be my duty to grant the petition
and order the writ of mandamus to issue."
In the views expressed in this statement we ful1y concur.
The force of the argument in favor of this pretended prerogative of the mayor rests in an introductory clause in the city
charter which declares that '' the mayor, board of aldermen and
common council shall constitute the city council ;" it being further provided in a subsequent section of the chader that certain
subordinate city officers "shall be elected by joint convention of
the city council."
But while the first clause in very general terms describes the
mayor as a part of the city council, the meaning of that declaration
is found in other and subsequent clauses and sections which define
with particularity just what part of the city council he sha1l be
considered to he. Such suhsequeut provisions of the (•hnrtcr
declnre exact]y what the power::-; of the mayor Hha11 be, and
in what manner the same shall he exercised. Nor does the
clause in seetion two, which embraces aldermen and eommon
councilmen within the composition of the city council, as well
as it does the mayor, attempt to define or lintit their powers
or duties, hut those also are left to he enumerated afterwards.
The chart~r confers various special powers on the mayor,
among which is the power of appointment in many instances.
He is so far a pnrt of the city government that no legislative act
can be passed by the other branches without his approva],
un]ess by a vote of two-thirds of the member~ in each of
such other branches of the government. f:t is in this sense, and
to the extent of such powers as are specially committed to him,
and no further, that he is a part of the city council. No other
construction of the charter as a whole wi11 make a consistent
and sensible instrument of it.
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In another respect may the mayor in a general if not a strict
and technical sense he denominated some part of the city conncil,
and that is becamm he presides over the meetings of the aldermen and over ''the joint convention of the city council." But
the section granting him that privilege expressly provides that
in the husiness of such meetings he shall have~ not a casting vote,
but only" a casting vote. This is a wise recognition of the
parliamentary principle which allows a presiding officer the authority of holding a balance of power between equally divided
votes of a deliberative body in order to faciliate but not to block
legislation; or, as the justice presiding in this case expressed it,
for breaking hut not for making a tie vote.
It will he seen on an examination of the charter in question
that the phrase city council" is employed in several instances
as evidently including the two boards and excluding the mayor.
This idea pulsates throughout most of the provisions of the
charter.
Exceptions overruled.
11

11

CHARLES

H.

REDINGTON,

Kennebec.

in equity, vs.

MARTIN

F.

BARTLETT.

Opinion May 29, 1895.

Elections. Mayor of Wate1·ville. Casting Vote. R. S., c. 4, § 55.
Laws, 1887, c. 195.
Principle in preceding case applied.

IN

Special

EQUITY.

This was an appeal in equity, heard on petition, answer and
testimony, brought to this court by the defendant as provided
by R. S., c. 4, § 55, relating to contested elections. The following is the decree from which the appeal was taken:
"State of Maine. Kennebec, ss. : Supreme Judicial Court.
Charles .H. Redin,qton v. _LWartin F. Bartlett.
'' And now, upon the fifteenth day of April, A. D., 1895, the
above entitled case came on for hearing, before the Honorable
"\V1LLIAM P. WHITEHOUSE, Justice of said Court, and thereupon
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after hearing the testimony of parties and witnesses and arguments of counsel, said justice determined and decided that the
petitioner was duly elected to the office of city treasurer of the
city of Waterville, as set forth in his petition."
To which determination and judgment the defendant appeals
for the following reasons :
'' 1st. That the pre~iding justice, after objection on the part
of the defendant, required Christian Knauff, witne~s for the complainant in the case, and mayor of the city of Waterville, to
testify as indicated in the following question and arn,wer.
"Question. For whom did you vote? (Ohjeeted to and admitted. Exception allowed.) Answer. I voted for Mr. Bartlett, of course, Martin F. Bartlett. My vote \\;as counted with
the other votes for city treasurer."
"2d. That by the charter of the city of vVaterville the mayor
of said city is entitled to participate in the election of :mhordinate
officers, which he did in this instance, so that neither the complainant nor any other person received a sufficient number of
votes to elect him to the said office of city treasurer."
Which appeal the said defendant prays may be allowed and
approved as provided in R. S., c. 4, § 55.

0. F. Johnson, for plaintiff.
W. 0. Philbrook, for defendant.
Counsel argued: (1st,) That the election of a city treasurer
of Waterville, he being one of the subordinate officeri:, contemplated by the charter, is to be performed by the city council of
Waterville. (2nd,) That the mayor is, by the city charter,
made a member of the city council. (3rd,) That as a member,
even if he is the presiding officer, and making all due allowance
for the restriction claimed in the charter that he has only a casting vote, he would still hiive the right, in elections, according
to Cushing's Parliamentary Law, to vote with the other members.
(4th.) That the provisions of R. S., c. 3, § 34, do not apply
to the city charter of Waterville. (5th,) That by inference the
ruling in I1ing v. Andrews, 77 Maine, 224, sustains the position
taken by the defendant. Counsel cited : 3 Am. & Eng. Encly.
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La,v, 11 castingvote;" 1 Bl. Com. p.181, note in Sharswood's
ed. ; Roberl8on v. Bullion8, l Kernan, 243.
Admission of testimony: People v. Pease, 27 N. Y. 45; S.
C. 84 Am. Dec. note p. 272.
SITTING: PETERS,
,VISWELL,

Pim

C. J.,

,¥ALTON' EMERY, FOSTER, HASKELL,

JJ.

cuRIAJ\L

Appeal disrnfr..~ed.
Decree below ajffrm,ed.

RANDALL

L.

JACOB

Franklin.
Will.

and others, in equity,
vs.
J. BROWN, and another.

TAYLOR,

Opinion May 31, 1895.
Absolute G(ft.

Life-Estate.

A testator gave by will to his widow real and personal estate and in the same

clause of his will added these words: " And at her decease what remains
I wish to be equally clivicled between . . . children of my wife's sister."
Jield; That an estate in fee passed to the widow in the property named; and
if the testator intended a devise to his widow for life only and then a devise
over to the children of his wife's sister, he failed to use appropriate terms to
effectuate such an intention.
Where a testator makes an absolute gift and then expresses a wish as to how
the douee may dispose of a portion of it before the donee's death, held;
that the title to the property having been once given away cannot be regained by the hand that gave it away; and that however strong the language
of recommendation or request may be, a trust will not be implied, if such a
construction of the words will be repugnant to, or inconsistent with, other
parts and positive provisions of the same will.
Copeland v. Barron, 72 Maine, 206, affirmed.
ON REPORT.

This was a hill in equity, heard on hill and answers and
reported to the law court, to determine the title to the property
named in the firot clause in the will of Josiah A. Judkins, late
of Farmington, viz: a construction of the first clause in the will
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as to the devise and bequest to Sila .Judkins, wife of the testator.
The bill was brought by the plaintiff ns executor of the will, who
is an heir ttnd legatee under the will, joined by all the other heirs
and legatees, against the defendants who are named in the first
clause of the will, nnd children of a sister of the testator's wife.
The case is stated in the opinion.
J. S. Wr(qht, for plaintiff.-,.
J. G. Jlobnan, for defencl:tnts.
SITTING: PETERS,
HOUSE, Wrsw1,.:LL,

C. J., VVALTON,

EMERY, HASKELL, ,vn1TE-

JJ.

C. J. Jm,iah A. ,Judkins executed his will, containing this clause : ~~ I will, devise and bequeath to my beloved
wife, Sila Judkins, my home lot and buildings thereon, situated
at "rest Farmington, near the depot, and known as the Davis
stand, ana also all my household goods, beds nnd bedding, and
two hundred dollars in money ; and at her decease what remains
I w?'.sh to he equally divided between ,Jacob J. Brown and Nellie
Washburn, children of my wife\, sister."
There can fie no doubt that a title of an estate in foe passed to
the devisee in the property named. The question is whether
that fee was so for limited to the lifetime of the devisee that
there was a devise over of such of the devised estate as remained
in existence and unexpended at her <lecease.
"\Ve think it clear that this case falls in the category of a long
list of cases where it has been held that, if the testator intended .
a devise to one person for life and then a devise over to another,
he or she has failed to use appropriate terms to effectuate such
an intention. The trouble in many cases is that a testator seeks
to nccomplish two or more inconsistent purposes in one bequest.
In the pre:::.ent ca·se the testator makes an absolute gift, and then
expresses a wi::,h as to how the donee may dispose of a portion
of the estate before her death. The title of property once given
awuy cannot be regained hy the hand that gave it. This principle will be found supported and variously illustrated by the
doctrine declared in Copeland v. BcnTon, 72 Maine, 206, and
PETERS,
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the cases there cited an<l examined. Luter enses in this State
are abo to the same effect. The rule here applied sometimes
operates harshly, no doubt, in defeating the real intention of
testators; but it is a safer rule than one which for want of strictness would be attended in its application with all sorts and
~hades of doubt and uncertainty.
The rule is the same in equity as at law. However strong
the language of recommendation or request may he, a trust ·will
not be implied if such a construetion of the words will be repugnant to, 01· inconsistent with, other parts of the same will, as by
cutting down an absolute estate, first clearly given, to an estate
for life. Mr. Perry (Perry on Trusts, 4th Ed. § 114,) quotes,
in his very clear discussion of this principle, the statement of
the rule as given by Lord Cottenham, in these words : '' Though
recommendation may in some cases amount to a direction and
create a trust, yet that being a flexible term, if ~uch a construction of it be inconsistent with any JJOsitive provision in the will,
it is to he consideted as a recommendation and nothing more."
'' The flexible term," says Mr. Peny, '' must give way to the
inflexible, if the two cannot stand together as they are expressed."
The parties may have fees of counsel for a reasonable amount
according to the condition of the estate, to be determined by the
justice who makes the final decree.
Decree accm·ding to tlze opinion.

SUSAN C. 1'r ARREN, and others, in equity,

vs.
WESTBROOK

MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Cumberland..

und others.

Opinion June 1, 1895.

Waters. Partition. Island. Equity.
Equity has jurisdiction to make partition of the use of water between opposite
riparian proprietors when necessary to secure an equal use or enjoyment in
their rights.
In the last decision of the court upon the rights of the parties to the .use of
the waters or the Presumpscot river for mill purposes, (86 Maine, 32,) it
appeared that there were two channels, eastern and western, around an island,
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flowing past the riparian parties at Saccarappa Upper Falls. The court there
decided upon the issue then raised (1,) that a riparian ownership of three
out of four shores of' two channels upon the same river does not itself establish a right to use three-fourths of all the water of the whole river; and (2,)
that where no statute, contract or prescriptive right is invoked, the court
will not undertake to wholly or partially apportion the waters of the river
between the two channels, but will leave the parties to accommodate themselves to the di vision made by nature.
In this proceeding other facts appear and further allegations are made under
which the plaintiffs claim, among other things, that the increased use of the
waters by the defendant renders the whole power insufficient for the mills of
all the riparian owners; that unless they can be assured of the steady and regular use of their full, rightful proportion of the water power, they cannot
profitably operate their mills and cannot venture to undertake further operations, by reason of the cloud thus thrown over their rights.
Held; that the controversy here relates solely to the use of the flow of the
water for the propulsion of machinery, and that the Court can and should
make such division of the use of the flow of water between the opposite riparian proprietors as will secure to each a use or enjoyment equal to his right.
Also, held; that the bill should be further amended in statement to present all
claims of right in any part of the falls and waters arising from riparian ownership, contract, prescription, or any other source.
The prayer for relief should be amended to include a division of the use of the
water in each channel and the whole river, and any other action of the court
necessary to finally and completely adjust this controversy.
See Same v. Same, 86 Maine, 32. Westbrook Manufacturing Co. v. Warren, 77
Maine, 437.

ON REPORT.
This was a bill in equity. heard on hill and demurrers of the
defendants severally; the parties stipulating that, if the demurrer::i ·were overruled, the defendants might answer further.
The bill prayed for a partition of waters, based upon the following facts :
The Presumpscot river, a non-tidal stream, as it flows through
Saccarappa Village at the place called Saccarappn, Upper Falls,
forms an island about thrne hundred and fifty feet long, and one
hundred and fifty feet wide. In forming this island, the river
divides itself into two branches or channels; one flowing on the
easterly side, and the other on the westerly side of the island.
In each of these branches 01· channels, are falls affording valuable
water power. A dam has been built across each channel. These
dams are substantially in line with each other, and form with
the island a continuous dam across the whole river. There are
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several mills on the island, and other mills on each side of the
main river opposite the island: The milb on the eastern mainland, and on the eastern side of the island, are supplied with
water from the dam across the eastern channel.. The mills on
the western mainland, and on the western side of the island, are
supplied with water from the dam across the western :channel.
The plaintiffs, other than Mary Little Hale Dana, own the
western side of the island, the land under the westerh channel,
and the land on the ,ve:-:-t side of the river opposite the island.
They also own the dam across the we::,tern channel and the mills
supplied by it.
Mary Little Hale Dana, one of the plaintiff.'5, has some interest
on the west side of the river. She also owns the eastern side of
the islnnd, and the adjoining land under the water to the middle
line of the eastern channel. She further owns so much of the
dam across the eastern channel as is on her land, together with
the mills on the eat-terly side of the h,;land, supplied from this
dam.
The defendant company own8 the land on the east side of the
river opposite the island and the adjoining land under the water
to the middle line of the eastern channel, or to the land of Mrs.
Dana. It also owns so much of the dam across the eastern channel as is on its land, together with the mills on the eastern main
shore, which are supplied from this eastern dam.
All the plaintiffs are therefore the sole riparian owners on both
sides of the western channel, and owning the land under that
channel. Mrs. Dana is the sole riparian owner on the west side
of the eastern channel and owning to the centre line.
The complaint and prayer as stated in complainants' bill, are
based on the following assumptions, viz : ( 1,) That the defendant is entitled to only one-fourth of all the water flowing to and
through both channels; ( 2,) that the plaintiffs are entitled to
three-fourths of all the water so flowing, and now desire and are
planning to use it; (3,) that the defendant against the protest
of the plaintiffs has been drawing out of the dam across the-eastern channel, and using to turn his mill on the east side of that
channel more than his one-fourth of all the water in the river.
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Briefly stated, the case is this : The Presumpscot river at Saccarappa Upper Falls, is divided by a natural island, into two
channels of approximately equal capacity, and the plaintiffs and
defendants are the owners of all the land and water power at
these falls.
The defendant company owns the land forming the easterly
half of the eastern chi{nnel, and is entitled to the use of the water
flowing naturally there; being one-half of the water flowing in
such easterly channel.
The plaintiff, Mrs. Dana, owns in severalty the land forming
the westerly half of the easterly channel, and a1l the plaintiffs
together, by virtue of c01weyances and contracts between themselves, own the water flowing naturally in that westerly half of
the eastern channel as tenants in common.
That the whole river has been improved and used for many
years by dams in each channel, and mills upon all the shores ;
and, until 1882, all the parties had u~ed practical1y all the water
they were entitled to ; at that time ( 1882), the defendant company built upon its land, upon the easterly hank of the easterly
channel, a lnrge factory, and has since drawn and used much
more water than it was entitled to, against the protests of the
plaintiff's, who were thereby obliged to shut down their mills, in
whole or in part, many times for want of ,vater then flowing in
the river and to which they were entitled, reducing the out-put
and increasing the expense and preventing the otherwise successful operation of the mills, and such use of the water by the
defendants, if per:-,isted in, will cause great and irreparable
injury to the plaintiffs.
To prevent such misuse of the water by the defendants and to
secure to themselves their full and just share of the water for the
fut,ure, they asked a decree of the court fixing the rights of the
parties in the water, and water rights and power in said easterly
channel, and dividing such water or regulating its use between
the plaintiffs and the defendants according to their respective
rights, ascertaining and determining the same by surveys,
measurements or such other devices as are in proper and common use by hydraulic engineers for such purposes.
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Hanno TV. Gage and Gltar·les A. Sl1'out, for plaintiffs.
}Vctrren and Brandeis, and }f7arrens and .1Wwwn, of the Boston
Bar, also filed a brief on the same side.
J. TV. Symonds, D. lV. 8now and G. 8. Gook:, for defendants.
SITTING: PETERS, C. ~T., EMERY, FosTER, Wn~TEHOUSE,
WISWELL, JJ.
'
HASKELL nnd STROUT, J.J., having been of counsel, clid not sit.
EMERY, J. This controversy is over the use for miH purposes
of the waters of the Presumpscot river, where it flows in two
channels, eastern and western, around an island past the riparian
lands of parties at Saccarappa Upper Fall~. It is of several years
standing, and has been unsuccessfully brought before the court
on two former occasions at least. It should now be authoritatively and finally adjusted, if within the power of the court upon
the allegations in this or an amended bill. A full statement of
the physical, hydrographic facts is given in the case, JVarren
v. Westb1'0olc Manuf'g Co. 86 Maine, 32, to which reference is
made.
·when the controversy first came before the court, in the
case, lVestbrook .il:fanuf'g Co. v. JVmTen, 77 Maine, 437, the now
defendant alleged that it was entitled to use one-half of the
water power of the river at those falls, and that all the other
riparian owners, collectively, were not entitled to more than
the other half. It did not seek to have the respective i'ights of
the riparian owners in the water power determined, nor did it
seek for any action of the court that would divide the use according to the right. Its demand was for a general injunction upon
all the other riparian owners, against their using collectively more
than half of the water power of these falls, and this without
showing that the damages recoverable at law would not he full
compensation for any injury sustained. The court held that,
under the allegations, this demand could not be granted.
The controversy again appeared in the case above cited, 86
Maine, 32. In that case thP defendants in the first case :~ppeared
ns plain6ffs. They alleged that they owned lands and mills on
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both the main-land and island side of the western channel, and
also the dam across that channel ; that one of them owned land
and mills on the island-half of the dam across the eastern channel ; that the defendant owned land on the main-land side of
that channel, and also the main-land half of the dam across
the channel. They further allPged that, by virtue of this riparian
ownership of three out of the four shores of the two chnnnels,
they were entitlrd to usP three-fourths of the sum of the waters
of the two channels, or three-fourths of all the water of the whole
river. They asked the court to divide the water of the whole
river in that prop~rtion, so that they could use three-fourths
and the defendant only one-fourth. They based their claim for
the desired judicial nction excln:-1ively upon their riparian ownership, above r;tated, and without invoking any statute, contract
or prescriptive right.
The opinion was wearily long, but the only points decided
were: ( 1,) that a riparian ownership of three out of four shores
of two channels upon the same river, does not of itself establish
a right to use three-fourths of all the water of the whole river;
and ( 2,) that where no statute, contract or prescriptive right js
invoked, the court will not undertake to wholly or partially
apportion the ·waters of the 1frer between the t,vo channels, but
will leave the parties to accommodate themselves to the division
made hy nature. Early in the opinion the court gave this cautionary notice: ~1 It should be continually borne in mind that
we are considering the legal rights and duties based on the
situation of the parties, and unmodified by any statutes, grants,
contracts or prescriptions. None of these latter matters are
stated in the hill, and their possible modifying effects are not
considered here."
This time the plaintiffs allege the various riparian ownerships
substantially as before, and they now further allege that a dam
( one across each channel) has existed under the successive
riparian proprietors, in substantially the same place ns the
present dam, for one hundred years. They also allege that,
for ninety years after the dams were built, one-half of the water
of the river has flowed through each channel, and that the water
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would continue to flow through the channels in that proportion
but for the wrongful acts of the defendants ; thnt prior to the
year 1882, the defendants, and its predecessors in title, used
less than one-half of the mtter power upon the eastern channel,
and less than one-fourth of the whole power of the river, and
that there was then sufficient power for the mills of all the
riparian owners; that in the year 1882, the defendants greatly
enlarged and increased its mills, and then began to use, and have
persisted in using, and propose to use in the future, more than
one-half of the water power on the eastern channel, and more
than its due proportion of the water power of the river. They
allege that this increased use hy the defendants renders the whole
power insufficient for the mills of all the riparian owner::, ; that
unless they can be assured of the steady and regular use of their
full, rightful proportion of the water power, they cannot profitably operate their mills, and cannot venture to undertake further
operations, by reason of the cloud thus thrown over their rights.
·with these allegations, the plaintiff~ ask the court to determine
the right or proportional share of each party in the water power
of the eastern channel, anll to effect bet\veen the riparian owners
upon that channel, such a division of the use of the water-flow
as ·will enable each to profitably utilize his rightful proportional
share.
The defendants demur genera11y to the hill, and argue that it
is a disguised attempt to induce the court to undertake a division
of the whole ,vater of the river between the two channels, an
undertaking which the court has once declined. It is evident,
and is frankly admitted hy the plaintiffs, that a decree dividing
and regulating the use of the water in either channel, may
su hstuntially affect the water power in the other channel ; and
that, to do full justice, the court may find it necessnry to deal
with the whole matter of all the water power at these falls.
The controversy dernarnling our attention is solely over the
use of the flow of the water for the propulsion of machinery.
The underlying question is whether, upon the case now presented,
the court has and should exercise the power to ascertain,
define and mark out for each party the extent of his share or
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right in the use of the common flow of the water; or, in other
words, whether the court can and should make such a division
of the use of the flow of water between opposite riparian proprietors, as will secure to each a use or enjoyment equal to his
right.
The waters of a river, in flowing from its highland sources
down to the sea. develop a force convertible into mechanical
power. The amount of this force depends upon the volume and
momentum of the flowing water. The momentum depends on
the height or distance of the fall of the water. To increase this
volume and momentum, and make them sufficient and available
for propelling machinery, dams are constructed. ·which accumulate the water of the river in larger volume and nt a, higher level
than are natural. Where one party owns the whole d~m and
the land on both sides of the river, he has the right to the entire
usufruct of all the power of the water as it accumulates at his
dam. ,¥here one party owns the land on one side of the river,
and another party owns the land on the opposite side, (their
lands coming together under the river midway between the two
banks) and each owns the half of the dam on his land, then
neither party is entitled to have the whole power of the accumulated water applied to his machinery. Each party has only an
equal right with the other. Each has a right to use one-half of
that power; but whatever part of that half he does not use, the
other party can freely use. There is no proprietorship in the
water, but only a right in its use, and one riparian owner may
use so much as the other is willing to let go to waste. Pratt v.
Lamson, 2 Allen, 275.
When the power is sufficient, from the volume or head of
water, to propel at all times all the machinery both parties have
set up, there is no occasion for any controversy. When, however, the pmver ha::, become so reduced, or the machinery so
increased that, for all or part of the time, the whole power of the
water will not drive all the machinery, then the parties must in
some way make a division of this reduced power, or its usefulVOL. LXXXVIII.
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ness to either will he destroyed. If each competes with the other
in a race to first appropriate the li{nited power to his machinery,
the accumulation and head of water will soon be dissipnted, the
efficient pmver of the ,vater exhau::-tcd, and all hope of its restoration be destroyed.
In this State the opposite mill owners upon our thousands of
water falls have usually made thi:-, division of the use of the water
power by mutual agreement. The division has been effected in
variou:-:, ways; hy fixing hours or days for the altemate use of
the water; by tixing the number and area of gates to be used at
different stage::, of the water; by fixing water-marks for the cessation of all use until the agreed head of water is again accurnu1ated; and by various other devices. Our judicial reports show
a happy scarcity of litigation of this kind, and thus testi(y to an
intelligent and well-developed ~ense of justice and fairness in
this important class of our people. On this particular water
fall, however, (hy reason, perhaps, of its peculiar character,)
the opposite mill owners cannot agree upon any mode of dividing
the now limited water power; and they disagree, also, as to their
proportional rights in that power.
These differences having arisen concerning the use of an
ancient and valuable water power, it vV(>Uld be a reproach to our
jurisprudence, if the court did not possess and exercise the
power to authoritatively adjust them. The alternative ·would be
a destructive competition in the use of the water, until it was
rendned valueless to the parties and to the community.
It is evident, also, that the power to be exercised by the court
:-;honld be that of prevention, rather than that of redress. To
mnke the water power of economic value, the rights to its use,
and the division of its use, according to those rights, should be
determined in advance. This prior determination is evidently
essential to the peaceful and profitable use by the different parties having rights in a common po-wer. To leave them in their
uncertainty, -to leave one to encroach upon the other, -to leave
euch to use as much as he can, and leave the other to sue at law
after the injury, - is to leave the whole subject matter to possible
waste and destruction.
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These corn,iderations make firm ground for the exerci~e of the
court's preservative and preventive jurisdiction in equity, as.
prayed for here. There are also abundant authorities. Bard1vell
v. Ames, 22 Pick. 333; Ballou v. Hopkinton, 4 Gray, 324 ;:
Lyon v. 2J!fcLauglzlin, 32 Vt. 423; Adams v. Mannin,q, 48
Conn. 477; Burnham v. Kempton, 44 N. H. 78; Lehigh Valley·
R.R. v. Society, &c., 30 N. tf. Eq. 145; Frey v. Lowden, 70·
Cal. 550; Paper Company v. I1aukauna Wate1' Power Go. 70
Wis. 659; A1·thur v. Gase, l Paige, 447; Head v. Anwskea_q
Manuf'g Go. 113 U. S. 9; Lockwood .Mills v. Lawrence, 77
Maine, 297.
It is suggested that the peculiar physical features of this case
are such, that the court cannot make a just and practicable division
of the use of the water; that while the court may have the theoretical right, it has not the practical power to make the desired
division. ,vhether this difficulty really exists, can be better
determined after the parties have presented their evidence. ff
the plaintiffs cannot then make clear to the court the practicability of their request, it may he properly denied.
It is urged that, whi]e the prayer of the hill is limited in
terms to a division of the use of the water flowing through theeastern channel, the court's action, even if confined within that
limited prayer will necessarily affect the flow in the western1
channel, and may thereby enable the riparian owners on that
channel to secure or retain some water power they otherwise
would not have. ·The chance of such a result should not deter·
the court from attempting to do justice. Indeed, it may be an
additional reason for tl,e court's exercising its power more comprehensively and completely. As the case is now presented,
the two dams make with the island practically one dam, and
have been maintained as such for a hundred years. Each dam
hns for that time operated to increase the head at the other dam,
'by presenting an obstacle to the escape of the water around
the island when flowed hack by the other dam. The desired head
of water at each dam has heen kept up by both dams. The
whole water of the dver has been kept hack and accumulated
hy the joint effect of both dams. Each riparian proprietor upon
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either channel has used his riparian rights as they have been
,enlarged or diminished, or otherwise modified, by these ancient
,<lams. The owner of each en<l of the eastern dam may have
acquired a prescriptive right in the continued maintenance of the
other end. The owners of the dam across each channel may have
acquired a similar right in the continued maintenance of the
dam across the other channel. In like manner, the long existence and use of these dams may have so affected the flow of the
water through the different channels, that the natural flow is no
longer the rightful flmv. Mure/de v. Gate~, 78 Maine, 300.
As the case is now stated, neither party seems to have a
naked, natural, unmodified right, rmch as was considered and
defined in the former opinion, 86 Maine, 32. Nor can the
riparian owners upon either channel now successfully insist
that they are in a state of nature, and totally independent of the
riparian owners upon the other channel as to the tlow, or use of
the flow, of the water in their own channel. The interests of
the riparian proprietors upon both channelH now appear to be
intertwined, if not amalgamated. Thus intertwined, the interest
of each proprietor upon either channel spans the whole river
across hoth channels. Each has an interest in the regulation
of the whole flow of all the water, into whichever channel it may
turn.
Under such circumstances, it may be that complete justice
cannot be done, even between the opposite riparian owners upon
the eastern channel, without determining the rights of all the
parties upon both channels, and dividing among them the use of
the whole flow of the river, according as their rights may finally
appear.
In view of the matters suggested, as well as those directly
alleged in the hill, and in view of the hitherto unsuccessful
attempts of both pnrties to secure judicial relief from their
emhnrrassments, we think the court should now attempt, after'
proper amendments, to adjust all the rights of all the parties in
the whole water power in both channels, and to divide the use
of the water power in each channel, so that each party may
enjoy his full right in the premises. If this seems a departure
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from the conservative course the court has hitherto pursued
when asked to exercise its equity powers. as in Jm·dan v. Woodwwrd, 38 Maine, 423; Manufacturin,q Go. v. Wl1rren, 77 Maine,
437; Haskell v. Thu1·.-;ton, 80 Maine, 12~); we think the
exigencies of this particular case fully justify it.
The demurrers stricti juris must be sustained, since by inadvertence. no doubt, the plaintiffs have made contradictory statements of the title of the easterly half of the eastem channel.
This error, hO'wever, can be easily cured by amendment. The
bill should also be further amended in statement to present all
claims of right in any part of these falls, and waters, arising from
riparian ownership, contract, prescription or any other source.
The prayer for relief should be amended to include a division of
the use of the water in each channel, and in the whole riYer;
and any other action of the court necessary to finally and completely adjust this controversy.
Dernurrers sustained. Bill 1·etainecl /01· ainendment,
and fiather proceedin,qs. If aniendrnents not filed
within s1'.xty days bill to be dismissed.

SAMUEL

D.

",..ARREN,

and others,

t'S.

WESTBROOK MANUI!~ACTURING CO)IP ANY.

Cumberland.

Opinion ,June 1, 1895.

Wate1·s. Riparian Owners. Pleacling.
Where the plaintiffs in their writ declare that they are owners of lands and
mills on both sides of the western channel of a river, divided into two channels by an island, and are also owners of the dam across the western channel;
and that a third person, not a party to the action, is the owner of lands and
mill!- on the western or island side of the eastern channel and is also owner
of the west half of the dam across that channel; that defendant has
opened, and kept open, sluices and gates in the east half of the dam across
the eastern channel; it appearing that the plaintiffs do not allege any ownership or interest in the east half of the eastern dam, nor allege any riparian
rights in the eastern channel, H~lcl; that the plaintiffs base their right of
action solely upon their riparian rights in the western channel; and that no
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fact is stated from which the court can infer that the defendant hat1 violated
any legal duty, or exceeded its la,yful rights.
It is not the case of letting water down upon a lower riparian owner in unnatural quantities, nor of flowing water back upon an upper riparian owner.
See Warren v. Westbrook Manufacturing Co. ante, p. 58.

ON EXCl•WTIONS.
The ca8e is stated in the opinion.

H. W. Ga_qe and O. A. Strout, Wcm·en and B,·ande-is, with
them, for plaintiffs.
J. lY. 8ymoruls, D. W. Snow and 0. 8. Cook, for defendant.
SITTING:

PETERS,

,1,1.
HASKELL and
sit.

C. l.,

WALTON, EMERY, WHITEHOUSE,

\\TISWELL,

STROUT.,

,1,1., having been of counsel, did not

EMERY, '1.
This action at hnv arose out of the same general
controversy that gave ri8e to the equity cases between some of
the same parties, reported ante, page 58, nnd in 77 Maine, 437,
and in 86 Maine, 32. Reference is made to those reports for
descriptions of the situation.
The gist of the plaintiffs' declaration in this action is ; that they
are the owners of lands and mills on both sides of the western
channel of the Presmnpscot river at Saccarappa Upper Falls,
and also owners of the dam across that channel ; that a third
person ( not a party to this action) is the owner of lands and
mills on the western or island s.ide of the eastern channel, and
js ah,o the owner of the west half of the dam across that channel ;
that the defendant has opened and kept open sluices and gates
ju the enst half of the dam across the eastern channel, whereby
the plaintiffs' head of water in the western channel has been
materially reduced. The plaintiffs do not allege any ownership
or interest in this east half of the eastern dam, nor do they allege
any riparian rights in the eastern channel. They base their right
of action solely upon their riparian rights in the vrnstern channel.
They do not charge the defendant with widening or deepening
the eastern channel; nor with removing or lessening any natural
obstruction in that channel ; nor with any interference ·with the
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natural flow of the water in either channel. The gravamen of
the offense as alleged is, that the defendant removed or lessened
some artificial obstrnctions to the flow of the water in the eastern
channel, obstructions not on any lanch of the plaintiffs, but
presumably on lands of the defendant.
In our former opinion, 8G Maine, 32, we stnted that, in the
absence of any modi(ying statute, contract or prescription, the
rights and duties of the riparian owners upon these two channels
were substantially as follows : The riparian owners on either
channel were entitled to have flow through their channel so much
of the· water of the whole river as would naturally flow there
and no more. They could not lawfully widen or deepen or
otherwise improve their channel in such a way as to lessen the
natural flo\V of water in the other channel. They w<>re not bound
to erect or keep up any dam or other artificial obstruction in
their channel in order to increase or preserve the flow of water
in the other channel.
In this declaration the act of the defendant in making open ings through the east half of the eastern dam, an artificial
obstruction, (presumably on its own property and admittedly
not on the property of the plaintiffs) is stigmatized as wrongful
and injurious; hut no fact is stated from which the court can
infer that the defendant thereby violated any legal duty, or
exceeded its lawful rights. It is not a case of letting water down
in unnatural quantities upon a lower riparian owner, nor of flowing water back upon an upper riparian owner .
.Exceptions sustained.
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"\VARHEN P. NEAL, and another,
vs.
DAVID

Hancock.

B.

FLINT.

Opinion ,June 1, 1895.

Sales. Incomplete Contracts. Collaterrll Agreernent. Evidence.
Where the whole agreement in reference to the sale of property is embraced
in a written bill of sale, parol evidence is inadmissible to contradict, vary
or modify the contract which the parties have thus reduced to writing.
But if the original contract is verbal and entire, and a part only of it is reduced
to writing and embraced in such bill of sale, it is eompetent to show that
fact; or that there was a distinct collateral agreement, not inconsistent with
the terms of the written stipulations of the parties, and which constituted in
part the consideration of the written agreement, or operated as an inducement for entering into it.
This is an exception to the general rule which prohibits the introduction of
parol evidence to contradict, vary or modify written contracts.
In such case the written contract is deemed to be only partially reduced to
writing, and the collateral undertaking or stipulation exists in parol.

ON

MOTION AND EXCEPTIONS.

This ·was an action of assumpsit for non-delivery of goods sold,
and an independent and collateral, verbal guaranty on the part
of the defendant that the goods and chattels, so sold and
described, comprised all and the same that were at vVinter
Hnrbor in October, 1890, some seven months before the sale.
Plea was the general issue. The verdict was for the plaintiff.
In 1889 one Roderick Pendleton gave to the defendnnt as security
for a loan, u mol'tgage of certain boats, canoes and appurtenances.
In the fall of 18~)0, the mortgage still subsisting, the plaintiff
Neal being employed by Pendleton assisted in storing at Winter
Harbor what remained of the boats, &c., some having been
di~posed of by Pendleton in disregard of the mortgage.
In November, 1890, the defendant began foreclosure, and in
February, 1891, the time of redemption having expired, he
instructed one Smith acting as his agent to take possession of
them.
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In the spring of 1891, the parties meeting in Boston, the
defendant negotiated with the plaintiff, Neal, to sell him the
property, and on May 15th, the defendant, in consideration of
twenty-five hundred dollars in notes gave to the plaintiff, Neal,
a ·written bill of sale.
On the following day the plaintiff, Neal, returned to Mr.
Flint's house accompanied by Charles H. Wood and requested
certain alterations to be made in the bill of sale. Some formal
changes were agreed to, including the naming of a corn,ideration
and the insertion of special covenants of warranty, and a new
bill of sale embodying the~e changes was then and there written
by Mr. vVood, being copied from first bill of sale and such
changes as Mr. Flint would permit, ~igned hy Mr. Flint, delivered
to and received by the plaintiff, Ne,tl.
(Bill of Sale.)

"Know all men by the:::-e presents: That I, D. B. Flint, of
Boston, in the County of Suffolk and State of Massachusetts, in
consideration of one dollar and other valuable consideration paid
by ·warren P. Neal, of Steuben, Washington County, Maine,
and Fred Shaw, of Gouldshoro, Hancock County, Maine, the
receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, do hereby grant, sell,
transfer, and deliver unto the said Neal and Shaw, the following
goods and drnttels, namely, all the boats, canoes, sails, oars,
paddles, fittings and fixtures of every kind - more or less- as
the same now lie at Winter Harbor, in the care of Charles E.
Smith, and which were covered by a mortgage from Roderick
Pendleton to me, under date ,Tune 26, 1889, and recorded in
the records of the town of Gouldsboro, also all boat-stages,
houses and fittings as they now are at Bar Harbor, the eame
being free from all claims of all persons by, through or under
me. Said mortgage having been foreclosed by my attorneys
for breach of condition, and the said property coming to my
possession by due process of law. Said Neal and Shaw assuming all liability for rents, wharfage, or charges from the first day
of May, 1891. It being understood and agreed that one good
boat., and one canoe, with all fittings for both and all in good
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condition are reserved. To have and to hold all and singular
the said goods and chattels to the said Neal and Shaw and their
executors, administrators, and assigns, to their use and behoof
forever. And I hereby covenant with the grantees that I am the
lawful owner of the said goods and chattels; that they are free
from all incumhrances, that I have good right to sell the same
as aforesaid, and that I will warrant and defend the sanie against
the lawful claims and demand:-:: of all per.sons, claiming by,
through or under me. In witness whereof I, the said D. B.
Flint, have hereunto set my hand and seal this lGth day of May,
in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one.
D. B. Flint. (L. s. )"
'' Signed sealed and delivered in presence of Charles H.
ood."
The plaintiff immediately after took possession of the property.
But it appeared that between the time they ·were stored at
Winter Harbor in the fall and the time of his taking possession
in the spring, some of the property had been lost or stolen
without the knowledge of either party to the suit.
Thereupon the plaintiffa elaimed that they had bought and were
entitled to all of the boats, &c., that had been stored in the fall,
and brought this action.
The plaintiffs offered evidence of certain conver.:;;ations between
Neal and defendant and between Neal, Wood and the defendant.
before and at the time of the execution of the second bill of sale.
This testimony was admitted subject to the defendant's objections. The testimony so admitted subject to the defendant's
exceptions was as follows :
Warren P. Neal, one of the plaintiffs. (Direct.)
"Ques. Now at the first talk with Mr . .Flint did you have
any talk referring to what boats were there? Ans. Yes, sir.
"Ques. At the time of the talk, with reference to Pendleton's
ownership of them, or to Pendleton's mortgage of them to Mr.
Flint? (Objected to. Admitted. Defendant excepts.) Ans.
Yes, sir.
'~Ques. Now, then, won't you kindly state what conversation
was had there between you in reference to the identification of
the property? "\Vhat was said there between you and Mr. Flint
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about what property was there at "Tinter Harbor that you were
buying ?-(Objected to. Admitted. Defendant excepts.) Ans.
Well, we talked about what I put in there in the fall.
"Ques. By the Ooul't :-What did you say about what you
put in there? Ans. He asked me if I wanted to buy the
business, and I told him I did if I could pay for it all right.
Then he asked me if I wanted to make him an offer for the
business, in cash or notes, and how much. I told him that
depended on what I got. I said, 'If I can have all Mr. Pendleton has given you a mortgage of it, it makes one thing, and jf I
have got to take just what I put in there, that is another.' I
says, 'I had rather find out first, before I make you an offer,
whether I can raise the money or not.'
"Ques. That is all there was said at that time? Ans. That
is about all that I remember.
"Que:,. How soon afterwards did you have another conversation with Mr. Flint? Ans. I went again in three or four
days, perhaps a week afterwards, to see him. I was waiting to
see a party that was eoming through Boston, and then I was
going to let him know what I could do about raising the money.
As soon as I found out I went and told him I could not raise
the money, but I could raise the notes for him if he would take
these indorsements. I rnuned the parties. He said he was
going to 1Vinter Harbor in a few days to look after his boats
there, and wheu he got back he would let me know, and during
his time down there he would see my mother and Mr. Shaw and
see what they could do, and when he got back he would let me
know.
"Qnes. What, if anything, did he state about going to
·winter Harbor, and his object in going there? (Objected to.
Admitted. Defendant excepts.) Ans. He told me that he
,vas going to Winter Harbor to see about the boats, and see if
they were all right and everything; he hadn't been there since
they had foreclosed, and didn't know what they had done and
when he got back he would let me kncrw, and I told him I would
like to have him look the boats ovei·. I told him I understood
this sloop Eunie had been cll'if'ting around, full of ice, etc., and
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full of water, etc. He said that couldn't be, for he had paid
Mr. Sumner for hauling the boat out and taking care of her.
He said he ·would go down and see, and when he got hack he
would let me know what kind of shupe they were in.
~~ Ques.
What next did you hear about it? Ans. When he
got back from Winter Harbor he let me know and I went out
to Comrnonweulth Avenue to see him.
~~ Ques.
That was when he had got back from Winter Harbor?
Ans. That was when he had got back.
~~ Ques.
That was the third conversation? Ans. Yes, sir.
~tQues. ~ vVhat was it? Ans. I asked him how the bouts were,
and he said just as I left them in the fall. I asked him if the cat
boats were covered up, and he said they were; that Mr. Smith
took the boards off one and laid it on the wharf; that one the cat
boat's halyards were off. I told him that didn't amount to much,
only a dollar or two anyway. He said the boats were all right and
in the care of Mr. Smith, and: ~ I will assure you they are all
right so far as he has had charge of them.'
~, Mr. Deasy: This is all sul>ject to our objection.
'' Witness: Then I asked him if he saw my mother and
Shaw, and he said he did. I don't know as I remember just
the talk that he told me that they made with him, but there was
something in relation to this boat business, about the notes, etc.,
and then he asked me to make him an offer for this business,
that is, provided I could get these notes all right. · He wanted
me to make him two offers, one for the boats as I put them in
there in the fall, and one for the boats he had a mortgage of and
get what I could that Mr. Pendleton had sold. I told him that
made a difference; if I could have what I put in there and. they
were all -right and straight, why I would give him $2500 for
what I put in in the fall. I said I had a list of what I put in
and he said he had a list of the same. He didn't show me his
and I didn't ask to see it. I told liim ifl could have all that he
had a mortgage of I would give $2800; he made the remark
that he didn't want to put Pendleton to any trouble because he
had trouble enough. He said, 'It was the worst thing I ever
done when I lent him the thousand dollars.' He says, 'I will
take you at your $2500 offer.'
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'' The Oourt: Now, what wa8 that offer? Ans. That was
an offer for what I put in there in the fall, and had a list of.
t, The Oourt: You told him that? Ans. Yes, sir.
"The Oourt: Andthatiswhathesaidtoyou? Ans. Yes,
sir.
•
"Ques. Now, to go back a moment, have yon that list you
made in October, 1890, of the boats and fittings, with you?
Ans. Yes, sir. (Produces list.)
"Ques. This is the list that you took in October, 1890?
Ans. Yes, sir.
"Ques. Of the Pendleton boats, etc.? Arn~. Yes, sir."
Said list offered in evidence by counsel for plaintiff. ( Objected to. Admitted. Defendant excepts.)
Oharles H. Wood, called for the plaintiffs.
"Ques. Without asking detailed questions, will you ,state
the circumstances of, and the wording of a conversation which
took place in Boston, 18Dl, where Mr. Neal and Mr. :Flint and
you were present, as regards the sale of certain property from
Mr. Flint to Mr. Neal? (Objected to as incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial. Admitted. Defendant excepts.) Ans.
I went to Mr. :Flint's house with Mr. Neal, at Mr. Neal's request,
and a letter which I had received from down east from my
brother-in-law, and we made known our business to Mr. Flint,
and were taken by him to his office.
'' Ques. Was that in his house? Ans. That wa:'-1 in his
house, at 360 Commonwealth Avenue. I told hin1 that I had
heen m;ked to come there by Mr. Neal, as well ns my brotherin-law, Mr. Shaw, for the purpose of getting a proper bill of
sale; that I did not think this writing he had given Mr. Neal
hardly covered the ground, anrl that I would like to have some
additions made to it. Then, after we made known our business,
I think we went up stairs to an office. I remember of sitting
down to a deHk and I did the writing at the dictation of Mr.
Flint. I suggested certain changes that we wanted in the bill
of sale. The minor ones he permitted me to make. He allowed
me to put in Mr. Shaw's name with Mr. Neal's as one of the
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grantees, and he also allowed me to recite in the bill of sale a
con::,ideration, which was not in the paper which he had written
. without a blank and given to Mr. Neal. I called his attention
after we had got those points adjusted, to the fact that the
description was not very specific. I suggested that it was only
very general, and he shook his head at on~e and said he couldn't
make any changes of that kind. He said something to this effect
- I don't remember the exact words, but to this effect, that,
'No,' he says, 'I can't put in any names or any articles.' He
says, i Mr. Neal knows more ahout that than I do.' And Mr.
Neal spoke up at that point :md says, 'Yes, Mr. Flint, I know
what I put in there,' and Mr. Flint answered and says, 'Whatever you put in there last fall is there now.' And he simply
refused to make any further additions to the bill of sale. I think
he did allow me to put in the cm~enant which the blank called
for of his title to it by the quitclaim, saying, I think he used
the remark that he would not make any wananty deed of anything. I think he used that remark, and I remember also my
calling his attention to the fact that this description was somewhat
uncertain as it read in his bill of sale. He says, 'Everything
will be all right.' I says, 'Yes, Mr. Flint, so long as you are alive
I have no doubt but w·hat you will carry out your agreement
with Mr. Neal; I have no doubt any agreement you have made
whh Mr. Neal ·will he carried out, hut,' says I, i life is uncertain,
and perhaps if it should pass into other hands, it might not he
carried out as you an<l Mr. Neal have agreed/ I pressed the
matter as much as I thought was becoming and he refui-:ied to
make any changes and it was dropped at that point. I think I
interlined in the original hill of sale -- if I remember right I
made one hill of sale, which has been shown here, and took Mr.
Flint's original writing ivhich he gave to Mr. Neal and made
such interlineations as he permitted me to make. That is about
all I can remember of the mattei·."
The counsel for the defendant requested the following instruction:
,i If Mr. Neal, or Mr. Wood on Mr. Neal's behalf, requested
Mr. Flint to specify in writing an agreement as to the quantity
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of the articles, and Mr. Flint refut-led to do so and expressly
stated that he would not warrant anything, and Neal closed the
trade and accepted the hill of sale as written with that stutement
of Flint's, then Neal is thereby estopped from afterwards setting
up any previous verbal warranty as to the quantity."
The presiding justice thereupon ::-aid : '' Gentlemen~ I give
you that instrudion, hut I also say to you that the element in
it which is controlling is whether or not the plaintiff accepted it
in full satisfaction and compliance with his bargain."
The jury decided the issue in favor of the plaintiffs and assessed
damages in the sum of one hundred and forty-two dollar::- and
seventy-eight cents.
To the admission of the foregoing trn,timony and instruction
given to the jury, the defendant took exceptions.
The issue, as submitted to the jury, hy the presiding justice
appears in the following portions of his charge :
,rr now refer to the interview when the bargain is said to have
heen struck. The que-::,;tion for you is to determine what that
bargain was. There was a bargain of sale at that interview;
there was no sale, because the sale was not completed until later;
but it is admitted by both sides that a bargain for sale was made.
'A bargain was struck,' in the language of the counsel for the
plaintiff. Now, what was that bargain? The plaintiff, Neal,
says that he had taken an account of what boats were there at
vYinter Harbor in a certain store house, or a storing place, that
he had a list of them, and that he went to Mr. Flint to purchase
them. He says that Mr. Flint wanted a proposition from him to
purchase all the property that he had acqnired under his mortgage, or to purchase only that which was stored there in the fa]l.
That is what Mr. Neal says. He states that he offered to give the
defendant, for all the property to which he took title under the
Pendleton mortgage, t:1e sum of $2800, and to give him $2500
for all that he had stored in the fo1I, and that Mr. Flint agreed
to sell him all that were stored in the fall for $2500 . . . . .
•, Now, gentlemen, when two parties make a verbal agreement
or trade that is to he reduced to writing, and the writing is
afterwards made, that writing is conclusive of the transaction
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and binding upon the parties, and they must be forever estopped
nnd held by its terms and conditions. That rule applies in this
case so far ns that writing does cover the whole contemplated
contract between the parties. . . . .
''So, gentlemen, determine, in the first place, what the trade
was. You will determine whether the parties committed to
paper the whole transaction, whether they suhE-tituted the written
instrument for all the bargain they had previously made. If they
did, the plaintiff cu.nnot prevail. If they did not, and the bargain was to sell all that lay at 1'1 inter Harbor, and the defendant
had distinctly agreed with the plaintiffs to sell them all that was
at ,vinter Harbor, representing thnt at that time all the boats
were there that were at Winter Harbor, guaranteeing them to
be there, then the plaintiffs can recover. But I am bound to
say to you that it is not necessary in order to hold a man by
warranty for him to say, 'I warrant.' If I convey an article to
you by a representation as to quality concerning which you have
had no opportunity to discover, and my representation to you
is of that character which leads you to believe it and to rely
upon it as containing that quality, and you purchase, why then,
gentlemen, the jury would have a right to say that I meant to
warrant, and actually did warrant the article . . . .
"Well, gentlemen, when that Inst bill of sale was given, the
defendant's attention was calle(l to the imperfect description of
these articles, and he was asked to ada. a list which would
operate to convey those artieles to the plaintiffs and he declined
to do so. Now, what is the significance of that to your minds?
If he had mndo his contract before to give a writing of that
sort you will consider whether when the first writing was accepted
and he was asked to put in a second writing und refused to
do it, the plaintiff Neal went away submitting to that agreement,
agreeing to take his rights under that hill of sale ; or whether he
went away without agreeing to it and without submitting to it,
having done all thnt he could to get in all that the man had
agreed to sell and had determined to enforce his contract against
Mr. Flint and to have the prnperty that was contained on his list."
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J. A. Peters, Jr., and Charles H. TVood, for plnintiffs.

L. B. Deasy and A. W. If'i'.n,q, for defendant.
The previous conversations having been reduced to a written
contract, that contract in the absence of fraud is the best proof
of their agreement, and it cannot be varied or contradicted by
parol evidence. Bell v. JVoodnwn, 60 Maine, 467.
The parties having reduced their contract to writing, their
rights must be governed by and depend upon its terms as therein
expressed, irrespective of any parol evidence of what was intended or what took place previous to or at the time of the
making of the contract. Gmnt v. Prost, 80 Maine, 204.
The parties to a lvritten contract have made it the authentic
memorial of thefr agreement and for them it ~peaks the whole
truth upon the subject matter. _}){GJ1fasta v. Ins. Company,
55 N. Y. 234. That a contemporaneou::, agreement of warranty
cannot be epgrafted by oral Pvidence on a written instrument is
·well settled in Massachusetts.
Boanbnan v. Spooner, 13
Allen, 361.
In Prost v. Blanchard, 97 :Mass. 15'7, the defendants R<mght
to prove by parol a warranty of quantity in relation to goods
conveyed by writing signed by both parties making no mention
of warranty. The court f:UY: '' A previous or contemporaneous
warranty cannot be engrafted by parol evidence upon a written
contract. In our opinion the· agreement merged nll antecedent
negotiations and stipulations, ·whether oral or written, and must
be taken to be the complete expression of the entire bargain
with each other, by which alone their rights and liabilities are
to be determined."
Counsel also cited: Ifeller v. Webb, 126 Mass. 394; I-Iowe
v. Walker, 4 Gray, 318; Dutton v. Gerrish, 9 Cush. 89; Libby
v. Dickey, 85 Maine, 367; Stubbs v. Pratt, Id. 429. '\i\;,.riting
is not a hill of parcels as in Hazard v. Loring, 10 Cush. 268;
and Dunham., v. Barnes, 9 Allen, 354.
SITTING: PETEHS,

WALTON, El\rnRY, FosTER, "\VHITE-

,TJ. EMERY and WHITEHOUSE, J,T., dissenting.
l., having been of counsel, did not sit.
LXXXVIII.
6

HOUSE, STROUT,
'\VrswELL,
VOL.

C. J.,
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The plaintiffs entered into negotiations with the
defendant whereby he was to sell them certain boats, canoes,
sails, oars, paddles, furniture and other fittings then stored at
'\,Vinter Harbor. Two or three intervie,,'s were had in Boston,
the defendant's place of residence, before the bargain wus struck.
It became a question of fact at the trial what the contract
"rns,-- whether the hill of sale ·which the defendant gave to the
plaintiffs embraced the whole contract between the parties, or
whether there was a collaterul agreement ineidentally connected
with the Rtipulations contained in the hill of sale and not m
eonfliet therewith.
This was important as hearing upon the question of admissibility of evidence which was admitted, and to the a<lmission of
,vhich exceptions were taken by the defendant. If the whole
agreement in reference to the sale of the property was embraced
in that bill of sale, then no parol eviclencP- was ndmissible to
contradict, vary or modi(y the contract which the parties had
thus reduced to writing. But if the original contract was verbal
and entire, and a part only of it mts reduced to writing and
embrace<l in the bill of sale, it was comrwtent to show that fact,
or that there was a <listinct collateral agreement, not inconsistent
with the terms of the written stipulations of the parties, and
which constituted in part the consideration of the written ngreement, or operated as an inducement for entering into it. Bonney
v. J.liorrill, 57 Maine, 368, 373, and cases cited. See Grant v.
Prost, 80 Maine, 202; Brcul.street v. Rich, 72 Maine, 233,237,
and eases cited. Brown on Parol Evidence, ch. xn, § 50, and
C:lS('S eited.
Stephen Evidence, Art. no. Taylor Ev. § 1038.
The property in relation to which the contract was made had
been stored the fall before at '\,Vinter Harbor. The plaintiffs
claim that the defendant agreed to sell nll the articles that ·were
stored in the fall. On the other hand the defendant contends
that the bargain w:-ts that he was to sell the plaintiffs what was at
\Vinter Harbor on May 16th, the time when the contract ·was
entered into, with no right to anything that might be missing
from the articles stored the fall before.
FOSTER,
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The hill of sale contains no particular enumeration of the•
articles sold, the language being, "All the boats, canoes, sails,.
oars, paddles, fittings and fixtures of every kind, more or less,.
as the same now lie at Winter Harbor," &c. The plaintiffs"
contention at the trial was that there was an oral promise,,.
warranty or understanding on the part of the defendant to the
effect that all the boats, etc., put into the boat-house at Wiater
Harbor by Neal, one of the plaintiffs, were there at the time of
the execution and delivery of the bill of sale.
If such a promjse or agreement was in fact mnde, "vere the
plaintiff~-, entitled to the benefit of it under the rules of evidence?
We think they were.
The contract or promise relied on was a collateral agreement
incidentally connected with that which had been redueed to
writing, and not inconsistent with it. The bill of sale was silent
as to quantity. The words Has they now lie" refer to quality
or condition rather than quantity and number. No part of the
writing covered this collateral stipulation set up hy the plaintiffs.
Consequently evidence of it was admissible, and it was for the
jury to determine whether it was proved or not. .Farwell v ..
Tillson, 76 Maine, 227, 239 .
., The general rule is that parol evidence cannot be received to,
contradict or vary the terms of a written contract, and that
when an agreement is redneed to writing it must be con~ideredl
as expressing the ultimate intention of the partiet-5 to it, ancl
therefore, in the absence of fraud, ( Prentiss v. Rus8, 16 Maine,
30,) parol evidence is not to be admitted to alter or moclity the
terms or legal effect of it. The parties h:~ving reduced their
contract to writing, their rights must be governed hy and depend
upon its terms as therein expressed, irrespective of parol evidence
of what was intended, or what took: place previous to or at the
time of making the contract.
But there are exceptions to this general rule which permit
parol evidence of engagements collateral t(,_), or independent of,
the provisiont-5 expressed in the written agreement and not within
its terms, although made at the same time and affecting the rights
of the parties in relation to the subject matter of the writing.
In such it is deemed only partially reduced to writing, and the
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collateral undertaking or stipulation exists in parol. Chapin
v. Dob8on, 78 N. Y. 74; Potterv. Hopkins, 25 Wend. 417;
Lindley v. Lacy, 17 C. B. (N. S.) 578 (112 E. C. L. 578);
Jeffery v. lValton, 1 Starkie, 267 (2 E. C. L. 108); Willis v.
Hulbert, 117 Mass. 151 ; Nickenion v. Saunders, 36 Maine,
413; Good:-1peed v. Fuller, 4G Maine, 144; Brad8t1·eet v. Rich,
supra. In Dorr v. Pi.sher, 1 Cush. 271, 273, Chief Justice
Shaw uses this language: '' But a warranty is a 8eparate, independent, collateral stipulation, on the part of the vendor,
with the vendee, for which the sale is the consideration, for the
existence or truth of some fact, relating to the thing sold." Benj.
on Sales, § (HO.
Greenleaf thus expresses the exception to the rule : H Nor
does the rule apply in cases where the original contract was
verbal and entirn, and a part only of it wa~ reduced to writ£ng.''
1 Gr. Ev. § 284 a. And this court in Bonney v. 1Yorrill, 57
Maine, 373, states it thus: ' 1 There is no mle of evidence which
precludes the defendant from asserting and proving by oral
testimony, any distinct and valid parol contract of the pla~ntiff,
made at the same time and not reduced to writing, which is not
in conflict with the written agreement and which undoubtedly
operated ns nn inducement to the defendant to enter into it."
The exception to the admission of the testimony of Charles
H. vVood cannot be sustained for the reasons already stated,( 1) It related to the alleged collateral agreement relied on by
the plaintiffs; ( 2) To a conversation between the de fondant and
one of the plaintiffs which was first partially drawn out by
defendant's counsel upon cross-examination of Neal. By the
introduction of a portion of such conversation, although npon
cross-examination, the other party had a right to the whole of it,
and to prove what in fact the conversation was. Wi'lliam,s v.
Gi"lnwn, 71 Maine, 21; Oakland Ice Co. v. J1faxcy, 74 Maine,
294; Mowry v. Smith, fl Allen, 67, G8.
The exception in relation to the requested instruction is not
insisted upon. It was given as aHkc~d for with qualifications that
were propel' to prevent the jury from being mi:--led as to the
issue involved.
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After a careful examination of the evidence we perceive no
reason why the verdict should he disturbed upon the motion for
a new trial. While it was more or less conflicting upon the vital
points in controversy, it was sufficient upon which to found a
verdict.

Exception8 and nwtion overntled.
EMERY and WmT.IrnousE, JJ., dissenting.
This contract of sale was evidenced by a written instrument
which is not a mere bill of parcels or incomplete mernor:m<lum,
but is a full, formal hill of sale apparently complete, and containing various stipulations. The opinion seerrn; to hold that oral
evidence should he received to add to these ·written stipulations
an oral :::tipulation of warranty or guaranty concerning the
property sold. From this we dissent.
While the cases cited in the opinion sustain the general
proposition that independent, collateral Htipulations may be
shown by oral evidence in addition to those expressed in writing,
they do not to our minds sustain the pnrticular proposition, that
an oral warranty or guaranty concerning the property sold, is
a stipulation independent of and collateral to the contract of '
sale, and one which may he added by parol to those expressed
in the writing.
The very purpose of writing out the various stipulations of a
contract is to avoid disputes us to what stipulations were or
were not in fact finally made. )Vhen a warranty or guaranty as
to the subject matter of a 8ale is mrtde during the negotiations
for a sale, it becomes a part nnd a mnterial part of the eontrnct
of sale. · It is a stipulation that would naturally he expressed
when the final terms of the sale are reduced to writing. If it be
omitted from the written instrument made and adopted by the ·
parties as the evidence of their contract, it should be held as finally
omitted from the contract itf.,elf. W c think the rule thus stated
is fully sustained by the great weight of authority.
cite
the following cases, nnd refer to the numerous other cases cited
in these: De Witt v. Berry, 134 U.S. 300; Seitz v. Bre1cers'
Oo. 141 U. S. 510; Vcm, Winkle v. Crowell, 14G U. S. 42;
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G1'llham v. Ei8rtPI', 28 Ill. App. 2G9 ; Rodgers v. Perrault, 41
Kansas, 385; Johnson v. Powe1·s, G5 Cali. 17H; Boanlman v.
Spoona, 13 Allen, 3Gl ; Frost v. Bla11clwrcl, ~7 Mass. 155; Galpin v. Atwale1·, 29 Conn. 93,100; ·Wilcox v. Cate, 65 Vt. 478;
Tlwnuwn v. C1-ortlle1·, 21 Atlantic, Rep. 371 (Md.). In Nawnberg
v. Yinrng, 44 N. '-T. L. 331, the court in an elaborate opinion
reviewed the cases and in vigorous language affirmed the rule
that an oral warranty or guaranty could not be added to a
contract expressed in writing. Indeed, our own court has
recognized and acted upon this rule. In Store1· v. Taber, 83
~faine, 387, there was a written hill of sale less formal and less
complete than the one in this case. The court said (p. 388,) :
'' It was correctly ruled at the trial that the ·writing tlid not contain
a warranty of soundness, and that none could be affixed to it by
parol."
In Os,qoocl v . .Davis. 18 Maine, 14H, it was held that nn oral
warranty of title could not be added to a written assignment of
:t stock certificate.
The court cited as authority, Powell v.
Edmund..;;, 12 East, G, in which it ·was held that an oral warranty
of quantity could not be added to the written conditions of a sale
of timber.
To this wholesome rule we think the court should adhere.
"\Ve deprecate any depnrture from it.

in equity,
vs.
LEWIS PrnucE, and others.

SmrnnsET RAILWAY,

Cumberland.

Opinion June 1, 1895.

Equity.
Railroad.
Jlfortgage.
F01eclosure.
R. S, 1883, c. 51;
R. S., 1871, c. 51, § § 49-53, 55, 56; Stat. 1876, c. 122;
Stat. 1878, c. 53; Stat. 1883, c. 166.
July ·l, 1871, the Somerset Railroad Company made a mortgage of its road anfl
franchise to trustees to secure the payment of its bonds. The condition of
this mortgage having been broken, and so continued for more than three
years, the mortgage bond-holders in 1883, organized a new corporation,
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under the statute, by the name of the Somerset Railway. This corporation,
the complainant, took possession of the mortgaged property on the first day
of September, 1883, and have ever since retained it, and operated the road.
On the eighth day of July, 1884, complainant purchased, at execution sale,
the equity of redemption from the mortgage, from which sale no redemption has been had. Held; that full title has thereby been acquired by the
Somerset Railway; and that, under the statute, the complainant represents
all the mortgage bond-holders, and its title to and possession of the mortgaged
property enure to their benefit.
Also; that each mortgage bond-holder thenceforward became a shareholder
in the property covered by the mortgage, in the proportion that his bonds
bore to the whole issue secured by the mortgage, and the bonds themselves
are paid to the extent of the value of the mortgaged property, full title to
which passed to the Somerset Railway.
A large part of the bond-holders have exchanged their bonds for stock in the➔
Somerset Railway, par for par, and are uow stockholders; those who have
not so exchanged, remain share-holders, and are entitled to receive from the
earnings of the road, the same pro rata dividends as the stockhc>lders,- if
they decline to exchange their bonds for stock,-bnt the possession and oper_
ation of the railroad will continue in the Somerset Railway.
Held; that trustees under the mortgage should release ancl convey whatever
legal title remains in them to the Some:·set Railway on payment of any sums
that may be du~ them for services or disbursements, and be perpetually
enjoined from the further prosecution of their pending snits, and from interfering in any way with the title, possession or use, by the Somerset Railway,
of any and all the property described in the mortgage of ,:July 1, 1871, except
so far as it may be necessary for them by suitable legal process, to enforce
any lien, if any, which they may luwe upon the property, for the payment of
such sums as may be found due them as such trustees.
See Inhabitants of Anson, Petitioners, 85 Maine, 79.

ON REPORT.
Bill in equity, heard on bill, answers an<l proof~.
The case is stated in the opinion.

Edrnund F. and Appleton Webb ; J. W. Symond.~, D. W.
Snou.J and C. S. Cook; J. H. and J. I-I. Drummond, J1·., for
plaintiff.

D. D. Stewart; EI. 1W. Eieath and 0. A. Tuell; F. 111. Drew;
L. Pierce; N. and H.B. Cleave8; Everett R. D,·wmnoncl, for
defendants.
SITTING:

C. J.,
J~J.

PETERS,

,VISWELL, STROUT,

WALTON,

FosTEH,

HAsirnLL,
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STROUT, J. On the first .day of July, 1871, the Somerset
Railroad Company, having a chttrter for a railroad from a point
near Carritunk Fnlls, in Solon, in the county of Somerset, to the
town of vYitterville, in the county of Kennebec, and being on
that day pos~essed of franchises, and real and per::-onal estate,
for the purpose of building, equipping tm<l operating such railroad, made a mortgage to Lewis Pierce, Daniel Holland and
Stephen D. Lindsey, of the railroad from ,vnterville to its
terminus iu Solon, in the county of Somerset, together with the
franchise of the company, and all its real estate, and nil its
personal property of every nature m,ed in connection with its
railroad, then possessed or to he thereafter acquired, in trust to
secure the payment of the bonds nf said company to an amount
not exceeding five hundred tl10usand dollars, payable in twenty
yeat·s :from the date of the mortgage, with interest at the rate
of.seven per cent per annum, according to the coupons annexed
to the bonds. Lindsey and Holland, two of the tmstees,
having deeeased, Herbert M. Heath and Franklin M. Drew,
were duly nppointed trnstees to fill the vncancies; and they,
together with Lmvi::; Pierce, are now the tmstees under said
mortgage. The Somerset Railroad Company issued imd sold
bonds secured hy the mortgnge to the amount of four hundred
and fifty thousand dollan.; only. The company subsequently'
defaulted on the interest upon the bonds, and for more than
three yen rs prior to ,July 11, 1883, the compnny had failed to
pay the interest on the mortgage honds, and thereby had macle a
hreach of the condition of the mortgage, though the principal of
the bonds was not then due. The tmstees under the mortgage
never entered into possession of the mortgnged property, nor took
any measures to secure a foreclosure of the mortgage; but the
Somerset Railroad Company remained in pot,session of all the
property, until the formation of a new corporation, under the
name of the Somerset Rnilway. On the eleventh day of July,
1883, the holders of the mortgage bonds, to an amount largely
exceeding one-half of the same, elected in writing to form a
new corporation, nnd on the fifteenth day of August, 1883, did
form a new corporation, under the nurne of the Somerset Rail way,
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as provided by chapter 51 of the Revised Statutes and acts
additional thereto and amen<latory thereof, and made the capitnl
stock of the new corporation $736,G48.7G, which wus made up
as foHows: $450,000, amount of outstanding bonds secured by
the mortgage us principal; and $28G,G48. 76, amount of interest
upon the bonds due August 15, 1883, and then unpaid.
On the 13th day of.July, 1883, the stockholders of the Somerset Railroad Company, at its annual meeting, voted that the
mortgage bond-holders organize a new c<,rporation, under the
statute, and take possession of the road at such date as their
organization should entitle them to do; and the stockholders
also voted, at the same meeting, to surrender possession of the
Somer;::;et Railroad Company to the new corporation. In pursunnc~ of the organization of the new corporation, and by the
consent of the Somerset Railroad Company us indicated by the
votes of its stockholders, the Somerset Rail way, on the first day
of September, 1883, took possession of the railroad and all other
property included in the mortgage, and have ever since held
possession of the snme and operated the road. The capital stock
of the Somerset Railway, being the amount of the unpaid bonds
and coupons at their face value at the date of the organization
of the new corporation, August 15, 1883, was divided into
shares .of one hundred dollars each, which shares were offered
to the mortgage hon_d-holders at the rate of one ::!hare of stock
for each one hundred dollars of bonds or that amount of coupons
due August 15, 1883. Bonds and coupons to amount of $552,200 have been exchanged for stock in the new corporation, which
has been issued, leaving outstanding and unexclmnged $110,600
of mortgage bonds, and the coupons thereon.
A decree of strict foreclosure of this mortgage was entered
by this court on the first day of April, 1887. On the eighth
day of ,July, 1884, all the right in equity of the Somerset Railroad Company to redeem the mortgage was sold on execution,
and purchased by the Somerset Railway, from which sale no
redemption has been had.
The tmstees under the mortgage have brought suits to recover
possession of all the property included in it, and rnesne profits
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against various officers and i:-ervants of the Somcr::-;et Rail way,
which are now pending.
The hill prays to have the title and pos!°'CS8ion of the Somerset
Railway to the property described in the mortgnge <ledared
valid, and the mortgage of ,July 1, 1871, declared void, and
the holders of outstanding bonds an<l coupons ordered to surrender the snme in exchange for stock in the Somerset Railway,
and that the plaintiffs in the suits at law may he enjoined from
prosecuting their suits, and from disputing the title and possession of the Somerset Rail way, and for further relief.
That the bill presents a case within the equity jurisdiction is
beyond doubt. Revi:,,ed St:ttutes of 1871, chapter 51, § 53, and
following sections, in force when this mortgage was made,
prescribed a method of foreclosure of :,,uch mortgnges by the
tmstees on application of one-third of the bond-holders in amount;
and by 8ection 55 it was provided that such foreclosure should
ennre to the benefit of all holders of bonds and coupons secured
by the mortgage, and that the holders of such bonds and coupons
or their successors or a.-,signs become a corporation as of the
date of the foreclosure, '' for all the purposes, with all the right:-:;
and powers, duties und obligations of the original corporation
by its charter," and required the trm,tees to eonV<\Y to such new
corporation all the right and title they had nndcr the mortgage
and its foreclosure. Section 5G provided for calling the first
meeting of the new corporation, adopting a name, and nuthorized
the new corporation to take and hold the possession and have
the use of the mortgaged property.
These provisions for perfecting the security of the mortg,1ge
bond-holders, and to enable them to realize their debts, by
operation of Ia w, must be treated as part of the mortgage
contract, and the rights thereby secured to the bond-holders
could not be abridged or taken away by suhseqnent enactments.
But it was competent for the law-making power to change the
form and method of the bond-holders' remedy, provided the new
method protected their rights as fully as that existing when the
mortgage was given. Von Hoffman v. City of Quincy, 4 vVall.
535; Seiber·t v. Lewis, 122 U. S. 284; Edwards v. Kearzey,
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96 U. S. 595; Loidsiana v. New Orleans, 102 U. S. 206.
Without changing the manner of foreclosure provided in R. S.,
of 1871, c. 51, the Legislature in 1876, by chapter 122, gave
the benefit of the provisions of chapter 51, from § § 4 7 to 70
inclusive, to the holders of all rnortgnge bonds, whether the
mortgage was foreclosed as provided in chapter 51, '' or in any
other legal manner;" and by chapter 53 of the laws of 1878,
§ § 4 7 to 70 of chapter 51 of H. S., of 1871, were made to
apply to and include all such mortgages, "in all cases in which
the principal of snid scrip or bonds shall have been due and
payable for more than three ·years, and shall remain unpaid in
whole or in part, in the same way and to the same extent as if
the mortgage had been legally foreclosed;" and authorized such
bond-holders to form a new corporation, in the manner provided
in chapter 51 ofR. S., of 1871, ''whenever the holders of such
scrip or bonds to any amount exceeding one-half of the same
shall so elect in writing." The same statute in§ 2 provided that
the '' capital stock of such new corporation shall be equal to the
amount of unpaid bonds and coupons secured by such mortgage,
taken at their face at the time of the organization of the new
corporation;" and by chapter lGG, laws of 1883, the act of 1878
was extended to apply to cases in which "no interest has been
paid for more than three years."
The remedy by foreclosure by the trustees, existing when the
mortgage of 1871 was given, has never been abridged or taken
awny; but the subsequent statutes have enlarged and made
more efficient the bond-holders' remedy ; but these enactments
, did not operate injuriously to the Somerset Railroad Company,
and are not therefore open to constitutional objection. The
trustees had no power to take posseHsion of the mortgaged
property, nor to foreclose the mortgage, except directed so to
do by a vote of the bond-holder.s, by a majority in value in the
one case, or one-third in value in the other. R. S., of 1871, c.
51, § § 49-53. The new provisions in the subsequent acts,
enabled a majority in amount of the bond-holders to act directly
without the intervention of the trustees, thus simplifying the
proceeding.
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The interest upon the mortgage bonds having been unpaid for
more than three years prior to ,July 11, 1883, the bond-holders,
holding $351,!H)0 in amount of the bonds secured by the mortgage, on that day elected in writing to form a new corporation,
in accordance with chapter 51 of the Revised Statutes of 1871
as amended by the acts of 1878 and 1883, instead of resorting
to a foreclosure by the trustees. It will, be noticed that the
amendatory acts required the action of a majority in amount of
the mortgage bond-holders, ·while the foreclosure by the trustees
required the concurrence of only 01~e-third of the amount. The
proceedings to organize the new corporation and establish the
capital stock, under the amendatory acts, appear to be in strict
conformity thereto; and the ne,v corporation, under the name
of the Somerset Railway, thereby became a legal corporation,
on the fifteenth day of August, 1883, and then became entitled
to ~~ take and hold the possession and have the use of the mortgaged property." R. S., 1871, c. 51, § 56. The fact that some
holders of mortgage bonds, who participated in the organization
of the nevv corporation, and voted upon their bonds, have s ince
transferred them to other parties not bond-holders at the time
the Somer8et Railway was organized, cannot affect the status of
the corporation. The bonds being once voted, are subjected to
the com;equences of that vote, regardless of whose hands they
may subsequently fall into. It is not in the power of a bondholder, participating in the formation of a new corporation,
based upon hi8 bonds with others, to destroy Hie existence of the
corporation, once legally formed, by a subsequent transfer of
his bonds to third parties. Barnes v. Chicago, Jlfilwaukee &
St. Paul R. R. 122 U. S. 1. The new corporation took
possession of the mortgaged property on the first day of September, 1883, and has ever since held it and operated the railroad.
This action was authorized by the statute, consented to by the
Somerset Railroad Company, the mortgagor, actively proposed
and aided hy one at least of the trustees, and ever since acquiesced
in hy all the trustees. It is too late for the trustees, or dissenting bond-holders, now to ohject to technical irregularities, if
any exist; especially as tho Somerset Railway has since extended
1
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the railroad from North Anson to Bingham, a <listance of about
sixteen miles, built a brand1 railroad of one mile in length of
great importance to the productiveness of the main line, placed
a mortgage upon the road for $225,000 to make these extensions
and other improvements, and in other ways materially changed
the condition and relations of all parties interested in the road.
Their long acquiescence, without objection, coupled with the
changed conditions and relations, resulting from the possession
and management of the property by the Somerset Railway,
estops them from now questioning the legality of the organization of the new corporation. ICent v. Quicksilve1· Mining Company, 78 N. Y. 1.5B; Zabriskie v. Olevelaru!, Railroad, 23 How.
395; Halstead v. G1·innan, 152 U. S. 412; Harwood v. Railroad Company, 17 Wall. 78; Railroad v. Rcti'lroad, G5 N.
H. 400.
The case shows, that on July 8, 1884, all the right in equity
which the Somerset Railroad Company had to redeem from the
mortgage was legally ~old on execution to the Somerset Rail way,
from which no redemption was had. It follows that on July 8,
1885, when the time for redemption from the execution sale
expired, the Somerset Railway, representing all the mortgage
bond-holders, held the legal and full title to the equity of
red.emption which the Somerset Railroad Company had before
held, and also the equitable, beneficial title under the mortgage,
and ,vas in full, entire and exclusive possession and use of all
the property described in the mortgage. And as the trustee:;
had no beneficial interest under the mortgage, and held only a
dry trust, with no duties to perform under it, they could not
interfere with the title or possession of the Somerset Rail ,my.
It had become the duty of the trustees to release their nake<l
legal title to the Somerset Rail way. R. S., of 18 71, c. 51, §
55. And as equity regards that as done which ought to be done,
the title of the Somerset Railway to all the property described
in the mortgage must in equity be regarded as full and complete,
and will he absolute at Iu-w when the trustees release their naked
legal title, which they are required to do.
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The title thus acquired to the mortgaged property, operated
as pnyment of nll the bonds secured by the mortgage, if the
mortgaged property was of sufficient value over and nhove the
amount paid for the equity of redemption ; if not, all the bonds
must be regarded ns paid pro tanto, and the balance remains an
unsecured debt against the Somerset Railroad Company. Ilut
as the life and existence of the Somerset Railway was based
upon and derived from the mortgage bonds, and the corporation
was in fact the mortgage bond-holders in organization, its title
and possession ennrPd to the benefit of all holders of bonds and
coupons secured by the mortgage; and every bond-holder became
a share holder in the property in the propo~'tion the bonds held
by him bore to the whole issue under the mortgage. This result
follows, even if some of the bonds had passed into other hands
::dnce the organization of the bond-holders in the new corporation,
and before the title hnd ripened in tlrnt corporation. l-Iaynes v.
Wellington, 25 Maine, 4.58 ; ,Jones on Mortg,1gcs, § 950; ItuJ'd
v. Oolenian, 42 Maine, 182; I-latch v. }Vlzite, 2 Gall. C. C. 152.
Any subsequent transfer of the mortgage bonds, unexclrnnged
for stock, operated only as a transfer of the bond-holders' share
in the property originally conveyed by the mortgage, if the
property was of sufficient value to pay all the mortgage bonds
and the amount paid for the equity of redemption for the mort-•
guge ; if insufficient for that, the transfer of the bonds carried
that share as property, and the halanee of the bonds unpaid by
the property as an unsecured debt of the Somerset Railroad
Company. In Re Bond-!tolders of Yorlc & Cumberland Railroad,
50 Maine, 5(54.
But it is claimed that the aetion of this court, in Anson,
_I->etiti'oners, 8,5 Maine, 79, appointing a trustee under the mortgage of ,July 1, 1871, to fill a vacancy, was a decision upon the
question involved here, and that the status of the bond-holders
who have exchanged their bonds for stc>ck of the Somerset
Railway and the holders of mortgnge bonds unexchanged, is
res adjudicata. Not so. The case was a petition for appointment of a trustee to fill a vacancy camied by death of an original
trm,tee; and the court expressly says: ~~ The rights of the
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different bond-holders are not nmv to be distinguished, for all
the facts which might have a tendency to create differences are
not now before us, and any attempt to settle all the conflicting
claim~. suggested by tlw history of the enterprise, "vould be
premature. vVe do not now undertake to decide the relative
equities between the outstanding bonds and those which were
surrendered and cancelled in exchange for the stock of the new
corporation, nor to decide th<? status of the new organization
and its new issue of bonds."
The court, in that case, earefully refrained from detf'rmining
the rights and powers of the trustees, or the dghts of the new
corporation, or of the mortgage bond-holders. It did not have
before it a case calling for or anthorizing such determination.
It was mainly becau:-ie the questions involved in this 1-uit could
not be determined in that, that the trustee was appointed, to
avoid possible delay or confusion in determining the rights of
all parties, and to afford the means to bring the whole case
hefore the court, with no embarrassment from lack of parties.
The mortgage coupled with the purchuse of the equity has
ripened into full title, and ceased to have the chanwter of a)
mortgage. It is now only valuable as a muniment of title, ·which
has been perfected in the beneficiaries under the mortgage.
There remains no property for the mortgage to operate upon.
The trustees hold only u dry trust, without heneticial interest,
with no duties to perform, except to release and tmn~fer to the
Somerset Railway the bare legal title which they held under
the mortgage, which is now but u cloud upon the title of the
Somerset Rail way. This they must do on payment of any
amount that may be due them for services or disbursements.
As to them and their office, the mortgage is functus officio, and
they cannot interfere with the title or possession of the Somerset
Rail way, rightfully holding the property as representing the
mortgage bond-holders.
It appears that in April, 1883, before the formation of the
Somerset .Railvrny, Reuben B. Dunn an<l others, holding more
than one-half of the entire issue of bonclR under the mortgage of
July 1, 1871, in behalf of themselves and all other holders of
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bonds secured by the mortgage, brought a hill in equity in this
court, in the county of Kennebec, against the Somerset Railroad
Company, praying a decree of foreclosure of this mortgage for
breach of condition. The trustees were not made parties to
this bill, as they properly should have been, but no objection
appears to have been made
that account. A decree ,vas
entered in the suit at a term of this court held on the third
Tuesday of October, 1884, that if the Somerset Railroad Company should pay the over-due coupons on or before the first day
of July, 1885, the complainants should take nothing by their
bill, but if not so paid that the right of redemption shc)nld he
barred. The amount not being paid at the time mentioned in
the decree nor afterward, a final decree of strict foreclosure was
entered on the thirty-first day of Mareh, 1887. Revised Statutes,
of 1871, c. 51, provided a method for foreclosure of railroad
mort~ages by trustees. Chapter Hrn of the laws of 1883, § 4,
provided that where the principal of any bonds issued by a railroad corporation, secured by mortgage ~hall have been due and
payable more than three years, ' or no interest has been paid
thereon for more than three years, a corporation formed by the
holders of such scrip or honds, or if no such corporation has
been formed, the holders of not less than a majority of such
scrip or bonds, m:iy commence H suit in equity for the purpose of
foreclosing such mortgage ; and the court may decree a foreclosure of such mortgage, unless the arrears are paid within
such time us the court nrny order.' 1
Aside from the foreclosure proceedings authorized by the
trustees, equity furnishes the best, und perhaps now the exclusive,
forum for foreclosure of this class of mortgages. The ordinary
method of foreclosure of mortgages on real estate is ill adapted
to the foreclosure of railroad mortgages. The protection of all
the large interests usually involved in the latter, may require a
receivership, or an injunction, or an order of sale, none of which
can be accomplished by the ordinary proceedings for foreclosure,
but can easily he provided for by the flexible processes of equity.
The case of I1ennebec & Portland Railroad v. PoJ'tland & l1ennebec Rai'.lroad, 59 Maine, 1, holding othe,rwise, was decided

on
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when the equity powers of this court were limited, and is not
npplicahle under the full equity powers now possessed.
When the bill was filed by Dunn and others, no corporation
of the bond-holders had heen formed, and the bill ,vas properly
brought and maintainable under the statute last cited, and might
have been sustained under the foll equity power then existing in
this court. Befot·e the final decree was entered, all right and
title of the Somerset Railroad Company had been divested, by
the sale of its equity on execution, to the Somerset Railway, and
it had no further interest in the property, or the proceedings in
the equity suit; and it wns therefore unneces::;nr,v to continue the
equity suit for foreclosure to a final decree, but it was done,
perhaps, from extra caution. The Somerset Railroad Company
might have complained that the decree limited the right of
redemption to a shorter time than the law allowed it under the
mortgage, if it had retained any interest in the property. Having parted with its interest, it could not he injured by the decree.
The bill being for the benefit of the bond-holders, and the
decree, if valid, operating to perfect their title to the mortgaged
property, they can hardly be heard to complain. But whether
this decree was valid or not, we are not called upon to decide,
as we do not deem it material to the determination of the rights
of these parties.
When the new corpomtion was formed and took possession of
all the mortgaged property, and acquired the right of redemption
from the mortgage from the Somerset Railroad Corppany, all
the holders of bonds secured by the mortgage then became
share holders in the property, to which they then had the entire
title and beneficial interest. The capital of the new corporation
was exactly the amount of the out::,tanding bonds and coupons
secured by the mortgage. This corporation proposed to is8ue
its stock to the holders of bond::, and conpons, upon surrender
of the bonds and coupons, at the rate of one share of stock, of
the par value of one hundred dollars, for the same amount in
bonds and coupons. This propo:::;ition has been accepted and
acted upon by the holders of bon<.h, and coupons to the amount
VOL, LXXXVIII.
7
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of $552,200, leaving outstanding bonds to the amount of $110,600 and the unpaid over-due coupons thereon. This exchange
of bonds for stock does not lessen or enlarge the rights of the
holders of uncxehanged bonds. They were all paid, so far as
the value of the mortgaged property in excess of amount paid
for the equity of redemption was sufficient to do so; and thencefonvard the honch;, so for ns paid, became evidence of the amount
of interest the holder had in the railroad property, and not of
a debt, the balance only being evidence of a debt for such
balance. The Somerset Railway stood in the plaee of and
represented all the mortgage bond-holders; its stock, ,Then
issued in exchange for bonds, practically represented the bondholderH' share in the property; the unexchanged bond represented the Hume and no more. The Somerset Railway can only
issue its stoek in exchange for mortgage bonds and coupons.
It cannot sell and issue it to other parties. If any bond-holder
declines ultimately to exchange his bonds for stock, :m amount
of stock of the company equal to such bonds cannot be b,sued at
nll. The cnpital stock of the Raihvay represents the bonds, and
stands for them.
It was and is optiona 1 with the bond-holder to exchange his
bonds for stock; he cannot be compelled to do so. The
Somerset Railway, representing all the mortgage bond-holders,
and being simply the bond-holders in organization, is entitled
to hold, possess and operate the property. Its net earnings,
when distributed in the form of dividends or otherwise, must be
distributed to its stockholders and to the holders of unexchanged
bonds in equal proportions.
If the holclers of unexchanged bonds choose to take stock,
they can do HO at any time; or, if they choose, they can retain
their present position, and receive their share of the net earnings
pro rn.ta with the stockholders. If they become dissatisfied with
this position, nnd decline to take stock, upon a proper bill and
sufficient equitable cause shown they may have partition of the
property, ns between equitable tenants in common, if practicable;
or, if that is impraeticable, as it probably would be, a decree of
sale of the rail mad property, subject to legal incumbrances, and
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division of the proceeds, on the basis of taking the entire
amount due on the $450,000 of bonds and unpaid coupons at the
date of the organization of the new corporation, and apportioning the proceeds pro rata among the holders of stock in theRailway and the outstanding unexchang:ed bond~, thus doing~
exact justice to all. Pomeroy\; Equity, § § 1388, 1389, 13D0;
.Nash v. Simpson, 78 Maine, 142.
It appears that the Somerset Rai1 way, on the first day of
October, 1887, for the purpose of extending an<l improving theroad and its equipment, made a mortgage of its entire property
to trustees to secure the payment of its bonds to the amount of
two hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars, all of which
have been issued, sold, and are rnnv outstanding; the proceeds
being used in extending and improving the road. The mortgage
of July 1, 1871, having exhausted its office and become inoperative as an existing mortgage, by union of the legal right of
redemption and the equitable, beneficial title under the mortgage,
to all the property described therein in the Somerset Railway,
representing all the mortgage bond-holder::.,;,- the mortgage for
$225,000 has become the first mortgage upon the road and its.
property. Whether the property was sufficient to pay the
mortgage debt of July 1, 1871, or not, there is nothing more
for it to operate upon.
The trustees must release and convey whatever title andl
interest may be in them to the Somerset Rail way, on payment
of any amount that may he due them for services and disbursements. A master to be appointed to nscertain and report the
amount.
The trustees, Lewis Pierce, Herbert lVI. Heath, and Franklin
M. Drew, must be perpetually enjoined from the further prosecution of their pending suits and from interfering in any way with
the title, possession or use, by the Somerset Railway, of uny and
all the property described in the mortgage oLfoly 1, 1871, except
so far ns it may be necessary for them, by suitable legal process,
to enforce any lien, if any, which they may have upon the
property, for the payment of such sums as may be found due
them for services and disbursements as such trustees; and the
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trustees must be commanded and enjoined to release and convey
to the Somerset Railway all right and title they hold as trustees
under the mortgages of July 1, 1871, npon payment of their
charges.
Bill sustained with costs, against the trustees Pierce,
lleath and Drew, and disniissed as to all the othm·
respondents. Decree in accordance with this opinion.

LEWIS PIERCE,

and others, vs. JonN

Kennebec.

AYER,

and others.

Opinion June 1, 1895.

Mortgage. Railroad. Possession.
In a vvrit of entry the following facts nppeared :- July 1, 1871, the Somerset
Railroad Company made a mortgage of its franchise and railroad property
to trustees to secure the payment of bonds. The trustees under the mortgage
brought suit to recover pos_session of all the property embraced in that
mortgage. It was brought against various servants and officers of the
Somerset Railway. The conditions of the mortgage having been broken, the
mortgage bond-holders in 1883, organized a new corporation, under the
statute, by the name of the Somerset Railway; and that corporation, in accordance with the statute, took possession of all the mortgaged property on the
first day of September, 1883, and has ever since retained possession and operated the road. On the eighth day of July, 1884, it purchased, at execution sale,
the equity of redemption from the mortgage, from which sale no redemption
has been had.
Held; that by the statute, the Somerset Railway represents all the mortgage
bond-holders, and its title to and possession of the mortgaged property
enures to their benefit. Having acquired the equity of redemption, once
held by the mortgagor, there is no occasion for a foreclosure of the mortgage.
The cestuis qne trustent under the mortgage, and the real owners, now that
the equity of redemption from the mortgage has been acquired, have a sufficient title to the property;- and being in undisturbed possession and use of
the same,- the trustees, wh0 have no beneficial interest, cannot maintain an
action to dispossess them.
See Somerset Railway v. Pierce, ante, 86.

This was a writ of entry to recover that portion of the roadbed, railroad, rolling stock and appurtenances of the Somerset
Railroad Uompany, situate in the county of Kennebec, being
all that part of said railroad and appurtenances situate in the
county of Kennebec; a similar writ of entry being brought at
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the same time in the Supreme J u<licial Court of Somerset county
to recover that part of said railroad and its appurtenances situate
in said Somerset county.
Writ dated December 3, 1892.
The plaintiffs' title arises under the mortgage given by the
Somerset Railroad Company on July 1, 1871, to Lewis Pierce,
Daniel Holland and Stephen D. Lindsey, duly recorded in the
registrie8 of both co'unties.
It was adrnitted that Stephen D. Lindsey died on April 28,
1884, and Daniel Holland on May 5, 1890; that in August,
1890, proceedings were commenced by the town of Anson and
others in the Supreme Judicial Court, in equity, sitting in the
county of Kennebec, for the appointment of new trn~tees to fill
the vacancies existing under said mortgage hy the deaths of
said Lind~ey and said Holland, of which notice wns duly given,
and the Somerset Railway, and its Trut-tecs, E. F. Webb and
E. R. Drummond, appeared and filed demurrers and at the same
time answers to the bill in equity of said town of Anson and
others; that evidence was taken by the respective parties
and the ca~e was reported to the law court, which Hm,tained the
bill and directed the appointment of trustees at nisi prim, ; and
that at the October Term of the Supreme Judicial Court, 1892,
in Kennebec county, said Herbert M. Heath was duly appointed
a trustee under said mortgage of ,July 1, 1871, in place of said
Stephen D. Lindsey, and said Franklin M. Drew as trustee in
place of said Daniel Holland, under said mortgage. Conveyance
was made by Lewis Pierce in accordance with the decree. These
writs of entry were brought by said trustees to recover said
railroad property at the next term of court in each of said
counties, following their appointment as aforesaid, against the
persons claimed by said trustees to be found in the actual
possession and control of said road.
The plaintiffs' counsel are in possession of bonds issued under
the mortgage of July 1, 1871, amounting to $74,800, owned by
the parties defendant in the equity ~mit as appears therein, with
the coupons annexed, and it was admitted that there are in all
$110,600 of such bonds still outstanding nnd unpaid. If the
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plaintiff:-; were entitled to recover conditional judgment only in
said writs of entry, they claimed to recover for said $110,G00 of
bonds and the amount due on the coupons thereon. and no more.
If they were entitled to a judgment at common law, the amount
of damages for rents. profits and income, were to he assessed at
ms1 prius. If entitled to neither form of judgment, then jndg··
ment is to be entered for defendants; or ~mch other judgment
ns the court shall direct.
The fact::-; and evidence in the suit in equity brought by the
Somerset Rail way against said Lewis Pierce and als., ante p. 8G,
made a part of the evidence in this suit, so far as legally admissible, for either party; nnd upon such other evidence as either
party may take and file if legally admissible; and this suit was
entered and nrgued at the snme term and time as imid equity
suit. It was agreed also, that such judgments should be entered
in both suits, upon so much of the evidence as may be legally
admissible, as shall be in accordance with the law of the cases
and the legal rights of the p:irties ; the judgment in the action
at law to be subject, so far as the Court may determine, to any
decree in the equity suit. The suit in Somerset county to abide
the result of this suit, and to he so entered on that <lock.et.

D. D. Stewart; N. and II. B. Cleave,-;; H. M. Heatlt and
0. A. Tuell, for plaintiffs.
Edmund P. ancl Appleton JVebb; J. II. and J. H. D1wmnond,
Jr., for defendants.
SrTTING:
""1rISWELL,

PETERs, c. ,T.,
STROUT, JJ •

,v ALTON,

FosTER,

HASKELL,

STROUT, ,T. This is a writ of entry. On July 1, 1871, the
Somerset Rail road Company made a mortgage of its franchise
and railroad property to trustees to secure the payment of bonds.
Tbe,trm;tees under the mortgage bring this suit to recover possession of all the property emhrace<l in that mortgage. It is brought
against various servants and officers of the Somen;et Rail way.
The conditions of the mortgage having been broken, the mortgage :bond..,holders in 1883 organized a new corporation, under
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the statute, by the name of the Somerset Railway; and thnt
corporation in accordance with the statute took possession of all
the mortgaged property on the first day of September, 1883,
and has ever since retained possession, and operated the road.
On the eighth day of ,July, 1884, it purchased, at execution sule,
the equity of redemption from the mortgage, from which sale
no redemption has been had. By the statnte, the Somerset
Railway represents all the mortgage bond-holders, and its title
to and possession of the property described in the mortgage
enures to their benefit. Having acquired the equity of redemption, once held by the mortgagor, there is no occasion for a
foreclosure of the mortgage. The cestuis que trnstent under the
mortgage, and the renl owners, nmv that the equity of redemption from the mortgage has been acquired, have a sufficient
title to the property; and heing in undisturbed possession and
use of the same, the trustees, who have no beneficial interest,
cannot maintain an action to dispossess them.
The rights of all parties are fully discussed and determined in the
case of Somer8et Railway, in equity, v . .Lewi,., Pierce, et als.,
argued with this case. Another suit to recover possession of the
property is pending in Somerset county, which, by the agreement of parties, is to abide the result in this. According to the
terms of the report, the entry in this suit and in the Somerset
suit must be,
Judgnient for defendants.

FRANCES

E.

TASKER

Kennebec.

vs.

INHABITANTS OF FARi\IINGDALE.

Opinion June 3, 1895.

Towns. Way. Negligence. New Trial.
A new trial ,yill be granted where the thoughtless inattention of the plaintiff,the very essence of negligence,- is the cause of the acciclent.
The court adheres to its former opinion in this case in 85 Maine, 52:3.
See Tasker v. Farmingdale, 85 Maine, 523.
ON MOTION.

The case appears in the opinion.

A. M. Spear, for plaintiff.
Orville D. Baker and Frank L. Staples, for defendants.
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FOSTER, HASKELL,

PER CumAM. This case came before the Law Court at a
former term, upon substantially the :::;ame evidence, and was
there fully heard and considered. 8.5 Maine, 523. At that time
the court said: '' As the plaintiff was driving with two of her
children over a road with which she was perfectly well acquainted, having driven over it hundreds of times, she saw an electric
car coming. She says that her horse did not appear to be at nll
ularmed, and that she had him under full control. She, nevertheless, reined her horse out of the road on the opposite side
from the car, so as to go as far from it as she could, and the
first she knew, her carriage wheel dropped down over the end qf
a culvert and she and her two children were thrown out. The
children were not hurt. But for injuries claimed to have been
received by her, she recovered a verdict against the town of
Farmingdale for $1150." She has now recovered a second
verdict upon the same facts for $1566.66.
The court in the same opinion further says : ''We think the
verdict is clearly wrong. We cannot doubt that the accident
was due entirely to the plaintiff's own thoughtless inattention.
The road was smooth and nearly level, and wide enough for
three such carriages as the one in which the plaintiff was riding
to pass abreast. Her horse was not frfghtened and she had him
under full control. She so testifies. She intentionally and
unnecessarily reined him out of the road. It was in the evening, and the kindliest viPw that we can take of the plaintiff's
conduct is that her attention was so absorbed by the electric
car that she gave no thought to the danger she might encounter
by driving out of the road. She saw the car, but she did not
see and did not think of the culvert. Thoughtless inattention the very essence of negligence - was the cause of the accident."
· Upon second argument and further consideration the court
considers that its views before expressed must control the case
and the verdict be set aside.

Motion sustained.
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RICHMOND

vs.
PmENIX AssuRANCE COMPANY.
SAME V8. LIBERTY INSURANCE COMPANY.

Androscoggin.
Insurance.

Opinion June 3, 1895.

Termination.

Agent. Notice. Transfe1-. R. 8., c. 49, § § 19,
90; Stat. 1891, c. 112.
A sale and conveyance of the insured property terminates and avoids a policy
which contains the following stipulation: "If the property be sold or
transferred, . . . or if thi,;; policy shall be assigned before a loss, without the
consent of the company indorsed hereon, . . . then, and in every such case,
this policy shall be void.''
Held; that there is no statute in this State affecting the force of such clauses
in policies of insurance.
Where the broker who procured the policy is not the agent of the insurance
company, he can not receive notice and giYe consent to the transfer or
assignment of the policy under R. S., c. 49, § § 19 and 90; nor is such
authority conferred upon insurance hrokers by Statute 1891, c. 112.
A. policy containing a memorandum that makes it payable to a third party, in
case of loss, to the extent of his interest, becomes functus ofli.cio when the
interest of the insured ceases.
ON REPORT.

These were actions of ussumpsit brought by the plaintiff,
Frederiek S. Richmond, for the benefit of the American Bobbin,
Spool & Shuttle Company against the Phamix and Liberty
Insurunce Companies for the recovery of a Joss under three
policies in the Phamix, one being called '' the lost polic'y" for
$500, und one policy in the Liberty Insurance Co. for $750.
All of suid policies covered the same property, and both cases
were heard and tried on the same evidence excepting the policies
themselves. There was no evidence in the case denying the
loss, :md no claim made by the defendants that the policies, if
payable at all, should not be paid in full. Two points only
were raised by the defense. First, that no due, proper and
lawfu I proof of said loss was made to the defendants; and second,
that Richmond, ufter the date of the policies, and before the
loss, sold und transferred the property covered by the policies
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without the consent of the companies in writing indor~ed on
the same.
The case is stated in the opinion.

J. P. Swasey and E. M. B1·ig_qs. for plaintiff.
Nathan and Ilenry B. Cleaves, Stephen Cf. Perry and Hen:ry
W. Swasey, for defendants.
C. J.,
JJ.

SITTING: PETERS,

HOUSE, WISWELL,

v\rALTON, EMERY, HASKELL, v\~HITE-

J. These are actions upon fire insurance policies
is::;ued by the defendant companies. The plaintiff, Frederick
S. Richmond, while the owner in fee of the insured property,
procured the immmnce represented hy these policies through
one George A. Gordon, an insurance hrokcr, but not holding a
commission as agent from either of the defendant companies.
Soon afterward, the plaintiff conveyed the insured property in
fee to the American Bobhin, Spool and Shuttle Company of
Boston. Still later, hut during the term covered by the policies,
the insured property was wholly consumed by fire. The American &c., Company, after the fire, assigned to the pluintiff (the
original assured) all itR claims under these policies; whereupon
the plaintiff has now brought these suits.
At the time of the fire, the plaintiff had no insurable interest
in the property, and sustained no loss by the fire. He claims,
however, that his grantees succeeded to his rights under the
policies, and that he can maintain these actions for his own
benefit under the assignment to him, or, at least, for the benefit
of the American &c., Company, the owner at the time of the fire.
In each of the policies is~ued by the Phrenix Assurance
Company is the following clause of stipulation and condition :
"If the property, [insured] he sold or transferred, . . . or if
this policy shall he assigned before a lo~s, without the consent
of the company indorsed hereon, . . then and in every such case
this policy shall he void." In the policy issued by the Liberty
Insurance Company, is this cfause of stipulation :md condition:
"This entire policy, unless otherwise provided by ngreement
EMERY,

:Me.]
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indorsed he~eon, or added hereto, shall be void if . . . any
change, other than by the death of the insured, take place in the
interest, title or possession of the suhject of irnmrance," . . or '' if
this policy be assigned before a loss." There is nothing in our
statutes affecting the natural force of these clauses. JVate1·lwuse
v. Gloucester Insumnce Co. G9 Maine, 409. The conveyance
of the insured property in fee by Mr. Richmond wns within these
clauses, and, hy their express terms, that conveyance terminated
or voided each of these policies. unless it was consented to by the
company according to the terms of the policy. Brunswick
Savings Institution v. Insumnce Company, G8 Maine, 313;
Gould v. Insumnce Cmnpany, 7G Maine, 298.
The case does not show any such con:-;ent on the part of either
company. The plaintiff informed Mr. Gordon, the broker, of the
change in ownership, and requested him to procure the necessary
indorsement upon the policies, of the consent of the companies.
Mr. Gordon testified that he communicated this information and
request to each insurance agent from whom he had procured the
policies. These agents explicitly deny having received any such
information or request, and deny that they, or their companies,
ever consented to the transfer, or ever knew of it till after the
fire. The three policies in the case do not show any indorsement of consent, and there is no evidence that the fourth policy
(which is lost) ever bore any such indorsement.
The plaintiff urges that George A. Gordon, the broker, should
be considered the agent of the companies, to receive notice and
accord consent under sections 19 and 90 of the Insurance Act
(R. S., c. 49), and cites the language of the opinion in Day v.
Insurance Company, 81 Maine, 248. The evidence in the case
shows affirmatively that Mr. Gordon was not the agent of either
of the defe_ndant companies, and did not assume to act for either
of them. The plaintiff te~tified that he understood Mr. Gordon
was not an agent of the companies. The statute providing for
the licensing insurance brokers ( Stat. 1891, c. 112,) does not
confer upon such brokers and authority to bind insurance companies from whom they may obtain insurance for their principals.
But these policies also contained this clause:
Loss, if any,
11
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payable to Whitall, Tatum & Co., New York, as far as their
interest may appear." Whitall, Tatum & Co., after the fire,
assigned to the plaintiff all their interest in these policies. The
plaintiff claims that the interest of "\Vhitall, Tatum & Co. was
not affected by his conveyance to the American &c., Company,
to which conveyance they were not parties, and that as their
assignee, he can recover their interest. The case does not show
that Whitall, Tatum & Co. had any interest ut the time of the
fire, nor does it appear that any interest of that firm was ever
insured. They procured no insurance, nor, so far as appears,
did the plaintiff procure nny insurance for them. The plaintiff
simply insured his own interest, and then directed that, out of
such sum as might accrue to him as insurance upon his interest~
there should be paid to Whitall, Tatum & Co. enough to satisfy
their claim. "\Vhen the plaintiff's own insurable interest vanished, Whitall, Tatum & Co.\; claim upon that interest also
vanished. They were subject to all the conditions of the policies.
Biddeford Savings Bank v. Insumnce Company, 81 Maine, 5G6.
Judgment for defendant in each case.

THEOPHILE TURGEON vs. JosEPH COTE, and another.
Androscoggin.

Opinion .June 3, 189,5.

Pleading. Account annexed.
An account is a detailed statement of items of debt and credit, or of debt,
arising out of contracts between parties.
A demurrer will defeat a writ when there is annexed to the declaration an
account as follows : "For balance due on account for labor performed and
materials furnished - ( as contractor for wood work for the erection and
construction of the above building as per agreement)-$725.00 ;" on which
balance of account are credited several items of cash leaving a final balance
of account of $260.00, there being no other count in the writ excepting that
on the account annexed. The contract price is not stated; nor are any
items given that constitute the balance of $725.00 due on account.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This was an action of assumpsit to enforce a lien on the
defendants' house.

Me.]
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The declaration in the writ contained a single cmint upon an
account annexed.
The account annexed is as follows:
"November 10, 1894.
J oscph Cote and Agnes <;;ote,
To
Theophile Turgeon,
Dr.
"To Balce due on account for labor performed and
materials furnished, as contractor for wood work,
for the erection and construction of the above
building, as per agreement,
$725.00
Cr.
1894.
June 19th,
July 7th,
Sept. 1st,
"
4th,
" l 0th,

By cash received on account,
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
,,
"
"
"
"

Balce due,

$125.00
150.00
100.00
40.00
50.00
$465.00
$260.00"

The defendants demurred to the declaration which was joined,
an<l after hearing overruled.
The defendants thereupon took exceptions to the decision of
the court overruling the demurrer; and the case was certified to
the Chief J u~tice under R. S., c. 77, § 43.

J. G. Chabot, for plaintiff.
The contract being an executed one and the agreement performed on plaintiff's part, account annexed or indebitatus count
is a proper count to admit any evidence in support or defense
of same. 2 Chit. Pl. 16th Ed. p. 27, and cases cited; 2 Green.
Ev. 10th Ed. § 104, p. 82, and cases cited.
Date of executed parol contract sufficiently alleged in the
date of '' the purchase of this writ," in this action, date alleged
being immaterial since any other day could be proved at trial.
1 Chit. Pl. lGth Ed. p. 351, and notes; Ripley v. Heb1·on, 60
Maine, 388 ; Little v. Blunt, 16 Pick. 365.
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And also sufficiently stated by the accompanying a1legations,
that the action is brought within ninety days after performance
of said contract, for the construction of said building, to inform
defendants. State v. Ru.sh, 77 Mo. 586, cited in Am. and Eng.
Enc. of Law, Vol. 5, page 3,52.
No averment need he made which the law does not require to
he proved. Ifrwpp v. Slocomb, 9 Gray, 73.
The point aimed nt by defendants, (the allegation of precise
date on which parol agreement, in account annexed was made,)
being only matter of form, ~ince any other date than the one
alleged could have been proved in support of the actfon, if
material, should have been hy special demurrer carnng attention
to special defect. Blanding v. Jlfansjield, 72 Maine, 429; Steph.
on Pl. *140. Counsel ·also cited: .Jlfoore v. Royce, 92 Mass.
55G ; Cape _Elizabeth v. Lornbard, 70 Maine 399 ; State v.
Cm-rick, 14 Am. St. Rep. 390-1; George v. Tlwmas, 16 Tex.
74; S. C. 67 Am. Dec. Gl2.

D. J . .1..WcGillicuddy and P. A. JVIorey, for defendants.
The time of every item thnt goes to make up the plaintiff's
cause of action or that can in any wny he traversed must he
given. Taking the declaration as it appears, what is there in
it that can enlighten the defendants as to the nature of the action
and the exact items for which suit is brought? The plaintiff
should set out the items of his account. The items of his labor,
the items of his materials. The writ shows that a three-story
" flat roofed wooden building waR built by the plaintiff for the
,lefendants. ""\Ve wish the whole account given, and the time of
every traversable fact that enters into the plaintiff's account in
this suit. The difference between the parties is one hundred and
forty dollars. It will he impossible for the defendants to prepare
for trial unless they were apprised of each item in the hill.
Counsel cited: Shorey v. Clwndler, 80 Maine, p. 411, citing
Cole v. Babcock, 78 Maine, 41.

C. J., ElVrnRY,
JJ.

SITTING: PETERS,
HousE, ,VISWELL,

FosTER, HASKELL, \VHITE-
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HILL.

PETERS, C. J.
The account annexed to the writ, which as a
part of the plaintiff's declaration is demurred to by the defendant, is as follows: ~i For balance due on account,- for labor
performed and materials furnished, as contractor for wood work
for the erection and construction of the above building as per
agreemcnt,-$725.00."
On this balance of account are credited seveml items of cash,
leaving a final balance of account of $260.00. The building
alluded to is one attached on the writ, and on which it is averred,
a lien-claim for the amount of the account exists.
It is not alleged what the price of the work contracted for
was, nor d<>es it in any way appear what any or all of the items
are constituting the balance due on Hccount of $725.00. The
defendant is entitled to know what these particulars are before
he can he required to determine whether he will admit or contest
the claim. Had the balance been declared upon as a sum due
on an account stated it might have heen different. An account
is a detailed statement of items of debt and credit or of debt
arising out of contracts between parties. The phrase '~ a balance
due on account" discloses no items. Bennett Y. Davis, G2
Maine, 544.

DemmTer sustained.

FRANK

N.

WEI~KS

Kennebec.

vs.

JAMES

P.

HILL.

Opinion ,June 4, 18H5.

Sales. Husband and Wife. Rernedy. Agency. Stat. 13 Eliz. c. 5.
Actual insolvency of the donor of a gift of property, is not an indispensable
element in the proof of a fraudulent intent as to creditors.
When a conveyance is made without consideration, the fact of the grantor's
insolvency is undoubtedly presumptive evidence of a fraudulent purpose
towards creditors; but it is not a conclusive, nor the only, criterion by
which to determine that question. The facts and circumstances may clearly
show under Stat. 13 Eliz. c. 5, such a fraudulent intent on the part of a
grantor who is not actually insolvent.
·
Whether a conveyance is made with an intent to hinder, delay and defraud
creditors is a question of fact for the determination of the jury upon the consideration of all the circumstances attending the conveyance.
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Semble, that the remedy of creditors is wholly an equitable one in cases of
fraudulent conveyances of personal as well as real property between husband
and wife.
Held; that there heing evidence from which a jury might infer that the husband acted only as the wife's ngent in purchasing the chattels, an instruction
that she must be proved to be insolvent in order that creditors may avoid
the transaction and so hold the property as belonging to the wife, would be
erroneous.
ON MOTION AND EXCEPTION8.

This waR an action of replevin of four cows tried to a jury in
the Superior Court, for Kennehec county, and in which the
plaintiff obtained a verdict. Th~ defendant, an officer, who had
seized the cowi, on an execution against the plaintiff's wife, as
her property, moved for a new trial and took exceptions to a
portion of the charge of the presiding justice as appears in the
opinion.

lV. 0. Philbrook, for plaintiff.
IIarvey D. Eaton for defendant.
SITTING: PETERS, C. J., WALTON,
HOUSE, WISWELL,

EMERY,

HASKELL, "\VHITE-

J.J.

vVHITEHOUSE, ,T. This is an action of replevin for four cows
taken by the defendant, as a deputy sheriff, by virtue of an
execution against Alice "\iVeeks, the wife of the plaintiff, and in
favor of Mary C. Wing. The judgment on which the execution
issued was recovered on a promissory note signed by Alice
W eekR and payable to her sister, Mary C. Wing, for the sum of
one hundred and thirty-five dollani, dated April 30, 1892. The
cows were found by the officer in the custody of the plaintiff,
and it is not in controversy that ut least two of them were purchased by the plaintiff with money furnished by his wife, Alice
Weeks, October 1, 1892. It was contended in behalf of the
defondant that if this was a gift from the wife to her hnshand it
was made in fraud of existing cre<litor8, and that the officer was
justified in seizing the cows purchased with it, as the property
of the wife.
The verdict was for the plaintiff, and the case comes to this
court on motion and exceptions by the defendant.
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The presiding justice instructed the jury, inter alia, as follows:
'' If Mrs.
eeks ·was insolvent, was owing this debt to Mrs.
Wing, her sister, and for the pn rpose of preventing her recovering her debt, passed this money over into the hands of her
husband with his knowledge or connivance, it would be such a
fraud as would make void the gift, and anything purchased with
that money could he pursued by Mrs. Wing, the creditor, and
taken in satisfaction of her execution. . . . . . . You see that
the premises which must be proven in order to make it a fraud
must he that Mrs. Weeks, at the time she gave the money to
her hnshand, \VUE" insolvent, and that she gave it to him with
intent to defraud her sister or prevent her recovery of her debt."
This instruction must be held enoneous. Actual insolvency
of the gruntor in a voluntary conveyance, or of the donor of a
gift of property, is not an indispensable element in the proof of
a fraudulent intent ns to creditors. ..Whether or not a gift, sale
or conveyance is made in good faith or with the intent to hinder,
delay or defraud creditors, under the Statute 13 Eliz. c. 5,
recognized as a part of the common law of this State, is a question of fact for the determination of the jury upon consideration
of all the cireumstances attending it. French v . .l-Iol,nes, 68
Maine, .525; Lau,qhton v. Harden, 68 Id. 208; Thacher v.
Pkt'nney, 7 Allen, 14G; Po-meroy v. Bailey, 43 N. H. 118.
vVhen a conveyance is made without consideration, the fact of the
gruntor's insolvency is undoubtedly presumptive evidence of a
fraudulent purpose towards creditors; but it jfl not a conclusive
nor the only erHerion by which to determine that question.
The facts and circumstances may clearly show such a fraudulent
intent on the part of a grantor who is not actually insolvent .
.Parknian v. Welch, 19 Pick. 231 ; .Pan~sh v. Murphree, 13
How. 92. It it-i not necessary that insolvency should either be
proved or presumed in order to render a voluntary conveyance
void as to creditors. Bump on Fraud. Convey. 293, and cases
cited.
But the plaintiff contends that any error in this instruction
respecting the insolvency of the donor as an element in the proof
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of fraud, becomes inmrnterial in this case, for the reason that
the title to the cows had never been in· the wife, Alice
Weeks, but was vested directly in the husband, and hence if it
he conceded that there wus a gift of the money made in fraud
of creditors, the ccnvs purchased with it were not subject to
seizure on execution hut could only be reached, and made
available to the execution creditor, by a proceeding in equity.
This contention of the plaintiff that tangible property, susceptible of identificntion, purchased ·with money thus fraudulently
given by the wife to the husband, cannot he seized <m execution
as the property of the wife, hut can only b~ reached by process
in equity, is supported by the rule laid down in Low v. Marco,
53 Maine, 45, in which the title to real estate fraudulently
conveyed hy the hm,hand to the wife, was under consideration,
and to some extent by the doctrine of Lawrence v. Bank, 35 N.
Y. 320; and although ·a different conclusion has been reached
by several courts of last resort in other states, it may be conceded, that the same rnle will be followed in this State in cases
involving the title to personal property. Still the erroneous
ruling in question may have been material; for there was evidence in this ease tending to show, and the jury might have
been justified in so finding, thnt in purchasing the cows, the
plaintiff acted only as the agent of his wife. In that event,
the ownership of them originally vested in the ·wife, and the
aet of fraud towards her creditors, if any, consisted not merely
in placing the money in her husband's hands, but in transferring the cows purchased into his custody to be held in
his name and as his property for the purpose of preventing a
levy thereon by the execution creditor. In this view of the
case the erroneous instruction was equally prejudicial, and the
entry must be,
Exceptions 8Ustai'.ned.
L.

1
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MARY

C.

WING

Kennebec.

vs.

FRANK

N.

VVEEKS.

Opinion ,June 4, 1895.

Fraudulent Conveyance. Execution Debtot. Pleading. Stat. 1887, c. 137, § 12'
In an action to recover" double the amount of the execution" for" fraudulently
aiding in the transfer, concealment or disposal" of property disclosed by an
execution debtor, held; that the statute on which it is based (Stat. 1887, c.
137, § 12,) is penal as well as remedial, and is not to be extended by con-struction beyond the reasonable meaning of its terms. It makes a clear·
distinction between the liability of a debtor and that of a third person.
Such action cannot be maintained when it appears that the situation of the·
property disclosed was not changed during the thirty days after disclosure ..
Held; that a declaration in such an action is defective that contains no averment of any specific act of the defendant whereby the debtor was" fraudulently
aided" in transferring, concealing or disposing of the property during that
period or at any other time; nor a general allegation that the defendant
'' fraudulently aided" in the transfer, concealment or disposal of the property
at any time.
See Weeks v. Hill, ante, p. 111.

ON HEPORT.
The case appears in the opinion.
This was an action on the case, brought under the statute of
1887, c. 137, § 12. Plea, ge.neral issue.
(Declaration.) '' In a plea of the case, whereas the said plaintiff on the 22nd day of April, 18U3, at said Augusta, by the·
consideration of our .Judge of our Superior Court, holden for

and within our county of Kennebec, aforesaid, on the first Tuesday of April, 1893, recovered judgment against one Alice
Weeks, of said "'\Vaterville, for the sum of one hundred ·fortyfive dollars and forty-one cents debt or damage and nine dollars
ninety-three. cents costs of suit, as by the record thereof now
remaining in our said court more fully nppears; and whereas
on the thirty-first day of May, 1893, said plaintiff presented a
petition to Frank K. Shaw, Esq., a disclosure commissioner,
within and for our county of Kennebec, duly appointed by the
Supreme ,Judicial Court praying him to issue a citation for disclosure to said Alice Weeks and said commissioner granted
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•suid prayer and issued a citation commanding the tmid Alice
,veeks to appear hefore him ttt the Municipal court room, in
Waterville, on the first day of June, 18D3, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon for the purpose of making a full and true disclosure of
all her business and property affairs in accordance with the
provisions of chapter 137 of Public Laws of 1887 of Maine.
Said citation was duly served and in obedience thereto said
Alice "'\Veeks app<'nred at the time and place aforesaid and disclosed that she was the owner of one top-carriage valued at $;>0
and five cows valt'.led at $200, all being then in the possession of
this defendant, the said Frank N. vVeeks. vVhereupon the said
disclosure commissioner decreed that said petitioner have a lien
for thirty days on so much of said property as was not exempt
from attachment and seizure on execution and the plaintiff
alleges that none of said property was then exempt from attachment and seizure on execution. And afterwards on the 21st
day of June, 1893, James P. Hill, a deputy of the sheriff of
Kennebec county having in his hands for collection the execution issued on said judgment in favor of Mary C. ,ving, by
virtue of said execution and the disclosure commissioner's certicate thereon endor~ed, granting a lien as above set forth,
demanded of said Frnnk N. vVeeks the said top-carriage and
the said five cows ; hut the said Frank N. vVeeks, then and
there being in possei-ision of said property and under a duty to
surrender it to said officer on demand and having no lien or
other reason for not so smTendering it, being unmindful of his
said duty and disobedient to the decree of said commissioner
and the statute in such case made and provided, refused then
and there to surrender said property and concealed it and kept
it from coming into the hands of said officer as by law it should
have done; wherefore, and by force of the statute in such case
made and providpd, the said Frank N. vVeeks has forfeited to
the said plaintiff double the amount due on said execution to
wit, double the sum of one hundred fifty-five dollars and fortynine cents being the sum of three hundred ten dollars and
ninety-eight cents.
"Yet, though often thereto requested," etc.
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Harvey D. Eaton, for plaintiff.
The defense, pendency of a prior action involving the same
question raised here as to a portion of the property, can be
shown only in abatement. Small v. Thurlow, 37 Maine, 504.
W. G. Pltilbtook, for defendant.
SrTTING: PETERs,
nousE, vVISWELL,

c. J., ,vALToN, EJ\rnuY, HASKELL, vVmTE-

,TJ.

'WHITEHOUSE, J.
The plaintiff in this action was the execution creditor and the defendant in interest, in the replevin suit,
Weeks v Hill, ante, 111, and the case is an outgrowth of the same
transaction.
This suit is based on section 12 of chapter 137, laws of 1887,
relating to the disclosure of execution debtors. That section
provides that if the debtor ~~ discloses personal estate liable to he
seized on execution, the petitioner shall have a lien on it, or so
much of it as the magistrate in his record judges necessary, for
thirty days; and if the debtor transfers, conceals, or otherwise disposes of it within said time, or sufters it to he done, or refuses to
surrender on demand, . . . . . . . the petitioner may recover,
in an action on the m~se against him, or any person fraudulently
aiding in such transfer, concealment or disposal, double the
amount due on said execution."
It is alleged in the plaintiff's declaration that A.lice \Veeks,
the execution debtor in the replevin suit, and the wife of this
defendant, pursuant to a citation for that purpose, appeared
before a disclosure conunissioner on the first day of ,Tune, 18H3,
and '' disclosed that she was the owner of one top-carriage,
valued at fifty dollars, and five cows, valued at two hundred
dolJars, all being then in the possession of this defendant, Frnnk
N. Weeks; whereupon the disclosure com1~1issioner '~ decreed
that said petitioner have a lien for thirty days on so much of said
property as was not exempt from attachment an<l seizure on
execution." It is further alleged thnt the property thus <lisclosed
was duly demanded of the defendant by the officer having the
execution in favor of tho· plaintiff, but that the defendant ,~ then
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and there being in possession of said property and nnder a duty
to 8U1Tender it to said officer on demand, and having no lien or
other reason for not so surrendering it, being unmindful of his
said duty and disobedient to the decree of said commissioner
and the statute in such case made and provided, refused then
nnd there to surrender :-:-aid property, and concealed it and kept
it from coming into the hands of said officer as by law it should
have dom--."
There is no evidence in this case nor in the report of the
replevin suit, which is made a part of this case, aside from the
recital in the certificate of the disclosure commissioner, which
gives any support to the averment that Alice Weeks disclosed
that she was the owner" of the cows and carriage in question.
She disclosed" that some eight months prior to that time she
gave her husband the sum of three hundred dollars, and it
appears that he purchased five cows with the money. She
uniformly disclaimed any ownership in the cows. There is no
evidence whatever, other than the commissioner's certificate,
respecting the title to the carriage. The defendant appears to
have asserted the right to hold it, and there is no evidence that
he did not own it. It also appears that four of the cows in the
defendant's posses:;ion had been seized on this same execution
as the property of Alice vVeeks, some two months before, and
replevied by the defendant as ahuve stated.
But it must he remen1bered that this is an action, not against
the execution debtor who is alleged to have disclosed the property, but against the defendant to recover double the amount
of the execution," presumably for fraudulently aiding in the
transfer, concealment, or disposnl" of the property within thirty
days after the disclosure, and while the lien was decreed to
continue. The statute invoked is penal as well as remedial,
and is not to be extended by construction beyond the reasonable
meaning of its terms. The rule of strict construction is Hpplicahle; and this signities that an act of a penal nature is not to
he regarded as including anything which is not within its letter
as well as its spirit, which is not clearly and intelligibly described
in the very words of the statute as well as manifestly intended
1
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by the legislature." Abbott v. TVood, 22 Maine, 541 ; Butlm·
v. Riclcer, 6 Maine, 268; Endlieh on Int. of Stat. § § 329-334,
and cases cited.
Tl;is statute makes a clear distinction between the liability of
the debtor and that of n third person. The petitioner may
recover the penalty of the debtor himself if H he transferf-i,
conceals, or otherwise disposes of the property within thirty
days," or ''refuses to surrender it on demand," &c., but he can
only recover the penalty of a third person for "fraudulently
aiding in such transfer, concealment or ~isposal." Such third
person is not made liable for simply "refusing to Hturender"
property which he claims as his own, which has not been
'~ transferred, concealed or disposed of" during this period of
thirty days, but.has been exposed to seizure on execution during
that period, and for eight months prior to that time.
It is not contended that the situation of thi:-i property was
changed in the slightest degree during the thirty days after
disclosure. There is no averment in the declaration of any
specific act of the defendant whereby the debtor was "fraudulently aided" in transferring, concealing or disposing of the
property during that period or at any other time ; nor is there
even a general allegation that the defendant'' fraudulently aided"
in the transfer, concealment or disposal of the property at any
time. There are no proper averments in the declaration to
bring the case within the terms of the statute. It follows that
the action must fail for want of both allegation and evidenee.
Plaintiff nonsuit.
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ETTA

M.

DANFORTH.

Opinion June 5, 1895.

Divorce. Desertion. Conclonation. R. S., c. 60, § 2.
" Utter desertion continued for three consecutive years" is one of the causes
for which a divorce may be granted. R. S., c. 60, § 2.
If a wife deserts her husband and remains away from him for the full period of
three consecutive years, and during all that time, continuously and unreasonably refuses to return, his right to a divorce is complete, and cannot
be defeated by proof that on one occasion, within the three years he visited
his wife, and, for two or th1:ee nights, occupied the same bed with her.

ON REPORT.
This was a libel for divorce filed in the Superior Court, for
Kennebec county.
The allegation relied on as a cause for divorce was utter desertion without reasonable cause for three consecutive years next
prior to the filing of the libel.
The evidenee was taken out before the presiding judge, and
his report of the facts, as fonnd hy him, was submitted by the
parties to the Law Court for it to determine whether or not they
show legal cause for divorce.
The facts as found are as follows: Libel dated May 29, 1893.
The libelee deserted the libelant, April 20, 1890, without reasonable cause and has continued such desertion ever since unless
it was interrupted by the fact stated below. The libelant lived
on a farm owned by him in Albion in Kennebec county. His
wife refused to live with him there although often requested, but
lived in Lewiston, where she has lived ever since her desertion
of the libelant.
In September, 1891, and within three years before the date of
the libel, the libelant went to the house occupied by his wife in
Lewiston and there lodged with her, occupying the same bed as
husband an<l wife two or three nights, she still refusing, however, to return to his house and live with him as his wife, :rnd
has all the time since refused to do so, without IP-gal justification.

W. T. Ha/nes, for Libelant.

W. H. Newell, and W. H. Judkins, for Libelee.
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SITTING: PETERS, C. ,T., VVALTON, EMERY, FOSTER, WHITEHOUSE, STROUT, Jl.

vV ALTON,

,T. The question is this : If a wife deserts her husband, and remains away from him for three consecutive years,
and, during all that time, continuously and unreasonably refuses
to return, will the fact tl~at, within the three years, her husband
once visited her and occupied the same bed with her for two or
three nights, necessarily interrupt the desertion and bar his right
to a divorce for that cause?
We think not. Desertion, such as 1vill he a v:alid cause for a
divorce, is not easily defined. Stewa1't v. Steww·t, 78 Maine,
548, and cases there cited. And it may be equally difficult to
define what will constitute an interruption or condonation of
desertion. The authorities are conflicting and confusing.
In I1enned71 v. I1ennedy, 87 Ill. 250, where a wife, without
justification, refused to go to a new home which her husband
had prepared for her, and renrnined away for the statutory
length of time necessary to create a vali~ ground for divorce,
the court held that the fact that, on one occasion, he cohabited
with her at her brother's house, did not interrupt the desertion
or bar hi::, right to a divorce.
And we have reached the same conclusion. ~1 Utter desertion
continued for three consecutive years," is one of the causes for
which a divorce may he grante<l. R. S., c. GO,§ 2. And we
think that if a wife deserts her husbanrl and remaim; away from
him for the full period of three consecutive years, and, during
all that time, continuously and unreasonably refuses to return,
his right to a divorce is complete, and can not be defeated by
proof that on one occasion, within the three years, he visited
his wife, and, for two or three nights, occupied the same bed
with her.
Such a visit is not illegal or improper. On the contrary, it
has often been held to be the duty of the husband to visit his
absent wife, and to endeavor by all proper means to effect a
reconciliation. If he succeeds, and his wife returns to her home
and to her duties as his wife, undoubtedly her prior desertion
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will be interrupted, or regarded HR condoned, and can not he
added to a subsequent desertion for the purpose of completing
the three years necessary to entitle her husband to a divorce.
But if, in E-pite of his efforts, his wife persi~tently and unreasonably refuses to return, and continuously remains away from him
for three consecutive yean;, we think her hm,ban<l's right to a
divorce is complete,- that the mere fact that on one occasion
he visited her, and for tlvo or three nights occupied the same
bed with her, does not interrupt the continuity of her desertion.
Gase re1nanded for furtlm· !,earing
in the court below.

BATH SAVINGS INSTITUTION, in equity,
vs.
BARZILLAI "-r. HATHORN, Administrator, and another.
Sagadahoc.

Opinion June 7, 1895.

Trust. G(ft. Savings Bank Deposit.
A gift must be executed by delivery; a trust by declaration.
An express trust of personal property may be created or declared by parol.
Its terms must be clearly established and show an executed gift, so that the
equitable title shall have passed effectually to the donee as in the case of a
gift inter ViYOS.
In such a trust, the real title vests in the donee, while the legal title, perhaps
carrying the control, may be placed elsewhere; but it is necessary that the
donor, who declares the trust, should create an estate for his cestui that is
no longer his own. The donor may retain the leg·al title, giving him the
control, but for the benefit of his cestni according- to the terms of the trust.
The trustee thereby becomes merely an agent to administer the trust and is
subject to the directions of a court in equity.
An entry on the books of a savings bank in the name of a donor, " in trust for
the donee," is not conclusive evidence by itself of an absolute, indisputable
gift; but extrinsic evidence is competent to control its effect.
Held; in this case, that all the declarations, acts and ccmduct of the donor are
consistent with the presumption arising from the entry itself, and show a
completed trust in favor of the donee.

ON REPORT.
Bill in equity, heard on bill, answers and proof.
This was a bill of interpleader brought by the Bath Savings
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Institution against the defendant, Hathorn, as administrator of
the estate of Henry ,valker, deceased, and against Alice B.
Files, to determine the title to a certain deposit in that institution.
The course of procedure adopted by agreement between all
parties was this : Etich defendant filed an answer ancl then by
agreement a decree of intcrpleadcr was filed, and by further
agreement it was stipulated that the answers should be taken as
the pleadings in the case and the cause set down for hearing on
hill, answers and proof, and that Mi::ls Files be regarded as
plaintiff in the continuance of the suit. It thus became, practically, a suit in equity by A.lice B. Files against the administrator
of Henry vYalker's estate. The facts in the case were practically
undisputed.
It appears that Henry Walker, died, October 2nd, 1891,
leaving neither wife nor childr~n, his wife having died nearly
six years before. Their home was in Woolwich, opposite Bath,
and Miss Files, ,vho was n second cousin of Mrs. 'vValker,
frequently visited there, and Mr. and Mrs. Walker often visited
the Files family in Winslow, the two families being in close and
intimate relations. On July 1st, 1882, Mr. vValker deposited
, the sum of $700 in the Bath Savings Institution in his own
name, but '' in trust for Alice B. Files," and took out a, depositor's book in that form. At the time of making the deposit he
had a conversation with the treasurer of the bank as to its form,
and the treasurer told him that if he put the book in anyone's
name, in trust for anyone, it would go to that person at his
decease, and Mr. Walker said he wh,hecl it to, that he wished it
to go to Miss Files. In accordance with his direction the signature book, which all depositors are required to sign, was signed
by Mrs. Potter, then a clerk in the bank, in the same form
"Henry Walker, in trust for Alice B. Files, of vVoolwich."
Mr. ~... alker, retained the bank book in his possession ever after,
but never drew any part of the principal or interest therefrom,
but took the book to the bank occasionally to have the accrued
dividends added. On one occasion very soon after the deposit
was made, Miss Files' sister, now Mrs. vVhite, was visiting at
his hom;e, and saw the book among some other papers that he
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hnppcned to he examining; she took it up and looked at it;
saw the form of entry, and he tolrl her then: 1~ Yes, that is for
Alice at my decease, and the next will be for you," and Mrs.
White communicated this information to Alice, her sister,
immediately on her return home from the visit, who expressed
her sati~faction thereat.
Mrs. Trott, who was in the family as housekeeper for about
six years~ going there before Mrs. "\Valker's death, saw the hook
on three different occasions, and Mr. vValker explained to her
also ·when she spoke of its being in trust, that the book was for
Alice, and again just a few months before his death, after he
had the July dividend added, he was examining the book, spoke
of it as Alice's hank book, and asked Mrs. Trott to guess how
much it had gained. She told him she supposed it was between
ten hundred and eleven hundred dollars, and his reply was ~1 you
are pretty good for guessing. You guessed pretty nearly right,
and that will be a great help to Alice, won't it, Mrs. Trott?"
Orville D. Baker ancl Leslie C. C01·nish, for Alice B. Files.
Charles W. Larmbee, for defendant, Hathorn.

SITTING : PETEns,
nousE, STROUT, JJ.

c. J., w ALTON, FosTER, HASKELL, ,v HITE-

HASKELL, J. Henry Walker of vVoolwich, died solvent and
intestate October 2, 1891, leaving brothers and sisters and
nephews and nieces, but neither wife nor children. His wife
died January 1, 1886. She was a cousin to the father of the
plaintiff, Alice B. Film; of 'Winslow, who knew the old people
as uncle and aunt and seems to have been always welcome at
their house and a favorite with them.
On July 1, 1882, Mr. Walker deposited in the Bath Savings
Institution $700, ' in trust for Alice B. Files," saying, in substance, tlrnt he wished it to go to her-at his decease. That deposit
remained intact during Mr. Walker's life, and at his death
amounted to something over $1000. He always retained the
book, and it was found among his papers by his administrator,
the defendant, who now claims the deposit as a part of his
1
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estate. The evidence shows that Mr. Walker intended the
deposit for Alice at his decease, but never communicated his
intention to her.
The authorities all say that a gift inter vivos must he complete.
The donor must divest himself of all dominion over the thing
given, and the title to it must pass absolutely nnd irrevocably
to the donee. .1Vortkrop v. I-Iale, 73 Maine, 66; Dale v. Lincoln, 31 Maine, 420; Robinson v. Ring, 72 Maine, 140;
Augusta Savin,r;s Bank v. Fogg, 82 Maine, ,5i38.
A voluntary trust is an equitable gift, and, like a legal gift
inter vivos, must be complete. A declaration of trust as effectually passes the equitable title of the fund to the cestui, as a
gift inter vivos passes the legal title to the donee. The distinction between them is of a technical nature. In a trust, the real
title vests in the donee, but the legal title, perhaps carrying
control of the property, may be placed elsewhere; while, in· a
gift, both the real and legal title instantly fall to the donee.
It is not necessary, therefore, that he who declares a trust should
divest him:3elf of the legal title, if, perchance, he so docs it as
to transfer the real or equitable title to the cestui ; for then he
creates an estate really no longer his mvn. He may retain the
legal title, giving him the control, but for the benefit of the
cestui, according to the terms of the trust. His control becomes
subject to the direction of courts of equity, that always supervise the administration of trm.;ts. They are the children of
equity; they spring from it, and cannot survive without its aid
and control. The trustee is merely an agent to administer them,
anJ nothing more.
An express trust of lands can only he created hy some writing signed by the party or Ins attorney, R. S., c. 73, § 11, but
a trust of personal property may he created or declared by
parol. It is necessary, however, to clearly establish the terms of
it, and show an executed gift, so that the equitable title shall
have passed to the donee as effectually as a gift inter vivos.
Gerrish v . ..LVew Bedford Institution for Sewings, 128 Mass.
159; Dresser v. Dressel', 46 Maine, 48.
Says Lord Cran worth : ~~ If a man chooses to give a way any-
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thing which passes by <lelivery, he may do so, nn<l there is no
doubt that, in the absence of fraud, a parol declaration of trust
may he perfectly good, even though it be voluntary. If I give
any chattel, that of course passes hy delivery; and if I expressly
or impliedly say I constitute myself trustee of such and such
personal property for a person. that is a trust executed, and
this court ,vill enforce it in the absence of fraud, even in favor of
a volunteer . . . . The authorities all turn upon the question
whether what took place was a declaration of trust or merely an
imperfect attempt to make a legal transfer of the property.
In the latter case, the court will afford 119 assistance to volunteers;
but, when the court considers that there has been a declaration
of trust, it is a trust executed, and the court will enforce it,
whether with or without consideration." Jones v. Lock, L. R.
1 Ch. App. 25.
In this case, the deposit is in the name of the donor, iiin trust
for the donee." Standing alone, this entry does not work an
absolute, indisputable gift in the form of a dry trust, that is, a
trust without limitation or condition, that may he terminated
at the will of the cestui ; hut extrinsic evidence is competent to
control its effect. Brab1'0ok v. Savings Bank, 104 Mass. 228;
Clark v. Clm·k, 108 Mass. 522; Powers v. Provident In8titution. 124 Mass. 377; Stone v. Bishop, 4 Clif. 393; N01·tllrop
v. Hale, 72 Maine, 275.
The evidence discloses that, at the time the donor made the
deposit, he expressed a desire that the donee 8honld have the
money at his death. That certainly shows no intent to part with
the legal title at an earlier day. He i:::i said to have subsequently
made talk of the same purport; but he neither informed the
donee of the deposit, nor made any effort, nor did any act to
apprise her of it, or of his intention concerning it. The deposit
on his part was both voluntary and secret. Information of it
may have been communicated to her by others, hut never at his
request, nor with his knowledge. What evidence then operates
to pnss the equitable title in the deposit to her? He had consummated no contract with her. His intentions were kept in his
own breast. He could have withdrawn the money at any time
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and have made a new dispqsition of it, and she may nc)t have
been the ·wiser, so far as he knew. It is just as essential, to
estabfo,h the trust sought to be set up here, to prove some act
on the part of the donor that shall operate to puss the equitable
title to the donee, as it is to prove delivery in a gift inter vivos.
Both require the ~ame essentials. In both, some title must pass
from the donor, differing only in degree. A gift must be
executed by delivery. A trust by declaration.
·
In Augusta Savings Bank v. Fog,q, 82 Maine, 538, the donor
deposited a sum of money in the name of the donee, subject to
his own order, with intent that, at his death, it should go to the
donee. No trust was cluimed or shown. It was an unexecuted
purpose, an ineffectual attempt at testamentary disposition.
In Parcher v. Savin,qs Instituti'on, 78 Maine, 4 70, a depositor
caused to he entered upon the hank ledger, words in substance,
,~ payable also to Mrs. Leavitt in case of my death," and it was
held no gift.
In Curtis v. Portland Savings Bank, 77 Maine, 151, the
entry of 11 Subject nbo to" the donee was held to constitute no
gift; but that a subsequent delivery of the bank book completed
the gift.
In Barke1· v. Prye, 75 Maine, 29, n deposit in the name of the
donee, subject to the donor during life, afterwards changed by
era8ing words giving the donor any control of the fund, and
after notice to the donee of the change und that tht: bank book
would be delivered to him the first time they met, and after his
reply requesting that the book be sent to him, which the court
says '' was an acceptance of the gift," it was held that the gift
·was complete.
The same doctrine is held in Northrop v. I-Iale, 73 Maine, GG;
Rohinson v. Ring, 72 Maine, 140; Drew v. Hagerty, 81 Maine,
231; Parkman v. Suffolk Savings Bank, 151 Mass. 218.
All of our cases require something more thnn a mere intention to give, a promise to give, or an expectation to give.
Benevolence alone ·will not do. There must be beneficence also.
The mystery sometimes supposed to exi8t about a trust, cannot
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change the nature of a transaction. A voluntary trrn,t iH a gift,
and requires all the essentials of a plain gift to sustain it.
In D1·esse1· v. D1·e8se1·, supra, a writing specifying the terms
of a voluntary trust, and a delivery of the trust property so that
the dominion of the donor over it was thereafter lost, is a good
example of a trust of this sort.
In Algenr. N01·th Encl Saving.<; Bank, 14G Mass. 418, the donor
made a deposit similar to the one under consideration. It was
in his own name as trustee for the donee, his housekeeper, who
claimed the deposit as a payment for her services. It was shown
that shortly before his death he told her: '' I put it in for you,"
"that money is yours," and the court held that the judge, who
tried the case, was authorized to find a perfected gift, if he chose
to do so.
S01~1e of the cases are in conflict concerning the question no-w
under consideration, more in the application of the law to the
ever varying facts in the numerous cases than otherwise ; hut
our own cases are all consistent, and squarely hold to the
doctrine that a trust in personal property may be created by
parol, and that a deposit in bank in the name of another may be
explained or controlled Ly evidence outside the written terms of
the deposit. In this case the terms of the deposit clearly show
an intended trust in favor of the donee, but may be controlled
or limited by extrinsic evidence. This evidence confirms the
trust, showing that it should cease at the death of the donor,
and that \he legal title should then pass to the cestui. ..When
the deposit was made, the treasurer of the bank told the donor
that, at his decease, the money would go to the donee, and the
donor replied that was his wish. All the subsequent acts and
declaration of the donor show the same intent. The gift cannot
he upheld as an absolute gift inter vivos, nor us a gift causn
mortis, for these gifts require a delivery of the res, a complete
transfer of title. They differ from a gift ,in trust, in that they
purport to, and must, pass the ,vhole title, so that the donor can
have no dominion or control over them. But a gift in tmst
withholds the legal title from the clonee. It may be transmitted
to a third person, or it may be retained by the donor, but in
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either case the equitable title has gone from him, and unless the
declaration of trust contains the power of revocation, or the wide
discretion of chancery attaches, ( Coutts v. Acworth, 8 L. R.
Eq. 558; Wollston v. Tribe, 9 L. R. Eq. 44; Everitt v. Everitt,
10 L. R. Eq. 405; 7 L. R. Ch. App. 244, & 15 Ch. Div. 570;
Lister v. Hodgson, 4 L. R. Eq. 30; Sharp v. Leach, 31 Beav.
491; Ande1·son v. Ellsworth, 3 Gif. 154; Toker v. Toke1·, 31
Beav. 629; Pldllips v. Mullinys, 7 L. R. Ch. App. 247;
Smith v. Iliffe, 20 L. R. Eq. 666; Welman v. Welman, 15
Ch. Div. 570, 578, 579; Prideaux v. Lonsdale, l De G. tT.
and S. 433,) it leaves him powerless to extinguish the trust.
Of course, the trust must be established by proof, and the fact
that no evidence of a voluntary trust once created remains or
can be shown, does not alter the principle. Many rights fail of
enjoyment from the lack of evidence that might once be adduced.
So a secret trust may be valid when it can be proved, but if the
donor conceals the evidence of it and later appropriates the fund
to his own use, it is simply a wrong on his part that prevails
because of his perfidy, and goes unpunished and unnoticed·
because unknown. The cestui's rights are the samd, although
his remedy may have heen destroyed.
In the case of Re Smith, ] 44 Pa. St. 428, a lad of three years
went to live with his uncle. vVhen the lad was twelve the uncle
placed $13,000 in bonds in an envelope, on which he had written
and signed a declaration thnt he held them for his nephew. The
bonds remained in the uncle's possession until his death, and the
court held a completed gift in trust for the nephew.
In Connecticut Riva Savings Bank v. Albee, 64 Vt. 571, the
Court says: '' A completed trust, although voluntary, may be
enforced in equity. It is not essential thnt the hencfiei:uy
should have hacl notice of its creation or have assented to it.
The owner or donor of personal property may create a perfect
or complete trust by his unequivocal declaration in writing, or by
parol, that he himself holds such property in trust for the purposes
named. The trust is equally valid whether he constitutes himself or another person the trustee."
In that case a father deposited money in a savings bank in
VOL. LXXXVIII.
9
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the name of his son, naming himself trustee. It appeared that
one motive of the father was to avoid taxation; but said the
court, thnt fact does not negative the idea that he also intended
to create a trust for the benefit of his son. It is perfectly
consistent with it, and the retention of the pass book is not
incorn-iistent with such a purpose ; he must have retained it as
trnstee.
Ray v. Si1nm.ons, 11 R. I. 2(Hl, is in point. One Bosworth
deposited money in a savings bank in his own name as trustee
for a stepdaughter. He did not tell her what he had done, nor
show her the pass book. He kept that himself. After his death
the court held that the stepdaughter was entitled to the moneythat the transaction constituted a trust in her favor.
So is .,Martin v. Punic, 75 N. Y. 134. Smmn Boone deposited
$500 in a savings bank '' in trust for Lillie Willard." Susan kept
the pass book and Lillie had no knowledge of it until after
Susan's death. Want of notice to Lillie and the retention of the
pass book by Susan were urged in defense; but the court held
· a gift in trust complete. This is an exhaustive case, and containsa review ofouthorities by Chief Justice Church priorto 1878.
So is .1rfinor v. Rogers, 40 Conn. 512. A widow deposited
$250 in her own name '' as trnstee of vVilliam A. Minor," the
child of a neighbor. The child knew nothing of the deposit
until after the depositor\, death, and meantime did not have
possession of the pass book, and the court held the trust complete, and allowed a recovery of the money from the depositor's
exeentor.
So is Re Gaffhey'.~ Estate, 146 Pa. St. 49. It appeared that
Hugh Gaffney deposited $5t-W in his own name as trustee for
Polly Kim, and the court held the entry itself prinrn facie
evidence of the trust and, unexplained, sufficient to uphoid it.
In Ger,-ish v. New Bedford Institution, supra, the con rt says :
No particular form of, words is required to create a trust in
another, or to make the party himself a trustee for the benefit
of another ; that it is enough for the latter purpose if it be
unequivocally declared in vvriting-or orally if the property be
personal-that it is held in trust for the person nanied; that
11
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when the trust is thus created it is effectual to transfer the
beneficial interest and operates as a gift perfected by delivery.•\'"
The same case holds that notice to the beneficiary is unnecessary where the transaction is clear, hut when ambiguous, or
susceptible of different interpretations, it removes the doubt
and is decisive of the purpose of the donor. Some of the earlier
Massachusetts cuses seem to hold notice to the beneficiary essential to the validity of a trust, but, when considered in the light
of this case, rather consider the notice a controlling than an
essential element in the creation of a volunt:lry trust. The·
prevailing doctrine now is that notice is unnecessary, but when
shown has controlling effect.
In this case the entry, iiin trm,t for," is of clear and unmistaknhle import and sufficient to create a prima facie trust. It
might have been controlled by evidence that would have shown
a contrary intention, hut such evidence is wholly wanting.
Moreover, ull the declarations, acts and co11duct of the donor
are consistent with the presumption arising from the entry itself,.
and show thut it expresses the true import of the transaction and
creates a completed trust in favor of the donee.
Decree accordingly with costs against
the estate.

H. HAMLIN, Executor, in equity,
vs.
EDWARD W. MANSFIELD, and others.

GEORGE

Penobscot.

Opinion June 17, 1895.

Will. Perpetuities. Debts. Partnership.
It is the duty of an executor to pay the debts of the deceased and expenses of
administration promptly uud within the statute period, even if to do so
defeats every devise and legacy.
The testator was a member of a copartnership, of which his son and another
person were members. By the second clause of,iis will, he provided for
the continuance of the pa"rtnership, with the use of his property therein
"so long as my said son or any of his children see fit or desire to carry on
the business, subject to any change as to the membership which my said
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son or his children may see fit to make, so long as he or his children or any
one of them remain members;" and by clause four of his codicil he provided
that "said partnership shall have the right to retain and enjoy the benefit of
all my portion of the assets of the firm which at my death constitute a part
of their working capital." These provisions, if carried out, would make the
executor a trustee of that portion of his estate which was part of the capital
of the firm, a;~d to so continue as long as his son, or any of his children
then living or thereafter born, should desire. Held; that this provision is
clearly obnoxious to the rule against perpetuities and therefore void.
Also, that the firm having been dissolved by the death of the testator, and
the provisions of the will for its further continuance being inoperative and
void, it becomes the duty of the surviving partners to close up its affairs
under the provisions of the statute. If' they fail to do this, the like duty
will devolve upon the executor.
Also, the bequest over, of the testator's portion of the firm property, became
operative immediately from the probate of the will; and vests in the legatees
therein named.
By another provision of the will all moneys made payable to the several legatees or ctevisees, were to be paid by the executor to the treasurer for the
time being of the Bangor Theological Seminary as trustee. Held; that the
treasurer became a trustee with no duty or control over the fund, except to
receive the money and immediately pay it over in the proper shares to each
donee; it is harmless, if the executor pursue this course; and he will be
justified in ignoring the trust, and paying directly to the beneficiaries the
shares of each.
By another item of his will, the testator devised his machine and blacksmith
shop, and the land on which they stood with the water rights, to three
societies in differing proportions, subject to the occupancy by the copartnership, under its continuance, as contemplated by the testator. By his codicil
he revoked the devise to the three societies, and devised the whole to one
society absolutely. The provision for the continuance of the firm being
void, held; that the devise to the last named society is valid, and vests the
fee in it, which it is competent for the society to convey.
By a residuary clause the testator gave all the remainder of his estate to a
missionary society. Held; that the testator intended to dispose of his
entire estate, including his interest in the firm not required for the payment
of debts, etc., and not otherwise bequeathed or devised; said interest is
assignable by the society.

ON REPORT.
This \Yas a bill in equity, heard on bill and answers, to obtain
the construction of the will of Edward Mansfield, of Orono,
Penobscot county.
.
The following coui.3e of procedure was adopted by the parties,
and the case certified by agreement to the Chief Justice under
the provisions of R. S., c. 77, § 43:
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The complainant::, read the bill und the respondents read the
different answers.
The case to be heard upon the facts stated in the bill of complaint, and all the answers.
The facts stated in both hill and answers to he regarded as
true for the purposes of the decision of this case, the parties not
understanding that there is any contradiction of facts so far a:;
material.
The court to answer rnch questions as are put by either complainants or respondents, as it deems expedient und proper.
The respondents were Edward "\V. Mansfield, Israel Mansfield
and Helen M. Mansfield, all of said Orono; Guy P. Bailey and
Grace Stetson, both of Bangor, in said county; Echvard M. Bailey
of the city, county, and state of New York; The Bangor Theological Seminary, of Bangor aforesaid ; The Congregational Church
of said Orono, and the American Home Missionary Society, of
the city, county, and state of New York.
The material portions of the will and codicil are as follow8 :
'' l. To my adopted daughter Helen 1\1. Mansfield, of Orono
aforesaid, I give the sum of one thousand dollars.
'' 2. I will that the partnership which now exists behveen myself and my son Ed ward vV. Mansfield and another, in the transaction of business at said Orono, as the same shall exist at the
time of my death, shall he continued and not dissolved, but be
carried on at the snme place, so long ns my said son or any of
his children see fit or desire to carry on the business, subject to
any change, as to the membership, which my said son or his
children may see fit to make, so long as he or his children or
any one of them remain members; anJ to that end that the
partnership be authorized and have the right to use and occupy
the machine shop and the blacksmith shop and their respective.
privileges and all the tools and machinery in use in the bm,iness
of the firm to the full extent of my ownership thereof, the firm
to pay for the use or rent of the real estate, thus occupied hy it,
the sum of bvo hundred dollnrs per annum, as hereinafter provided and also to pay all taxes on the real estate, as also on all
the personal effects of the firm, also keep the whole well insured
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and in good repair at their own expense, including the buil<lings
as well as all the machinery and othel' -property aforesaid. all
such payments and expenses to he charged against the gross
income of the firm's business. My estate to be regarded as a
member of the copartnership and to receive its equal, pro rata
share of the net income, the same as I now do, except that my
estate is to receirn nothing for personal services as I now do
and such as the other members now do and will continue to
receive.
'' These provisions apply to any partnership or business which
my said son or any of his children may be engaged or interested
in. either solely or in copartnership among themselves or with
others in connection with the shops and privileges aforesaid.
'' At the end of each year there shal1 be an account made up of
the husines8 of the copartuership and the net income ascertained
as nearly as possible and the amount thereof, so far as the interests of the firm admits, pnid over to the respective members,
the portion belonging to my estate to he divided as hereinafter
provided.
"The firm aforesaid to have the right to use the patent rights
which I own, as such firm, but no right to sell or use the same
outside of their said business. vVhenever there ceases to he any
of my said son or of his children, solely or in partnership with
others, to carry on said business ns aforesaid, from any cause,
then the portion of the firm's property belonging to my estate,
as aforesaid, shall go one-fourth to said Edward, my son, or
his heirs, according to the laws of descent, and the other threequarters as hereinafter provided.
"3. To the American College and Education Society of Massachm;etts, and American Home Missionary Society of New York
and the 1Congregational Union, I do give and devise my machine and blacksmith shops, with the land on which they stand
and ull the water rights and privileges connected therewith, including all the real estate which I own outside or easterly of the
railroad track, not however including any machinery or fixtures
which I own as copartner with others or ·which the copartnership owns. To have and to hold :,aid premises one-half to said
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American Home Missionary Society. and one-fourth each to
said American College and Education Society and Congregational Union, and their respective successors and assigns, in
common and undivided, subjecfhowever to the righh, of my son
and his children and copartnerElhip to occupy the premises and
carry on business thereon us herein provided in the previou1-item of thi8 will:
'' 4.
[Revoked by codicil. J
All monies which,
by the different items of this -will, including rents and partnership incornes, are made payable to the several donees or dcvisees
aforesaid, I will, for convenience, shall be paid to and received
by the treasurer for the time being of said seminary as trustee
to he paid by him to the respective parties aforesaid entitled
thereto.
"5. All the remainder of my estate real and personal, after
the payment of all my debts and funeral charges, I do give and
devise to said American Home l\lissionary Society of New York,
and to its successors and assigns forever.
(Codicil.)
"4. In addition to the rights and privileges devised in the
second item of my original will aforesaid to the partnership
therein mentioned, said partnership shall have the right to retain
and enjoy the benefit of all my portion of the assets of the firm
which at my death constitute a part of their working capital,
the income or profits of the partnership as thereby constituted
to he divided and appropriated as already provided in my original will nnd this codicil except as herein otherwise dispo~ed
of, this provision not to include the two power presses belonging wholly to me.
''5 . .
"6. I will that George II. Hamlin, of Orono, he the executor of my will instead of my son Ed ward vV. Mansfield ns provided in my original will, free from all obligation to give any
bond as such. And it is hereby made the duty of my executor
to see that the provisions made in the will and codicil respecting the copartnership business are strictly enforced and carried
into effect he having full unthority to make any agreement or
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other arrangement about the partnership business and effects
,yhich he may think best, including the sale or other disposition
of the presses now belonging to me, he to have all power the
same as I now have as owner of the property wholly, or partially HS member of the firm." . . .
Que:stions by complainant :
'' l. Whether your complainant HS executor can permit the
property of the testator to remain in the business of the copartnership of which the testator was a member, as set forth in
Item 2 of said will as amended by Items 4 and 5 of the codicil,
and if so, within what limitations as to time said property can
be so continued?
~, 2. Is it obligatory upon the executor of said will to continue
said property in said copartnership as set forth in said Item 2
and amendments, and if so, from what source shall he procure
money to pay the debts of the testator, the charges of administration and the specific cash legacy provided fol' by Item 1 of
said will?
'' o. Whether your complainant as executor, in accordance
with Item 4 of said will is required to pay all monies made
payable to the several donees or devisees, to the treasurer for
the time being of the Bangor Theological Seminary as trustee?
"4. vYhether your complainant, as executor, not expressly
appointed a trustee, becomes such from the provision of the
will?"
Questions by respondents, Ed ward W. Mansfield and Guy
P. Bailey:
f( 1st. Whether or not the devise by said testator to the
American Home Missionary Society, its successors and assigns,
of said testator's fmachine and blacksmith shops ·with the land
on which they stand and all the water rights and privileges connected therewith' wa.s valid?
"2d. Whether or not said society under the terms of said
will acquired such a title to said real estate that it could by
deed give its grantees a good and valid title thereto?
"3d. Whether or not said society as legatee, either specific
or residuary, under said will took any interest in and title to
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the personal eRtate, individual and partnership? If so, is said
interest assignable?
'' 4th. Whether or not the bequests to Helen M. Mansfield,
Edward \V. Mansfield, The Bangor Theological Seminary, the
Congregational Church of Orono and to the children of Angie
M. Bailey, of the testator's share in the property and assets of
the firm of E. Mansfield & Co., were valid bequests? and
whether or not said legatees, or any of them, could make legal
transfers of said interests in said property'?
'' 5th. Whether or not said Ed·ward W. Mansfield and Israel vV.
Mansfield as surviving partners of the late firm of E. Mansfield
& Co., have a right to give the bond, and to close up the affairs
of said partnership, as provided in R. S., c. G9?

Charles J. Dunn, for George H. Hamlin, executor.
Jasper Hutchins and Prank A. Floyd, for Edward vV.
Mansfield, Israel \V. Mansfield, Guy P. Bailey, Grace Stetson
and Ed ward M. Bailey.
Franklin A. fVilson, for Helen M. Mansfield, the Bangor
Theological Seminary and the American Home Missionary
Society.
SITTING: PETERS, C. J., WALTON, FOSTER, HASKELL, WHITEHOUSE, STROUT, JJ.
STROUT, J. Bill in equity for construction of the will of
Edward Mansfield.
It is the duty of the executor to pay the debts of the deceased
and expenses of administration promptly and within the statute
period, even if to do so defeats every devise and legacy. He
should first apply to this purpose that portion of the personal
estate not specifically bequeathed ; and if that proves insufficient,
then so much of the real estate, not specifically devised, as may
be needed to accomplish the object.
The testator was a member of a copartnership, of which his
son and another person were members. By the second clause
of his will, he provided for the continuance of that partnership,
with the use of bis property therein, "so long as my said son or
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any of his children sec fit or desire to carry on the bu~iness,
subject to any change us to the membership which my said son
or his children may see fit to make, so long as he or his children or any one of them remain members;" and hy clause four
of the codieil he provides that ~~ said partnership ~hall have the
right to retain and enjoy the benefit of all my portion of the
assets of the firm whfoh at my death constitute a part of their
working capital." These provisions, if carried out, would
make the executor a trustee of that portion of his estate which
was part of the capital of the firm, and to so continue as long
as his son or any of his children then living or thereafter born,
should desire. This provision is clearly obnoxious to the
rule against perpetuities, and i:-, void. Slade v. Patten, 68
Maine, 382 ; Perry on Trm,ts, § § 381, 382, 383 ; Kimball v.
Groc!cer, 53 Maine, 263. The executor, therefore, is not
authorized by law to continue the partner8hip, hut its affairs
should he closed, and the testator's interest withdrawn, to be
disposed of under the valid provisions of the will.
The bequest over, of the testator's portion of the firm property, became operative immedintely upon probate of the will,
nnd is vested one-fourth in his son Edward, nnd three-fourths
in the American Home Missionary Society, as provided in the
codicil. The answer to the first, second and fourth questions in
the bill, is conh1ined in the foregoing.
To the third question, whether the executor, under Item 4 of
the will, is required to pay all moneys made payable to the several
donces, to the treasurer of the Bangor Theological Seminary as
trustees, we answer that the leading idea in that clause referred to
the disposition of the profits arising from the continuance of the
partnership business, and the testator appeared to regard the
payment to the treasurer of the seminary as a matter of convenience. He made the treamrer a tmstee, with no duty or control over the fund, except to receive the money and immediately pay it over in the proper shares to each donee. It is
harmless, if the executor pursue this course; and he will be
justified in ignoring the trust, and paying directly to the beneficiaries the share of each.
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By the third item of the will, the testator devised his machine
and blacksmith shop, and the ]and on which they stand, with
the water rights, to three societies in differing proportions, subject to the occupancy hy the copartnership, under its continuance, as contemplated by the testator. By his codicil he
revoked the devise to the three societies, and devised the whole
to the American Home Missionary Society absolutely. The
provision for the continuance of the firm being void, it is the
opinion of the Court that the devise to the Home Missionary
Society is valid, and vests the fee in it, which it is competent
for the society to convey.
The residuary clause in the will gives all the remainder of
the testator's estate to the American Home Missionary Society.
As the testator manifestly intended to dispose of his entire
estate, it follows, that under this clnuse the society takes all
real and personal estate, including testator's interest in the
firm, not required for the payment of debts and expenses of
administration, and not otherwise bequeathed or devised. No
reason is perceived why such interest is not assignable by the
society.
The bequest of the income from partnership business, in
article four of the wi1l, fails and is inoperative, because the firm
busines~ cannot be continued.
The firm having been dissolved by the death of the testator,
and the provisions of the will for its further continuance being
inoperative and void, it becomes the duty of the surviving
partners to close up its affairs under the provisions of the statute. If they fail to do this, the like duty will devolve upon the
executor.
Bill sustai'.ned. Decree in accordance
with this opinion.
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Opinion June 18, 1895.

Appeal.

Retrospecti·ve Laws. R. S., c. 82, § 116. Stat.
1893, c. 297.
Chapter 297, Laws of 1893, which provides that: "When any person aggrieved
by the estimate of damages for his land taken for a town or private way,
honestly intended to appeal th~refrom and has by accident or mistake omitted
to take his appeal within the time provided by law, he may at any time within
six months after the expiration of the time when said appeal might have
been taken, apply to any Judge of the Supreme Judicial Court in term time
or vacation, stating in his said application the facts of his case and said
Judge after due notice and hearing may grant such petitioner permission to
take his said appeal to such term of said court as said Judge shall direct,"
does not apply to a case where the right of appeal from an estimate or damages, under the law then in force, had been fully barred before its enactment.
Where a statute is so worded as to admit of a construction which would render
it retrospective as well as prospective, a prospective operation only is to be
given, unless the legislative intent to the contrary is declared or necessarily
implied.

0N EXCEPTIONS.
The case is stated in the opinion.

Joseph and Joseph Williamson, Jr., for petitioner.
The legislatnre may pa:-;s retrospective statutes affecting remedies only. Coffin v. Rich, 45 Maine, 507. No vested rights
are affected, because none existed.
No party can claim a vested right in the continuance of a
special mode or procedure, or the perpetuation of any remedy
or re.medial process, which can be modified or abolished without
impairing or taking away the right itself, when public policy, or
obedience to jm,tice demands a change. Rich v. Flanders, 39
N. H. 304.
A right cannot be considered as vested in u constitutional
sense, unless it amounts to something more than such a mere
expectation of' future benefit or interest as may be founded upon
an anticipated continuance of the existing general law. .2J1.errill
v. Sherburne, l N. H. 213.
Parties have no vested right to any particular remedy, and
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the legislature may take away the specific remedy previously
existing, and substitute for it another, and equal substantive
remedy. Stor·y v. Furman, 25 N. Y. 214.
The doctrine that the legislature by passing any particular
law contracts and agrees that every citizen shall have a right to
the benefit of that law, would deprive the legislative department ojf
the power to correct its own errors, to vary the laws to meet the
necessities of the people, or the exigencies of the times, &c.
Leathers v. Shipbuildas' Bank, 40 Maine, 386. A mistake of
fact is sometime:;; equivalent to a mistake of lavv. This is so in
equity. 2 Porn. Eq. § 84~).
If the terms "mistake of law," and ~~ jgnorance of law," were
always used with strict propriety, it would he found that the
cases in which relief is granted, are cases of ignorance and not
of mistake; which latter implies some notice and consideration
of the law. But the terms are commonly u8ed. as synomymous ;
or rather the term ~~ mistake," has nearly usurped the other's
place. Law Qu. Rev. 290. -where a legi~lature has not defined
or described what is an accident or mistake, it is left to the
court, in their discretion to determine. Jackson v. Goddm·d,
1 Mass. 230.

J. S. Harriman and R. F. Dunton, for city.
SITTING: PETERS, c. J., vYALToN, EMERY, HASKELL, vVmTEHousE, W1sw.1<JLL, .TJ.
WISWELL, J. On the fifth of September, 1892, the city council of the city of Belfast laid out a street in that city across the
land of the petitioner and awarded him $500, as the damages
sustained thereby.
The statute in force at that time, R. S., c. 18, § 18, as amended
by chapter 359, Public Laws of 1885, provided, in substance,
that any person aggrieved by the estimate of damages might
have them determined by a written complaint to the Supreme
Judicial Court, "returnable at the term thereof next to he held
within the county where the land lies after sixty days from the
date of the laying out, a~teration or discontinuance of such way
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by the . town." Under this statute the petitioner should have
made his complaint returnable at the January Term, 1893, of this
court in Waldo county, and having failed to do this, his right
to appeal was barred.
But an act of the Legislature approved March 29th, 1893,
chapter 297, Jaws of 18£13, provides that : ~~ v\Then any person
aggrieve<l by the estimate of damages for his land taken for a
town or private way, honestly intended to appeal therefrom and
has by accident or mistake omitted to take his appeal \-vithin the
time provided by law, he may at any time within six months
after the expiration of the time when said appeal might have
been taken, apply to any judge of the Supreme Judicial Court
in term time or vacntion, stating in his said application the facts
of his case and said judge after due notice and hearing may grant
to such petitioner permission to take his said appeal to such
term of said court as said judge shall direct," etc.
Within the time limited by this act, the petitioner applied to
a justice of this court for permission to take his appeal from the
assessment of damages of the city council to such term of the
court as said justice should direct. The justice ruled that the aet
above quoted applied to this case and granted the permission
requested, to whieh ruling exception is taken.
The question presented, then, is whether or not the act of
March 29th, 1893, passed after the right of appeal had become
barred by limitation, applied to this case, so that the petitioner,
after his right had once been barred, but within the six months'
extension allowe<l by the act, could apply to a justice of this
Court for permission to take an appeal.
It is unnecessary to decide whether or not the Legislature
has the power to make a remedial act of this nature retroactive.
It may he argued with much force that no person has a vested right
in a statute of limitation, unless by virtue of such statute he has
acquired the title to real or personal property, see Campbell v.
I-Iolt, 115 U. S. G20, although courts have often held otherwise,
and this Court in Atkinson v. Dunlap, 50 Maine, 111, held that
after all existing remedies had been exhausted and rights had
become permanently vested, all further interference is pro-
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hibited ; and that a statute designed to retroact on a case by
rev1vrng the right of review, after the time for a review had
expired. was unconstitutional and void.
1Ve think the decisive question in this case is whether, applying the universally adopted rules of construction of statutes the
Legislature intended that this statute should have a retroactive
effect. Statutes are al ways to have a prospective operation
unless the intention of the Legislature is clearly expressed or
clearly to he implied from their provisions, that they shall apply
to past transactionR. Bryant v. _1Wenal, 55 Maine, 515. In
Rogers v. Greenbush, 58 Maine. 397, it is said: riThere is no
language in the nevv statute ,vhich indicates any intention in the
Legislature to make it retrospective, or to apply it to past
transactions, or to interfere with actions pending. We never
hold an act to he retrospective, unless it is plain that no other
constrq.ction can Le fairly given." See also the case of Deake,
appellant, 80 Maine, 50.
1
~ And the general rule is laid down as one not subject to
any
exception, that they [ statutes J are never to be allowed to have
a retroactive operation, where it is not required either by the
express command of the Legislature, or by an unavoidable
implication arising from the necessity of adopting such a
construction in order to give plenary effect to their provisions."
Gerry v. Stoneham,, l Allen, 322; Gen-field v. Bends, 2
Allen, 445.
The case of Gar.field v. Bemis, supra, is very much in point.
The Legislature of Massachusetts passed an act to the effect that
whenever any one has a claim against the estate of a deceased
person, \vhich had not been prosecuted within the time limited
by law, he might npply to the Supreme tTndicial Court, by bill
in equity setting forth all the facts, and if the court shall be of
opinion thnt justice and equity require it, jt may give him judg~
ment for the amount of his claim against the estate of the deceased
person. The Court held that this net did not apply to claims
,vhich were barred by the statnte of limitations at the time of
its passage.
In T¥right Y. Oakley, 5 Met. 400, the court held that a
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provision in the revised statutes to the effect that the time of a
party's absence and residence out of the state should not be
taken as any part of the time limited for the commencement of
an action against him, did not apply to a case in which the
action was barred by the statute of limitations that was in force
before the revised statutes went into operation.
In Lo1·£ng v. Cz'ty of Boston, 12 Gray, 209, it was held that a
statute did not revive a claim for damages for Janel taken to widen
the street, which claim was barred by limitation of time before
its passage.
In Ki'nsman v. Cambri'dge, 121 Mass. 558, it was held that
a statute very similar to the one now under consideration, which
extended the time for a land owner to file his petition for a jury
to ai'.-isess his clamages sustained by the laying out, widening,
altering, relocating or discontinuance of any street, under certain
circumstances, did not revive a.right of action which was barred
by limitation of time before the passage of the statute.
, And in Atkz'nson v. Dunlap, supra, this court held that a
statute of similiar purpose, in that case extending the time for
commencing a petition of review, must be construed as intended
to be prospective and that othenvise it would he unconstitutional.
Appl_ying these rules, in the light of the decjded cases, to the
statute under consideration, we do not find any express command
or necessary implication that it should have a retroactive effect
or that it should revive a right of appeal which had once been
effectually barred hy limitation of time, under the stntute
then in force. It is true that the language is sufficiently broncl
and comprehensive to embrnce all cases and to apply to the past
as wt>ll as to the future, but this is not sufficient to give it a
retroactive effect. Gar.field v. Beniis, supra. Where the statute
is so ,Yorded as to admit of a construction which would render it
retrospective as well as prospective, a prospective operation
only is to he given, unless the legislative intent to the contrary
is declared or necessarily implied. See cases cited in Am. and
Eng. Ency I. of Law, vol. 23, page 448.
This case is clearly distinguishable from that of Berry v.
Clary, 77 Maine, 482, in which it was held that R. S., c. 82, §
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116, providing that no party who receives any money ot vainable thing as a consideration for a contraot made and entered
into on 8unday, shall be permitted to defend any action upon
such contract until such consideration has been restored, applies
to actions arising before as well as after its enactment. In the
opinion in that case it is said : tt It [the statute J in no way
operates upon the contract or renders it valid. It exists precisely as it did before. The statute applies only to future
remedies, and merely requires the defendant to restore the consideration received by him in the pilrticipation of an unlawful
act as a condition upon which he may n1ake his defense."
If the statute now under consideration be given a retroactive
effect, it would revive a remedy once completely barred by
lapse of time. This can only be done by legislntive enactment in clear and unmistakable language.
It must be presumed that, in the passage of all acts, the
Legislature has in view these well understood rules of construction, and that they are framed in conformity therewith. If the
Legislature intends to make any statute retroactive, it can very
easily give it such effect either by express language or necessary
implication ; and in the nbsence thereof it must be presumed
that no sueh intention is ,contemplated. Full force and effect
may be given to this enactment by making it apply only to cases
arising subsequent to its passage.

Exceptions sustained.
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equity,

vs.
l\fILTON

I-I.

M1mRIAM,

SAME

Oxford.
Trw:t.

vs.

and others.

SAME.

Opinion ,June 19, 18~J5.
G1/t.

Savings Banks Deposit.

The important difference between a gift and a voluntary trust is, that in the
one case the whole title, legal as well as equitable, the thing itself, passes
to the donee, while in the other, the actual, beneficial or equitable title passes
to the cestui que trust, while the legal title is transferred to a third person or
is retained by the one creating it, to hold for the purposes of the trust. But
a gift of the equitable or beneficial title must be as complete and effectual in
the case of a trust as is the gift of the thing itself in a i!dft inter vivos.
To create a trust the acts or words relied upon must be unequivocal, implying
that the person creating the trust holds the property as trustee for another.
There must be an executed gift of the equitable title without any reference
to its taking effect at some future time.
vVhile courts of equity 'will enforce a perfect and completed trust, although
purely voluntary, they will lend no assistance towards perfecting a voluntary
agreement for the creation of a trust, nor regard it as binding so long as it
remains executory. Nor will courts enforce as a trust a transaction which
was intended as a gift but is imperfect for that piupose.
On April 2ith, 18D2, Mrs. Esther S. Reed, having at that time a deposit in the
Norway Savings Bank of $1901.23 standing in her own name, surrendered
her pass-book and had the whole of her deposit transferred to two new
accounts. By her direction the sum of $D50.G2 was entered upon the books
of the bank and upon a pass-book as follows: ''Norway Savings Bank in
account with Esther S. Reed and Harry Q. Millett or their survivor in joint
tenancy." And the sum of $950.61 was entered by her direction upon the
books of the bank and upon a pass-book as follows: "Norway Savings Bank
in account with Esther S. Heed ancl Myra ,J. Millett, or their survivor in joint
tenancy." Both of the pass-books were delivered to Mrs. Reed and were
always afterwards kept by her among her private papers, where they were
found after her death by her executor. She never in any way notified either
Myra J. or Harry Q. Millett of the transaction at the savings bank, nor did
either of them have any knowledge of it from any source until after her
death. Mrs. l{eed never drew any portion of the principal or interest of the
Jeposit, and the accounts were in no way changed except that the semi-annual
interest was placed to their credit. Myra ,J. Millett was an adopted daughter
of Mrs. Reed, and Harry Q. Millett is the son of Mrs. Millett. Evidence
was introclucecl of statements and declarations made by Mrs. Reed, tending
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to show an intention upon her part that these deposits should take the place•
of certain provisions in favor of Mrs. Millett and her son in Mrs. Reed's wm
made several years prior to the transaction at the savings bank and that sheintended to change her will by striking out the bequests in their favor. She·
died without ever having made any change in her will.
Held; that the acts and declarations of Mrs. Reed were not sufficient to consti-tute a completed gift or to create a voluntary trust;
That she did not intend by the transfer of her deposit to the new accounts, to
make at that time fully executed gifts of either the legal or equitable titleto the new deposits; but that her intention was to make a testamentary
disposition of the deposits, so that the persons named should each take, in
case he or she survived her, what might be left of each sum after her death;
That such an attempted disposition is void because contrary to the statute of'
wills.

ON

REPORT.

These were two bills of interpleader brought by the N orwny
Savings Bank to determine the ownership of two deposits m
that bank, and were heard on hills, answers and proof.
The case is stated in the opinion.

J. A. and Ira S. Locke, for executor of the wil1 of Esther S ..
Reed.

A. R. Savage and H. W. Oakes, for Harry Q. nnd Myra tT ~
Millett.
The circumstances all show that, at the time of the deposit~.
Mrs. Reed intended to make it in trust for the Milletts. Thereis no adverse argument to he drawn from her retention of the·
deposit hooks'. J.lfinor v. Rogers, 40 Conn. 512. She retained:
a joint interest in the deposit during her lifetime, with the eon-tingency of having the entire deposit hy survivon,hip. The
book must be in the hands of one of the joint tenants. It cannot be in the hand8 of both. The decisions are numerous that
the retention of the book under such circumstances does not bar
the trust.
Barker v. Frye, 75 Maine, 31; Brinckerhoff v.
Law,·ence, 2 Sand. Ch. 442; Scott v. Berkshire Savings Bank,
140 Mass. 157; Northrop v. IIale, 72 Maine, 275; .l~finor v.
Rogers, 40 Conn. 512; Blasdell v. Locke, 52 N. H, 238;
Urann v. Coates, 109 Mass. 581.
Nor was the trust void hecause, in some respects, it looked
to a distribution of the fund after death. It is not testament-
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a:ry, because a present beneficial interest was vested in the cestuis que trustent. The Milletts were joint tenants with her eo
iinstanti. Fletcher v. Fletcher, 4 Hare, 67; Stone v. Hackett,
12Gray, 227.
Neither is the trust in such case void because the donor
reserves the right to use a part of the deposit or has in fact
actually used a part. Northrop v. I-Iale, supra; Stone v.
I.lackett, supra; Davi8 v. Ney, 125 Mass. 590; Ge1Ti"sh v .
.:New Bedford Institution for Savings, 128 Mass. 159; .11£1:nor
v. Ro,qer8, supra.
In Massachusetts, the courts have intimated that there must
he some evidence of intention outside of the mere entry upon
the pass-book nnle~ that was absolutely clear. A careful
examination of the circumstances in those cases where it was
held that the deposit was not in trust, develops the fact that in
nearly every case the evidence preponderated or clearly showed
that the depositor's purpose was something else, as, for example, to evade the by-laws of the bank or the statutes of the
state, and for other similar reasons.

SrTTrno: PETEns,
J.J.

c. J.,

,vALTON, EJVrnRY, WmTEHousE,

"'VISWELL.

~T. On April 27th, 1892, Mrs. Esther s. Reed,
having at that time a deposit in the Norway Savings Bank of
$1901.23, standing in her own name, surrendered her pass-hook
and had the whole of her deposit transferred to two new
accounts. By her direction the :mm of $950.G2 was entered
upon the books of the bank and upon a pass-hook as follows:
''.Norway Savings Bank in account with Esther S. Reed and
Harry Q. Millett or their survivor in joint tenancy." And the
i'mm of $950.tH was entered by her direction upon the books of
the bank and upon a pass-book as follows: '' N onvay Savings
Bank in account with Esther s.· Reed and Myra J. Millett, or
their survivor in joint teuancy."
Both of the pass-books were delivered to Mrs. Reed and were
always afterwards retained by her; they were found after her
v\TISWELL,
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<leath by her executor among her private papers. She never in
any way notified either Myra ,J. or Harry Q. Millett of the
transaction at the savings bank, nor did either of them have
any knowledge of it from any Rotuce until after her death.
Mrs. Reed died October 26th, 1892, leaving a will duted
August 13th, 1883, nearly nine years before the time of making the deposits above referred to, in which she made a bequest
of $1000 in favor of Harry Q. Millett and of $500 in favor of
Myra J. Millett. Myra J. Millett is an adopted daughter of
Mrs. Reed and Harry Q. Millett is the son of Mrs. Millett.
Mrs. Reed never drew any portion of the principal or interest
of the deposits, and the accounts were in no way changed
except that the semi-annual interest was placed to their credit.
Evidence ,vas introduced of statements and declarations made
by Mrs. Reed, tending to show nn intention on her part that
thrn,e deposits should take the place of the pecuniary provisions
of her will in favor of Mrs. Millett and her son, and that she
intended to change her will by striking out the bequests in their
favor. She died without having made any change in her will.
Both of these deposits being now claimed by the executor of
Mrs. Reed's will as belonging to her estate, and by Mrs. Millett
and Harry Q. Millett respectively, the Norway Savings Bank
has brought these two bills of interpleader to have the title to
the same determined. The ca~ms come to the law court upon
report, the facts being the same in each.
That the acts of Mrs. Reed were not sufficient to constitute a
gift of each of these <leposits, must be and is conceded. To
constitute a valid gift inter vivos the giver lllUt-;t part with all
present and future dominion over the property given. He cannot give it nnd at the snme time retain the ownership of it.
There must he a delivery to the donee or to some one for
the donee. And the gift must be absolute and irrevocable
without any reference to its taking effect at some future period.
Dole v. Lincoln, 31 Maine, 428 ; Carleton v. Lovejoy, 54
Maine, 446 ; Robinson v. Ring, 72 Maine, 140; North1'0p v.
Hale, 73 Mnine, 6G.
Here there was no delivery, either actual or constructive.
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No tinrrender by Mn,. Reed of the control over the deposits.
Whatever Mrs. Reed's intentions may have been, intention
alone is not sufficient to corn,titute a valid gift. ~~ Th'e intention
to give is often ef-itablished hy most satisfactory eYiclence,
although the gift fails. Instrumentf-i may he ever so formally
executed by the donor, purporting to trunsfer title to the donee,
or there may be the most explicit declaration of an intention to
give, or of an actual present gift, yet unless there is delivery
the intention is defeated." Beaver v. Beaver, 117 N. Y. 421.
For the same reasons, as well as for others, these were not
gifts causa mortis.,
But it is claimed that these act::, of Mn,. Reed were sufficient
to create voluntary trusts in favor of Myra J. and Harry Q.
Millett.
The only important difference between a gift and a voluntary
trust is, that in the one case the whole title, legal as well as
equitable, the thing itself, passes to the donee, while in the
other; the actual, beneficial or equitable title passes to the
cestui que trust, while the legal title is transferred to a third
person or is retained by the person creating it, to hold for the
purposes of the trnst. But a gift of the equitable or beneficial
title must be as complete and effectual in the case of a trust, as
is the gift of the thing itself in a gift inter vivos. ~~ It is just as
essential, to establish the trnst sought to be set up here, to
prove some act on the part of the donor that shall operate to
pass the equitable title to the donee, as it is to prove delivery
in a gift inter vivos." Bath Savings Instituti"on v. }fathom,
88 Maine, ante, p. 122.
The creation of a trust is hut the gift of the equitable interest.
But on account of the difference in the form and purposes of
the two transactions, it necessarily follows that <lifferent acts
are es~ential in the two cases. "'\Vhile delivery and a surrender
of all present and future dominion over the property given is
absolutely necessary in u gift, these would be inc<,nsistent with
the very purposes of a trust, where a person creates himself as
the trustee; possession and control in such a case remain in
him who has the legal title, subject to the direction of courts of
equity.
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But while delivery and surrender of possession are not necessary in the creation of sueh a trust, as is here sought to he
maintained, there must be other nets which are so far equivalent
as the nature of the transaction will permit. A perfect or
completed trust is created wbere the donor makes an unequivocal declaration, either in writing or by parol, that he himself
holds the property in trust for the purposes named. He need
not in express terms declare himself trustee, hut he must do
something equivnlent to it, and use expressions ·which have
that meaning. To create a trust the acts or words relied upon
must be unequivocal, implying that the person holds the property as trustee for another. There must be an executed gin of
the equitable title without any reference to its taking effect at
some future time.
While courts of equity will enforce a perfect and completed
trust, although purely voluntary, it is certainly true that equity
will lend no assistance towards perfecting a voluntary contract
or agreement for the creation of a trust, nor regard it as binding
so long as it remains executory. In order for such a trnst to
be valid and enforceable, it must always appear from the written
or oral declaration, from the nature of the transaction, the
relation of the parties and the purposes of the gift, that the
fiduciary relation is completely established. Nor will the court
enforce as a trust a transaction which was intended a~ a gift hut
is imperfect for that purpose, ' 1 for then every imperfect instrument would be made effectual by being converted into a perfect
trnst." If such a trust is otherwise sufficiently created, its
validity is not affected by the fact that the donor reserved the
right to modify the purposes or revoke the trust, nor that he
reserved the income of' the tmst fund during life.
The foregoing is the general doctrine in relation to voluntary
trusts as laid down by many authorities. Martin v. Funk, 75
N. Y. 134; Young v. Young, 80 N. Y. 422; Beave1· v. Beave1·,
supra; Stone v. Hackett, 12 Gray, 227; Davis v. 1-Vey, 125
Mass. 590; Gerrish v. New Bedford Iru;titution for Savings,
128 Mass. 159; Sherman v . .LVew Bec?forcl Savings Bank, 138
Mass. 581; Pope v. Burlington Savings Bank, 5G Vt. 284;
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Connecticut River Savings Bank v. Albee, G4 Vt. 571; J.Warcy
v. Arnazeen, Gl N. H. 131; Taylor v. I-Iem·y, 48 Md. 550;
Robinson v. Rfrig, supra; Batiz Savings Inst. v. Hatlwrn, supra.
Applying these general principles to the facts in the cases
under consideration, it becomes necessary to rletermine whether
Mr:-;. Reerl by any unequivocal l:mguage or act showed her
intention to create an executed voluntary trust with respect to
these deposits, in favor of the persons named, so that whatever
legal rights she retained were to he thereafterwards held by her
as trustee for the donees.
We do not think that any acts or language of hers can admit
of such interpretation. She never made a declaration of trust,
formal or other\vise. She never notified the persons named as
joint tenants of the transaction at the savings bank; and while
this may not be necessary if the creation of the trust is clearly
established, it is a circumstance of greater or less weight, according to the facts of each case, upon the question of intention. It
seems to us that she purposely retained posspssion of the passbooks and withheld all knowledge of the transaction from the
persons named in the entries upon the books, in order that she
might retain the control of the depo~its for her own purposes if
necessary. We eannot see that she ever by act or word constituted herself a trustee of these sums of money for others.
In the recent case decided by this court of Bath Savings Inst'n
v. IIatlwm, supra, p. 122, in which a voluntary trnst was sustained, the deposit wns mutle ~~in tmst for Alice B. Files." The
court held that the words ~~ in trust for" were sufficient to create
a prima facie trust and that the declaration, acts and conduct of
the donor were consistent with the presumption arising from
the entry.
In Barke,· v. Frye, 75 Maine, 29, a depo~it was made in a
savings hank in the name of the donee, subject to the order of
the donor during her lifetime. Subsequently the donor notified
the treasurer of the bank that she desired to make such a change
as would give the donee the full nnd absolute control over the
deposit from that ti{lrn and that her right to control the same
should cease, and at her request the original entry, ~~ subject to
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the order of" the donor, was erased. She immediately notified
the donee hy letter of what had been done and that the bank
hook would he delivered to him the first time that they met. The
donee accepted the gift. The court held that the gift was complete. The important and controlling facts in these cases do
not exist in the cases now under consideration.
This court has held that where A deposited money in a savings hank in the name of B, without a declaration of trust at the
time or subsequently, and retained the deposit book until his
death, it was not sufficient to constitute either a gift or a trust.
Robinson v. Ring,72 Maine, 140.
That where A deposited in a ~avings hunk money in the name
of B, but without the knowledge of B, with the entry on the
hooks of the hank and on the pass-book, subject to A, and A
received the dividends and such portion of the principal as she
required for her own use and held the pass-book always in her
possession, that these facts did not constitute either a gift or a
trust in favor of B, and that if there was any trust, B was the
trustee for the depositor. See also Parcher v. Savings Institution, 78 Maine, 4 70; Curtis v. Portland Savings Bank, 77
Maine, 151; and D,·ew v. HageJ'ly, 81 Maine, 231.
It is, of course, true that the transaction at the savings bank
in April, 1892, had ,some significance, and that by the change
that Mrs. Reed had made at that time she intended to do something for the benefit of the persons, whose names by her direction, were respectively enter1.:•d upon the hooks as joint tenants
with her. But we think it is clear from the nature of the transaction, that she did not intend by this trunfer of her deposit
to the new accounts, to make at that time fully executed gifts
of either the legal or equitable title to the new deposits, or to
part with all control over the same, except such as she might
retain as trustee for the benefit of others; but rather that her
intention was to make a testamentary disposition of these deposits, so that the persons named should each take, in case he or she
survived her, what might be left of each sum after her death.
Such an attempted disposition is inoperative because contrary
to the stntute of wills. Augusta Savings Bank v. Fogg, 82
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Maine, 538; Shennan v. _ New Bedford Saving.s Bank, 138
M:tss. 581; Srnith v. Speer, 34 N. '-T. Eq. 33G; Towle v.
Wood, 60 N. H. 434.
In Sherman v . .}lew Bedford Savings Bank, supra, A made
a lleposit with the following condition annexed: '' Interest to
be paid on order of A. Principal to be drawn by B after decease
of A." It was held that this was not a perfect gift, that the
intention of the donor was that the gift should not take effect
until after his death and was therefore void. In this case the
intention of the depositor was similar in effect. It cannot he
claimed that the persons named as joint tenants could draw any
portions of the funds until after the death of Mrs. Reed; until
that time she intended to retain possession and control, not·
merely as trustee. It was only after her death that the survivor should have the benefit of the money deposited; until that
time the attempted gift was not to take effect. There is a wellrecognized distinction, tmd one upon which may depend the
validity of the transaction, between a fully execute<l gift or
trust in which the donor reserves the right to the income or
even to such part of the principal of the fund as may be needed,
as in Davis v. Ney, and Stone v. Hackett, supra, and an unexecuted trust which is not to take effect until the death of the
donor.
Our conclusion, therefore, is that there was no perfected gift of
either the legal or equitable title to the sumfl deposited by Mrs.
Reed in the Norway Savings Bank, and that these deposits consequently belong to her estate.
We think however, in view of all the circumstances, that the
taxable costs of each of the parties should be paid out of the
estate.
Dec,·ee accordingly.
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Lucrns L. MoRmsoN, and another,

vs.
FrnsT NATIONAL BANK OJ<' SKOWHEGAN.
Somerset.

Opinion June 19, 1895.

Deed. Description. Easement. High-water mark. Shore.
A deed of real estate contained this clause: "Saving and reserving from this
conveyance, that said Dyers [the grantees] arc not to have the right of
erecting a building within fl ve feet from the easterly line and within twentyfl ve feet from my store, and that said fl ve feet is to be forever reserved for
a passageway back in common with themselves and others." The description of the granted premises included the strip. Held; that the deed conveyed the fee of the five-foot strip and reserved merely an easement.
The term "high-water mark," when applied to a non-tidal river, means the
highest limit reached by the the water when the river is unaffected by freshets
and contains its natural and usual flow.
The bank of a river or stream extends to the margin of the stream, to that
point where it comes in contact with the water of the stream.
There is no inconsistency, therefore, in the two calls of a deed, one of which
is in effect "to high-water mark of the Kennebec River," and the other,
"thence westerly by the bank of the river." As used in the deed they mean
exactly the same thing. They are correlative. The one touches the other.

ON REPORT.
The case is stated in the opinion.

D. D. Stewart, for plaintiffs.
S. J. and L. L. Walton, for defendant.
SITTING: PETERS, c. J., WALTON, EMERY, HASKELL, WISJJ.
WmT1rnousE, J., being related to one of the parties, did not
sit.

WELL,

vVISWELL, J. Action of trespass quare clausum. Both parties derive title to their respective and adjoining lots of land
from Samuel Weston, who at one time owned all the land in
controversy. The lot now owned by the defendant was conveyed hy Weston to Asa and Quincy Dyer by deed dated
March 6th, 1838 ; while the plaintiffs' lot was conveyed by the

,
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administrnt~n· of Samuel vVeston to Judah McClellan, August
28th, 1841. The lot is described as hounded H westerly by land
deeded by the late Samuel ""\Veston to A. and Q. Dyer."
The only questions raised are as to the construction of the
deed under which the defendant claims.
I. That deed contains this clause : Saving and reserving.
from this conveyance, that said Dyers are not to have the right
of erecting a building within five feet from the easterly line and
within twenty-five feet from my store, and that said five feet is
to be forever reserved for a passageway back in common with
themselves and others."
Does this language in the deed convey the fee of the five foot
strip and reserve a right of way to be used by- the grantees in
common with others, or does it except from the conveyance the
land itself and grant only an easement?
Such construction should be given to a deed, that each part,
phrase and word, may have force and effect, that the intention
of the parties, if by law it may, shall prevail; and exceptions
from the grant must be construed, in cases of doubt, most
strongly against the grantor. Welhnan v. Dickey, 78 Maine,
29.
"½Te have no doubt that the intention of the parties was, that
the land should be conveyed and the easement reserved. The
description of the premises includes the strip. If the intention
had been otherwise, the description would have naturally
excluded it and the deed would have contained appropriate
language to grant a right of ,vay in addition and as appurtenant
to the land conveyed. :Moreover, it wilJ be noticed, that the
clause quoted contuins a provision restricting the grantees from
erecting a building on this strip, there could be no object in
doing this unless the fee in the soil was conveyed. No excess
of caution, however extreme, would cause a grantor in conveying land to put in his deed a clause restricting the grantee from
building on other land of the grantor not conveyed, nor from
erecting a b!-1ilding 'upon land of the grantor over which a right
of way only was granted.
Although the words ,i reserving" and ,i excepting," are so
ii
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often used indiscriminately that no controlling effect should be
given to the use of one when it is evident that the other was
intended, in this case, the language of the deed is technically
correct for the purpose of accomplishh1g that, ,vhich is evident,
_from other parts of the clause, was intended.
An exception in a deed is always a part of the thing granted
and of a thing in being, while a reservation is the creation of a
right or interest which had no prior existence as such. Winthrop v. Fairbanks, 41 Maine, 307. In this case the deed provided H that said five feet is to be forever reserved for a passageway," etb.
The language used shows that the five-foot strip is on the
grnntees' side of the line of the land conveyed; it is the five feet
next west 1'from the easterly line." This necessarily means the
easterly line of the lot conveyed.
Our conclusion is supported by the authorities.,
In Stetson v. Prench, rn Maine, 204, a deed contained this
provision, '' reserving and providing for the keeping open and
extending to low water Poplar street and
ashington street,
said streets to be for the future disposition of the parties to this
deed in such manner as may hereafter be mutually agreed on by
them." TheHe streets were within the limits of the land conveyed. It was held that the fee in the whole land passed by
the deed, and that an easement only in this part of it was
reserved to the gnmtor.
In Tuttle v. Walke1·, 46 Maine, 280, a deed contained the
following reservation, ' 1 excepting and reserving as follows, if
the town should hereafter lny out and accept a road, from the
road first mentioned to the river road, near the house of J. H.
Hill, then the south end of the above described premises shall
he considered and occupied for the use of the same, three rods
wide; and otherwise, reserving the same for a private way forever." It was held, that the deed conveyed the fee of the whole
lot of land described therein, subject to an easement for a town
way over the three rods, if the town will accept it; and if the
town does not use it for that purpose, then for a private way.
In Kuhn v. Fa?'nsworth, G9 Maine, 404, a deed of warranty,
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after describing the exterior lines of the farm conveyed by monuments, courses and distances, continued as follows, '' containing one hnndred and twenty-five acres and sixty-four rods, and
no more, exclusive of the county road four rods wide through
the above premises, which is reserved to the said grantor."
It was held that the fee in the land contained in the road was
not excepted or reserved to the grantor, hut passed to the
grantee ; the easement only being excluded to relieve the warrantor from his covenant against incumhrances.
In }Vellnum v. Dickey, 78 Maine, 29, it was decided, that a
deed containing these words ' 1 excepting the roads luid ◊nt over
said land~, conveys the fee within the limits of the road, subject
to the easement of the public incident to the use of the ,vay. In
the opinion it is said that this was undoubtedly the intention,
'' otherwise the locus wonl<l naturally have been bounded by the
line of the road."
In Day v. Pldlbrook, 85 l\,faine, f)O, a deed contained these
words: ' Reserving the town road leading through the farm."
The town road was subsequently discontinued. Held, that the
fee of the road wns not reserved in the dee<l but only in its use
as an incumhrance.
In King v. Murphy, 140 Mass. 254,a<leedcontainedareservation of a strip of lan<l on the westerly side of a lot conveyed,
ten feet wide and fifty feet long, for an open pas~mgeway to be
used in common by the said Davis and :Murphy [grantor and
grantee J and their hefrs nn<l assigns forever." In the opinion it is
said : ' The description in the deed to the defondnnt covers the
strip ten feet wide ; and we agree with both counsel that the
clause of reservation cannot be construed as an exception of
this strip, the fee being retained in Davis, but is merely a reservation to him of a right of way over the strip."
The defendant therefore being the owner of the fee in the
five-foot strip, this action cannot be maintained for the acts
complained of on that portion of the locus, however it might he
in nu nction on the case for a disturbance of the plaintiffs' right
to use the same for the purposes of a way.
ll, The next question presented involves the construction of
1
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these calls in the deed under ·which the defendant derived its
title, '' thence southerly on a line at right angles with said southerly side of said road, to Kennebec river to high-water mark;
thence westerly hy the hank of the river or shore thereof to
fond conveyed by Jo:-,iah Parlin and myself to .Joseph Lew·itt
and Osgood Sawyer many years since.''
It becomes necessary to inquire into the meaning of the words
in the description, 11 high-,vater mark," "shore" and ''hank"
when applied to a non-tidal ~tream.
The term '' high-water mark" although sometimes used, is
inappropriate when applied to a fresh ,vater stream where the
tide does not fiow and ebb. But we think it must be construed
as meaning, the line on the river bank reached hy the water
when the river is ordinarily full and the water ordinarily high.
Not the highest point touched by the water in a freshet, nor
when the water is the lowest in seasons of drought, but the
highest limit reached when the river is unatfocted by freshets
and contains its natural and usual fiow ; the highest limit at the
ordinury state of the river. This doe:-, not mean, as claimed by
the plaintiffs' counsel, the top of the hank, many feet distant
from the bed of the river in its ordinary E-tate and only reached
by the water on rare occasions of extreme freshet.
In Plwnb v . .Mc Gannon, 32 Q. B.•8, (Canada,) it is said:
"For the great fimv caused by the melting of the snow and ice,
and by the spring rains, or by other unusunl floods or causes, is
to be excluded in determining the limit of high-water mark.
The true limit would appear to be, by analogy to tidal wnters,
the average height of the river after the great fiow of the spring
has abated and the river is in its ordinary state."
In Railway Go . .v. Ramsay, 53 Ark. 314, (22 Am. St. 195,)
it is snid: "But it iH 1wcessary to a full understanding of the
righh, of a riparian owner and of the public in the lands between
the bunks of a river to determine the legal meaning of the phrase
high water. It does not mean, as has been sometimes supposed,
the line reached by the great annual rises, regardless of the
character of the lands subject at such times to be overflowed.
But, as decided in the case of Houghton v. O. D. and 1~{.
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Railway Go. 47 Iowa, 370, high-water mark, then as the line
between the riparian proprietor and the public, is to be regarded
as co-ordinate with the limit of the river bed."
The term "shore" is also inapplicable to a non-tidal river.
The word strictly means that ~pace which is alternately covf'.red
and exposed by the flow and ebh of the tide, the flats betw~en
ordinary high and low wnter mark. The ~1 shore" is the ground
between the ordinary high and low-water mark,-the flats,- and
a well define<l monument. Mont_qornery v. Reed, G9 Maine, 510.
A fresh water river has banks instead of shores, hut the word
is sometimes used with reference to a non-tidal river, synonymously with bank. The bank of a river or stream extends to
the margin of the stream, to that point where the hank comes in
contact with the stream. Gould on Waters, § 41, and cases
cited in note.
In Stone v. Au,qusta, 4G Maine, 127, two of the calls in a deed
were, "thence southerly and westerly, parallel with north line
of said Lot No. 10, to the Mill Brook; thence by the hunk of
said brook to the north line of said lot No. 10." The court said
in the opinion : "The plaintiff's land is, therefore, hounded by
ordinary high-wnter mark, and this principle will not be changed
by the fact that the land or bank continues to rise more or less
precipitously above that point. His land is not limited to the
top of the hill or bank beside the stream, but extends to the
margin of the stream, to that point where the bank comes in
contact with the stream."
In Starr v. Child, 20 Wend. 149, it is said: 11 The hank :rnd
the water are correlative. You cannot own one without touching the other." In that case it was decided, that, where in a
conveyance of premises situated on tho bank of a stream not
navigable, the lines are stated to run from one of the corners of
the lot to the river. and thence along the shore of said river to
a certain street, the grantee takes to the thread of the stream.
'And although this <le.ci8ion was reversed by the Court of Errors
of New York in Child v. Stwn·, 4 Hill, 369, in the latter case a
similar definition of the bank of a river was given.
While it has often been held that the bank of a river includes
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to low water mark, we think that in thi~ case at least, by reason
of the other calls, it should be limited to ordinary high-water
mark. And as high-water mark is not at the top of a hank
reached only by the water of the river in extreme freshets,
neither does a call ~~ thence by the bank" limit the grant to the
top of the hill or a bank beside the stream, hut extends it to the
margin of the stream or river.
There is no inconsistency, therefore, in the two calls of the deed
one of which is in effect to high water mark of the Kennelwc
river, and the othert thence westerly by the hank of the river.''
As used in this deed they mean exactly the ~m.me thing. They are
correlative. The one touches the other.
The southerly boundary, then, of the defendant's lund, is at
high-water mark of the river, when the river is unaffpcted by
freshets and is in its ordinary state, and ,vhere the bank touches
the water when the river is in this condition.
To ascertain just where this would be in any case may be a
matter of some difficulty. It may be the line which the river
impresses upon the soil by covering it for sufficient periods to
deprive it of vegetation and to destroy its value for agriculture.
Gould on Waters, § 45; Railway Co. v. Ramsay, 1:mpra.
In other cases where the conditions are not favorable for such
a line of demarkation to be made hy natural causes, it can only
be ascertained by careful observation.
In this caBe we can do no more than to give the genernl
principles and rules which will control in ascertaining where
high-water mark, as above defined, is. vv· e cannot from the
evidence before us definitely and accurately locate it.
But it is evident that the acts complained of as tre:--passes were
committed above ordinary high-water mark, and we do not
understand that it is claimed by the counsel for the plaintiffs
that any of these acts were done below the place where the line
as above indicated would fall.
In accordance with the terms of the report, therefore, the
entry will he,
Judgment for defendant.
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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FrnsT NATIONAL BANK OF SKOWHEGAN,
vs.
Lucrns S. MORRISON, and another.
SAME vs. SAME.
Somerset.

Opinion June 19, 1895.

Deecl. Description. Easernent. 1Vay. Possession.
A deed of real estate contained this clause : " Saving and reserving from this
conveyance, that said Dyers [the grantees] are not to have the right of
erecting a building within five feet from the easterly line and within twentyfive feet from my store, and that said five feet is to be forever reserved for
a passageway back in common with themselves and others." The description of the granted premises included the strip. Held; That the deed conveyed the fee of the five-foot strip and reserved merely an easement.
The demandant, having the fee, is entitled to judgment for possession,
notwithstanding the tenant has an easement for a passageway over a portion
of the demanded premises.
See Morrison v. Bank, ante, 155.

ON REPORT.
The cases appear in the opinion.

S. J. and L. L. lValton, for plaintiff.

· D. D. Stewart, for defendants.
SITTING: PETERS, C. J., WALTON,
,vmTEHOUSE, J.' did not sit.

El\IERY,

HASKELL, ,TJ.

V{ISWELL, J. These two cases, one a real action, the other
:,1n action of trespass quare clausum, were argued together.
The real action is to recover possession of a lot of land in
Skowhegan, including a five-foot strip, extending from ,Yater
street southerly, at right angles with the street, to the Kennebec river at high-wnter mark.
The defendants seasonably disclaimed as to all the land
demanded, except the five-foot strip, and as to that plead nul
disseizin. This plea admits that the defendants are in pos~ession and the only question is which has the better title.
The plaintiff derived its title hy various mesne conveyances
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from Samuel Weston, who, in 1838, conveyed to the plaintiff's.
predecessor in title a lot, the boundaries of which included the
land in controversy. That deed contains this clause: '' Saving·
and reserving from this conveyance, that said Dyers [the gran-.
tees J are not to have the right of erecting a building within1
five feet from the easterly line and within t"venty-five feet.from
my store, and that said five feet i:5 to be forever reserved for a
passageway back in common with themselves and others."
The defendants' counsel contends that this clause, properly
construed, excepts the soil of the five-foot strip, and grants.
merely an easement over it.
In the case of Morrison v. Bank, ante, 155, this court has decided, contrary to the contention of the defendants' counsel, that
the deed referred to, conveyed the soil and reserved an easement. That case is decisive of this. The plaintiff has the better title and should have judgment for posses8ion.
This result is not affected by the fact that the defendants
have an easement of a right of way over the strip in contro-.
versy.
"The fee in the land is to Le regarded us distinct from an
easement in the same. The fee may be in one and the easement in another. The demandant, having the fee, is entitled to,
recover, notwithstanding the tenant may have an easement in
the· passageway for the use of the mill.'' Blake v. Harn, 50,
Maine, 311.
In J.1forgan v. Moore, 3 Gray, 319, it was held, that the·
owner in fee of land may maintain a writ of entry to establish
his title against the owner of a perpetual right to use it for a
passageway.
In Hancock v. }f7'entworth, 5 Met. 446, it was held, that it is
no objection to a recovery in a real action, that the tenant has
an easement in the demanded premises.
The action of trespass quare clausum it-3 to recover damages
for certain acts of the defendants in making e~cavntions and in
laying a foundation wall for a building erected by them upon
their own lands, next east of the plaintiff's ]and. This foundation wall admittedly extended slightly over the plaintiff's line,
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upon the five-foot strip in controversy. This is a technical
.trespass.
The injury was slight and the damages should be
-nominal.
In the real action, the plaintiff is entitled to judgment for
possession of so much of' the demanded premises as was not
disclaimed, subject to the defendants' easement in the five-foot
strip next to the demandant's easterly line, for a right of way, as
reserved by the grantor in the deed from Samuel Weston to Asa
and Quincy Dyer, dated March (5th, 1838.
In the action of trespass quare clausum, the plaintiff should
have judgment for damages assessed at one dollar.
Judgment accordingly, in both .suits.

HENRY

C.

PEABODY,

Judge of Probate,

V8.

CHARLES

P.

Cumberland.

MATTOCKS,

:md otherR.

Opinion June 19, 1895.

Probate. Appeal. Costs. R. S., c. 63, § 30.
After a final decree of this court, affirming a decree of the Probate Court as to
the settlement of an account of a testamentary trustee, a Judge of Probate
has no power, in the settlement of a subsequent account, to allow costs
incurred and counsel fees for services rendered in the settlement of' the prior
account and in the prosecution of an appeal from the decree of the Probate
Court in relation thereto.
The whole subject of costs and the allowance of counsel fees in all contested
cases in the original or appellate court of Probate, rests in the discretion of
the court, but that discretion must be exercised in the proceedings in which
the costs were incurred and the services of con nsel rendered.
The question of the allowance of costs in the settlement of an account in the
Probate Court and in an appeal from the decree of the Probate Court, being
necessarily involved in that proceeding, the final decree, whether it allows
costs and counsel fees to either party or is silent upon the subject, is conclusive upon the whole question.
See ftiattocks v. Moulton, 84 Maine, 545.
ON EXCEPTIONS.

The case is stated in the opinion.

Augustus F. Moulton, for plaintiff.
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Ulwl'les P. Mattocks anrl L. Barton, for defendants.
Allowance of counsel fees : Blake v. Pe,qrarn, 109 Mass.
542; Ponvard v. Po1·wcl1'd, G Allen, 4n7; Bm·tlett v. Pitz, 59
N. H. 502; Amman's Appeal, 31 Pa. St. 311; Hazard v.
Bngs, 14 R. I. 5; ,voerner's Am. Law of Adrnr. §§ 384, .515,
516; Young v. BJ'Ush, 28 N. Y. 6G7; HiJl Trustees, 567,570;
lVorrall v. IImford, 8 Ves. 8; Polhernus v. 1lliddleton, 37
N. J. Eq. 243; Clement's Appeal, 49 Conn. 519; In re, 11feelc-er'.~ Estate, 45 Mo. App. 186; lVatson v. Row, 18 L. R. Eq.
680; Poole v. Pass, 1 Beav. 600; Oou1·tney v. Rumley, 6 I.
R. Eq. 99; Sawye,· v. Baldwin, 20 Pick. 388; Muscogee
Lurnbe1· Go. v. Hyer, 18 Fla. 6H8; Hancox v. JYieeker, 95 N.
Y. 528; Widener v. Fay, 51 Md. 273; Adams Eq. 8th Ed.
p. 61; Turnbull v. Pomeroy, 140 Mass. 117; Trustees v.
Greenough, 105 U. S. 527; _j__Wanderson's Appeal, 113 Pa. St.
631; Towle v. JYiack, 2 Vt. HI; ll101·ton v. Ban·ett, 22 Maine,
257; Hawley v. James, 16 W crnl. Gl; Stewart v . .,,._7Jf_c.,1._1Jft'.nn, 5
W. & S. 100; Fearns v. Young, 10 Ves. 184; Perkin's Appeal, 108 Pa. St. 314; McElhenny's Appeal, 46 Pa. St. 34 7.
Time when claim for counsel fees must be made : Stet8on v.
Bass, 9 Pick. 27; Davis v. Cowdin, 20 Pick. 513; Srnith v.
Dutton, 16 Maine, 313; Amold v . .Mower, 49 Maine, 561;
Coburn v. Lewis, Id. 406; Wig_qin v. Swett, 6 Met. 194 ~ Robinson v. Ring, 72 Maine, BO; Li,qht's Appeal, 22 Pa. St. 448.
Statute costs: Thacher v. Dunlwni, .5 Gray, 26; Morton v.
Barrett, 22 Maine, 257; Towle v. Swa:-;ey, lOH Mass. 108;
Sm·gent v. Sm·gent, 103 Mass. 297 ; Bowditch v. Soltyk, 99
Mass. 136; Dunstan v. Du1u;tan, 1 Paige, 509; Sawyer v.
Baldwin, 20 Pick. 378; Bigelow v. ~JJiorong, 103 Mass. 287;
J.lfonks v. Monks, 7 Allen. 401.
Defenses available : R. S., c. 68 ; 1Vloody v. State, 84 Ind. 432.
Costs defined: R. S., c. G3, § 30; Bush County v. Cole, 28
N. E. Rep. 772 (Ind.); .Appe1·son v. Mut. Ben. L. Ins. Go.
38 N. J. 388; Taylor v. 0. 1.Yl. & St. P. Ry. Go. (Wis.) 53
N. 1V. Rep. 855; DeOoursey v. Johnson, 134 Pa. St. 328;
Leighton v. 11fo1'rill, 159 Mass. 272 ; The 11faggie J. Smith,
123 u. s. 34}).
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C. J.,

vVALTON, E:i\IERY, HASKELL,

W1s-

JJ.

,,TISWELL, J.
The defendant, a testamentary trustee, filed
his account in the Probate Court for Cumherhmd county, therein crediting himself with various investments of the trust estate.
The ,Judge of Probate allowed certain of these investments,
and disallowed others aggregating $3059.82. From the decree
of the Judge of Probate, di~allowing these items, the defendant
appealed to the Supreme Court of Probate. The appeal was
carried to the law court, Mattocks v. JJfoulton, 84 Maine, 545,
and an entry ordered of decree of Probate Court affirmed with
costs." At the April Term, 1892, of this court for Cumberland
county, the presiding justice made a decree in accordance with ,
the opinion and mandate of the court.
By the decree of the Judge of Probate, affirmed hy the
Supreme Court of Probate, the defendant was charged with a
bal:mce of $5853.39, which sum included the above amount of
disallowed investments. Of this balance all but the nmount of
the items disallowed has been turned over by the defendant to
the person entitled thereto.
This action is upon the defendant's bond as trustee. Judgment ,vas entered in the suit for the penal amount of the bond,
:md a hearing had before the justice presiding at nisi prius, to
determine the amount for which execution should issue, in
accordance with the following stipulation of the parties: This
case is submitted to the presiding judge, who in determining
the amount for which execution shall issue upon the bond in
suit is authorized to make any further allowances and charges
,vhich the judge of probate might make if the account was in
settlement before him. It being the desire of the parties that
the rights of Mattocks, as trustee, and the cestui que trnst in
the trust estate should be finally settled and adjudged in the
caw-,e according to law and equity applicable thereto."
At this hearing, the defendant claimed that he should be
allowed the sum of $555.39 for costs and counsel fees incurred
in the settlement of the prior account and in the appeal, includ11

11
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ing the sum of $17 5 charged by him for legal services, he being
a counselor at law; and includir1g also the costs allowed against
him by the final decree in the appeal proceedings. This sum
was allowed to the defendant by the jndge at nisi prius, to the
allowance of which the plai'i1tiff duly and seasonably excepted.
The question presented hy these exceptions is, whether after
a final decree by this court, affirming the decree of the Probate
Court with costs, as to the settlement of an account, a judge of
probate has the power in the settlement of a subsequent account,
to allow costs incurred and counsel fees for services rendered in
the settlement of the prior account and in the appeal from the
decre~ of the Probate Court and the costs allowed against him
in that proceeding.
It is the opinion of the court that a judge of probate has no
such power, and that consequently the rnling of the presiding
justice in allowing these items, was erroneous. The question of the
allowance of costs incurred in the appeal was necessarily inv.olved
in that proceeding. By R. S., c. G3, § 30, In all contested
cases in the original or appellate court of probate, costs may be
allowed to either party, to he paid by the other, or to either or
both parties, to be paid out of the estate in controversy, as justice requires." The whole subject of costs in matters of this
kind rests in the discretion of the court. That discretion must
be exercised in the proceedings of which the costs were incurred;
and even if a final decree is silent as to costs, it must be conclusively presumed that the question of the allowance of cost:'s
to either or both of the parties to the controversy \vas cons id ered and passed upon. The decree of this court, made at the
April term, 1892, in Cumberland county, was final as to nll
matters involved. We have seen that the question of the allowance of costs was necessarily involved: the question is therefore
res adjudicata. The decree referred to wa:::; not silent as to
costs but allmved them against the defendant.
This rule would not deprive a judge of the power to open a
prior account so far as might be necessary to correct errors, a
power expressly given by statute in Massachm;etts ; it simply
prevents a matter being re-opened which has once been aclju<.licated.
11
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In Alvord v. Stone, 78 Maine, 296, it is said: '' In such case,
[an appeal from a probate court] a final decree, silent as to
costs, is as conclusive a bar to a recovery of them as if it affirmatively disallowed them. This court no longer has any jurisdiction over the subject."
In Lucas v. 1._Wonw, 139 Mass. 59, which decides that the
probate court has no power to allow costs after a final decree
has hecn entered in the controven,y in which the costs accrued,
jt is snid, '' costs are awarded as a part of the judgment or decree
of the cause fo which they arise; and no case is cited which
decides that a court, either at law or i,n equity, can award in
one case costs which have accrued in another, unless th~y are
included in the judgment."
The power of the court in the allowance of costs in probate
appeals, is precisely the same a~ in equity. Alvord "- Stone,
supra. The rights of the parties in eguity are determined by
the final decree. "There must not only be a decree in favor of
a party, hut there must ah;o he an express order or decree for
his costs, or they are lost." Stone v. Locke, 48 Maine, 425.
But it is urged that, even if th~ foregoing rule is correct as to
the allowance of costs, it does not follow that it is applicable to
expenses properly and necessarily incurred in procuring the
assistance of con nsel.
"\Ve think the principle is precisely the same. The sums
which were allowed in this cnse were for the services of counsel,
and the charges of the defendant for legnl service:-,, in the identical proceeding in which a final decree was made. If expenses
such as the~e are to be allowed at all, it must be done in the
judgment or decree in the proceeding in which they were
incurred.
vVe do not question that costs and counsel fees properly
incurred by a trustee, in protecting the estate confided to his
care and paid hy him, should be reimbursed to him out of the
estate ; nor that trustees who are obliged to employ counsel in
the settlement of thefr accounts, should be allowed to charge to
the estate the reasonable expenses therefor as held by many
cases cited in the defendant's brief. But these rules do not
apply to the question here at issue.
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In Clenient'.-; appealfi·mnprobate, 49 Conn. 519, an executor
in the settlement of his final account, charged the estate for his
services and expenses in defending against an appeal from the
allowance by a probate court of his prior account. It was held
that he was entitled to :m allowance out of the ei:;tate of a portion of the expenses incurred in the previous proceeding. But
the question here discussed was not raised nor coni:;i<lered in
that case.
The entry must therefore be,
Exceptions sustained.
NORMAN W. FoGG vs. SAMUEL A. HOLBROOK, Executor.
CumLerland.

Opinion June 19, 1895.

Administrators and Executo1·s. Burial Expenses.
The estate of a deceased person is liable for all such reasonable expenses as
are properly incurred in providing a decent burial.
The law implies a promise, from the peculiar necessities of the situation, upon
the part of the executor or administrator to pay the reasonable funeral and
burial expenses of the deceased, out of the estate, as far as he has assets.
AGHEED STATEMENT.

This was an action of assumpsit, brought in the Superior
Court, for Cumberland county, under R. S., c. G4, § 53, and c. 66,
§ 14, to recover for a burial casket, etc., and the personal services
of the plaintiff, us :m undertaker, rendered at the funeral of the
defendant'~ te..,tatrix.
(Declarution.)
Also, for that the estate of said Sarah M.
Stetson and the said Samuel A. Holbrook, as executor thereof,
at said Freeport, to wit. at said Portland on the day of the
purchase of this writ, being indebted to the plaintiff in the sum
of one hundred forty-nine dollars and sixty cents for so much
money before that time had and received by the said estate and by
the said Samuel A. Holbrook as executor as aforesaid, and with
the knowledge and consent and at the special request of said
executor, to the plaintiff's use, i\1 consideration thereof then
and there by force of statute in such case made and provided,
the defendant in his said capacity and the estate of Sarah M.
Stetson in his hands became liable to pay the same sum to the
ii
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plaintiff; and thereafter wards on the same d.1y in consideration
thereof the said estate being so liable and holden, the said
defendant as executor thereof as aforesaid promised the plaintiff
to pay him that sum on demand.
'fAnd the plaintiff avers that said Samuel A. Holbrook is the
duly appointed executor of the will of the said Sarah M. StPtson,
deceased, and that within two years after notice given by said
executor of his appointment and at least thirty days before this
action was commenced, the said clai'm was presented in writing
to said executor and payment thereof dPmanded, to wit, a claim
for one casket and ho~ furnished hy said plaintiff for the neeessary purpose of burial of Sarah M. Stebon, on April 23, 1892,
of the value of one hundred and twenty-five dollars; also for
one robe furnished as aforesaicl and for the purpose aforesaid
of the value of seven dollars and fifty cents; and ulso one wheat
furni8hed as aforesaid and for the purpose aforesaid, of the
value of three dollars and fifty cents ; being all of the value of
one hundred and thirty-six dollars.
,r And the plaintiff further avers that such action was taken hy
the said Samuel A. Holbrook as executor as aforesaid in the
premises, that two commissioners were duly appointed by the
Judge of the Probate Court for said Cum her land county, hy virtue
of the statute, to hear and pass upon said claim, that said claim so
committed was duly proved before them and that said commissioners aftel' hearing, duly made their report in-the premises to
the Probate Court aforesaid, and that the ~aid plaintiff being
intere8ted nnd being aggrieved at the decision of the said commissioners in the premises, duly filed his written notice of appeal
from their decision in ~aid Probate Court within twenty days
after said report was made.
"And the plaintiff avers that this action is commenced within
three month:, after said report was made and in accordance with
the statute in such case made and provided, and that a schedule
of his claim stating the nature of them was duly annexed to this
writ before service.
·
,i And the plaintiff avers that :.tt least thirty days before commencement of this suit, and within two years after notice given
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by said executor of his appointment, said claim was presented
to said executor in writing and payment thereof demanded."
The case is stated in the opinion.

A. F. Moulton and John IIoward Hill, for plaintiff.

A. W. Co01nb8 and lV. I1. Neal, for defendant.
Counsel argued : ( 1.) That the acts of the brother of the
deceased and the plaintiff did not create a debt against the
estate of Sarah M. Stetson. ( 2.) That plaintiff is not entitled
to recover judgment in this suit against the goods and estate of
the deceased, in the hands and possession of the defendant, as
executor of her will. (3.) That the expenses of the funeral of
deceased were not reasonable and proper. ( 4.) That plaintiff has
a legal claim against the brother of said deceased for the agreed
price of the articles furnished by his direetion, and charged to the
estate of Sarnh M. Stetson. ( 5.) That the brother of deceased
has a legal claim against this defendant personally, and not in
his representative capacity, for the reasonable expenses of the
burial of Sarah M. Stetson~
Counsel cited: Davis v. French, 20 Maine, 21; Bake1· v.
Fuller, 69 Maine, 155; Bank v. Stanton, 116 Mass. 438;
Luscomb v. Ballard, 5 Gray 404; Patterson v. Patterson, 59 N.
Y. 585; Chit. Cont. p. 296; Sullivan v. ll'ctrner, 41 N. J. Eq.
300; 7 Am. and Eng. Enc. pp. 340-41 ; Myer v. Cole, 12
Johns. 349; Dicey, Parties, pp. 3Ul, 320; Croswell, Exors. §
393; Waterman'::, Maine Prob. Pr. p. 117.
S1TTING: PETERs, c. J., vVALToN, El\rnRY, HASKELL, ,vH1TEJJ.

HousE, ,VISWELL,

WISWELL, J. This is an action of assumpsit, brought against
the defendant in his capacity as executor of the will of Sarah M.
Stetson, to recover for a casket and other articles furnished by
the plaintiff, an undertaker, for the burial of the testatrix.
The articles \Vere selected and ordered by a brother of the
deceased, her nearest relative, und others, without the personal
knowledge, consent 01· subsequent ratification of the defendant,
the executor, who although he knew of her death and that he
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will, gave uo directions and made
no arrangements in regnrd to the funeral.
The only questions raised are, whether the estate of a deceased
person is holden for the reasonable and proper burial expenses,
neither ordered nor ratified by the subsequently appointed
executor or administrator, so that a suit may be maintained
against an executor in his representative capacity, to recover
for such reasonable expenses; and if so, how much of the expenses
incurred and sought to be recovered in this case, are reasonable
in view of all the circumstances.
It is urged by the counsel for the executor that, under these
circumstances the law implies an individual promise upon the
part of the executor to pay reasonable expenses, and that he is
personally liable therefor, for which he may reimburse himself
out of the estate ; but that the estate is not directly holden, and
that this suit which is against the executor in his representative
capacity, and in which if there is judgment for the plaintiff, it
must be de bonis testatoris, cannot be maintained. They cite
various authorities to this effect. But we think thnt it is the
more reasonable rule to hold that the estate of a decedent should
be liable for all such reasonable expenses as are properly incurred
in providing a decent burial. When such expenses are incurred,
necessarily after the death of a person, there is no one legally
authorized to represent the estate. The services must be rendered and necessary articles furnh,hed immediately; it is better
that thei,e things should be done upon the credit of the estate,
than that there should be hesitation and inquiry as to who is
liable to pay.
Reliance is had upon the cases in this State of Davis v. French,
20 Maine, 21, and Baker v. Fuller, 69 Maine, 155, which cases
hold that an executor or administrator can create no debt against
the estate of the deceased. It is argued that if an executor
or administrator can not create a debt against the estate, that
certainly the brother of the deceased, who ordered the articles
of the undertaker, could not do so. There is no question of the
soundness of the doctrine laid down in these cases. But under
the circumstances which we are considering, neither the executor

was named as executor in her
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nor the person who orders necessary articles for the burial,
creates the debt, the law does so. The law implies a promise.
from the peculiar necessities of the situation, upon the part of
the executor or administrator to pay the funeral and burial
expenses out of the estate, so far as he has assets.
This is the rule which was early adopted in Massachusetts
and has since been followed. Hap,qood v. Houglzton, 10 Pick.
154; Luscomb v. Ballw·d, 5 Gray, 403; Sweeney v. ~~uldoon,
139 Mass. 304.
In Luscomb v. Balla'l'd, supra, it is said: ~~ In this Commonwealth an exception is made in the case of funeral expenses of
the deceased. For these the executor may be charged in his
representative character and judgment he rendered de bonis
testatoris. But the case stands on its peculiar ground and is to
be limited to it." This court has decided, in the recent case of
Phillips v. Phillips, 87 Maine, 324, that: '' The Ia,,. pledges
the credit of the estate of the deceased for a decent burial
immediately after the decease, and for snch reasonable sums as
may be necessary for that purpose, even though such expenses
may have been incurred after the death and before the appointment of an administrator."
The sum sued for, at the market prices for the articles furnished, amounts to $13H. vVere these expenses reasonable?
The following facts are admitted. The testatrix owned a house
and ahout two and a half acres of land in Freeport village unencumbered. It was generally known that she had money at
interest and she was considered to be in comfortable circumstances. Her nearest relatives were a brother and nephews and
nieces, to neither of whom ,vere there any bequests or devises
in the will. These articles were selected by the brother and
other relatives. The whole estate, when converted into money,
amounted to $1061, and she was indebted to the nmount of $78.
In view of nll these circumstances we do not think that the
burial expen8cs were so unreasonably large as to be disallowed.
Judgment for plaintiff for $136 and interest from, the
tirne of denwnd upon the executo1' against the goods
and estate nf the testatrix, in the lzands of the
defendant.
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for Certiorari,

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

·waldo.

Opinion June 20, 1895.

Ta:r.es. Abatement. Certiorari. Corporation. Stock. R. S., c. 6, §§ 14, 19.
The judgment of the county commissioners upon a complaint or application
for the abatement of a tax is a judicial act; and if, in such a case, they err
in matters of law, a writ of certiorari is the proper remedy.
By R. S., c. 6, § 14, the value of the real estate of a corporation must he deducted from the value of the shares of the stock of the corporation, in assessing a tax upon the latter.
It is immaterial whether the tax upon a corporation's real estate is paid in
money or in any other way. In any event, the value of the real estate must
be deducted from the value of the stock. A contract, therefore, of a water
company with a city for the payment of its taxes by furnishing water for
municipal purposes, should not affect the value of the shares of stock, except
to the extent that such contract, like any other, may enhance or depreciate
the value of the stock, accordingly as it is beneficial or otherwise to the
corporation.
This result is not affected by the fact that the word " franchise " is used in the
contract. No legislation of this State has authorized municipal assessors to
impose a tax upon a corporation by reason of its franchise.
The present value of the stock of a business corpoi;,ation may depend upon the
prospect of the future business and success of the corporation, and so far as
this affects the present n1lue of the stocl-:, it should be taken into account in
determining the value of the same for the purposes of taxation.
The petitioner, a resident of another state, was the owner, on April 1st, 1893, of
common and preferred stock of the Belfast Water Company which was taxed
to him in Belfast 'for that year. Within the time allowed by statute, he
applied to the assessors for an abatement, upon the ground of over-valuation,
and upon their refusal to grant an abatement he made application to the
County Commissioners of Waldo County, as provided by statute, to be
relieved from said taxes. The water company had made a contract with the
city of Belfast to furnish water for various municipal purposes, "for such
sums annually as said city should assess upon the franchise and works,
which consist of the plant to supply water as aforesaid."
During the municipal year of 1893, the water company performed fts part of
the contract. The property and plant of the company situated in Belfast
was valued by the as~essors of that city at $31,500, and a tax assessed thereon
of $i521.40, which amount was offset against that clue the water company for
supplying water for the purposes named, in accordance with the contract.
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This property situated in Belfast with some real estate in an adjoining town,
was substantially all the property that the company owned on April 1st, 1893.
The county commis~ioners, upon the petitioner's application to them, made
the following adjudication: '' After due consideration of the facts and
arguments of counsel, we find and adjudge as follows: that, as a matter of
law, the taxation of the shares of' stock of said water company cannot be in
any manner or extent affected by said contract between said city ancl water
company, or the performance thereof; that said preferred stock, after deducting its proportional part of the value assessed on the land, buildings,
machinery, pipes and other real estate, etc., of said water company hy said
city or Belfast and town of Northport, as required by R. S., c. 6, § 14:, par. 3,
had the further value of forty dollars per share placed thereon by said assessors, as representing in part the valne of said property of said water company
above the value thereof taxed directly to such water company as aforesaid,
and in part the prospective value of such shares; and, therefore, the taxes
assessed against the several above named parties holding said preferred
shares were not excessive and no abatements thereof are granted."
Held; That the acljuclicatiou of the co1.nmissioners, whereby they placed a
valuation upon the stock represented by an assumed value of the corporation's
real estate, above the amount at which it was valued by the assessors of the
city and town in which it was situated, was erroneous in law.

ON

REPORT.

Petition for certiorari submitted to the law court on petition,
and record of county commissioners, which the parties agreed
should be considered an answer.
The case is stated in the opinion.

John C. Coombs, Joseph Willianuwn and H. 1.W. Payson, for
petitioner.
The petitioner has proved that the water company has never
earned a dividend, nor even its running expenses, and had no
assets except its plant taxed to the corporation. Nothing
remained to give value to its shares. The contract was valid.
The question of what amount of expenditure is proper and
necel'.lsary is confided vvith the municipal authorities, with which
the court cannot interfere. East St. Louis v. United States,
110 U. S. 321. The property and franchise which suhserve a
public purpose is to that extent a means or instrumentality for
government purposes, and should not be taxed. Camden v.
Carnden Vill. C01p. 77 Maine, 530. Quasi public corporations
hold their fIJmchises . . . in trust for the public ; and their
property partly in trust for the public. Bruns. G. L. Co. v.
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Unit. G. F. & L. Co. 85 Maine, 532; Portland v. Water Co. 67
Maine, 135. Additional tax is illegal. One on the corporation having been paid according to the contract, another one
cannot be levied on the shareholders. The corporation in this
respect is not distinct from its shareholders. There is no provision for taxing both the legal and beneficial owner, which is
contrary to the general law. Cool. Tax, 228-9. Anwsbu,;-y, etc.,
Oo. v. Aniesbury, 17 Mass. 461. Double taxation, unless value
of real estate is deducted from the value of the shares. CumlJ .
.Marine Ry. v. Portland, 37 Maine, 444; P. 8. & P.R. R.
Co. v. Saco, 60 Maine, 199. Tax contrary to statute; and on
the facts found in the record there could be no prospective
value to the shares which was not already taxed.
A tax on divi<lends is merely a method of valuing the franchise or capital stock. Cook Stock. § 561. The statute must
intend that when there are no dividends there shall be no tax
on the franchise.

J. 8. Hm·riman and R. F. Dunton, for respondents.
The ruling of the county commissioners only relates to the
right of the city to tax the stock ; they did not mean to say that
the value of the stock could not be to any extent affected by
said contract. But even if it should receive the latter construction, it is- difficult to see how the rights of this petitioner could
be prejudiced by such ruling. The value of the stock may be
to some extent affected. by every contract which the company
has to supply water; but the presumption is that every such
contract is beneficial to the company and would tend to enhance
the value of the stock, and if any such contracts are omitted
from consideration in arriving at the value of the stock, the
effect would be to reduce the value placed upon the stock, and
the stockholder would be benefited rather thun injured by such
omission.
The granting or the refusal to grant the writ of certiorari is a
matter of judicial discretion. The writ should never issue when
proceedings are sought to be quashed for merely trivial or fornrnl error, or when it is apparent no injustice will he done by not
permitting it to issue. Hopkins v._ Fogler, 60 Maine, 266.
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It is evident that this ruling did not to any extent enhance
the vnlue which the commissioners placed upon the stock, and
no injustice could possibly have been done to the petitioner by
the ruling. Whether said contract did, in this case, affect the
value of the stock, was a question of fact for the county eornmissioners to determine.
A writ of certiorari lies only to correct errors in ]aw; and
where the record contains no error, the writ cannot be issued.
Lapan v. Co. Com. G5 l\laine, mo.
The superior court will not, on certiornri, review the merits
of the judgment of the inferior court or trihnnal upon the evidence; the court below is the sole judge of the weight of
evidence. Harris on Certiorari, § 102; Gibbs v. Co. Cmn. 19
Pick. 298.
In the estimate or computation of the value of the capital
stock of the corporation, the judgment of the tax commissioner
is not open to modification or revision hy any other tribunal.
Comnwnwealth v. Cary Irnprovement Co. !18 Mass. 19.
The value of the corporate property alone is not the nwasure
of the value of the stock in a corporation. While this is :m
clement of value, there are other elements equally important
which should he considered in arriving nt a correct e:--timate of
the vnlue of the stock in a corporation, such as the prospects of
its future success, the nature and extent of its corporate rights
and. privileges, its business on hand, and the skill and ability
with which its business is managed. Oom:nwrucealtfl v. Handlton Mfi;. Co. 12 Allen, 298; Chicopee v. Co. Uorn. 1G Gray,
38 ; Uornmonwealth v. Cary Improvement Co. })8 Mass. 22.
In the case of National Bank v. New Bedjurcl. 155 Mass.
316, the court say: ''The actual value of :-.hares in a going concern depends not only upon its property, hut also upon its
prospects, since shares both represent property and prospects."
The commissioners based. their valuation of the stock upon
the property of the corporation and its prospects of future success. These were legitimate elements of value.
C. J.'
HOUSE, WISWELL, JJ.
VOL. LXXXVIII.
12
SITTING: PETERS,

WALTON, EMERY, HASKELL, VVHITE-
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The Belfm,t "\Vater Company, a corporation
organized under an act of the legislature, entered into a contract with the city of Belfast, to supply water for drinking
fountains, sprinkling streets, flushing sewers and for other
municipal purpose·s, ~~ for such sums annually as said city should
assess upon the franchise and works, which consist of the
plant, to supply water as aforesaid."
During the municipal year of 1893, the water company performed its part of the contract. The property and plant of the
company situated in Belfast was valued by the assessors of that
city at $31,500, and a tax assessed thereon of $521.40. The
amount dne the water company for supplying water, for the
purposes named in this contract, and this tax. were offset
against each other and receipts passed in accordance with the
contract. This property, valued at $31,500 with some real
estate in the adjoining town of Northport, was substantinlly all
the property that the company owned on April 1st, 1893.
At that date, the petitioner, a resident of another state, was
the owner of one hundred shares of the common and twentyfive shares of the prefoncd stock of the Belfast vVater Co. The
assessors of Belfast valued the petitioner's one hundred shares
of common stock at $1000 and his twenty-five shares of preferl'ed stock at $1000 and assessed a tax upon each of sixteen
dollars.
The petitioner, within two years from this assessment, made
written application to the assm,sors for the time being for an
abatement, and upon their refmml to make the abatement asked
for, he made application to the county commissioners of "\Valdo
county, as provided by statute, to be relieved from said taxes.
Upon this application the county commis::;ioners relieved the
petitioner from the taxes assessed upon the common stock, but
refused to do so as to the preferred stock and sustained the
valuation placed thereon by the assessors.
The petitioner applies to this court for a writ of certiomri,
representing that manifest errors of law appear in the records
and judgment of the county commissioners, and that in placing
a valuation of forty dollars per share on the preferred stock,
IS WELL,
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thereby sustaining the valuation placed thereon by the assessors,.
they adopted and proceeded upon erroneous principles, in theparticulars later alluded to. A copy of the records of the com• missioners is annexed to the petition, which hy agreement is to
be considered as an answer.
The record of the commissioners shows that they made tlrn
following adjudication : ~~ After due consideration of the facts and
arguments of counsel, we find and adjudge as follows; that, as,
a matter of law, the taxation of the shares of stock of said water
company cannot be in any manner or extent affected by said
contract between said city and water company, or the performance thereof; that said preferred stock, after deducting its proportional part of the value assessed on the ]and, buildings,
machinery, pipes and other real estate, ete., of said water company by said city of Belfast and town of Northport, as required
by Revised Statutes, chapter G, section 14, paragraph 3, had the
further value of ($40) forty dollars per share placed thereon,
by said assessors, as representing in pnrt the value of said property of said water company above the value thereof taxed
directly to such ,vater company as aforesaid, and in part the·
prospective value of such shares; and, therefore, the taxes.
assessed against the several above named parties holding said
preferred shares were not excessive and no abatements thereof
are grunted."
They say in their adjudication that the value of forty dollars;
per share, placed by them on the preferred stock, is represented
in part by the value of the property of the wnter company above
the value taxed directly to the company. That is, that the
real estate of the water company was worth more than the
amount at which it was valued by the assessors of the city and
town in which it was situated; and that such additional value
should be and in fact was taken into account by them in establishing the value of the shares of preferred stock for the purpose
of taxation.
This was clearly erroneous. The taxable property of the
corporation must be taxed to the corporation. By R. S., c. 6,
§ 19, the property of corpon1tions, ~~ both real and personal; is
taxable for state, county, city, town, school district and paro-
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chial taxes, to be assessed and collected in the same manner and
·with the same effect as upon similar taxable property owned by
individuals."
By R. S., c. 6, § 14, par. 3, "Machinery employed in any
branch of manufacture, goods manufactured or unmanufactured,
and real estate belonging to any corporation, except when otherwise expressly provided, shall be a8ses8ed to such corporation
dn the town or place where they are situated or employed; and
in assessing stockholders for their shares in any such corporation, their proportional part of the value of such machinery,
goods and real estate, shall be deducted from the value of such
shares."
Real estate must be taxed to the owner or person in possession. The water company was the o,vner and was in possession
of the property taxed to it, and the '' proportional part of the
value of such . . . real e::,tate, shall be deducted from the value
of such shares."
The commissioners in placing a value upon these shares, did
deduct their proportional part of the value assessed on the company's real estate, and assumed that this real estate had an
additional value.
This assumption was unwarranted. The
statute requires a deduction of the value of the real estate, not
the amount assessed thereon.
"All taxes upon real and personal estate, assessed by authority of this state, shall be apportioned and assessed equally,
acuording to the just value thereof." Constitution of Maine,
Article IX, § 8.
The property of this corporation was as8esi;,ed by the assessors of the city and town in which it was situated; there was no
appeal therefrom, and it must he assumed that the requirements
of law were observed and that the property was assessed
1
' according to the just value thereof."
The water company's real estate having been first taxed to
the corporation and then taken into nccount, to some extent,
in fixing the valun of the shares, it resulted in double taxation.
This is not only contrary to the spirit and policy of the law of
taxation but also to the statute above quoted.
The commissioners further say that this value of forty dollars
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per share is represented ii in part by the prospective value of
such shares."
It is undoubtedly true that the present value of the stock of
a bm,iness corporation may depend very largely upon the prospect of the future husiness and success of the corporation. The
stock of a corporation, which is not earning its operating
expenses, very frequently has a present substantial value bec:rnse
of the prospects for increased business and earning cupacity in
the future. Uom. v . . ZWJ.q. Uo. 12 Allen, 298; National Bank
of Uornmerce v. }lew Bedford, 155• Mass. 313. ,ve think that
nothing more than this was meant by the commissioners in their
adjudication.
Nor do we think that the taxation of the shares can he affected by the contract referred to, except to the extent that such
contract may enhance or depreciate the value of the stock,
according to whether it is beneficial to the company or otherwise. It can make no difference whether the tax on the
company's property is paid in money or by supplying water for
certain municipal purposes, for which by contract the company
is to receive an amount equal to the taxes assessed for the year;
or whether the tax has been paid in :my ,vay, or not.
This result is not affected by the fact that the word '' franchise" is used in the contract. The assessors of Belfast did not
attempt to assess any tax upon the franehise of the corporation.
No legh;lation of this State has authorized municipal assessors to
impose a tax upon a corporation on account of its franchise, the
powers and privileges granted to it by the sovereign power of
the State. The State muy impose such n tax, as has been frequently clone and upheld; or, as~-essors in placing the valuation
upon the shares of a corporation, should take into account the
value of the franchise, because the value of the franchise necessnri]y affects the value of the shares, which by statute, are
taxable to the owner thereof.
\Ve find no error of law, therefore, in the proceedings of the
commissionen;, except that they included in the value of the
stock, the value, to some extent, of the company's property
which is by law taxable to it; hut this is one which may be and
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should he corrected by certiorari. The valuation was based
upon erroneous principles.
'' Certiorari does not lie on account of mistake or mere error
of judgment. Nor can an errnr in the amount of an assessment
or tax laid by the prnper authority, when there is no error in
the principle of apportionment, be corrected by certiorari ;
otherwise if the assessment he made on erroneous principles.''
Spelling on Extrnor<linary Relief, § H)67, and cases cited.
The judgment of the county commis~ioners upon a complaint
for the abatement of a tax/is a judicial act, and consequently
a mandamus does not lie to compel them to revise i::;uch u
decision. If, in u such a case, they err in matters of law a writ
of certiornri is the proper remedy." Gibbs v. County C!om,mis.r;;ioners, 19 Pick. 298.
In Haven v. Counf.11 Cornmis.,;ioners, 15.5 Mass. 4G7, which
was a petition for a writ of certiorari to quash the proceedings
of county commissioners in refusing to abate a tax, the writ
was granted because the commissioners received incompetent
testimony upon the question of value.
In Levant v. County Connnissioners, 67 Maine, 429, it is
said: "The law not having expressly provided any remedy for
correcting the errors of the board of county commissioners in
thrir adjudications relating to the abatement of taxes, parties
aggrieved by their decisions in matters of law, may, under the
general authority contained in the above provisions seek redress
in this court."
Although the umount involved i:::i small, the principle is of
sufficient importance to lead us to the conclusion, that by reason
of the erroneous basis adopted by the commissioners, in placing
a value upon the preferred stock, the petitioner did not receive
substantial justice; and that so much of the proceedings as
rela.te to the adjudication, sustaining the tux upon the preferred
stock, should he quashed, and the matter heard anew.
Their decision in relieving the petitioner from the tax upon the
common stock involves no question of law; it was simply an exercise of judgment, over which we have no right of review, and
m~y stand.

lfi·it of certiorari tu issue.
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,vILLIAMS V. COOMBS.

A.

WILLIAMS,

Knox.

in

equity,

vs.

ENSIGN

H.

CooMBS.

Opinion June 21, 1895.

Paration in Equity. Co-Tenants. Repairs.
Since full chancery powers were conferred upon it, this court has the power
to decree a sale of the wh•>le property and a division of the proceeds between
the tenants in common, whenever, in its judgment, a division of the property cannot be made without greatly impairing its value, and whenever a
sale of the whole property would be much more beneficial or less injurious
to the owners. But this power will not be exercised whenever an actual
partition is practicable without such injury.
The parties are tenants in common, the complainant owning four undivided
fifths and the defendant one undivided fifth, ofa lot of land sixty feet square
situated in the city of Rockland. The bnildin~s on the lot consist of a story
and a half house with ell aml shed. The main house is four feet and nine
inches from the west line of the lot, and thirty-two feet and nine inches from
the east line of the lot, while the ell extends to the western line and the shed
to within nineteen feet and six inches from the eastern line. The buildings
extend from within a few feet of the street to within one foot and six inches
from the back line of the lot. The house is not susceptible of diYision and
separate occupancy.
Held; that this property could not be divided without greatly impairing its
value, that a sale of the whole property would be much more beneficial to
both parties and that the prayer of the bill asking that the court decree t\
sale of the property, should be granted.
Although it has been held by the courts in many jurisdictions, that a tenant in
common, who makes necessary repairs upon the common property without
the consent of his co-tenant cannot maintain an action at law to recover
contribution for the same, it is a well-settled principle of equity jurisprudence,
that such contribution may be compelled in equity under certain circumstances.
Where a tenant in common, without the consent of his co-tenant, or against
his objections, has expended money in making necessary repairs upon the
common property, which without such repairs was unsuitable for occupancy,
and has thereby made it rentable and income-paying, and has collected rents
from such property; and where the co-tenant in his answer to a bill in equity
brought by the tenant who made the repairs, has asked for an accounting and
payment to him of his proportional part of the rents and profits received;the 'most equitable method is to charge the tenant who made the repairs and
collected the rents, with all the rents and profits received by him and allow
him to reimburse himself, out of the rents received by him, for the expenditures made for necessary repairs, but only to the extent of the amount
of rents and profits in his hands.
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The request of a defendant in his answer for an accounting and payment to him
of his proportional part of the rents and profits received, is equivalent for
this purpose, to the commencement of proceedings asking for affirmative
relief.
No distinction should be made, in regard to the right of a co-tenant to recover
contribution, for sum-; expended in making necessary repairs upon the common property, under the above circumstances, between one who at the time
of making such expenditures had the legal title, and one who at that time
was in fact the owner of an undivided portion of the premises, having completed a contract of purchase, agreed upon all the terms and gone into
possession, everything having been done to give him the legal as well as the
equitable title, except that the deed had not been passed, and who subsequently acquired the legal title.

ON REPORT.

Bill in equity, heard on bill, answer and master's report,
praying for u sale of property owned in common because a partition was incapable ; also for contribution for necessary repairs.
The case i8 stated in the opinion.

C. E. and -4. S. Littlefield, for plaintiff.
W. H. Fogle,·, for defendant.
SITTING: PETERs, c.
nousE, v:VISWELL, JJ.

~r., ,v ALToN, EMERY, HASKELL, WHITE-

WISWELL, .J. The pnrties are tenants in common of a lot of
land, with the· buildings thereon, situated in Rockland; the
complainant being seized in fee of four undivided fifths and the
defendant of one undivided fifth.
In thi:;.; bill in equity, the complainant seeks a partition of the
property by a sale of the same and a division of the proceeds
between the tenants in common in proportion to their respective ownerships ; and also for a contribution by the defendant of
his proportional part of sums expended by her for necessary
repairs and taxes. She alleges, in substance, that because of
the size and situtttion of the lot, and the character and location
of the buildings thereon, an actual partition of the property
could not be made without greatly impairing its value.
That this court has jurisdiction of a bill of this nature, and
the power to decree a sale and division of the proceeds, if the
situation is ::;uch as to justify it, is not denied by the counsel
for the defendant.
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Since foll chaneery powers were conferred •upon it, this court
has the power to decree a sale of the whole property and a
division of the prnceeds between the tenants in common, whenever, in its judgment, a division of the property cannot be
made without greatly impairing its value, and whenever a sale
of the whole property would be mtH.:h more beneficial or less
injurious to the parties. But this power will not be exercised
whenever an actual partition is practicable without such injury
or impairment of value. Davidson v. Tlwmpson, 22 N. ,J.
Eq. 83.
In Wilson v. E. & N. A. R. R. Co. 62 Maine, 112, a petition for partition, i\lr. ,Justice vV ALTON said: ~~ By process in
equity the whole may be 8old for the most that can be ol1tained
for it, and the proceeds divided among the owners. Such is
the usual course in England, and in mo::,t of the states in this
country.
JVood v. Little, 35 Maine, 111; 1 Story's Eq. Jur.
c. 14. And this court now has equity jurisdiction in such
cases."
In the unreported case of 1.Vewhall, in equity, v. Taylor, a
bill in equity between tenants in comm011 in which a sale and
division of the proceeds was asked for, ·which case was entered
at the June term, 1880, of the ]aw court for the eastern district, the court ::-:;ent down the following rescript: HThis court
sitting in equity has jurisdietion in the case of partition between
co-tenants. Bill sustained. Receiver to be nppointed at the
next term of court, in vValdo county, to make sale of the property ns may there be directed."
The only question then, upon this branch . of the case, fa
whether the size and situation of this lot and the location and
character of the building::-:; upon it, are such as to entitle the
complainant to the dcc!'ee asked for.
The lot is sixty feet square, it is situated on Oak street, very
near to the principal business street of Rockland. The building8 on the lot consist of a story and a half house, with ell and
shed. The main house is four feet and nine inches from the
west line of the lot and thirty-two feet and nine inches from the
east line of the lot, while the ell extends to the western line and
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the shed to within nineteen feet and six inches from the eastern
line. The buildings extend from within a few feet of the street
to within one foot and six inches from the back line of the lot.
The house is not susceptible of division and separate occupancy,
and if the defendant's one-fifth of the whole property in value,
taking into account the value of the buildings, should be set out
to him fr01~1 the land east of the dwelling-house, it would take
nearly all of the unoccupied portion of the lot. This would
greatly impair the value of the house and the land upon which
it stands, while that portion thus set off to the defendant would
be of much less value than it is now, while m,ed as a part of the
house lot.
It is the opinion of the court, therefore, that this property
could not be divided without greatly impairing its value, that a
sale of the whole property would be much more beneficial to
both partier.;, and that the prayer of the bill, asking that the
court decree a sale of the property, should be granted.
The complainant also asks that the defendant may be compelled to contribute his proportional part of the sums expended
by her for necessary repairs and in the payment of taxes.
Although it has been held by the courts in many jurisdictionr.;, that a tenant in common, \vho makes necessary repairs
upon~ the common property, without the consent of hit< co-tenant, cannot maintain an action at law against him to recover
contribution for the same, see Calvert v. AldJ·iclt, ~HJ Mass. 74,
it is a well-settled principle of equity jurisprudence, that Emch
contribution may be compelled in equity under certain circumstances.
H Where two or more persons are joint purchasers or owners
of real or other property, and one of them, acting in good faith
and for the joint benefit, makes repairs or improvements upon
the property which are permanent and add a permanent valne
to the entire estate, equity may not only give him n elaim for
contribution against the other joint owners, with respect to
their proportional shares of the amount thus expended, but may
also create a lien as secudty for such demand upon the undivided shares of the other proprietors." Pomeroy's Equity
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Jurisprudence, § 1240. See also Story'~ Equity Jurisprudence,
§§ 1236 and 1237.
Various objections are urged against the application of the
principle to the facts of this case. The principal portion of the
expenditure for repairs was made in October and November,
1892, while the complainant did not acquire ·the legal title to
four undivided fifths of the premises until December, first,
18~)2. It is necessary to briefly state the history of the title.
Harriet Coombs, at the time of her death, owned the property,
subject to a mortgage given by her to the defendant to secure
the 8um of five hundred and fifty dollars and interest. She
died intestate in April, 1890, and the equity of redem_ption
descended to her heirs, viz., her five children, Ensign H. Coombs,
Charles S. Coombs, Ada A. Coombs, Eva M. ,vmiams and
Alfred R. Douglass. The mortgage to the defendant was paid
by the heirs in August, 18£11. April 17th, 1890, two of the
heirs, Charles S. Coombs and Alfred Douglass, conveyed their
shares in the property to Eva M. Williams, in trust for Ada A.
Coombs, who was a confirmed invalid, with power to mortgage,
sell and convey the same, whenever the trustee deemed it
necessary for the maintenance and support of the said Ada.
Eva M. Williams then owned one-fifth in her own right, twofifths in trust for her sister, and the sister owned one-fifth in
her own right. August IH, 1891, Ada A. Coombs and Eva M.
,vrniams, the latter both as trustee and in her own right, mortgaged the four-fifths owned by them to Frederick H. Daniels,
to secure the sum of eight hundred and seventy-five dollars,
and on August 16th, 1892, this mortgage ·was assigned to
Charles F. "Williams, the husband of Eva M. Williams and the
son of the complainant. December 1, 1892, Ada A. Coombs
and Eva M. ·wmiams conveyed their shares in the property to
Charles F. Williams, who on the same day conveyed the same
to his mother, the complainant. Thus she acquired the legal
title to four-fifths of the property.
It is claimed that the complainant, although she did not have
the legal title, was the equitable owner of four-fifths of the
property, and that in equity this should entitle her to the same
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right of contribution as if she had been the legal owner of an
undivided portion of the premises. Upon this claim the master's
finding, is as follows: (( The plaintiff claimed, and I find that
in August, 1892, it was arranged hetween the owners of fourfifths of the property and the plaintiff that she should advance
the money for the Frederick H. Daniels mortgage, and in
consideration of that and of the support of the invalid sister,
Ada A. Coombs, they would sell and convey their share in the
property to her, the plaintiff; and that this arrangement was
consummated and their part sold to the plaintiff, August 16th,
1892, when she paid the Daniels mortgage, which was assigned
to said C. F. Williams, acting for her; that they intended to
give her a deed of it at the same time, August 16th, 1892 ; hut
the deed was not executed till December ht, 1892."
According to this finding, the complainant had become the
owner in fact, although not in law, prior to the expenditures in
October and November, 1892. The bargain had been completed,
the terms ngreed upon, she had gone into possession of the
premises, and everything had been done to give her the legal as
well as the equitable title, except that the deed had not been
passed.
It is a fundamental rnle in equity that what ought to be done
is considered as done. Ricker v. Jlfoore, 77 Maine, 292.
It is the opinion of the court, that no distinction should be
made in this respect between one who has the legal title and one
who is in fact a part owner and in possession of the premises at
the time of the expenditures, and subsequently acquires the
legal titlP.
It is further urged by the counsel for the defendant tlrnt this
prayer of the hill should not he granted because such relief is
only granted by chancery courts when the person of whom
contribution is claimed has commenced the proceedings in equity
asking for partition or other affirmative relief; and also because
of the fact, as found by the master, that (( no notice was given
the defendant that such repairs were to be made, nor was he
consulted fo reference to them while they were being made, and
he had no know ledge that those or any other repairs were to be
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made till they were begun ; and he then went to said C. F.
Williams, the plaintiff's agent, in charge of the premises for her,
and forbid his putting any repairs upon the premises or doing
anything to th"em."
But it appears that these premises have been rented at one
hundred und seventy-five dollars per year since August 16th, 1892,
and the rent collected, or that it could have been collected by
the complainant. The defendant alleges io his answer that the
complainant is now and for a long time has heen in the exclusive
possession of the premises, receiving all the rents and income
thereof, and he asks that she should account for such rents and
profits and pay him his proportional part of the same.
She should he charged with all the rents received, hut it would
be inequitable to compel her to account for the rents received
and not to allow her to credit herself with the sums expended
in making necessary repairs, which have made the house rentable and income-paying. The master finds : Plaintiff claimed,
and I find, that the buildings were badly out of repair; that it
was necessnry to repair them in order to preserve them and
render them suitable for such tenants as \Yould rent premises so
situated."
Courts have sometimes refused to compel contribution for
improvements made, but have allowed the person in possession
to retain the renfa, received by reason of such improvements.
We think the most equitable method in this case is to charge
her with the full amount of rents received and to credit her with
such sums as have been expended in making necessary repairs.
The request of the defendant in his answer, for an accounting
and payment to him of his proportionar part of the rents and
profits received, is equivalent, for this purpose, to the commencement of rfroceedings asking- for affirmative relief.
But inasmuch as these repair:::. were made without notice to
the defendant or consultation with him, we think that i-ihe should
be limited to the amount of rents in her hands and with which
she is cha1~geable, that she hrny be allowed to reimburse herself
out of rent:3 collected for the nece~sary repairs, hut that the
defendant should not be compelled to contribute any further sum.
11
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The item of taxes paid by her, should stand upon the same
ground. A tax of fifty-one dollars and seventy-three cents was
was assessed upon the whole property for the year 1892; she
paid this tax October 7th, of that year. At that time she was
in exclusive possession of the premises, and had been for some
months, receiving all the rents. °".,.. e think she should be allowed
to reimburse herself for this sum out of the rents collected; to
offset this item, with. the sums expended for her repairs, against
the sums received by her, but that no further contribution
should be compelled. This is not creating a lien upon the property as was asked and refused in P1·eston v. Wright, 81
Maine, 300.
A receiver should be appointed at nisi prius, or upon a rule,
day to make sale of the property under such directions as may
be given at the time of the appointment. The complainant is
to be charged with all rents and profits collected by her or which
should be collected, up to the time of the sale, and she is to he
credited with all sums expended by her for necessary repain, and
taxes in accordance with the master's report. If the amount
with whieh she is to be charged is not equal to the amount with
which she is to be credited, the defendant is not to be required
to contribute any further sum. If the amount with which she
is to be charged exceeds the amount with which she is to be
credited, she shall pay to the defendant his proportionnl part
thereof, or the same may he adjusted by the receiver in the
distribution of the proceeds of the sale. The account stated by
the master, in his report, is up to March 8th, 1894. If the
parties cannot agree upon the item~ accruing subsequent to that
elate, it will be necessa'.'ry for the master to have a further hearing and make a supplemental report. We think that no costs
ehould be allowed either party.
Decree accordingly.
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F.
vs.

SAMUEL AND BENJAMIN

ELDRIDGE,

in equity,

DEXTER AND PISCATAQL"IS RAILROAD COMPANY.

Penobscot.
Deed.

Opinion ,Tune 21, 1895.
Cancellation.

Equity.

If a party can read, it is not open to him, after executing a deed, to insist that
the terms of it were different from what he supposed them to be when he
signed it.
If equity will ever relieve one who has entered into a transaction under a
misappreh(~nsion of its effect, when the other party merely failed to correct
such misapprehension, there being no such peculiar relations between the
parties as to place the one who remains silent under any unusual obligation,
the principle is well settled that such party who remains silent must himself
have appreciated the legal effect of the transaction and must have known
that the other was acting in ignorance of such effect.

ON REPORT.
Bill in equity, heard on hill, answer::-; and proofs, praying
for cancellation of a deed granting a right of way to the defendant railroad in Dexter, Penobscot county, so that the plaintiffs
might recover damage::-; for their land so taken.
,J. and J. JV. Crosby, for plaintiffs.
J. B. Peaks, for defendant.
SITTING: P1<:TEns,
WISWELL,
EMERY,

c. J.,

"TALTON, HAsKELL,

vVnITEHousE,

JJ.
,J., did not sit.

WISWELL, J.
In February, 1889, the complainants conveyed to the defendant corporation a small strip of land, upon
which the defendant's road-heel, for a short distance, hns since
been built. The con::-ideration named in the deed was one
dollar; there was no actual consideration, the conveyance was
voluntary. The land conveyed was of trifling value, worth
from ten to twenty-five dollars.
At the time of this conveyance, the complainants mvned and
still own other real estate, adjoining the land conveyed, upon
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which there is a dwelling-house within a few feet of the railroad,
and which they allege has heen greatly injured by its proximity
to the railroad, by reason of the noise, smoke and dirt resulting
in the operation of the road ; and all-\o because in the construction of the road-bed, it became necessary to build an embankment which has darkened and in other ·ways injured the house.
The complainants allege, in effect, that this deed was executed
by them without knowing its contents, that it was neither read
to nor by them, a.n<l that the description includes more land
than they intended to convey; that they were induced to make
this conveyance hy reason of false ancl fraudulent representations, although perhaps not intentionally fal~e or frnudulent;
and, upon this they morn e:-:pecially rely, that the complainants
were entirely ignorant that the conveyance would in any way
affect their right to claim and recover compensation for the
injury to their remaining property; that the directors of the
corporation, who procured a conveyance, were a\vare of the
legal effect of the conveyance upon the complain:rnt's right to
recover for injuries to the remaining property, and were aware
of the misapprehension of the complainants in this respect, but
that they utterly failed to give them any information upon this
subject and to correct their misapprehension. They therefore
ask this court to cancel the deed and to dcdare it void.
No great reliance is placed upon the allegation that the deed
was executed without being read. The deed was left with one
of the complainants to procure the signature of the other. If it
was not read by them, it was their own fault. They ·were not
misled in any way as to its contents.
These complainants are men of intelligence; they were willing to make a voluntary conveyance to the railroad company, of
the small piece of land needed, because of the advantages that
they expected to derive from the extension of the railroad from
Dexter to Foxcroft; they knew that they were making a conveyance, and would undoubtedly have been just as willing to
give the lot actually described in the deed as the somewhat
smaller one that they say they intended to convey.
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But in any event, this is no ground for equitable relief, either
affirmative or defensive.
~~ If a party cnn read, it is not open to him, after executing
it, to insist that the terms of the deed were different from what
he supposed them to he when he signed it. Nor could one who
is unable to read, he admitted to object that he was misled in
signing the deed, unless he had requested to hear it read, and
this had not been done, or a false reading had been made to him
or its contents falsely stated.'' i1[etca7J v. JJfetcalf, '85 Maine,

473.
The evidence utterly faih; to show any such frandnlent representations or concealment of material fach;, made hy the committee of the director8 'Who were engaged in settling land damages, either intentional or otherwise, as would warrant this
court, upon any principle of equity, in granting the relief
asked for.
This brings us to the next question, whether the ignorance of·
the complainants, of the effect of the transaction upon their
claim for damages for injuries to their remaining property, ·will
entitle them to the relief prayed for. There has been much
conflict of authority as to when and under what circumstances
ignorance of the law is :t cause for equitable relief. But the
general rules which have governed courts in granting equitable
relief, because of a misapprehension of the legal effect of a transaction, are nowhere more clearly and satisfactorily stated than
in Pomeroy's Equity Jurisprudence. w··e quote from section
843: "The rule is well settled that a simple rnistnke by a party
as to the legal effect of an agreement which he executes, or as
to the legal result of :m act which he performs, is no ground
for either defensive or affirmative relief. If there were no
elements of fraud, concealment, misrepresentation, undue
influence, violation of confidence reposed, or of other ineq11itable conduct in the transaction, the party who knew or had an
opportunity to know the contents of an agreement or other
instrument, cannot defeat its performance, or obtain its cancellation or reformation, because he mistook the legal meaning
VOL. LXXXVIII.
13
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and effect of the whole or any of its provisions. ·where the
parties with knowledge of the facts, and without any inequitable
incidents. have made an agreement or othn instrument as they
intendl~d it should be, and the writing expresses the transaction
as it was understood and designed to be made, then the above
rule uniformly applies; equity will not allow a defense, or grant
a reformation or rescission although one of the parties, and as
many case::-i hold both of them, may have mistaken or misconceived its legal meaning·. scope and .effect."
In this case, the evidence does not disclose that there were
any elements of fraud or other inequitable conduct upon the
part of the persons rPpresenting the defendant corporation in
the tranf-<action. The testimony of the complainant, who met
the directors and agreed to the conveyance, in regard to the
interview is as follows : ~1 The whole talk made to me, as I
recollect it, was made hy Mr. Geo. A. Abbott.
He had a
sketch in his hand withjust two straight lines showing the little
heater-piece that perhaps they would want to run across." He
says: '' If we buy Mrs. Horton's property ·we probably shouldn't
touch your land at all.
In case we don't buy that we
probably should want to run across this little piece which he
had the sketch of." He says: ' 1 e have been d<nYn talking with
N. Dustin & Co. about their damages and they were not going
to claim any. The remark that I made was that 'we don't want
to be meaner than Dustin's folks are ;' that is all the conversation that took place at that time that I remember. I assented
to that and Mr. Straw went to writing the deed. Then I left
the room. vVe were not to have any damages. Mr. Straw
was present during all the time of this negotiation."
But it is further urged that if even there were no representations made by the directors, which induced the misapprehension upon the part of the complainants of the effect of the
transaction, that their mere silence was inequitable and that it
would be unconscionable to allow the defendant to profit by
this conveyance.
If it is true that equity will relieve one 1-vho has entered into
a transaction under a misapprehension of its effect, when the

,v
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other party merely failed to correct such a misapprehern,ion,
there being no such peculiar relations between the parties as to
place the one who remains silent, under an unusual obligation,.
the principle is well settled, that such party must himself haveappreciated the legal effect of the transaction, and must haveknown that the other was acting in ignorance of such effect.
This does not appear in the case under consideration. The·
interview between the parties was extremely brief, and there is
no evidence, from which it mny be fairly inferred, that th<:·
directors knew that there was any ignorance or misapprehension upon the part of the complainants of the legal effect of the
conveyance. or that the directors themselves gave this matterany consideration whatever.
The relief pra.yed for, therefore, cannot he granted and the
bill must be dismissed. But the corporation has received some·
benefit from the conveyance, and we think that, under all the·
circumstances, it would be equitable that no costs for the·
defendant should be allowed.
The decree will be,
Bill dismissed, no costs ..

STATE

Knox.

vs.

CHARLES LYNCH.

Opinion June 21, 1895.

Indictment. Pleading. Dangerous Weapon. R. S., c. 118, § 25.
It is sufficient if the words used in an indictment to charge the commission of
a statutory offense are more than the equivalent of the words of the statute,
provided they include the full significations of the statutory words.
An indictment alleged that the respondent made an assault upon one McRae,
" with a deadly weapon to wit, a loaded revolver in his right hand he the
said Charles Lynch then and there had and held, did make an assault with
an intention him the said Daniel A. McRae then and there with a loaded
revolver aforesaid feloniously wilfully and of his malice aforethought to kill
and murder against the peace of said state and contrary to the form of the
statute in such case made and provided."
Held; that the offense specified in u. S., c. 118, § 25, viz: "an assault, armed
with a dangerous weapon with intent to kill and murder," was set out with
sufficient certainty.

ON

EXCEPTIONS.
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The case appears in the opinion.

B. It. Kalloch, County Attorney, for State.
Williani H. Fogler, A. A. Beaton, and R. R. Ulme1·, for
defenrlant.
SITTING: PETERs, c. J.,
nousE, WISWJ<_jLL, ,TJ.

,v ALToN, EMERY, HAsKELL, WHrTE-

vVISWELL, ,J. The respondent demurred generally to an
i'ndictment, in which the offense is set out as.___ follows: "That
Charles Lynch of Vinal Haven in the county of Knox on the
twenty-fifth day of November now last past with force and arms
at Vinal Haven aforesaid in the county of Knox aforesaid in
and upon one Daniel A. McRae in the peace of the State then
and there being to-wit at his post of duty in the engine room
of the steame1· Governor Bodwell then and there being in the
body of the county of Knox aforesaid making a landing at the
wharf in Vinal Haven aforesaid in the county of Knox nforesai<l upon the said Daniel A. McRae with a deadly weapon,
to-wit a loaded revolver in his right hand he the said Charles
Lynch then and there had and held did make an assault with
an intention him the said Daniel A. McRae then and there with
the loaded revolver aforesaid feloniously wilfully and of his
malice aforethought to kill and murder against the peace of said
State and contrary to the form of the statute in such case made
and provided."
This is nn exact copy, including punctuation, of so much of
the indictment as is quoted. Tlrn demurrer was overrnled and
exceptions taken.
The language of the indictment is somewhat confused and
there are unnecessary allegations, but the question is whether
the accusation is set forth with sufficient particularity and certainty to inform the accused of the offense with which he is
charged, and to enable the court to see, without going out of
the record, what crime has been committed, if the facts alleged
are true.
It is also necessary that the indictment should employ "so
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many of the substantial words of the statute as will enable the
court to see on what one it is framed; and, beyond this, it must
use all the other words which are essential to a complete description of the offense; or, if the pleader chooses, words which are
their equivalents in meaning; or, if again he chooses, words
,vhich are more than their equivalents, provided they inelude
the full significations of the statutory words, not otherwise."
Bh,hop on Criminal Procedure, vol. 1, § 612.
In State v. Hussey, 60 Maine, 410, it is said: '' An indictment should charge an offense in the words of the statute or in
language equivalent thereto." In that case the language used
was not equivalent to the statutory words, nor did it have a
broader meaning, including the significations of the words of the
statute.
We think it is sufficient if the words used in the indictment
are more than the equivalent of the words of the statute,'' provided
they include the full significations of the statutory words."
This indictment, is said by the prosecuting attorney, to have
been drawn under R. S., c. ll8, § 25, which is as follows:
"vVhoever assaults another with intent to murder, kill, maim,
rob, steal, or to commit arson or burglary, if armed with a
dangerous weapon, shall be punished by an imprisonment for
not less than one, nor more than twenty years; when not so
armed, by imprisonment for not more than ten years, or by fine
not exceeding one thousand dolh1rs."
We will separately corn,ider the objections to the indictment
raised hy the counsel for the respondent.
The statute makes it :ui aggravation and provides a more
severe punishment, if the person making the assault is, "armed
with a dangerous weapon." The indictment alleges that the
assault was made with a ' deadly weapon, to-wit, a loaded revolver
in his right hand he the said Charle~ Lynch then and there 'lrnd
and held."
vYhile deadly and dange1·ous are not equivalents, deadly is
more than the equivnlent and includes the full signification of
the statute word. A dangerous weapon may possibly not be
1
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dea<lly, hut a deadly weapon, one- which is capable of cauF<ing
death, must he dn,ngerous.
The indictment <loes not w;;e the word of the statute '' armed."
But it alleges that the assault wa:, made with a deadly weapon,
"to-wit, a loaded revolver in his right hand he the said Charles
Lynch then and there had and held." If an indictment alleges
that an assault is made with a dangerous or deadly weapon
which, the person making the asl'.-luult, had and held in his hand,
it is equivalent to an allegation that he was armed with such a
·weapon. ''Armed,. means furnished or equipped with weapons
of offense or defense. A person who has in his hand a dangerous ·weapon with which he makes nn assault, is certainly" armed"
within the meaning of the statute.
The indictment uses the ·words '' with an intention," instead
of the statutory words "with intent." The language of the
indictment, in this respect, is exactly equivalent to the words of
the statute.
The form of pleading adopted in this indictment is not to he
commended. It is al ways advisable to follow the forms which
have received judicial approval, or which have long been in
unquestioned use. It is also much safer to employ the wor<ls of
the statute than those about which a question may arise. But
the indictment in this case, although not free from criticism,
has set out with ::.ufficient certainty the offense specified in R.
S., c. 118, § 25, viz.: an as1:-mult, armed with a dangerous
weapon, with intent to kill and murder.
Exceptions overruled.
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Petitioner to be admitted to Citizenship.

Androscoggin.

Opinion June 24, 1895.

Naturalization. Lewiston Municipal Court. Jurisdiction. Const. of U. S.
Art. I,§ VIII; R. S., of U.S.§ 2165; Stat. 1893, c. 310.
There is no provision of the Federal Constitution which requires the courts or
judges of a State to perform any duties respecting the admission of aliens to
citizenship.
Such courts and magistrates may, if they choose, exercise the power conferred
upon them by Congress, unless prohibited by state legislation. But this is
a naked power, and imposes no legal obligations on the courts to assume and
exercise them.
Chapter 310, Laws of 1893, which prohibits any court established by this State,
other than the Supreme Judicial and Superior Courts, from entertaining any
jurisdiction over the naturalization of aliens is not in violation of any provision of the constitution of' the United States.
ON EXCEPTIONS.

The case appears in the opinion.

D. J ....WcGillicudcly and .P. A. Morey, for petitioner.
Counsel argued that the State cannot by legislation take from
the Lewiston Municipal Court its power of naturalizing foreigners, and that the court is one of common-law jurisdiction.
Dean, Pet'r, 83 Maine. 489.
It i:-i one of the courts to which Congress said an alien might
make application for admission to citizenship. If the State
creates a court, as it has done in this case, which fully answers
all the requirements of the United States statutes, then an alien
has the right to apply to such a court for naturalization.
'' State courts in admitting aliens to citizenship under naturalization laws act as United States courts." Jlfatte'I' of Oltristern,
43 N. Y. Superior Court, 523.
It has been decided that Congress could confer this power of
naturalization upon State com·ts.
In Am. and Eng. Ency. Vol. 6, p. 2G7 , - Note reads ag
follows:" While in principle it might be considered doubtful whether
Congress would confer any judicial power on the State Courts,
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yet the power to naturalize has been expressly upheld in State
v. Penney, 10 Arkansas, G2 l, and it i;:, probable that this view
would be taken by all the courts to avert the results which would
follow a contrary decision." Congress has the sole power of
enacting naturalization laws and no State can pnss any law to
confer citizenship of the United States. Chirac v. Chirac, 2
vVheat. 2tHl.
How then can the Legislature of this State pass any law affecting the natnralization of aliens when Congress has reserved to
it:-;elf the power of making all naturalization laws?
The United States passes this unif'orm rule and imposes upon
the courts of the various States, that are possessed of commonlnw jurisdiction, etc., the duty of naturalizing persons. When
admitted to citizenship it is true the alien becomes a citizen of
the United States, hut he exercises all of the powers of citizenship in the immediate portion of the State in which he happens
to reside and the benefit of his becoming a citizen inures more
to the State than to the United States. The State, really, has
all of the benefit of his becoming a citizen.
The law of the United States acts directly upon the judge of
the Lewiston .Municipal Court, together with all judges of this
State.
The United States claim certain rights directly of the judiciary
of the several States notwithstanding they are State officers.
The United States had the right to require the Judge of the
Lewiston :Municipal Court to enforce, to a certain degree, its
laws, notwithstanding he is appointed by the Governor of this
State and paid out of the treasury of the State.
SnTING: PETERS,

HOUSE, "\i\TrSWELL,

C. J.'

,JJ.

,v

ALTON' El\1ERY, HASKELL, WHITE-

WISWELL, J.
An alien applied to the Lewiston Municipal
Court, at its July Term, 18~)4, to be admitted to become a
citizen of the United States. The Judge of the Court declined
to entertain the application and dismissed it on the ground that
by virtue of Chap. 310 of the Laws of 1893, that court no longer

I
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had any juris<liction of naturalization cases. The applicant
excepted to this ruling.
By the Constitutiori of the United States, Article I, Sec. VIII,
it is provided that Congress shall have power, '' To establish an
uniform rule of nnturalization."
Congress has enacted that an alien making application for
citizenship shall make a declaration on oath, "before a .Circuit
or District Court of the United States, or a District or Supreme
Court of the Territories, or a Court of Record of any of the
States having common-law juri~diction and a seal and clerk."
And that he may be admitted to become a citizen by "some one
of the courts nbove specified." R. S., of the Unitecl States,§ 2165.
Assuming that the Lewiston Municipal Court is a court of
record having common-law jurisdiction and a seal and a clerk,
within the meaning of the statute referred to, the question is
presented whether the act of the Legislature, approved March
29th, 1893, is in violation of or contrary to any provision of
the fe<leral constitution. That act provides that the Supreme
Judicial and Superior Courts shall respectively have jurisdiction
of applications for naturalization, but that no other court established by the State shall entertain any primary or final declaration
or application made by, or in behalf of, an alien to become a
citizen of the United States, or entertain jurisdiction of the
naturalization of aliens. Chap. 310, Laws of 18~)3.
There is no provision of the federal constitution which requires
the courts or judges of a State to perform any duties respecting
the ndmission of nliens to citizenship. It is well established
that such court::; and magistrates may, if they choose, exercise
the power conferrell upon them by Congress, unless prohibited
by state legislation. Prigg v. Pennsylvania, lG Peters, 622.
But this is a naked power, and imposes no legal obligations on
the courts to assume and exercise them, and such exercise is not
within their official duty, or their oath to support the constitution
of the United States. Stephens, Petitioner, 4 Gray, 5.59.
The :Massachusetts Legislature, in 1855, enacted -a statute
prohibiting any court of the State from receiving or entertaining
any primary or final declaration or application of an alien to
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become a citizen of the United States, or to entertain jurisdiction
for the naturalization of aliens. It was held in the case of
Stephens, Petitz'one,·, supra, that this statute was not contrary
to the Constitution of the United States.
The ruling of the Judge of the Municipal Court wns correct.
Exceptions overruled.

CHARLES M. Du PuY

vs.
THE STANDARD MINERAL COMPANY, and others.
Sagadahoc.

Opinion June 25, 1895.

Trust. Jurisdiction in rem. Non-1·esident Parties.
Where real estate situated in this State has been conveyed by deed in trust,
held, that the trust is within the equity jurisdiction of this court and may be
dealt with regardless of the residence of the parties in interest. When the
trustee under the conveyance voluntarily submits himself to the jurisdiction
of the court, both the res and the title to it are in court.
Whether a bill in such case will be sustained and relief given is a matter of
discretion to be considered at the hearing of the parties in the court below;
but the jurisdiction of the court is well settled, and its jurisdiction of the
res enables the court to execute its own decrees by sale or other apt methods.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
in equity, praying that the plaintiff might be discharged
as trustee in a certain trust deed and for the appointment of a
new trustee.
The bill having been dismissed in the court below, for want of
jurisdiction on the ground that the trust mts created outside
the State, and none of the parties intere:-;ted being citizens or
inhabitants of the State, the plaintiff took exceptions to. the
decree dismissing the bill.
The plaintiff filed his hill of complaint on Septem her 24,
1894, and having proved to the satisfaction of the court that all
of the defendants reside out of the State of Maine, but within
the United States and east of the l\fo,:-,issippi river, the court
made an order on the 12th day of October, 18U4, requiring the
defendants to appear and answer the bill within one month
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from the rule day next succeeding the date of said order, to wit,
within one month from the 6th day of November next succeeding the date of said order, and directing that servi0e of said
order he made upon the defendants by publication three times
in different weeks within thirty days in the Bath Enterprise,
a newspaper published within the county of Sagadahoc.
The plaintiff on the 8th day of December, 1894, filed a motion in
writing that the bill be taken pro confesso. On the 5th day of
January, 18H5, this cause duly came on to be heard and was
argued by counsel, and it was proven to the satisfaction of the
court that the plaintiff was a citizen of the State of New York,
and that service of said order had been made by publication as
therein directed and that none of the defendants had appeared
or had interposed any answer, plea or demurrer to the hill, hut
that the defendants, Daniel H. Bacon and Frank E. Thompson,
hnd by their petition duly acknowledged and presented to the
court, joined in the prayer of the bill of complaint, and requested the court to appoint Edward Sturges Hosmer, Esquire, of
the city of New York, in the place of the plaintiff, as trustee
of the trust set forth in the bill of complaint, and that the plaintiff and the said Daniel H. Bacon and the said Frank E. Thompson had by an irn,trnment in writing, duly acknowledged, waived
their right to security for the due execution of the said trust,
as to their respective interests, aggregating seven hundred and
ninety-two one-thousandths, in case the said Edward Sturges
Hosmer were appointed as such trustee, and that a bond in the
sum of three thousand one hundred and twenty dollars will he
adequate protection to the other beneficiaries for the due execution of the t1:ust as to their remaining interest of two hundred
and eight one-thousandths; thereupon, after due consideration,
and after reading the said bill and the order of publication and
proof of compliance therewith, and the petition of Daniel H.
Bacon and Fmnk E. Thompson, and the affidavits of Brainard
Tolles and Charles M. Du Puy, and the waiver of security above
recited, it was Ordered, adjudged and decreed: That the bill be dismissed
for lack of jurisdiction, on the ground that the trust was created
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outside of the State of Maine, and none of the parties interested
therein, or in this suit, are citizens or inhabitants of the State of
Maine.
Some of the principal portions of the plaintiff's bill are as
follows:
'' First. On or about the eighth day of Augut,t, 1889, the
defendant, the Standard Mineral Company, being then seized
in fee simple absolute of two certain lots, pieces or parcels of
land situate in the town of Georgetown, county of Sagadahoc
and State of Maine, . . . did convey the said two lots, pieces
and parcels of land to your orator, by the execution and delivery of the deed aforesaid, in trust nevertheless : ( 1) To hold
and keep the same until such time as your orator should sell
the same, as in said deed provided; (2) to sell the same at such
time and place and in such manner as to your orator might
seem best, either at public or p1frate sale, for such sum of
money as to your orator might seem hest, and ( 3) to apply the
proceeds over and above all lawful costs and expenses incurred
in the administration of the trust, as follows: To keep and
apply to the individual use of your orator five hundred and
three one-thousandths of the net proceeds of said sale; to pay
to Daniel H. I}acon, one hundred and sixty one-thousandths of
said proceeds; to pay to Frank E. Thompson one hundred and
t,venty-nine one-thom::andths of said proceeds; to pay to I. W.
Shuttuck eleven one-thousandths of said proceeds ; to pay
to A. E. Sumner one hundred and ten one-thousandths of
said proceeds; to pay to Elizabeth Little thirty-two one thousandths of said proceeds, and to pay to Orvillus H. Gilbert
fifty-five one-thousandths of said proceeds, the terms and conditions of which trust being more fully set forth in the aforesaid deed . . . .
"Second. Since the delivery of said deed your orator has
ttcquired a lien by way of mortgage upon the Rhare or interest
in said proceeds set apart to Daniel JI. Bacon and to lfrank
E. Thompson, to secure payment of two several promissory
notes in the aggregate sum of seven thousand five hundred
dollars, which are both due and unpaid. Since the delivery of
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said deed the aforesaid Elizabeth A. Little has intermarried
with the aforesaid I. W. Shuttuck and is now the defendant
Elizabeth A. Shuttuck. Since the delivery of said deed the
said I. W. Shuttuck has died and letters of administration of
all the goods, chattels and credits ,vhich were of his estate have
been duly granted by the Surrogate of the County of New York,
in the State of New York, where the said I. W. Shuttuck was
re~iding at the time of his death, to the defendant Elizabeth A.
Shuttuck. The defendant Anna M. Clayton claims to have
deriYed some right or title to the sharc or interest in said proceeds set apart to A. E. Sumner, ::lince the delivery of said
deed, but as to the nature of the right or title, if any, of said
defendant to the said part or share, your orator is not informed
and makes no allegation.
~~Third. Notwithstanding diligent effort to sell the said ]ands,
your orator has not been able to find a purchaser therefor at
private sale, at a fair and reasonable price, or at any price.
The said lands are now subjeet to liens for unpaid taxes for the
years 1891, 18D2 and 1893. In order to avoid a total lo:'s of
the lands, the best interest of all the beneficiaries of the said
trust requires that the. said lands be sold at public i:mle as soon
as possible. Such sale cannot be made hy your orator without
danger of sacrificing both his own interest and that of the other
beneficiaries, for the reason that none of the other beneficiaries
are willing to purchase the said lands at a fair and reasonable
price or at any price, and your orator upon such puhlic sale would
be incompetent, as trustee, to hid for or to purchase the said
lands even though such course should he necessary to protert
his beneficial interest in the trust estate, and his lien upon the
interests of the defendants Daniel H. Bacon and Frank E.
Thomp~on.
'~ Fourth. The said lands are vacant and uncultivuterl and
valuable only for quarry purposes, and your orator hat-5 derived
no profit or income therefrom, and has permitted no waste to he
committed in respect thereto, and has not conveyed or encumbered the same, or any part thereof.
"'Vherefore, your orutor prnys to he discharged from hie
1
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office of trustee, and that a new trustee he appointed by this
court, and that the aid and direction of the court he given to
such new trustee in the execution of the trust set forth in the
aforesaid deed of conveyance, and that such new trustee be
instructed to sell the lands aforesaid with all convenient speed
and to distribute the proceeds thereof to the persons respectively entitled thereto, and that your orator may have, generally,
such other and further relief as the circumstances and nature of
the case may require," etc.

Fmncis Adams and Nathan Coombs, for plaintiff.
Bminm·d Tolles, of the New York bar, filed a brief and
argued:
( 1) That the judgment denying relief to the pl~intiff because
he is a citizen of New York and not of Maine is contrary to the
second section of Article Fourth of the Constitution of the
United Stntes which provides, ,i The citizens of each State shall
he entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens in the
~everal stntes."
(2) That the judgment is contrary to the law of the State of
Maine because,
(a) The controversy is one which the judicial power of the
State of Maine is competent to determine, inasmuch as it relates
to the title to lands within the State.
(b) All the judicial power which the State of Maine has over
such controversies has been conferred on this court by R. S.,
chap. 68, § 5.
All essential elements of jurisdiction are present, and an
effectual decree can he made and enforced so as to do justice
between the parties. Oastrique v . .Enrie, L. R. 4 H. L. 414,
42~; 1-l1er1'ill v. Curtis, 57 Maine, l 54; Ward v . .An·edondo,
Hop. Ch. 213.
(3) Proceeding in rem: Pennoyerv. Neff, 95 U.S. 714; .Arndt
v. Gn'.ggs, 134 U.S. 329; Sin,qlev. ScottPape1· Go_. 134 U.S. 11'7.
The judgment now sought is in rem and not one in personam
against any of the defendants.
(a) It is not sought to require the defendants to do or to
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refrain from doing any act. It is not sought to impose any
personal liability or obligation upon them.
(b) It is not a judgment capable of enforcement outside the
limits of the State. Affecting as it does the title to real estate
here situated, the only way in which it can ever be directly
enforced will he when some controversy arises over the possession of the land. Then the right to possession will be enforced
according to the title created by the decree. Manifestly this
is a matter exclusively for the local executive power. No
other State could reach within the borders of Maine and enforce
a judgment affecting the title or possession of land within thiR
State.
( c) The court has power to make a decree operating directly
upon the title to the land, and not needing the execution of a
conveyance to make it effectual. Of course, as a matter of
practice, in all ordinary cases, a conveyance would be made.
But the title would pass, not by force of the conveyance, but
by force of the decree. See Kenady v. Edwards, 134 U. S.
117, overruling in pnrt Greenleaf v. Queen, l Pet. 139, upon
which a dictum, contrary to the case cited, was baHed in Matter
of Abbott, 55 Maine, 580; Bmdsh'eet v. Butterfield, J 29 Mass.
339; Attorney General v. Barbou1', 121 Mass. 568; Bliss v.
Bradford, 1 Gray, 407; Pillsbu1·y v. E. & ..J..V. A. R. Go. 69
Maine, 394.
( 4) Judsdiction over actions in rem, respecting Maine real
estate is perfect and exclusive :
(a) The regulation of titles to Maine real estate is governed
by the laws of this State, and upon the courts of this State
ought to fall, in the first instance, the duty of declaring and
applying those laws.
(b) This State has a primary interest in the possession,
development and use of lands situated ·within its borders, and
ought not to permit the same to he tied up and rendered unpro-ductive through the lack of legal remedies for complications of
the title.
( c) The executive power of this State is alone able to enforce
decrees affecting the title to lands within the State.
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( d) This State is the 0nly one to whic,h non-resident beneficiaries would naturally look to receive notice of proceedings
affecting the title to lands here situated. Too heavy a h,nrden
would be laid upon them if they were required to read all the
newspapers published in all the states of the Union, at the peril
of being held bound by a publication made in Florida or Montana .
.Anidt v. Gri,qg8, supra; William8 v. 1lfaus, 6 Watts, 278;
Bowditch v. Banuelos, l Gray, 220; Eaton v. McCall, 86
Maine, 348; Lynde v. 0. C. & .I. C. R. Co. 57 Fed. Rep.
993; Farmers L. & T. Co. v. Postal Tel. Co. 55 Conn. 334;
Pitts, &c. R. Co.'s Appeal, 4 Cent. Rep. 110; I11wx v. ~Tones,
47 N. Y. 395; Butler v. Green, 19 N. Y. (Super.) 8D0; 1
Pom. Eq. § 298; People v. Am.. L. & T. Co. 43 N. Y. St.
Rep. 332.
In considering the assertion that the jurisdiction of the courts
of this State to remove and discharge trnstecs of lands in this
State, and to appoint their successors, is exclusive as well as
complete, regard should be had to the distinction hetween the
relief granted in such cases and that which consists merely in an
enforcement of the provisions of the contract out of which the
, trust arose, as, for example, in actions to compel the performance of duties appertaining to the trust, or actions for an
accounting. In the latter class of cases the court has to do
merely with personal duties and obligations. The title to the
trust estate is not affected, and all the terms and conditions of
the trust remain unaltered.
Non-residence of defendants no obstacle to jurisdiction. Inhabitants of .Anson, &c., 85 Maine, 79.
The authorities sustain the proposition that the notification of
beneficiaries, in proceedings to remove or discharge trnstees, is
a matter of local law and is not a condition precedent to the
exercise of juri:-,dietion. Any State, if it sees fit, may dispem,e
with it altogether, and decrees rendered without notice to the
beneficiaries will be valid, ·where the court has jurisdiction over
the trustee and over the corpus of the trust estate.
This was expressly determined by the Supreme Court of the
United States in the long contested litigation which successive-
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ly appeared before that tribunal under the titles: TVilliamson
v. Berry, 8 How. 495; Su:IJclam v. Willimnson, 24 How. 433;
Williamson v. Suydam, G vVall. 738. This iR a cause celebre
in respect to the power of a state over real property within its
borders. It was finally determined in favor of the claim of
authority on the part of the State, the Supreme Court reversing itself in order to follow the decision of the local tribunal.
1-lfatter of Robinson, 3 7 N. Y. 2Gl ; Nicoll v. Boyd, 90 N. Y.
516: De Peyster v. Beekman, 55 How. Prac. 92; Estate of
Brick, 9 Civ. Prac. 400; Tompkins v. lJl/oseman, 5 Redf. 402;
Chase v. Cha8e, 2 Allen, 101; Short v. Caldwell, 15,5 Mass.
57; .Felch v. Hooper, 119 Mass. 52.
Even conceding that some notice to beneficiaries is necessary,
it is evident that this power of giving notice hy publication to
non-residents is one which it is absolutely necessary for the
courts of this Stnte to possess. ·without it, titles might be tied
up by interminable complications, for which the courts would
have no power to give relief. The unexpected inability of a
trustee to act might result in valuable lands lying idle, employing
none of the industry of the State and contributing nothing to its
wealth and prosperity.
Non-resi,lence of plaintiff no ohRtnele to jurisdiction. Loai'za
v. Superior Court, 85 Cal. 11; Sentenis v. Ladew, 140 N. Y.
463; Cole v. Cunningham, 133 U. S. 107; Oorffold v. Coryell, 4 vVash. C. C. 380; Barrell v. BenJarniit, L5 ~fass. 354;
Cofrode v. Gm·tner, 79 Mich. 332.
The situation nctuully existing is this : The court has jurisdiction of the land; it has also personal jurisdiction of the trustee and of the holders of seven hundred and ninety-two onethousandths of the beneficial interest. The holders of two hundred and eight one-thousandths of the beneficial interest have
been served by publication and have not appcarc(l. The court
has power to appoint a new trustee and to confer upon him a
good title to the trust estate. It is for the interest of the State
and in accord with public policy that this power should be
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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exercised. If this court does not intervene the parties are
remediles8 and both plaintiff and defendants must suffer loss.
The relief demanded is one whieh would be instantly accorded
to a citizen of Maine, and Maine is hound by solemn compact
with her sister State, New York, to accord to the citizens of the
latter all the privileges and immunities which she grants to her
own citizens.
SITTING: PETEns,

,vIswEL

L,

c. J.,

WALTON, HAsKELL, ,vHITEHousE,

,LT.

HASKELL, ,T.
The real estate mentioned in the bill is situated
in the county of Sagadahoc, and was conveyed to the plaintiff,
by deed, in trust for specific purposes therein named. This
trust is within our jurif-diction, and may be dealt with regardless of the residence of the parties in interest. The plaintiff is
the trustee and voluntarily submits himself to the jurisdiction
of the court, so that both the res and the title to it are in court.
Whether the bill shall be sustained and relief given is a matter
of discretion to be considered below; but the power is settled
beyond question, as the authorities cited at the bar clearly
signify.
The early doctrine laid down by some writers that the remedy in equity is purely personal, and that, as decrees in equity
never execute therm,elvcs, it is necessary to have jurisdiction
of the person in order to make decrees effectual, does not
hold true in all cases and has been very generally discarded,
inasmuch as jurisdiction of the res cnables the court to execute
its own decrees touching it by empowering an officer of the
court to transfer titles, even to real estate, by sale or other apt
methods, so thut the equitable interests of all concerned may be
preserved and the property applied, or distribution of the
assets made, as the re:3pective interests therein may require.
Since the doctrine alluded to obtained, equitable. interests
have multiplied jn the shape of liens, created by law, and of
n_,sulting trusts, and from many other methods of business that
the commercial world has adopted and engrafted upon the strict
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rules of the common law; so that it has become imperative that
jurisdiction of the res should be sufficient to give auequate
relief in all matters where equitable interests have attached. Of
course, this jurisdiction must be exercised with great prudence,.
and only where the court is satisfied that absent parties have•
knowledge of the proceeding and have had ample opportunity
to intervene and protect their rights.
In this cause, the res is within the jurisdiction of the court,.
and whether the relief sought should he given is a considera-tion to be determined below after a careful review of all the•
rights and interests involved, so that sound equity may be done •.
Exceptions sustained. Bill retained
for heal'ing.

ALFRED

L.

STILPHEN

Kennebec.

vs.

RALPH

R.

ULMER,

and another.

Opinion June 29, 1895.

Trial Justice. Jurisdiction. Fish and Game. Stat. 1891, c. 95, §§ 16, 18.
The statute of 1891, c. 95, authorizing the recovery of penalties by complaint.
for violations of the fish and game laws directs that such prosecutions maybe commenced in any county in which the offender may be found, or in any
neighboring county. Held; that a trial justice in Knox county has no jurisdiction of such a complaint, under the statute, for an offense committedi
in Kennebec county, the offender not being found in Knox county.

ON

REPORT.

This was an action of trespass for false imprisonment against
the defendant Ulmer, of Rockland, county of Knox, a trial
justice, and John L. Thompson, of Newcastle, county of Lincoln,
a game and fish warden.
June 3, 1893, the plaintiff, a resident of Pittston, in Kennebec county, was arrested at his home by the defendant Thompson
on a warrant issued by the defendant Ulmer at Rockland, on the
preceding day, upon Thompson's complaint for maintaining an
illegal fish-weir in Dresden, Lincoln county, extending into
Eastern river. The plaintiff was taken to Rockland upon this
process, found guilty and sentenced to pay a fine of fifty dol1ars
and costs taxed at twenty dollars and forty-six cents, which he
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paid and was thereupon discharged. The statute, 1891, c. 95,
§ 18, under which the defendants justified is as follows:
Sec.
18. · Officers authorized to enforce the fish and game laws, and
all other persons, may recover the penalties for the violation
thereof in an action on the case in their own names, or by
complaint, or indictment in the name of the State ; and such
prosecution may he commenced in any county in which the
offender may he found, or in any neghboring county."
The defendant::, further relied, in their argument, on the stat.
1885, c. 285; and the defendant Thompson, as a warden, on
R. S. , C. 4(), § 40.
1

'

A. M. Spear and 0. L. Andrews, for plaintiff.
The trial justice in Knox county had no jurisdiction by statute
over this plaintiff, as Knox is not next or contiguous to Kennebec, Lincoln intervening. Neighboring means next or contiguous. Hi::, jurisdiction is derived from statute,' and there are
no presumptions in favor of inferior courts. ]Jfartin v. Fales,
18 Maine, 23; llersom's case, 39 Maine, 4 76; State v. Whalen,
8,5 Maine, 4(H1, and cases. vVhen claiming any right, or
exception, under his proceedings, he must show nffirmatively
that he acted within his jurisdiction. Thurston v. Adam,.'I, 41
Maine, 423. Rule of interpretation: Wiru,ilow v. I1imball, 25
Maine, 495.
The object of the law was to enable an officer, if he found a
violator of the law a long distance from a magistrate in the county
in which the offense was committed, or the defendant found, to
take him across the border into the next county, where the court
might he located but a short distance away, thereby saving
expense and time, hoth to the defendant and the State; e. g., an
offender might be found in Somerset county just across the line
from Eustis, in Franklin county, where there is a trial justice,
while the nearest magistrate in Somerset would he .North New
Portland, hventy or thirty miles away. To meet such a case as
this was the sole purpose of the law. Persecution instead of
prosecution was not the intention of the Legislature in enacting
this law ; hut persecution wilful and oppressive was the purpose
to which the law was put in the case at bar.
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Statute in <lerogation of common law: Dwelly v. Dioelly, 46
Maine, 379; People v. Palme,·, 109 N. Y. llO; S. C. 4 Am.
St. Rep. 423: Dunn v. Met. E. R. ()o. 119 N. Y. 540.
When criminal statutes admit of two constrnction~, the one
most favorable to the defendant must be given: 1 Rish. Crim.
Law, § 139; Exparte Mc.Nulty, 77 Cal. 164; S. C. 11 Am. St.
Rep. 257; Dw·kee v. Janesville, 28 Wk 4G4; S. C. 9 Am.
Rep. 500.
Counsel also argued that the act of 1891, permitting an offender to be taken from his own, or the county where the offense is
committed, to an adjoining county for trial, is contrary to the
Maine Constitution and§ 1, 14th Amendment of U. S. Constitution, as not being due process of law. Eames v. Savage, 77
Maine, 212, and cases.
Counsel also cited: Woodbridge v. Oonnor, 49 Maine, 353;
Vinton v. Weaver, 41 Maine, 430: Gm·ney v. Tufts, 37 Maine,
131, and cases; Wood v. Graves, 144 Mass. 365.

T,;ue P. Pierce, for defendants.
The act of 18Dl was intended to enlarge the jurisdiction of
trial justices, besides that conferred hy stat. 1885, c. 258. The
law under which a trial justice acts may be unconstitutional and
void, and still he is not liable in torts for his acts. Moak's
Underhill Torts, 191, and citations. If he had a general jurisdiction of the subject upon which he acted, he would not be
liable, if he exceeded his jurisdiction. Lan,q v. Benedict, 73
N. Y. 12; Hallock v. Dominy, G9 N. Y. 238; Knell v.Brisco,
40 Md. 414.
If this plaintiff had raised the question of the constitutionality
of this net, Mr. Ulmel', in his judicittl capacity, could have
decided it; and even if his decit;ion had hecn a wrong one, the
law would hold him harmless. The plaintiff might also have
raised the question that this statute gave Mr. Ulmer no jurisdiction of the subject matter involved. The statute certainly gave
an enlarged jurisdiction; and Mr. Ulmer, after a careful examination of it, claims jurisdiction and acts in the premises,- acts
without malice, fraud or corrupt motive. Certainly, in n case
of that kind, even if he acted in excess of his real j'nrisdiction
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the law ought to protect him in his judicial act as fully as it
would if he acted on a statute whieh was void ab initio. This
would not be an assumption of jurisdiction where none in fad
existed; it would only be acting by reason of an honest mistake as
to authority in excess of a real jurisdiction, a mistake as to extent,
and such a mistake ns a judge of a court of a much higher grade
could he readily par,lone<l for making. Counsel also cited:
Cool. TortR, c. 14; Giffo,·dv. Wi,r,,gins, 18 L. R. A. 356 (Minn.).
The defonda.nt, Thompson, acted in his official capacity, only,
and hy express authority given him by the statute provisions
of this State. R. S., c. 40, § 40. It is there provided that the
governor ~i may appoint wardens, who shall enforce all laws
relating to game and the fisheries, arrest all violators thereof,
and prosecute all offen:--es against the same; they shall ham the
same power to serve all criminal processes against such offen<len, as Hheriffs, and shall be allowed the same fees." 'i-Iis
authority is co-extensive \vith the State. vVhen a warrant
which appears to he regular upon its face is placed in his hands,
it is not a mattt>r of choice \Vith him whether he will obey its
behests or not. The law gives him no alternative; but it
proteets him in the discharge of his imperative duty. Emei·y
v. Hap,qood, 7 Gray, 55.
It seems to he settled by an almost unbroken line of authorities that if a person merely lays a criminal complaint before a
magistrate, in a matter over which the magistrate has a general
jurisdiction, and on which the person charged is arrested, the
party laying the complaint is not liable for an assault and false
impri:;;;onment, although the particular case may be one in which
the magistrate had no jurisdiction. Langford v. B. & A. R.
R. 144 Mass. 431. In this case the. court close with this
remark : ii In the case before us, the magistrate had jurisdiction
of the subject matter and of the party; although the complaint
was defective, the warrant was good on its face ; and an arrest
under it was an act done by virtue of legal authority, and does
not constitute an assault."
SITTING: PETERS,

c. J., vVALToN, E1'-rnRY, HASKELL, ,vH1rrE-

HousE, vV1swELL, JJ.
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HASKELL, J. Trespass for false arrest. Plaintiff resided
and was arrested in Kennebec county upon a warrant issued by
a trial justice in Knox county for violating the fish and game
laws in Lincoln county. He was taken through Lincoln county
into Knox county for trial before the magistrate who issued the
warrant and was fined $70.4G including costtJ which he paid.
His arrest continued for the space of twelve hours, hut was
without malice or evil intent. The court is of opinion that
the proceeding ·was unauthorized and illegal, but that actual
damages only may be recovered.
Defendants defaulted for $100.

K. LANCEY
vs.
OBED Foss, and another, Executors.
vY1LLIA1\1

Somerset.
Bankruptcy.

Opinion September 13, 18D5.

Assignment. Actions. Limitations. R. S. of U. S., §§ 5046,
5047, 5057.
In March, 1878, the plaintiff brought suit against his debtor for the purpose of
collection, upon numerous notes and upon an account annexed, and also
upon a special contract. Subsequently in the same year the plaintiff became
bankrupt under the Act of 1867 and received his discharge in 1879. His
assignee duly appointed, dicl not appear in the case, nor did the bankrupt's
schedule of assets set forth any of the notes, accounts or claims embraced
in the suit which stood on the docket without further disposition until
March, 1892.
Held; that such items of estate, corporeal and incorporeal as the assignee
declines to appropriate or utilize, remain the property of the bankrupt, subject always to the superior right and title of the assignee. Notwithstanding
the adjudication and assignment under the bankrupt act, there is left in the
bankrupt a right which makes a title good against all the world except his
assignee and creditors, who may appropriate the entire title and interest,
and so divest the bankrupt completely; but what they decline to appropriate
remains with the bankrupt who can defend or enforce it against all others.
Also, that if the defendants desire, they can haYe an order of notice of this
action served upon the assignee which will conclude him of record.
It appeared in the case that the assignee did not take over the title. He
elected not to take it and left it in the plaintiff. He neither took nor passed
the title. The plaintiff thus retaining the title subject to the assignee's
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paramount right, but good against others until such paramount right is
asserted, held, that the two years limitation (R. S. of U. S., § 5057) does not
apply as a bar to this action. That statute bars only the assignee and those
claiming under him.
Held; that the statement, in the facts agreed in this case, of the omission to
include these claims in the bankrupt's schedule of assets is not a statement
of fraud. There may have been innocent reasons for it, and the court cannot assume that it was fraudulent. The fraud, if any, was against the
assignee and creditors, and not against these defendants.
AGREl<~D STATEMENT.

The parties agreed upon the fo1lowing facts:
11
The writ is dated March 14, 1878, returnable to the September term of this court in Somerset county, 1878.
ii Suit is
brought upon numerom, notes of Going Hathorn,
the defendants' testator, and upon an account annexed, and also
upon a special contract set out in the writ.
11
Copy of writ may be furnished by either party.
11
Subsequently, in 1878, the plaintiff was declared a bankrupt, upon hiA own petition in the District Court of the United
States for the District of Maine; a schedule of his assets and
liabilities was filed in said court, the asseh; not including the
claims in this writ; and an assignee was duly chosen and
appointed on November 7, 1878, and on said November 7, 1878,
by decree and assignment of the proper Register in Bankruptcy
under the U. S. Bankrupt Act of 1867, all the estate and property of said Lancey was duly assigned to said assignee.
i i The assignee never appeared in this case.
11
On June 2, 18 7 9, said Lancey was duly discharged from all
his debts and liabilities and received a certificate of such discharge in usual form, from said District Court of the United
States, paying about twenty five cents on the dollar.
1
iif upon the foregoing facts this action can be maintained by
the plaintiff, it is to stand for trial; otherwise a nonsuit is to be
entered."

S. S. Hackett, for plaintiff.
D. D. Stewart, for defendant.
SITTING: PETERS,
HOUSE, \V1s,vELL,

C. ,T.,

JJ.

vVALTON,

E1mmY,

HASKELL, "'\VHITE-
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EMERY, ,T.
The statement of the case shows that the plaintiff is entitled to a hearing in this court upon the merits of his
claim against the defendants, unless he is prevented hy some
provision of the U. S. Bankruptcy Act of 18<>7, to which he
had become subject by the bankruptcy proceedings. The defendants contend that he is thus prevented by 8everal provisions of
that act.
I. Section 504G, U.S. Rev. Stat., Title Bankruptcy, provides that all of the property of the bankrupt, including all
choses in nction, all debts due h irn, nil rights and causes of
action, ( with certain exceptions not material here) i i shall in
virtue of the adjudication in hankruptcy and the appointment
of .his assignee, be at once vested in the assignee." Section
5047 provides that the assignee may he admitted to prosecute
in his own name, or that of the bankrupt, any suit pending at
the time of the adjudication. This suit u I'1d the subject matter
of it are clearly within these sec6ons.
Upon these sections and the bankruptcy proceedings the
defendants base a vigorous argument, that the plaintiff was completely shorn of all title and interest in this action and its
subject matter; that the entire title and interest ipso faeto passed
to the assignee, leaving nothing in the bankrupt plaintiff; that
the latter became civiliter mortuus, and lost the power of maintaining actions upon then existing claims as completely as one
physically deceased. There are vadous expressions and dicta
of judges which seem to ~tute the operation of the statute as
broadly us do the defendants, but we are not referred to any
express decision going so far upon the language of this particular
act.
Undoubtedly, by the operation of the bankruptcy proceed. ings under this act, the assignee is vested with the full right to
take all the estate of the bankrupt, whether scheduled or not,
and is vested with sufficient power -and title to fully administer
it in his own name, or that of the bankrupt, as he may elect.
But all such property of a bankrupt is not cast upon the assignee
nolens volens, like the personal property of a deceased intestate
upon the administrator. In the latter case the title cannot
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remain with the deceased, bnt must fall on his successor. The
assignee of a living bankrupt, however, rnny decline to take or
interfere with such property as he deems onerous or worthless.
The property so rejected hy the assignee does not thereby
become derelict, to vest in the fin;:t appropriator. The rights
and obligations which the assignee decline8 to enforce, or notice.
do not thereby vanish into nothingness.
Such items of estate, corporeal or incorporeal, as the assignee
declines to appropriate or utilize, remain the property of the
bankrupt, subject always to the superior right and title of the
assignee. Notwithstanding the adjudication nnd assignment
under the bankmptact, there is left in the bankrupt a right which
makes n title good agairn,t all the world except his assignee and
creditors. These may appropriate the entire title and interest,
and so divest the hankrnpt completely; hut ,vhat they decline
to appropriate remains with the bankrnpt. The title does not
fall to the ground between the two. If the assignee or creditor8
will not take it, no one else can appropriate it. The bankrupt
can1 defend or enforce it ngainst all others.
The above statement of the law is i:mpported directly or incidentally by many judicial decisions. Evans v. Brown, 1 Esp.
170; Chippendale v. Tomlinson, 7 East, 57; Temple v. London, &c. Railway Co. 2 J ur. 29G ; Re Stafford, 18 W.R. 95H ;
Eierbe1·t v. Saye,·, 5 Q. B. 965; Fyson v. Chambers, HM. & vV
460-466; Smitlz v. Gordon, 6 Law Rep. 313; Anwry v. Lawrence, 3 Cliff, 523; Taylor v. Invin, 20 Fed. Rep. 615; American File Co. v. Garrett, 110 U.S. 288; Reynolds v. Bank,
112 U. S. 405; Laughlin v. Dock Co. 65 Fed. Rep. 447;
Eyster v. Gaff, 91 U. S. 521; United States v. Peck, 102 U.
S. 64; Tlzatclwr v. Rockwell, 105 U. S. 4117; Sparhawk v .
. Yerkes, 142 U. S. 1; Sessions v. Romadka, 145 U.S. 29;
Iiiny v.Rernington, 36 lV[inn. 15; Smotelle v. Rollins, 23
Maine, 196; Foster v. TVylie, 60 Maine, 109; __._Vaslz v. Simpson, 78 Maine, 142.
In this case at bar, the action with its various counts upon
promissory notes, merchandise sold, etc., was pending in the
Supreme Judicial Court for Somerset county at the time of the
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adjudication and m,signment in bankruptcy. The claims here
in suit were not scheduled by the bankrupt, hut their exir,tence,
and the exi:5tence of this action to enforce them, were matters
of public record upon the docket and files of a court of general
jurisdiction. The assignee and creditors may he presumed to
have known of them. The assignee, however, never appeared
in the case, and does not now appear after a lapse of fourteen
years. He never uppropriated or took over these claims. It
is an easy and natural inference that he elected not to take
them, but to leave them with the bankrupt. United 8tates v.
Peck; 8pm·kawk v. Yerkes; 8essions v. Rornadka, supra.
The defendants cannot be heard to complain of this conduct
of the assignee. As to them it is res inter alios. The judgment in this action will protect the defendants against the
assignee as effectually as if he appeared in the case. Whatever
he may hereafter clo to appropriate the proceeds of the snit, if
any, will not affect the defendants. Eyste1· v. Gaff; Thatcher v.
Rockn·ell; Fo.<~ter v. Wylie, supra. If, however, the defendants
desire, they can have an order of notice of this action served
upon the assignee which will conclude him of record.
II'. Section 5057, U. S. Rt>v. Statute, Title Bankruptcy,
provides that ~~ no suit either at law or equity shall be maintainable in any court between an nssignee in bankruptcy and a
person claiming an adverse interest, touching any property or
rights of property transferable to or vested in such assignee,
unless brought within two years from the time when the cause
of action accrued for or against such assignee."
The defendants contend that this section bars the further
prosecution of this action. Their argument is that the assignee
could not after the two years begin a suit in his own or the
bankrupt's name, nor could he come into or prosecute a suit
already begun by the bankrupt. Their further argument is,
that every person claiming, or who must claim under the
assignee, is equalJy barred from beginning or prosecuting suits
after the two years, and that, as whatever title this plaintiff has
necessarily came from the assignee, he is barred as the assignee
is harTt>d. Many cases are cited in support of these arguments ..
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In every case cited, however, the title was held to have once
passed to the assignee. It followed that the plaintiff either had
no title or was barred by the two years' limitation upon the
assignee. Thus in Parks v. Tin·ell, 3 Allen, 15, cited so confidently by the defendants, the court held that the title had passed
to the assignee, and that the bankrupt plaintiff could only show
title from the assignee, and hence was barred equally ·with the
assignee.
In this c;lse at bar, as already stated, the assignee did not take
over the title. He elected not to take it and left it in the
plaintiff. He neither took nor passed the title. The plaintiff
retained the title subject to the assignee's paramount right, but
good against others until that paramount right was asserted.
Therefore the cat2es cited do not apply. The two years' limitation in the Bankruptcy Act docs not apply. It bars only the
assignee and those claiming under him. The plaintiff is not in
either category. In .Arnory v. Lawrence, 3 Cliff. 523, cited
supra, the suit was by a bankrupt on a claim existing before the
bankruptcy; but the suit ,vas begun long after the two years'
limitation had expired. The defendants invoked the statute,
but it ,vas held not to apply,- 8ee also Ludelin,q v. Chajfe,
143 u. s. 301.
III. The defendants further contend that the act of the
plaintiff in omitting these claims from his schedule was evidently
intentional and in fraud of the Bankruptcy Act, and that this
fraud vitiates an<l extinguishes his right to recover them. But
in the statement of the case there is no allegation of fraud. The
statement of the omission to include the claims in the schedules
is not a statement of a fraud. There may ham been innocent
reasons for it. The court cannot assume that it was fraudulent.
Again, the fraud, if any,
against the assignee, the creditors
and the Bankruptcy Act, and not against these defendants.
vVe have not been shown anything in the statement of the
case, or in the Bankruptcy Act, which in our opinion inhibits
the plaintiff from proceeding with this suit.
Action to stand Jo,· trial.

,vas
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Kennebec.

CLORAN

vs.

PETER

A.

HoULEHAN.

Opinion November 29, 1895.

Attorney. Debt. Discharge. R. S., c. 82, § 45.
It is provided by R. S., c. 82, § 45, that "no action shall be maintained on a
demand settled by a creditor, or his attorney intrusted to collect it, in full
discharge thereof, by the receipt of money or other valuable consideration,
however small."
A claim was intrusted to an attorney for collection by a person representing
himself to be the authorized agent of the creditor, and after a careful investigation of the claim the attorney accepted one-half of the demand in full
satisfaction and discharge of the whole debt. The creditor, having refused
to ratify the settlement, brought an action against his debtor to recover the
full amount of his claim. Held; That the question for the jury was not
whether the attorney had special authority to compromise the claim, but
whether the claim had been intrusted to him by the plaintiff; not whether
the attorney exceeded his authority, but whether he had any authority at
all from the plaintiff.
Upon a motion for a new trial, the court a1'e of opinion, that in view of the existing method of effecting sales of merchandise and making collections by the
aid of traveling salesmen aml the mutual confidence that underlies the established usages in all departments of modern mercantile life, few business men
would hesitate to act upon the presumption created by the facts and circumstances in this case that the person who intrustecl the bill to the attorney
for collection was the duly authorized agent of the plaintiff. Also, that if
this evidence was not sufficient to require the court to submit the question
to the jury, the corroboration afforded by the newly-discovered evidence
renders it sufficient; and that the defendant is entitled to have the jury pass
upon this evidence in connection with that introduced at the trial.
ON :MOTION AND :E:XCEPTIONS.

This wns an action of assumpsit tried to a jury in the Superior Conrt, for Kennebec county, and a verdict having been
rendered in favor of the plaintiff, the defendant took exceptions
and filed a general motion for a new trial. There was nlso a
motion for a new trial founded on newly-discovered testimony.
The case is stated in the opinion.

Emery 0. Beane and Pred E. Beane, for plaintiff.
George W. Ileselton, for defendant.

C. J., WALTON'
JtJ.

SITTING: PETERS,
HOUSE, VVISWELL,

ElVIERY, HASKELL, "\VHITE-
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"\V HITEHOUSE, .T. This is an action of assumpsit to recover
the sum of sixty dollars for one thousand cigars sold and delivered to the defendant at Gardiner l~y F. J. Roberts, a traveling
salesman for the plaintiff, whose place of business was in Lynn,
Mass.
The defendant admitted the receipt of the -goods, but denied
that there was anything due on the hill in suit, claiming that
thirty dollars of the account had been paid to the plaintiff's
agent, F. J. Roberts, and the balance to the plaintiff's attorney,
C. L. Andrews of Gardiner, who was said to huve been subsequently employed by another traveling agent of the plaintiff to
collect the claim or the balance due on it.
The verdict was for the plaintiff for the full amount claimed,
viz.,_ sixty dollars and sixty-four cents, and the case co1ines to
this court on exceptions and a motion to set aside the verdict
as against the evidence, and also a motion for a new trial on the
gniund of newly-discovered evidence.
It was not in controversy that Mr. Andre,rn was employed as
an attorney at hnv to collect the claim, by some one representing himself to be the authorized agent of the plaintiff, and that
in pursuance of this employment, after a careful investigation
of the matter, Mr. Andrews in good faith accepted from the
defendant the sum of thirty dollars as ~~ puyment in full" of the
plaintiff's claim, and forwarded a check for that amount to the
plaintiff.
But the plaintiff repudiated this settlement and
returned the check to Mr. Andrews with directions to restore
the p1oney to the defendant. The defendant, however, declined to
accept it when thus tendered to him. After the lapse of a year
and a half the plaintiff employed other counsel to commence
this suit.
It is provided by section forty-five of chapter eighty-two of
the Rcvi1rnd Stututes that ~~ no action shall be maintained on a
demand settled by a creditor, or his attorney intrusted to collect it, in full discharge thereof, by the receipt of money or
other valuable consideration, however small.'~ It was not controverted that Mr. Andrews drew thirty dollars in money on
the cheek received from the defendant and· that in accordance
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with the terms of the receipt given to the defendant ut the time,
this payment was mutually understood to be an extinguishment
of the whole debt. If, therefore, Mr. Andrews was the plaintiff's attorney i i int rusted to collect the demand," it had been
settled and this action subsequently brought upon it could not
be maintained, whether the prior payment of thirty dollars
alleged to have been made to Roberts had in fact been made or
not. The question for the jury, therefore, was not whether
Mr. Andrews had special authority to compromise the claim,
hut whether he was the plaintiff's ii attorney intrusted to collect
it;" not whether he exceeded his authority, but whether he had
any authority at all from the plaintiff.
U p<m this branch of the case the presiding judge instructed
the jury as follows : ~i It was claimed by the defendant at the
outset that the whole hill had heen paid, _that thirty dollars was
paid to Mr. Roberts, the agent of the plaintiff, and that thirty
dollars more was paid by check to Mr. Andrews, an nttorney
for the plaintiff. But in order to show that a payment to an
agent, or one who is daimed to be the agent, was a payment to
the principal, it was necessary to show that the agent had
authority to make such settlenient; and in this case, inasmuch
as the defendant's proof, in my opinion, fell short of showing
authority on the part of Mr. Andrews to collect the bill, and
the evidence showing that whatever he did as the agent and
attorney of the plaintiff was repudiated by the plaintiff and he
was requested to return the check, I have excluded testimony
upon that point as insufficient to show that Mr. Andrevvs had in
fact authority from the principal to accept payment in the way
testified to by ltim. So that is ]aid out of the case."
The plaintiff ha<l employed four different traveling agents
who successively visited the defendant's place of business in
Gardiner during the two years prior to the alleged settlement
of this claim, but neither Mr. Andrews nor the defendant was
able to state the name of the person who left the claim in question in Mr. Andrew's office for collection. It is in evidence,
however, that on the day the claim was left with Mr. Andrews
a man appeared in the defendant's place of business in Gardi-
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ner acting us the plaintiff's agent for the collection of bills; and
it subsequently appears from the description of this man given
hy the defendant and the description by Mr. Andrews of the
man who employed him to collect the bill, that the two ngents
were one and the same person. He had in his po:-:;session the
necessary data to enable him to mnke a correct statement of the
defendant's account, togetheT with other bills of the plaintiff
against other parties, and such printed bill-heads us were
uniformly furnished by the plaintiff to his agents. E. F. Cloran.
the plaintiff's son and book-keeper, who was himself a traveling
salesman for the plaintiff at one time, testified that their agents
were authorized to collect bills, hut not to settle for less than
the face of the bills without special permission from the house.
It further appears from the testimony of this witness, and of F.
J. Roberts, that it was in the mmal course of the business for
the plaintiff's agents to employ an attorney-at-law to enforce
the collection of doubtful or disputed claims. Mr. Andrews
testified that he receivecl one letter. if not two, directly from
the plaintiff's honse, but had been unable to find either of them
after careful search, and gave his recollection of the contents of
one of them as follows : 11 I think the contents were that they
declined to aceept any such settlement as I had made in the
matter, and wh,hed me to return the money to Mr. Houlehan,
and brfrig action on tlie case."
In view of the existing method of effecting sales and making
collections by the aid of traveling salesmen and the mutual
confidence that underlies the established cti::;;toms and usages in
all departments of modern mercantile life, few husincss men
would hesitate to act upon the presumption, created hy the faets
and circum:-:;tances above stated, that the person ·who intrusted
the bill to Mr. Andrews for collection ,vas the plaintiff's duly
authorized agent. The contents of the letter received hy the
attorney directly frum the plaintiff :s house show a elear and
distinct recognition hy the plaintiff of the attorney's general
authority to collect the hill, with further directions to commence
an action upon it. If this evidence was not sufficient to require
the court to submit to the jury the question whether Mr.
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Andre,vs was the 11 plaintiff's attorney intrusted to collect the
bill," we think the corroboration afforded hy the newly-discovered evidence should render it sufficient. Since the trial both
l\fr. An<lrews and the defendant have seen and conversed with
the person who on the same day called at the defendant's place
of business and left the bill in question with Mr. Andrews for
collection, and identified him as Homer Bush, who acc()rding to
the testimony of E. F. Cloran was then the plaintiff's authorized
agent. ·we think the defendant is entitled to have a jury pass
upon this evidence in connection with the other evidence introduced at the trial tending to show that the settlement of the
demand in 8nit was made hy the plaintiff':-, 11 attorney in trusted
to collect it," a1Hl that the entry should he,
.Jfotion ,•mstained. New trial
granted.

THE GRAND T1rnNK RAILWAY OJ,' CAXADA, PETITIOXIm FOR

CERTIOHATI,
t'8.

CouNTY CmnnssIONEHS.

Cumberland.

Opinion November 29, 18D5.

Railroads. County Commissioners. Repeal o.f Statute. R. S., c. 1, § ti; c. .51,
§34; Stat. 1898, c. 20.5.
Whenever the jurisdiction of a tribnnal over any subject matter depends
wholly upon a statute, a new act repealing the statute, or so amending it as
to transfer the jurisdiction to another tribunal, without any reservation as
to proceedings then pending, will have the effect to invalidate all such proceedings at whatever stage they may have arrived. If final decision has
not been rendered, or final relief granted, before the amendatory act went
into effect. it cannot be rendered or granted after the amendatory act.
A petition to the county commissioners under R. S., c. 51, § B4, for gates at
railroad crossings is not an" action" within the meaning of R. S., c. I, § 5.
On petition of the municipal officers of Pownal, the county commissioners
of Cumberland county adjudged that a flagman was necessary at the intersection of the railway with a certain highway in that tovm. But by an
amendment to the statute, which took effect after the hearing before the
commissioners and prior to their decision, jurisdiction of the subject matVOL. LXXXVIII.
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tcr embraced in the petition was taken from the county commissioners and
conferred upon the railroacl commissiouers, without any saving clause
respecting proceedings then pending. Held; that the amendment to the
act invalidated the decision of the county commissioners subsequently
rendered.

ON REPOHT.

This was a petition for certiorari. The cause came on for
hearing upon answer by way of demurrer to the petition, which
said answer by way of denmrrcr wat-i joined by the petitioner;
and hy agre<'ment of counsel, the same was reported to the law
court to c.~nter such judgment us the legal rights of the parties
may require.
All the original papers in the proceeding were made a part of
this report.
The CH8e is stated in the opinion.

A. A. Strout and C. A. Hight, for petitioners.
C. A. True, County Attomey, for respondents,

C. J.,
J~J.

SITTING: PETERS,
HOUSE, ,VISWELL,

WALTON,EMERY, HASKELL, WHITE-

""\VHITEHOUSE, ,T.
On the fourteenth day of February, 1893,
the munieipal oflicers of Pownal pre:,;ented to the county commissioners of Cumberland county a petition based on section 34 of
ehapter 51 of the Revised Statutes, representing that public
~afety required the maintenance of gates acrnss a highway in
that town at its intersection with the Grand Trunk Railway, and
asking for a deeb;ion upon the reasonableneRs of such request.
The petition. wns entered at a term of the court o( county
commissionerR holden on the twenty-first day of February, 18~)3,
a hearing thereon was had on the fifth day of April, 1893, and
on the fifth day of .Tune following the county commissioners
adjudged and decided that a flagman at the crrn,sing in que.stion
was necessary for the public 1-mfety and ordered the railway
company to station a fiagrnnn there.
The railroad company now pruys for a writ of certiorari,
alleging as cause fol' error, inter alia, that the county commissioners, at the time of rendering this decision on the fifth day
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of June, 1893, hnd no jurisdiction of the subject matter embrnced
in their adjudication, and that they acted entirely without authorHy of law.
It is not in controversy that when the original petition wa:-;
presented and at the time the hearing thereon was held on the
fifth day of April, the county commissioners had jurisdiction of
the subject matter by virtue of 8ection 34, chapter 51 of the
Revised Statutes, above eited. Bnt that section vvaR amended
by chapter 205 of the Public Laws of 1893, by the substitution
of the word 11 railroad'' for the word 11 county'' in the fifth line
thereof. Thus jurisdiction of the subject matter em braced in
these proceedings was taken from the county commissioners
and conferred upon the railroad commi::isioners, without any
saving clause respecting proceedings then pending. This amendatory act of 1893, took effect on the 28th day of April, after the
hearing on the petition in question before the county commissioners, hut prior to their decision on the fifth day of ,June.
It is a well established and familiar rule of law that whenever
the jurisdiction of a tribuna] over any snbject matter depends.
wholly upon a statute, a new act repealing the statute or so,
amending it as to transfer the jurisdiction to :mother tribunal,.
without any reservation as to proceedings then pending, will:
have the effect to invalitlate a1l such proceedings at whatever
stage they may have arrived. If final decision has not been
rendered or final relief granted before the umendatory :wt ·went
into effect, it cannot be ufter. rVilliams, Pet'r, v. Go. Com ..
35 ]\,laine, 345; Go. Com. Pet'n;, 30 Maine, 221; Plantation
v. Thompson, 36 Maine 365; So. Oamlina v. Gaillard, 101
U. S. 433 ; Endlich on Int. of Statutes, § 4 79.
It is true that section 5, chapter 1, R. S., provides that 11 :wtions
pending at the time of the passage or repeal of an act are not
affected thereby ;" but the word 11 actions" in this statute does
not include a petition pending before the county commissioners,
founded on section 34 of chapter 51, such :rn is here under
consideration. The amend,~tory act of 18!>.3 cannot have simply
a prospective operation like some new positive enactment, for
the effect of the amendment was to repeal one pr~vision and
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substitute another. Webster v. Co. Corn. 63 Maine, 29; and
64 Maine, 434. See also Co. C01n. Pet'rs, 30 Maine, 221; and
Belfast v. Fogler, 71 Maine, 403.
On the fifth day of ,Tune, 18~)3, the county commissioners had
no jurisdiction of the subject nrntter in question, and their
adjudication was without authority of law.
l¼-it of certiorari to issue.

ROBERT GODDARD

Sagadahoc.

vs.

INHABITANTS OF HARPSWELL.

Opinion December 13, 1895.

Towns. Liaqility for torts of its officers. Ways.
A town is not liable for the torts of its selectmen in building a road, when
there is no vote authorizing them to take charge of that work.
The duty of building roads is devolved by law upon certain public officers,
such as highway surveyors, or road commissioners. A vote to authorize
the selectmen to borrow money for building a road does not empower the
latter as agents of the town to assume the work of building.
See Goddard v. Harpswell, 84 Maine, 499.
ON MOTION AND EXCEPTIONS.

This was an action oftroverforthe conversion of some stone used
in the construction of a road. A new trial having been ordered,
see 84 :Maine, 499, the jury returned a second verdict for the
plaintiff in which the damages were assessed at three hundred
and eighty-five dollars. The defendants moved for a new trial
and also took: exceptions. It hccnme unnecessary to consider
the latter.
The case appears in the opinion.

C. tV. Larmbee, for plaintiff.
Weston Tlwmp:wn, for defendants.
SITTING: PETERs,

HousE,

vVISWELL,

c. '-T.,

vVALToN, EMERY, HASKELL, WmTE-

JJ.

EMERY, J.
The defendimt tcnvn was required by law in
consequence of a decree of the county commissioners, affirmed
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by this court upon appeal, fo open and build :t certain town
way or road ·within the to-..:vn. The road was afterward built
and certain stone of the plaintiff within the location of the road
was appropriated and used in its construction. The plaintiff
brought against the town this action of trover for that conversion of hit- stone.
To connect the town with the conversion of the stone, he
adduced the following evidence : ( 1) a vote of the town H to
rait-e three hundred dollars hy assessment, and allow the selectmen to hire a sum not exceeding five hundred dol1ars," to pay
~~ for land damages and to huild the road," ( viz : the road in
question); (2) the acts of three men, the selectmen of the town,
in advertising for proposals, and making a contraet with one
Coombs of Brunswick, for building the road ; ( 3) the direction
by the selectmen to the contractor to make use of the plaintiff's
stone, as material for the road ; ( 4) the appropriation and use
by the contractor of the stone under that direction ; ( 5) the
approval by the town auditor of a charge by the selectmen
for advertising for proposals, and of a charge for the five hundred
dollars hired.
It does not appear whether the selectmen at the time of their
action were also either highway surveyors or road eonnnissjoners
a:::; they might lawfully have been. If they were, then as to
opening »nd bui}djng this road, they were public officers acting
for the public, and not mere town ugents acting for the town.
In such case, though the town appointed them and furnished the
money for them to expend, it is not re8ponsihle for their unlawful acts. Goddard v. Ifarpswell, 84 Maine, 499; Ilennessey v .
.1_Vew Bedford, 153 Mnss. 2(i0. In the absence of evidence to
the contrary, in an action against the town, it is to be presumed
that they were acting as such public officers.
If, however, they were not such officers, hut were acting, or
assuming to aet, as selectmen and agents of the town, then it
does not appear that the town ever authorized them to do more
in relation to this road than to hire the nece~sary money. The
vote (~f the town put in evidence went no farther. The approval
by the auditor of their charges for advertising for proposals
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was not a ratiticntion by the town of their direction to the contractor to take the plaintiff 'to, ::-tone. Their general power::, as
selectmen do not supersede those of highway surveyors or road
commissioners. ,vithout a vote of the town empowering them
as selectmen or as individuals to take the duty of opening and
building this road out of the hand::, of the regular road officers,
they cannot bind the tovm by their contracts or torts in the
premi::-es. Tufts v. Lexin,r;ton, 72 Maine, 516; Br!Jant v. fVestbroolc, 8G Maine, 450; riennessey v. New Bedford, 153 Mass.
2G0. No such vote is shown.
iVlotion sustained. Verdict set aside.

CHARLES F.

,v.

D1LLAWAY, and others,

GEORGE

Kennebec.

vs.
A.

ALDEN.

Opinion December 13, 1895.

Contracts. Wagers. Brokers.
Contracts between a stockbroker and a customer for buying or selling stocks
upon a margin in the hope of profit from the fluctuation in price, nre not illegal, if either party expects the final balance to be liquidated by a delivery
of the remaining stocks.
If, however, neither party expects any delivery of stocks at any time, but
both parties understand that only money is to be paid from one to the other
according to changes in the market price the arrangement is a mere wager
upon changes in price and is illegal.
In this case there were nnmerou.;; dealings with reference to changes in
price, but the broker always kept command of sufficient actual stock, to
make delivery when demanded, and at the encl of the last deal, did transfer
the remaining stock to his customer's order. Such transactions were not
wagers.

ON

REPORT.

This was an action of assump8it 011 the defendant's promissory note for $12,58G.42, given at Boston, July 3, 189;1, to the
plaintiffs, Dillnway, Starr & Co., on ::,ix months. Plea, general
i::,sue, and the following brief statement of defense :
•i That
the note described in the plaintiffs' ·writ was given
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without consideration and is null and void ; that it was given
by way of Rettlement and in consideration of contracts made
by and between the plaintiff'.-; and the defendant, hy way of
gaming and wagering, contrary to the form of the statnte then
and still in force (in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
where said contracts were made and executed), in such case
made and provided, and contrary to law in such case; that
prior to the making of such note, said plaintiffs, us broker~,
residing and doing lmsines::-; in the city of Boston and Commonwealth of Massaehusetts, contractetl with the defendant to buy
and se11, in the Commonwealth of Massachu::-;etts, upon credit
and margins, certain securities and commodities ; that neither
the plaintiffs nor defendant at the time such contracts were made,
had any intention to perform :_;;aid contraets by actual receipt or
delivery of such securities or commodities, and payment of the
price therefor, and that they in fact were never delivered or
paid for, nor did either ever intend that the other was hound to
deliver the same, but that in all said contracts the real intent
of the parties was to wager on and to :_;.;peculate in the rise and
fall of such securities and commodities, and that the one party
was to pay and the other to accept the difference between the
contract price of such secnrities and commodities at the date
fixed for executing said several contracts, or when saicl contracts should be closed; and that there waH no intention that
said securities or commodities he bought oufright; and that such
contracts were all .gambling transactions and illegal and void~
and that said note was given for such cre<litH and seeurities and
transaetions, so arising in buying and selling sul:h securitie1-,
and commodities, ,vithin said Commonwealth of Massachusetts ;
and if the plaintiffs paid any money for or on aceount of the
defendant, for which said note was given, they did ::,;o kn(~wing
that such money was lent and advanced to and for the defendant on account of, and to be used in, gaming and illegal transactions, in which the plaintiffs and defendant were connected,
and that the plaintiff8 ther.JAelves made the upplicntion of such
moneys, according to their own judgment, in the promotion and
furtherance of such gaming and illegal tran8actions."
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'' The defendant further averred that he frequently forbade the
plaintiffs from buying and t:ielling of said securities and commodities on the defendant's account, hut the plaintiffs disregarded
his directions so made, and fraudulently, and for their own
benefit, and for the commission which the said plaintiffs would
receive in such transactions as brokers, fr:mdnlently continued
to buy :tn(l sell said securities und commoditie::,."

S. S. Brown, for plaintiffs.
Eclniunrl F. awl Appleton Webb, for defendant.
Counsel cited: R. S., c. 125, § 10; Mass. Stat. 1890, c.
437; I1ennedy v. Cochrn11e, G5 ~Iaine, 5~)4; Bond v. Oumminys, 70 l\laine, 125 ; Banclwl' v . .i.Wansel, 4 7 :Maine, GO;
Indn v. Willim·, 110 U. S. 499; T!Jler v. Carli.-;le, 79 Maine,
210; Fr-anlclin Ocnnpany v. Leu:istun Inst. fm· Savings, 68
Maine, 47; Ru1nsey v. Be1·1·y, G5 Maine, 574; Cunnfoghcun
v. __/._Vr.lti'.onal Bank nf Augusta, 71 Ga. 400 (S. C. 51 Am. Rep.
2Gfi) ; Bruce's Appeal, 55 Pa. St. 2~)8; Dyer v. Curtis, 72
Maine, 185; ..._~farble v. Gmnt, 73 Maine, 423.
The gambling nature of the transaction fa shown plainly from
the fact that during all these tran:--actions, aggregating more
than half a million in a few months, H(Jt a single share of the
stock was ever delivered to the defonchmt or seen hy him, or
paid for hy hjm ; neither have the plaintiffs ever expeeted payment or deli very.
S1TTING: PETERs,
HousE,

c ..J.,

WALTON, EMERY, HASKELL, vVn1TE-

'\VI SWELL, J J.

E:nERY, J. The material facts found by the court are these :
The defendant had an intimate personal acquaintance with one
Brown, a member of the firm of Francis B. Dana & Co., stockbrokers in Boston. .March 29, 1892, the defendant turned
over to this firm two hundred shares of St. Louis South western
Railway stoek, and $2000 of Maine Central Railroad five per
ecnt bonds. The stock was the residuum of some prior stock
transactions with or through Brewster, Cohb & Estabrook,
another brokerage firm in Boston. The J\fainc Central bonds
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had heen deposited with this latter firm as collateral security
for margins. All were turned over to Francis B. Dana & Co.,
on the defendant's order.
Frnm April, 1892, to :March, 1893, Francis B. Dana & Co.,
apparently bought and sold various stocks on the defendant's account. Their hooks show numerous such transactions. The
defenclant appears to be charged with amounts paid for stocks
plus commission1', and credited with proceeds of stock sold minus
commi1'sions. Some few of these seeming transactions were by
direct, special instructions of the defendant. The mass of them,
however, were under what Dana & Co. claimed to be general
authority from the defendant to buy and sell for him at their
discretion.
In April, 1893, as the result of these various stock: transactions ( actual or seeming) the books of Dana & Co. showed a
balance against the defendant of some $12,500, for which
according to their books they held as security three hundred
and fifty share::; of various stocks, and the original $2000 of
Maine Central boncls. In the meantime Brown had withdra,yn
from the firm of Dana & Co., and become a membei· of the
plaintiff firm of Dill a way, Starr & Co., of Boston, also stockbrokers. At Brown's request, tho defendant gave the Inst firm
written in::-;tructions to pay the balance due from him to Dana
& Co. and take over his securities in their hands. This the
plaintiffs did, April 1:3, 1893, paying Dana & Co., $12,511.41.
At the request of Mr. Dillaway, the defendant on July 3, 1893,
gave the plaintiffs his note for that sum and interest, collaterally
secured by the stocks and bonds they had received from Dana
& Co. This action is upon that note.
I. The defendant contends and testified that he did not
authorize Francis B. Dana & Co. or Brown to buy or sell stocks
ou his account except in a very few specific instances, and
further that he gave repeated instructions to them to cease
operations and close his account. Brown testified to the contrary. The defendant, however, at the end instructed the
plaintiffs to pay the balance of all the transactions and then
gave his note for that balance so paid. So far as the plaintiffs
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are concerne<l the defendant must he held to have ratified the
doings of Dana & Co.
II. The defendant again contend~ that the transactions with
Dana & Co. which created the balance against him, and which
are the consideration of his note, were wagering contracts and
void by the law of Massachusetts where they took place, and by
the law of Maine where the balance is sought to hf~ recovered,-that Brown knew of this illegality, and that his know ledge
affects the plaintiff firm of which he was a member. vVaiving
the question whether this il1egality and Brown's knowledge, if
established, would be a defense to this note against the plaintiffs, we proceed to inquire whether such illegality is established.
The purchase and sale of stocks for profit, - contracts to buy
stocks to sell again on a hoped-for-rise in price,- contracts to sell
stocks on a hoped-for-fall in price,-are not illegal. Speculation
is not necessarily gambling. A purely speculative contraet is
not necessar.ily a wngeri ng contract. Speculation and speculators may serve a useful purpose in providing a continuous market, and in differentiating a special class to assume the hazards
of fluctuations in prices, and thus relieve the regular trader or
producer of that risk. So long as there is a real transaction,, so long as something is actually bought or sold, or is actually
contracted for, either for purchase or sale,-thcre is no wagering, not even if the thing contracted for does not then exist.
Nor does a imbseqnent change in, or cancellation of, the contract afff'ct its original vaUdity.
"Then, however, there is no real transaction, no real contract
for purchase or sale, but only a bet upon the rise or fall of the
price of a t-itock, or article of merch:mdife in the exchange or
market, one party agreeing to pay, if there is a rise, and the other
party agreeing to pay if there is a fall in price, the agreement
is a pure ,vager. No business is done, - nothing is bought or
sold, or contracted for. There is only a bet.
Efforts are often made to give such a bet the appearance, if
not the nature of a business transaetion. The parties often go
through the form of buying or selling, or contracting to buy or
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sell, with the mutual understanding, however, that the contract
is not to be performed, hut is to be cancelled by the payment of
the amount of the change in market price. In such case it is
apparent there is no real business transaction hut only a bet,
complicated in form perhaps, hut of an unconcealed nature.
Such contracts are to he held valid, however, unless the
nulli(ying understanding is nrntual and is ma<le apparent.
The tran~aetions l>etween Dana & Co. and the defendant ·were
upon their face actua I tran:;,actions, actual buying and selling
stocks for the .defendant's account. The appearance upon the
books of Dana & Co. is of actual transaetions. The only evidence tending to shmv that these transactions were not actually
had, that there was no actual buying or selling as entered on
the hooks, is the personal testimony of the defendant himself.
That tef:timony, however, falls short of showing a mutual understanding, an understanding by Dana & Co. as well as by himself,
that he was to acquire no right to any stocks bought, and was
not to deliver any stocks sold. Brown, on the other hand,
testifies that every item charged against, or credited to, the
defendant on the hooks of Dana & Co. was an actual purchase or
sale on the Boston Stock Exchange according to the rules and
customs of that Exchange,-that every transaction was followed
by u delivery of the stock certifieates from the seller to Dana & •
Co. or to the purchaser from Dana & Co.
It is not claimed that there was a manual transfer /of stock
certificates each way, each time, and for every share bought or
sold during the day, or that they were transferred in the name
of the defendant. The labor involved in such frequent transfers and re-transfers seems to have been avoided by a sort of
clearing-house system among the brokers in the ::.;tock exchange,
by which when there were numerous transactions both ways in
the same stock, on1y the bala11cc would be delivered and paid
for as between the brokers. But under thi:::. system each broker
had each day within his immediate contro1, stock certificates to
represent the purchases made for his principal. It also appears
that these stock certificates were rarely, if ever, assigned to or
in the name of the principal, but were assigned to the broker,
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or in blank. These certificates were not kept in the broker's
vaults, but were used by him as instantly redeemable collateral
for money borrowed to make advances and carry on lmsiness,
the broker, however, ahvays keeping within his instant control
enough certificates to turn over to his principal on demand, or
to deliver to a purchaser when ordered to sell. Brown testified
that Dana & Co. always had within their immediate control
certificates representing all the stocks appearing to the credit of
the defendant on their books, and could and would have delivered them on demand. When demand was finally made hy the
order of April 10th, 1893, they at once delivered certificates
for all the stocks then standing to the defendant's credit.
These devices of the brokers to facilitate their tnmsactions,
may hear to the superficial observer the appearance of jugglery
rather than of regular buying, selling and delivering; but a
deeper and longer look will discover that they are appropriate
means for the quick and economic transaction of large volumes
of legitimate business. All through the various deals is the
intention to finally strike a balance, and liquidate it by an actual
tranefer of stock certificates. At the end when the deals or
transnctions are finally closed, und the balunce i::,; struck, the
broker is ready to deliver the requisite stock certificates of his
., principal\; order. In this case at the end of some two years of
numerous operations in the stock-market, the stocks represented in the final balance were actually delivered by the transfer
of the stock certificates to the defendant's order. The defendant received these certificates as the final result of his stock
operations. He has shown that these operations were disastrous
to him, hut he has not shown that they ,vere not wh~t they
purported to be, viz., actual buying and selling stocks through
a broker. Hence his defense fails.
For authorities in support of this statement of the law see
Rumsey v. Berry, 6,1 Maine, 570; Ba1'nes v. Sniith, 159
Mass. 344; Bibb v. Allen, 149 U.S. 481; Bangs v. Horniek,
30 Fed. Rep. H7; Bigelow v. Benedict. 70 N. Y. 202; Hatch
v. Douglass, 48 Conn. 1 lG. This Inst case is almost parallel
with the case at bar.
Defendant defaulted.
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,v

ILSON

M.

Kennebec.
Contract.

HATTIN

vs.

FLORA

M.

CHASE.

Opinion December 14, 1895.
Pe1:forrnance.

Waiver.

Damages.

The plaintiff claimed a balance due for constructing a drain across the defend- ant's farm under a general contract to "dig a drain two feet wide, two feet
deep and fill it full of rocks, at one dollar per rod." Helcl; that if the contract had been as claimed by the plaintiff, the law would imply an undertaking on his part to perform the work in a reasonably workmanlike manner,
having regard to the general nature and situation of the drain and the purpose for which it was manifestly designed; and it is an equally well-settled rule
that under such circumstances the defendant, in the same action, is entitled to
have deducted from the contract price, by way of recoupment, all damages
arising from a disregard of the ol>ligations imposed by law in the performance of' the contract; as well as those occasioned by a violation on the part
of the plaintiff of' the express terms of the contract.
Whether there was a waiver by the defendant of all objections to the drain
arising from the plaintiff's unskillful and defective performance of the work
is a question of fact for the jury, to be determined with reference to the
intention of the defendant, the subject matter of the contract, and all the
facts and circumstances disclosed by the evidence. It was not claimed that
the defendant's continued possession of' the farm during the winter was any
evidence of such waiver; helcl, that an instruction to the jury that the partial payment of fifty dollars on account of the work, made even with full
knowledge of' the defects in the drain, must be deemed as a matter of law
to be a waiver of all objections to it, and a tlnal acceptance of' the work, is
erroneous.
A partial payment under such circumstances would be competent evidence to
be considered by the jury in connection with all the other fact:-;; but it
would by no means be conclusive, and under some circumstances would
obviously have very slight tendency to establish such a proposition. A
dissatisfied party often makes only a partial payment for the specific purpose
of protecting his rights under a contract by thus reserving an opportunity
to assert a claim for damages for imperfect performance.

ON

EXCEPTIONS.

The plaintiff recovered a verdict in the Superior Court, for
Kennebec county, for a balance due him under a verbal contract
to constmct a drain. The defendant alleged exceptions which
appear in the opinion.

H . .11f. Heath ancl C. L. Andrews, for plaintiff.
L. T. Carleton, for defendant.
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VVALTON, EMERY, HASKELL, WHITE-

,TJ.

VVHITEHOUSE, J.
This is an action of assumpsit to recover
a balance alleged to be due from the defendant for the construction of a drain on her farm.
It was not in controven,y that the plaintiff dug a drain ninetyone rods long ncross the defendanfs land and filled it with
stones, under an oral contract by which he was to receive a
compensation of one dollar per rod, and that in March following
the completion of the work in Decern her he received from the
defendant the sum of fifty dollars in part payment therefor.
At the trial the defendant claimed that hy the express terms of
the contract the plaintiff engaged to construct a '' good nice
drain, two feet wide and two feet deep and lay an under-drain
and fill it with suitable rocks, and build it in a workmanlike
manner;" but contended that the contract was disregarded by
the defendant and that the work was so defectively and imperfectly done that the drain was practically unserviceable, and that
the payment of fifty dollars was greatly in excess of the value of
the drain as it \Vas in fact constructed. The defendant further
contended that she never accepted the work and never intended
to waive any of her rights under the contract ; and it is not
stated that there was any evidence of an acceptance or waiver
unles8 the part payment of fifty dollars and her continued
pm,session of the farm during the winter can be deemed such
evidence. It ,v'as not claimed, however, that mere ocenpation
of the farm won Id amount to an aeceptnnce.
Upon this branch of the case the presiding judge instructed
the jury as follows: "If that fifty dollars had been paid with
the full knowledge of the defendant as to the manner in which
the drain was constructed, it would be an acceptance of the
drain as built, and would he a vrniver or a giving up of
any ohjection that the defendant might have had as to the construction of the drain, and he would be linhle to pay the balance
for its construction . . . . . So I say that if she or her agent
knew preciHely how the drain was con'structed at the time that
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fifty dollars was paid, and no objection was made, it was an
acceptance." Subsequently the presiding judge read an instruction req nested by the defendant to the effect that it was
incumbent upon the plaintiff to prove a substantial performance
of his part of the contract to enable him to recover, and that
if he failed to do this he was not entitled to recover, and said
to the jury: ~~ I ,vill give you that in connection with what I
have already said to you as to waiver and acceptance."
The testimony was conflicting in regard to the precit-ie terms of
the contract, the plaintiff chtiming that his agreement was a
general one to ~1 dig a drain two feet wide and two feet deep and
till it full of rocks, at one dollar per rod," without any express
provision as to the manner of building it or the quality of
the work. But this is~uc is not involved in the decision of the
question of law presented by the instructions given; for it is
an elementary principle that if the contract had heen as claimed
by the plaintiff, the law would imply nn undertaking on his
part to perform the work in a reasonably workmanlike manner,
having regard to the general n:tture and situation of the drain
and the purpose for which it wa::-; nrnnifestly designed. As
stated by :Mr. Bishop, ii the law interpreting the contract, adds
to its general words, in the absence of special ones, or of special
facts controlling the particular case, his promise to bring to the
work ordinary skill and capacity, together with integrity therein
and faithfulness to the interests of hi:-; enployer." Bish. on
Cont. § 1416. And it is equally well-settled :rnd familiar Jnw
that under such eircumstanccs the defendant. in the same action,
is entitled to h~tve deducted fro111 tho contrad price by way of
recoupment, · all damages arising from a disregard of the obligations imposed by law in the performance of the contract, as
well ar, those occasioned by a violation on the part of the
plaintiff of the express terms of the contract .. ' vYhatever the
nature of the contract, however numerous or varie<.l the t--tipulations, . . . . and whether they are all written or only -partly
written, or partly expressed and partly implied, the range of
the right of rccoupment is coextensive with the duties and
obligations of the parties rcspecti vely, both to do and forbear,
1
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as well those imposed first by the language of the contract, as
those which subsequently arise out of it in the course of its
performance. It extends to damages resulting from negligence
where care, activity and diligence are required and from ignornnce where knowledge and skill are required." 1 Sutherland
on Dam. 279. See also Waterman on Set Off, Ch. 10 (Rccoupment), § § 458-4G5; Au:-;tin v. Foster, 9 Pick. 341; Cota v.
Mi::;lww, H2 Maine, 124.
In the case at bar the defendant was entitled to have the
plaintiff's compensation adjusted with reference to the terms of
the agreement which she claims wntl never repudiated or broken
by her. But she received the benefit of the services performed
under the agreement, and although the plaintiff may have failed
to construct and complete the drain according to the obligations
imposed by the terms of the agreement and created by thn law, yet
if he endeavored in good faith to perform and did substantially
perform the agreement he was entitled to recover for his services
the contract price after deducting Ro much as they were ,vorth
less on account of such imperfect performance of the contract.
lVkite v. Oliver, 3G Maine, 92, and authorities cited; .Morgan
v. Hefler, 68 Maine, 131; Gleason v. Smith, 9 Cush. 484;
JJfoulton v . .).__°l'fcOwen, 103, Ma::,s. 587. Or, as the rule is often
stated with less practical accuracy, he is entitled to recover the
fair vtdue of his services, having regard to and not exceeding,
the contract price after deducting the damages sustaine(l by the
defendant on nccount of the breach of the stipulations in the
contract. Blood v. TVilson, 141 Mass. 25; Powell v. IIoward,
109 Mass. 192.
Whether there had been a waiver by the defendant of all
objections to the drain ari::,ing from the plaintiff's unskillful and
defective performance of the work was a question of fact for the
jury, to be determined with reference to the intention of the
defendant, the subject matter of the contract and all the facts
and circumstances disclosed by the evidence. The instruction
that a partial payment for the work, made even "vith full
knowledge of the defects in the drain, must be deemed as a
matter of law to be a waiver of all objection to the drain and a
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final acceptance of the plaintiff's work, was clearly erroneous.
A partial payment made with full knowledge of the condition
of the work and without objection to it, would be competent
evidence for the consideration of the jury, in connection with
all the other facts and circumstances, as having some tendency
to show such waiver and acceptance; hut it would by no means
be conclusive, and under some circumstances wou1rl obviously
have very slight tendency to establish such a proposition. A
dissatisfied party often makes only a partial payment and withhokfa a balance for the specific purpo~e of protecting his right~
under a contract by thus reserving an opportunity to assert a
claim for damages for imperfect performance. It was a misdirection to in8truct the jury that a partial payment made even under
the circumstances stated, was ipso facto such an acceptance and
waiver ns would preclude the defendant from claiming damages
by way of recoupment for violation of the contract on the part
of the plaintiff. Davis v. School District, 24 :Wfaine, 349 ;
Andrews v. Portland, 35 .Maine, 475 ~ J,Vl1ite v. Olive1·, 36
Mnine, 92; Moulton v . .]YlcOwen, 103 .J.1fass. 587; Plannery v.
Rohnnayer, 4G Conn. 558; Button v. Ru.ssell, 55 Mich. 478.

Exceptions sustained.

JAMES HorKINS S:uITH,

Cumberland.

and another, vs.

JOSEPH H. BLAKE.

Opinion .fanuary 8, 1896.

Lease. Rent. Payment. Evidence.
The meaning and construction of written contracts is to be ascertained from
the language used.
In a lease which reserves an annual rental of twenty-seven hundred dollars,
and contains a covenant of the lessee to pay the said rent in equal quarterly
payments of six hundred and twenty-five dollars each, the erroneous division
of the reserved rent does not have the effect to r~ducc the rent to twentyfive hundred dollars. Taken as a whole, a lease thus written satisfactorily
shows that the rent reserved was twenty-seven hundred dollars; and that
its erroneous subdivision into quarters was merely a mathematical mistake.
Held; that parol evidence is not. admissible to control or explain the provisions of the lease; but the receipts given for rent are open to explanation.

ON

REPORT.

VOL. LXXXVIII.

16
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This is an action of assumpsit upon an account annexed to
the writ ns follows: '' Portland, Me., September 1st, 1894.
Joseph H. Blake to James Hopkins Smith and Henry St. John
Smith, Dr. To use and occupation of plaintiffs' land, tenements
and rnessuages, viz : of that portion of Widgery's wharf with
the buildings thereon, in said Portland, owned by said lessors,
together with the rights of way thereto pertaining, belonging
to said lestmrs, from the 23rd day of August, A. D., 1892, to the
23rd day of August, A. D., 1894, at $2700 per annum, as per
written lease,
$5400
'' Contra credit by cash, 5000
'' Balance due,
"Interest thereon from the several dates when the
, installments thereon became due as per written
lease, to date of writ,
Total,

$400

25"
$425"

The writ was dated September 1, 1894. The plea, the general issue.
The plHintiffs put in the following lease an_d stopped:
"This indenture, made the twenty-third day of August in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-two,
Witnes~eth, That James Hopkins Smith of the city, county
and State of New York, and Henry St. John Smith of Portland,
county of Cumberland and State of Maine, do hereby lease,
demise, and let unto Joseph H. Blake of Portland in said county
of Cumberland and State of Maine, that portion of Widgery's
wharf so called, with the buildings thereon, situated in the said
Portland, now cnvned by the said lessors, together with the rights
of way thereto pertaining, belonging to said lessors. The
premises to be kept in repair by said lessors in such manner as
in their judgment is required; to hold, for the term of seven years
from the twenty-third day of August in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and ninety-two, yielding and paying therefor
the rent of twenty--seven hundred dollars per annum. And the
said lessees do so covenant to pay the said rent in equal quarterly
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payments as follows: Six hundred and twenty-five dollars on
the twenty-third day of each November, February, May andi
August, during the whole of said term, and to quit and deliver~
up the premises to the lessors or their attorney, peaceably and
quietly at the end of the term aforesaid, in as good condition and
order,- reasonable use and wearing thereof, loss hy fire, orinevitable accident excepted,- as the same are or may be, put
into by the said lessor, and to pay all water rates and not make
or suffer any waste thereof; and that he will not assign or under-.
let the premises, or any part thereof, without the corn,ent of the
lessors in writing, on the hack of this lease. And the lessors.
may enter to view and make improvement, and to show the·
pre.mises to persons wishing to hire or to purchase, and to expel
the Jessee if he shall fail to pay the rent aforesaid, whether said
rent be demanded or not, or if he sha1l make or suffer any strip
or waste thereof, or shall fail to quit and surrender the premises
to the lessors at the end of said term, in manner aforesaid, or·
shall violate any of the covenants in this lease by said Jessee to,
be performed.
"And it is further agreed, that in case said premises shall be
destroyed or damaged by fire or other unavoidable casualty, S().
that the same sha11 be thereby rendered unfit for use and h,tbitation, then, and in such case, the rent hereinhefore reserved, or a,
just and proportional part thereof, according to the nature and.
extent of injuries :•mstained, shall he suspended or nbuted, until
the said premi:,es shall have been put in proper condition for n:-10
and habitation by the said lessors, or these presents shall thereby
be determined ancl ended at the election of the said lessors, or
their legal representatives.
r~ And it is further agreed that the premises shall not be occupied, during the said term, for any purpose usually denominated
extra-hazardous as to fire, by insurance companies."
Other facts uppeur in the opinion.
J. W. Symonds, D. W. Snow and C. 8. Cook, for pluintitfs.
Courts of law and equity, for the rule was the same in both,
·where there is a manifest error in a document, wi1l put a sensi-
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ble meaning on a contract by correcting or reading the error as
corrected. Bw·clwll v. Clark, L. R. 2 C. P. Div. 97.
In Spyve v. Topham,, 3 East, 115, indentures of lease and
release were intended to be made to a trustee but were made by
mistake to the cestui que trust, so that no estate passed by the
exact words of the deed, but in the hahendum and the rest of
the deed the trustee's name was used. It was held that the title
was good, and Lord Ellen borough said : ~• The cases cited are
perfectly sati8factory in• authorizing u::, to put a construction on
the deed in support of it, which from the reason and good sense
of the thing we should probably have done without such authorities." Ewe1· v. lYiyrick, 1 Cush. Hi.
If there be two clauses or parts of a deed repugnant the one
to the other, the first part shall be received and the latter rejected, except there be some special reason to the contrary; and
therefore herein a deed doth differ from a will. Shep. Touch.
2 Bl. Com. 381.

Seth L. La1'rabee and MelvWe A. Floyd, for defendant.
Plaintiff::, admit that one of them, James H. Smith, dtafted
this lease, making duplicates which were executed by both plaintiffs and defendant in Henry Smith's office. They admit that
the lease in suit was a second one drafted to take the place of a
prior one offered to plaintiff but objected to by him on some
ground. They admit the payments by defendant, quarterly,
promptly for six suecessive payments, of $625 per quarter, and
their receipt of the same, without objection. Payments were
made by eheck: in each instance and the checks came into the
hands of both plaintiffs. Receipts for quarterly rent stating
specific quarters were given by the Smiths for nearly two years.
At the time of the first payment November 23, 1892, defendant
by Henry's request, plaintiffs' copy of lease not being at hand,
produced his own copy for inspection and Henry took it and
examined it. An amicable arrangement was made by ·which
defendant should deposit his money in the bank with which
Henry is connected so that the payments were made by checks
to Henry there. The plaintiffs by their acts for nearly two years,
during which time they both had full knowledge of the subject
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matter, have placed a construction upon the lease in suit ·which
the court in view of the circumstances of its execution will not
change.
In this case the actual consideration of the lease may be shown
by parol evidence.
"Parol evidence may be given of a consideration not mentioned
in a deed provided it be not inconsistent with the consideration
expressed in it." 1 Green I. Ev. § 285; Wan·en v. J-Valker, 23
Maine, 459; Varney v. Bmdforcl, 86 Maine, 510.
Evidence offered to support either $625 per quarter or $2700
per year as a consideration in the lease in suit is not contradictory of or incom;istent with the consideration as written into the
lease by plaintiffs, for both amounts are by them stated.
In Smit!t v. Faullcner-, 12 Gray, 255, the court say: ''If
their meaning is doubtful you resort to extrinsic evidence not
to discover an intention outside the contract nor to import an
intention into it, but to enable you the better to read, understand and interpret what is in the contract." . . . "Nor is this
rule, by which the court interprets the contract, departed from
where the extrinsic evidence is itself a matter of controversy."
SITTING:
STROUT,

WALTON'

FOSTER,

VVHITEHOUSE,

WISWELL,

JJ.

STROUT, J.
On the twenty-third day of August, 1~n2, plaintiffs leased defendant certain wharf property for seven years,
"yielding nnd paying therefor the rent of twenty-seven hundred dollars per annum." '' And the said lessee do so covenant to
pay the said rent in equal quarterly payments, as follows, six
hundred and twenty-five dollar:;; on the twenty-third day of
each November, February, May and August during the whole
of said term." And in the reddcndum the lessors are given the
right '' to expel the lessee if he shall fail to pay the rent <(foresaid." And in the fire clause, it was provided that in case ofloss
or damage, by fire, '' the rent hereinbif01·e 1·eservecl" shall he
abated or suspended until the premises should be restored.
The question is, whether the rent under the lease is twenty-
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seven hundred dollars yearly, or twenty-five hundre<l dollars,
the amount of four quarterly payments of six hundred and
twenty-five dollar::-; each.
The meaning and construdion of written contracts is to be
ascerfained from the language used. Purol testimony may be
admJtted to explain a latent ambiguity, but not one patent upon
the terms of the contract. So the circumstances in which the
parties were place<l at the time of making the contract, and
collateral facts surrounding it, may be shown. 1 Greenl. Ev. §
297. Mere inaccuracy of 1:-i.nguage does not constitute an
ambiguity of either class. In such cases parol evidence is
inadmissible to show the intention of the parties. The language of this lease is explicit, and the question in issue cannot
be determined from parol evidence of what was said and done
at the time of the contract, hut must be ascertained from the
lease itself.
In a letting for a series of years, the leading idea as to rent,
is the yearly rental. Its subdivision into frequent payments is
a matter" of mathematics, and a secondary subject of thought.
It is common knowledge that in the great majority of leases,
and in negotiations for them, the rent stated and talked about
is the yearly rent. In this lease the grant is made, ''yielding
and paying therefor the rent of twenty-seven hundred dollars
per annum." The gross yearly sum was clearly in the minds of
the parties and clearly stated. The tenant's covenant was '' to
pay the :-.aid rent in equal quarterly payments." And the covenant would have been complete if it had stopped there. And
in that case, no doubt could h:ive existed that the rent per year
wns twenty-seven hundred dollan;; hut the covenant proceeded
unnecessarily to add "as follows, six hundred and twenty-five
dollars" each quarter. This unnecessary addition, disagreeing
in the amount with the rent immediately before reserved, which
the lessee covenanted to pay, is manifestly a clerical error. It
is to he construed as if it read, the tenant covenants to pay the
rent reserved in equal quarterly payments, ·which are,' or equal
to, six hundred and twenty-five dollars per quarter. If such
was the language, there could be no doubt that the annual rent
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was twenty-seven hundred dollars; and the attempted division
into quarters was simply a mathematical error, which should be
rejected, or corrected.
'' The great rule for the interpretation of written contracts i:-i
that the intention of the parties must govern. This intention
must be ascertained from the contract itself. unless there is an
ambiguity. In ascertaining the meaning of the parties as
expressed in the contract, all of its parts and clauses must be
consi<lered together, that it nrny be seen how far one clause is
explained, modified, limited or controlled hy the others."
Applying this rule, it appears that the rent reserved in the
grant was twenty-seven hundred dollars; that the tenant covenanted to pay ''the said rent in equal quarterly payments;" that
in the reddendum he was to be expelled if he failed to "pay the
rent aforesaid;" and in the fire clause the stipulation is "the
rent hereinbefore reserved." The rent reserved in the grant
was twenty-seven hundred do1lars. The erroneous division of
that rent into four parts, cannot modify or control the express
rent ret-ierved and mentioned in the grant, the reddendurn and
the fire clause, but is controlled by them.
But it is said, that the parties. by their acts have given a
construction to the contract in accordance with defendant's
construction.
Such acts, if done understandingly, with full
knowledge of all the facts, are sometimes of controlling force.
It appears that six quarters' rent, at the rate of six hundred and
twenty-five dollars each, were paid to Hemy St. John Smith,
one of plaintiff~-,, and receipts were given in each case for three
months' rent. But it also appears that the contract for lease
was made with the other plaintiff, ,fames H. Smith, and that
Henry was not familiar with its terms. Henry say:-. that at one
time defendant called to pay the rent, and showed him the
lease, folded so as to show the six hundred and twenty-five per
quarter, but not to show the twenty-seven hundred dollars
reserved rent; and that he looked at it, and supposing it to he
right, accepted the money and gave the receipt, which defendant had previously prepared. This is denied by defendant,
though he admits showing Henry the lease, Henry not having
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present plaintiffs' duplicate. But in May, 1894, when defendant offered to pay the rent to Henry, he had discovered the
mistake, and declined to receive the money. The matter ran
along till August 23, 1894, ,when defendant, by letter to plaintiffs, proprn,ed to tender twelve hundred and fifty dollars, two
quarters' rent then being due, unconditionaIIy, and without
prejudice to any claims plaintiffs might have for any larger or
different sum; nnd on August 27, 1894, twelve hundred and
fifty dollars was paid to James, and a receipt given for the
amount, On account rent due under written lease." Thereafterward the receipts were given on account of rent.
Defendant claims that when the twelve hundred and fifty
dollars were paid, it was a settlement of aII claims to the date
of payment, and a waiver by agreement of any claim under the
lease for a yearly rent in exces.-; of twenty-five hundred dollars.
But this claim is negntived by defendant's letter to plaintiffs, of
August 23, 1894, and the terms of the twelve hundred and fifty
dollars receipt, and all subsequent receipts.
The plaintiffs are men of large affairs, and it is not difficult
to understand how they might be misled by the qu~rterly
amounts stated in the leaRe. Their receipts in full for several
quarters are open to explanation. Upon all the evidence, ,ve
are satisfied that they were misled, perhaps by a lack of caution,
but the defendant has not been prejudiced thereby.
"A court of law should read a written contract according to
the obvious intention of the parties, in spite of clerical errors
or omissions which can be corrected by perusing the whole
instrument." Wall-is Iron JlForks v. JJfonwnent Park Association, 55 N. J. L. 152.
It is the opinion of the court, that the rent reserved by this
lease is twenty-seven hundred dollars per annum, and that the
naming of six hundred and twenty-five dollars as the quarterly
pnyment~, is a clerical error, which should be, and is corrected
by perusal of the whole lease. The snit is for the difference
between twenty-five hundred dollars per annum, which has
been paid, and twenty-seven hundred dollars per annum, which
ii
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should have been paid; and the plaintiff1, are entitled to
recover it.
Judgment for plaintiff..~.

CITY OF G.AIWINER

Kennebec.

vs.

INHABITANTS OF MANCHESTER.

Opinion January 10, 189G.

1lfinor Children.
R. S., 1871, c. 24, § 1;
1883, c. 24, § 1.
A marriage is valid without any certificate of intention being obtained as
required by law, when solemnized by a duly authorized magistrate.
A female pauper, having a settlement in Manchester, was married in 1878 to
a pauper having a settlement in Gardiner. Held; that under the statute
then in force, R. S., 1871, c. 24, § 1, if' the marriage was collusive for the
purpose of changing- the settlement of the wife and so inoperative for that
purpose, the children would take the settlement of' the husband.
The pauper status of the children of that marriage is determined by the law
as it stood at the date of the marriage.
Held; that the father's settlement being in Gardiner, the children who were
then minors and who were born illegitimate before the marriage, having
become legitimate by the subsequent marriage, and those born subsequently, had their pauper settlement in Gardiner by derivation from the
father.
Held; that the evidence fails to establish the allegation that the marriage was
procured to change the wife's settlement; she, therefore, took her husband's
settlement which was in Gardiner.
Houlton v. Ludlow, 73 Maine, 583, affirmed.
PaupPr.

ON

Collusive 1.Warriage.

REPORT.

This was assumpsit on account annexed to the writ dated
November 2, 1894, to recover for pauper :mpplies, furnished
Elizabeth ( H<nvard) Hutchinson and seven minor children,
widow of George Hutchinson. Plea, general issue. It was
admitted that on June 28, 1878, George Hutchinson had a
pauper settlement in the city of Gardiner, and Elizabeth M.
Howard, a p~uper settlement in the town of Manchester.
The plaintiff contended that the maniage of Elizabeth (Howard)
Hutchinson to George Hutchinson, on June 28, 1878, was
procured by the agency or collusion of I. N. Wadsworth,
chairman of the board of selectmen of Manchester, deceased.
Mrs. Hutchinson, called by the defendants testified: . . .
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"I remember the fact of my nrnrringe in Manchester by Mr.
Wadsworth and the circumstances connected with it. vVe went
to Manchester with a horse and carriage from my mother's on
Malta Hill in Augusta and found Mr. Wads worth at work in a
field right side of the road.
'' Ques. Prior to the performance of that 'marriage ceremony
by Mr. Wadsworth, ha<l Wadsworth or any town officer of
Manchester or anybody coming to you from them, suggested to
you the idea that you should be married?
'' Ans. No, sir, in no way or shape. No one had spoken to us,
and I don't think anyone in Manchester knew anything about it.
I went out and told Mr. Wadsworth myself.
"Ques. In other words, is this the fact: that your going
there· with George Hutchinson and your being married was
entirely your own matter and not suggested to you in any way
by Mr. Wadsworth or nny other town officer, or any person
representing or acting for the town of Manchester?
"Ans. No, sir, it was not anyone in Manchester whatever;
it ,vas wholly my own matter.
"Ques. What did you say to "\Vadsworth?
'' Ans. I told Wadsworth that I wanted him to marry us ;
that they would not give me any certificate in Gardiner, and I
wanted him to marry us, and he said all right. I asked him to
perform the marriage ceremony. I did not ask his advice nbout
it and he did not suggest it to me. He did not in any way,
shape or how suggest it or advise it or ask me to get married.
I had been living with George seven or eight years prior to my
marriage; I had lived with him, in the same house, without
marriage." . . . . .
Other facts appear in the opinion.

W. 0. Atkins, city solicitor,

A. M. Spear and W. D. Whitne!J, for plaintiff.
H. M. IIeath and 0. L. Andrews, for defendants.
SITTING:

C. J.'
JJ.

PETERS,

WISWELL, STROUT,

w ALTON'

FOSTER,

HASKELL,
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STROUT, J.
Action for pauper supplies furnished to Elizabeth M. Hutchinson an<l her seven minor children. The
contention is whether the pauper settlement was in Gardiner or
Manchester. It is admitted that, on June 28, 1878, Elizabeth
M. Howard had a pauper settlement in Manchester, and George
L. Hutchinson a pauper settlement in Gardiner. On that day
the parties were married. They had previously lived together,
and children had been horn of that cohabitation. It is claimed
by pluintiff that the marriage was procured hy Isaac N. Wadsworth, then chairman of defendant town, for the purpose of
changing the settlement of Elizabeth M. Howard, from Manchester to the town in which her husband had a pauper settlement.
It appears that the marriage was solemnized by Mr. Wads worth,
without any certificate of intention of marriage being obtained
as required by law; and he thereby became liable to the penalty
provided by the statute. The marriage, however, was valid.
Damon's case, 6 Maine, 150; .1.Wilfo1·d v. WoJ'cester, 7 Mass. 55.
Its only infirmity was in its effect upon the pauper settlement
of the wife. The marriage occurred in 1878. At that time R.
S. of 1871, c. 24, § 1, was in foree. Thnt statute did not
contain the clause in the present revison, that ~~ no derivative
settlement is acquired or changed by a marriage so procured."
That clause was added in 1883. The status of the children as
to settlement, is determined by the law as it existed at the date
of the marriage. At that time a marriage procured to change
a settlement affected only the settlement of the wife, and not
that of her children by her husband. This construction is in
accordance with the language and intent of the statute then in
force. It has been expressly so held by this court in Houlton
v. Ludlow, 73 Maine, 585; 2Jfinot v. Bowdoin, 75 Maine, 210.
At the time of the marriage, the wife had minor children by
Hutchinson. The subsequent marriage made these children
legitimate, and gave them the settlement of the father. R. S. of
1871, c. 24, § 1, clause 3. The children born subsequently
took the settlement of the fat~er by R. S. of1871, c. 24, § 1, clause
2, and R. S. of 1883, c. 24, § 1, clause 2. The father's settlement
being in Gardiner, the children who were then minors and who
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were born before the marriage, having by the subsequent
marriage become legitimate, and those born subsequently, had
their pauper settlement in Gardiner, by derivation from the
father. The two children horn since the amendment of the law
in 1883, are unaffected hy that amendment. The pauper status
of the parents, and derivative settlements of their children,
were established by the law existing at the date of the marriage.
The pauper settlement of the wife depends upon the question
whether the marriage was procured to change her settlement, by
the agency or collusion of the officers of Munchester; if not,
then she took the settlement of her hushand,--R. S. of 1871, c.
24, § 1, clause 1,-if he had one in this State. He did then
have a settlement in Gardiner.
Was the marriage fraudulently procured? for it would be fraudulent, if 'procured for the purpose of changing a settlement.
fraud is never prrnmmed, but mu::,t be proved, not necessarily
by direct and positive testimony, but the evidence must be
sufficient to satisfy the mind of ifa., existence. As early as .June,
1870, th,e intention of marriage between the parties was duly
entered in the clerk's office of Gardiner; but no certificate was
issued because the mayor forbade the issue ; but no proceeding
was had thereunder as provided by R. S. of 1871, c. 59, § 8.
The parties continued to live together as hushan<l and wife till
their marriage in 1878. Meantime children had heen born to
them. It may well he, that the mother was anxious to make
her children legitimate by marriage, and to escape a possible
prosecution for illegal cohabitation, as well as the disgrace
attending the illicit connection. She is the only witness who
testifies to the circumstances inducing and attending the marriage.
Wadsworth, the justice who solemnized the marriage, is dead.
Mrs. Hutchinson says that prior to the marriage, neither
Wadsworth nor any other town officer of Manchester, or any one
from Manchester, had ever suggested the marriage; that it was
wholly her own matter; that she told Wads worth she wanted
him to marry them; that Gardiner woul<l not give her a certificate; that she had children and desired to be married ; that she
did not ask his advice, and he gave none. Such a statement
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would appeal strongly to a humane man, and might induce him
to perform the marriage service without a certificate, to relieve the
woman trom disgrace, and legitimatize her children, notwithstanding the statute penalty. She was not then a pauper. And
Wadsworth, even if he knew of thit:l statute, could very well
have done what he did, without thought of the question of
settlement of one not then, and perhaps never to be a pauper•
An honest and humane motive, under the circumstances, and
the information communicated to him, is more consistent ,vith
the facts than a dishonest and fraudulent one.
It is true, that after vVad8worth had been compelled to pay a
fine for marrying without a clerk's certificate of intention, and
for failing to return the marriage within the statute period, the
town of Manchester reimbursed him his outlay, upon the ground
that the marriage had in fact transferred the settlement of the
wife from l\ilanchester to Gardiner. And it is strongly argued
that this act of the town is indicative of a previous collusive
and fraudulent act on the part of vVadsworth to procure the
marriage for that purpose. But the act of the town is equally
consistent with an honest action of ,vadsworth in marrying
the parties, and the snb8equent kn~rwlellge of the town that the
marriage did in fact change the settlement of the wife, and
thereby relieved the town from a possible or probable future
liability, and that as Wadsworth had been subjected to loss, it
wns fair for the town to indenmi(r him. It would be going too
far to treat this act of the town as satisfactory evidence of the
wrongful procurement of the mnrriage, in the absence of all
other evidenee, und contrary_ to the positive testimony of Mrs.
Hutchinson that neither he nor any other officer of Mnnchester,
in any way advi:-,ed, suggested or procured the marriage, but
that it was entirely her own act and of her own volition.
In .1lfinot v. Bowdoin, supra, the jury were instructed, that
"if u municipal officer of the town made use of the facts of the
situation, either by way of advice, argument, persuasion or
inducement, made use of any means to induce the marriage for
the purpose of changing the settlement, in such a sense that but
for such act of the municipal officer, the marriage would not
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have taken place, . . then the marriage was procured by agency
of the municipal officer to change the settlement." Of this
instruction, this court said, '' it determines what is required to
invalidate such marriage so for .as relates to the settlement of a
pauper, and by necessary and obvious implication negatives the
the idea that the mere honest giving of good advice would in
any way affect such settlement." If vVadsworth knew the
marriage ,vould change the woman'::; settlement, at the time he
performed the marriage ceremony, such knowledge would not
bring the case within the statute. To have that effect, something must have been done by word or act, which induced the
marriage, and without which it would not have taken place.
Upon the evidence, the plaintiff fails to show that the marriage
was procured to change the settlement. It follows that the wife
took the settlement of her husband, which was in Gardiner.
The case comes to us on report, and there must be,
Judgm,ent for defendants.

THOMAS GRIFFIN

Oxford.

vs.

DAVID

F.

MURDOCK.

Opinion January 10, 189(3.

Pleading. Money Count and Omnibus Count.
A count was specially cltmnrrecl to because it combined in one all the money
counts, with one for goods sold and delivered, work and labor, and an account
stated. Held; that it is in the form long in use, and usually denominated
an omnibus count. It has been sustained by practice and authority for a
long time, and is good.

ON

EXCI•~PTIONS.

This ·was an action of assumpsit containing a count against
defendant as indorser of a promissory note and the general
omnibus or money counts with no specification unJer the money
counts.
To the count against defendant as indorser and to the count
upon an account stated in the omnibus count contained, the
defendant pleaded the general issue, but to each of the other
counts he filed a special demurrer at the first term.
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(Demurrer.) "Now the said defendant comes and defends,
etc., when, etc., and says that the first count in the p]aintiff 's
declaration and the matters therein contained in the manner and
form as the same are therein stated and set forth, are insufficient
in law.
11
Wherefore, the defendant prays judgment upon said count in
the said declaration contained, and for his costs.
11
And the said defendant further says that each and every
count in the second or omnibus count in the plaintiff's declaration, except the count upon an account st:ited between the
plaintiff and defendant, are insufficient in law.
11
And for special cause of demurrer to each and every count in
said omnibus count, except the count on an account stated, the
defendant ~;ays that each and every of said counts are uncertain and indefinite as to the time in which the several contracts
therein alleged were made or the indebtedness accrued, whether
at one time or at several times, whether within or previous to
six years before the date of the purchase of said wrjt, as to the
items constituting said indebtedness, whether one or several;
as to whether the promise therein declared on was made ·within
or previous to six years before the date of the purchase of said
writ, or when made; that it is impossible to determine from
said counts or either of them when and under what circumstances and conditions the contracts or promises therein alleged
were made, nor are they in any way sufficiently identified or
described by any language in either of said counts, or the tim<'
sufficiently definite to enable the defendant to properly answer
or plead to the same.
11
Wherefore the defendant prays judgment upon counts in the
said declaration mentioned.
I
1
' And the said defendant further says that the count for
goods
before that tin)e sold and delivered by the plaintiff to the
defendant at his request' in the second or omnibus count in the
plaintiff's declaration is insufficient iil Jaw.
1
' And for special cause of demurrer says that
said count i~
uncertain and indefinite as to the time when said goods \Vere
sold and delivered or when said indebtedness accrued, whether
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at one time or several times, whether within six years or previous to six years before the date of the purchase of said writ;
as to the items constituting said indebtedness, as to the kind,
character and quality, whether one or several or in what amounts;
as to whether the promise therein declared on ,vas made within or previous to six years before the date of the purchase of
said writ or when made ; thnt it is impossible to determine from
said count when nncl under whnt circumstances and conditions
said goods were sold and 1 delivered or the contrncts and promism, therein alleged were made, nor are said goods sufficiently
described by any language or the time when sold sufficiently
definite to _enable the defendant to properly answer or plead
to the same.
''Wherefore he prays judgment on the said count in the said
declaration mentioned."
Similar demurrers were filed to the other counts in the omnibus count, viz: '' work before then done and materials for the
same provided;" "other money before then lent;" "other money
before then paid;'' '' other money before then had and received;'~
"and other money, for interest upon other moneys, then due
and owing from said defendant to said plaintiff and by the plaintiff lent and advanced to said defendant."
The presiding justice overruled the demurrers and adjudged
the counts, to which demurrers were filed, good. The defendant thereupon excepted to the 1•uling.

John P. and John 0. Swasey, for plaintiff.
M. P. Frank and P. J. Lan·abee, for defendant.
In the omnibus count, except the count on account stated,
each and every other allegation of indebtedness the defendant
claims is insufficient for tho reason that the particular promise
to he proved under the allegation is not sufficiently cle::.cribed or
set forth. It is not claimed that the count may not be amended
so as to make it sufficient; h_ut that in its present form it is
• for the reat-1ons set forth in the defendant's special
demurrable
demurrer. If the count in its prct-ent form and each allegatio. L
in it is sufficiently definite then it is unnecessary to set forth in
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a writ anything more than the fact that, at the commencement
of the action, the defendant was indebted to the plaintiff. This
is the only information the count in its present form gives to
the defendant. The plaintiff might prove almost anything
under such a count, might introduce in evidence any indebtedness on one or more prnmissory notes; ,might show that at
some time he had sold the defendant goods of any description
whatever; or that at Home time not stated the defendant was
indebted to him for money which the defendant had received on
his account; or, in fact, might set up almost any claim to establish any sort of indebtedness from the defendant to the plaintiff.
i i The office of the declaration is to make known to the opposite party and the court the claim set up by the plaintiff."
Wills v. Gkurcldll, 78 Maine, 285.
The allegation of indebtedness upon an account stated between
the plaintiff and the defendant may be held to make known to
the defendant what the plaintiff claims, but defendant claims
that he ought not to be compelled to go to trial upon the
remaining counts in the omnibus count without further particular:; as to the plaintiff's claim under them, for he cannot know
what he is to meet. There is no doubt that the plnintiff would
have been compelled to file specifications under this count upon
motion hy the defendant. Rules of S. J. Court, Rule XI.
But the defendant can take advantage of the want of specification equally as well by a special demurrer setting forth the
particulars wherein the declaration is not sufficiently definite to
meet the purposes which the law requires. Harrington v.
Tuttle, 64 Maine, 4 7 4; Babcock v. Tlw1npson, 3 Pick. 446;
Bennett v. Davis, 62 Maine, 545.
Sr1'TING:
STROUT,

PETERS,

C. J.,

,v

ALTON,

HASKELL, ,v1swELL,

,JJ.

STROUT, J.
The count spedally demurred to in this case,
combines in one all the money counts, with one for goods sold
and delivered, work and labor and an account stated. It is in
VOL. LXXXVIII.

17
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the form ·which has long heen in use, and is commonly called
an omnibus count. It i::, indorsed by Mr. Chitty in his work on
Pleading, vol. 1, pp. 343, 3M); and the form of the count
given by him in vol. 3, p. 89, is substantially the same as the
one under consideration. It was upproved in Webber v. Tivill.
2 Saunden,, 122, and was held good by this court in Cape Elizabeth v. L01nbard, 70 Maine, 400. It has been sustained hy
pmctice and authority for so long a time, that it must now he
considered settled :-md at rest.
Exceptions overruled.

ELIZA

A.

SKCLFIELD

SAME

vs.

vs. vVn. . LIAM

Franklin.

EBEN

H.

SKOLFIELD.

s. ROBERTSON.

Opinion January 10, 1896.

Dower. Assignment. R. S., c. 103, § 3.
Where dower is assigned by the sheriff under a writ of seizin of dower, it must
be from each separate parcel; and of such portion of each as will produce
one-third of the net income of the whole.
Where an assignment of dower appears, by the assignment and officer's return,
to have bePn made from five only out of eleven parcels, held; that such au
assignment, when made upon a writ of seizin, is not warranted by law.
A widow's dower should be set out definitely, by metes ancl bounds when practicable, so that she can occupy her own without further proceedings. Thus,
where there is set out one-third part of a described parcel of land'' measured
from the North side, and one-third part of the building standing thereon,
measured from the North end," held; that it was not set out by metes and
bounds, nor specifically as one-third of the rents and profits.
Where dower is attached to and assigned from a single parcel of land, and has
been set out by a sufficiently accurate description " as and for her dower,"
held; that the assignment is sufficient.

ON

EXCEPTIONS.

J. C. Holman, for plaintiff.
I-I. L. Whitcomb, for defen<lant.
SITTING:
STROUT,

JJ.

PETERS,

C. J.,

"r

ALTON,

FOSTER,

HASKELL,
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STROUT, J. Two cases argued together. The first was an
action of dower, in which demandant had judgment for dower
in eleven several parcels of land. Where dower is assigned by
the sheriff under a writ of seizin of dower, it must be from each
separate parcel, and of such portion of each as will produce
one-third of the net ii1come of the whole. Leonard v. Leonard,,.
4 Mass. 533. Such assignment is '' according to common right."
The heir may assign one manor in lieu of a third of threemanors, which will be good, if accepted by the \vidow. And
this is called an assignment "against common right." Frenclti
v. Pratt, 27 Maine, 393; Boyd v. Gm·lton, 69 Maine, 203~
It should be set out by metes and bounds, when practicable, so,
that the widow may occupy in severalty. ·when this cannot
conveniently be done, it must be assigned in a special manner,,.
as ofa third part of the rents and profits. R. S., c. 103, § 3.
The assignment here appears to have been made from fiveonly of the eleven parcels. It is said in argument, that the
writ described the defendant's real estate from the different
deeds by which it was conveyed to him, and that one parcel in
fact may thus appear to he several, nnd that the assignment
ignored this description and set out the dower from each sepa-rate tract, although such tract might have been conveyed in
several deeds, and appear in the writ as distinct parcels. This.
may he so, hut the assignment and officer's return does not disclose it, as it should, if true.
1':re must take the assignment as it appears. From that it i:8;
shown that there ,vere eleven parcels of lan<l, and that dower
was assigned from five parcels only, as and for her dower in all
the lands. Such assignment, when nrnde upon a writ of seizin.
is not warranted by law.
In one of the assignments there is Het out in terms one-third
pa.rt of a described parcel of ]and, "measured from the North
side, ancl one-third part of the building standing thereon, measured from the North end." It is not set out by metes and
bounds, nor specially as of one-third of the rents and profits.
It left the widow to ascertain as best she could, the bonndarim;
of her third part, which would require u survey to accomplish.
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Such assignment is invalid. A widow's dower should be set
out definitely, so that she can occupy her own without any further proceeding. These irregularities can be corrected on a
new assignment.
Other objections are made, but they need not be noticed, as .
the defects referred to are fatal.
In the suit against Robertson. dower attached to and was
assignml from a single parcel of land. It was set out by a sufficiently accurate description, i i as and for her dower" therein.
It is objected tha~ the return does not show that the part set
out would produce one-third the net income of the whole parcel.
But the term dower is one very well understood by laymen;
and when the appraisers set out a part of the tract, as and for
dower, the necessary implication follows, that they adjudged it
would produce one-third of the income of the whole lot subject
to dower. The assignment in this case is suffici~nt.
The entry in Skolfield v. Skolfield, will be,

Exceptions sustained.
And in Skolfield v. Robertson,

Exceptions ove1ntled.

'-'rn,LIAM

J.

ROBERTS

York.

vs.

BosTON ANP MAINE RAILROAD.

Opinion January 10, 1896.

New Trial. Raifroad. Defective Car. Negligence. Verdict. Jury.
The plaintiff, while in the performance of his duty as brakeman: descended from
the top of a box-car over the end next to the tender, with face towards the
car, and tried to pull the coupling pin, with his feet on the lower round of
the ladder, and his right hand on the second or third round, but the pin
would not come out, either on account of a crook in it, or the strain upon it;
he took hold of it and turning it halfway round pulled it out and laid it down
upon the dead wood; the engine had begun to move toward the siding and was
in motion when he pulled the pin. He swung round in a position to go up the
ladder and while in a sitting posture, was caught and jammed against the
car by the tender, and his hip was dislocated. Held; that the evidence was
so preponderating in f3:vor of the defendant, not only in respect to the soundness of' the car, but also in respect to the reasonable performance of duty
on the part of the defendant in furnishing reasonably safe and proper appliances, that the jury were not justified in rendering a verd!ct for the plaintiff.
See Roberts v. B. & M. R. R. 83 Maine, 289.

0N

MOTION

AND EXCEPTIONS.

Me.]
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Upon the new trial granted in this cm-ie, see Robetts v. B. &
M. R.R. 83 Maine, 289, the plHintiff recovered a second verdict
for $48f33. 78; and the defendant moved for a new trial and filed
exceptions to the exclusion M evidence and the refusal of the
presiding justice to order a nonsuit. The pleadings and arguments of counsel appear with a statement of the facts in the
former report of the case.

Harnpden Fai1jield, fVilliam P. Russell and Luther R.
i1foore, for plaintiff.
George C. Yeaton, for defendant.
SITTING: WALTON, El\'IERY, FOSTER, HASKELL, v\rHITEHOUSE,
WISWELL,

JJ.

FOSTER, J.
The plaintiff claims dnmages for bodily injuries
received while employed as brakeman by the defendant corpora••
tion, in unshackling a freight box-car from the tendE'r of a
locomotive while the car was being pushed or kicked" back. ward upon a siding, at Pine Point Station, whereby he was
caught and jammed between the tender and box-car, and his hip
dislocated.
The ground upon which the plaintiff seeks to recover against
the defendant company is on account of an alleged defective
draw-bar, in that the Rprings ,i were weak, insufficient and useless,"
and because the '' dead-wood was worn, insufficient and useless,"
and because of such defects the draw-bar was pushed in hy the
engine, in "kicking" the car. further thun it would have been
jf it had not been defective.
The plaintiff says that he de8cended from the top of the car
over the end next to the tender, with face towards the car, and
tried to pull the coupling-pin, with his feet on the lower round
of the ladder, and his right hand on the second or third round,
but the pin would not come out either on account of a crook in
it, or such a strain upon it ; that he took hold of it and turning
it half:..·way round, then pulled it out and laid it down on the
dead wood ; and that the engine had begun to move toward the
ii
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sidin'g and was in motion when he pulled the pin; that he swung
round in a position to go up the ladder, and while in a sitting
posture he was caught and jammed against the car hy the tender,
and hh, hip dislocated.
This case has been tried once before resulting in a verdict for
the plaintiff, which verdict this court set uside. Roberts v. B.
& JJ,f. R. R. 83 l\foine, 298.
The second trial likewise resulted in another verdict for the
plaintiff.
We have given this case very careful consideration, and while
there appears to he some evidence on behalf of the plaintiff
a<lditional to that in the former trial, we feel satisfied that this
verdict ought not to stand. In fact, the reasons were so fully
stated in the opinion of this court why the former verdict should
be set aside, that it is unnecessary to reiterate them in this
connection as they apply with equal force now as then, notwithstanding the additional evidence. True, there is some additional
evidence, hut even with that it is so overwhelmingly in favor of
the defendant, not only in respect to the :rnundness of the car,
but also in respect to the reasonable performance of duty on the
part of the defendant in furnishing reasonably safe and proper
appliances, that it seems as if the jury must have been influenced
by some improper motive, hius, or prejudice in rendering a
verdict in favor of the plaintiff.
A new trial rnw,t therefore be granted.
1llotion sustained. _New trial
granted.
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AUIEDA

J.

w ADSWORTH

Knox.

vs.

FRED

P.

MARSHALL.

Opinion January 10, 1896.

Quarry. Blasting. Notice. Negligence. R. S., c. 17, §§ 23, 24.
Under R. S., c. 17, §§ 23 and 24, it is the duty of persons engaged in blasting
lime or other rocks before each explosion to give seasonable notice thereof,
for the protection of persons within the limits of danger. Failure to give
such notice is negligence per se, and renders the party liable for injuries
resulting therefrom, whether caused by flying debris, or the frightening of
horses by the noise of the explosion.
The established doctrine of contributory negligence, as a defense, applies to
this class of actions; and the defendant may show in an action on this statute which is remedial, that the unsafe character of the horse driven by the
plaintiff, or his negligence in other respects, contributed to the injury. If
he does this, plaintiff cannot recover, notwithstanding the negligence of
defendant.

ON

EXCEPTIONS.

This was an action under R. S., c. 17, § § 23 and 24, to
recover for personal injuries to the plaintiff, alleged to have
been caused by an explosion from a blast fired by the defendant
without giving seasonable notice thereof, while engaged in
blasting lime-rock.
The plea was the general issue.
The testimony showed that on the HHh d~ty of June, 1894,
the plaintiff was riding northwar<lly, in a wagon drawn by one
horse at a walk, along a public highway known as Union ~treet
leading from Rockport villnge to Camden village ; and that at
a point in said Union street, near its junction with Limerock
street, the horse became frightened and unmanageable and
jumped rnddenly and violently, whereby she was thrown from
the wagon to the ground and received thereby severe personal
injuries.
The plaintiff claimed, and introduced testimony tending to
prove, that the cause of the horse's fright was nn explosion from
a blast of lime-rock fired by the defendunt in the limestone
quarry of the S. E. & H. L. Shepherd Company; and that the
defendant gave no seasonable notice of such blast as is required
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by section twenty•three of said chapter seventeen, or an'y notice
whate'ver, to persons traveling in said Union street.
It was admitted that the defendant, at the time said accident
occurred, was employed by suid company in blasting and quarrying limestone in itH limestone quarry, and that said company
was the owner of said quarry.
The testimony showed that the quarry in which the blast is
alleged to have been fired is adjacent to said Union street; that
the quarry of Carleton, Norwood & Co., adjoins said quarry of
the S. E. & H. L. Shepherd company on the north and is also
adjacent to said street; that the horse at the time he took fright
was four hundred and sixty-five feet distant from the point of
the al1eged blast; that the point of the alleged blast was seventyseven feet belm\· the level of the surface of the street, and wa:,
two hundred and ninety feet distant from the line of the street;
that at the time when the horse took fright and the hlast was
alleged to have been fired. the plaintiff had reached a point at
the junction of Limerock and Union streets and two hundred
and forty-seven feet northerly from a point in the street directly
opposite the place of the alleged blast.
The plaintiff did not claim to have been struck or injured by
any fragment or other missile thrown by such blast, but claimed
that her injuries were caused solely by the horse becoming
frightened by the explosion.
The defendant denied thnt nny hla~t was fired by him, at or
near the time, when the accident occurred to the plaintiff and
introduced testimony upon that point.
The defendant's counsel requested the presiding justice to
instruct the jury that if the plaintiff's injuries were caused by
the horse becoming frightened by the explosion from a blast
fired by the defendant without having given seasonable notice
thereof, while engaged in blasting limestone, this action is not
maintainable.
The presiding justice, in order to give progress to the case,
refused to so instruct the jury; and instructed the jury that if
the plaintiff's injuries were so caused she was entitled to recover
therefor in this act.ion.
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The defendant's counsel further requested the prm,iding justice
to instruct the jury that, if at the time when such blast was fired,
the plaintiff had passed the place of such blast and was not
approaching thereto, the action is not maintainable; which
instruction, the presicli,ng justice, for the ~mme reason, refused
to give.
The horse with which the plaintiff was riding belonged to her
husband, and at the tfrne of the explosion was being driven hy
her grandson, a young man eighteen years of age.
The defendant offered testimony tending to prove that said
horse was vicious, not properly broken, and unsafe for the purpose for which it was then being used.
Such testimony, upon objection by plaintiff's counsel, was
excluded by the presiding justice.
The yerdiet was for the plaintiff; and the defendant alleged
exceptions.

Reuel Robinson, C. E. & A. S. Littlefield, for plaintiff.

W. El. .Pogle1·, for defendant.
As the plaintiff does not allege or claim that her injuries were
produced by any fragment of stone or other missile thrown by
the explosion, the defendant contends that the action is not
maintainable uncler the statute. If the legislature had intended
to protect persons from the sound of blasts and explosions, it
would have used language which would have been applicable to
blasts and explosions produced by any means and for any purpose. But the statute is confined to persons engaged in blasting "lime-stone or other stone." It does not apply even to
persons engaged in blasting other substances such as logs, or
frozen earth. The great danger from blasting stone is from
fragments of stone thrown by the blast, and by confining the
effect of the statute to blasting stones, it is apparent that it was
the intention of the legislature to protect persons from such
danger.
The statute requires persons enguged in blasting stone to give
seasonable notice so that persons may retire to a snfe distance.
This is a reasonable provision if it means such notice as will
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give persons an opportunity to retire beyond the range of flying fragments. Such distance can be calculated with considerable accuracy. But to require such notice ai:4 will enable a
person to retire to such distance that his hor8e will not become
frightened by the explosion is unreasonable, because it is
indeterminate, indefinite. One horse may not be frightened by
a blast at a distance of a few rods, another may he frightened
by the same blast at a great distance. The plaintiff's horf:le,
she alleges, became frightened and unmanageable at a distance
of four hundred and sixty-five feet, or nearly thirty rods, from
the place of the alleged blast. If the horse became frightened
at the blast, at what distance would he not have been frightened? What would be a safe distance, in case of a blast, for
another horse to be? If the statute has the construction contended for by the plaintiffs, it would be necessary before every
blast to send messengers in every direction a distance at which
the most nervous nnd most easily-frightened hor8e would not
take fright from the explosion. It was not the intention of the
legislature to impose such a burden upon persons engaged in a
legitimate business.
If the statute was intended to cover injuries caused by the
mere noise or sound or jar of an explosion, why ~hould it not
have included all blasts and explosions, :md not blasts fired by
persons employed in q uurrying stone? An explosion from the
, firing of a gun, or cannon, is not included in the statute, but
the remedy for any injury produced hy such explosion is left.
to that ut common law.
Under this statute an action will lie only for such damages ·as
are the direct cause of the injury and not for injuries produced
by the fright of a horse from the sound of an explosion.
2. At the time when the plaintiff was injured she had passed the
point of the alleged blast. From a point in the street opposite
the place of the alleged blast to the place of the accident was
24 7 feet. At the time, therefore, that her horse took fright,
she ·was retiring from the place of the blast and not approaching" it. The statute requires notice such that ~~ all persons or
f~
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teams npproaching shall have time to retire to a :_:.mfe distance
from the place of said explosion."
If a statute be both penal and remedial, it should he construed strictly. Abbott v. Wood, 22 Maine, 541.
The word •• approaching," used in the statute mnst be given
some meaning. There is no ambiguity in the word. It has
hut one definition, "drawing nearer,"" advancing towards." As
the plaintiff was not drawing nearer, or advancing towards the
place of the blast, at the time of the explosion she does not come
within the terms of the statute.
If it is urged that such a construction of the statute would
he open to the charge of absurdity, the answer is that the court
is calle<l upon to construe, and not to enact a statute. The
language of the statute must be taken in its ordinary acceptance.
3. It has long been a settled rule of the common law, that, for
injuries negligently inflicted upon one person by another, there
can he no recovery of damages if the injured person by his mvn
negligence, or hy the negligence of another imputable to him,
proximately contributed to the injury. 4 Am. & Eng. Encl. of
Law, 1.5; Whitney v. J1f. G. R. R. Go. H9 Maine, 208;
l'Voodnian v. Pitman, 79 Maine, 4.56; Parker v. Pub. Go. 69
Maine, 173. And this rule applies as much to causes of action
given by statute as to causes of action arising at common law.
1 Shear. & Redf. Neg. § 62; Beach on Contrib. Neg. § 16;
Taylor v. Carew ~Jf.q. Go. 143 Mass. 470 and cnses cited;
Hussey v. King, 83 Maine, 572.
4. The statute ,Yhich imposed upon the defendant the duty
of giving notice,· is of the same nature as that which makes it
the duty of towns to keep their ways safe and convenient for
travel. ]"or neglect of such duties, the parties in fault are
liable to persons suffering injury for such neglect. 1lfoulton v.
Sanford, 51 Maine, 127; Perkins v. Fayette; 68 Maine, 1.52;
Knowlton v. Augusta, 84 Maine, 572.
The remedy in both classes of cases is statutory. Both are
based upon the neglect of the defendants to perform a duty
positively imposed by statute~. The statutes in both cases are
penal in their nuture. The court has given the statute relating
to ways a strict construction. Perkins v. Fayette, supra.
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The statute now under discussion, being expressly penal, is
to be, at least, as strictly construed. In all actions for damages based upon the alleged negligence of the defendant the
question is whether the defendant's neglect is the Role, efficient
cause. of the plaintiff'::, injury, or was there some other new and
independent cause intervening between the neglect and the
injury. See 1 Shearman & Redfield, Sec. 25, et seq.; 19 Am.
& Eng. Encl. of Law, 300 et seq.; 16 Id. 428 et seq.; M. & St.
P. Ry. v. Kellogg, 94 U. S. 469.
SITTING: WALTON,
WELL,

FOSTER,

HASKELL, vVHITEHOUSE, vV1s-

STHOUT, JJ.

STROUT, J. The exceptions in this case, require a construction of chap. 17, § 23, of the Revised Statutes, which provides
that: '' Persons engaged in blasting lime-rock or other rocks,
shall before. each explrn,ion give seasonable notice thereof, so
that all persons or teams approaching shall have time to retire
to a safe distance from the place of said explosion ; and no such
explosion shall be made after sunset."
Section 24 provides a penalty against any one violating the
provision, and makes such person "liable for all damages caused
by nny explosion."
Statutes are to receive the construction intended by the legislature. "To ascertain this we may look to the object in view;
to the remedy intended to be afforded; and to the mischief
intended to be remedied." Winslou_,, v. I1imball, 25 Maine,
4H5. "The duty of the court, being satisfied of the intention of
the legi~lature clearly expressed in a constitutional enactment,
is to give effect to that intention and not to defeat it by adhering too rigidly to the mere letter of the statute, or to technical
rules of construction." Oates v. National Bank, 100 U. S.
244. "And we should di~card any construction that would
lead to absurd consequences." Gmy v .. Co. Com. 83 Maine,
435. "The meaning of the Legislature may be extended beyond
the precise words used in the l,tw from tho reason or motive
upon which the Legislature proceeded, from the end in view or
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the purpose which was designed." U. S. v. Preernan, 3 How.
565. So in Murray v. Bakei·, 3 Wheat. 541, the words ~~beyond seas" in a state statute of limitations were held to mean
"out of the state."
To apply these principles: When the law was enacted, it was
well known that extensive quarrying of lime and other rocks,
in close proximity to much traveled highways, was done; and
that persons traveling on such highways were thereby greatly
endangered, not only from flying rocks, hut from the frightening of horses by the noise of the explosion. The intention of
the Legislature in passing the act, was to ensnre safety from
these dangers. Hence notice of the ~~explosion" ·was required
to be given to travelers in time for them to 1~ retire to a safe
distance." It is argued that the mischief intended to be remedied was that of flying rocks or other debris, and that the
frightening of horses by the noise of the explosion is not covered
by the statute. ~re cannot concur in this view. The 8afety of
the traveler wns intended to he secured. Many of the quarries
are so far below the surface of the gronnd, that there is little
danger of flying rocks reaching the high way. The traveler's
danger from missiles is much less than that from the frightening
of horses from the noise of the explosion. Both these dangers
were present in the minds of the Legislature when a remedy
was proposed, and they evidently intended by this statute to
gunr<l against both. One of ½"" ebster':; definitions of the word
explosion, is ~~ a bursting vvith violence and loud noise, because
of internal pressure." The remedy given by § 24, is for "all
damages caused hy any explosion." .Whether the damage is
caused by the noise of the explosion, or by flying substances, is
immaterial. Whatever damage may be caused by the explosion, whether by noise and its effect on horses, or otherwise, is
within the st:"ttute protection, and the basis of liability.
It is claimed that the statute protection applies only to those
,~approaching" the point of explosion, and does not include
those who have passed the point nearest the blast, and are
receding from it, though they may bP, in near proximity anu
not 1~ a safe distance from the place." Such constrnction leads
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to absurd results, and c:urnot be accepted as the meaning of the
Legislature. The word ~~approaching" in the statute, when
considered with reference to the danger guarded against, and
the remedy provided, must be regarded as equivalent to, jn
proximity to the place of explosion, within the limits of danger.
The requested instructions were rightfully refused.
Exceptions are taken to the exelusion of testimony offered by
the defendant to prove, that the horse with which plaintiff was
riding at the time of the injury, was vicious, not properly
broken, and unsafe for the purpose for which it was then being
used.
While the statute affixes a penalty to its violation, and is so
far penal in character, the damages to be recovered by an injured
party are only the actual damages suffered, and in this, the
provision is remedial, and to he constrned as such.
The statute requires seasonable notice of an explosion. Failure to give it is negligence, ·which subjects the delinquent to
the payment of damages caused by his negligence. But it does
not follow that the injured party is thereby relieved of all obligation to exercise due care on his part. It is possible that the
explc>sion, of ·which no notice was given, may have frightened
plaintiff's horse, and the vicious character or untrained habit, or
negligent driving of the horse after the fright, which might
have been slight, contributed to the injury, or might have heen
the proximate cause. The instruction proceeded upon the
ground, that if no notice of the explosion, such as the statute
required, was given, the defendant would be liable, regardless
of the character of the horse, m· any other negligence of the
plaintiff. In Ehlssey v. Ii~ing, 83 Maine, 571, which was an
action uncl~n· R. S., c. 30, § 1, to recover for injuries caused by
the bite of a dog, it was held that the owner or keeper of a dog
waR prima facie, absolutely liable for injury inflicted by the
animal; and that the plaintiff need not allege or prove, in the
first instance, either his mvn care or the defendant'~ negligence.
But the court carefully reserved, aH undecided, the question
whether the acts of the injured person provocative of the dog
could be succes8f'ully shown in defense.
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Under the statute subjecting towns to liability for injuries
caused by defective highways, it has uniformly been held in this
State that the plaintiff cannot recover unless he was in the exercise
of due care, and that this must he shown affirmatively by the
plaintiff. In Taylo1·v. Carew .lJfanf. Oo. I4o Mass. 470, whieh was
a case under a statute making corporations ovming factories liaule
for damages to an employee, if the openings of elevators were
not protected in a manner specified, the court held that where a
statute does not otherwise provide, the rule requiring the plaintiff
in an action for negligence, to show that at the time of the injury
comphlined of he was in the exercise of due care, is the
same, whether the action is brought under a statute or at common
law. The doctrine of contributory negligence governs both
classes of actions." And this court suid in IIussey v. B~ing,
supra, p. 5'72, the '' rule applies not only to actions given by
the common law, but ulso to those given solely by statute,
where the gist of the action is the default, omission or cnrelessness of the defendant." ,vhether the same rule should
npply to the class of actions to which the present suit belongs,
need not be decided, as the defendant did not rnise the question,
but proceeded upon the ground, that when the plaintiff had
shown the absence of sufficient notice of the explosion, and nn
injury resulting, she had made a prinrn facie case; and that the
burden then rested upon the defense to show plaintiff's contributory negligence.
That the action in this case is based upon the omission and
neglect of the defendant does not admit of doubt. If he had
given the notice as required, and had not been guilty of any
other fault, no liability would have arisen, even if plaintiff had
suffered an injury. What would be a safe distance" does not
necessarily or probably mean absolutely beyond all sound of the
explosion. The plaintiff might have driven to a point so far
removed ns to properly be considered a safe distance, and yet
:m unbroken or vicious horse might have been frightened by the
noise of a distant explosion, which would not have had that
effect upon a horse suitable to drive. In such case, the fault of
the horse would contribute to the injury, if indeed it might not
11

11
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be regarded as the proximate cause. It would be a harsh construetion of the statute, to hold that the negligence of the
quarryman in not giving notice, subjected him to liability for
damages, largely, if not wholly, rei-mlting from the negligence
of the traveler in riding with an unsuitable horse. An animal
suitable to drive, might, notwithstanding a fright, be immediately
controlled, ttnd no injury occur; while an untamed or vicious
horse might not be amenable to control, and hence an injury.
Both law and sound reason concur in the proposition, that a
negligent party is liable for injuries caused by his own negligence to. a person who is not guilty of negligence which
contributes to the injury, and not otherwise. The statute,
affording this remedy to an injured party, is little more than a
reiteration of the conimon law. The only difference being, that
the failure to give notice of an explosion is made negligence per
se, and is not excused by any amount of care in other respects.
This action, under the statute, is remedial. Defendant is liable
for the consequences of his negligence, if no negligence of the
plaintiff contributed to the injury. If it did, plaintiff cannot
recover. The established doctrine of contributory negligence,
as a defense, applies to this class of actions.
The evidence in the case is not repoded, and we cannot
know whether the offered proof as to the character of the horse,
in connection ,with the other evidence in the case, would have
shown contributory negligence of the plaintiff. But it was an
element in that proposition, and should have been admitted.

Exceptions sustained.
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FRANKE. PEABODY

Penobscot.

vs.

EDWARD STETSON,

and another.

Opinion ,January 10, 189G.

Insolvency.

Non-resident Debtor. Attachment. ConsUtutfonal Law. R. S.,
c. 70, § 33; Stat. 1891, c. 109.
Chapter 191 of the laws of 18\Jl, which subjects a resident of another state,
who has property in this state, to the provisions of the insolvent law, provides a mode for the equitahle distribution of the debtor's property in this
state, through the machinery of the insolvent law; and limited to that purpose is constitutional. The act is prospective in its operation, and can have
no retroactive effect. It became operative on May 3, 1891.
Held; that an attachment of a debtor's property made prior to that date, is
not dissolved by proceedings in insolvency, under that act, instituted within
four months after the attachment.
In this case the defendant's attachment of the insolvent's real estate was made
on March 12, 1891. The inchoate lien thus obtained became perfected by
judgment in the suit, and sale of the land on execution. Held; that defendant's title to the land demanded in this writ is good, the plaintiff's mortgage
not having been recorded until April 13, 1891.
See Manufacturers' National Bank v. H,.ill, 86 Maine, 107; Ge01·ge Stetson v.
Dudley Hall, and another, 86 Maine, 110.

ON

REPORT.

This ·was a real action to recover certain lands in the Northern registry district of Aroostook county, whieh the demandant
claimed under a mortgage given by Dudley C. Hall, of Medford, Massachusetts, dated December 17, 1890, and recorded
April 13, 1891, as appears in the case George Stetson v. Dudley and Dudley C. Hall, 86 Maine, 110. This mortgage was
duly foreclo::;ed. George Stetson, a re:--ident of Bangor, in this
state, on the tenth day of March, 1891, brought an action on u.
promissory note given by the Halls for $10,000, dated September 6, 1890, and on March 12, 1891, made an attachment of the
real estate of Dudley C. Hall, in Aroostook county, and a copy
of the officer's return of the attachment was filed in the Northern
registry of that county on March 16, 1891. The action proceeded to judgment and ~aid Hall's real estate was July seized
and sold on execution to these defendants.
VOL. LXXXVIII.
18
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Under the statute of 1891, c. 109, approved March 27, 1891,
which went into effect May 3, 1891, proceedings in insolvency
were begun on May 11, 1891, against Du<lley C. Hall, in
Penobscot county, on the petition of his creditors, not including George Stetson, or these defendants who are executors of
his will. The debtor was adjudged an insolvent and assignees
were appointed, who received an assignment July 22, 1891.
The principal question in this case was ·whether the attachment made by George Stetson, March 12, 18Hl, upon his writ
against Dudley C. Hall and the subsequent seizure and sale on
execution were avoided by the pt·oceedings in insolvency.
The statute under which the proceedings in insolvency were
instituted is as follows :
An Act to amend section seventeen of chapter scv'enty of the
Revised Statutes, relating to the Insolvent Law.
CHAPTER 109.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
Legislature assembled, as follows:
Section seventeen of chapter seventy of the revised statutes
of eighteen hundred and eighty-three, is hereby amended by
inserting after the word ii resides" in the third line of said section the words ~~ or if a non-resident of the state, to the judge of
the county in which said non-resident dehtor may have personal
property or real estate," so that said section as amended, shall
read as follows:
Section 17. When one or more creditors of a debtor makes
application under oath, by petition by them signed, to the judge of
the county in which the debtor resides, or if a non-resident of the
state, to the judge of the county in which said non-resident debtor
may have personal property or real estate, or from which he has absconded or remove<l beyond the state, within six months before the
filing of said petition, leaving property or estate in said county,
setting forth that they believe that their aggregate debts provable under this chapter, amount to more than one-fourth part of
the debts provable aga.irn,t such debtor, and that they further
believe, and have reason to believe, thnt said debtor is insolv' ent, an<l tlmt it is for the best interests of all the creditors that
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the assets of such debtor should be divided as provided by this.
chapter, and it shall he satisfactorily ma<le to appear to thejudge that the allegations contained in such application are true,.
and that such debtor is insolvent, the judge shall is8ue his wnrrant, under hi8 hand, to the sheriff of the county or either of
his deputies, directing him forthwith to attach the real and
personal m,tate of the debtor not exempt by law from attachment and seizure on execution, wherever the same may_ be
situated within the state, and forbidding the payment to or by
such debtor of any debt, demand or claim, and the sale, transfer,
mortgage, pledge, convpyance, or removal hy such debtor, his
agents or attorneys, of any of his estate, property, rights or
credits, and the making of any contracts for the sale or purchase
thereof, or relating thereto, until such warrant is revoked by
said judge. Upon the issuing of such warrant, the register
shall cause an attested copy of such application and warrant to,
be served upon the debtor, or imch other notice as the judge·
may order, to be given, and the debtor thereupon may appear,.
and a hearing shall he had upon such application hy the judge,.
who may thereupon revoke such warrant, unless such allegations are proved. After service of the copy of the application
and warrant upon such debtor, or the giving of such other·
notice provided by thi:-1 section, as the judge may order, nnd
until the revocation of such warrant, any payment of a debt,.
demand or claim, to or by said dehtor, and :my sale, transfer,.
mortgage, pledge, conveyance, or contract, for the ~ale or purchase of uny ei:-tate, property, rjghts or credit:-,, of such debtor,
by him, or his agent or attorney, shall be null and void. If
upon hearing or default, the judge finds the allegations of such
application to be true and proved, and that said debtor is
insolvent, he shall issue his additional warrant to said sheriff or
either of his deputies, and cause such other proceedings to be
had as are provided in the preceding section.
Approved March 27, 1891.

J. B. Pea/cs, for plaintiff.
The attachment was dissolved by statute 1891, c. 109.

Plain-
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tiff's mortgage not affected by the insolvency proceedings.
Coffin v. Rich, 45 Maine, 507; Kin_qley v. Cousfos, 47 Maine,
91; Bryant v. J.Werrill, 55 Maine, 515.
The courts have always recognized the right of the legislature to change, modi(y or take away a remedy by a subsequent
statute, nnd not violate the constitutional provision. In Frost
v. Ilsley, 54 Maine, 351, the legislature had changed the law
of lien claims, while the plaintiff's lien existed by a statute then
in force. The plaintiff claimed it was not retroactive, and if
so the legislature had no authority to destroy an existing lien;
but the court decided otherwise, and that the legislnture had
always the control of any remedy. Even to take it away, and
not violate any provisions of the constitution. In Coffin v.
Rich, 45 Maine, 507, the court say: r 1 There can be no doubt
that the legislature have the power to pass retroactive statutes,
if they affect remedies only." Such is the well-settled law of
the state. See Owen v. Robm·ts, 81 Maine, 444.
Applying the law to this case, defen<lant's attachment on
March 12, 1891, was only a remedy provided by the statute. It
was a statute remedy for the collection of a debt. It had no
force outside (Jf the provisions of our statute. It was a remedy
pure and simple. If an existing lien-claim for wages, by force
of our statute, was only a remedy, as hel<l. by our court in
Frost v. Jb;ley, supra, how can the real estate attachment of
defendants, by force of our statute, be anything more than ~
remedy; and if one can he modified or changed hy the legislature, why not the other?
In Lord v. Chadbourne, 42 Maine, 429, which involved the
construction and the provh;ions of the statute that no action of
any kind should be maintained in any court for this state for
intoxicating liquors, the court say: "The legislature may pass
laws altering or modifying or even taking away remedies for
the recovery of debts, without incurring violation of the provisions of the constitution."
In Fales v. Wadswo,rth, 23 Maine, 553, the court say: ''No
person can hnve a vested right in a mere mode of redress provided by statute." The legislature may at any time repeal or
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modify such laws. They may prescribe the number of witnesses
which shall be necessnry to establish a fact in court, and may
again at pleasure modify or repeal such laws, and so they may
prescribe what shall :rnd what 8hall not he evidence of n fact,
whether it be in writing or oral.
The law of 1891 was simply a modification of the law as it
then stood. It put the affairs of non-resident and resident
insolvents into the same court, where they are to be governed
by the same process; where all in~olvent estates are to he distributed by the provisions of chapter 70, R. S. And to have
the effect of modifying the remedy by attachment, is preci~e]y
the same case as the modification of the remedy in Frost v.
Ilsley, supra, where the legislature changed the law of lien.

Charles P. Stetson, for defendants.
The Act of 1891, c. 109, is wholly unconstitutional. It is
not competent for the legislature of Maine, to puHs a law providing for proceedings of involuntary insolvency against a
citizen of Massachusetts.
Insolvent laws of a state can only be local and have no extra
territorial force, so as to act upon the rights of citizens of other
states. Felch v. Bugbee, 48 Maine, 9, p. 18.
Every bankrupt or insolvent system must p:lrtake of the
chamcter of a judicial investigation. Parties whose rights are
to he affected are entitled to a hearing. Hence every system in
common with the particular sy8tem nmv before us, professes to
sun~mon the creditors before some tribunal, to show cause
against granting a discharge to the bankrnpt.
But on what principle can 11 citizen of another state be forced
into the courts of this state for investigation?
But when in the exercise of that power (power to pass insolvent laws), the states pas::; beyond their own limits and act upon
the rights of other states, there arises a conflict of sovereignty
and a collision with the judicial powers granted to the United
States which renders the exercise of such :L power incompatible
with the rights of other states and with the constitution of the
United States. Ogden v. Sauncle1's, 12 Wheaton, 213.
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The statute of 1891, c. 109, is not and was not intended to
be retroactive or retrospective.
A statute is com,trued to operate prospectively only; unless
on its face the contrary intention is manifest beyond reasonable
question. Shreveport v. Cole, 129 U. S. 39.
SITTING:

PETERS,

,vrsWELL. STROUT,

C. ~T.'

FOSTER, HASKELL, WHITEHOUSE,

J,J.

J. This is a writ of entry to recover certain lands
in the northern Registry District of Aroostook county. Demandant claims under a mortgage of these lands, and other
lands in the southern district of Aroostook, given to him by
Dudley C. Hall, dated December 17, 1890, recorded in the
southern district on December 29, 1890, and in the northern
district, April 13, 1891. Defendant claims the land:-, in controver:-.y, under an attachment in suit, George Stet:wn v.
Dudley C. I-Iall et al., made on M:uch 12, 1891, duly recorded,
and a sale upon execution which issued upon the judgment
rendered in that suit; at which sale defendants became purchasers, nnd received a deed from the officer. It is not controverted that all proceeding:-, after the attachment were in regulin·
form and within the statutory periods of time, to nrnintain the
lien of the attachment in force; and that the attachment, antedating as it did, the record of deman<lant's mortgage in the
northern registry district, took precedence of the mortgage,
unless the attachment was vacated by insolvency proceedings
agairn,t Dudley C. Hall, the debtor. Hall, at the date of the
mortgage, was a citizen of Massachusetts, <nvning these lands
in Maine, and it is not claimed that he has at any time been a
citizen of this l:'.itate, or re:-,ident here/ Demandant was then
and now a citizen of Massachusetts.
On the twenty-seventh day of March, 1891, the Legislature
of this state, hy an amendment to the insolvent law, provided
that a non-resident of the stntc vvho had real or personal property within it, should be subject to its provbions. Chapter
109, law of 1891. This act became an operntive law on the
STROUT,
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third day of May, 1891. On the eleventh day of May, 1891, a
petition in insolvency was filed by creditors of Dudley C. Hall
( hut not including these attaching creditors), in Penobscot
county; and on the ninth day of July, 1891, Hall was duly
declared an insolvent under the law of 1891, and assignees
were appointed, and an assignment made to them in accordance
with the provisions of the insolvent law.
The. main question is, whether these insolvency proceedings
vacated the attachment on the Stetson writ. Demandant claims
that it was vacated under R. S., chap. 70, § 33, as the attachment had not existed four months prior to commencement of
insolvency proceedings.
Defendants say, the act of 1891 is unconstitutional; and if
not, that it cannot retroact to discharge a lien legally existing
before the enactment of the law.
The constitutionality of state insolvent laws, in the absence
of a general bankrupt law of the Unitc<l States, when confined
to the limits of the enacting state, and operating upon its own
citizens, is beyond que:-;tion, since the case of Ogden v. Saunders, l~ Wheat. 369. It is equally well settled that such laws
cannot operate' to bar suits by citizens of the same state upon
contracts existing prior to the passage of the law; Schwartz v.
Dri'.nkwater, 70 Maine, 409; and that they have no effect upon
contracts held by citizens of other states, unless such holders
became parties by proving their claims. Owen v. Robe1·ts, 81
:Maine, 445.
The act of 1891 attempts to subject to its provisions citizens
of other states, owning property in this state, over whom
neither this state nor its courts have any personal jurisdiction.
But the property of such non-residents situated in this state, is
subject to control under the local law. Many provisions of the
insolvent law cannot be applied or enforced against a non-resident. who does not voluntarily come in and make himself a
party to the proceeding.
The object of the statute undoubtedly vvas, to enforce an
equitable distribution of the debtor's property in this state,
among his creditor:-;; and thi:-; is ntternpted to be accomplished
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through the machinery of the insolvent la"v. Enough of the
provisions of that law can be enforced against a non-resident to
accomplish this object; and it may well be, when that result
is reached, that further proceedings cease, because inapplicable.
Regarded in this light, and confined to this purpose, it is not in
conflict with any constitutional provision.
Assuming the decree of insolvency against Hall, to be effective for this purpose, ·we are to determine its effect upon the
attachment in the Stetson suit. When the attachment was
made on the twelfth day of March, 1891, it became, under the
law then existing an inchoate lien upon the land in controversy,
which entitled the creditor, if he observed all the requirements
of the statute to perfect his lien, to subject the lands, by sale
on execution, to the payment of any judgment in his suit. It
appears that all these requirements were fulfi1led, and the
defendants became the purchasers of the lands. l1ilborn v.
Lyman, 6 Met. 304. Until the enactment of the statute on
March 27, 1891, which went into effect on May 3, 1891, there
was no provisi<~n of the insolvent law which could affect Hall,
or his property in this state ; and the creditor's lien could not
be lost, except by bis own laches.
On the third day of May, 1891, a new statute subjected Hall's
property in this State to its control. The general rule is that
statutes shall have a prospective operation unless the intention
of the Legislature is clearly expressed, or clearly to be implied
from their prnvisions, that they shall apply to past transactions.
Deake, appellant, 80 Maine, 55. So far as the rights of these
parties, and the disposition of Hall's property in this State, are
concerned, the entire insolvent law, including the amendment
of 1891, must be regarded us first becoming law on the third
<lay of May, 1891. The act of 1891, is not in terms made
retroaetive, and nothing in its language raises a fair implication
that the Legislature intended it to have that effect. It is necessarily prospective in its application to Hall, and cannot be
retroactive in its operation upon his property. The first proceeding is against Hull to obtain a decree of insolvency. There
was no authority for such proceeding till May 3, 18!:H. Hall's
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. property is affected, as the result of the decree of insolvency, and
cannot be affected by any provisions of the insolvent law,
exi8ting before the law 8ubjected Hall to its provisions. As to
him, all its provisions speak from May 3, 18n, and do not
retroact upon rights, liens or conditions Ia-wfully existing prior
to that date. 1WacNiclwl v. Spence, 83 Maine, 90; Hussey v.
Danf01·t!t, 77 Maine, 20; Palm.er v. ~Hixon, 74 Maine, 448.
The provisions in the original insolvent law, that attachments
existing less than four months prior to proceedings in insolvency
are dissolved, must, as to Hall and his property, be construed
as speaking from the third day of May, 1891, and be operative
upon subsequent attachments of the property of a non-resident
insolvent, and cannot he permitted to destroy a lien, created,
exi;;,ting and valid before the enactment of the law.
To give it such retroactive effect, would seem to impair the
obligation of the contract, which the states are prohibited fron1
doing by the constitution ofthe United States, as that provision
has been defined and construed by the Supreme Court of the
United States. Broruwn v. I{frtzie, 1 How. 312; Edu.Jards v.
I{earzey, 96 U.S. 607; Plante1-,•.;' Bank: v. Sharp, 6 How. 301.
These decision~ upon this question are authoritative and binding
upon all state courts.
It has sometimes been said, that a remedy may be materially
impaired, if not wholly taken away, without conflicting with
this constitutional provision,- that in such case the contract
subsists, though the means of enforcing it are so much weakened
by subsequent legislation, as to render it of little value to the
holder. But the Supreme Court of the United Stutes, in
Bdwm·ds v. ID:a1'zey, supra, say : ii The obligation of a contract
includes everything within its obligatory scope. Among these
elements nothing is more important than the means of enforcement. This is the breath of its vital existence. Without it,
the contract, us such, in the view of the hnv, ceases to be, and
falls into the class of those imperfect obligations, as they are
termed, which depend for their fulfilment upon the will and
conscience of those upon whom they rest. The ideas of right
and remedy are inseparable. vVant of right and want of remedy
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are the sRme thing . . . . The laws which snhsist at the time
nnd place of making a contract enter into and form a part of it,
as if they were expre:-,sly referred to or incorporated in its terms.
This rule embraces alike those which affect its validity, construction, discharge and enforcement." This court has held that
attachments made upon contracts entered into while the insolvent law was in existence, were affected by its provisions,
although the deht was held by a citizen of another state. Owen
v. Robe,·ts, 81 Maine, 445. But in that case, the court carefully
reserved the question whether an attachment made before insolvency, upon a debt existing before the enactment of the insolvent
law, should not be regarded as a vested right. And in Bigelow
v. Pritchard, 21 Pick. 17 5, though not deciding the point, the
court say : ~~ A creditor has no vet'lted right in the mere remedy,
unless he may have exercised that right by the commencement
of legal process under it, before the law making nn altemtion
concerning it, shall have gone into operution."
Limiting the act to a prospective operation, Ro far as the
rights of these parties are concerned, it follows that the lien of
defendants' attachment wus not Jost by the insolvency of Hall,
and that the defendants have title to the lnnds in controversy,
and there must be,
Judgm.,ent fo1· defendants.

GEORGE

W.

A~signee in Insolvency,
vs.

CHIPMAN,

FuANK
SAME,

in equity, vs.

Penobscot.
Insolvency.

E.

PEABODY.

EDWARD STETSON,

and another.

Opinion .January 10, 1896.

Retroactive Statutes. Attachment. 211urtgage. R. S., c. 70; Stat.
1891, c. 109.
The statute of 1891, c. 109, amendatory of the insolvent law, and subjecting
property of' insolvent non-resident debtors within this State to the jurisdiction of the Court of Insolvency, is held to be prospective in its operation and
not retroactive.
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Held; that a lien created by an attachment of a non-resident debtor's property
in this State before the enactment of the statute of 1891, c. 109, is not
affected by subsequent proceedings in insolvency against such debtor under
that act.
A non-resident gave on December 17, 1890, a mortgage of lands in Maine duly
recorded to the defendant to secure a pre-existing debt. The debtor was
decreed an insolvent on petition of his creditors filed in Penobscot county,
May 11, 1891, under the Statute of 1891, c. 109, which went into effect May 3,
1891. Held; that the proceedings in insolvency did not invalidate the mortgage.
See Peabody v. Stetson, ante, p. 273.

ON HEPORT.
The first of these actions was a writ of entry.
Plea, nul disseizin.
The plaintiff claimed title as assigBee in insolvency of Dudley
C. Hall, of Medford, Massachusetts.
The defendant claimed
title under a mortgage from Dudley C. Hall to himself; and it
was admitted that such mortgage was given by said Hall to
secure a pre-exi.~ting debt, and for no other purpose.
Plaintiff read in evidence the fo1lowing: A certified copy of
the petition in insolvency by Henry Bradlee and others, creditors of Dudley C. Hall, filed May 11, 1891, in Penobscot
county, and adjudication and decree thereon dated June 11, 1891.
A certified copy of memorandum of first meeting of creditors,
July 9, 1891.
,
A certified copy of the docket entry, showing appearance of
counsel for the insolvent.
A certified copy of the choice of assignees dated July 9, 1891.
A certified copy of the a.cceptance of the assignees, dated
July 9, 1891.
A certified copy of the assignment, dated July 22, 1891.
It was admitted that W'"illiam C. Haskins, one of the assignres of the insolvent estate of Dudley C. Hall, deceased, February 17, 1892.
The defendant read in evidence the following:
Copy of mortgage from Dudley C. Hall to Frank E. Peabody, dated December 17, 1890, recorded in Northern Dii4rict,
Aroostook county, April 13, 1891, at one hour and thirty
minutes, P. l\L, in volume 24, pages 233,234,235, 236, and 237.
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It was admitted by plaintiff that this same mortgage was also
duly recorded in the registry of deeds for the southern district
of Arom;took county, December 29, 18~)0, in vol. 118, page 359.
Defendant also read in evidence a certified copy of notice of
foreclosure of said mortgage, dated October 7, 1891, published
in the Aroostook Repuhli.ean, at Caribou, October 14th, 21st and
28th, 1891, entered in the registry for the Northern District,
Aroostook county, in volume 1, pnges 371, 372 and 373, of the
records of foreclosure.
At the conclusion of the evidence the case was withdrawn
from the jury an<l reported to the law court for such decision as
the legal rights of the parties may require.
The second action was a bill in equity, which after setting
forth the above proceedings in insolvency agnim,t Dudley C.
Hall, a non-resident debtor, allege::, the attachment of his real
estate in this State, and its seizure and sale on execution to the
defendants after judgment. The particulars of the attachment,
etc., are stated in the case, Peabody v. Stetson, ante, p. 273.
The bill further ·alleges :
'' Seventh. That all of the aforesaid nttachments made as
aforesaid, being made within four months preceding the commencement of the in~olvency proceedings aforesaid, (the petition being filed on the 11th <lay of May, 1891, and the adjudication of insolvency being on the 11th day of J'tme, 1891,) were
dissolved by virtue of section 33 of chapter 70 of the Revised
Statutes of Maine, and that the sales on said execution \Vere
null and void.
"Eighth. That all the conveyances made as aforesaid in pursuance of said void sales, duly recorded as aforesaid, although
themselves null and void, yet constitute a cloud upon the title
of your complainant to said lands in said several countim;, and
that he is unable to sell and dispose of the aforesaid lands, and
property of said insolvent estate arnl divide the proceeds among
the creditors of said estate, and wind up the affairs thereof, so
long as said cloud remains upon the title as aforesaid.
"Wherefore, your complainant prays this Honorable Court to
decree that all of the aforesaid execution sales, and the several
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conveyances made thereon, to be null and void, and that the
respondents be ordered to release their apparent title to the
several parcels above described to your complainant, and for
such further relief as the case may require.
'' Geo. W. Chipman, Assignee.
"Dated, Boston, Aug. 6, A. D., 1894.
William B. French, ~
Boston, Mass. Complainant's Solicitors."
Charles H. Bartlett,
Answer . . . ''Respondents deny the allegations of paragraph
seventh of complainant's bill and say that said attachments were
and are valid, and the sales as stated of the real estate on said
exeeution were and are valid and that they, said respondents,
by virtue thereof hold and are entitled to said real estate; and
they say that the proceedings in insolvency in this State agt~inst
said Dudley C. Hall cannot affect or impair the snid attachments and said sales on execution, and say that said proceedings in insolvency in this State were under and by virtue of the
laws of this State approved and enncted March 27, 1891, and
which did not take effect and become effective until May 3, 1891,
and long subsequent to the d_ate of said attachments; and said
law and statute so as aforesaid enacted, was not, and was not
intended to be, retroactive, and by express provision of lnw said
statute and said proceedings under same cannot affect the said
writ and uction of respondents against said Hall nor the said
attachments of real estate on said writ, nor the said sales on
execution nor the title of respondPnts to said real estate, by
virtue of said sales.''
The case was heard on bill, answer, replication and proofs.

Charles H. Ba1·tlett, and J,V. B. French, of the Boston bar,
for plaintiff, in the action at law, argued:
•
It is admitted that the mortgage was given by the debtor Hall to the defendant Peabody to secure a pre-existing debt,
and that the mortgage was not recorded in the northern district
of Aroostook three months prior to the commencement of
insolvency proceedings against Mr. Hall; and it follows that,
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if the statute is literally construed, the mortgage was not seasonably recorded, and the assignee took the landH free and
discharged therefrom.
The plaintiff contends that the statute (R. S., c. 70, § 33,)
requiring a three months' record prior to the commencement of
proceedings in insolvency must be observed, because it is a law
governing the transfer of titles to lnnd, and was in force when
the mortgage was given.
It is well established that all instruments and contracts affect·
ing the title to land must, to have any validity, be executed in
the form and attended with all the solemnities required hy the
laws of the state or country in which the land is ~ituated.
Cutter v. Davenport, 1 Pick. 86; Osborn v. Adams, 18 Pick.
245-247; Goddanl v. Sawye1·, 9 Allen, 78; Hosford v. Nichols,
1 Paige Ch. N. Y. 220-225; and Houston v . .Nowland, 7 Gill
& J. (M<l.) 480-Ml3. It is also familiar law that the capacity
of the parties to take and hold land is determined by the lex loci.
There has been a gradual and continuous growth in the
United States, from an early day, in extending the provisions
of laws governing the registration of conveyances, until now,
not only the whole system of land titles, but also the titles to
almost all kinds of personal property, are governed by laws
prescribed by statute. Webb, Record Titles, § 4.
These recording acts have uniformly been liberal1y construed,
so that they might attain their intended object. Kelly v. Callwun, 95 U. S. 710; Nat'ional Bank v. Conway, 1 Hughes, U.
S. 710; Parkist v. Alexande1·, I Johns,1 Ch. 39a; Jackson v.
Town, 4 Cow. 549-605; Fort v. Burch, 6 Barh. G0-70; Peck
v. ffiallamu;, 10 N. Y. 543; Jlfoor·e v. Tlwrnas, I Oregon, 201252; I1enyon v. Stewart, 44 Penn. St. 179-192; Fallass v.
Pierce, 30 Wis. 480.
A statute requiring mortgages to be recorded is a lex loci
which must be observed in order to give them validity against
third parties who have acquired an interest in the property
without notice of the incumbmnce. Broome on Mortgages, §
92; 1 Jones on Mortgages, § 472, nnd cases cited; Bacon v.
Van Sclwonlwven, 87 N. Y. 446-450; Decker v. Boice, 83 N.
~
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Y. 215-220; Yer,qe1· v. Burt, .56 Iowa, 77; Henderson v. Pilgrim,, 22 Texas, 464; Haye8 v. Tf!fany, 25 Ohio St. 549-552;
..1Vailor v. Young, 7 Lea, (Tenn.) 737; 8haw v. Wilshfre, 65
Maine, 485.
Counsel also cited: 2 Pars. Cont.* 572; Gocldm·d v. Sawyer,
9 Allen, 78; R. S., c. 70, § 33; Owen v. Robe1'ts, 81 Maine,
439; Reno on Non-Residents, § 282.
The provision in regard to requiring the three months' recor<l
existed at the time of the contract forming a part thereof, and
could be taken advantage of as soon as a state of facts arose,
giving the court jurisdiction of the person; that is, whenever
Hall came to Maine, and should go into, or he put into insolvency.
The provision in the in::-olvency act requiring mortgages given
to secure a pre-existing debt to be recorded three months before
the commencement of insolvency proceedings, to be good as
against the assignee of the estate of the mortgagor, is one of
those solemnities which the law of the place may properly prescrilw, and which must be observed to give the mortgage validity
on the happening of the contingency within the prescribed time.
The object of the legislatnn=i in imposing the obligation of
recording such mortgages within a prescribed time was undoubtedly to secure prompt registration, that the public might know,
or have the mean8 of knowing, the nctual title to lands by an
examination of the record in the registry of deeds of the district
in whiQh the land it-, situated.

J. B. Peaks, for defendant, Peabody.
There is no admission and no proof that Hall, the mortgagor,
was insolvent or in contemplation of insolvency at the time he
gave the mortgage. And it is not admitted and it is not proved
that the mortgage was given with a view of giving a preference
to any creditor. And it is neither admitted nor proved that the
defendant had reasonable cause to believe that the mortgagor
was insolvent or in contemplation of insolvency. Nor that such
mortgage was made in fraud of the laws relating to insolvency.
The language of the admission is that it was given to secure
a pre-existing debt, and for no other purpose. The very words
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"and for no other purpose 1' takes the case entirely out of the
provisions of R. S., c. 70, § 52. Further, one of the provisions
of Rection 52 is that such payment, pledge, assignment, or
conveyance must be made in fraud of the laws relating to
insolvency. At the time this mortgage was made, there were
no laws relating to insolvency which could affect it in the
least, as non-resident property ·was not subject to la\-vs relating
to insolvency in any way whatever.
The law of 1891 is simply an amendment of the existing
statute. It is intended to put the affairs of non-resident and
resident insolvents into the same court, where they are to be
governed hy the same proce-:,;s, where all insolvent a::,setl'3 are to
be <listributed by the provisions of R. S., c. 70, hut it cannot
affect the obligation of a contract such as this. It ·would be
unconf:-ititutional. B1·yant v . ..1...Wer1·z'.ll, 55 Maine, 515.
Argument, in the equity case, by J.1fes.ws. French & Bartlett.
1. That· the legislature clearly intended that deeds of
assignment issued in insolvency cases after the amended act
went into operation, should dissolve all attachments made
within four months prior to the commencement of insolvency
proceedings.
2. That the statutory rule of construction must give way to
the clearly expressed intent of the legislature.
3. That the remedy by attachment on mesne process is not a
vested right, but a contingent lien depending for its existence
upon legislu.tive will, and that it forms no part of the obligation
of the contract.
4. That the defendant's levy did not disseize the plaintiff,
and is only a cloud upon his title, to remove which equity
alone affords a remedy.
R. S., c. 1 § 3, providing that ~1 actions pending at the time
of the pa::~sage or repeal of an act shall not be affected thereby"
is not applicable. I1ilborn v . .Lym,an, 6 Met. 299. The attachment was dissolved. The lien of an attaching creditor is
conditional und qualified. It does not become fixed, absolute
or vested until final judgment and levy. It is a JH~ivilegc conferred by the legislature subject to modification. 1 Am. and
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Eng. Encly. p. 894; Exparte Foster, 2 Story, 145; Kilbont v.
Lyrnan, supra.
There can be no vested right in a statute process or remedy.
Oriental Bank v. Freese, 18 Maine 109-112; G?ifin v. Rich,
4.5 Maine, 507-514; Il'ingley v. Gou.-;ins, 47 Maine, 91; Baldwfo
v. Bwm:ell, 52 Vt. 57; Harrison v. Sterry, .5 Cranch, 289-299;
Bigelow v. Pl'itcltarcl, 21 Pick. 1G9-175; Gmnt v. Lyman, 4
Met. 4 70; Kilborn v. Lyman, G Met. 299-304.
Nor can there be any vested right in a mechanics' lien, which is
a statute remedy. Frost v. llsley, 54 Maine, 345-351; Ban_qor
v. Goding, 35 Maine, 73; Gmy v. Gadeton, 35 Maine, 481;
Hanet.: & Go. v. Wc1dey, 73 Mich. 178; JVoodbury v. Grinies,
1 Col. 100-IOG; Bailey v. Mason, 4 Minn. 54G.
An act making witnesses competent or incompetent applies to
cases pending, and causes of action existing when it takes effect,
because it is purely remedial.
lVestennan v. Westennan, 25
Ohio, 500-507 ; John v. Bridgman, 27 Ohio St. 22-43 ; Olive1·
v. 1_l[oore, 12 Heiskell, (Tenn.) 482-487; I-Iepburn v. Curt:-;, 7
vV atts, 300.
An act creating a remedy where none existed is valid, because
it interferes with no contract and divests no vested rights.
Schenley v. Oommonwealth, 3G Penn. St. 29-57; Uncletwoocl v.
Lilly, 10 Serg. & R. (Penn.) 97-101; Hosme1· v. People, 96 Ill.
58-fil; Wellsllear v. Kelly, G9 Mo. 343-354; Paschall v.
Whitsett, 11 Alu. 4 72-478.
And any lien given by the legi:::;lature may be taken away by
the ]egislnture without in any wise interfering with or impairing
the obligation of contracts. _._Mattin v. 1-Iewitt, 44 A]a. 418-435;
Iverson v. Slwrtet, 9 Ala. 713; Watsnn v. Simpson, 5 Ala.
233; Becli:, .Adm'r, v. Buxnett, 22 Ala. 822; Fitzpatrick v.
Edgar, 5 Ala. 499; Cooley Const. Lim. 3Gl.
The extent of the operation of the deed of a1,signmcnt upon
previous attachments depencl.s upon the law in force when the
assignment was nrnde. O'Neil v. Harrin,qton, 129 Mass. 591 ;
Sullings v. Ghin, 131 Mass. 479.
And it has been repeatedly held that a debtor has no vested
VOL. LXXXVIII.
19
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right to a di~charge in insolvency, and that the law in force
when the discharge is granted governs. Ex parte Lane, 3 Met.
213 ; Eastrnan v. Hillard, 7 Met. 420 ; Eddy v. Arnes, 9 Met.
58,5; Thayer v. Daniels, 110 Mass. 345; Batten v. Sisson,
133 Mass. 557.
The plaintiff has no remedy at the common law. He has not
been disseizc<l or ousted; the defendant has made no entry on
the lands in question for the purpose of dispossessing the plaintiff, or done any act to gain possession in hinu,elf. The only
thing looking townrds a disseizin was the levy, made long after
the statutory deed of assignment was issued arnl had been
recorded. Jones v. Light, 8G Maine, 437.
The remedy by attachment on the mesne process is no essential right which outers into and forms a part of the obligation
of the contract. It is merely a matter of procedure, depending
wholly upon the statute, and is subject to repeal at any time at
the will of the legislature, without any violation of the constitutional proviHion prnhihiting the enactment of Ia ws impairing
the obli~ation of contracb. See Ogden v. Saunders, 12 Wheat.
213; Ililborn v. Lyman, supra; Banlc v. F1·eese, supra;
Ilingley v. Oowdns, supra; Baldwin v. Russell, supra; Bigelow v. P,·itchard, supm; G1·a11t v. Lyrnan, supra; Sprague
v. Wheatland, 3 Met. 41G; TVard v. Proctor, 7 Met. 318;
Stetson v. Hayden, 8 Met. 29; Shelton v. Oodm,an, 3 Cush.
318-321; Jewett v. Phillips, 5 Allen, 152; Saunclen.; v. Robinson, 144 Mass. 30G; Geer v. IIorton, 15H Mass. 2Gl; Berry
v. Clary, 77 Maine, 482; Blount v. Windley, 5 Otto, 173;
Sampson v. Sampson, G3 Maine. 328; Bird v. Kelle1·, 77
:Maine, 270; Ex pm·te Lane, 3 Met. 213.

Ohar·les P. Stetson, for defendants. Stetsons.

C. J.,
,JiT.

SITTING: PETEUS,
\V1SWELL, STROUT,

FOSTER, HASKELL, WHITEHOUSE,

STROUT, J. These cases were argued at the same time, and
are so intimuteiy related, that they may be considered together.
The plaintiff is the assignee in insolvency of Dudley C. Hall,
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a non-resident of Maine, against whom a decree in insolvency
passed under chapter 109 of the laws of 1891, upon a petition
filed hy creditorR in Penobscot county, on May 11, 1891. Oll!.
December 17, 1890, Dudley C. Hall mortgaged to Frank E.
Peabody certain lands in Aroostook county, part of the lands
being in the northern and part in the southern registry districts ..
The mortgage was recorded in the southern district on December·
29, 1890; and in the northern district, on April 13, 1891. The
mortgage, which contained a provision of foreclosure in one·
year, appenrs to have been regularly foreclosed, by publication,.
the first publicntion being on October 14, 1891.
The suit of Chipman v. Peabody is a writ of entry to recover·
certain lanlls in the northern district of Aroostook county,
which were included in the mortgage of Hall to Peabody.
In the equity suit against Stetson, complainants claim title to,
these and other lands in Aroostook, Penobscot and Piscataquis
counties, as as8ignee in insolvency of Dudley C. Hall ; all of
which are claimed by defendants under an execution sale and
conveyance to them by the officer making the sale, by virtue of'
an attachment made on wri~, Geo1'ge Stetson v. Dudley 0. Hall!
et al., of the Penobscot lands, on March 10, 1891, of the Piscata-quis lands on March 11, 1891, and of the Aroostook lands on
March 12, 1891 ; the complainants claiming that the mortgage·
to Peabody, being ~1 to secure a pre-existing debt, and for no,
other purpose," that the attachments of all said lands were·
vacated by the insolvency proceedings, and that the record title·
of defendants is a cloud upon complainants' title, which ~s sought
to be removed.
First, as to the real action.
The mortgage to Peabody was made in December, 18~J0, four
months before the enactment of the law which made Hnll, a nonresident, subject to insolvency proceedings, and five months
before it went into operation. When made, it was a. valid, legal
contract, under which valuable real estate wns eonveyed to
Peabody. It was recorded in both Aroostook Districts before
the law of 18n, chapter 109, was in force. To give that statute
a retroactive effect to invalidate that contract, would be clearly
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unconstitutional. B1·onson v. Kinzi'e, l How. 312; Edwal'ds
v. Keal'sey, 96 U. S. 607; MacNi'clwl v. Spence, 83 Maine, 90;
Palmer v. 1-fixon, 74 Maine, 448.
The act of 1891 must be construed as prospeetive in its
operation ; and so far as non-residents are concerned, it was a
new law, and as to them all the provisions of the insolvent law
mu~t be regarded as first in force on May 3, 18Hl, when chapter
109 became operative. The mortgage from Hall to Peabody
was not invalidated by Hall's insolvency.
Second, as to the equity suit.
The attachment upon the Stetson writ, created a lien upon
the lands attached, ·which became perfected by subsequent proceedings. I1ilborn v. Lynian, 6 Met. 304; R. S., chapter 81,
§ § 5G, 59. Thi~ lien was in existence before the enactment of
chapter 109 in 18n, and nearly two months before that statute
was in force. The act did not provide for any retroactive effect,
and none is implied from its language. By the ct-;tablished rule
of construction, it should lrnve a prospective and not retroactive
operation. To give it the latter effect is, to say the least, of
doubtful constitutionality. Cases supra. It better comports
with the harmonies of the law, and the rights of parties, to treat
it as prospective only, in all its provh:dons. Tor1'ey v. Corliss,
33 Maine, 33G. So treated, the defendants have acquired legal
title to the lands sold on execution, and the assignment in
insolvency to the complainant conveyed only the equity of
redemption from such sale, which has long since expired. The
complainants now have no title to any of the lands in controversy.
The statute of 1891 is more fully examined in the opinion m
Peabody v. Stetson, ante, p. 273, argued at the same time as
these cases.
The entry will be in the case of Chipman v. Peabody,
Judgment fol' defendant.
And in the case of Ghipnian, in equ-ity, v. Stetson,
Bill dis-m,issed.
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Opinion January 10. 18%.

Way. Towns. Notfc('. R. 8., c. 18, § 80.
The words "actual notice" in the statute, (R. S., c. 18, § 80) relating to
actions for the recovery of damages sustained by defects in highways, signify something' more than an opportunity to acquire notice by the exercise
of due care and diligence.
Evidence that a highway surveyor negligently disregarded a general complaint
that all the culverts in his district were in bad condition has no tendency to
prove that he had actual notice of a particular defect in one of them.
The facts and circumstances i.n a given case may justify the conclusion that he
must have had actual notice unless grossly inattentive; but proof of gross
inattention is not proof of actual notice.
A defective culvert was covered with planks about two feet in length laid
lengthwise of the road; and the plaintiff's horse broke through the plank
in the horse-path between the wheel-ruts. It appeared that this plank was
so decayed that a piece ~ight or nine inches long was broken out of the middle of it by the horse's foot, leaving the two ends still attached to the
stringers; but at the time of the injury it was covered with earth to the
depth of two inches. Held; that the plaintiff failed to prove that the
municipal officers or highway surveyors of the town had twenty-four hours,
actual notice of the defect which caused the injury.
A statement to the selectmen that there wasn't "a safe culvert" on the road
where the accident happened, without special mention of the culvert in question is not sufficiently definite and specific. Neither can a statement to the
highway surveyor that "all the culverts were in bad condition and needed
repair" be deemed actual notice of the identical defect which may be the cause
of an accident.
Bragg v. Bangor, 51 Maine, 534; Smyth v. Bangor, 72 Maine, 249; Rogers v.
Shirley, 74 Maine, 144, affirmed.

ON

EXCEPTIONS.

Thi:-, was an action on the case, under R. S., c. 18, for injuries from an alleged defect in a culvert.
The defendanb, did not controvert the evidence tending to
prove that the selectmen, or highway surveyor, had actual
notice of the alleged defect; but seasonably reque::;ted the court
to instruct the jury that the evidence offered was insufficient to •
estab)i::,h the element of twenty-four hour::,' aetuul notice.
The defendnnts also contended that one Simeon E. Tarr ,vas
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not a highway surveyor competent to bind the town, by receiving notice at the time claimed in the evidence, nnd seasonably
reque~ted the court to so rule.
The defendants excepted to so much of the charge as relates
to the allegations and element of twenty-four hours' actual
notice by or to the selectmen or highway ::mrveyor as follows:
,r I inl::ltruct you that Mr. Tarr, under this tet-;timony may he
regarded by you as highway surveyor for that district upon the
15th day of May, when he was repairing that culvert, with sufficient official authority to receive notice of the actual condition
of the culvert which should bind the town. And I in~truct you
further, if you believe the testimony as to what was said to Mr.
TaIT about the condition of that culvert on tbe 15th of May, I
think that you would be authorized to find that he did then
have actual notice of the actunl condition of the culvert. And,
to cover the whole case upon that point, I ·will also instruct
you that if you believe the testimony of the witnesses who
stated that they gave notice to the selectmen as to the cqndition
of all the culverts upon that way and if you find as a fact that
this culvert was rotten and defective, then you would be authorized upon that testimony to regard the selectmen as having
actual notice of the nctual defective condition of the culvert,
8ufficient to meet the provisions of the statute which require
them to have such notice before the plaintiff can recover."

lVeston Thompsun, for plaintiff.
The defendants are here objecting that the case lHcks proof of
notice to their officers of defects which they and the same officers \Vere bound to find without notice, and repair, at the peril
of indictment and tine. R. S., c. 18, §§ 52, 88.
This requirement of notice is less exacting than it would he
if the statutes not bearing on the civil action, did not lay upon
the defendants the duty of ascertaining defects without wniting
for notice. Any information which fairly puts the officers upon
inquiry and enables them with reasonable ::,;enrch 'to find the
defect, should be sufficient. Behind the stntute granting the
civil action is a principle of natural equity which is the reason
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for the enactment; a principle that finds expression in the common law definition of a tort.
Here we have the plaintitf 1s hurt and the defendants' neglect
of legal <luty as its sole and proximate cause : all the natural
justice that warrants any action of tort.
Although ii town officers" are not usually town agents, the
road officers are hy statute made agents for the town in their
relation to this plaintiff; because the town is liable criminally
for their neglect, (R. S., c. 18, §§ 52, 88,) and because the
town may be estopped by their conduct, when through them,
"the defendant" has made repairs. R. S., c. 18, § 81. Hayden v. Attleborough, 7 Gray, 338, 340, 345; Gilpatrick v.
Biddeford, 51 Maine, 182. -- These suggestions apply with
p·eculiar force to a case where the defect is merely rottenness,
the inevitable result of time and weather on such materials as
the town saw fit to use in building the culvert; the injury happening so long after the last repair a:-:: to make the rottenness a
reasonable and even necessary inference from the time and the
neglect.
The plaintiff has undertaken to prove "notice" to the municipal officers and also to the road surveyor; hut it is enough if
she has succeeded in showing notice to either.
,iNotice" in the statute. means knowledge, whether acquired
hy representations from other persons, or by personal inspec'tion, or otherwise. This is the fair interpretation of the section.
and it has been so understood by the court. The notice required
is not necessarily one to be i, served." llol?nes v. Pm·is, 75
Maine, 559, shows this, and also shows the agency for the town
of road officers in cases of this kind.
Eastman appeared May 11, 1894, and "told them . . . that
the road was in very bad condition; that there wusn 1t n, safe
culvert between my hou:::;e and Richmond, not Rafe to travel
over." As plaintiff was not hurt till the thirtieth this notice
·was seasonable. It was sufficiently specific. It did not say the
whole road to Richmond was defective. It specified the bad
places, the culverts; including the one at which plaintiff was
hurt. Any man could easily have found those culverts, includ-
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ing the one in this case. from that notice only. The notice was
not bad because it included other had culverts, as well as the
one here concerned. Ro,qers v. Shfrley, 7 4 Maine, 144.
It was not open to the pnrtiet-i in this case to try the question
whether other culverts ,vithin Eastman's complaint were as he
represented them. The evidence indicates that his statements
to those officers were in all respects and as to all the culverts,
true ; for the defendants culled Small, who says he built all the
culverts at the same time and of the same kind of material and
all had stood without repairs for six years. If one of them had
become rotten at both ends and in the middle by time and
weather only, it is fair to infer in default of countervailing evidence, that the otherH were in the ::,ame condition.
The municipal officers disregarded Eastman's notice. If th:y
had exnmined one of the culverts and found it sound, they
might possibly have been excused afterwards for treating the
notice as unreliable. If they had examined the culvert where
plnintitf was hurt, and ( as we think) if they had examined any
culvert, they would have found that Eastman's assertions were
true.
A town and its officers disregnrd such a notice from a reHpectahle citizen at their peril. Slzauer v. Allerton, 151 U. S., 607.
Surely it eannot hPlp the defense to show that this long
neglected road had been the subject of much complaint before.
Hemlock luml>er had stood in these culverts as long ns it would
last.
It is immaterial whether Eastman spoke from knowledge,
from information, from inference, from conjecture, or from a
purpose to deceive. He did not state his complaint as infor-ence or hearsay, but as of his own knowledge. He asserted the
defect as a fact. Until after plaintiff was hurt, the officers had
no reason to doubt (so far as uppears) that Eastman spoke
from his own senses and spoke truth, as to every culvert within
the terms of his assertion. They had a notice which should
have put them on prompt inspection; they had no reason to
doubt that it was true, and it wns true. It would repeal the
statute to allow the town to escape by testimony that its_ officers
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di,l not examine the way for six years and (without cause for
skepticism) disbelieved the assertions of respectahle citizens
who told them the truth. The jury were not bound to believe
that the selectmen disbelieved.

I-I. M. lleat!t and C. L. Andrews, for defendants.
SITTING: WALTON,
WELL,

FOSTER, HASKELL. WHITEHOUSE,

vV1s-

JJ.

WmTEHOUSE, J.
The plaintiff recovered a verdict of eight
hundred and seventy-five dollars against the defcn<lant town for
a personal injury sustained by her May 30, 18~)4, by reason of
a defective culvert in the highway.
The defendants contend that the plaintiff failed to comply
with the requirement of the statute (R. S., c. 18, § 80) which
makes it incumbent upon the sufferer to prove as a condition
precedent to the maintenance of the action, that the '' municipal
officers, highway surveyors or road commissioners of such town,
had twenty-four hours' actual notice of the defect or want of
repair;" and the case comes to the law court on exceptions to the
ruling of the presiding justice upon thi:-:; point.
The culvert in question ,vas eighteen and one-half feet long,
mea:::mring from one side of the road to the other, twent_y-four
inches wide over all, and fifteen inches hetween the stringers,
with a depth of sixteen inches. It was constructed in 1888, of
sound hemlock plank two and a half inches thick. Two planks
were set on edge lengthwise of the culvert and across the highway, and covered with planks about two feet long nailed across
the culvert and lengthwise of the road. At this point there was
a single well-defined traveled way, two ·wheel-ruts and the horsepath, :rnd within the ·limits of the traveled way the culvert was
covered with earth to the depth of ab'out two inches, the top of it
being substantially level with the grade of the road.
On the 30th of May, 1894, the plaintiff accepted an invitation to ride from Richmond to Bowdoinham, and when the
horse stepped on the culvert in question, he broke through the
short plank in the horse-path between the two ·wheel-ruts, and
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the plaintiff was thrown violently to the ground receiving the
injury of which she complains. It appears that this plank was
so decayed that a piece eight or nine inches long was broken
out of the middle of it by the horse's foot, leaving the two ends
still attached to the stringers.
There was no claim that this culvert had ever been examined
or repaired hy any municipal officer or highway surveyor prior
to the 15th of May preceding the accident on the 30th of the
same month. But it was contended that, on the 15th of May,
1894, the highway surveyor had actual notice of the defect both
from personal observation and from a conversation with Carleton
Meserve; and furthermore that the selectmen all had actual
notice of the defect from information given them i, about the
middle" of the same month hy Thomas A. Eastman.
Respecting the alleged notice to the highway surveyor, on the
15th of May, these facts are disclosed: The acting surveyor,
Mr. Tarr. was notified hy his son that a plank was off of the
culvert in the ·wheel-track. He promptly examined the culvert
and found thnt the plank in the westerly wheel-track, wh_ich
was originally sawed a little too short, had been thrown out of
position. In the place of this he supplied a new plank which
he carried with him. He testified that the old one was sound
enough to be ,i safe for anything: to pass over;" that he cut into
the plank next to it, and found it quite sound;" that he looked
underneath the culvert and it looked well ; that he had never
been informed by anybody that there was a rotten plank in the
horse track, or a rotten plank in any part of the culvert, and
that he had no knowledge of any such defective condition. But
while he was thus engaged in repairing the westerly end, Mr.
Meimrve drove along in his carriage, and in conversation
remarked that the ''culvert::-i were in bad ~ondition and needed
repair ; that they all needed repair." He did not specify any
particular culvert. He admits that he had no knowledge of the
actual condition of the defective plank in question and made no
reference to it; and th:it his statement to the surveyor was
simply the expression of an opinion that in view of the age of
t!
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the culverts it would be advisable to have them examined and
repaired.
The alleged notice to the selectmen rests wholly on the
complaint made to them in their office'' about the middle of May,"
1894, hy Thomas A. Eastman. He said: ''I told them that we
expected them to do more work on our road this year; that the
road was in very had condition, that there wasn't a safe culvert
between my house and Richmond-not safe to travel over."
The culvert in question was between Eastman's house and the
Richmond line; but he made no special mention of this particular culvert in that interview. He admits indeed that prior to
the accident he had no know ledo-e of the existence of this
culvert. It was substantially covE>red with dirt, and the top
being level with the road, he had never noticed it. Nor had he
ever been informed of any defect in this culvert. He admits
that he only made a general complaint that the road was bad;
that knowing that some of the culverts were bad, he expressed
the opinion that all were. He admits that he did not communicate to the selectmen any information in regard to any piirt of
this culvert.
But for the purpof-es of the trial, the presiding judge gave the
jury the following instruction upon this branch of the case : "If
you believe the testimony as to what was said to Mr. Tarr about
the condition of that culvert, on the 15th of May, I think that
you would he authorized to fin(l that he did then have actual
notice of the actual con<lition of the culvert. And to cover the
whole cnse upon that point, I will also instrnet you, that if you
believe the.testimony of the witnesses who stated that they gave
notice to the selectmen as to the condition of all the culverts
upon that way, and if you find as a faet that this culvert was
rotten and defective then you would be authorized upon that
testimony to regard the selectmen as having actual notice of the
actual defective condition of the culvert, sufficient to meet the
provisions of the statute which require them to have such notice
before the plaintiff can recover."
e are unable to concur in this construction of the statute as
applied to the facts of this case. It is not in harmony either
~
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with the obvious purpose, or the natural import of the terms,
of the amendatory act of 1877, and is at variance with the
previous decisions of this court respecting this Htatute and that
which preceded it.
In Brag_q v. Bango1', 51 Maine, 534, the question i1wolved
was whether the town had reasonable notice of the defect," as
required by the former statute. In the opinion the court say :
It is notice of the defect that is required. The question then
is, what is notice of an existing fact? . . . . Reasonable notice
is such notice as gives information to the town officers or some
of the inhabitants, of the actual condition of the road . . . These
words mean ~omething more than that a town might have had
notice by diligence and care, or ought to have taken notice .
. . . . . Notice of a fact implies knowledge ,of the existence of
the fact, brought home to the party to be charged, either by his
own observation or hy declarations made to him by those who
have seen or know h."
Butbythe amendment of 1877, (R. S.,c.18, § 80,) the legislature manifestly designed to prescribe a more definite requirement respecting notice and impose a more rigorous limitation
upon the traveler's right to recover for an injury received. In
accordance with thi8 view the court say in S,mytlt v. Bangor,
72 Maine, 249 : '' Since the passage of the act of 1877 no recovery can he had against a town or city for an injury received
through a defect in one of its highways unless some one of its
municipal officers, or highway surveyors, or road commissioners, had twenty-four hours' actual notice of the defect. And
the notice must be of the defect itself, of the identical defect
which caused the injury. Notice of another defect or of the
existence of a cause likely to produce a defect is not sufficient."
So also,in Roge:rs v. Shirley, 74 Maine, 144, the court say:
'~ The call now is for twenty-four hours' actual notice . . . of
the defect or want of repair which is the cause of the accident,
provable us in other cases ·where actual notice is required, by
circumstances showing personal knowledge on the part of the
party to he notified, or information conveyed to him by others
of the existing facts. Nor can one be said to have actual notice
11
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of such a thing as this statute has referred to, until both the
character and, approximately, the location upon the face of the
earth, of that which constitutes the defect is in some way made
known to him."
In the case at bar, it has been seen that Meserve gave no
specific information to the highway 1mrveyor of the identical
defect which caused the injury, nor did Eastman give the selectmen any definite information respecting the defect in question ;
for the simple reason that in each instance neither lVIcserve nor
Eastman had any such information to give. It is plain that
neither the selectmen, nor the highway surveyor, acquired from
these sources of information any actual notice of the particular
defect which was the cause of the accident. The statements of
Meserve and Eastman were not 1mfficiently definite and specific
to fulfill the more exacting req nirements of the present statute.
But inasmuch as actual notice is a conclusion of fact ,vhich
may be established by all grades of competent evidence, circmnstnntial as well as direct, it iH still insisted that if he had not
been grossly inattentive to his tluty the highway surveyor would
have derirnd actual notice, and that he ought to be deemed to
have had actual notice of the defective condition of the plank in
question, from the personal examination and inspection made
by him at the time of repairing the other defect at the westerly
end of the culvert.
The surveyor, however, in bi::, te:::;timony, expressly denies that he ever in fact had any personal
knowledge of the rotten condition of the plank in the horsepath ; and there is no direct evidence that he ever did have any
such knowledge. It only appears that he might have acquired
personal knowledge of the actual condition of all part:::; of the
culvert, if he had made a more careful and thorough examination of it on the occasion mentioned; but as already intimated,
the words actual notice in thi:::;' stntnte signify something more
than an opportunity to obtain notice by the exerci:::;e of due
care and diligence. Evidence that a highway surveyor negli-gently disregarded a general complaint that all the culverts in
his district were in bad condition has no tendency to prove that

"
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he had actual notice of a particular defect in one of them. The
facts and circumstances in a given case may justify the conclusion that he must have had actual notice unless grossly inattentive; but proof of gross inattention is not proof of actual notice.
Exceptions sustained.

CHESTER M. vV ALKER, Assignee of William A. Carkin,
Insolvent,
V8.

VVILLIAM

Knox.

A. CARKIN.

Opinion ,January 10, 1896.

Attachment. Exemptions. E.r:press Wagon. Stat. 1887, c. 64.
Under a statute exempting from attachment one "express wagon," held; that
a vehicle suited and adapted to the transportation of' luggage, truck, small
parcels of merchandise, light country produce, and other light articles, and
one that may conveniently be used for such purpose, is within the exemption.
Whether a particular vehicle falls within this description is a question of fact
for the jury.
ON MOTION AND EXCEPTIONS.

This was an action for replevin of a cart described in the
replevin writ us a peddler's cart.
The plaintiff is the assignee in insolvency of the defendant,
and the cart in controversy passed to the plaintiff under the
assignment in insolvency unless it was exempt from attachment
and seizure and ~ale upon execution.
The defendant claimed it as exempt as an express wagon.
The verdict was for the defendant. The plaintiff claimed that
the wagon in controversy was not, within the meaning of the
statute, an express ,vugon. A view of the wagon was had hy
the jury.
The plaintiff requested the presiding justice to instruct the
jury as follows, which request was refused:
'' By the use of the term 'express wagon' in the statute of
exemptions, the legislature have exempted the wagon usually
and or<linarily known as an express wagon, and if the wagon in
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controversy is not what is usually and ordinarily known as an
express wagon, then the plaintiff is entitled to recover."
Among other things in his charge the presiding justice
instructed the jury as follows against the objection of the plaintiff.
l. '' Now an express wugon b commonly known hy us all as
a four-wheeled vehicle, with a straight body, commonly hung
on springs, with a foot-board, a movable seat and a dumping
tail-board, a vehicle of light con::,truction. Any of you would
at once recognize such a vehicle as an express wagon. But I do
not think the meaning of this statute limits the exempted vehicle
to one strictly of that description."
2. "But I think the true intent and meaning of the legislature
was to exempt to the debtor a vehicle suited and adapted to the
transportation of luggage, truck, small parcels of merchandise,
light country produce, und other light articles, and one that may
be conveniently used for such purpose.''
3. '' I will read it to you again : I think it 18 a four-wheeled
vehicle, suited and adapted to the transportation of luggage,
truck, smull parcels of merchandise, light country produce, and
other light articles, and one that may he conveniently used for
such purpose in distinction from one that is not of that character."
4. "Now, to make my distinction clear, the vehicle that is
exempted here under the statute is a vehicle, as I have told you,
suited and adapted for the transportation of s1nall articles, light
articles, and that may be conveniently used for that purpose."
5. 1'It is not necessary that it should be of nny particular
form or build, if it is suitable for the purpose for which it is
used, if it is of a construction that is fitted for that purposl:', that
is adapted for that purpose, :ind that yon would say was fairly
to be applied as an irn,trument to carry out such purpose and
intent, if the vehicle is, as I have told you, for common use,
suited to tran:-:-port luggage. bags of meal, light articles of
merchandise and everything in distinction from one that is fitted
for a particular trade."
6. '~ The statute meant to exempt to the debtor his hor:5e, his
cart, if he had one, if he had not, then a light vehicle suited to
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carry common commodities, without distinction, a four-wheeled
vehicle, and what has been defiiwd as an express wagon."
To a11 of which instructions and refusals to instruct the
plaintiff excepted.

0. E. and A. S. Littlefield, C. M. Walke1·, awl E. C.
Payson, with them, for plaintiff.

W. H . .Pogle1·, for defendant.
SITTING: PETERS,
STROUT'

C. ,J.'

w ALTON'

FOSTER, WHITEHOUSE,

J,T.

STROUT, ,T.
Replevin for a vehicle claimed to be exempt
from attachment as an 11 express wagon," under c. 64, Ja,vs of
1887. The presiding judge instructed the jury that "an express
vrngon is commonly known hy us all as a four-wheeled vchiele,
with a straight body, commonly hung on springs, with a footboard, a movable seat and a dumping tail-board, a vehicle of
light construction. Any of you would at once recognize
such a vehicle as an express wagon. But I do not think
the meaning of the statute limits the exempted vehicle to one
strictly of that description." "But I think the tme intent and
meaning of the legislature was to exempt to the debtor a vehicle
suited and adapted to the transportation ofluggage, truck, small
parcels of merchandise, light country produce, nnd other light
articles, and one that may be conveniently used for such purpose.''
The last definition was substantially twice repeated to the jury.
Plaintiff excepted to this instruction, as also to a refusal to
instruct, that if the vehicle was not u:-1ually and ordinarily knmvn
as an express wagon, it was not exempt.
Exemptions are intended to preserve to a debtor the means
necessary for obtaining a livelihood in his voeation. Hence the
tools necessary for his trade or oecupation and a certain amount
of materials and stock necessary therefor, a limited amount of
household furniture, a pair of oxen, or in lieu thereof two horses
or mules not exceeding a named value, are exempted. Then
followed, in R. S., c. 81 , § 62, clause 9, the exemption of one
plough, one cart or truck wagon, and other articles specially
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needed by a farmer in his vocation ; to which was added in
1887, '' one express wagon,"" the vehicles intended to correspond
with the animals used, and all designed as aids to labor rather
than traffic." Srnitlz v. Chase, 71 Maine, urn.
The defendant is a farmer. In that vocation he needs a
vehicle for the transportation to market of various comparatively
light products of the form, and the return of articles used in the
family, and upon the farm. No special form of constrnction of
such vehicle was intendPd by the legislature. It may he open
or covered. The purpose and use and adaptability to that
purpose and use, was in view, instead of technical de::-cription
of carriage builders. It must he one suitable and convenient
for the purpose. It does not include caniages designed and
mainly used for riding and traveling; but only those suitable
and convenient for transporting ,itruck, small parcels of
merchandise, light country produce, and other light articles.''
Having in vie,v the vocation of the defendant, the instrnction
given was definite and in accordance with the intent of the
statute and the object to he accomplished and sufficiently
favorable to the plaintiff.
Motion for new trial. The instructions being correct, it
was for the jury to determine whether the vehicle in question
was an express wagon, within the definition of that term as
given by the court. They had a view of the vehicle. It \Vas
in evidence that the defendant used it for the transportation to
his customers of butter, milk. eggs, potatoes and apples, the
product of his farm, and transported home in it his grnin, and
that this was the purposes for which he used it and that he did
not use it as a peddle cart. His egg~, bntter and milk were
delivered to regular customers. His apples and potatoee were
"u~ually sold before I [he J brought them in and then delivered
them." These facts distinguish this case very clearly from
Sndth v. Chase, suprn. That ·was a regular peddler's cart,
fitted up as a movable store. The jury found the vehicle to
be an expresR ,vagon, within the definition given, and we
perceive no reason for disturbing the verdict.
Exceptions and nwtimi ove1Tztled.
VOL. LXXXVIII.
20
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CLARENCE P. WESTON, Petitioner~
V8.

:MOUNT DESERT

AND

Hancock.

EASTERN SHORE LAND COMPANY.

Opinion January 11, 1896.

Writ. Amendment. Attachment. Record.
An officer made an attachment of real estate on April 27, 1891, and duly
returned it to the registry of' deeds. Some person unknown fraudulently
changed the date of the attachment on the writ to April 28, and made the
same alteration in the officer's return to the registry of deeds, and in the
register's minutes and record of attachments. On petition of the plaintiff,
held; that the officer was properly allowed to correct the elate in his return
on the writ, by restoring the original and true elate.

0N EXCEPTIONS.
This was a petition praying that the date of the attachment,
and returns on the ·writ and returns and records of the same in
the 1·egistry of deeds, in Hancock county, ·where an action
hetween the same parties had been defaulted and continued for
judgment, might be restored hy order of the court to conform
to the facts.
The petition after alleging the bringing of the action on April
27, 18Dl, the making the attachmen~ on that clay by the. officer
and his return of the same into the office of the registry of
deeds, etc., charges:
'' That without know ledge or consent of said plaintiff and by
some person unknown to him, the date, to wit, 'April 27th,'
of said officer's return of said attachment on said writ has been
changed to '..April 28th,'" etc.
"And for the information of the respondents hereto said
plaintiff says that said attachment stands charged on said officer's books of account to G. P. Dutton, attorney for said plaintiff, as of April 27th, and on said officer's private docket of
business transactiom, as mnde April 27th.
"And said petitioner further alleges that on the 17th day of
January, 1891, Charles H. Lewis and Franklin D. White, h1
their capacity of president of and treasurer of said corporation,
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[the defendant] and undertaking that their act was the act of
the corporation, by their mortgage deed of that date and
recorded January 27th, 1891, in volume 250, page 205, in the
registry of deeds for Hancock county, undertook to convey to
William Claflin and Dm,tin Lancey, trustees, all of the real
estate in Hancock county of said corporation.
1
' And that an alleged vote of said corporation purporting to,
be confirmatory of said mortgage, and to have been passed
April 28th, 1891, was received and recorded in said registry,,
May 1st, 18Hl, in volume 250, page 557.
"VVherefore said plaintiff prays that such notice as the court
orders be given of this petition to said corporation and to said
Claflin and Lancey, trustees, and that a hearing be had, and.
that the date of said attachment and returns on said writ and aH
returns and records in said registry of deeds of the same be·
restored by order of court to conform to the facts.
Clarence P. Weston, by
Geo. P. Dutton, Attorney."
1
' October 15th, 1894.':
After due notice to the respondents, this petition was heard.
upon the affidavits of the officer and another witness by the•
. presiding justice, who made the following order and to whicb
the respondents took exceptions :
Supreme ,Judicial Court. January Term, 1895 ..
Motion granted so far as to allow the attaching officer to,
restore the true date of his return according to the fact. This
had best be done by making a new return nccording to the
truth, and the officer may endorse such return upon the \Yrit."
The original returns on the back of the writ and photographic
copies, taken under the direction of the clerk of the court, accompanied the bi11 of exceptions.
11

1

'

Geor,qe P. Dutton, for plaintiff.

J. A. Peters, Ji·., for defendant trustees.
Connsel cited: Fairfield v. Paine, 23 Maine, 498; Be8sey
v. Vose, 73 Maine, 217; jjfilliken v. Bailey, 61 Muine, 31G.
The return of attachment was complete and perfect in itself on
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October 15, 1894, the date of the petition praying to have it
changed. It was all there; there was nothing missing. There
wa:-; no inconsb,tency in it. It was clear, and furnished notice
to anyone ·who ~aw it that the attachment was made April 28th.
It is true that the <late of the return shows evidence of alteration; but it is common krnnvledge that officers, as well as other
persons, will write a date wrong and often roughly correct it
by :m erasure and new figure. If this alone will invalidate a
return or authorize an officer to make a new return, other rights
having intervened, and say at hi1::1 discretion what the date
should he, there is little safety in returns.
There was no reason for an amendment. The petitioner
hardly claims this. He m,ks for a change. We urge that no
change could he made by the officer under the law allowing him
to amend. The discretion of the judge in the matter of amendments has to be legally exercised.
It may he argued that this was not an amendment, but a
change, a '' restoration." Courts have full pO\ver over their own
records and can order any ehange. We do not, of course,
deny this proposition; but we suggest that the change was not
ordered in a proper manner. In the first place, because the
court did not order ,vhat change, if any, should be nrnde ~ but
delegated to a private citizen, an ex-deputy sheriff, its power of
decision, and expressly burdened him with the necessity of
deciding what the H fact'' was and making a new return according to what he r:;hould find to be the truth. 1' The officer was
to decide as to the truth of his own affidavit, ( without the
assistance of cross-examination and argument,) and make a
new return after he should make up his own mind. vVe submit
that this is not the exercise of power by the court over its own
records. In this case there would be two returns on the back
of the writ, as the existing return was to be allowed to stand
and another one made on the same writ below. rrhis was subsequently done as a matter of fact.
If the officer's return war:; not made to be the 28th, )as he said
it was not in his affidavit, and his return has been changed
without his consent, then this return of the 28th is not his
1

'
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return, and the writ has no officer's return upon it. In sueh a
case the officer cannot be permitted, as against these intere::-5ted
third t)arties, to make n new or any other return. This was
practically decided in the second ground of opinion in Bessey
v. Vose, supra.
""\Ve do not mean to be understood as arguing that there is no
remedy for a fraudulent or other alteration of an officer's return
of attachment. When the facts can he ascertained conclusively,
after an examination of testimony on both sides, undoubtedly
proper orders can be made whereby the original record can be
restored. We submit that an ex-officer cannot do this under
the power of amendment, nor can the court delegate to him the
right to adjudicate upon the facts and make a new return to
suit himself.
SITTING: PETERS, C. J., WALTON, FosT.1<.m, WHITEHOUSE,
WISWELL, STROUT, J,J.
STROUT, J. The evidence shows that, on the 27th day of
April. 1891, at 12.15 P. M., a deputy sheriff attached real estate in suit of this plaintiff against this defendant, and on the
same day made a proper return of the attachment to the register
o( deeds in Hancock county, and made his return upon thA writ
under the date of April 27. That ::mbsequently some unknown
person wrongfully changed the date of the return upon the ·writ
to the 28th, and made the same alteration in the officer's return
to the registry of deeds, and in the register's minutes thereon, and
in the record of attachment in said register's office. That this
was done without the knowledge or consent of the plaintiff, or
of the officer making the attachment. This petition usks to
have all these dates restored to those originally made.
The judge who heard the case, after notice to parties interested, granted the petition i i so far as to allow the attaching
officer to restore the true date of his retu m according to the
fact. This had. best be done by making a new return according
to the truth, and the officer may endorse such return upon the
writ." To this ruling exceptions were taken hy vVilliarn Claflin
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and Dustin Lancey, trustees under u mortgage to them from the
defendant company of all its real estate in Hancock county.
The mortgage was date<l ,January 17, 1891, and recorded J~nuary
27, 1891.
The petitioner did not seek, and the court did not grant, un
amendment of the officer'::; return.
The relief sought and
grunted was only a restoration of the date originally made and
written hy the officer, a diHplacement of a frnudulent alteration,
and restoration to its condition as it was before the fraudulent
alteration.
Judicial records are al ways under the control of the court.
It ·would be a reproach to the law if, in case of fraudulent alterations of its records, the court could not eliminate the fraud,
and restore the record to its original, authentic character.
Whether this is <lone in the present case, by erasing the fraudlent figure 8, and restoring the true and originally written
figure '7, or by rewriting the whole return with the date of
April 27, is immaterial. The result b the sanw. In either
case the fraud is eliminated, as it should be, and the officer's
return stands as it was originally written.

Exceptions overrulecl.

BEDFORD E. TRACY vs. CATHERINE G. ROBERTS, and others.
CATHERINE G. ROBERTS, and others, in equity,

vs.
BEDFORD E. TRACY.
Hancock.
Deed.

Guardian.

.:..vlinor.

Opinion ,January 11, 1896.

Limitations. Estoppel. R. S., 1871, c. 52, § 12;
R. S., 1883, c. 71, § 30.
A guardian's sale of real estate is irregular and void where there is no petition
or license covering the premises conveyed, and where there is no bond or
notice of such sale.
In such case the Probate Court has no jurisdiction over the subject matter.
Nor does the five years' limitation, provided by R. S., c. 71, § 30, in which an
action may be broug·ht by the ward or other persons claiming under him to
avoid such sale, apply to such case.
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The limitation applies to defective sales under licenses from a court having
jurisdiction, but not where there was no petition or license.
It is competent for a ward when he becomes of age to ratify and affirm a sale
made by the guardian where it is invalid for a want of compliance with some
statute requisite, or to avoid it within a reasonable time.
Facts stated that will be regarded as a ratification.
The doctrine of equitable estoppel is equally available in an action at law as
in equity.
Where the consideration has been receivecl and retained upon a defective sale,
and such sale was made by the guardian in good faith and the wards have
received the benefit of the proceeds, there being no fraud or mistake, but
full knowledge of the facts, the doctrine of equitable estoppel applies, and
the party cannot afterwards claim the land itself.
See Kingsley v. Jordan, 85 Maine, 137.

ON REPORT.

The case is stated in the opinion.

L. B. Deasy and J. T. Higgins, for Tracy.
Geor_qe P. Dutton, for Roberts.
S1TTING:

PETERs,

VVHITEHOUSE, STROUT,

c.

J.,

,v ALTON,

FosTER,

HASKELL,

JJ.

FOSTER, J. Two cases are reported to this court, the first,
a writ of entry for a parcel of land lying in Monnt Desert; the
secon4, a bill in equity brought by the defendants in the first
suit against the plaintiff therein, praying for an injunction
restraining him from prosecuting his suit at law, and for a decree
requiring him to release to the comphinantH his pretended title.
The cases are submitte<l on the same statement of facts and
ure to be decided together.
In 1870 vVillium Roberts was the owner of the premise:3 in
dispute. He died intestate leaving a widow, and Franklin B.
Roberts and Horace D. Roberts, his children and sole heirs.
The premises in dispute were assigned to his widow for her
dower. She died February 23d, 1876.
Septem her 25, 187 5, Franklin 13. Roberts died intestate,
leaving three children as his sole heirs, Abhott L., ,Josephine M.
and Ralph V. Roberts.
April 17, 187h, Ahbott L. Roberts, being of full nge, conveyed his interest, being one-third of an undivided half, in the
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demanded premises, to his uncle Horace D. Roberts, hy sufficient deed, duly recorded. Thus Horace D. Roberts was an
owner of an undivided half of the demanded premises by
inheritance from his father, William Roberts, and one-sixth by
purchase from Abbott L. Roberts, heir of Franklin B. Roberts.
December 1, 187 5, Deborah M. Roberts, widow of the said
Franklin B. Roberts, was, upon ht>r own petition, duly appointed guardian of tlosephine M. and Ralph V., children of
herself and the said Franklin B. Roberts, and duly filed her
guardian's bond and inventory.
The said Franklin B. Roberts left other real estate at his
decease, than that in controversy; and at the April term, 187G,
of probate court, the said Deborah M. Roberts filed a petition
to sell certain real estate of her said wards. Het license bond
was duly filed and approved, wherein she recited that ~he was
duly licensed to sell and convey '' all of the real estate helongjng to said Franklin B. Roberts the same described in the peti-tion of said Deboeah M. for license to •::,ell entered at the last
April term of t:iaid court, A. D. 1876."
On the third '"Wednesday of June, 1876, license issued to the
said Deborah M. Roberts to sell the land "described in her
petition for license." But neither does said petition, nor said
license, embrace the demanded premises, nor does it appear
that she ever took the oath required hy law under said license,
although the license was returned into court and recorded.
June 27, 187(5, the said Deborah M. Roberts, in her capacity
a::; guardian of ,Josephine M. and Ralph V. Robertt:i, by a guardian's deed in due form reciting the aforesaid petition and license,
conveyed to the said Horace D. Roberts the undivided interests
of the said ,Josephine and Ralph' V. Roberts in the demanded
premises, which deed was duly recorded August 20, 1876.
If we correctly understand the facts, it appears that on that
same day other real estate which was embraced in the petition
and license, and to which the bond related, was sold by the said
Deborah M. Robert::, to other parties, as stated in the case of
I1i1zgsley v. Jordan, 85 Maine, 137, 138.
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Horace D. Roberts died December 7, 187G, intestate, and the
defendants are his heirs nt law.
Ralph V. Roberts died June 16th, 188G, intestate, without
issue, being nearly sixteen years of age, leaving as heirs his
brother and sister, Abbott L. Roberts and ~Josephine .M. Roberts.
Josephine M. Roberts became of age in 1878.
September 18, 1888, Deborah M. Roberts then having become
the wife of ,villiam W. Sumner, and Josephine M., who had
married Otis M. Ober, nnd Abbott L. Roberts, by their deed
of quitclaim ,vithout covenants, conveyed to the demandant,
Tracy, their interest in the demanded premises, for the consideration hereafter stated.
It is admitted that the said Deborah M. Roberts wa~ duly
appointed guardian as aforesaid; that a license to her as said
guardian bud duly issued to her on the third vVednesday of
June, 1876, to sell some real estate but that neither the petition
nor license in any way covered the demanded premises, nor that
she ever took the oath required by law under that license. It
is ulso admitted that the said guardian in her said deed claims
authority by virtue of the petition and license aforesaid ; that
she maJe the conveyance· in good faith, and for the benefit of
the estate of said wards; that her said wards received the benefits of the proceeds of said sale ; that the plaintiff, when he took
the deed from Deborah M. Smnner, Abbott L. Roberts and
Josephine M. Ober, took it with full knowledge of said gmudian's
deed, and that the consideration thereof waR an agreement on
the part of the plaintiff to prosecute this claim against the
defendants to final judgment for one-half the land, and if not
successful to receive nothing for his services and expenses.
The tenants' ancestor, Horace D. Roberts, went into the
occupation of the premises on the purchase from Abbott L.
Roberts and from the guardian in 1876, nnd he, during his life,
and the tenants after his death we.re not disturbed by any claim
till the commencement of this action.
It will he seen from this statement that if the sale by the
guardi~n is sustained, then the plaintiff has no title and this
. action cannot be maintained. For it is admitted in argument,
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and the evidence discloses the fact, that he has no title to twothirds of the demanded premise::::,- the one-half inherited by
Horace D. Roberts, father of the tenants, from his father, ~rilliam
Roberts, and the one-sixth conveyed to him by Abbott L.
Roberts. The controversy therefore is concerning the remaining
third,-that which upon the death of their father, Franklin B.
Roberts, came by inheritance to Josephine M. and Ralph V.
Roberts. Can the plaintiff recover that third, or uny portion
thereof?
"\Vas the guardian's conveyance of this third to the tenants'
ancestor, Horace D. Roberts, such as can be legally sustained?
The plaintiff raises several formidable objections to the legality
of that conveyance. The irregularities appttrcnt thronghout the
proceedings are numerous and extraordi1iary. There was neither
petition nor license that in any way covered the demanded
premises; nor was there oath, or bond, or notice of sale, as
required by statute.
The case at bar is essentially different from that of Ilingsley
v. Jordan, supra, where the only objection to the validity of the
guardian's sale was, that it did not appear that the guardian
. took the oath required by law before making the sale. The
petition, license :rnd bond in that case embraced the premises
then in controversy, and there was hut one omission of the
statute requisites to constitute a valid sale. The material facts
in that case are so different from those in the present case, that
the decision there can affor<l no criterion by which the rights of
these parties are to be determined.
I. The defendants set up, in answer to these objections to the
validity of the guardian's conveyance, the limitution provi<led
by R. S., c. 71, § 30, viz: ''No action shall he brought to
recover an estate sold under this chupter .
. with a
view to a void the sale .
. by the ward or persons
claiming under him, unless it is done within five years after the
sale, or the termination of the guardianship, except that persons
out of the state, or under legal disability at said times, are
limited to five years after their return to the state, or the
removal of the disability."

I
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The statute in the section following that already cited,
provides that in an action brought to contest the validity of any
such sale by the ward or person claiming under him, no such
sale shnll be avoided on account of any irregularity in the
proceedings if it appears, (1) That the license was granted by
a court of competent jurisdiction, and the deed was duly executed
and recorded; ( 2) That the person licensed took the oath, and
gave the bond and notice of the time and place of sale required
hy law; (3) That the premises were sold in such manner, and
within such time as the license authorized, and are held by one
who purchased them in good faith. The implication being that
an omission of these requisites would render such sale void.
The limitation of five years within whieh an action is to be
brought applies to defective sales under Jicenses from a court of
competent jurisdiction, and not to sales where no petition or
license ever existed. Clwclbourne v. Rackliffe, 30 :Maine, 354,
360; Poor v. LmTabee, 58 Maine, ,543, 558; R. S., 1821, c.
52, § 12. The petition to the probate court is the foundation
upon which to base the jurisdiction of the court, and must allege
sufficient facts to give the court jurisdiction and power to
authorize the sale.
Overseers v. Gullifer, 49 Maine, 360;
Danby v. Dawes, 81 Maine, 30; Gross v. Howal'd, 52
Maine, 192.
Courts of probate are created by statute and po:-::sess special
and limited juri::icliction only. The record of their proceedings
must show their jurisdiction. Nothing is to he presumed in
favor of the right to divest an heir of his title. The authority
to do ~o is derived wholly from the statute, and its provisions
must he strictly complied with.
This doctrine was affirmed in the case of Williams v . ..1.lforton,
38 Maine, 4 7, where a conveyance of real estate of his wards
by their guardian, even under license of the probate court,
without complying with the requirement of the statute as to
giving a bond, was held to he void and to vest no title in the
grantee; and the court further held th~t the money paid for
such a deed might be recovered back in an nction upon its covernmts, or for money had and received. See also, ~1oody v.
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Moody, 11 Maine, 247, 253; Knox v. Jenks, 7 Mass. 488;
TVillianu v. Reed, 5 Pick. 480.
In the case last cited the court say: '' There being no bond
and no oath, the sale is void. or at least voidable, so that the
parties to it are at liberty to vacate it, and consider it annulled."
A fortiori, where there is neither petition nor license. as
,vell as no bond or notice of sale, and no oath, all of which are
required by statute. The court had no jurisdiction over the
subject matter.
The limitation of five years within which an action is to be
brought hy R. S., c. 71, § 30, cannot be applied in this case.
The sale was void as not being in compliance with the
statute.
II. But there are other grounds upon which the tenants rely
to defeat the plaintiff's recovery, und these are ratification, and
equitable estoppel.
In Kin,qsley v. Jordan, supra, this court said : '' When a sale
by guardian under license is invalid for a want of compliance
with some requirement of law by the guardian, it is competent
for the ward when he becomes of age to ratify and affirm the
sale, or he may avoid it within a reasonable time. If he affirms
it, he becomes bound by it." Willi"arnson v. fVoodman, 73
Maine, H>3.
It is admitted that the sale by the guardian was made in good
faith, for the benefit of the estate of the wards, and that they
received the benefit of the proceeds of the sale. Ralph V. died
a minor, intestate, without issue. He was not quite sixteen
years of age. His heirs took his share of the estate, and stood
as he would stand if of age.
I1ingsley v. J01·dan. supra.
Nearly three years elapsed between his death and the commencement of this action. All these facts were known to the
heirs. Josephine M. had become of age eleven years prior to
the commencement of this action, and had made no claim
prior to that time. For more tlfan thirteen yeurs the land in
controversy had been i_n the possession, occupation and improvement of these defendants. To set aside the sale and reclaim
the land they must pay back the consideration received and
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retained,-and this they have not attempted to do. The guardian is estopped by the covemrnts in her deed from now alleg-"
ing the illegality of her conveyance to Horace D. Roberts.
JVilliamson v. Woodman, 73 Maine, 163; Brazee v. Schofield,
124 u. s. 495, 504.
Moreover, the doctrine of equitable estoppel applies in this
case, and is legally available in an aetion at law as in equity.
I1irk v. IIamilton, 102 U. S. 68, 77; Dickerson v. Colgrove,
100 U. S. 578. As the plaintiff stands in no better light than
those from whom he claims to have received his title, ( Pratt v.
Pie1·ce, 36 Maine, 448, 454; I--Iovey v. I--Iobson, 51 Maine, 62
67) his rights cannot be regarded as superior to theirs had they
been the ones to attempt a recovery in this action.
In Pennv. Heisey, 19 Ill. 295 (68 Am. Dec. M17), the court
holds that there is no distinction in the application of this principle between void and voidable sales, and that a party is
estopped from setting up title to land when he has received and
enjoyed the benefits of its sale, and it is in the possession of an
innocent purchaser. '' Such estoppels," say the court, "ure and
should be favored in law, honor, and conscience, for the truest
and best of reasons, that a man, having received a benefit in
one character, the value of the thing or of the property, shall
not afterwards receive the thing or property itself in the same
or another character. This principle, so equitable and legal,
run~ throughout all the tran~actions and contracts of civilized
life.''
There are numerous cases illustrative of this principle to be
found in the decisions. Thus, one who accepts a part of the
purchase money arising out of a sheriff's sale is estopped from
denying the validity of the sale. Stroble v. Smith, 8 Watts, 280.
If a legatee, the executrix, proves the will and accepts a
bequest under it, she will thereby be equitably estopped from
asserting a claim in hostility to other provisions of the will.
Benedict v . .Montgomery, 7 Watts & Serg. 238. And again,
this principle is firmly enunciated in Deford v . .l~fercer, 24
Iowa, 118 ( 92 Am. Dec. 4G0), where the heirs were held to be
estopped from questioning the validity of a guardian's sale of
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their interest in certain real estate on the ground of defective
proceedings, where after becoming of age, with knowledge of
all the facts, and in the ah~ence of fraud and mistake of fact,
they received and retained the purchase money arit--ing from
such sale; and the conrt there held that the principle applied
to sales that were void.
Dillon, C. J., in the course of the
opinion says: ' That they are not entitled to, and cannot have,
both the money and the lan<l, is a proposition which seems too
plain to require either an extended argument or authority to
show. We have so held in a former case arising upon the same
sale. Pur.sley v. Haye.s, 17 Iowa, 310. If the brief opinion
filed in that case is closely examined, it will be seen that the
propositions on which it rests are guardedly stated. That
opinion is certainly correct. There i:::; nothing in the circumstances of the present case which requires us to decide more
than that where u party, with full knowledge of all the facts,
there being no fraud or mistake, and nothing to repel the presumption that he k11ew his legal rights, but much to show that
he did fully know them, voluntarily accepts and retains the
purchase money arising from the sale of his land, he cannot
afterwurds claim the land Hself. He is equitably eHtopped to
deny the validity of the sale.'~ IIorn v. Cole, 51 N. H. 287,
289; 2 Pomroy Eq. § 802.
No further citation of authorities is necessary to establish the
fact that such an estoppel as that which is invoked in this case,
is not to be deemed oc;l.ious, but on the contrary conducive to
honesty and fair dealing. It prevents a party from making use
of a title which, in equity and good conscience, ought upon
every principle of right and justice, to innre to the use of
another. If such a case was ever presented, we think this is one.
The result is, that in no view of the case ha8 the demandunt
any title and cannot recover.
Judgment for the tenants.
1

In the other case, there being no necessity for the intervention of equity jurisd,iction, the entry will be,
Bill dismissed without costs.
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and others.

Opinion January 11, 18%.

Improvements.
Trust. .Notice. Pmctice.
Parties.
In determining whether a transaction constitutes an equitable mortgage, the
criterion is, whether, on looking through the forms in which the parties
have put the result of their negotiations, the real tra1isaction was in fact a
security or a sale.
If the transaction was intended to secure one party for claims against the
other, it will be considered an equitable mortgage and not a sale.
Notes, or other evidences of indebtedness, are not necessary to render a transaction an equital)le mortgage.
If there is in fact an indebtedness or liability secured by the transaction, that
is sufficient.
• Where a party purchases real estate that is subject to a trust, he cannot be
considered a bona fide purchaser without notice if he has actual notice of
such trust.
Actual notice, as used in such case, does not mean actual notice of the fact,
but notice of facts which would or ought to put him upon inquiry in reference to it.
In the redemption of real estate mortgaged, the mortgagee will not be allowed
for permanent improvements in the way of new structures not necessary for
the preservation of the property and made without the consent of the
mortgagor.
The only exceptions to this rule are: (1) Where the improvements have been
made by the mortgagee under a bona fide but mistaken supposition that he
was the absolute owner, ancl that the equity of redemption had become
barred; or (2) where the mortgagee had reason to believe from the form of
his conveyance, or the circumstances of his purchase, that he was the absolute owner.
A complainant in a bill in equity may discontinue as to parties upon the payment of costs; or without, if not claimed by the respondent.
Knapp v. Bailey, 79 Maine, 195, affirmed.

ON

Reclernption.

REPORT.

Bill in equity, heard on bill, answers and proof.
This was a bill in equity brought by Mary K Bradley against
Sherburne R. Merrill, John ·w. Lane, John F. Proctor and
Edward Hasty, for the redemption of the house and lot, No.
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776 Congress street in Portland, from, as she claimed, equitable
mortgages. The bill was filed May 8, 1888; the defendants
subsequently answered s~verally, und replications were filed to
all the answers. At the April term, 1893: the cnuse was set
for hearing on the hill, answers and proof and a hearing hud.
The complainant, against the objection of the solicitor for
Hasty, discontinued as to E<lward M. Rand, executor of John
W. Lane, who had died since the filing of the bill, ns to John
F. Proctor. and as to Irving W. Drew et als., executors of
Sherburne R. Merrill, who ha<l died since the bill \Yas filed, and
the court allowed the discontinuance, to which allo,vance the
defendant Hasty duly excepted. The testimony was taken out
before Mr. Justice WALTON and was reported to the law court.
The written agreement given to the plaintiff, by defendant
Merrill, and referred to in the opinion and arguments of counsel
is us follows :
'' "'.,..hereas Mary E. Bradley, of Portland, is desirous of purchasing the real estate situated on the southerly side of Congress street, in Portland, which Henry Pennell, of Gray,
conveyed to me by deed hearing dnte June 5, 1883. Now, therefore, in consideration that the said Mary E. Bradley hns agreecl
to thoroughly repair snid house and put it in good condition to
let to my satisfaction at her expense, I hereby agree to give
and do hereby give to her the option of purchasing said property after one yenr, and within three yen rs from the date hereof,
time being of the essence of the contract, upon the following
terms and conditions : that after one year and within three years
from the date hereof the said Mary E. Bradley, her heirs or
assigns, pay therefor the sum of six thousand dollars, with compound semi-annual interest on said sum from this date, at the
rate of seven per cent per annum, until paid. together with all
such sums as I shall expend upon or on account of said property for repairs, taxes or otherwise, with interest on said sum
at the same rate from the time of Ruch payment.
"And I further agree that said Bradley, her heirs or assigns,
may at uny time after one year and within three years pay any
portion of said sum to he credited on account of said purchase,
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all such payments, however, to he forfeited in case she shall fail
to complete said purchase within the time aforesaid, and in case
said Bradley, her heirs or assigns, shall complete said purchase
within the time aforesaid, I am to account to her or her assigns
for the net rent and income of said property that I may receive,
deducting any commission that I may have to pay for collecting
the same, provided and upon the express condition that all the
foregoing terms n,nd conditions are fulfilled and complied with
on the part of the said Bradley, within the time herein above
limited, I will, upon receiving the sums aforesaid, with the
interest aforesaid, within the time aforesaid, convey to said
Bradley the real estate aforesaid by good and sufficient deed of
quitclaim."
~, Dated this 5th day of June, A. D., 1883.
"Witness, T. F. Johnson.
S. R. Merrill."
The case appears in the opinion.
J. H. and J. H. Drummond, Jr., and D. A. 1_Weaher, for
plaintiffs.
1_W, P. Frank and P. J. Larmbee, for Edward Hasty.
The defendant Hasty's title is derived from two sources, by
deed from Sherburne R. Merrill dated ,June 12, 1886, recorded
June 17, 1886, and by deed from John F. Proctor and ,John \V.
Lane, dated J nne 17, 1886, recorded June rn, 1886. Plaintiff
claims that these two deeds ure equitable mortgages only so far
as she is concerned. The defendant by no means admits such
to be the fact.
Assuming, for the sake of argument, that Merrill and Proctor had each, an equitable mortgage merely, not a legal mortgage containing the usual conditions, and that the plaintiff had
an undoubtable title to an equity of redemption ; still, under
the facts and circumstances, a::; they are set forth and sustained
by proof in the case, she ,vould be in no condition to set up her
title or right of redemption ns ~gainst this defendant. The
case shows that a real estate broker, Gardner, in Portland had
the property for sale, and thnt through him this defendant was
obtained as a purchaser of the property, and was introduced to
VOL. LXXXVIII.
21
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the plaintiff'::, hushand, who was her agent, as the person having the disposal of the property. After examining it, the
defendant made an offer of seventy-two hundred and fifty dollars,
a fair and full price, for the property, provided he could have a
good title for that sum. It does not appear that up to this time
anything had been said by any of the parties as to how the title
stood. The plaintiff, however, accepted this offer, promising
that defornlnnt should have the property, anu a good title to it,
for that surn. It does not appear anywhere in the case, exeept
from the testimony of the plaintiff and her husband, that the
pluintiff had ever rescinded this bargain or had in any way
expressed her purpm,e not to carry it out in good faith, until
the morning that the deed passed. Hasty acting upon the faith
of that agreement, having proceeded to pay Merrill, who held
what was in form a legal indefeasible title, even if Merrill's claim
had been in reality but an equitable mortgage, and Proctor's
claim an equitable mortgage, he would have had a right to proceed and clear up the title hy paying off the other incnmbrnnces,
and the plaintiff would he estopped from setting up her equitable title against him. Merrill was i"u possession under a title,
in form covering, at that time, the entire fee, and under his
(leed from Merrill, defend:rnt had full legal title and possession
of the premises.
This case is more than a simple agreement that the defendant
should have the property and a good title to it for the sum
named. The amount of the various claims was stated and the
tignres were shown to Bradley before the defendant proceeded
to pay any of the money, and no objection was made to the
correctness of this statement. So that even if Merrill and
Proctor had each held equitable mortgages. but in form the
legal indefeasible title, Hasty had so far executed his parol
agreement of purchase, and Bradley and his wife (he all the
time acting as her agent) had so far assented to his proceedings
or permitted him to act upon the fa,ith of their promise, that it
,vould have been too late for them to have set up a mere equitable title as against him.
In equity, therefore, the plaintiff ought to be required to
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release to the defendant on payment of the balance, which he
offered to pay, rather than the defendant to her, if she has any
color of title. Such is the cone lusion reached on the assumption that defendant's title is merely that of the holder of equitable mortgages, which in form cover the entire fee with an
equitable right of redemption in the plaintiff, known to all par-ties concerned.
It is based on these propositions, which the facts in the case
abundantly ef-tahlished, viz : 1. A parol ngrecment by plaintiff'
to sell to defendant by good and perfect title the property in,
question for the sum of seventy-two hundred and fifty dollars,.
a full and fair price.
2. The amount of the outstanding claims or equitable mort-.
gnges stated to plaintiff's agent, and the balance remaining,
made known without any objection being raised on his part to,
its correctness.
3. No notice of the rescission of the agreement to sell until
one of the claims, the first and largest, had been paid, and a
deed taken from the per8on in possession holding the apparent
full legal title, under which defendant had possession and fuH
legal title to the premises.
The rule is we1l established that equity will compel specificperformance of even a parol agreement to convey real estatewhen there has been a partial performance, such as payment of'
purchase money, and taking possession of premises, especia1lyif improvements or repairs have been made. VVoodbury v ..
Gardne1·, 77 Maine, 71; Douglass v. Snow, Id. p. 81; 2
Story's Eq. (13 Ed.) p. 73, note (a) p. 74, chap. 18, § 759;
1 Porn. Eq. §§ 921, 1409; Pulsifer v. Waternum, 73 Maine,
p. 244.
It presents, therefore, a stronger case than we should have if
the parol agreement had been reduced to writing, and we. were
seeking to c~mpel a specific performance. The defendant simply asks to be let alone, to be left undisturbed in the title
which he has. The plaintiff agreed that he should have a good
title, and he has it, unless the plaintiff is allowed to upset it by
interposing what she claims to he an equitable title.

1
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, .The court will not permit a party, thm, defrauding, to shield
himself behind the statute of frauds, the very purpose of which
is to preve11t fraud, to use a title, thus fraudulently retuined, in
violation of his parol prnmisc, assured, and for which, in reliance
upon that pl'omise, a large, sum was paid. ''The following
principle of equity jurisprudence," says the coul't in Creath v.
Sims, 5 How. p. 204, "may he affirmed to he without exception, that whosoever would seek admission into n court of equity
must come with clean hands; that such a court will never interfere in opposition to conscience or good faith.'' And again, in
}Ji.,.ilson v. Bird, 28 N. J. Eq. 352: "One who comes into a
court of conscience must come \Vith skirts free from blame in
the transaction." JJfeason v. I1ane, G3 Pa. St. 335; Stevens v.
JJfc_Narnar-a, 36 Maine, 178 ; Noble v. Ch1·isnian, 88 Ill. 18G,
198-9; Cheeney v. Arnold, 18 Barb. 434; 2 Herm. Est.op.
and Res. Adjud. §§ 935, 93G; 1 Porn. Eq. pp. 433-4, §§ 398,
404, 780.
But the defendant\, title is not that of the holder of either
legal or equitable mortgage~. He has a full indefeasible title
to the premises. The plaintiff never intended or claimed to
hnve any other right thnn the right expressed in her contract, a
right to purchase on certain terms, within a certain time. She
and her husband al ways so understood it. Hence their pretense
that they had made a tender to Woodman as agent of Merrill.
Their under:-;tanding shows that the agreement actually was a
contract off.ale, not a pledging of thP. property, as security for
a loan. Equity will not interfere to make a contract for the
parties different from what they themselves intended it to be
at the time they made it. It can be invoked to require the parties to act in good faith and to carry out their original intention. If the parties themselves did not make a mortgage in
fact, that is, if the writing made and acts done by the parties
did not constitute in reality a mortgage, and the parties did not
intend to make a mortgage, u court of equity will not make it
for them. The notes which the mortgage to the hank secured
were neither taken by nor transferred to Smith. The transaction itself treated the foreclosure as complete and as vesting the
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full title in the bank. The agreement of Smith with Bradley,
wherein time is expressly made to be the essence of the contract,
shows clearly that there should be no right of redemption, and
that the transaction should not he construed as a mortgage.
The terms of the instrument iteelf, its date, and the fact that
it was given to Mary E. Bradley instead of ,.James Bradley, who
held the Smith contract, indicate that the parties themselves
intended thnt it should not, in any event, be construed us a
mortgage. No notes were taken, no loan purport::, to have been
made, no debt was kept alive.
These rights were simply a right or option of purchase within
a certain time, in which she had the space of two years to exercise her option and take the property or not, as she might elect.
The fact that the consideration was increased in each of the
contracts only indicates what the fact really is, that the property
itself situated in the western part of the city had been rising by
reason of improvements in that part of the city. The plaintiff
asks the court to so find on her own and her husband's uncorroborated testimony, in contradiction not only of the terms of
the deeds under which the various parties held the title, given hy
other parties, not by the plaintiff, but in direct contradiction of the
written instrument drawn specially to show \vhat the intention
of the parties was as regards the Bradleys.
"There there is a written instrument of dcfoasanee, even when
the holder of the written agreement was the grantor, the criterion in determining whether the transaction constitutes a rnort;_
gage is whether there was a subsisting debt or obligation: Reed
v. Reed, 75 Maine, pp. 271, 272; Pom. Eq. § 11H5; Rich v.
Doane, 35 Vt. 125; Conway v. Alexande1·, 7 Cranch, p. 237;
Macauley v. Portm·, 71 N. Y.173; Glove1· v. Payn, 19 ·wend.
518; .Plag_q v. J.1fann, 14 Pick. 4G7, pp. 478, 47~); Slutz v.
Desenbe1·g, 28 Ohio St. 371.
In the cases cited, the party seeking relief was himself, the
grantor. Here the title comes from a different source. There
was no previous debt, no payment of a previous deht of the
party seeking relief, no new debt created hy any of the papers
drawn to express the agreement and undertaking hetween the
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parties, and the defendant nnd those under whom he claims had
continued in possession and in control of the property receiving the rents.
The plaintiff by her deed of bargain, sale and release recorded
July 9, 1884. divested herself of all shadow of title that she
could claim ever to have had, e::-pecially so far as the outside
world was concerned. This was the object of the deed. No
writing of any kincl was given baek to plaintiff as was the case
when she assigned the agreement or option of purchase. The
under:::;tanding was, that Lane ~hould have the full control and
entire disposition of all the rights the plaintiff ever bud so that
he could sell, if possible, and close up the whole matter.
The deed from Merrill to defendant was of the property, not
of grantor's right, title and interest, and contains covenants of
warranty against all persons claiming by, th1·011gh or under him.
This deed was takei1 after the facts in regard to the title had been
learned so farm, could be learned, by the exercise of such diligence
as the lawrequires, and the consideration expressed in it, $6182.69,
was paid, before any notice or claim on the part of the Bradleys
that the proceedings were not entirely satisfactory to them ; and
we submit that the defendant under that deed was a bona fide purchaser ,vithout notice of any title other than that held under
the Proctor deed from Lane. Ran,qley v. Spring, 28 Maine,
p. 138.
The case shows that the defendant, as soon as he ha<l the first
intimation that plaintiff claimed that her title was only that of
the holder of equitable mortgages, went immediately to her
counsel, imformed him of the amount he had already paid for
the property, and told him she could have it for that Hurn. He
wanted no trouble about it, he desired to take no advantage
whatever of the plaintiff, and did not intend that she should
have any ground to claim that he had tnken any advantage. He
had previously rendered a written statement of the account, by
exhibiting to Mr. Bradley the figures showing the amounts that
he was to pay, and the amounts he actually paid, and which he
informed plaintiff's counsel he had paid. And the amount for
which he was willing to transfer the property to plaintiff was
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the same as shown by the figures exhibited to Bradley at the
time of the purchase.
Where a party has a title, not on its face ·a mortgage, and he
is in possession under a title, which he is justified in believing
is a perfect title, though not an unquestionable title, for very
few titles are such, but a title which a man, by exercising ordinary prudence and investigation would he justifie<l in setting
up as a good, indefeasible title, and such title is assertt>d in
good faith, but yet turns out in the end to be subject to an
equitable right of redemption in another. which he ha::1 resisted
in good faith, the rnle is different. All that equity requires in
such cases i::; honesty of purpose, reasonable prudence and good
faith. Porn. Eq. § 1241; McS01·ley v. Larissa, 100 Mass.
270; McLaughlin v. Barnum, 31 Md. 425, p. 453, et seq.:
Preston v. Brown, 35 Ohio St. 18, p. 32; Miner v. Beckman,
50 N. Y. 337; Canal Bank v. Hudson, 111 U. S. 66, pp. 82,
83; 2 Jones on Mortgages, § 1128.
It may be claimed that defendant did not act in good faith
because he was notified that his title was only that of an equitable mortgage. He was not so notified, he was only notified
that plaintiff so claimed. Is one to cease from all improvement
because some one claims or notifies him that he claims the title
to the property is not good? If such were the case, one might
easily be made the victim of any malicious foe. Defendant was
notified that plaintiff claimed she had a right to redeem. But
she never made known tm what fact she claimed the right, never
exhibited any writing or agreement that she held, or notified
defendant that she had one.
But if she can redeem at all, she can only redeem by virtue
of the Merrill contract or ''option" only, because that ''option"
in connection with the deed to Merrill, under all the circumstances, shall he regarded as constituting in equity, a mortgage.
She can redeem, therefore, only by paying in accordance with
the terms of that writing. In order to be entitled to a conveyance under that writing, she is to pny the sum therein nnmed, the
rate of interest therein named, and '' such sums as I shall expend
upon or on account of said property for repair, taxes or other-
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wise with interest on said sum at the same rate from the time of
such payment."
This defendant claims that, if plaintiff's title is all that she
claims for it, she is in no condition to assert it in a court of
equity against this defendant, inasmuch as in pursuance of her
own parol agreement that he should have the premises by good
title, for a sum specified, which he paid, before any notice of a
rescission of that agreement, the larger part of the sum agreed
to be paid, and took a deed which gave him a good title as
against all the world, except the plaintiff. That it was impliedly agreed between him and the plaintiff, through her husband,
how the money should he paid, the amount to be paid Merrill,
the amount to he paid Proctor, and the balance remaining being
stated, and shown to plaintiff's husband, with no objection ns
to the amounts, nor the parties to receive them, and the defendnut paid them accordingly; the first, before any claim of revocation ·was made ; and the latter, because it was imposed as a
condition upon the first, and because the defendant had agreed
to pay it with the assent, as he supposed, of the plaintiff. If
the plaintiff has any remPdy at all, therefore, it is a remedy at
lnw for the recovery of the balance of the purchase money.

Mes.srs. Dru1n11wnd and Drummond, and J.1fr . .1JfeaheJ·, m
reply.
The fi l'St position of the defendant is based on an estoppel,
the facts for which do not exist. It ~ssumes that the verbal
trade was not rescinded and that plaintiff's husband impliedly
agreed to the amount due as stated hy defendant Hasty. The
contra.ct was never a binding one. and there was no part performance or payment to take it out of the statute. Defendant
never attempted to cany it out, hut instead ignored the plaintiff's rights and attempted to buy the property from other
parties who assumed to have the title to it. No conveyance of any
rights plaintiff might have was prepared, and none contemplated. The parties engaged in the transaction,. after the title
of record had been examined, determined to ignore the plaintiff
and any claim she might have.
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Mrs. Bradley had already the <lay before the deeds were
passed, notified Gardner in the presence of her husband that
she ,vould not carry out the trade and wus then seeking information for the purpose, not of notifying Hasty that she had
withdrawn from the trade as the learn~d counsel for the defendant contends, but for the purpose of forbidding, by advice of
counsel, Merrill and Proctor from transferring the premises to
anybody. Is it at all likely, under the circumstances, that if
Hasty had shown the figures to Bradley he would have assented
to them?
If Hasty is truthful in his position that he never knew of the
withdrawal of Mrs. Braclley from her offer to sell, and that she
had consented to the figures that he claims to have shown her
husband, his conduct wns very strange. The natural thing to
have done would have been to have had her present at the time
of the tmnsfer and have had the proper transfer from her of any
rights she might have in consideration of the $132.31 that he
has always kept for her, in order, as he says, to carry out his
trade. Certainly no estoppel can arise under this state of
affairi-i.
If defendant believed he was carrying out, not fl trade with
Merrill and Proctor, hut one made with Mrs. Bradley, he would
have taken measures to have had the complainant or her husband present at the time the transfers were made and have had
a tran~fer from her. He claims ,that the agreement from Merrill to Mrs. Bradley had expired before the transfer from Merrill
and that at that time Merrill had an indefeasible title to the
premises; but to excm,e his payment to Proctor of $935 he says
Merrill insisted upon it. What right had Merrill to insist upon
the payment of part of the purchase price of the premises, as
agreed to by Hat'lty and the complainant, to a third person who,
according to Hasty's position, had at the time no interest in
the property. If Hasty regarded himself as bound by the
trade with lVlrs. Bradley, and believed as he now claims that
Merrill had the indefeasible title to the. property with the rights
of Mrs. Bradley und her asr-,ignees Proctor and Lane extinguished hy limitation of the so cnlled '' option," why did he not
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hold the balance of the $7250 after ptiying Merrill, for Mrs.
Bradley instead of assuming to act for her in paying her debt
without her consent and against her objection?
In every tram,fer of the property from the time the bank first
transferred it to Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Bradley were given an
ngreement of reconveyance, thus showing that all the parties
recognized that the Bradleys had some interest in the premises
and finally, on one occasion, when a transfer was made, the
Bradleys advanced money for repairs on the house, and at
another, part of the consideration of the transfer was paid to
Mrs. Bradley.
The words in the Merrill obligation ti repairs, taxes or otherwise" do not aid the defendant. The word 11 otherwise" is by a
well known rule of construction qualified by the words 11 repairs
and taxes," and the legal construction of the clause is that the
complainant was to pay such sums as Merrill expended upon or
on account of sai<l property for repairs, taxes or other things in
the nature of repairs and taxes.
SITTING: PETERS,
WHITEHOUSE,

C. J., 1VALTON, EMERY,

FOSTER, HASKELL,

JJ.

FosTER, J.
Bill in equity for the redemption of a house and
lot on Congress street in Portland from what is claimed to be
equitable mortgages.
The rights ofthe parties to this litigation cannot he understood
without recurring to some of the important and material facts
which appear in evidence. Many of the minor details, though
bearing distinctly upon the issues involved, must necessarily be
omitted.
March 7, 1876, the complainant owned the premises in controversy, subject to a mortgage to tl~e Maine Savings Bank.
Afterwards the bank foreclosed the mortgage and obtained the
fee in the property on tluly 13, 1879. On October 1, 1880.
the complainant procured a conveyance of the premiE-es from the
bank to James H. Smith for the sum of $4500, the said Smith
at the time giving to complainant's husband an obligation to
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convey the premises to him upon the payment of that sum and
interest.
On October 4, 1882, complainant prncured the conveyance
of the premises from Smith to Henry Pennell in consideration
of $4667. 75, Pennell at the time giving the complainant an
obligation to convey the premises to he1· upon the repayment
of that sum and other expenses, uncler certain conditions.
On '-Tune .5, 1883, complainant procured the conveyance by
Pennell to Sherburne R. Merrill for the sum of $6000, Merrill
giving her an agreement in writing to reconvey the premises to
her upon the payment of that sum and interest, and upon certain conditions.
In each of these transactions the money ·was advanced at the
request of the complainant and for her benefit.
The deeds in these several transactions were duly recorded
soon after they were delivered, but the only obligation that was
recorded \Vas the agreement from Merrill to complainant, which
was recorded February 8, 1884, eight months after its date.
August 3, 1883, while complainant still held the agreement
from Merrill, she borrowed from John W. Lane two hundred
nnd fifty dollars for which she gave two notes of one hundred and
twenty-five dollars each, and assigned to him the agreement from
Merrill as security for the payment of the notes. In this transaction John F. Proctor acted for Lane and as his agent, at the same
time giving hack an ag1·eement to reassign the Merrill obligution
upon the payment of the notes. Afterwards, on July 7, 1884,
complainant borrowed from Lane two hundred and fifty dollars
more, for which she gave her note, and as security for the same
she conveyed by qu1tclai111 deed all her interest in the premises,
Lane at the same time agreeing to reconvey upon the puyment
of the amount due upon all the notes. Interest was deducted
from all these notes from their date to the time they became due.
On December 10, 1884, Lane, without the knowledge or
consent of complainant, conveyed by quitclaim <leed all his
interest in the premises and in the Merrill obligation to said
Proctor, the deed not being recorded till June 5, 1886. May
l, 188G, before the deed from Lane to Proctor hu,d been recorded
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and before complainant had any knowledge of it, Lane gave
complainant an agreement to reconvcy the prcmi1:-es.
Thus we find that at the time the property \Vas conveyed by
Pennell to Merrill, the complainant had an equitable interest in
the property sufficient to support a mortgage. Stinchfield v.
Milliken, 71 Maine, 5H7. She procured the conveyance of the
property from Pennell to Menill for her benefit. The money
was borrowed from Merrill to pay Pennell, together with an
additional amount needed for other purposes. The conveyance from Pennell to Merrill was made to secure the amount
she had borrowed as shown by the obligation to convey given
by Merrill to the complainant. No notes or other evidences of
indebtedness ·were necessary to render the transaction an equitable mortgage. If there was in fact an indebtedness or liability
secured by the transaction that was sufficient. Reed v. Reed,
75 Maine, 264, 272.
Transactions like these constitute equitahle mortgages. The
criterion al ways is whether the transaction was intend~d to
secure one party for clnims against the other. As was said by
the court in Reed v. Reed, supra: ''It is, therefore, a question
of fact, whether, on looking through the forms in which the
parties have seen fit to put the result of their negotiations, the
real transaction was in fact a security or sale."
So far, therefore, as Lane and Merrill were concerned, these
transactiom, constituted equitable mortgages with the right of
redemption in the complainant. To be sure, prior to the time
Lane gave the complainant the written agreement to convey, he
had conveyed his rights in the premises to Proctor by quitelaim
deed, but Proctor at that time knew all about the transactions
between Lune and the complainant and her husbnnd. In fact
he either negotiated them himself, or was present at the time
the loans were made, and, therefore, he could acquire no rights
against the complainant except such as Lane held. He had not
only notice but actual knowledge of complainant's rights.
Such ,:rns the condition of the title to the property when
Edward Hasty, the respondent in this suit, became interested
in the premises and purchased from Merrill, Proctor and Lane
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by quitclaim deeds delivered June 17, 1886. He claims to be
a bona fide purchaser of the property without notice, and denies
any knowledge of the transactions ·with Merrill, Proctor and
Lane except such as he found from the records of the instruments recorded. But he had knowledge of the obligation from
Merrill to the complainant, as he states in his ans\ver, and he is
precluded from pleading ignorance of its effect in law.
vVas he a bona fide purchaser without notice. or did he have
such notice of the rights of the complainant in the property that
he acquired only the rights of his grantors?
- His attention was first called to the matter by Gardner, a
real estate agent, nnd ·whom he knew to be such at the time.
The agent had had the rm>perty placed in his hands, either to
procure a lease, or for sale, by the husband of the complainant,
and knew that the complainant claimed to be the owner of it, so
entered it upon his books, ~md understood that Merrill held n
mortgage upon it, and, moreover, that Proctor and Lane were in
some way connected with it. He introduced Hasty to complainant's husband who ·was acting for her and who claimed to
have the disposal of the property. After looking the property
over with the husband, an offer of $7250 was made hy Hasty
provided he could get a good title. The husband concluded to
accept the offer. Thereupon, Hasty went to Gardner's office
and Gardner told him he did not know who owned the property,
and advised him that he had better search the record::-; and see.
Hasty employed counsel to look np the title. and was advised that
Merrill had given the complainant an agreement hy which she had
the privilege of purchasing upon certain conditions within a specified time, but that the time had nearly expired. The testimony
from complainant and her husband is that a tender had been made
of $6000, to Merrill through an alleged agent of Merrill, two days
before the expiration of the time named in the obligation, but it
was not accepted by the party as he claimed that he was not
Merrill's agent; also, that on the lGth of June, the day before the
deeds to Hasty were executed, they called at Gardner's office
and notified Gardner and Hasty that complainant had changed
her mind and would not :::iell for the sum offered by Hasty.
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This is denied hy Hasty. However, the next morning, June 17,
Merrill nnd Hasty met at Proctor's office, and from there went
to an attorney's office nnd Merrill delivered the deed to Hasty.
While they were there, and after the :Merrill deed had been
passed and the money paid, a-:, claimed by Hasty, hut before
the deed from Proctor and Lane was delivered, the complainant
and her husband came in and forbade the sale of the property.
Subsequently, Hasty took the deed from Proctor and Lane,
paying the former $~H35.
The respondent claims that nothing was said to him in reference to complainant having a writing from Lane, or having any
interest in the property, except what was disclosed by the
records, but that he kept $132.31, the balance of the $7250
after satisfying the Merrill claim of $6182.69, and Proctor's claim
of $H35, for the complainant and offered to pay it to her. This
• is his account of the transaction in hrief. The complainant and
her husband, on the other hand, testify that the sale was forbidden before the MerriU deed \vaH passed.
From the evidence and circumstancei-l surrounding the transaction we think the respondent must have had such notice of the
claim of the complainant under the obligation from Merrill as to
defeat the claim which he sets up of being a bona, fide purchaser
without notice, and, therefore, he must be held, so far as that
instrument is concerned, to have taken on]y the rights of his
grantor, viz: that of an equitable mortgagee.
The respondent admits that the complainant forbade the transfer
of the property to him before the deed from Proctor and Lane had
been delivered to him. His rights acquired under that deed
would certainly be acquired with notice of complainant's interest,
or such notice as would put him upon such inquiry that he could
have learned what her interest was if he had been disposed ; and
hence his claim against her under this deed can be only such
rights as they held in the premises,- rights of second mortgagees.
The respondent admits that on the morning of June 17, 1886,
when the deeds were passed, he met complainant's husband and
notified him that he luul learned that Merrill, Lane nnd Proctor
had some claim upon the property and that he should have to pay
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their claims before he could get a good title, and 1:,howed him
the figures.
The complainant and her husband both a:-;::;ert that Hasty was
notified, the evening before the deeds were passed, that she had
changed her mind about the sale of the property and that she
wanted to have her home and redeem it, and if he would loan
her the money she would give him the preference in regard to
the sale of it.
Taking all the transactions together and from all the evidence,
we feel satisfied that the respondent must have hnd either actunl
knowledge of the complninanfs rights in the property, or certainly such knowledge of the circumstances and facts us ought
to have put him upon inquiry.
The respondent's title to the property was acquired by quitclaim
deeds from Merrill, Proctor nnd Lane. In some courts it is held
that such an instrument of conveyance does not make the grantee
a bona fide purchuser without notice, (Baker v. Hu·mphrez1, 101
U. S. 494,) hut jn this Stute we have not gone to that extent,
and it is held to he a circuirn;tance only hearing upon the question.
Knopp v. Bailey, 79 Maine, rn.5, 205; 2Uau.yield v. Dye1·, 131
Mass. 200.
Actual know ledge is not necessury. It is only necessary that
a party should have uctual notice of the trust. And actual
notice as used in this connection does not necessarily mean
actual notice of the fact itself, but notice of facts 'Which would
or ought to put him upon inquiry in reference to it.
The rule is thm, stated by Bispham in his work on equity, on
page 33G: He is bound., if circumstances point out a path, to
investigate, to follow it. If he makes no inquiries, the presumption is that he hus improperly turned away from the
knowledge of the true state of the case, and he is, therefore
presumed, as a conclusion of fact, to know what he might have
informed himself of."
And in the cuse of Iuurpp v. Bailey, supm, where this principle was directly before the court, the principle is so clearly
stuted that its application seems appropriate to the case under
consideration. In the course of the opinion PETERS, C. J.,
ff
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says: ~~ The doctrine of actual notice implied by circumstances
( actual notice in the second degree) necessarily involves the
rule that a purchaser before buying should clear up the doubts
which apparently hang upon the title, by making due inquiry
and investigation. If a party has knowledge of such facts as
would lead a fair :md prudent man, using ordinary caution, to
make fm·ther inquiries, and he avoids the inquiry, he is chargeable with notice of the facts which by ordinary diligence he
would have ascertained. He has no right to shut his eyes
against the light before him. He does a wrong not to heed the
~ signs and signals' seen by him.
It may be well concluded that
he is avoiding notice of that whwh he in reality believes or
knows. Actual notice of facts which, to the mind of a prudent
man, indicate notice, is proof of notice."
Under all the circumstances of the case, as disclosed by the
evidence, we are ~;atisfied that the respondent had such notice
of the rights of the complainant in the property as estop:::i him
from claiming the protection afforded to a bona fide purchaser
without notice, such notice as estops him from claiming any
other rights than those of a mortgagee in possession, and leaves
the complainant the right to redeem the premises from the
mortgages.
The case shows that the respondent built a double house
partly upon these premises and partly upon premises adjoining,
the dividing line between the two lots coinciding with the partition wall between the two tenements.
In the statement of the account of the amount due on the
mortgages L8 he entitled to nn allowance on account of thi8 house
so far a8 it is upon the mortgaged property?
This hom;e wa8 commenced about two years after the respondent
bought Merrill's interest and just prior to the time this bill in
equity was filed. He had bought on the 17th of June, 188G, an
equitable mortgage, together with such interests as Proctor and
Lane had, with notice of the complainant's rights in the premises and of the character of her title in the same. Four days
after this purchase, June 21, 1886, this complainant through
her attorneys caused a demand in writing to be served upon him
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for an account under the mortgages. vVithin four days from
the time of his purchase he not only had notice hut a.ctually
knew that this complainant claimed that his title was only that
of a mortgagee in possession. Even if he did not know her
precise rights he had knowledge of facts that ,vere sufficient to
put him upon inquiry. Instead of having reason to believe that
he was the absolute owner, he had every reason to believe that
he wns not, and could have readily learned his precise status to
the property and the rights of the comphtinant had he seen fit
so to do. He could have easily protected himself. Foreclosure was open to him, and after foreclosure no one could dispute
his rights as absolute owner. This he did not do. He preferred to take the chances of the complainant's redeeming. He
knew, or ought to have known, had he exercised reasonable
prudence, that he was only mortgagee of the premises, and that
he had no right to add $3000 to the burden of redeemfr1g the
property, the cost of a new house that was neither necessary to
the preservation of the property nor built with the consent of
the mortgagor.
It is a well established rule that the mortgagee will not be
allowed for permanent improvements in the way of new structures not necessary for the preservation of the property and
made without the consent of the mortgagor. He is entitled to
allowance for a1l 'improvements and repairs necessary for the
preservation of the esfate, or to make the premises tennntable,
but further than this he cannot go at the expense of the mortgagor without his con~ent. Ruby v. Abys8inian Sodety, 15
Maine, 306; Pi"erce v. Ji'aunce, 53 Maine, 351; Bandon v.
I-Iooper, 6 Beavan, 246; 2 Jones on Mortgages, § 112G; Am. &
Eng. Encyl. vol. X, ~i Improvements."
If the rule were otherwise it would be subject to great abuses,
and would increase the difficulties in the way of the right to
redeem, and would oftentimes be resorted to by unscrupulous
mortgagees disposed to take ad vantage of the necessities of the
mortgagor, as a means of defeating his power to redeem.
There are exceptions to the general rule as above shtted; ( 1)
VOL. LXXXVIII.
22
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as where improvements have been made by the mortgagee under
:i bona fide hut mistaken :,upposition that he was the absolute
owner, and that the equity of redemption had become barred;
or (2) where the mortgagee had reason to believe from the
form of his conveyance or the circumstances of his purchase,
that he was the absolute owner. McSorley v. Lari..;;sa, 100
Mass. 270; 3 Pom. Eg. § 1217, note 1.
But the c:ise at bar does not fall within either of those exceptions. By taking the most ordinary precauti6n, the respondent
could have readily ascertained what his title was and what his
rights were. Guckian v. Riley, 135 Mass. 71, 73. A court
of equity us a general rule will not relieve against the consequence:::; of mere ignorance of law. Bispham on Eq. § 187 .
.Nor is this a case where the compluinant has slept upon her
rights and in silence seen the respondent make valuable improvements· without objection, as in 1lforgan v. fValbrid_qe, 56 Vt.
405. She was active in asserting her rights from the beginning.
:From the time when the negotiations with the reHpondci1t were
progressing until ~he filed her bill, she was active, vigilant and
persistent in claiming her rights and in obtaining a recognition
of them hy the respondent. .Nevertheless, he persisted in
refusing to recognize her rights and in acting in defiance of'
them, even after forbidden, and after a legal demand for
accounting had been served upon him immediately after the
purchase. It would he inequitable now to oblige her to assume
the burden of permanent improvements made by the respondent
·with full knowledge of her claims and in defiance of her protests. In fact, it might practically in effect deny her the right
to redeem.
The equities in this case are with the complainant, and in
stating the account the permanent improvements in the erection
of the new house should not he allowed. ·
The exceptions must he overruled.
The rule is, that the complainant can discontinue as to parties upon payment of costs; or without, if they are not claimed
by the respondent. 1lfason v. York & 0. R. R. 52 Maine,
82, 107.
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The decree should be that the hill be sustained, that th~
respondent be ordered to render an account as mortgngee in
possession, in aceordance with this opinion, that the cause besent to a master to determine the amount due to the respondent. Further decrees can be made on the coming in of themaster's report.
Bill susta-inecl wi"th C08ts.

JOHN WHITE

Piscataquis.

vs.

JAMES

N.

CUSHING.

Opinion January 13, 189G.

Bills ancl Notes. Order. Negotiability. Savings Bank.
An order in these words :
Dover, Oct. 27, 1893.
"$120.
Piscataquis Savings Bank.
.
"Pay James Lawler, or order, one hundred and twenty dollars, ancl charge to,
my account on book No. - J. N. Cushing."
"Witness" The bank book of the depositor must accompany this order;" is not a nego-tiable draft or order such as will authorize a suit to be brought upon it in.
the name of the indorsee.
The words upon the face of the order below the signature of the drawer,.
being there at the time of its inception, became a substantive part of it and
qualified its terms as if inserted in the body of the instrument.
They render the order payable upon a contingency, and embarrass and restrict
its free circulation for commercial purposes, rendering it no,t neg.otiable.

ON

EXCEPTIONS.

This was assumpsit on an order, the terms of which appear i'n
the head-note. The order was indorsed in blank by the payee
and Samuel Lewis.
The words '' The Bank Book of the depositor must accompany
this order" were printed in small capitals on the lower margin
of the order, under the signature of J. N. Cushing.
There was evidence tending to :::how thut plaintiff bought the
order of James Lawler, the payee, on or before the 21st day of
November, 18H3. The defendant asked the court to rule that
the order was not negotiable, and an action could not be maintained in the name of "rhite, hut the pre::iilling justice ruled, as
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matter of law, that the order was negotiable, and the action
could be maintained in the name of vVhite by a simple indorsement by Lawler.
There was evidence tending to show that Lawler, the payee,
obtained the order from Cushing, the maker, by fraud, and the
defondant nsked the court to rule that this defense was open to
him in this action, although White might not have had knowledge of the claim of fraud ·when he bought, the order from
Lawler; but the presiding justiee ruled that the order had all
the characteristics of a check, and was not overdue until at
· 1east thirty days after its date, and that if the plaintiff bought
the order within thirty days from its date for u valuable consideration in the ordinary course of' business without actual notice
of the fraud, he, the plaintiff, was an innocent purchaser, and
the defendant could not set up fraud in the procuring of the
order us again13t White.
There was evidence tending to show that on the twenty-eighth
day of October, A. D., 1893, and before the order was negotiated by Lawler to anybody, Lawler took the order to the
Piscataquis Savings Bank and demnnded payment of the same
of said b:1a}{, and that the bank refused to pay the same until
after thirty days' notice had been given, and refused to pay the
same unless it wa:::; accompanied by the hank hook of the deposi-tor, Cushing, as required in the order.
And there was evidence tending to show that the plaintiff,
White, knew when he bought the order that this payment had
been demanded by Lawler, and payment refused by the bank
for the reasons above stated, and the defendant asked the court
to rule that the order was then an overdue order, and that when
White got it afterwards of Lawler it was subject to all the
equities in White's hands that it would be in Lawler's; hut the
court ruled othenvise.
There was evidence tending to show that the consideration of
the order was for dry goods sold by said Lawler to Cm,hing
while traveling from town to town, and from place to place in
the town of Charleston, in violation of the statute of thiA
State, unless said Lawler had a license so to do.
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There was evidence tending to show that ,vhitc knew that
the note was given for goods sold by Lawler while thus traveling.
There ,vas no evidence that Lawler hnd any license to so sell,
and the defendant asked the presiding justice to ·rule that said
sale was in violation of the statute, and that "White had notice
of the same, and could not recover for that reason ; but the
presiding justice ruled that, so far as White was concerned, he
had a right to as/'3ume that Lawler had a license for the purpose
of sel1ing said goods.
To all these rulings, and refusal:; to rule, the defendant
excepted.

T. W. Vose, for plaintiff.
To be within the rule that prevents negotiability, the contingency or conditions must be such as will embarrass the pnper
in its course of circulation ; hut :i memorundurn which is merely
directory or collateral will not affect it. Overton v. Tylel', 4
Pa. St. 346; Hodges v. Shuler, 22 N. Y. Reg. 114; Arnold v.
Rock River Valley Union Go. 5 Duer, 207 ; Hostate1· v. Wilson,
36 Barb. 307; Dennett v. Goodwin, 32 Maine, 44; Smib:e v.
Stevens, 39 Vt. 315; Dorsey v. Wolf, 142 Ill. 589; S. C. 34
Arn. St. Rep. 99; Sumner v. Hibbard, 38 N. E. Rep. 899.
The words in the margin of this order are no part of the contract between the maker or drawer nnd the payee; they create
no contingency between them. The fraudulent nets or intent
of the maker of otherwise negotiahle paper will not <lefeat its
negotiability. That this exact q ne:--;tion has not arisen oftener
is of some weight in favor of the plaintiff. The cases in Penna.
on mercantile law are not cited with great confidence. For a
summary of cases see Edward8' Bill:-i and Notes, p. * 141;
Ames' Bills and Notes; Big. L. C. Bills and Notes; Dor:,ey v.
Wolf, supra; Oota v. Buck, 7 Met. 588; Byram v. IIunter,
36 Maine, 220.
J. B. Peaks, for defendant.
SITTING:
STROUT'

J,J.

FosTEn,

HASKELL.

WHITEHousE,

vVIswELL,
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FosTER, J. The plaintiff snes as indorsee of an order signed
hy the defendant of the foll<nving tenor:
H$120.
Dover, Oct. 27th, 1893.
Piscataquis Savings Bank.
"Pay James Lawler, or order, one hundred and twenty dollars, and charge to my account on hook No.-.
J. N. Cushing."
"vVitness-'1The hank book of the depositor must accompany this order."

The order was indorsed in hlnnk. on the hack by James Lawler and Samuel Lewi::-i, and the plaintiff clnimed to recover
against the defendant as upon a negotiable instrument. The
real question presented is whether the instrument declared on
is negotiable, so that an nction mny be maintained upon it in
the name of the indorsee.
To constitute a negotiable draft or order, it must be a written
order from one party to another for the payment of a certain
sum of money, and that absolutely, and without any contingency that would embarrass its circulation, to a third party or
his order or hearer.
It has often been held that a bill or note is not negotiable if
made p:-tyable out of a particular fond. But there is H distinction between such in~trurncnts made payable out of a particular·
fund, and those that are simply chargenble to a particular
account. In the latter case, the payment is not made to depend
upon the adequacy of that fund, the only purpose being to
inform the drawee a8 to his means nf reimbursement, and the
negotiability of the instrument is not affected by it.
The objection that is raised to the negotiability of this instrument is, not that it is made payable out of a particular fund, hut
that it is subject to such a contingency as necessarily embarrasses its circulation and imposes a restraint upon its negotiability, by means of these ,vords contuined upon the face of the
order: ' 1 The bank hook of the depositor must accompany this
order." Although these words arc upon the face of the order
below the signature of the drawer, they were there at the time
of its inception, became a substantive part of it and qualified its
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terms as if they had been inserted in the body of thB instrument.
Littlefield v. Coombs, 71 Maine, 110; Cushing v.
Field, 70 Maine, 50, 54; Johnson v. IIeagan, 23 Maine, 32H;
Bwrnard v. Cushing, 4 Metcalf, 230; lleyn·ood v. Perrin, 10
Pick. 228; Benedict v. Cowden, 49 N. Y. 391i; Castelo v.
Crowell, 127 Mass. 2~)3, and cases there cited.
v\T as the order negotiable? The an::nver to that depends upon
the effect of the words '' The bank hook of the depositor must
accompany this order." If not negotiable, the plaintiff as
indorsee cnn not maintain an action upon it. Noyes v. Gilrnan,
65 Maine, 589. If their effect is such as constitute a contingency in relation to the payment of the order, dependent upon
the production of the drawer's hank book by the holder or
indorsee of the order, then they must be rcgnrde<l as such an
embarmssrnent to the negotiation of the order, and such a
restriction upon its cil'culation for commercial purposes as to
render it non-negotiable.
vVithout these ,vords the order is payable absolutely, and
there is no apparent uncertainty affecting its negotiability.
)Vith them, the order is payable only npon contingency, or
condition, and that is upon the production of the drawer's hank
book. This is rendered imperative from the language employed.
and the bank upon which the order is drawn, would have the
right to insist upon such production of the book in compliance
with the terms of the order; and the case shows that it hus
refused payment upon presentation of the order for the renson
that it was not accompanied hy the bank book. It cannot,
therefore, be regarded as payable ahsoJutely and without nny
contingency that would embarrass its circulation. The drawer
has it in his power to defeat its payment by withholding the
bank book. Certainly the hank book of the depositor is within
his own control rather than that of the indorsee of this order.
It was the necessity of certainty and precision in mercantile
affairs and the inconveniences which would resnlt if commercial
paper was incumbere<l with conditions and contingencies, that led
to the establishment of an inflexible mle that to be negotiable they
must be payable absolutely and without any conditions or contin-
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gencies to embarrass their circulation. American Ex. Bank v.
Blanchard, 7 Allen, 333. In that case the word8, '' subject to the
policy," being included in a promissory note, were held to
render the promise conditional and not ab~olute, and so the
note was held not to he negotiable. Noye.-: v. Gilman, 65
:Maine, 589,591; Hnbbcml v . . ZJfosely, 11 Gray, 170.
A case in eYery essential like the one we are con8idering wus
before the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania in 1891. A fac
simile of the order is given in the opinion. No two cases
could be nearer alike. There, as here, the order was drawn
on a savings hank. The suit was hy the indorsee against the
drawer as in this case. There, as here, the order contained a
:-.tatcrncnt upon its face. hut belmv the signature of the drawer,
that the '' Deposit hook must be at hank before money can be
paid. 1' In discussing the question of. its negotiability cases ure
cited from the courts of Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts and
New York, as well as from Pennsylvania. In the course of the
opinion the court say : "It sufficiently appears from the memoranda on its face tlrnt it was drawn on a specially depo'sited
fund held by the bank subject to certain rule:::; an<l regulations,
in force between it and the depositor, requiring certain things
to he done hefore payment could he required, viz: previous
notice of depositor's intention to druw upon the fund, return of
the notice ticket with the order to pay, and presentation of the
deposit book at the bank, so that the payment might he entere<l
therein." . . . "It is, in suhstance, merely an order on the
dollar :::iavings bank to pay ,T. W. Quinn, or order, nine hundred dollars in nine weeks from date, or :Febrm1ry 1, 1888.
provided he or his transferee pre::;ent to the hank, with the
order, the notice ticket, and also produce at and before the
time of payment the drawer's deposit hook.
As already
remarked, these are undoubtedly pre-requisites ·which restmin
or quali(v the generality of the order to pay as contained in the
hody of the instrument. They are also pre-requisites with which
it may be difficult, if not sometimes impossible, for the payee,
transferee, or holder of imch nn order to comply." Imn City .1.Vat.
Bank v. 1J;Ic001·d, 139 Pa. St. 52 (23 Am. State Rep. 1G6).
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The order in question was drawn upon a savings bank, and it
is common knowledge that all such hanks in this State have n
by-law which nll depositors are regnired to subscribe to, that
1
' no
money shall be paid to any per.-5on without the production
of the original book that ~uch payment may be entered therein.''
This court in the case of Sullivan v. Lewiston Inst.for Savings,
5G Maine, ,507, has considered the purpose and necessity of these
salutary regulutiorn;.
e should be slow to countenance any
departure from this rule needed for the protection of depositors
in our savings hunks now numbering more than 160,000, and
where deposits aggregate nearly $GO,OOO,OOO.
Inasmuch as this order is not negotiable and no suit can be
maintained upon it by the plaintiff as indorsee, it becomes
unnecessary to consider the other exceptions.
Exc,eptions sustained.

,v

MARTHA

vV.

SMITH,

and another, vs.

Cumberland.

CHARLES

E.

HUMPHREYS.

Opinion January 14, 1896.

Pleading. Demurrer. Contracts. Collusion ancl Fraud.
Upon a demurrer to a declaration showing a collusive and fraudulent attempt
to aid the defendant to obtain title to land, to be sold by an administrator
at a price much less than its value to the injury of creditors or other heirs,
held; that the court will not enforce such a contract, nor aid one of the
fraudulent parties to obtain the fruits of his fraudulent agreement.
A second count in the same declaration alleged that the plaintiffs conveyed their
interest in a certain lot of land, of which they were part owners, as heirs,
to the defendant, another heir, upon his agreement to pay two outstanding
mortgages secnrecl upon other real estate, in which the parties were interested, and to hold and carry the mortgages at a reduced rate of interest as
long as the plaintiffs desired. N othi.ng was to be paid to the plaintiffs.
The breach alleged was a failure to pay the mortgages, but there was no allegation of damages suffered by such breach. The court closed with a claim
for money alleged to be due the plaintiffs under the agreement set out in the
first count, which related to other lands, and alleged a promise to pay that.
Held; that the count was fatally defectiYe.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This was an action of assumpsit on account annexed und two
special counts, together lvith a money count, and submitted to
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the presiding justice of the Superior Conrt, for Cumberland
county, upon the pleadings.
The defendant':-:. counsel duly filed a demurrer to the first
count of the plaintiff's declaration. The demurrer was Hustained an<l the first count of the plaintiff's declaration adjudged
had hy the presiding justice. And to the second count defendant's counsel plead the stutute of frauds in the follmving brief
statement:
And for a brief statement of special matter of def'Pnse to be
used under the general issue pleaded, the said defendant said,
"that the alleged promise declared on in the second count of the
plaintiff's declaration, being an alleged promise to take up two
certain mortgages and carry the same us long as the plaintiffs
might desire, at a reduced rute of interest, is not and never was
in writing signed by the defendant or hy nny person thereunto
lawfully authorize<l, nor is nor was any rnemornndum or note of
said alleged promise in writing signed as aforesaid."
This plea the presiding justice sm;tained and adjudged the
second count had.
The plaintiffs excepted to both rulings.
First count: '' In a plea of the case, for that suid plaintiff:, were
seized in fee of a certain farm, known as the Humphrey farm at
or near the WilJows, so-called, in Brunswick village, of a certain value, to wit, of the value of two thousand doliars, on
which farm said defendant on a certain day. to wit, on the first
day of September, A. D., 1891, then and there had a mortgage
amounting to one thousand seventy-seven dollars and on which
· mortgage there was interest then and there due amounting to a
large amount, to wit, to the sum of two hundred fifty-eight dollars
and forty-eight cents. And a certain discourse arose on a certain day, to wit, on the first day of September, A. D., 1891,
between the plaintiffs and the defendant, who was then and there
a near relative, in which discourse, defendant expressed himself desirous of becoming the owner of the said farm as it
formerly belonged to his father and he had resided thereon, and
thereupon it was agreed between the plaintiff::; and the defendant that he should get a conveyance of the same from John A.
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Waterman, Administrator of the estate of C. C. Humphreys,
late of said Brunswick, deceased, to hold the same to defendant
and his heirs at the appraised value thereof without any opposition from the said plaintiffs and in a measure through their
aid, and that in consideration thereof he would pay over to the
said plaintiffs, his relatives as aforesaid, the two hundred fiftyeight dollars and forty-eight cents which he would receive as
interest on his said note and in addition thereto the sum of four
hundred dollars in money, for and in consideration of the transfer to him of the aforesaid property hy the said administrator
without opposition on the part of the said plaintiffs and in a
measure through their aid ; and he then and there induced the
plaintiff::, to consent to and aid in and not object to the conveyance of said farm to said defendant and the said defendant
thereafterward, to wit, on the eighth day of September, A. D.,
1891, obtained a conveyance of the said farm from the said
administrator and in consideration thereof, and for the aforesaid
other consideration, promised the plaintiffs to pay them the sum
of six hundred fifty-eight dollars and forty-eight cents according
to hiis aforesaid agreement respecting the aforesaid property and
getting possession of the same ; yet the said defendant has failed
and neglected to perform all and singular his aforesaid agreements and promises on his part to be performed and fulfilled
and has never paid anything to either of the plaintiffs for the
aforesaid service::, and aid."

J. J. Perry and D. A. Mealier, for plaintiffs.
A contract for the sale of land is executed and finished when
a deed is given and is not a case within the Statute of Frauds.
Parker v. Wilkinson, 17 Mass. 249; Mass. Digest, Vol. 11,
p. 251G. A party who receives a grant of land from another
on his promise to pay for it, cannot avoid making payment by
showing that his promise is not in writing. Dillingham v.
Runnels, 4 Mass. 400; Pomeroy v. Wins/up, 12 Mass. 523;
Wilkinson v. Scott, 17 Mass. 249; Brackett v. Evans, l Cush.
79 and 82; Nutting v. Dickinson, 8 Allen, 540; Basford v.
Pearson, 9 Allen, 387.
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In this state the same principle has been repeatedly recognized hy our courts; thus, when a verbal contract for the sale of
real estate has been made, the party ready to perform has a
remedy against a party who repudiates such contract under the
Statute of Frauds.
If a parol contract for the purchase of real estate is made and
fulfilled on the part of the purchaser and the vendor refuses to
perform the contract on his part, the party performing the contract can recover hack all payments which have been made.
Kneeland v. Fuller, 51 Maine, 521; Richards v. Allen, 17
Maine, 296; Jellison v. Jordan, 68 Maine, 373; Segars v.
Segars, 71 Maine, 530.
This case is simply a reversal of parties giving the vendee a
remedy against the vendor for non-fulfillment of contract.
But the case at har is a stronger case for the plaintiffs than
any of these. In this case the contract was completed by giving and receiving a deed of conveyance of real e~tate.
In Hall v. Huckins, 41 Maine, 574, the court say: r,If any
thing has been received by defendant as puyment in lieu of
money as notes, specific chattels and even real estate, it equally
entitles the plaintiff to recover.'~ Willey v. G'teen, 2 N. H.
33::J; Ulm·k v. Penny, 6 Conn. 297; Arnis v. Ashley, 4 Pick.
71; Miller v. J.lliller, 7 Pick. 136.
Barrett Potter, for defondant.

SnnNG:
,T J.

PETERs,

c.

J.,

,v

ALToN,

HASKELL, 1v1swELL,

STROUT'

STROUT, J.
The demurrer to the first count was well taken.
The case stated in it amounted to a collusive and fraudulent
attempt to aid the defendant in obtaining title to a parcel of
land to be sold by the administrator of C. C. Humphreys under
license, at a price much less than it~ value, to the injury of
creditors or other hein,, for a consideration to be paid therefor
to the plaintiffs. The court will not enforce such a contruct,
nor nid one of the fraudulent parties to obtain the fruits of his
fraudulent agreement. In such cases the maxim melior est
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conditio possidentis, applies. Besides, th~ count does not allege
that the defendant obtained title through the aid of plaintiff,
which is the b~sis of his claim. The d:murrer was properly
sustained.
To the second count, defendant pleaded the general issue
and the statute of frauds. The exceptions state that the plea was
sustained and the secontl count adjudged bad. It does not uppear
that any suitable issue was made to require a ruling upon the
sufficiency of this count. But as the parties have argued the
question upon its merits, we deem it advisable to express our
opmwn. The count is inartificially drawn, hnt we gather from
it the allegation that plaintiffs conveyed their interest in a certain lot of land, of which they were part owners, as heirs, to the
defendant, another heir, upon his agreement to pay two outstanding mortgages amounting to twenty-six hundred dollars,
secured upon other real estate, in which the partieR were interested, and hold or carry the mortgages at a reduced rate of
intereRt as long a~ plaintiffs desired. Nothing was to be paid
to the plaintiffs. The breach alleged is failure to pay the mortgages. There is no allegation of damages suffered hy this
breach; but the count closes with a claim for money alleged tQ
be due plaintiffs under the agreement set out in the first count,
which related to other lands, and alleges a promise to pay that.
This count is fatally defective.
Exceptions oven·uled.

RoBER'f W. MESSER, Appellnnt,
vs.
CHARLES D. JoNES, Administrator.
Knox.

Opinion January 16, 1896.

Title by Descent. Illegitirnates. R. S., c. 75, §§ 2, 3, 4; Stat. 1887, c. 14.
The provisions of statute in force at the time of the decease of a person intestate determine the rights of the heirs to the distribution or descent of his
estate, and also who are entitled to inherit as heirs.
By R. S., c. 75, §§ 3 and 4, repealed in 1887, an illegitimate child could, under
certain conditions, inherit from the lineal or collateral kindred of his father,
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but could not in any event inherit from the lineal or collateral kindred of his
mother .
. Chapter 14, Public Laws of 1887, so far modifies the law in •relation to illegitimates as to allow an illegitimate child to inherit from the lineal and collateral
kindred of the mother as well as of the father, under certain conditions, as
if legitimate.
The term "kindred," as employed in the statute, must be construed in reference to the particular statute in which the term is used.
AGREED STATEMENT.

This was an appeal from a decree of the judge of probate of
the county of Knox, made and passed tit a probate court held
at Rockland on the third Tuesday of June, A. D., 1894, appointing Charles D. Jones, the respondent, to be administrator of
the estate of Amanda Shepard, late of Union in said county of
Knox, deceased.
The cm;e was submitted to the law court upon the following
agreed statements :
Said Charles D. Jones \vas nppointed administrator upon the
petition of Sarah A. Stratton and others whom, it is admitted,
are first cousins of said intestate, and who claim to be the lawful
heirs of said intestate.
Robert ·w. Me:5ser, the appellant, claims that he and his
brother, Ambrose P. l\fesser of Boston. Massachusetts, and his
sister, Eliza E. Cooper of Jefferson, in the county of Lincoln,
are the sole heirs of said intestate and the only persons interested in her 'estnte.
The appellant for himself and also in behalf of his said
brother and sister appeared at the probate court and objected to
the appointment of an adminstrator upon the above named
petition.
It was admitted that the appellant seasonably filed in the
probate office notice of his appeal and seasonably filed his reasons
of appeal and that the same were seasonably and lawfully served
upon the respondent ; and that a sufficient bond of appeal was
seasonably filed.
The reasons of appeal filed by the appellant were as follows:
~~ l.
Because said Charles D. Jones was not appointed such
administrator upon the petition of any person or persons
interested in said estate.
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'' 2. Because neither of the said petitioners, upon whose
petition said Chal'les D .•Jones was appointed sueh administrator,
was interested in said estate either as pext of kin, heirs, creditors or otherwise.
'' 3. Because said petitioners are cousins of said deceased,
and said Robert VV. Messer, and Ambrose P. Messer of Boston,
Mass., and Eliza E. Cooper of '-Jefferson, Maine, are nephews
and niece and only next of kin and sole heirs of said deceased."
Said Amanda Shepard died intestate on the seventeenth day of
April, A. D., 18~)4, without issue, leaving neither husband,
father, mother, · sister nor brother. Said intestate was the
legitimate child of Daniel Shepard and Alice Shepard, his wife,
whose name before her marriage to said Shepard, was Alice
Messer.
Daniel Shepard :md Alice Messer were lawfully married
April 23, 1802, and had eight legitimate children, one of whom
died in infancy, and the remainder of whom lived to become of ~ge.
Neither of said children ever manied and neither of them ever
had children. All the brothers and sisters of said intestate died
before her death. The intestate was born April 30, 1819.
Said Daniel Shepard died .Ja\mary 10, 1851, and said Alice
Shepard died November 20, 1863.
The appellant, said Robert W'·. Messer, and the said Ambrose
P. Messer and said Eliza E. Cooper are the legitimate children
of Parker Messer, who died before the death of said intestnte.
Said Parker Messer was the illegitimate child of said Alice
Me~ser and was born on the twenty-fourth day of June, 1800,
and lived until about ten fear8 old with an uncle and afterwards
until he became of age in the family of one Daniel McCurdy.
The intestate and hP-r brothers and sisters who lived to become
of age, during their lifetime, continued to Jive together in one
family and her estate i:-, subi,tantially the accumulation of her
said brothers and sisters and herself.
If, upon the foregoing statement of facts, the said Robert '\\'.,...
Messer, Ambrose P. Messer and Eliza E. Cooper were decided
to be lawful heirs of the intmitate, Amanda Shepard, the appeal
was to be sustained and the decree appealed from, was to be

.
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reversed. Otherwise, the appeal was to be dismissed and the
decree affirmed.
TV. I-I. Fogle1·, for appellant.
T. P. Pierce, for respondent.

SITTING: PETERS, C. J.,WALTON, FOSTER, HASKELL, WHITE,JJ.

HOUSE, vVISWELL,

FosTER, J. Appeal from a decree of the judge of probate of
the county of Knox, appointing the respondent administrator of
the e~tate of Amanda Shepard, upon the petition of the cousins
of the intestate who claim to be her next of kin and heirs at law.
The appellant, and his brother and sister, Ambrose P. Messer
and Eliza E. Cooper, claim to be the sole heirs of the intestate,
and the only persons legally interested in her estate.
It is agreed that if the cousins are the la wfol heirs of the
intef:itate the decree of the probate court is to be affirmed. If
they are not, the same is to be reversed.
The question to be determined is, whether the appellant and
·his brother and sister are lawful heirs of the intestate, Amanda
Shepard.
•
Dnniel Shepard was married in 1802 to Alice Messer. There
were eight children as the result of this marriage, of whom the
intestate was one, and neither of whom was ever niarried, and
neither had children. Amanda Shepard, the intestate, died in
1894, having survived her father, mother, brothers and sisters.
Alice Messer, mother of the intestate, two years before her
marriage to Daniel Shepard, gave bitrth to an illegitinrnte son
whose name was Parker Messer, the father of the appellant,
Robert W. Messer, Ambrose P . .Messer and Eliza E. Cooper.
The appellant and his brother and sister claim through their
father, Parker :Messer, and who, as we have said, was an
illegitimate son, having: the same mother as the intestate.
Had Parker Messer been leg-itimate his children would be the
sole heirs of the intestate, for nephews and nieces are one degree
nearer in kinship than cousins. Computed by the rules of the
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civil law a nephew stands in the third and a cousin in the fourth
degrne of kinship.
,But in order to inherit under the common law, this kinship
must he of legal inheritable blood. At common law an illegitimate child has no inheritable blood, and no rights of property
can be traced throu<rh him.
·
Notwithstanding the statute relating to descent (R. S., c. 75,
§ 2,) provides that 11 kind red of the half blood inherit eq uaily
with those of the whole hlood in the same degree," the term
kindred under that statute means lawful kil1llred. IIughes v.
Decker, 38 Maine, 153.
But the claim of the appell:mt is not hased. upon the rules of
the common law, and he must, therefore, bring himself within
the provisions of some positive statute enactment. And the provisionti of statute in force at the time of the decease of a person
intestate must determine the rights of the heirs to the distribution or de:,;;eent of his estate, (IIurd v. Hunt, 37 Maine, 333,)
as also who are entitled to inherit as heirs of a deceased person.
No rules of the civil or common law, further than as they :ire
adopted by the statute, can afford them any aid. The statute
fixes its own rules, and by those rules we must he g"overned.
The decision in this case, then, depends upon the proper construction of the statute in relation to the rights of illegitimate
children in force at the time of Amanda Shepard's death, or ch.
14 of Public Laws of 1887, which is us fol1ows :
'' An illegitimate child born after March twenty-fourth, in
the year of our Lord one t.hon8an<l eight hundred and sixty-four,
is the heir of his parents who intermarry. And :rny such child,
born at any time, is the heir of his mother. And prnvided, the
father of an illegitimate child adopts him or her into his family,
or in writing acknowledges before some justice of the peace or
notary public, that he is the father, snch child is also the heir
of his or her father. And in either of the foregoing cases, such
child and its issue shall inherit from its parents respectively,
and from their lineal and collateral kindred, and the:5e from such
child and its issue the same as if legitimate."
~
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Inasmuph HS Parker Mcs:;;er, the illegitimate child and father
of the appellant, was horn prior to 18G4, the rights of the
appellant, and whether he is an heir of the intestate, must be
determined by the con:--truction and meaning of the remainrng
portion of the statute in question.
One prov·iHion of the act has remained unmodified, through
all the various changes that have been made since its enactment
in 1838. and that is in relation to the illegitimate being the heir
of its mother. .No act on the part of any one is required to
make the child heir of the mother who bore it. The maternity
can never be in douht, while the paternity may he.
The hi~tory of legislation upon the subject, not only in this
8tate but in most of the states of the union, shows a continual
advancement and a breaking away from those antiquated :Engfo,h
maxims in the direction of humanity and justice towards innocent and unoffending sufferers. There has been hut one current
and that has been steadily advancing towards a modification of
the strict rules of the common law. Nevertheless, there has
always existed a requirement of some positive act on the part of
the putative father in order to make such illegitimate child heir
of the &ther. As the statute now exi~ts those requisites are
either marriage, adoption, or acknowledgment. The first clause
relates to illegitimate children born after a certain date; the
second clause prescribes the manner in which the guilty father
may make his illegitimate child his heir by adoption, where no
marriage has taken place between the parents; and the tldrd
elause prescribes another mode by which the child may be
made heir of his father, and that is by acknowledgment before
a proper officer that he is the father of such child. One or the
other of these requirements is indispensable to the right of inheritance or heirship through the father. It is plain from these
proYisions that the legislature did not intend or provide any
means of making any person heir to a putative father without
his consent or de::-ire. But they did provide that certain acts
must he done hy the father in order to legitimate a child born
out of lawful wedlock.
The case shows that Parker :Messer was bom in 1800, that he
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was illegitimate ; and although his mother married two years
after the birth of her child, it is not claimed that Daniel Shrppard, her husband, w;1s the father of the illegitimate.
No one of the statutory requirements necessary to render
Parker Messer an heir of his putative father has been complied\
with. There was no marriage, adoption, or acknowledgment
on the part of the putative father rendering the child heir of
such father.
Upon what groundt:i then does the appellant base his claim1
of heirship? It is upon the last clause of the statute in question,
which follows the several alternative conditions in relation to
heh-ship through the father and mother, viz : '' And in either of
the foregoing eases, such child and its issue shall inherit from
its parents respectively, nnd from their lineal and collateral'
kindred, and these from such child and its issue the same as if
legitimate."
Before the passage of the present st.Htute, which was enacted
in lieu of sections three and four of chapter seventy-five of theRevised Statutes, an illegitimate child inherited from his father
and mother the same as provided in the present statute.
But while by the Revised Statutes of 1883, an illegitimate
child could, under certain conditions inherit from the lineal or
collateral kindred of his father, yet he could not in any event
inherit from the lineal or collateral kindred of his mother. The
statute gave no such right. This discrimination against theright of such child to inherit through the mother was abolished
by the act of 188 7. After practically re-enacting the existing
provisions of statute as to the right of such child to inherit from
its parents, the act provides, '' And in either of the foregoing
cases, such child ancl its issue shall it1herit from its parnnts
respectively, and from their lineal and collateral kindred," etc.
The right thus given to the child to inherit from the kindred
of his respective parents is co-extensive with his right to inherit
from his respective parents.
The use of the word ''respectively" strengthens the construction thus given to the statute. The word conveys the idea that
such child shall inherit, in each case, from the parent or parents,
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of whom the Act has declared him to be an heir, and from the
kindred of such parent or parents.
The Act provides four cases in which ~he illegitimate child
may become an heir of one or both parents. Then follows the
provhiion that in either of the foregoing caseR the child, so
~eclared to be an heir, and its issue, shall inherit from its parents respectively, that is, from the parent or parents of whom
he is by the Act declared to be the heir, '' and from their lineal
an<l collateml kindred."
It is contended on the part of the defense that the words
'' either of the foregoing cases" in the last clause should he held
to refer to only the Inst two cases previously mentioned adoption, or acknowledgment.
vVhile the word ' either,"
according to the strictly accurate and authoritative signification
of the word, relates to two units or particulars only, "it often
in actual use, though inaccurately, refers to someone of many.''
Century Diet. Webster defines "either" as one or another
of any number.'' An<l this, in our opinion, was the sense intended
by the legislature, and that the words '' either of the foregoing
cases" should be held to include each and every case previously
named.
A construction limiting the words either of the foregoing
cases" to the last two cnses as contended for by the defense,adoption or acknowledgment,- would make the right to inherit
from the kindred of the mother depend upon the will and act of
the putative father, and would oftentimes work inju~tice and
inequality ; whereas, the rule is intended to be general and
equal in its application.
The term kindred," as employed in the statute under considei:ation, was undoubtedly intended to embrace cases like the
present, and it is not necessarily to be confined to the sense in
which is was applied in Hughes v. Decke1·, supra. The court
was there considering its application under the general statute of
descent and distribution ; while here it must receive its npplication in relation to this particular stittute relating to illegitimates.
Under that statute we think that the appellant is one of the next
of kin and heir of the intestate. Therefore, in accordance with
1
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the stipulation in the agreed statement the appeal should be
sustained, and the decree appointing Charles D. Jones administrator, reversed.
Judgnient accordingly.

ERNEST EMERY, in equity, vs. BRYANT BRADLEY.
Hancock.

Opinion ,January 22, 1896.

Equity. Practice. Restraint of Trade. R. S., c. 77, §§ 19, 20, 25.
The law court will consider and determine exceptions to part of a final decree
in equity.
When a vendor of the plant and good will of a business stipulates as a part of
the contract of sale, that he will not go into or carry on that kind of business in that place, he can be enjoined by decree in equity from carrying on
that business in that place as clerk or agent of some other person.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This was a bill in equity praying for an injunction, and after
hearing on bill, answer and proof, the following final decree
was entered, to which the defendant excepted : ii That the preliminary injunction as issued upon the filing of the bill he made
permanent, hut to the extent and in the form following only,
viz : that the said Bryant Bradley, and his attorneys and agents,
nre strictly enjoined und commanded by suid court, under the
penalty of being adjudged guilty of contempt, absolutely to
desist and refrain from going into or carrying on the business
of photography ut said Bar Harbor, either in his own name or
in the name of his minor son, or other person, or as clerk or
ngent of his said son or other person, and from going into or
carrying on said business of photography at said Bar Harbor in
any manner, directly or indirectly, and from all attempts directly or indirectly to nccomplish such object forever, and that no
costs he recovered by either party.''
The ca:;e is stated in the opinion.

J. A. Peters, Ji·., for plaintiff.
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W. P. Fosta and O. H. Wood, for defendant.
Re::;truint which extends heyond any apparently necessary
protection to the other party is unrea:::;onable. FlerJ·es!wjf v.
Boutineau, 17 R. I. 3.
The rights of the plaintiff would he amply protected by
enjoining the defendant from running a photograph bu:--incss of
his own. The clause of the decree which prohibits him from
working at his trade or as a clerk in the employment of some
other photographer is unreasonable and unjust. The bill it:-5elf
shows that more than seven years had el:::1.psed between the date
of the sale and the bringing of this hill. Defendant had done
nothing in the line of photographic work during that period,
and whatever of reputation he had gained before the sale had
been lost sight of by the public. It is preposterous to assume
that the fact of the defendant working as a journeyman hand at
his trade or as a clerk for some other photographer, should he
desire to do so, would result in impairing in the slightest degree
the value of the business he had sold more than seven years
before to the plaintiff. He simply agreed not to go into or
carry on the "said" business, and by the ,r said" husjness the
parties intended that the defendant should not conduct a lmsiness similar to that which he was at that time disposing of.
The language used should be taken in the common acceptation
of the term "going into and carrying: on business." The intention of the parties as evidenced by this language was that the
defendant should not open a photograph ga11ery, should not
advertise as a photographer, and in short should not "go into
and carry on" the business of a photograplrnr as that term is
understood among business men and in business communities.
In Olm·k v. Watkins, the agreement was to ''not carry on
the business of a chemist either in his own name or for his own
benefit or in the name or names or for the benefit of any other
person." Held, that soliciting orders for another chemist was
not a brench of this ugreement. Clark v. TVatlcins, 9 Jur. N.
s. 142.
On the r,ale of his business the vendor agreed that he would
not carry on or exercise the trade, either in his own name or
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that of any other person or persons, in a particular town ; held,
that his managing the business of another person in the same
trade in the town, at a weekly salary, was not a breach of the
agreement. Allen v. Taylo1', 19 W. R. 556.
Defendant sold '' his business as a photogrnpher" and promised not to '' go into or carry on said business," '' simply this
and nothing more," he did not add, as do nearly all the cases in
Mass. (like Boutelle v. 8,nith, 116 Masi',, 111,) apparently
against ns, that he would not "act as clerk or agent," would do
,/~othing directly or indirectly," or some such kii;~lrcd expression.
Contracts in limited restraint of trade to be valid must be
reasonable. CmToll v. Gile.~, (S. C.) 4 L. R. A. 154 and note.
SITTING: PETERs,
STROUT,

c. ,T., vVALToN, Ei\1ERY, FosTER, HASKELL,

JJ.

EMERY, J.
This equity cause was heard by a single justice
upon hill, answer and evidence, a replication being waived.
After a -final decree for the plaintiff had been signed, entered
and filed, the defendant instead of appealing generally, excepted
to a single clause in the decree. This exception was allowed
and is now presented to the law court.
I. The plaintiff's counsel insists lit the outset that exceptions cannot be allowed to a final (le0ree ; that the only mode
of obtaining a review by the law court of any part of the finnl
decree is by appeal. The equity procedure aet, however, seems
to contemplate exception~ to a final decree, whatever may be
the general rule. (R. S., c. 77.) Thus it is declared in section nineteen, that all decisions of a single jut-iticc are ' subject to
appeal and exceptions ;"-in section twenty, that "all cases in
which appe3J:; or exceptions are taken from a final decree, shall
remain on the docket," &c. ;-in section twenty-five, thnt "snch
exceptions shall he taken, entered in the law court, and there
heard and decided like appeals." Of course, exceptions to any
part of a final decree can only present a que~tion of lnw. No
questions of faet are open for consideration upon exceptions.
1

( § 25.)
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An exception to a final decree may often be preferable to a
general appeal. The latter opens up the whole case for rehearing on law and facts, and requires the transmission to the law
court of copies of all the pleadings, orders and evidence. The
former presents solely a question of law for re-hearing and
requires usnally but a very small part of the record to be transmitted to the law court. A party may concede the equity and
justice of the greater part of a final decree, and only de!-Sire a
reversal of jt or of a single feature of it, as in this case. An
exception to that feature alone, if it involves a question of law
only, is plainly the best mode of obtaining such a result.
II. In this case, the final decree permanently enjoined the
defendant from ~going into or carrying on the hm-iness of photography at Bar Harbor, either in his own name. or in the name
of his minor son, or other person or as clerk or agent of his said
son or other person," (.~c. The defendant excepted only to
the clause, as clerk or agent of his said son or other penmn."
The question of law presented by the exception is evidently
this : whether the plaintiff's bill contains allegations sufficient
to support that clause of the final decree excepted to. It is an
elementary principle that no final decree can he extended beyond
the allegations in the hill. Decrees in equity must be secundum
allegata, as we1l as Aecundum probata.
Referring to the bill in this case, ( which is sent up with
the exception) we find in it, inter alia, an allegation that the
defendant sold his photograph business at Bar Harbor, including ' 1 the good will of the said business," to the plaintiff; and
also, as a part of the consideration of the sale~ agreed that he
would ~1 never go into or carry on said business of photography
in future in said Bar Harbor."• It is further alleged in the bill
that, sinee said sale, the defendant ~1 is nbout to open and engage
in the business of photography [ at Bar Harbor] either under
his own name or in the name of his minor son. Harry Bradley,
or colorably as elerk, agent, or instructor of his said minor son."
Under these allegations, assuming them to be fully proved,
can the court, be~;ides enjoining the defendant generally from
carrying on the business in his own name, or that of his minor
1

11
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son, or other person, also enjoin him specifically from carrying
on the busines8 '' as clerk or agent of his 8aid minor son or other
person T'
The statement of the question discloses the answer. It must
be evident that for the defendant to go into and carry on the
business of photography at Bar Harbor as clerk or agent of any
person, would violate the spirit and purpose of hiR agreement
with the plaintiff. He would be carrying on the business though
as clerk or agent. It does not matter how or in what name he
acts, if he in fact canies on the business he agreed not to carry
on. : He is acting, he is breaking his promil:!e, whether he acts
as principal or agent. Located at Bar Harbor and carrying on
the photograph business there as clerk or agent, he would he in
direct competition with the business he bud sold to the plaintiff,
as much so as if he were doing the same acts in his own name.
The spirit of his agreement requires that he should .not compete in this business with the plaintiff either directly in his own
name. or indirectly as clerk or agent of some one else. In
equity and good conscience he should abstain from both modes
of competition. Under the allegations in the bill he can und
should he enjoined from both. Whitney v. Slayton, 40 Maine,
224; Dw,'._qht v. Hamilton, 113 Mass. 175; Boutelle v. Sm,ith,
11G M:u,H. 111.
Exceptions overl'uled. Final decree ajfi'l'med.
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TAYLOR DICKSON.

Opinion January 23, 18~Hi.

1Vay. Nuisance. Nrgligence. Practice.
The creator of a common nuisance is liable in damages for special injury.
His grantee is only liahle after request to abate it.
Where the owner of premises adjoining a street built a water box within the
limits of the street opposite his land for the purpose of controlling the
water, from the main pipe in the street, used upon his premises", h~l<l; that
if the box was rightfully there, it was not a nuisance per se; and that it
would only become so from faulty construction or condition so as to
obstruct, endanger or interfere with the public use of the street.
Whether the form, location and construction of the box was such an obstruction as to become a common nuisance would depend upon the exigencies of
travel in the street. Each case would depend upon its peculiar circumstances.
Subsequently the defendant purchased the premises and made a new connection with the main water pipe in the street by constructing a new water box
within his own grounds, and never made any use of the old water box,
except to shut off the water in it nt the time of making such new connection.
At that time, and for some time after, the water box was protected with a
wooden cover, but afterwards, and about a year prior to the accident sued
for in this action, the cover was removed, but not by the defendant, and the
hox remained uncovered. No change or alteration in the old water box
was made by the defendant after his purchase of the premises, nor was he
requested to cover, fill, or do anything abont it. ~Held; that the peculiar
clanger thus arising from the old water box was not the defendant's act, and
he cannot be held responsible for injuries to the plaintiff who stepped into
it and was hurt, while passing along the street.
When parties submit a case to the law court upon an agreed statement of
facts, without a report of the pleadings, and place the case in their arguments upon the ground of nuisance, it will be considered upon that ground
and none other.
AGREED STATEMENT.

The parties agreed to the following statement of facts:
The defendant, L. Taylor Dickson, of Philadelphia, in the
spring of 1892 purchased the Suminsby Place, so-called, in Bar
Harbor, :i\foine, consisting of a house and lot bordering upon and
bounded by Eden street, a public highway.
At the time of hi:::; purchase, a fence existed upon hi::; prnperty
on or near the line of the street. Since his purchase the fence
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has been removed and a stone wall built following the snme line.

A little outside the fence, between it an<l the sidewalk and
entirely within the limits of that portion of the street which
crosses the defendant's property, a water box had been constmcted before his purchase by his predecessor in title. This
water box is a hole in the ground boxed up with seven-eighths
inch boards so :ts to leave an opening five and one-fourth by
seven and one-half irwhes, the longer dimension being at right
angles with the sidewalk:. The top of the box is one and onehalf inches above and sets into the edge of the sidewalk: one and
one-half inches.
It was constructe<l by Suminsby, the defond::mt\; grantor, and
used by him for the purpose of shutting off and turning on the
water leading to his grounds.
Soon aft.er the defend:mt purchased the property, he made a
new connection with the main water pipe in the street, constructed a new water hox within his grounds, and has never
made any m,e of the old water box in the street, except that
some person at, work upon the improvements made by him shut
off the water in the old water box when the new connection was
made.
At that time and for some time after the water box was covered
with a wooden cover, bnt afterwards, and about a year prior to
the accident sued for, the cover \Vas removed and the box
remained uncovered up to the time of the accident. It ·was not
claimed that the cover was removed by the defendant or any
person employed by him.
No change or alteration in the water box was made by the
defendant after his purchase of the property. Neither the
defendant nor any agent or servant of his was ever requested to
cover, or fi]l, or do anything about or concerning it.
The defendant resides in Philadelphia and spends only a few
months in the year at Bar Harbor. He has not personally
occupied the hom~e, nor has it been used except that during the
summer of 1894 it was occupied by a tenant of the defendant.
It \Vas not occupied at the time of the accident.
During his absence from the autumn of 1893 to the autumn of
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1894, Dickson gave P. ,v. Blanchfield authority to look out for
his house and grounds. Blanchfield lives near the Dickson
property, on the same street, and had passed the water box
occasionally previous to the accident but had no knowledge of
its existence.
Blanchfield did not, as a matter of fact, take charge of any
property outside the fence or wa11, but the plaintiff claims that
under the authority given him by the defendant, as above stated,
he should have so taken charge of land within the road as a part
of the defendant's grounds.
On the eighteenth day of October, A. D .• 1894, at ahout 7 .30
o'clock in the evening, the plaintiff was passing along the said
sidewalk on her way from her house to the post office, for the
purpose of mailing a letter. The night was very dark, and just
before reaching the water box sh~ saw a young man and woman
approaching her in the opposite direction running arm in arm,
and she stepped back to the inner edge of the sidewalk to let
them pas~ and stepped into the water box, receiving the injuries
complained of.
Plaintiff had previously passed the same place occasionally.
hut neither she, nor defendant, had any personal knowledge of
the existence of the box.
The side,valk: opposite the box is four feet and six inches wide
and nearly level. In case the action could be sustained upon the
facts above stated, the action was to he sent back to nisi prius for
assessment of damages. If not, judgment to he entered for the
defendant.

E. S. Gla1'k, for plaintiff.
If a private citizen he guilty of a nuisance in making an excavation in a public highway, he will be responsible for injuries
arising therefrom during its continuance. Portland v. Richardson, 54 Maine, 4G; Stratton v. Staples, 59 Maine, 94; Dtinkwater v. Jordan, 46 Maine, 433; Readnian v. Conway, 126
Mass. 374.
The defendant was guilty of a nuisance in allowing this water
box to remain uncovered during the year previous to the accident,
a8 he was the owner of the soil to the center of the road.
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The defendant in this case did render the highway dangerous,
or less useful to the public than it ordinarily was, by allowing
the ,vater box owned by him to remain uncovered one year
previous to the accident.
It is no defense that the obstruction is not in the traveled
part of the way ; the public have a right to use the entire width
of the highway ; so where a person fell into a post hole in the
extreme limit of the highway, the defernlant was held liable, the
court holding that a person has the right to go on any part of the
road. Ha1'rowe,· v. Ritson, 37 Barb. (N. Y.) 303; Rex v.
· Russell, 6 East, 421; Dickey v. Telegraph Company, 4G Maine,
483; Wright v. Saunde1·s, 65 Barb. 214; Davi'.s v. Mayor,
14 N. Y. 506.
It certainly is just that persons who, without special authority,
make or continue a covered excavation in a public street or
highway, for a private purpose, should he responsible for ail
injuries to individuals resulting from the street or highway
being thereby less safe for its appropriate use, there being no
negligence hy the parties injured. Gong1·eve v. M01·gan, 18
N. Y. 79.
A man is liable for an obstruction in a highway whereby a
traveler receives an injury, although he did not himself place it
there. Stoughton v. Po1·te1', 13 Allen, 192; 3 Bl. Com. 221;
Com. v. Wilkinson, 16 Pick. 175; Staple v. Sp1'ing, 10 Mass.
72. One who maintains a coal-scuttle insures the public from
any harm though he did not make it. Irving v. Towel', 5 Roberts,
N. Y. 482. It is not necessary that the defendant should have
actual notice of the existence of this nuisance. If he continue
it, and one receive damage that is sufficient. Staple v. Spring,
10 Mass. 72 and 74; Talbot v. Whipple, 7 Grny, 122.

L. B. Deasy, for defendant.
SITTING:

C. ,T.,
,Jl.

PETI<ms,

,VISWELL. STROUT,

FosTER, HASKELL, ""\YHITEHOUSE,

HASKELL, ,J.
The owner of a fee, adjoining n street, constructed a water box within the limits of the street opposite his
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land for the purpose of controlling the water from the main
pipe in the street, used upon the premises. If rightfully there,
the box ,vas not a nuisance per ~e, hut only became so from
faulty con~truction or condition so as to obstrnd, endanger or
interfere with the public use of the street. That it was illegally
placed there does not appear, and, therefore, it may be presumed to have been lawfully there. The aperture was five and
one-fourth inches by seven inches in size and covered by a wooden
cover. The top of the box was about one and one-half inches
above the sidewalk and about the same distance within the outer
edge of the same. Whether the form, location and construction
of the box was such an obstruction to the public use of the
street as to become a common nuisance would depend upon the
exigencies of travel in the street. In a crowded street it might
he. In a street where there was little passing it might not he.
All would depend upon the peculiar circumstances of the case.
The court cannot say from the agreed statement, that shows
n01w of the exigencies of the public use of the ::Meet, that the
box p~r se became a common nuisance when placed in the
street, and only one and one-half inches within the traveled
portion of the same. If, then, it were not a common nuisance
when constructed, it did not become so, until after its condition
changed; and before this happened the defendant had purch:1sed
the estate to which the box was incident, and shortly afterwards
disu:-:-ed the same hy shutting off the water and making connections elsewhere. He then abandondcd the box in the condition
that it had been constructed. It was neither constmcted a
nuisance, nor became one while in his use. He, therefore, for
these reasons, is not liable in thb case.
But, in order to save further contention, it may be profitable
to consider the matter as if the box had originally been constmcted a common nuisance. In that case, liability attached
to the person who placed it there in fiwor of any individual who
was injured thereby. Not so with the purchaser of it. He
became only liable to an individual after request to remove it.
Pillsbw·y v. Moore, 44 Maine, 154; IIolmes v. Oorthell, 80
Maine, 31. No request of any kind is shown in this case. It
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should be noticed that this doctrine applies only while the box
remained in its original condition. If the defendant had continued to maintain the hox, but changed its elements of danger,as if he had removed the cover and left the aperture opcn,-then
the particular danger of it would have been of his own creation,
and liability would doubtless have attached to him as the creator
of it. This, however, he did not do. He ahandoned the box
as originally constructed, and it became uncoveit\d, not by him
or by any one of his servants or agents. The peculiar danger
was not of his creation, and for it he cannot be held responsiblP.
The pleadings are not reporte<l, but only a statement of facts,
upon which it is agreed that the cm,e slrnll be decided. Both
parties have placed the ease upon the ground of nui:-:-ance in
their arguments, and it is therefore considered upon that groun<l
and none other.
Jwlgrnent for defendant.

AGNES

WHITE v.~.

Penobscot.
Sales.

GEORGE

H. OAKES, and another.

Opinion January 2a, 1896.

War1·a,nty.

Fulding-Bed.

Amendment.

In the sale of chattels by the manufacturer for specific uses an implied warranty arises that the article is fit for the use intended. In the sale of chattels, without exµress warranty and withont francl, caveat emptor applies,
and there is no implied wa~-ranty. If the sale be by description, without

opportunity for inspection, the description must be met.
The defendants, being dealers in furniture, and not manufacturers, sold a
folding-bed to the plaintiff without express warranty of any kind. The bed
proved dangerous to the persons using it, not from defective parts, but from
faulty design. It proved to be a trap, suited to crush its occupants by shutting
up like a jack-knife when slept upon. The weight of its occupants, if sufficient
to overcome the gravity of the upright head-piece, would cause it to trip
forward and the bed collapse. This bed did so, injuring a man sleeping in
it so that he became partially paralyzed. The defendants had no knowledge
of this danger. Held; that if the plaintiff can recover in this case, it must
be from an implied warranty against the dangers ofits contrivance.
The mechanism of the bed could be observed by the purchaser as well as by
the vendor. Neither, unless skilled in m~chanics, would be likely to discover the dangers of it, unaided by any object lesson. The hinge, or
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flexible joint upon which the hed hung, was a contrivance of folding ironstraps that really brought the point of support much farther front at the
head than they seemed to, thereby overcoming the gravity of the head-piece
and tending to pitch it forward. The bed, when sufficiently loaded, wonld
bring the centre of gravity of the upright head-piece so far outside its base,
or so nearly so, that any unusual disturbance would work that resnlt,especially when the castors were turned under. The sale of the bed was
with full opportunity of inspection. It was shown to the purchaser, and
the terms of the sale were put in writing. Held; that the plaintiff, therefore, took no implied warranty, or ari equivalent right, unless facts were
concealed from her which made the transaction fraudulent. No concealment was shown, and it did not appear that the defendants knew of the
d,mgerous contrivance that operated the bed.
After the sale, the bed broke down, and the defendants were called upon to
take it back. They said they would fix it and warrant it all right. One of
the iron straps had broken and the defendants put on a new one. Held;
that the defendants were neither bound to repair the bed nor take it back.
Such repairs were gratuitous, and any warranty they might have then made
would have been without consideration and not binding. Also, that an
assurance that its mechanism had been made sound did not amount to a
warranty of its safety in use, it not appearing that the defendants were
informed of any inherent danger in its use from faulty contrivance.
In an action where the plaintiff's principal claim was for reimbursement of
damages paid to a boarder for his injuries snstained while using a folding
bed, that had been bargained for on installments, the plaintiff moved to
amend the declaration by a count for the recovery of the money paid under
the bargain. The plaintiff claimed that the defendants demanded payment
of the overdue money, and which being refused, they took the bed. The
defendants denied the demand, and said they retook the bed with the plaintiff's consent. Held; that under the terms of sale they could do both; and
that the amendment if granted would avail the plaintiff nothing. The
defendants have a legal right to the part payment and the property.

ON REPORT.
This was nn action to recover damages sustained by the plaintiff hy means of a folding-bed falling upon her that she alleged
was solcl to her with a ,vu1Tanty and was of faulty contrivance;
also to rf'cover damages sustained by another person, which she
allege<l. that she was compelled to pay, happening through the
same cause.
The declarntion containe1l two counts. The first one alleged,
in substance, that the defendants sold the plaintiff u folding
hedstead in ,June, 1893 ; that it was made of b~1d materials, was
not properly constructed, was unsuited for the purpose of a
beclstead, and was not safe; that the defendants knew this
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when they sold the bedstead to plaintiff; that in order to
induce the plaintiff to buy it, defendants fab;ely affirmed and
warranted the bedstead to be good, of good materials, properly
made, and perfectly safe, and thereby the plaintiff was induced
to buy the bedstead, the plaintiff being ignorant of its defective
condition ; that she took the bedstead home, beg:rn to use it.
and a short time afterward while she and her husband were
occupying it, the becbtead broke down and closed and injured
the plaintiff, whereupon the defendants were notified of the
defective condition, of the bedstead; that they came to the hom,e
of the plaintiff, repaired the bedstead, and then and there specially and particularly warranted it again to he perfectly safe~
and afterwards, on the fourth day of October of the same year,
the bedstead again broke down, collapsed and closed, to the
damage and injury of the plaintiff. This count did not speak
of any hurt to other persons.
The second count was like the first except that it did not
allege that the plaintiff was herself hurt by the bedstead, or that
it broke down more than once, or that there was any warranty
or representations hy defendants of its safety after the bedstea<l
was bought; and it alleged that Frank . \iVhite, a boarder of
plaintiff's, was by her permission and invitation using the bedstead on the night of October 4th, 1893, and it broke down,
closed and injured him, whereby she became liaLle to Frank
White in damages for it; that she settled with him for $5000,
and these defendants are, as she u1leged, liable to her for this
sum.
The folding-bed was delivered to the plaintiff under the
following writing:
'' Leased of Oakes & Chandler the following articles : one
folding-bed, ash, thirty-eight dollars, which article is to be used
by me at No. 7 Washington street, and for which I agree to pay
to the said Oakes & Chandler, or order, as follows: on delivery,
the sum of ten dollars, and every month thereafter the sum of
eight dollars until the said Oakes & Chandler shall receive the
full sum named above. It being expressly agreed that the right
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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of property sha1l remain in said Oakes & Chandler until the
same i:-; wholly paid for; and in case of failnre to pay any one
of said in~tallments after the same have become due, all of said
installments remaining unpaid shall immediately become due
and payable ; and the said O:ikes & Chandler may take, or
cause to he taken, the said property, either with or without
process of law, from the possession of the said subscriber or
other repre,-i'entative to whom he may have delivered the same,
without recourse again::-t said Oakes & Chandler, or any money
paid on account thereof. It being expressly understood that
the money so paid on account shall be for the use and wear of
sai<l property. The articles leased cannot be sold or removed
from the place designated in the lease without the lessors' written consent.
'' Selling, conveying, concealing or aiding in concealing said
property will ~nbject the subscriber to liability under the provisions of the law.
''Witness my hand thi::-; tenth day of June, 1893, in presence of
G. H. Oakes.
Agnes White."
P. II. Gillin, for plaintiff.
There are two questions to he decided by' the court, first:
whether Oakes & Chn,ndler are linble to phtintiff, for the injury
which she received by reason of the breaking of this bed; this
would embrace all damages ,vhich were caused to the plaintiff
hy reason of the injury she received and inconvenience and
annoyance to which she was put. Secondly : "\Yhether the
defendants arc liable tq the plaintiff for the injury which was
caused to Frank ,,Vhite; that is to say, whether the defendants
shall make good the costs to which the plaintiff has heen put by
reason of the injuries to Frank White, und the damages which
she has thereby sustained.
The law seems to be well settled that a manufacturer or a
dealer who contracts to supply an article which he manufacture:;.;
or produce::;, or in which he deals, to he applied to a particular
purpose, so that the buyer neces~arily trusts to the judgment or
skill of the manufacturer or dealer, there is in that case an
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implied warranty that it shall be reasonably fit for the purpose·
to which it is to be applied. In such a case, the buyer trusts.
to the manufacturer <)r dealer and relies upon his judgment and
not upon his own. 2 Benj. Sale~, p. 8G5, § ~)88 ; French v.
Vinfog, 102 Mass. 132; McDonald v. Snelling, 14 Allen, 290
and 295, and cases cited.
In the last case the court says that this rule is an exception to,
the maxim of caveat emptor.
If a man buy an article for a particular purpose made known
to the seller at the time of the contrnct, and rely upon the skill
or judgment of the seller to snpply what is wanted, there is an
implied warranty that the thing sold will he fit for the desired
purpose. 2 Benj. Sales,§ 993, p. 867; Thoms v. Dingley, 70,
Maine, p. 100; Howm·d v. Emerson, 110 Mass. p. 320; Bradley v. Rea, 14 Allen, p. 20.
The warranty extends to latent defects unknown to and even
undiscoverable to the vendor which render the articles sold unfit
for the purpose intended. 2 Benj. Snlcs, p. 8H8, § HH4, nnd
cases cited.
If the vendor is informed that an artide of a certain quantity,.
character or description. irnited for some specified purpose is.
required, the law implies a promise from him that he will supply
to the purchaser an article of the quantity, character or dPserip-·
tion ordered and reasonably fit for the purpose for which it is.
required. 2 .Addison on Contracts. p. 215; I£aclley v. Baxendale, 9 Exch. p. 353; lViu,1;or v. Lombard, 18 Pick. pp. 57
and G2; Brown v. Edgington, 2 M. & G. 279; 1 Pars. Cont.
8 Ed. * 583.
In the case of Downing v .. Dem·born, 77 }\Iaine, p. 457, the
court says: ''The defendants believed they were pnrchasing
sound leather suited to manufacture into shoes, and that the
plaintiffs well knew the use for which the purchase wat::1 made
and sold the leather to be applied accordingly. From the terms
of the sale the law implies a warranty that the leather should he
reasonably fit for the purposes for which it wat1 bought. .Judge
HASKELL delivered the opinion in this case and he goes on to say
that, where a latent defect becomes known, they can seek their
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remedy either for breach of warranty for deceit or may repudiate the sale and restore the article purchased, citing Marston
'V. Knight, 29 Maine, p. 314; and he cited besides this on the gen•eral proposition as to an implied warranty arising in the case of
,the sale of manufactured articles: Jones v. Just, L. R. 3 Q. B.
1H7; Ilight v. Bacon, 126 Mass. p. 11; Pease v. Sabin, 38
Wt. p. 432.
The defendants, ufter the first breaking of the bed, made an
·express warranty that they would repair this bedstead so that
iit would be fit for use, hence in this part of the case, we have
both an implied and an express warranty. The case of Thorne
,v. 1-Wc Vey, 75 Ill. p. 81, cited in 2 Benj. Sales, p. 811, states
that both warranties may exist when not inconsistent, as was
done in that case, and the case was left to the jury on both.
It is elementary law that if the plaintiff to this action was
liable to Frank White, and these defendants liable to her, she
need not wait for a suit, hut could settle with Frank White and
then bring her action to recover from the defendants.
In the case between the plaintiff and Frank White, there was
an implied warranty that the premises of the plaintiff were
reasonably snfe and secure. Ii'rancis v. Cockrell, L. R. 5 Q.
B. 184 and 501 ; 1 Addison Torts, 584.

Jruper Ilutchin[/8, for defendants.
Counsel cited: Lang1·idge v. Levy, 2 M. & ·w. 519; Carter
v. Harding, 78 Maine, 528; Longmeid v. Halliday, 6 Ex. 761;
S. C. 6 Eng. L. & E. 5G2; Whzterbottam v. Wri'.ght, 10 M. &
W. 10~); Tlwrnas v. lVinchester, 2 Selden (N. Y.), 397;
Davidson v . .Nichols, 11 Allen, 514; Whart. Neg. § § 134, 135,
notes; Carter v. Towne, 10 Mass. 507; I1in,(J8bury v. Tayl01·,
2H Maine, 508.
SITTING: PETERS,
,v1sWELL, STROUT,

C. ,T.,

FOSTER,

HASKELL,

"\VIIITEHOUSE,

,JJ.

HASKELL, J.
The defendants, being deniers in furniture and
not manufacturers, sold a folding-bed to the plaintiff without
express wnrranty of any kind. The bed proved dangerous to
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the persons using it, not from defective parts, hut from faulty
design. It proved to be a trap, suited to crush its occupants
by shutting up like a jackknife when slept upon. The weight
of its occupants, if sufficient to overcome the gravity of the
upright head-piece. would trip that forward and the bed collapse. This heel did so, injuring a man sleeping in it so that he
became partially paralyzed. The (fofendants had no knowledge
of this danger. If, therefore, the plaintiff may recover in this
case, it must be from an implied warranty against the dangers
of its contrivance.
The mechanism of this bed could he observed hy the purchaser as well as by the vendor. Neither, unless skilled in
mechanics, would be likely to discover the dangers of it. unaided by any object lesson. The hinge, or flexible joint upon
which the bed hung, was a contrivance of folding iron straps
that really brought the point of support much further front at
the head than they seemed to, thereby overcoming the gravity of
the head-piece and tending to pitch it forward. The bed, when
sufficiently loaded, would bring the •centre of gravity of the
upright head-piece so far outside its base, or so nearly so, that
any unusual dbturbance might work that result, especially
when the casters were tnrned under.
"In the sale of chattels hy the manufactur(>r for specific uses
an implied wnrranty arises that the article is fit for the use
intended." Do1,cning v. Dearborn, 77 Maine, 457. In the sale
of ehattels without cxpre~s warranty and without fraud, caveat
emptor applies, and there il:! no implied warranty. Bl'ig_gs v.
Hunton, 87 Maine, 145; I1in9sbury v. Taylor, 29 Maine, .508;
Wiwwr v. Lombard, 18 Pick. 57; 1Wixe1· v. Coburn, 11 Met.
55~; French v. Vining, 102 Mass. 132; IIoward v. Eme1.,,,;on,
110 Mass. 320. If the sale be by det-icription, without opportunity for inspection, the description must be met.
The sale of this bed was with full opportunity of inspection.
It ,vas shown to the purchaser, and the terms of sale were put
in writing. She therefore took no implied warranty, or an
equivalent right, unless facts were concealed from her that made
the transaction fi·anclulent. No concealment is shown. It does
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not appear that the defendants knew of the dangerous contrivance that operated the bed. ThC'y deny such knowledge. But
it is said that, after the sale, the hed brnke down, that the
defendants were called upon to take it back and that they said
they would fix it and warrant it all right. One of the iron
straps had broken and the defendants put on a new one. 'l'he
defendants were neither hound to repair the bed nor take it
hack. The_s, gratuitously repaired it and any warranty they
might have then made would have been without consideration
and not binding. But the conversation testified to does not
amount to a wanunty of its safety in use. At most, it can only
be considered an at-isurance that its mechanism had been made
sound. It does not appear that they were then informed of any
inherent danger in its use from faulty contrivance. Had they
lieen aware of this, and concealed the danger and allowed the
plaintiff to further use the bed when they knew of its dangerous
charactel', other considerations ,vould arise not material here.
There i:-i no phase of the case as presented that can cast any
liability upon the defendants.
The plaintiff aslu, to amend by inserting a count for the purchase money paid. The amendment eould do the plaintiff no
good. The bed was bargained on installments. The plaintiff
Hays that, after the Hhocking disaster with the bed, the defendants demanded payment of money overdue, which being refused,
they took the hed. The defendants deny the demand, but say
that they retook the bed by pluintiff 's consent. In either ease,
· under the terms of sale, they niight do so. They have hoth
part puy,ment and the bed. That wa8 their lcg:ll right, and a
l1HUle .generous course cannot be demanded by law.
Judgment for defendants.

Me.]
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WALTER ORDWAY.

Opinion January 23, 1896.

Rent. Assumpsit.
Where the relation of landlord and tenant does not exist, the law will not
imply assumpsit for rent or use and occupation.
Title to land cannot be tried in assumpsit.

ON

REPOltT.

This was an action of assumpsit for rent of a house. Plea,
general issue, and a brief statement denying that the title to the
premises was in the plaintiff, and alleging it to be in one
Thompson. The plaintiff claimed title to one-fourth as heir of
his father and by release of the other three-fourths from his
sister, being the other heirs. The brief statement alleged that
the title to the premises was formerly in one Hook who conveyed the same to one Mason in mortgage, which was foreclosed by the mortgagee, and thereafter conveyed to Thompson.
The testimony tended to show that the plaintiff's father
exchanged Jots ·with one Hook but did not take a deed. He
moved a house upon the lot and occupied it several years; that
when he moved out the defenrlant moved in under a verbal
lease. After his father's death, the plaintiff demanded rent of
the defendant, who on several oceasiorn, sought to purchnse the
premises of the plaintiff.
The plaintiff claimed that he was entitled to recover in this
action, relying upon ownership a~ sufficiently proved by the
parol conveyance in place of a deed, an<l a judgment again:-,t
Hook, recovered by hi1:, father, in an action of forcible entry
and detainer.

Wayland Ifoowlton, for pl~intiff.
W. P. Thompson and . .V.
. Wardwell, for defendant.
S1TTING: PETERS,
WISWELL, STROUT,

c. J.,
J,J.

FosTER, HAsKELL, vVHlTEHousE,
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CORTHELL V. HOLMES.

HASKELL, ,J.
Asstnnpsit for rent. No express promise is
shown, and the law does not imply one from the facts in the
case. The defendant was tenant of the plaintiff's father. He
died, and the tenant denies the title of the plaintiff, who clnims
to hold as heir. As to him, the tenant has become a disseizor.
There \Vas no re lat ion of l:rndlo1;d and tenant between them
from which the law implies assurnpsit for rent or use and occupation. Rogen; v. Libbey. 35 Maine, 200; Howe v. Russell,
41 Maine, 44G; Eme,·y v. Em,e,·y, 87 Maine, 281. Title to
land should not he tried in assumpsit.
Plaintiff nonsui't.

CHARLES

L.

CoRTHELL,

vVashington.

and another, vs.

EBEN

A.

HOLMES.

Opi11ion January 23, 1896.

Way. Nuisance. Pleading. R. S., c. 17, § 5.
A defendant justified all the acts charged in a declaration as done in the
abotement of a nuisance that obstructed a way through and over which he
had the right of passage. Held; that an obstruction placed within the
limits of a pnhlic way is a nuisance by common law as well as by statute.
The easement or the public is co-extensive with the exterior limits of' the
way, and the question of' nuisance does not depend upon the interruption of
travel.
If a nuisance is obstruction to travel, then the traveler's rights are interfered with and he may remove it. , Where the defendant in his brief statement avers what he did, was with care and without damage more than necessary, to secure a passage for himself and his teams, agents and servants over
the same, and all this is admitted by demurrer, held; that it is a good
defense to an action of trespass for removing the nuisance.
See Corthell v. liolrnes, 87 Maine, 24:.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This was an action of trespass quare clausum. The defendant
pleaded the general issue, with a brief statement, nnd after a
demurrer to the brief statement was sustained, as see 87 Maine,
24, by leave of court filed subsequently an amended brief
statement of defense to which amended brief statement the
plaintiff:, demurred, and the presiding justice overruled the
demurrer, to which ruling the plaintiffs excepted.
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Amended brief statement :
'' And for further defonse by way of brief statement, the
defendant alleges that the place where the plaintiff in his writ
and declaration alleges said trespass to have heen committed
is, and was for more than fifty years next prior to said alleged
trespass, a public way, and was during that time continuously
recognized and used by the pulilic, and by the defendant and his
grantors, for travel on foot and with teams as a public way in
said Eastport between ::\Iadi~on street and the point <m ,vater
street where defendant's store is situate ; and said place of the
alleged trespass was at the time named in plaintiffs' declnrntion
a public way, to the free and unohstrncted use of which the
defendant was by law entitled for the purpose of passing to and
fro, on foot or with teams, between l\fadison street and w·ater
street, but the plaintiffs, prior to said ulleged trespass, wrongfully and unlawfully encumbered and obstructed said way by
placing thereon the fences, gates, clothes-dryer, platform and
steps, rocks, and other material named in his said declaration
as having heen destroyed or removed by the defendant, and snid
fences, gates, clothes-dryer, platform and steps, rocks, and
other material placed in said way by the plaintiff as aforesairl,
encumbered the same and obstructed the individual right of
defendant in its use, and prevented the use of snid way by the
public for the purpose of travel as aforesaid, and were a public
nuisance, from which defendant :-,uffered special damage beyond
that of the public generally, and which obstructed defendant's
right to use said way as a means of passing to and fro between
his store and Madison street for himself, his teams, ngents and
servants; and defendnnt Lrn<lertook to pass over and upon said
way and was' prevented by the encumbrances aforesaid, placed
in said way by the plaintiff, and the defend:mt did thereupon
enter on and pass over said way, and for that purpose did
.remove the encumbrances afore~aid placed there by the plaintiffs,
us aforesaid, exercising due care and destroying nothing, causing
no damage other than was unavoidable in said removal, which
was necessary to enable him to enjoy his right to the use of said
way as aforesaid for himself and his teams, agents and servants
to pass over ~mid wny to irnd from his store."
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Demurrer to hrief statement:
'' And for causes of demurrer the plaintiffs say that the said
statement of defense does not describe the limits or state the
dimensions of the public wny claimed to exi~t in the place of said
trespasses.
"Said brief statement of defense does not state any nrntters of
fact showing any relntion between himself or his property and
the place of the a1Ieged trespasses which would justify or excuse
the damage and destruction of permanent and valuable erections
thereon, or the cumbering the same in the manner and by the
means set forth in the plaintiffs' writ and declaration.
'' Said brief statement of defense states no matter of foct showing that the defendant suffered ·any damage or injury from the
obstructions or encumbrances in any alleged public way different
in its nature from what was suffered by the public.
"The allegations in said brief statement do not show that the
defendant suffered any :-ipecial damage from the obstruction of
the alleged way, and the plaintiffs are not hound in law to litigate
the question whether there was or was not a public way at said
place of said alleged trespasses."

E. B. I£m·vey, G. R. Gm;dne,· and 0. B. Rounds, for
plaintiffs.
There is no public ·way through the plaintiff.':-1' door yard ; and
they are not bound to litigate that question here.
Abatement of a nuisance, puhlic or private, hy a private
person is one mode of redressing n, private wrong; and the
ethical founrfotion of the right is precisely analogous to that of
the right of self defense.
The punishment of a public wrong is not an: element in it.
The limitation should bear the same analogy. To destroy or
damage another's property by way of abating a public nuisance,
merely because it is a public nui::-mnce is no more justifiable than
to forcibly take from him the amount of a fine he rnuy have
incurred by any other misdemeanor. A person who has suffered
no injury for which the law will afford redress in damages m
some form of action cannot justi(y any destruction, damage or
amotion of another's property.
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If the things whose destruction is complained of in the writ
were a nuisance in the way, the right to abate it does not attach
to a private person till he suffers a private wrong to be redressed
by its abatement, and the wrong must be such as would support
a private action. The assertion in the brief statement that he
suffered special damages beyond that of the public general1y is
not an averment of a matter of fact hut a conclusion of law to be
drawn from facts; and there are no facts stated from which such
conclusion can be drawn.
There is nothing in the brief statement inconsistent with the
fact that other and easier wuys leading between these streets arc
open to the defendant.
If by building our front yard fence and occupying it with
housekeeping conveniences we have hindered or obstructed the
public in the use of an easement of a public wny, the means
provided by law for the public redress are ample and speedy by
proceedings, conducted by peaceful official authority moving
first to settle judicially the question of the public right before
de::itruction of property, as was done in this case without judicial
inquiry or authority.

A . .1liacNiclwl and G. A. Curran, for defendant.
SrrTING: PETERS,
VVISWELL,

C. J.,

FosTER, HASKELL,

W. HITEHOUSE,

JJ.

HASKELL, J.
Trespass, H· c. The defendant, by hrief statement, justifies all the acts charged in the declaration as done in
the abatement of a nuisance that obstructed a public way through
and over which he ha<l the right of passage. The plaintiffs might
elect to go to trial and require the defendnnt to prove the tmth
of his plea ; or he might elect to admit the truth of it, and claim
that, if true, it ·was conduct unauthorized by law and therefore
no defense to the action. If the declaration had not described
the close by metes and hounds, the plea very likely might be
held bad for not describing the land upon which the defendant
justifies the seeming trespass, and thereby give the plaintiffs
opportunity to assign another close as the locus, if the defendant's
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acts were not confined to the close described in his plea; but
the plaintiffs did describe the close specifically upon which the
supposed trespass was committed, and are met by plea justifying the acts upon that close, nnd, instend of taking issue before
the country upon the truth thereof, elected. to demur thereto
and say, true, your acts were done just as you say they were,
but nevertheless they were illegal and in law are no defense.
So the qumition comes, whether the removing of obstructions
from a puhlic way by a traveler is a trespass against one who
has seen fit to close the way and take possession of the land
within its limits.
Any obstruction placed within the limits of a public way is a
nuisance at common law, as well as by statute. R. S., c. 17, § 5.
The easement of the public is co-extensive with the exterior
limits of the way, and the question of nuisance does not depend
upon the interruption of travel. Comrnonwealt!t v. I1ing, 13
Met. 115. If the nuisance be an obstruction of travel, then the
traveler's rights are interfered with and he may remove it.
Wales v. Stetson, 2 Mass. 14B. "The traveler may use any
part of the way to travel upon and, if obstructed, in the exercise
of that right he has a remedy against the person unlawfully
placing the obstruction there." Penley v. Auburn, 8,5 Maine,
281. If a gate he placed across the way, as in Wales v. Stettwn,
supra, it would be seiiseless to ~ay that the traveler by removing
it vnmld commit a trespass. Or that, as in Di"ckey v. Telegraph Co. 4H Maine, 483, where a telegraph wire hung so low as
to catch the top of a stage and overturn it, the traveler might
not lawfully have removed it and prevented the mischief resulting in that case; and, as the court ~my in Banlcs v. I£i,qhland
Street Railway Com,pany, 113 Mass. 485: '' The wire, at least '
while looped across the street so that it might be hit by passing
carriages, was a nuisance, which any person lawfully traveling
on the way and incommoded by it, might remove," citing
Arnndel v. M'Oulloch, 10 Mass. 70, and Wales v. Stetson,
supra. This doctrine i::, the logic of Dye1· v. Curtis, 72 Maine,
181; I£olrnes v. Co1·thell, 80 Maine, 31; Janies v. Wood, 82
Maine, 17a; Lancey v. Clifford, 54 Maine 487; Gerrish v.
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Brown, 51 Maine, 256; Veazie v. Dwinel, 50 Mnine, 487;
luwx v. Chaloner, 42 Maine, 157, and Bmwn v. Ohadbounie,
31 Maine, 9.
The defendant's plea avers that he removed the incumbrances,
placed in the way by the plaintiff, with due care and without
damage more than necessary to sccu re the passage for himself
and his teams, agents and servants over the Harne. All this is
admitted by the demurrer, and it is a good defense.

'

Exceptions overruled.

FRANK MICHAUD,

pro ami,

vs.
CANADIAN

Aroostook.

p ACIFIC

RAIL w Ay COMP ANY.

Opinion ,January 23, 18~)6.

Negligence. New Trial.
Boys playing about moving cars must take the risk of life and limb, if they
will persist in such dangerous sport.
In this case the jury returned a verdict for the defendant. The plaintiff'
neither took exceptions nor filed a general motion to set aside the verdict
as being against evidence, etc., but moved for a new trial on the ground of
newly-discovered evidence. The court consider that no legal cause is shown
for ordering a new trial; and, also, if ordered, it is extremely doubtful if
any other result could ever be reached.
ON :MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL.

The case is stated in the opinion.

F. M. Y01·k and J . .P. Donworth, for plaintiff.
Where it is shown by a party to a suit that he was deprived
of the benefit of a witness who was excusably absent. from the
trial, und whose testimony was material, a new trial may be
granted. 1G Am. & Eng. Encyl. Law, p. 540, and cases. In
Stackpole v. Pedcins, 85 Maine, 298, a new trial was g:rante<l
on evidence that was cumulative but tended to prove independent facts.

L. C. Stearns, F . .A.. and Don A. H. Powers, for defendnnt.
The plnintiff was a trespasser upon the defendant's train, and
the. conductor had a right to order him off the train, under the
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circumstances shown by the evidence. The defendant company
could not be liable for the act of its conductor in ordering a
trespasser from its train unless his act was wanton and wrongful.
The plaintiff has not brought hirm,elf within the rules of law
which the court declare entitle the losing party to a new trial.
The court will not grant a new trial where the newly-discovered
evidence is merely cumulative. lVarren v. Hope, 6 Maine,
479; Hmn v. Harn, 39. Maine, 2(33; .ZlfcLaughlin v. Doane,
56 .Maine, 289; Atkinson v. Oonnm·, 56 Maine, 546.
The verdict will not be set aside on the ground of newlydiscovered evidence upon the motion of a party who might
have had the evidence at the trial by the exercise of proper diligence. Palmouth v. lVindlwm, ti3 Maine, 44; 1lfarden v.
Jordan, 65 Maine, 9 ~ Blake v. Madigan, 65 Maine, 523;
JJfaynell v. Sullivan, 67 Maine, 314; Hunte1· v. Heath, H7
Maine, 507 ; IIunter v. Randall, G9 Maine, 183.
The court will not grant a new trial because of newly-discovered evidence where an examination of the evidence does not
lead to the conclm;ion that had it been before the jury it would
have changed the result. Handly v. Call, 30 Maine, 9; Snou·rnan v. }Vardwell, 32 Maine, 275.
It is the province of the court to determine whether the new
evidence offered is reliable in its character, whether it appears
to be credible. If it does not appear to he reliable the court
will not grant a new trial. ...._Marden v. Jo1'dan, G5 Maine, 9.
Evillence discovered, as this was, immediately after the verdict ought to be looked upon with suspicion.
Woodis v. Jordan, 62 Maine, 490.
vVhen the party asks for a new trial on the ground of rrewlydiscovered evidence the burden is upon him to satis(y the court
that the evidence is credible, that its non-production at the former
trial wa:5 not owing to the want of his diligence, that the evidence in fact is newly-discovered. Woodis v. J01·dan, supra,
62 Maine, 490; Greenleaf v. Grounder, 81 Maine, 50.
SITTING: PETERS,
WISWELL, STROUT,

C. J.,

JJ.

FOSTER, HASKELL, WHITEHOUSE,
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J. Two lads, brothers, fifteen and seventeen years
old, respectively, were at the Caribou station of defendant road
when the speci'al freight of defendant arrived. They say that,
as they were entering the van to see if their mother and sister
had come, the conductor came along, the train then having
started, and told them to get off or he would kick them off, arnl
the younger, having a cigar hox under one arm, in attempting
to get off, fell under the car wheels and had both legs crm,hed.
For that injury, $10,000 damages are demanded.
One witness, a dispatch messenger, ealled by the plaintiff,
says that he was standing by and first snw the boys on the platform of the car, when in motion, and heard the conductor tell
them to get off, and in doing so the younger l,oy fell under the
car wheels.
In defense, the conductor testifies that the train stopped at
the station four or five minutes. :mcl that while he was in the
saloon ear to get his bills the train started, and a:::. he went out
the front car door he saw the boy foll on the track; that he
neither spoke to him nor motioned or ordered him off; that he
signalled the train to stop, and that it did stop in half a car's
length.
Two other witnesses, engagecl in the potato business, who
were at the station, say that as the tmin started both boys run
to get on. The older got on and the younger, having a cigar
box under his arm, grabbed the car rail "'ith the other hand,
lost his balance and fell under the cnr.
Another witness says that, ns lrn came from hi:::; potato house
across the track from the station, he saw the hoy fall from the
car then in motion; that jm,t as he tell the conductor opened
the car doo·r and came out on the ca1· platform. The engineer
says the car did not go over twenty feet after he got the signal
to stop.
Upon this evidence the jury retumed a verdict for the defendant. There urc no exceptions, or motion to set the verdict
aside as against evidence ; but a new trial is asked for evidence
newly-discovered since the trial. The motion was filed within
a week after the verdict. It set:~ out that John Monroe of
HASKELL,
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New Brnnswick, if present, would testi(y, among oq1er things
not material, that he saw the conductor come out and heard him
tell the boys to get off or he would kick them off. Monroe
testifies that the conductor came out of the door und said something. He can't just say the words he said, something about the
boys getting off, and made a motion with his hand. He thinks
there were two or three boy::;;, two i,;ure. On cross-exnrninntion
he said that, ufter the accident, he call('d down to see the boy,
saw him and the father and mother and explained just how it
happened. This evidence is not newly-discovered since the trial.
The motion :wers that one Ezekiel Scott, of Connor Plantation, would testi(y that just as the boys ~ot upon the car platform the train started to back up quickly and as the plaintiff
boy was trying to open the car door the col1(luctor came out
and extended his hands towards the boys, saying something to
them at the same time that he cl id not fully hear; that the boy:,
started to get off and the smaller fell under the wheels ; that he
helped take him from under the car.
The witness substantially so testifies, and that ahout two
months after the accident he went to the father's house to see
the hoy, saw him and the mother; told them that he helped lift
him up, and he remernhered it too; that he was there when the
accident happened to him, and talked with his mother ahont it.
The witness lived ten miles away. No diligence whatC'ver is
shown in not cal1ing the witness at the trial, the man who was
known to have helped the hoy from under the car.
Another motion wai:.i tiled at a subsequent term, stating that
"William E. ·wright of Perham, would testi(y that, as the boys
were standing upon the car platform while the train was hacking up, the conductor opened the door, stepped out upon the
platform and extended his hands towards the boys and said :
'' Get off;" that the larger boy jumped off and the smaller
started to get off anJ fell between the two cars and the wheels of
the box car ran over his legs.
The witness substantially so testifies, but is ::,:;o confused about
the whole matter, that his testimony if newly-discovered and
otherwise competent evidence could not change the result.
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S(nne other matters are contained in the motions; but not of
sufficient importance to require notice from the court. Some
testimony is reported not responsive to the motion, and that
need not be considered. On the whole, it must he said that no
legal cause is shown for the ordering of a new trial, and, if
ordered, it is extreme]y doubtful if ttny other result could ever
he. reached. Boys playing ahout moving cars must take the
risk of ]ife and limb if they will persist in such dangerous sport;
:rnd this case ought to be a salutary lesson to them and to their
parents of the consequences of p1aying with danger.
_Jfotions ove1'ruled.

STATI•~

vs.

GEORGE

SAME V8. BrnN
SA.ME '08.

SAME

vs.

vVashington.

vV.

B.

WILLARD

BucKNMI.

TIBBETTS.

E.

BAILEY.

HARLEY WoRCESTER.

Opinion January 23, 189G.

Oarne. Possession. R. S., c. 30, § 12; Stat. 1891, c. 95, § 4.
Upon a complaint.charging the defendants with having in their possession, at
one time during the open season when deer may be lawfully killed, eightynine carcasses of deer, they not being market-men or provision dealers
within the terms of the statute, the only question presented to the court
for decision was whether R. S., c. 30, § 12, as amended by the Stat. 1891, c.
95, § 4, made such a possession an offense. Held; that the object of the statute
is to prevent the decimation of game by limiting the time when it may be
taken or killed to the months of' October, November and December in each
year. During these months, under certain restrictions unimportant here,
deer, moose and caribou may be lawfully taken or killed, and the various
provisions of the statute aim to compass this result; Also, that it does not
intend to interfere with foreign game, dead or alive, brought within the
State, at any time, or with game lawfully taken or killed here.
While the enactment, by its letter, makes the possession of' more than one
moose, two caribou and three deer at 'any time an offense, the context of it
must not be overlooked in determining the scope and meaning of the whole
statute. But one penalty for killing, having in possession and transporting
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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could have been intenclecl, and that applies to the illegal capture of the
game. IIeld; that the other provisions were intended to aid in the
enforcement of that one, by making the possession evidence of illegal capture, and compel the person charged to explain his possession of what would
flirectly point to an illegal taking of the game. In other words, compel him
to have or handle game illegally taken or killed, by any person, at his peril.
Game illegally taken or killed subjects the possessor of it to the penalty for its
illegal taking, just as if he had illegally taken it himself.
.Allen v. Young, 7G Maine, 80, amrmecl.
Allen v. Leighton, S7 Maine, 20G, distingnished.
AGRI~ED STATEMENT.

The parties agreed to the following statement:
i i George
\V. Bucknam, Dion B. Tibbetts, vVillard E. Bailey
and Harley Woreester, all of Columbia Falls, in vVashington
county, on or bd'ore December 12th, 18~)4, had collected by
purchase or otherwise, and had in their possession at said
Columhin Fnlls, the carcasses of eighty-nine deer ns follows:
Said Buckn:im, thirty-one; said Tibbetts and Bailey, twenty-one
each ; and sai<.l W orccster, sixteen carcasses. These they trunsported in the night time of December 12th from said Columbia
Falls to Addison Point, three miles, not tagged as required by
law, and put them down the lazaretto hatch of the schooner
Monticello to be transported to,Boston for sale, and they were
so transported.
w].Torthe purposes of this case it is admitted that said eighty-nine
deer were lawfully killed in the open season of 1894; that each
of said respondents during the open season of 1894, prior to
said 12th day of December, had had in his possession the carcas-i;es of, at least, three other deer; and that neither of said
re:-:;pondents were then and there market-men. Similar complaints in these easel".\ were made against said other respondents,
to which, upon arraignment, the said respondents each pleaded
not guilty, waived an examination and were fined $1240, $840,
$840 and $G40, respectively, from which sentences each appealed
and each recognized as ordered. One complaint to be copied
and made a part of this case. The court upon the foregoing
statement of facts are to determine whether the law applied to
the said facts, no other defense being shown, would authorize
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the jury to find tho respondents guilty of the offense charged,
or of having killed or destroyed said deer in violation of law;
if so, the cases to stand for trial, otherwise the respondents to
be discharged.
F. I. Campbell,
County Attorney, for the State ..
George W. Bucknam,
Bion B. Tibbetts,
In presence of
Willard E. Bniley,
Harley L. "\\rorcester,
F. H. Thompson.
Respondents, pro se."(Complaint.)

''State of Maine. Washington, ss. To J. T. Campbell,
esquire, one of the trial justices within and for the county of
Washington. Charles F. Corlis~ of Cherryfield, in said county,.
on the fourteenth day of February, iii the year of our Lord one·
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, in behalf of the State of
Maine, on oath complains that George W. Bucknam of Columbia
Falls, in said county of Washington, on the eleventh day of
December, A. D., eighteen hundred and ninety-four, did have·
in his possession at Addison, in said county, parts of the carcas-ses of thirty-one dead deer; said George W. Bucknam not
being then and there a market-man or provision dealer with an
established place of busineEs in said State, against the peace of
said State, and contrary to the form of the statute in such cases
made and provided.
"\\rherefore, the said Charles F. Corliss prays that the said
George W. Bucknam may be apprehended, nnd held to answer
this complaint, and further dealt with relative to the same as
the law directs.
Charles F. Corliss."
1

'

F. I. Campbell, County Attorney, for the State.

T. W. Vose, filed a brief and argued :
The State being the owner of the game and fish, every person
,vho hunts, catches, kills, destroys, buys, carries, transports,
or has in his possession any game or fish, is subject to the
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conditions, restrictions and limitations imposed; in other words,
his title to the property is of a qualified chamcter. State v.
Geer, HI Conn. 144.
The legh,lature may pass laws the effect of which is to impair
or even destroy the right of property. Private interests must
yield to public advantage. All property is held subject to the
power of the state to regulate, or control its ti:::,e, to secure the
general safety and the public welfare. Phelps v. Racey, 60 N. Y.
14; Butolplt .v. O'Reilly, 74 N. Y. 521; Wynehamer v. The
People, 13 N. Y. 3Hl; Cotfrill v. Myrick, 12 Maine, 229;
Lunt v. Hunter, 1G Maine, 10; Moulton v. Libbey, 37 Maine,
47 2 ; rveston v. Sampson, 8 Cush. 34 7 ; Du nlwm v. Lmnphere,
3 Gray, 2'18.
It has been the policy of this State ever since 1829 to assert
control over the game and protect it from general destruction.
The statement of facts shows to what an extent the slaughter
may be carried on. Here were four men, who had each had in
his possession, heforE\, all the carcasses the law would allow,
clundef:-ltinely buying all the carcasses in the county, holding
them until a favorable opportunity to ship them to a foreign
market, and then, conscious of guilt, in the dead hours of the
night hauling them untagged to a vessel and secreting them in
the lazaretto,-eighty-nine carcasses.
Courts will arrive at the intention of the legi~lature by following step by step the various enactments and amendments
leading up to the act before it for construction ; an<l will assume
thnt the legislature by the passage of an act affecting a citizen
or his property intended to promote the public intere.sts; and
when the net admits of two constructions, one which makes it
applicable in furtherance of those interests, that construction
will he given to it which thus sustains it. People v. Ewer, 141
N. Y. 12H. And an act which the legislature in its discretion
has passed, if within its constitutional authority, is not the
subject of judicial review. People v. Gillson, 109 N. Y. 389.
I cite as authority on the various points raised the following:
Am. Ex. Co. v. People, 133 Ill. 149 (S. C. 23 Am. St. Rep.
H41); Allen v. Wyckoff, 48 N. J. L. 90 (S. C. 57 Am. Rep.
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548) ; State v Wlleele1·, 25 Conn. 290; Cmn. v. Savage, 1.55
Mass. 278; Lawton v. Steele, 119 N. Y. 226; Brown v. Perkins, 12 Gray, 89: .Pi.;;/zer v. j_lfcGirr, 1 Gray, 1; Corn. v.
Gilbert, IGO Mass. 157, and eases. 28 Geo. II, Ch. 12. No
person by statute however qualified could expose game for sale.
4 Bl. Com. 175.

,Jasper Hutchings, for defendants.
The complaints in these cases, one of which is copied and
made part of the cases, severally charge the respondents with
having in possession, in open time, parts of the carcasses of a
certain number of dead deer exceeding three. The complaints
do not say how respondents came into posE.ession of thern,
whether the deer were lawfully or unlawfully killed. with what
intent respondents had them, or what they purposed to do with
them. The charge is nakedly that of possession ut a sea~on
when it was lawful, within certnin limits, to kill deer.
Does this statute mean to make the possession alone of more
than three carcasses of deer in open time a crime, as the
draughtsman of these complaints seems to have supposed? Does
it mean that if A and B ]awfully kill three deer each and being
in the lawful possession of the six carcasses, transfer the possession of them in open time to C by consent of all, that C thereby
instantly become~ a criminal? This can hardly be ,\That the
statute means. Such a law ·would he unreasonable. The statute allows a man ·who has lawfully killed a deer to consume,
give away or sell the carcass either in or out of the State. It
would be difficult to find a statute which makes or undertakes
to make the possession alone of property which has a legitimate
use, in and of itself a crime. O1·dinarily, possession when made
criminal, is made so either because the possession is wrongfully
got, or because the property had in possession is meant to be
used for Rome wrongful purpose. The possest-ion by one who
is a receiver of stolen goods, the keep'er of intoxicating liquor
intended for unlawful sale in this State, are familiar examples
of this. Even in the case of things that have no legitimate use.
possession alone is not ordinarily, if ever, a crime. The pos-
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session of counterfeit money for example, is criminal only when
accompanied with an intent to utter it or to aid in its being
uttered.
The prohibition against possession in excess of three carcasses
is in the same sentence and paragraph, and is coupled with the
unlawful killing of deer. If the statute meant to make simple
possession in excess of three carcasses a crime, although lawfully killed, why did it provide and in the same paragraph,
immediately following the prohibition against killing and having
in pos~ession, that ~~ whoever has in possession, except alive.
more than the aforesaid number . . . shall he deemed to have
killed or destroyed them in violation of law?" The kind of
possession, whatever it is, which is prohibited and made penal
is punishable with the same penalty and in the same way as
unlawful killing. If, thcreforp, possession alone is a crime, this
last named provision is unnecessary and superfluous unless the
statute means a double punishment of the same person, one
punishment for killing and the other for having in possession,
and this will hardly be contended.
It has been repeatedly asserted in both ancient and modern
. cases that judges may in some cases decide upon a statute even
in direct contravention of its terms; that they may depart from
the letter in order to reach the spirit and intent of the act.
Frequently has it been said judicially that a thing within the
intention is as mnch within the statute as if it were ,vithin the
letter, and a thing within the letter is not within the statute, if
contrary to the intention of it. IIol1nes v. Paris, 75 Maine,
55~), and authorities there cited.
If, however, our legislature did mean to make it a crime for
a person to have in open time the carcasses of more than three
deer, which were lawfully killed, then we submit that the statute is so far of no effect; because it is not reasonable, because it
deprives a man of liberty and property without due process of
law, a,nd. in its application to the agreed facts in this case,
would he a violation of the laws of the United States which give
to congress sole power to regulate interstate as well as foreign
commerce. See also Const. of Maine, Art. 4, part. III, § 1.
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If the prosecution are right in their contention as to the
meaning of the statute, and the charge in these complaints
really amounts to a crime, then it would follow that if a hunter
in the woods should leave his game for safe keeping, which he
had lawfully killed and had, with another hunter, who was in
the lawful possession of game which he had killed, and go out
to get a doctor to set a broken leg, the hunter left in the woods
in charge and po::,session of the game of the two men. if the
game combined amounted to more than three deer, would he
subject to a criminal prmmcution for having them.
As contended by the State, the statute in it:-., application to
the agreed facts in this case woulrl violate the United States
law ,vith respect to interstate commerce. Counsel cited: Leir-y
v. Hardin, 135 U. S. 100; Bowman v. Chicago & .N. W. R.
R. Co. 125 U. S. 465; Smith v. State of Alabama, 124 U.S.
4f)5; Robbins v. Taxing Distr·ict of Shelb_y County, 120 U.S.
489; Welton v. Missouri, 91 U. S. 275; The Daniel Ball, 10
)Yall. 557. That it is not neeessary that goods should be in
transit in order to be under the protection of Interstate Com_
merce law is shown by some of the above cited cases, especially
Robbins v. Taxing Di8t1'ict of Shelby Uounty, supra.
SITTING: PETERS,

vVrswELL, STRouT,

C. J.'
,TJ.

FOSTER,

HASKELL,

,vrnTEHOUSE,

HASKELL, J.
The complaints charge the defendants with
having in their possession, at one time during the open season
when deer may be lawfully killed, eighty-nine carcasses of deer,
they not being market-men or provision dealers within the terms
of the stutute. The only question presented is whether the
statute, R. S., c. 30, § 12, as amended by the act of 18~)1, c. 95,
§ 4, makes imch possession an offense. It reads as follows:
''No person shall take, kill, destroy or have in possession
betYveen the first day::, of October and January morn than one
moose, two caribou and three deer, under a penalty of one hundred dollars for every moose, and forty dollars for every caribou or deer, or parts thereof, so taken, killed, destroyed or in
possession in excess of said number. Whoever has in pos.ses-
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sion, except alive more than the aforesaid numbe1· of moose,
caribou or deer ot· parts thereof, shall be deemed to have killed
or destroyed them in violation of law. But nothing in this
~ection shall prevent any market-man or provision dealer. having
an established place of business in this State, from purchasing
and having in possession at his said place of business, not
exceeding one moose, two caribou and three deer lawfully
caught, killed or destroyed, or any part thereof, at one time,
and selling the same at retail in open season to his local
customers."
The object of the statute it'i to prevent the decimation of game
hy limiting the time when it mny he taken or killed to the
months of Odobcr, November and December, in each year.
During these months, under certain restrictions unimportant
here. deer, moose and caribou may be lawfully taken or killed,
nnd the various provision::- of the statute aim to compass this
re:mlt. They do not intend to interfere with foreign game,
dead or alive, brought within the State, at any time, or with
g·amo lawfully taken or killed here. While the enactment, by
its letter, mukes the possession of more than one moose, two
caribou and three deer at any time an offense, the context of it
must not be overlookerl in determining the scope and meaning
of the whole statute. But one penalty for killing, having in
possession and transporting could have been intended; and that
applies to the illegal capture of the game. The other provisionR were intended to aid in the enforcement of that one, by
making the possession evidence of illegal capture, and compel
the person charged to explain his possession of what would
directly point to an illegal taking of the game. In other words.
compel him to have or handle game illegally taken or killed, by
any person, at his peril. Game illegally taken or killed subjects the possessor of it to the penalty for its illegal taking, just
as if he had illegally taken it himself. This interpretation best
comports with the true intent and purpose of the statute, and
works out a reasonable and just application of its provisions, at
tho same time obviating various difficulties in the way of a different construction of it.
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Nor is this view without authority. In AUen v. Young, 76
Maine, 80, it was held that, although this very statute prohibited
the transportation of the hide or carcass of deer, moose' or caribou, during c1osc time, yet, such transportation \Vas not illegal
if the game had been lawfully killed. The court say:
'' The question i:-i whether, if deer are killed during the time
when it is lawful to do so, it is a crime to carry or transport
the hides or carcasses from place to place in this state during
the time when it is unlawful to kill them.
"We think it is not. True, the transportation at such a time
seems to he within the letter of the law; but we think such
could not have been the intention of the legislature. We can
see no possible motive for making such transportation a crime.
vVe can readily see that it would be in furtherance of the purposes of the act to make such transportation prima focie
evidence of guilt, and thm, throw the burden of proof upon the
party to show his innocence, as is done in section five with
respect to possession ; but we fail to see any mot.iv~ for making
the mere transportation of the hide or carcass of a deer from
one place to another n crime when the deer has been lawfully
killed and is lawfully in the possession of the one who transports it. Certainly one may reasonably doubt whether such
could hnve been the intention of the legislature; and the act
being a penal one, a reasonable doubt is sufficient to make it
the duty of the court to adopt the more lenient interpretation,
and cont:-itrue the term such animal,' as meaning an animal
unlawfully killed, as was done in construing a similar statute in
Com. v. Hall, 128 Mass. 410." See also Bennett v. American
Expre.~s Oo. 83 Maine, 236.
In Michigan, 71 Mich. 325, People v. O'Neil, the defendant
was. convicted. in the lower court, for having in possession for
the purpose of selling a large number of quail in violation of a
statute that prohibits selling, exposing for sale, or having in
possession for the purpose of selling such birds after eight <lays
from the time when the killing of such birds was prohibited ;
and on certiorari to the supreme court the conviction was
reversed by construing the statute to apply to birds only, killed
f
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in violation of law. The court say:-:;: ~1 So construed the statute
is reasonably adapted to carry out its objects, and is free from
all constitutional difficulty." The court then quotes at length
from Allen v. Young, supra, with approval. Campbell, J., in a
concurring note say::,: I do not think it would be competent
for the legislature to punish the possession of game which was
lawfully captured or killed. Having become private property,
it cannot he dei-itroyed or confiscated, unle::,;::, it becomes unfit for
use, any more than other property can be destroyed. I do not
think the cases to the contrary are reasonable or sound."
In Pennsylvania, 139 Pa. 298, Oommonwealt!t v. Wilkinson,
the defendant was convicted of having in his possession, during
close time, twenty quail that were not killed in the state, hut
had been lawfully killed in Missouri and brought into the state.
The indictment was under a statute that prohibited the killing,
exposing for sale, or having in possession, after the same ha<l
been killed, quail, during a specified close time of each year.
The court reversed the conviction upon the ground that the act
applied only to quail killed in the state out of season. The
court says: '' A careful reading of the language of the act shows
that it applies only to game killed in this State out of season."
. . . '~The meaning of the aet, as we view it, is that no quail
shall be killed in this State between the dates specified, and no
person shall have in his possession, or offer for sale any quail so
killed in this State."
In Oregon, 21 L. R. A. 478, State v . .1..lJcGuire, the defendants were prosecuted for having in possession and ottering for
- sale certain salmon during close time, under a statute that prohibited the same. The defense was that the salmon had been
taken in open time nnd kept in cold storage for sale in close
time when they would bring an enhanced price. This <lcfrmse
was excluded in the trial courts an<l convictions ordered. On
appeal, the decision below was reversed upon the ground that
the act applied only to salmon illegally taken. Allen v. Youn_q,
supra, was cited with approval by the court and the opinion is
an elaborate one.
There are cases contra.
Phelps v. Racey, GO N. Y. 10;
1

'
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11fayner v. People, 97 Ill. 333. We are aware of our own
decision, Allen v. Leighton, 87 Maine, 206, hut do not regard
that as an authority upon the question here considered. This
question was not considered in that case.
Complaints quashed.

ERNEST G. LYON vs.

\VILLIAM

Kennebec.

H. LYON, and others, Executors.

Opinion ,January 30, 1896.

Will.

Nephew. Illegitimate Children. Title by Descent. R. 8., c. 1, § 6;
c. 24, § 1, cl. III; c. 75, §3; Stat. 1864, c. 262; 1887, c.14.
A testatrix made the following bequest: '' I give and bequeath to each of my
nephews and niecPs who shall be living at the time of my decease, $2000."
An illegitimate son of the brother of the testatrix was born after March 24,
1864, and its parents married subsequently to his birth. Held; (1) That
inasmuch as the son was not specially named or desig·nated in the bequest,
his rights must be governed by c. 14, Public Laws of 1887, which was in
force when the will was made and when the testatrix died.
(2) That by force of that statute he took no rights as devisee or legatee
under the foregoing provision of the will of the testatrix whereby she made
certain bequests to her ''nephews."
(3) That the statute applies to rights by inheritance or descent of intestate
and not testate property. These rights are entirely distinct.
( 4) That the concluding clause of c. 262, Laws of 1864, relating to the settlement of illegitimate children wherein it was provided that they should
follow and have the father's legal settlement, " and shall be deemed legitimate to all intents and purposes," related to pauper settlements, and not to
the law of descent of property.
(5) The legislative intention must prevail in the construction of statutes
whenever that intention can be ascertained.
Brewer v . .Flarn()r, 83 Maine, 251, distinguished.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This was an action of debt brought in the Superior Court, for
Kennebec county, to recover from the executors of the lVill of
Abigail Sanford the sum of $2000 under the following provision
of her will: '' I give and bequeath to each of my nephews and
nieces who may be living at the time of my decease, $2000."
The plea was the general issue. The plaintiff claimed to be
the illegitimate son of Tabor Lyon, who was the brother of
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Abigail Sanford, and, although illegitimate, to he entitled to
this legacy under Stat. 1887, c. 14.
1. On this point the presiding judge instructed the jury, pro
fornrn, as follows : . . . '' I instruct yon, pro fornm, that if you
shall find thnt the plaintiff was the illeg-itimate son of Tnbor
Lyon, born after March 24, 18()4, and that Tabor Lyon after
the plaintiff's birth married his mother, or adopted him into his
family, he thereby became to all intents and purposes his legitimate child, and therefore the nephe\v of Tabor Lyon's sister,
Mrs. Sanford ; and consequently capable of taking as legatee in
the class designated 'nephews' in her will, and the term must
be understood in its ordinary and usual sense."
To this instruction the defendants took exceptions.
The defendants seasonably requested the following instructions, all of which were declined by the presiding judge except
as given in the charge :
( L) '' That independent of any statute, the law fixes the
meaning of the word 'nephews' in clause twelve of Abigail Sanford's will, and excludes any nephew not legitimate."
(2.) ''That the statute of 1887, chapter 14, confers rights in
derogation of the common law, and must be construed strictly.''
( 3.) '' That this statute governs the distribution of estates
on]y where there is no will, and confers rights of heirship or
inheritance only."
( 4.) "That the legal meaning of an 'heir' or an 'inheritor' is
one who takes an estate undisposed of by will, as contra-distinguishe<l from an estate left by will."
(5.) "That the statute of1887 does not govern this case, and
that the plaintiff cannot recover here, ·whether he he or not the
natural son of Tabor Lyon."

H. M. Heath and 0. A. Tuell, for plaintiff.
Counsel argued: ( 1) The verdict finds that Ernest G. Lyon
was born illegitimate July 3, 18G5. His father, Tabor Lyon,
and the mother were legally married February 20, 1873. The
testatrix was his father's sister.
(2.) Chapter 2152, Laws of 1864, is still in force, found in R.
S., 1883, c. 24, § 1~ Item III.
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( 3.) That children born illegitimate shall be· 1~ deemed legitimate ''.in case of intermarriage and adoption was the law in R.
S., 1857, c. 75, § 3, uud still exists as law, though inappropriately collocated in R. S., 1883, c. 24, § 1, Item III, last sentence.
(4.) The law of 1887 only repealed R. S., 1883, c. 75, §§ 3
and 4. It did not repeal c. 262, 1864, nor R. S., 1857, c. 75,
§ 3, both preserved in R. S., 1871, c. 24, § 1, Item III, re-enacted without change in R. S., 1883, c. 24, § 1, Item III.
(5.) By Nos. 2, 3 and 4, it is plain that the law as enacted in
c. 2G2, 1864, to-day provides that, after subsequent marriage,
illegitimate children become '~ legitimate to all intents and
purposes."
( 6.) The rule given in exception first follows, even in words,
the law of 1864 and is strictly correct.
(7.) The law of 1887 and Brewer v. Jiamor, 83 Maine, 251,
confirm the above positions.
( 8.) The rPquested instructions are necer-:-sarily involved in .
exception first. If that rule is correct, they all fail.
(9.) The word "nephew" is to receive the legal definition.
The testatrix is presumed to have used the word with reference
to the law.
( 10.) A nephew is the legitimate son of a sister's brother.
Prior to March· 20, 18fi4, such child must have been born in
wedlock. Since that date, intermarriage after birth is the full
equivalent of marringe before birth.
Counsel cited: Power v. Hafley, 3,5 Ky. (571; Carroll v.
Carroll, 20 Tex. 731; Ross v. Ros,,;, 129 Mass. 243; Miller
v. 11fille1·, 91 N. Y. 015; S. C. 43 Am.· Rep. 669; Adams v.
Adams, 36 Ga. 236 ; Wasldngton v. The State, Id. 242 ; Gralwrn v. Bennett, 2 Cal. 503; Brewer v. I-Iam,01·, 83 :Maine, 254;
Com. v . ..LW-unson, 127 Mass. 461; B1trmge v. B'riggs, 120
Mnss. 107; Sewall v. Robe1·ts, 115 Mass. 276; · Wyeth v.
Stone, 144 Mass. 441 ; IIurnphries v. Davis, 100 Ind. 27 4; S.
C. 50 Arn. Rep. 788 ; Estate of _Newman, 75 Cal. 213 ; S. C.
7 Am. St. Rep. 146; Wagnm· v. Wagner, 50 Iowa, 532;
Atchison v. Atchison, 11 Ky. Law Rep. 705; Rowan's Appeal,
132 Pa. St. 299; Browe1· v. Bowe1·s, l N. Y. Appeals (Abbott,
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p. 227); McGunnigle v. McKee, 77 Pa. St. 81; S. C. 18 Am.
Rep. 428; Dickinson's Appeal, 42 Conn. 491 ; S. C. 19 Am.
Rep. 553; John v. Sabattis, G9 Maine, 477; Ash v. Way, 2
Gratt. 203; Buckley v. Frasier, 153 Mass. 525; Grundy v.
Hadfield, lG R. I. 579; Roye1·s v. Weller, 5 Biss. lG0; Estate
of Wardwell, 57 Cal. 484; Dayton v. Adkisson, 45 N. ,J. Eq.
603; 2lfcCalla v. Berne, 45 Fed. Rep. 828; Re Jessup's Estate,
(Cal.) 21 Pac. (188~)) p. 976; Hartwell v. Jackson, 7 Tex.
576; Sleigh v. Strider, 5 Call, (Va.) 439; Clements v. 01'awford, 42 Tex. 601; Daniel v. Slarus, 17 Fla. 487.

Orville D. Baker and Le.slie C. Cornish, for defendants.
SITTING: PETERS,
WISWELL,

C . •J.,

~~ALTON, EMERY, FOSTER, HASKELL,

JJ.

,T. Action of debt to recover n, legacy of $2000
mentioned in the last will of Abigail Sanford, who was the
$ister of the plaintiff's father.
The testatrix died August 7, 1889, having in the preceding
April, executed her will under ·which the plaintiff claims as one
of her nephews, by force of the following item: ~~ I give :rnd
bequeath to each of' my nephews and nieces who shall be living
at the time of my decease, $2000."
The facts present the following as the principal question:
Can an illegitimate son, horn after March 24, 1864, whose parents intermarried subsequently to his birth, take by the will of
his father's sister a legacy bequeathed to her nephews?
As the plaintiff is not specially named in the bequest, the
decision of that question depends upon the proper construction
of Stat. 1887, c. 14, which was the statute in force when the
will wns made and the testatrix died, and was enacted in lieu of
R. S., c. 75, § § 3 and 4, which latter sections were expressly
repealed.
The exceptions state that the plaintiff claimed, although illegitimate, "to be entitled ,to this legacy under chapter fourteen
of the Public Laws of 1887 .''
The statute provides: ~i An illegitimate child born after March
FosTER,

/
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24, 1864, is the heir of his parents who intermarry. And any
such child, horn at any time, is the heir of his mother. And
provided the father of an illegitimate child adopts him into his
family, or in writing acknowledges before some justice of the
peace, or notary public that he is the father, such child is also
the heir of his father. And in either of the foregoing cases, such
child and its issue shall inherit from its parents respectively,
and from their lineal and collater~d kindred, and these from
such child and its issue the same as if legitimate."
The above statutory provisions specify three distinct conditions
of fact, upon the existence of any one of which an illegitimate
child becomes the heir of his father: ( 1) When his parents
intermarry; ( 2) ·when his father adopts him into his family ;
or, (3) acknowledges in writing b~fore the officer named, that
he is his father.
The first condition is contained in a sentence by itself, separated from the second and third by an indt1pendent sentence
which declares the child, ·whenever born, to be the heir of his
mother.
Then after that independent sentence, follow the
second and third alternative conditions by adoption or acknowledgment in the manne1· prescribed, one or the other of which
makes him the heir of hi8 father. Next follows the sentence
pertaining to inheritance, viz : '' And in either of the foregoing
cases, such child nnd its i~sue shall inherit," etc.
The strictly accurate and authoritative signification of the
word neither" relates to two units or pnrticulars only-'' being
one or the other of two, taken indifferently as the ease requires;
being one or the other of two; being both of two, or each of
two taken together, hut vimved separately." Cent. Diet. "One
or the other, properly of two things." vVebster.
If we were to adopt the foregoing signification, a strict grammatical construction of this sentence would restrict and confine
its effects to the second and third conditions, neither of which
npplies to the plaintiff. But the application of the accurate
signification of words as laid down hy lexicogrnphers and the
strict rules of grammntical construction oftentin1es fail of reaching the real intent of statutes. Hence, although "properly
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either refers indefinitely to one or the other of two, it often in
actual use, although inaccurately, refers to some one of muny."
Cent. Diet. And W ehster in one definition defines ''either" as
"one or another of any number." And this in our opinion was
the sern,e which the legislature intended; and the clause, there-fore, should he conRtrued ns if it read-" and in either of the
three foregoing case:;; such child and its issue shall inherit," etc.
See Me.-.iser v. Jone.~, ante, 349, a very recent decision of this
court to the same point.
It is hy force of legislative enactment alone that the plaintiff
is heir of his father. At common law it was otherwise, and
under that 1:nv he would have no rights of inheritance. Cooley
v. Dewey, 4 Pick. 93. Although an heir of his father hy the
provisions of the statute~ can the plaintiff take under a bequest
in the will of his father's collateral kindred, which gives a legacy
to each of such kindred's nephews as a class, unless his name or
some other designating identitication is mentioned therein as
the object of her bounty? By the common law he evidently
cou Id not; for legacies to nephews, like those to children,
include only such as are legitimate. Bolton v. Bolton, 73
Maine, 2~)9, and cases cited on page 309; Re Brown, 58 L. ,T.
Ch. 420; Re I.fall, 35 Ch. Div. 551; Kent v. Barke,·, 2 Gray,
535, 53'5.
But the plaintiff's learned counsel now contends, thnt while it
is true that the case was tried upon the supposition that the
foregoing statute was the only one which had any reference to
the subject matter, yet in fact there were other statutory provisions which have since heen discovered as existing at the time,
which, together with the statute of 1887, control this case and
support the ruling of the court as given at the trial. These
provisions are to he found in the final sentence of chap. 262,
Laws of 18G4, which reads thus: "When the parents of any
child whieh may be hereafter burn illegitimate shall intermarry,
such child shall be the legal heir of the father as well as of the
mother; shall follow and have his legal settlement, and !:lhall be
deemed legitimate to all intents and purposes."
And it is claimed, furthermore, that in consolidating nnd
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revising the then existing statute~ upon the rights of illegitimate
children, an import:mt part of the act of 1864 was omitted from
c. 75, R. S., § 3,-that after the intermarriage such children
'' shall he deemed legitimate to all intents nnd purposes;" notwithstanding the equivalent of that important element, in
breaking up the chapter, was transferred to c. 24, R. S., § 1,
item III, relating to paupers, where it appears in these words,
"they are deemed legitimate and have the settlement of the
father." It is also claimed that the dividing up of the law of
1864 was improperly done; that the words ":,:.;hall follow and
have his legal settlement" should have been made a part of R.
S., c. 24, relating to paupers, and the words shall he deemed
legitimate to all intents and purposes," should have made a part of
R. S., c. 7 5, § 3, relating to illegitimates. A11{1, moreover, that
as chapter fourteen of the Laws of 1887, repeab only Rections 3
and 4 of chapter 75, R. S., the important element of the enactment of 1864,- ,: shall he deemed legitimate to all intents and
purposes," which was transferred to chapter 24, R. S., § 1, item
III, still remains as the law of this State, applying to illegitimates, and should govern in the deeision of this case.
But, notwithstanding the very elaborate nrgument of the
learned counsel for the pfaintiff, we are not satisfied that such
a construction as contended for should he npplied to the Act of
1864. The legislative intention must prevail in the construction of statutes ·whenever that intention can be ascertained.
"And if it can he gathert'd from a subsequent statute in pari
rnateria what meaning the legislature attached to the words of a
form~r statute, they will amount to a legislative declarntlon of
its meaning, and will govern the construction of the first statute." United States v. Freeman, 3 Howard (U. S.), 5H5.
In the first place, it will be noticed that this Act of 18G4 was
expressly repealed by the revision of 1871, pages 935, ~)3H, and
its parts broken up, preserved and db;tributed, first under § 1,
par. 3, of c. 24, relating to "paupers;" and, second, under
§ 3, c. 75, relating to r'title by descent." It never as a whole
formed a part of any deliberate revision of the statutes. In the
11
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rev1s10n it was the duty of the commissioners to codify, collocate and revi:::.e this law. In doing this, that part of the statute
which under certain conditions legitimized illegitimates wns
relegated to the "pauper" law, and was so condensed a:::. to
mnke it clear that it meant t() legitimize only so far as affecting
the pauper 8ettlement of the illegitimate. And all that part of
the statute which the legislature intended to affect inheritance
wa:-; carried to chapter seventy-five, section three, relating to
'' title by descent." This sundering of the ditfPrcnt provisions
of the stntutc is strong evidence of the legislative intent as to
itl5 meaning when considered in conneetion with the sanction
that was gi,Ten b_r the revisions of 1871 and 1883, whereby the
legislature reaffirmed this deliberate expression of its will by
re-enacting the same context and subject matter for each fragment
of the Act of 18G4. From 1871 to the present time the general
phrase as to legitimacy has heen inseparably linked hy legislative enactments to the question of pauper settlement, and its
meaning has been confined to that subject; and this fact is one
of the strongest nrguments, not only as to the legislative intent,
but also as to the legislative declarntion of its meaning.
The act in question made no reference to any pre-existing
statute, but it necessarily altered the stntute of 1857 hy adding
to the c.onditions which made an illegitimate chil<l au heir of his
father, that of intermarriage of its parents; and it also gave to
him the settlement of the father. If the final clause of the Act
of 1864,- '' :.;hall he deemed legitimate to all intents and purposes "-was to apply to anything further than pauper settlement. then it must he held to repeal hy implication a part of
the second provision of section 3 of chapter 75, of the statute
of 1857. as to illegitimates born after 1864, because if the parents intermarry then the child would inherit from lineal and
collateral kindred even if there were no other children, or
:wknowledgment, or adoption, contrary to the statute of 1857.
Yet the existing statute thus to be repealed was not even nlludecl
to in the Act of 18G4, and its provisions were substantially
re-enacted by the revisions of 18 71 and 1883 in utter disregard
of the Act of 1864, and of any supposed repeal effected by it.
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The provisions of the first clause of section 3, chapter 75, in
the revisions of 1871 and 1883, that such child shal1 be the heir·
of parents who intermarry, is made entirely unnecessary and
useless if the construction contended for were to prevail, inasmuch as the general expression in the pauper law,- r~ when the
parents of such children horn after March 24, 18G4, intermarry,
they are deemed legitimate and have the settlement of the•
father,"- would fully cover the subject.
vVhy, then, has the legislature in the revisions since 1864 so
carefully guarded theHe rights of inheritance from lineal and
collateral kindred hy specific provisions in the chapters on
~~ descent," if they knew and intended that such rights had '
already and more broadly hePn given by a provision existing in
the'pauper law?
By examining the last clause of section 3, chapter 75, in the•
revisions of 1871 and 1883, it will he found to be not only
inconsistent with, but repugnant to, such a construction of that
provision in the pauper law. One would authorize an inheritance from lineal and collateral kindred upon the sole fact of
intermarriage of parents. The other allows inheritance from
such kindred only upon certain conditions expressly stated in
the statute, ~~ and not otherw1se. '' The necessary confusion that
must arise in reference to title hy descent, and the uncertainty
of titles which must result, were we to hold that the provision
in the pauper luw to ·which we have nlluded, was to apply to,
the law of descent, are certainly strong arguments to ~ho\V that
the legislature intended to do just what was done, to limit the
several provisions of the Ad of 18G4 to the several subjects
under which it finally classified them.
Nor is there anything in the decision of Brewer v. IIamor,
83 Maine, 251, which militates in the least against the construct ion which we place upon the acts under consideration. The
opinion does not hold that intermarriage alone givPs the illegitimate full and equal rights 11 to all intents and purposes" with
children born in lawful wedlock. But it does hold, as therein
stated, that an illegitimate c;.hild bom ufter March 24, 18(34,
is the heir of parents who intermarry; and such child, born
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nt any time, is the heir of his mother, and of any person
who acknowledges himself to be his father in writing signed in
the presence of and atte::-ted by a competent witness ; and if his
parents intermarry and have other children before his death, or
his father so acknowledges him, or adopts him into hi8 family,
he shall inherit from hi8 lineal and collateral kindred, and they
from him, as if legitimate ; but not otherwise. And this decision was in reference to the rights of illegitimate children prior
to the statute of 1887, viz: R. S., 1883, chapter 75, section 3.
We have given this extended consideration to the Act of
1864 because of the imp01:tunce attached to it by counsel for
the plaintiff. We are satisfied that the plaintiff's rights must
he measured, as we have before stated, by the Act of 1887.
That being in derogation of the common la,v, while it is to he
constmed with reference to the legislative intent, and with a
view to the object aimed to he accomplished, cannot properly
be extended by construction so as to embrace cases not fairly
,vi thin the scope of the language used. Dwelly v. Dwelly, 46
Maine, 377; Swfft, v. Luce, 27 Maine, 285; Shaw v. 'Railroad Co. 151 U. S. 557; Denn v. Reid, 10 Pet. 524, 527.
Moreover, in the construction of statutes ,i words and phra.ses
.shall be construed according to the common meaning of the
language. Technical words and phrases, and snch as have a
peculiar meaning convey such technical and peculiar meaning."
R. S., c. 1, § (:L And when the language of a statute is clear
and plain, the court has no authority to give it a construction
different from its natural and obvious meaning. Clarie v.
Maine S. L. R. R. Co. 81 l\foine, 477.
Recurring to the statute under consideration, it is found to
contain only one objective point-heirship or the right of
inheritance. Its title is "An act to provide for the descent of
intestate estate~ of and to ii legitimates;" and it was enacted in
lieu of sections 3 and 4 of R. S., c. 75, which chapter is also
entitled "title by descent," and its provisions exclusively confined to that subject matter. The new act also strictly follows
the single subject matter indicated by its title. Through the
provisions of this act alone can the plaintiff claim. He does
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not claim as and because he is the heir of his father -who is
not shown to be dead- or by any right of inheritance of intestate property from any lineal or collateral kindred of his father.
But his only claim is for certain testate property under the
designation of'' nephews" found in the will of his father 1s sister
and collateral kindred. But ns seen this act has nothing to do
with testate property. Even if he could he considered a nephew
as to intestate property, there is no intimation that he could as
to property dispo~ed of by will. The right in the one case is
absolutely distinct from that in the other. In one case his
claim would be founded as heir, or by inheritance; in the other,
as devisee. The words "heir," and "inherit," the subject matter of the statute in question, have acquired in law a peculiar
and invariable menning, and that meaning must be applied to
this statute. It is confined to those who take intestate as distinguhihed from testate estates, and ·whoever claims under a
will, claims not as heir or by descent, but by purchase as a
devisee or legatee. An ''heir" i:-5 '~ one who inherits; one who
takes an estate by descent, as distinguished from a devisee who
takes hy will." Burrill's Law Diet. "Technically in law the
person upon whom the law custs un estate in real property
immediately on the death of the ancestor, as distinguished from
one who takes by will, as a legatee or devisee, and from one
who succeeds by law to personal property as next of kin."
Cent. Diet. In Wm·1·en v. Prescott, 84 Muine, 483, the distinction is thus sharply drawn: "One who takes under a will
does not inherit. To inherit is to take as an heir at law, by
descent, or distribution. To take under a will is not to inherit."
As we have before remarked, this statute has provided for
cases of inheritance, for the descent of intestate estates of and
for illegitimates, and its language is plain and unambiguous.
Its interpretation cannot be aided by reviewing or construing
the variou:, pre-existing statutes upon this subject, all of which
have been repealed and merged in this final declaration of the
legislative will.
A testntor is presumed to have used words in their ordinary
meaning, unless such a construction ·would conflict with his
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nrnnifest intention. Osgood v. Lovering, 33 Maine, 4G4; Rfrhardson v. Jlfm·lin, 55 N. H. 45; Bolton v. Bolton, 73 Maine,
299, 308. And where legacies or devises are given to a '' child."
or ''children" of some person named, or to "nephews," these
words mean, prirna faeie, legitimate children or nephews.
Bolton v. Bolton, supra; I1ent v. Barke,·, 2 Gray 535, 536.
There is no word or phrase in that clam,e of the will, under which
the plaintiff claim:-;, indicating that the testatrix used the word
'' nephews ii in any other than its ordinary and legal signification.
Nor does the case disclose any fach, from which we might properly draw any such inference. The plaintiff is not specifically
mentioned; nor is there any designating identification by which
he can be considered, as the object of her bounty under that
clause wherein the testatrix bequeaths the sum of $2000 to each
of her nephews who may be living at the time of her decease.

Exceptions sustained.

PAUL TOURIGNY

York.

vs.

ULDORIC HOULE.

Opinion February 3, 1896.
Judgment.

Pleading.

The record of a foreign judgment is prima facie evidence of an indebtedness,
and in the absence of proper plea and proof that shall overcome the presumptions in its favor it is sufficient to sustain an action of debt.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This was an action of debt to recover the amount claimed to
he due npon an alleged judgment rendered in the superior court
for the Province of Quebec, District of Artlrnbaska.
Plea, nul tiel record.
The case was tried before the presiding justice in this court
below without a jury.
The plaintiff introduced an exemplified copy of the record.
The defendant intr0duced no evidence.
The presiding justice ruled that the evidence was sufficient to.
prove the plaintiff's case, and gave judgment for the plaintiff.
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No question was made but that the parties named in the writ
and those in the documentary evidence are identical.
The defendant excepted to these rulings.

Frnnk Wilson, for plaintiff.
A judgment by default is jm,t as conclusive an adjudication
between the parties of whatever is essential to support the judgment. as one rendered after answer and contest. .Last Chance
Mining Co. v. Tyle1· 1lfining Co. 157 U. S. 683.
A judgment of a court will always be presumed to be regular,
( 5 Eng. and Am. Ency. p. 48G h, and cases there cited,) and a
judgment erroneously entered is valid until revised. Drexel's
Appeal, G Pa. St. 272.
In the case of a suit to enforce a foreign judgment, the rule
is, thnt the foreign jmlgrnent is to be received in the first
inst:mce as prima facie evidence of the debt; and it lies on the
defendant to impeach the justice of it or to show that it was
irregularly and unduly obtained. 2 Kent Com. p. *120; 12
Eng. and Am. Ency. p. 147 m.
A foreign judgment is conclusive upon the merits, and can he
impeached only by proof that the court in which it was rendernd
had no jurisdiction of the subject matter of the action, or of the
person of the defendant. or that it was procured by means of
fraud. Dunstan v. Higgl'.ns, 138 N. Y. 70.
, In this case it was ,vithin the province of the defendant to
have shown (if such was the case) that the defendant in the
original action did not have personal service, which he elected
not to do.
Asa Low and Leroy IIaley, for defendant.
In proving a judgment for the purposes of an action thereon,
whatever is made a part of the judgment roll should he proved.
Abbott's Trial Evidence, page 537, and eases there cited.
A certified copy of all the pfipers in the case with a like copy
of the record entitled ~~.Judgment roll on failure to answer,"
which simply contains the names of the court, county, and parties
-without showing personal service on defendant,- will not support an action against defendant without proof that by the laws of
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that sb1te such judgment might properly he rendered. I{jzapp
v. Abell, 10 Allen, p. 485.
There is no evidenee in this case, either verbal or as a matter
of record, showing that the defendant in the original suit in the
foreign jurisdietion was served with process, or had any notice
whatever of tho origi11al suit, or that the law authorized judgment
in such cases. No legal service was proved, and the foreign
court, therefore, acquired no jurisdiction of the person. Such
want of service is fatal to this action.
This is clearly shown in Hnapp v. Abell, supra. (The original judgment in this case was joint, and the evidence showed
service on but one defendant. Held, fatal.)
In the case of Bet1Tz°n,qe1· v. Kz"ng, .5 Gray, p. 9, the whole
opinion of the court goes to shcnv that the court rendered judgment for plaintiff only after being satisfied by the evidence in
the case that service in the original suit was made on the
defendant.
Our State ·will not consider a judgment of its own, rendered
in a snit ·where the defend~nt had no actual notice, as the basis
of an action. Eastman v. T:Vadlez"gh, 65 Maine, 251.
SITTING: Pu;TERS, C. J.'
STROUT' .T J.

,v

ALTON' HASKELL, ,vrswELL,

HASKELL, ,T. Debt upon a foreign judgment. Plea nul tiel
record. If the suit had been upon a domestic judgment rendered hy a court of general jurisdiction, the only issue of fact
raised by the plea would have been whether the record existed,
to be prove<l. by an authenticated copy of it; and if rendered by
such court in this State, jurisdiction would hnve been conclusively presumed in all cases between the parties to it, whether it
~o appears upon the record or not. Treat v. Maxwell, 82 Maine,
76. If the record negative the jurisdiction, or if it had not been
extended as in Penobscot Raz"lroad Co. v. Weeks, .52 Maine,
45G, and the original papers do ~o, then the supposed judgment
is void. The same presumption arises prima facie as to foreign
judgmentt-i. 1 Greenl. Ev. § 546. If, therefore, the validity
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of the judgment in suit had been denied for fraud, want of
jurisdiction, reversal, release, or execution done, the defense
should have been interposed by appropriate plea, and the
presumption overcome by evidence.
N ul tiel record is said to be an inappropriate plea to suits upon
foreign judgments, inasmuch as they do not create u merger,
and are only primia f:wie evidence of an indebtedness. Either
debt or assumpsit may he maintained upon them, or upon the
original indebtedness, if appropriate to those remedies, and the
general issue in such cases is 1~il debet or non assumpsit as the
case may be, and puts in i::-sue both the validity of the judgment
and of the debt. Bissell v. Bri,qgs, 9 Mass. 462; Buttrick v.
Allen, 8 Mass. 273; Jlfcili'rn v. Odmn, 12 Maine, 94; Bank v.
Butman, 29 :Maine, 19; Jordan v. Robiruwn, 15 Maine, IG7;
Rankin v. Goddard, 54 Maine, 28; 55 Maine, 389; Hall v.
William,-;, 6 Pick. 232; Gleason v. Dodd, 4 Met. 333; Wood
v. Gamble, 11 Cush. 8; Carleton v. Bickford, 13 Gray, 591;
Finneran v. Leonard, 7 Allen, 54; Gilman, v. Gilrnan, 12G
Mass. 26; Wlilker· v. Witte1·, l Doug. 1; Galbraith v. _,__¥eville,
5 East, 75; Buchanan v. Rucker, l Camp. 63; liarris v.
Saunde1·s, 4 B. & C. 411; Christmas v. Russell, 5 Wall. 290;
Hanley v. Donoghue, lU:i U. S. 1-7; Hilton v. Guyot, 159
U.S. 113 (1895); Ritckie v. ilfc.Jfullen (1895), urn U. S.
235.

Exceptions overruled.
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GEOHGE B. BEARCE, and another, vs. ANSEL Dm>LEY, nnd others ..
Androscoggin.

Opinion February 3, 189G.

R. S., c. 42, § 6; Sto,t. 1831, c. 521, § 7; R. S., of U.
s., §§ 2317, 2465, 2466.
The cost of driving pulp-woorl that has become so intermixed with logs that it
cannot be conveniently separated may be recovered by the owner of the logs
under R. S., c. 42, § 6.
The benefits of the statute are equally useful whether the drives are saw-logs,
ship-timber, pulp-wood, or other wood~products suitable for commerce or
manufacture that may be conveniently driven to market. The statute is
remedial and should be construed liberally, when necessary to work out the
purpose of the legislatio1i.
Floatable streams are public, and being free to all, if their capacity for floating
logs is inadequate to serve the purposes of all, each one must so conduct
his drive as to give others a reasonable share of their benefits.
The defendants turned some of their pulp-logs into the river in advance of the
plaintiff's drive and left them to make their own way clown stream. The
plaintiffs came along with their own drive of logs ,vhich intermixed with
the defendants' so that separation was costly and vexatious. The plaintiffs
drove the whole mass and brought their action, under the statute, to recover
the cost of driving the defendants' pulp-wood. Hdcl; that they could
recover; and that it is no defense to say that it was of no benefit to the
defendanJ;s, or that the plaintiffs had still another drive later when all of the
defendants' logs would have been turned in.
Jield; that the plaintiffs were required to drive only such of the defendants' logs
at their expense as became so intermixed with plaintiffs' that they could
not be conveniently separated; and were not required to make a clean drive
of any other logs that had not interfered with their own.
Also, that when intermixed logs are once taken charge of to be driven at the
expense of various owners, they must be driv,en clean; and the measure of
damages is the pro rata expense of driving the mass.
Timber.

Pulp-wood.

ON REPORT.
This action ,vas brought under R. S., c. 42, § G, to reeover
compensation for driving a quantity of poplar pulp-logs which
had become intermingled with the logs ,of the plaintiffs and
which the plaintiffs drove from Rumford Falls down the Androscoggin river to Lewiston in the spring of 18D4. The drive
was composed of two lots of spruce logs belonging to the plaintiffs, one of which was from the boom at the head of Rumford
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Falls, and one of which .was from behind Lothrop's Island in
,Jay; and of different lots of poplar pulp-logs belonging to the
defendants, from Bear river, Ellis river, Swift river, vVebb
river, Seven-Mile brook, Twenty-1\lile river, and different points
on the main river.
The plaintiffi:; introduced evidPnce showing that they started
their drive from Rumford Falls April 18th, taking not only
their own logs but all the poplar pulp-logs which were then
intermingled with their own logs, and all which, dnring its passage to Lewiston ran into and intermingled with the drive from
the rear drive, from streams tributary to the main river and
from landings on the main river. The drive arrived at Lewiston, June 25. Its cost was $5554.88, and this suit was brought
to recover a reasonable compensation for the labor performed
and expense incurred on the defendants' logs.
(Declaration.) '' In a plea of the case, for that the plaintiffs
on the twelfth day of April, 1894, at or near Rumford Falls on
the Androscoggin river in the town of Rumford and State of
Maine, were the owners and possessors of a large quantity of
lo2·s and timber then and there being in the waters of said river
fo~~ the purpos~ oi being floated and driven from said Rumford
Falls to their place of market or manufacture, to wit, to Lewiston in said State of Maine; and the logs and timber of snid
plaintiffs on sai<l twelfth day of April, 1894, at said Rumford
became 't~o intermixed with certain logs and timber of said
defendants then and there being in the waters of said Androscoggin river and thereaftenvarcls at divers other places between
said Rumford Falls and Lewiston ·with certain other logs and
timber of said defendants and all of said defendants' logs and
timber so intermixed consisting of poplar pulp-logs cut in
lengths of four feet, and amountini in all to twenty-two thousand cords, that the logs nnd timber of said plaintiffs could not
be conveniently separa~ed for the purpose of being floated and
driven in the waters of said river to their place of market or
manufacture aforesaid, and so that said plaintiffs could drive
their own logs without said logs of said defendants; and thereupon said plaintiffs, in accordance with the provisions of the
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statute, in such cases made and provided, did then and there
drive all of said defendants' logs and timber aforesaid with
which their own logs and timber had hecome so intermixed
from said Rumford to said Lewiston. And the plaintiffs aver
that on the t\velfth day of April, 1894, and at any other time
during the progres:::; of said drive from Rumford to Lewiston,
no special and different provision existed or was made by lnw
for driving said log::; of said defendants.
'' "\Vhereupon, and by force of the ::-tatute in such case made
and provided, the said plaintiffs became entitled to receive and
recover from said defendants n reasonable compensation for so
driving said defendants~ logs, to be recovered after demand
therefor.
'' And the plaintiffs aver that they have demanded payment of
said defendants who are the owners of said log8 and timber so
driven in the sum of thirty-five hundred dollars for driving the
same as above set forth; that said sum is a reasonable compensation therefor, and that said defendants did and still do neglect
and refuse to pay the same or any part thereof.
"And the plaintiffs further aver that this action is brought to
enforce the plaintiffa' lien upon the logs and lumber of the
defendants to recover a reasonable compernmtion for driving the
same from said Rumford to Lewi1;ton, and that this action is
brought within thirty days after said logs and timber arrived at
said Lewiston, the ,place of destination of the plaintiffs' 1ogs and
timber, and within thirty days after the same arrived ut Topsham, being the destination on the Andro::-:coggin river of the
logs and timber of said defendants."

lYallace H. vVldte and Seth
W. B. Skelton, for plaintiffs.

11f.

Cm·ter, Wm. H. Newell and

Counsel nrgued : ( l.) That plaintiffs made this drive at a
reasonable and proper time.
( 2.) That the spruce logs of the plaintifft-1 and the poplar
pulp-logs of the defendants ,vere so intermingled that the same
could not be conveniently separated for the purpo:-;e of being
floated to market.
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( 3.) That no special and different provision was made hy law
for driving these logs.
( 4.) That these plaintiffs made a reasonably clean drive of
all the defendants' poplar pulp-logs which were interminglecl
with their own logs when the drive started~ which ran into and
intermingled with the rear of this drive on its passage from
Rumford Falls to Lewiston, and which were afloat within the
hanks of the river or stranded on obstructions in the bed of the
river or on the shores between Rumford Falls and Lewiston.
( 5.) That from one-half to two-thirds in amount of the whole
drive was poplar wood.
( 6.) That at least one-half the expense of making the drive
was incurred on account of work done on defendants' logs.
( 7.) That the driving was prosecuted with reasonable diligence and in a skillful manner.
(8.) That the cost of the drive was $5554.88, one-half of
which at least the plaintiffs are entitled to recover from these
defendants.
( 9.) That demand was made on the defendants before this
suit wa8 begun.
Coun:-sel cited: Sanrl.~ v. Sands, 74 Maine, 240; Bondur v.
LeBou1·ne, 79 Maine, 21; I1allock v. Parche1·, 52 Wis. 393;
Osborne v. Nebwn .Lmnbe1· Go. 33 Minn. 285 ; Foster v.
Gushing, 35 Maine, 60 ; Wisconsfri, &c. Assoc. v. Gom,stock
Log Go. 72 Wis. 321; Beard v. Glal'k, r35 Minn. 328; Mille;·
v. Glwttaton, 4G Minn. 338.

A. R. Savage and H. lV. Oakes, for defendants.
Poplar pulp-wood, cut into four-foot lengths to be ground
into pulp, certainly lacks every idea which we ordinarily attach
to the word ntimher." "\Vhen the statute was first enacted,
clearly it did not apply to pulp-wood, because at that time
there was none. The meaning and purpose of the statute had
reference solely to trunks or stems of trees, genemlly as cut
full length to be driven down our streams. Both the shingle
rift and the railroad ties, mentioned in Sancl.-, v. Sands, 74
Maine. 240, come within the dictionary definition of timber-
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materials for a structure. Pulp-wood certainly does not. To
apply the statute to the driving of pulp-wood, and at the same
time apply the rules of lnw which the court have heretofore
formulated, to an action of thit-i kind almost necessarily produces
injustice.
When the statute was framed, the drives of timber were all of
the same nature, and ordinarily with the same destination, and
for the same nse, and driven in the same manner, which is not
true when we make a comparison between spruce timber and
poplar pulp-wood. If there ought to be a provision in the
statute broad enough to cover a case of this kind, future legislatures can supply the want. But we contend that, at the
present time. the statute does not reach the case. If, however.
the court think differently, and that by any intendment the ,
statute can be made to reach a changed condition of affairs, and
changed kinds of timber, and driven in changed ways, we contend that the statute should be applied in sneh a way as to do
no wrong and work no hardship.
At the time plaintiffs drove the drive in question, they knew
it would be necessary for the defendants to drive independently
later in the season over the same river the entire distance. The
plaintiffs claimed that they made a clean drive. This defendants denied.
1. If the plaintiffs did not drive clean they are not entitled to
recover. It is the duty of a party who seeks to recover under
the statute to have made a reasonably clean drive, that is, as
clean us the owner would ordinarily have driven them, so clean
that another drive ,vill not be necrn;sary to secure the same
wood.
2. If it shall be found that the plaintiffs made a clean drive,
it was solely for the advantage of the plaintiffs for a special
purpose. They had four million feet of logs, and they had
hired a mill to ~aw that four million feet, no more, no less. It
was therefore necessary for them to take it all on that drive,
because they did not have a mill for general purposes. It was
no ad vantage to the defendants, who must go over precisely the
same ground again that year any way, which fact as we have
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stated was known to the plaintiffs. This being so, we contend
that the plaintiffs had no right to expend money in driving our
wood clean except so far as necessary to drive their own timber
clean, and that they have no right to charge us for that extra
expense.
3. \Ve contend that. if the plaintiffs are entitled to recover
at all under the circumstances, it is only for the benefit ·which
their drive was to the defendants, that is, the case must be
decided on equitable principles; or at the most, that they ·would
be entitled only to so much additional expense as they were
subjected to by renson of the fact that the defendant8' wood was
intermingled with their logs.
S1TTrnG: P.1<~TEns,
WELL, STROUT'

C. J.,

WALTON,

FosTER,

HASKELL, VV1s-

J,J.

HASKELL. J.
Case under R. S., c. 42, § G, for driving pulpwood intermixed with logs so that it could not be conveniently
~eparnted.
I. It is denied that the statute applies to pulp-woc)(l. Its
language is, ''timber so intermixed with logs . . . that it cannot be conveniently ·sepnrated." Its purpose was to comprise
all products of the forest conveniently floatable to market. The
statute was par:--sed in 1831, c. ,521, § 7. The language there used
was "all logs or other timber." The. words "all logs or other"
have been dr'opped by revision without intent to change the
meaning. These words indicate an intent to include not only
Jogs but other wood-products, and the vvord timber there used
and retained in the revision was intended to have a comprehensive meaning suited to the purpose of the statute. In Unitecl
8tate8 v. 8to1·es, 14 Fed. Rep. 824, on an indictment for cutting "timber" upon the lands of the United Stutes in violation of
the act of March 2, 1831. that prohibits the cutting: of "liveoak, red-cedar and other timber," the court says: "The term
'timber' as used in commerce, refers generally only to large
sticks of ,vood, squared or capable of being squared for building
houses, or vessels; and certain trees only having been formerly
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used for such purposes, namely, the oak, the ash, and the elm,
they alone were recognized as timber trees: hut the numerous
uses to which wood has come to be applied, and the general
employment of all kinds of trees for some valuable purpose, has
wrought a change in the general acceptation of terms in connection therewith, and we find that W ehster defines 'timber' to he
'that sort of wood which is proper for buildings or for tools,
utensils, furniture, carriage::,, fences, ships, and the like.' This
would include all sorts of wood from which any useful articles
may be made, or which may he used to advantage in any class
of manufacture or con::;truction.
"\Vith so many peculiar significations, the intended meaning
of the word usually depends upon the connection in which it is
used or the character of the party making use of it,- as, for
instance, a ship carpenter would unclerstand something quite
different when he made use of it from what a cabinet-maker, or
last-maker or a carriage builder would,- and the f]Uestion is,
therefore, not what is the popular meaning as understood by
any one class, but its meaning as used in the statute, and how
the legislators have employed it; and this must he its rnost
general and least-restricted sense, including in such signification
what each and all clas:5es would under such circum~tances understand 'timber' to he. The language of the section under
which this indictment was found mentions particularly live-onk
and red-cedar trees, and then speaks of other timher, showing
conclusively that it ,vas not the intention of congress to confine
the protection intended to any particular class or kind of trees,
but to apply it in its most genernl sense." See also R. S. of U.
S. §§ 2317, 24H5 and 246H, giving persons planting and protecting timber patents therefor,- a use of the term in its broadest
sense.
In United States v. Btiggs, 9 How. 351, an indictment for
cutting white-oak and hickory trees on the public lands uncler
act of congress 2 March, 1831, to prevent cutting, destroying or
removing live-oak or other timber or trees r~served for n:1val
purposes, prohibiting the cutting of" any live-oak or red-cedar
tree or trees or other timber," it WHS held that the cutting of
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oak un~ hickory trees was prohibited, and the court says: '' And
so the cutting and using of any other description of tim her trees
from the public lands would he equally indictable."
In Nash v. Drisco, .51 Maine, 417, under a permit to '' cut
and haul all the timber and hark . . . down as small as ten
inches at the stump or hntt of tbe trees," the instruction
'' that the word' timber' in its etymological sense, might embrace
nothing hut rnateri:1ls for buil<ling or manufacturing purposes,"
was held correct.
The trend of all the nuthorities is to construe the word timber,
in a statute like the one under consideration, comprehensive
enough to work the purposes of the enactment. The purpose
of this statute was to give those using the waters of the state to
float the wood-product of our forests, suited for manufacture, to
market, equ:1I rights and a convenient remedy under circumstances and conditions, where the common law remedy was
inadequate, and c'ompass a result in furtherance of the interests
of all concerned. Drives of logs sometimes unavoidably intermingle, and the expen:::.e of separation is simple ·waste. Joining
drives, by authority of law, makes a saving to somebody in the
operation, und this statute fairly apportions the cost of the
whole work. The benefits of it are equally useful whether the
drives be of saw-logs, ship-timber, pulp-wood, or any other
wood-product suitable for commerce or manufacturn thnt may he
conveniently driven to market; and whoever incumbers our
rivers with material of this sort for the purpose of floating it to
market ought to come within the provisions of the statute, and
the legislature must have intended thnt they should. It could
not have intended the legislation for some classes and not for all.
It is remedial and must be most liberally construed when
necessary to work out the purpose of the legislation.
II. The remaining question is principally of fact, best suited
for the determination of a jury, but reported in order to determine
the legal rules applicable to the assessment of damages. Floatable streams are public, and should nfford equal facilities to all
using them under the exigencies of each particular case. ·what
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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would be n reasonable use of one stream might be an unreasonable use of another, and destroy its public utility altogether;
so that while some general rules of law may he applied in these
case::--, no rule of conduct or use can he given that will apply to
all cases. If a man wishes the use of a stream, and no other
person wants it, he may incumher it with his lumber in a way
that could not he permitted for a moment when others at the
same time need the use of the same stream. The stream is free
to all, and if its-capacity for floating logs be ina<lequate to serve
the purposes of all, each one must so conduct as to give the
others a reasonable share of its benefits. No man has a right
to turn his lnruhcr into a stream and leave it to itself in the way
of others. He may turn it in when he please:-;, hut he must
drive it and keep it out of the way of the one follovving. He
cannot land some logs on the ice, tum more in at the first pitch
of water, leaving them to make their own way towards market
while he shall have cleaned off his operation and made it more
convenient for him to make a clean drive, if others, meantime,
wish the way clear for their logs. If a man turns a part of his
logs into the stream and leaves them to themselves, so that the
next drive he embarrassed or hindered hy them, he becomes
liable at common law for obstructing the common way, or under
the statute to pay for driving the same, and it matters not
whether such driving be of benefit to him or no. If he chooses
to leave part of his logs without care to make their own way,
intending to make a clean drive when the ha.lance shall be turned
in, and thereby is put to the expense of two drives when, if left
the entire use of the river. he need make but one, the re~ult 1s
from his own conduct that has interfered with the equal use of
the river to all.
In this case defendants turned some of their pulp-logs into
the river in advance of the plaintiffs' drive and left them to make
their own "Yvay down stream. The plaintiffs came along with a
drive of logs that intermixed with defendants' 80 that separation
was costly and vexatious. The plaintiff, drove the whole mass
and seek pay for the same under the statute. They are entitled
to have it; and it is no de'fense to say that it ,vas of no benefit
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to defendants or that the plaintiffs had still anothe1· drive
later when all of defendants' logs would have b(~en turned in.
The plaintiffs had a right to make two drives or six, and a right
to a reasonable use of the river for the purpose. Logs turned
into a river arc to be driven and are no more to be allowed to
scatter along its banks, eddies, rips, faIJs and meadows, than a
flock of sheep, when driven in the highway, can be allowed to
scatter and embarrass other drovers, or dcpasture the herbage
of the owner of the fee. Rivers. like highways, are to give
passage and not to loiter upon to the annoyance of others ,vishing
to use them.
It is said that the plaintiffs did not make a clean drive of the
defendants' logs. They ,vere not required to. They were
allowed only to drive such of the defendants' logs at their
expense as became intermixed with their own so that they could
not he conveniently separated. Such logs they might drive and
none others. They conl<l not roll landings, clear eddies, or in
any other way interfere with rnch of defendants' logs as had not
interfered with their own. V\Then a log once became intermixed, they might drive that log all the way, even though it
afterwards cleared itself from the mass, for once intermixed the·
the plaintiffs' right of custody attached, and if they assumed to,
drive it at all, they must drive it home. They could not drive·
a part of the intermixed logs and scatter the rest along the·
river, driving only such part as was convenient. That ,vonld not
be reasona hle.
"'\,Vhen intermixed logs are once taken cha1·ge of to he driven
ut the expense of the various mvners, they must be driven clean.all driven. The measure of damages would be the pro rata
expense of driving the mass. In the pre::--ent case it is clear
enough that the plnintiffs drove clean those logs of the <lefendants that had become intermixed with their own. They were
of a different kind from the plaintiffs' logs. There is much
difference of opinion as to the relative cost of driving the two
classes-- suw-logs and pulp-logs. long log::-- and short logsand a jury had better have assessed the damages. They saw
the witnesses and felt tho spirit of the trial. From cold type it
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is hard to arrive at a satisfactory result, but, on the whole, we
conclude that an equitable assesf--ment of the damages, apportioning them pro rata as near as possible, would be $2000.
Defaulted.

Bm;NswrcK GAs LIGHT Cm1PANY vs. JonN IL FLANAGAN.
BRUNSWICK

VILLAGE CORPORATION, Tru~tee.

Cumb(~rland.

Opinion February 3, ] 896.

Trustee Process.

Claimant.

Parties.

Where the trustee disclosed $3120.12 in his hands, but that he had become
liable to other parties, on account thereof for $3327.25, who severally claim
, to hold adequate portions of the same under assignments, etc., from the
principal defendant; and the claimants have neither been cited, nor do they
voluntarily appear, held; the rights of the latter cannot be adjudged
adversely to them when not before the court and the trustee should, therefore, be discharged.

ON EXCEP'.DIONS.
This was an action of trespass on the case brought in the
Superior Court, for Cumberland county, against the defendant
for damages done to plaintiff\, property and the Brunswick
Village Corporation \VHS summoned as trustee. The trustee filed a
disclosure. At a hearing before the court, the plaintiff claimed
to hold the trustee on its di~closure because the balance due
the defendant, according to the disclosure, was a liquidated
amount in the possession of the trustee, anll although not puyable till a future time, yet it was an ascertained and fixed sum
subject to no condition~ such as would bar the plaintiff from
securing the same, or a part thereof, on his :1ttachment.
The plaintiff further contended that the orders and the assignment that appear in the disclosure were void as against this
plaintiff, because said orders and n:,signment are ultra vires the
committee of the trustee to accept under the contract hntween
said trustee and this defendant; that the orders and assignment
were manifestly a tentative effort on the part of the committee
of the trustee to cover up and shield the said balance in their
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hands against such claims as had heen provi<led for in said original contract between said defendant and the Brunswick Village
Corporation, and therefore void.
The court overruled the points made by plain ti ff and ordered
the following entry: •• Trustee <liseharged with costs."
To all which rulings and refusals to rule the plaintiff took
exceptions.

George E. I.fughes, for plaintiff.
Bm-rett Potter, for trustee.
SITTING: PETEns, C. J., vVALToN, FosTER, HASKELL, W1sWELL, STROUT, J.J.
HASKELL, .J. The trustee discloses in its hands $3120.12.
being twenty per cent of the contract price retained as security
for the completion of the same ; $1500 of this is held hy a trustee under an assignment for the benefit of defendant's contract
creditors, who had become parties to the assignment; Plecrnant
Hill Cemetery v. Davis, 76 Maine, 289; $827.25 more is held
hy the payee of an order accepted by the trustee, and $1000
upon still another Ol'(ler, also duly accepted. A1l these sums
aggregate $3327. 25, or $207 .13 more than the sum in the trnt:ltec's hands, and, therefore, he was properly discharged below.
Jenness v. Wharff, 87 Maine, 307.
Moreover, the plaintiff has eleded to proceed wHh his case
without making the claimants of the fund parties to the suit, and,
therefore, cannot adjudicate their rights adversely to them.
Jordan v. I-Iarnwn, 73 Maine, 259.
The ,vord ••charged" in Haynes v. Thompson, 80 Maine, 128,
line eleven from the top of the pnge, is a misprint. It should be
discharged. The context correct:-; the error. The correct reading
is-Ordinarily, the burden rests upon trustees to clear themselves
from being charged. Barkr:r v. Osborne, 71 Maine, 69; Toothaker
v. Allen, 41 Mnine, 324. So when they disclose a sum due the
defendant and an assignment of the same, unless the assignee is
summoned, or voluntarily appears and claims the fund, they
(the trm,tees) must be discharged. R. S., c. 86, § 32. But
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when the assignee does appear and claim~ the fund, the burden
resb upon him to establish his elaim. Thompson v. Reed, 77
Maine, 425.
_Exceptions overruled.

ARTHUR J\IEGQUIF~l1

Aroostook:.
Logs.

vs.

ELISHA GILPATRICK.

Opinion February 7, 189G.

Ti1nber.

Waters.

R. S., c. 42, § 6.

In an action under R. S., c. 42, § 6, to recover for services in driving the
defendant's logs that had become intermixed with the plaintiff's logs so
that they could not be conveniently separated, it appeared that the plaintiff
had logs upon the same stream both above and below the logs of the
defendant, and that the plaintiff rolled in his logs below, and while rolling
in those above, the defendant turned in his logs and began to drive and
they became intermixed with the plaintiff's logs. The defendant continued
driving his own logs regardless of the plaintiff's logs and without any
effort to drive them. The plaintiff put his crew upon the intermixed mass
and drove the same towards the market. Both crews worked upon the
n1ass, the plaintiff driving the whole and the defendant driving only his
own. Held; that if the plaintiff conducted with reasonable prudence in
starting his whole drive, under all the exigencies of the case, then he subjected the stream to a reasonable use as he had a right to do; and if the
defendant under such conditions and circumstances inte1jected his logs in
the midst of the plaintiff's logs, then the plaintiff might drive the mass at
the expense of both owners; nor could the defendant prevent this course by
attempting to drive his own logs only to the added expense of driving the
whole mass.
A refusal to rule that the action could not be maintained, it appearing that
appropriate instructions were given, was not erroneous.
A motion for a new trial will not be sustained when it appears that the verdict is reasonable in amount and grounded on just ancl legal principles.
See Bearce v. Dudley, ante, p. 410.

0N MOTION AND EXCEPTIONS.
The plaintiff recovered a verdict of $63.87, rn this action, for
his services in driving the defendant's logs. The. action, was
brought under R. S., e. 42, § G, and the defendant filed a motion
for a new trial and took exceptions as appear in the opinion.

P. A. and Don A. EI. Powers, for plaintiff.
Louis 0. Stearns and lValter Oary, for defendant.
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C. ,T.'
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FOSTER, WHITEHOUSE, WISWELL,

J,J.

PETERS, C. '-T.
This is an action under R. S., c. 42, § ti, to
recover for services in driving the defendant's logs that had
become intermixed with plaintiff's logs so that they could not
be conveniently separated.
The plaintiff had logs upon the stream both above and below
the logs of defendant. The plaintiff rolled in his logs below,
and ·while rolling those above, the defendant turned in his logs
and began to drive them and they became intermixed with the
plaintiif 's logs. The defendant continued driving his own logs
regardless of the plaintifPs logs and ·without any effort to drive
them. The plaintiff put his crew upon the intermixed ma::;s and
drove the same towards market. Both crews worked upon the
mass, the plaintiff driving the whole and the defendant only
driving his own.
The defendant contended that under these circumstances the
action could not be maintained, hut the court ruled otherwise,
and gave appropriate instmdions not excepted to. To the
ruling that the action could be maintained the defendant excepts.
The law of this case is stated in Bea?'ce v. Dudley, ante p. 410,
and need not be repeated here. Of course, if the plaintiff did
not use reasonable prudence in rolling in his lower batch of logs
and left them to unreasonably obstruct the stream, so that defendant's equal right to use it was invaded, then the intermixturc of
logs arose from the plaintiff's own misconduct from which he
can reap no benefit. But if, on the other hand, he conducted
with reasonable prudence in starting his whole drive, under all
the exigencies of the case, then he subjected the :-,tl'enm to a
reasonable use, as he had a right to do. He could not know
when the defendant might turn in his log:-,, and heing the
first to operate had a right to manage his whole drive as was
most advantageous to himself, provided he did not unreasonably
appropriate the stream ; if he did not do this, and the defendant
saw fit to inte1ject his logs in the midst of the plaintiff's logs,
then the plaintiff might drive the ma~s at the expense of both
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owners, and the defendant could not preYent this course by
attempting to drive his own logs only to increase the expense of
driving the whole mass. Such conduct was largely waste of
effort to accomplish the common purpose.
Instructions to this effect, being appropriate, must have been
given to the jury as appears from the bill of exceptions. The
n-'fusal, therefore, to rule that the acti01~ could not be maintained
under appropriate instructions was not erroneous.
A careful consideration of the evidence shows that the verdict
·was reasonable in amount and grounded on just and legal
principles.
Motion and exceptions o;;e1Tuled.

1'r.

L. BLAKE COMPANY

Cumberland.
Insol'vency.

Discharge.

vs.

FRED L. LowELL.

Opinion February 11, 1896.
C01npositiun.

Estoppel.

R. S., c. 70, § 62.

An insolvent debtor, who has obtained his discharge on composition proceedings, is estopped from pleading such discharge in bar of the snit of his
creditor, who has proved his claim and is not chargeable with laches so
long as he withholds the percentage due on the creditor's claim.
Payment of the same into court with interest from the time of demand and
costs will operate as a tender.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This was an action of assumpsit tried in the Superior Court,
for the county of Cumberland, in which judgment was rendered
for the defendant, and the plaintiff excepted.
The facts are found in the opinion.

Benjamin Tltmnpson, for plaintiff.

J. W. Syrnonrls, D. 1V. Snow and G. S. Coale, G. L.
Hutchinson, with them, for defendant.
Effect of R. S., c. 70, § 63, is to give the creditor for whom
a deposit is made but six months within which he may prove
his claim. Neglect to make proof within that time is fatal to
the right to recover, and the creditor :-stands in the same position
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as one neglecting to file a claim against an insolvent estate until
after the as~ignee has distributed the funds.
The provision is analogous to the statute of limitations.
This position is strengthened by the clause which provides
that the court may at its discretion make distribution. During
the first six months aftei.· the deposit is made the court holds the
funds as trustee for the benefit of the several creditors named in
the schedule. After the expiration of six months the creditors
either have the right to receive the money upon making proof of
their debt, or they have not. · If they have the right to the
money, how can we reconcile this right with the right of the
court to make distribution? If the creditor is still the ~• cestui
que trust" of the amount deposited with the court to secure his
claim, it is impossible to justi(y a diversion or distribution of
the funds. But the court has the right to make distribution,
for it is expressly so provided in the section under discussion.
vVe claim, therefore, that the creditor after the expiration of
six montlu, from the time of deposit is no longer entitled to
demand the amount deposited as security for his claim, but is
harred by his own laches.
The statute is dealing not only with the creditor ,~ who cannot
be found," and who therefore is necessarily ignorant of the proceedings, but also with the creditor who :, refuses to accept the
percentage due him under the proceedings." No distinction is
mnde between them. Both must he treated the same.
The regularity of the proceedings before the insolvent court
are not impeached.
Section 49, c. 70, R. S., provides that a discharge in insolvency, :, shall bar all snits brought on any such debts, clnirm, or
liabilities as were or might have heen proved" against the estate
in insolvency. · It provides that the certificate given to the
insolvent :, shall he conclu~ive evidence" in his favor '' of the
fact an<l regularity of such discharge."
The Chief Justice in Oobbossee National Banlc v. Riclt, ( 81
:i\foine, 1G4,) speaking of this section says: :~ The plaintiff's
counsel contends that this provision applies only to a certificate
obtained in regular insolvency proceedings and not to one
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under a composition. "\Ye think it ttpplies to all certificates
and can see no reason why it should not. Protection again~t
the mistakes of the court or its officers, is as desirable in one
case as in the other. The section has hoth a general and a
special application. Its provisions apply generally as far as
appropriate and consistent with other se.ctions. The only provision in the clrnpter in relation to the manner of pleading a
discharge is contained in this section, and certainly, that simple
and useful provision applies tn ~111 cases."
SITTING:

WALTON, FOSTER, HASKELL, WHITEHOUSE,

WELL, STROUT,

J.

,;v1s-

~J,J.

Assumpsit to recover the contents of three
several promissory notes aggregating $186.87. Defense, discharge in insolvency granted on composition proceedings.
Reply, failure to pay the composition percentage.
The case shows that plaintiff had no actual notice of the
insolvent proceedings or of the proposed composition, until
after the percentage belonging to it had been returned from the
registry of the court to the insolvent, who, on demand for the
same promptly made us soon as the plaintiff knew of the insolvency proceedings, and had proved his debt, refused to pay the
same.
Comprn,ition is based upon au offered percentage. Revised
Statutes, c. 70, § G2, provides that the judge being satisfied
that the insolvent has either paid or secured the percentage due
all the creditors named in the sche<lule annexed to the insolvent's affidavit required by the statute (the plaintiff's name
appeared in such schedule) shall give the insolvent a discharge
from all his debts named in such schedule ; that if any such
creditor cannot be found or refuses to accept such percentage,
the insolvent may deposit the same in court as security for his
debt, und that after six months, if the creditor fails to prove his
deht and accept such percentage, nthe court may or(ler the
same to he repaid to such insolvent or, after notice to him,
make such disposition thereof as iustice requires."
HASKELL,
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In this case, the plaintiff's percentage was ordered to be paid,
:rnd was paid to the irnmlvent without any knowledge by the
plaintiff of the insolvent proceedings, and the insolvent refused
to pay over the ::-;ame prior to thi::-; suit.
The moving consideration for the discharge was the payment
of percentage::,; and, in the absence of laches by the creditor, on
refusal by the debtor to work out the beneficent provisions of
the statute wholly for his benefit, he ought not to he permitted
to avail himself of the same so long as he contumaciously
refuses to comply with the duty imposed upon himself. It is
inequitable that he should do so, and an equitable estoppel just
fits such a en::-ie and prevents the working of a frnud. This view
does not impeach the regubrity of the discharge that is made
conclusive, nor conflict with the doctrines of Bank v. Rich, 81
Maine, 164, but simply withholds the use of it for the ti.me
heing against a particul:u creditor, the same as the judgment of
any court may be restrained of execution until eq uitahle interests
shall have been protected.
The bankrupt act of 187 4 provided for composition proceedings by way of resolution passed hy certain of the creditors,
and provided: "And such resolution ::,;hall, to be operative,
have been passed by a majority in number, and three-fourths in
value, of the creditors of the clebtor assembled at such meeting,
either in person or by proxy, and Rhall be confirmed by the
signatures thereto of the debtor and two-thirds in number and
one-half in value of all the creditors of the debtor." It further
provided : "Such resolution, together with a statement of the
debtor as to his assets and debts, shall he presented to the court,
and the court shall" upon notice and hearing ii inquire ·whether
such resolution has been passed in the manner directed by this
section; and if satisfied that it has been so passed, it shall, subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, and upon being
satisfied that the same is for the best interests of all concerned,
cause such resolution to be recorded, and statement of assets
and debts to be filed; and until such record and filing shall
have taken place, such resolution shall he of no validity." The
statute then makes such resolution binding upon all the credi-
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tors placed upon the schedule presented at the meeting when the
resolution wns passed.
It is held that this resolution takes effect from and by virtue
of the judgment of the court approving the same. Guild v.
Butler, 122 lVIass. 498; Parwell v. Raddin, 129 Mass. 8, and
cases cited; Bank v. Carpente1·, 129 Mass. 5. To be sure, no
formal discharge was given, as under our statute, but the resolution confirmed by the court operated ns n discharge. Nor ,vas
there any provision for the pnyment of percentages into court
as in our statute, hut the methods of both statutes were intended
to compass the same result, viz: to discharge the debt on payment of the percentages. Under our statute payment into
court in some cases is made a pre-requisite to a discharge, that
the same may become, in the words of the statute, security for
the debt. This security may be retumed to the debtor after
the lapse of six months if the creditor fails to prove hi:5 debt
and accept the same. No discharge shall be granted unless the
debtor has either pai(l or secured the percentage. The whole
trend of the statute is to require payment of the percentage
before the discharge shall avnil the debtor. If he has not
secured the percentage he shall not have his discharge, and if
he withdraws the percentage and ,vithholds it he shall not use
the discharge to accompfo,h his own fraud. That is a reasonable
construction that works equity.
Under the bankrupt act it was uniformly held that judgment
of court confirming the composition coultl not he successfully
pleaded in bar of the debt until the percentage had been paid
or tendered, unless the same had 'been waived, or the creditor
had taken part in the composition proceedings. Pierce v. Gilkey, 124 Mass. 300, and cases cited, both English and American.
In this case, therefore, a new trinl should be ordered, and if
the defendant purges his inequitable conduct by paying the
percentage into court, with interest from the time of demand,
and costs, it should operate and have the same effect as a tender.
Exceptions sustained.
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DAVIS

MILLER, in equity, vs.
Somerset.

MARK

H. HILTON, and wife.

Opinion February 11, 1896.

Equity. Voluntary Conveyance. Payment. Presumption.
Circumstances may rebut the presumption that a note given for an antecedent debt is intended as a payment. Such presumption is overcome when
the circumstances show that it was merely a renewal of the same indebtedness and was so intended by the parties.
A deed was given by husband to wife subsequent to his debt to the plaint.iff.
The court considers, upon the evidence, that it was a voluntary conveyance,
without consideration and in fraud of the plaintiff'.

IN EQUITY.
This was a bill in equity praying th,at a deed from the defen<lant, Mark H. Hilton, to his wife, Mary H. Hilton, dated July
21, 1881, might be declared fraudulent and void us to the
plaintiff. At the hearing on hill, answers, and oral evidence in
the court below, the presiding justice dismissed the bill and the
plaintiff took an appeal.
The case appears in the opinion.

E. N. Merrill ancl G. W. Gower, for plaintiff.
S. J. and L. L. Walton, for defendants.
SITTING: PETERS,

WELL,

C. J.,

WALTON, FosTER, HASKELL, Wis-

JJ.

HASKELL, ,T. The plaintiff had levied an execution against
Hilton upon land previously conveyed by him to his wife, and
brings this bill in equity to perfect his title upon the ground
that the conveyance was fraudulent as to him. The conveyance
was given ,July 21, 1881. Prior to the conveyance Hilton was
owing two promissory notes to one Folsom, who had indorsed
and <lelivere(l the same to the plaintiff, of which Hilton was well
aware. February 27, 1887, Hilton gave the plaintiff a new note
in exchange for the two Folsom notes held by the plaintiff, and
upon this note judgm~nt hat:l been ren<lered for damages and

·
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costs amounting to $.5~l2.3D. It was satisfied by execution and
levy upon the land in que::-tion.
I. It is said that the new note, g:ivon after the conveyance
to the wife, was payment of the two Folsom notes and became
a debt contracted 8ince the conveyance to the wife; but that is
not the effect of the tran8action. All the circumstance~ rebut
any prosmnption of that sort, and show that it was merely a
renewal of the snme indebtedness and was so un<lerstood by the
parties.
II. It is said that the deed to the wife was for $3000 consideration paid at the time. The wife claims to have had $1000
in a stocking bag that she began to accumulate soon after their
marriage in 1860, and that it was in old state hills; $1000 more
in a calico bag, greenbacks and national bank bills; and another
$1000 in a pillow case. She claims to hnve accumulated this by
·wages at two dollars and fifty cents a week that her husband
had paid her, and from $GOO thnt she had ,vhen married. She
says that the $GOO was put into the stocking bag and savings
added until $1000 had been accumulated, and then she began
her depo8it in the second bag; that the money in the stocking
hag was in old state bills.
vVhen the <leed was given Hilton was owing considerable
money. He had no other r<:>al estate. The wife wus called as
a witne~s hy the plaintiff, and her evidence is so incredible that
we cannot think it is trne. If she had, in 1881, $1000 in old
state hills, certainly they could not have been negotiated
,vithout remark, and without proof of the fact now in existence.
The defense relies upon the payment of the $3000 taken from
the three hags as a consideration for the deed to her. vV c cannot
rely upon testimony so incredible to ::mhstantiate a consideration
that would change the conveyance from a voluntary one into a
bona fide sale.
After the conveyance the husband seems to have pai<l quite
an amount of debts, and says that he had no other so.urcc from
which to obtain the money. But, of course, if the defense of
receiving the bag money is not believed, it is easy to see how
another fabe theory could be set up to su:-;tain the probability
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of that one. If fal~e, the husband must have known it and been
a party to it, and, therefore, if both parties would devise that
theory, they would not hesitate to invent one to show how he
diRposed of the money. He may have paicl his debts, but concealed the source from ,Yhence he obtained it. The payments
could easily be proved. The source from which the money was
obtained to mnke them could just as easily he concealed.
The decree below must he reversed and the bill be i:mstained.
Decree below reversed. Bill
sustained with costs.

,JAMES H. HEWETT, Administrator, vs. FRANCES E. Hum.EL
Knox.

Opinion Fehrnary 11, 18%.

Trust.

Equity.

Law.

Evidence.

The administration of a trnst fnncl may he directe(l or controllecl in equity.
The plaintiff's intestate, shortly before his death, gave his daughter a check of
one thousand dollars for a monument fnncl. 1-Ielcl; that the rnncl cannot be
recovered by the administrator in an action at law and the trust thereby
destroyed.
The plaintiff claimed that the check was void from incapacity of the maker.
IIelcl; that this fact must be shown by evidence; that the jury must judge
from facts, not from opinions stated as conclusions of facts drawn from
other facts.

Thi:-1 was an action for money had and receirnd in which the
presiding justice ordered a nonsuit and the plaintiff excepted.
The case uppears in the opinion.

D. J.V. Mortland and M. A. elohnson, for plaintiff.
The action for money had and received is an equitable action
and requires no privity of contract to support it, except what
results from defendant's having money of the plaintiff which in
equity he ought to pay over to him. Ooncol'd v. Delaney, 58
Maine, 309; Lord v. French, Gl Maine, 420; Ilcnoe v. Olancey,
53 Maine. 130.
It is well settled that ~~ a nonsuit will not he ordered, when
there is any evidence competent to be submitted to a jury."
Unfon Slate Oo. v. Tiltoll, G9 .Maine, 245 ; Page v. Parker,
43 N. H. 3G3.
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It certainly cannot he said that the plaintiff offered no
evidence. The check itself, especially in connection with the
te~timony of the attending physician, Dr. Hitchcock, as to the
deceased's mental capacity, raises a suspicion of fraud on its
face. The check itself shows that it was not a payment, because
the defendant is named therein as a trustee and the amount is
designated as a fund. A fund ii:! stock or capital for certain
purposes. Men with ordinary intelligence would not be likely
to attempt to appoint a trustee and designate a certnin fund and
the purposes for which it is to he used, all in an ordinary hank
check. This check, as it shows upon its face, ~,ras not drawn by
Samuel Pillsbury hut by the defendant herself.
Note the language written by this defendant in the check:
t'For a monument fund, to act without bonds." Is that language
sufficient to designate the object for which the money was to be
used? vVhat monument? "Those monument, or was it monuments in general? Or was it nothing at all but a deception and
fraud committed upon a dying man?
Even if there were no evidence of mental incapacity on the
part of Samuel Pillsbury at the time, the document itself shows
ai1 illegal transaction so far as the purported intention goes.
But it <loes show this fact, that the defendant has got one thousand dollars of the money that rightfully belongs to the et:itate
and has converted it to her own use. Tobey v. J.lf.illel', 54
Maine, 480; Allen v. I1irnball, 15 Maine, 11G.
It was in violation of the statute of wills.
W. II. Fo_qle1', for defendant.
The check raises no presumption of any liability of the defendant to the drawer or to his estate. There is no such presumption
even in the case of a check in the ordinary form. 2 Parsons on
Notes and Bills, 84. The check in the case at bar, on its face,
negatives any pretmmption of liability on the part of the defendant to pay the amount therein named or any part of it.
The check upon its face purports to be drawn to provide
funds for a. monument for the drawer and his family. The
presumption which the check curries with it is not rebutted, nor
is there any attempt to refute the presumption.
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The question on the issue of the drawer's capacity was not
whether he was capable of transacting business, hut whether he
was capable of understnn<ling and reasonably comprehending
the act performed by him, the transaction of this check. This
was an act testamentary in its nature, the act of a man upon his
death-bed, making arrangement for the erection of a suitable
monument for himself and family.
The lowest amount of capacity requisite to the execution of a
valid will, is that the testntor was able to comprehend the
trans.action. 1 Redf. Wills, 125.
A le:-.s degree of mind is requisite to execute nn act of that
nature than a contract. Id. p. 126. If the testator was incompetent to make a valid contract, yet if he had the capacity to
know his estate, the object of his affections, and to whom he
desired to leave, his property, his will must stand. Id. See
.Whitney v. Twomhly, 136 Mass. 145; Converse v. Converse,
21 Vt. 1G8.
An amusing, but accurate definition of testamentary capacity
is laid down in Swinburne on ~rills, p. 2, par. 4, as follows :
~~ If a man be of mean understanding, neither wise nor foolish,
but indifferent as it were between a ·wise man and a fool ; yea,
though he rather incline to the foolish sort, so that for his dull
capacity he may be termed grossum caput, a dunce, such a one
is not prohibited to make a testament, unless he be yet more
foolish, and so very simple and sottish that he may ea:::ily be
made to believe things incredible or impossible, a8 that an ass
can fly, or that trees did walk, beasts and birds could speak, as
it is in JEsop's Fables."
Extreme old age, even when accompanied by disease and great
suffering, is not sufficient evidence of testamentary incapacity.
The plaintiff undertakes the burden of removing the presumption of sufficient capacity on the part of his intestate to perform
an act which in itself is not only reasonable and proper, bnt
which under the circumstances of the case is such an act as the
brightest intellect would naturally dictate.
ThiR burden iR not sustained by the testimony of a physician,
VOL. LXXXVIII.
28
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himself not even an expert in questions of mental capacity, that
he does not think the man performing such act was capable of
transacting lm:::;iness.
SITTING: "'TALTON,
WELL, STROUT,

FosTim,

HASKELL, WHITJ•]HOUSE,

vV1s-

,J.T.

HASKELL, .T. Samuel Pillsbury died February 6, 1890. On
.January 28, previous, he signed a check payable to his daughter,
Frances E. Hurley, of the following tenor:~~ Rockland, Me., Jan.
28, 1890. Pay to the order of F. E. Hurley, Trustee~ one
thousand dollars for a monumental fond. To act without bonds."
The check was afterward-:, paid to the trustee. The administrator of Pillsbury brings assumpsit against the payee of the
check for money had and received. A nonsuit was ordered
below, and the case comes up on exceptions.
The check created a trust in the daughter for a specific purpose, and she may in equity he compelled to administer the
~ame, hut the fund cannot be recovered from her in an action :it
law by the adminstrator and the trust destroyed. As to the
crention of trusts, see Bath Savinys Iiistitution v. Hatlwrn, 88
:Maine, 122.
It is contended that the check is void from the incapacity of
the maker to execute the same. If this were so, the contention
might be sound, hut it must he shown by evidence. The only
witness called was the physician attending him during the last
fourteen days of his life, and that witness does not pretend to
have been present when the check mis made, nor does he describe
the mental condition of the maker at that time or at any other
time. He says that the patient was afflicted with i, disease of
the kidneys, and diseases incident to old age -wearing down/'
and that for fourteen days prior to his death, it was necessary
to administer morphine ; and that he did not think during that
time the patient was capahle of transacting business. Purely an
opinion of no legal consequence. If the check ,vould he avoided
for incapacity of the maker, his condition should be shown,
so that a jury might judge of the capacity for themselves. They
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must judge from facts, not from opinions stuted as conclusions
of fact drawn from other facts. A resultant fact drawn from
other facts is to be sometimes found by the jury, and sometimes by the court as circumstances may require. Lasky v. C.
P. R. Co. 83 Maine, 461; Jlforey v. Milliken, 86 Maine, 481.
It is not to he proved directly by witnesses in the form of an
opinion. Hall v. Pel'ry, 87 Maine, 569.
Exceptions overruled.

JARVIS

C.

PERRY,

and others, in equity,

vs.
WILLIAM

Knox.

T.

COBB,

and others.

Opinion February 11, 1896.

Insurance,- marine.

Perils of the Sea. Proximate Couse. Action. Arbitration. Equity.
Where the plaintiffs and defendants under articles of association were copartners in insuring each other upon cargoes, helcl; that an action at law cannot
be maintained upon such contracts of insurance becam,e the promise is joint
and not several and the assured cannot be both plaintiff and defendant. The
only remedy is in equity.
A stipulation in such articles of association that the members shall finally
determine the amount of any loss is not strictly an arbitration clause so as.
to oust courts of their jurisdiction in the matter, but a regulation inter sese·
that will control except for equitable cause shown.
Held; in this case, that insurance is not on the voyage, but for the voyage,.
and damage to the cargo from a protracted voyage is not a sea peril.
Upon a bill in equity it appearing that the associates rightly applied the law to
the facts of the case and their decision is snpportecl by the evidence that the
plaintiffs have no claim beyond the particular average exempted by the
terms of the insurance; also, that the principal damage to the cargo resulted from its own inherent qualities excited by the long continued transit,
held, that the bill be dismissed.

ON REPORT.
This was a bill in eqnity, heard on hill, awrnrer and proof, in
which the plaintiffs claimed to recover of the Knox Lime Immrance Association upon two contracti':i of in~mrance on a cargo of
lime shipped at Rockland in February, 189:3, on board the Brig,
Caroline Gray.
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The Knox Lime Insurance Association is a voluntary association, or partnership, of whom the plaintiffs and defendants arc
the members.
The articles of agreement by which the association is organized, antl under which its business is carried on are as follows:
ttKnox Lime Insurance Association.
tt Mutual agreement of lime manufacturers of Knox county,
Maine, for insuring all lime shipped by them, for one year, ench
kiln to he entitled to one vote.
H Article 1st.
A committee of nine to be chosen who shall
employ a Secretary or Agent for the Association.
tt Article 2nd.
All lime shipped under deck to ports within
the following three (listricts to he insured at the rate nnmed.
tt:First District, Portland, Me., to Cape Co<l, one per cent.
tt Second District, Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras, two per cent.
tt Third
District, Cape Hatteras to St. Augustine, Fla., all
inclusive, three per cent.
tt Article 3d. The parties hereto to deposit with the committee
their notes on demand for fifty dollars for each kiln represented, to be used or returned to makers as hereinafter provided;
also a deposit of twenty-five dollars in cash for each kiln.
ti Article 4th. As soon as the· loading of a cargo is completed a
report of the same shall at once he returned to the Secretary or
Agent at Rockland. The payment of all premiums due shall
he promptly made to the Secretary or Agent on the last day of
every month, unless funds should sooner be required to pay a
loss, in which case any sum due the Association from any member shall be paid when called foi• by the committee or their
representative. The cash deposits to he subject to check signed
hy the Chairman of Committee and Secretary of Association,
but no check to be drawn without a vote of the committee.
H Article 5th. In case a member refuges or neglects to pay the
premium due, no further risks to be taken after such refusal or
neglect until he pays, and unless paid the committee may proceed to collect so much of his note as ~ay satisfy the claim. No
shipment to be covered nor loss paid on lime not returned.
Article Gth. If a shipper receive notice of a cargo in trouble
ti
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he is to notify the secretary or one of the committee in writing,
but he, the shipper. to take full charge of the interest, and act
for the best interests of all eoncerned with the advice of the
committee or their agent, and when closed, to submit the result
to the committee, and they are to determine the amount due, if
any, and pay the ::-mme at their first reguhtr meeting after the
claim for loss is presented, unless the Association has insufficient funds, in which case thirty days time for payment shnll he
granted. An appeal may be made to a majority of two-thirds
of the votes of the Association, whose decision shall he final.
Should the losses exceed the premiums collected, then the cash
deposits for each kiln to he used, and if insufficient then proceeds of notes, and finally an assessment on each kiln shall be
made to pay losses if necessary.
'' Article 7th. No risks to be taken, under this agreement, after
December 31, 1883, and when the last risk has expired, this to
absolutely end the Association, except so far as the committee
are concerned, they to close its affairs within thirty days thereafter, by returning the notes to makers, and dividing the cash
on hand, if any, in an equitable manner.
'' Article 8th. The committee are to fix the value of shipments
per cask.
1
' Article
9th. No risk except on lime under deck shall be
taken, and no losses to be paid unless it he five per cent of the
whole aggregate value of the cargo under deck, and no general
avernge charges shall be adcled to particular average to make the
amount five per cent.
"Article 10th. The Agent or Secretary with two members of
the Committee of Associati~m shall he chosen from Rockland,
two from Thomaston, and two from Rockport, to decide upon
all shipments in nn outside vessel before chartering, and if such
vessel is objected to, the shippe1· to be notified in writing or
verbally at once.
"Article 11th. No imit in law shall be begun or maintained
by one or more members against any other member or members
of this Association, on account, or for any claim grcnving"Out of
same, except for the collection of the demand notes.
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'' Article 12th. Any matters not provided for in this agreement shall be left to the committee to adjust and regulate.
''Dated at Rockland, December 31, 1892."
The plaintiff's ca::,e was as follows:
The cargo insured consisted· of 25HG casks of common lime
and 1344 casks of lump lime.
The brig is double-decked with a hreak of about two feet in
the upper deck aft, so that the space between decks aft is about
two feet deeper than it is forward.
About 1400 cask:,; of the cargo were shipped between decks,
and the balance, about 2,500 casks, in the hold under the lower
or main deck.
The loading of the vessel ·was completed February 14th, on
which <lay the bill of lading bears date.
The brig sailed from Rockland, February 17th. On the morning of the 18th she took a severe gale which was followed by a
succession of gales in which the brig labored heavily, shipped
lnl'ge quantities of water and \VHS driven a great distance out of
her course, and finally, after having been given up for lost,
arrived in New York on the 21st day of March.
On nrrival the cargo was found to be in a damaged and
unrnerehantahle cornlition, and wns sold for about half the price
of merchantable lime at the time of arrival.
The plaintiff-, elaimed that the damage was caused by perils
of the ~ea, in part by the violent motion and laboring of the
vessel, and in part by the action of sea water corning to the
cargo causing some portion of the casks to become on fire.
The contract for insurance of the cargo was evidenced by two
instruments, one dated February 13, 1893. and the other dated
Fehmary 15, 18!>3. By the first instrument the Associ11tion
insured the plaintiff in the sum of $2464 and by the second hi
the sum of $84. The policies insured the plaintiffs in the sums
named '' On lime on board Brig Caroline Gray under deck, at
and from Rockland, Maine, to Ne'.v York." The only condition specified wa::-; that ~, there shall he no claim on the Association unless the particular average amounts to five per cent of
the whole aggregate value of the cargo on board; and no gen-
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eral average charges shall be added to particular average to
make the amount five per cent."
The plaintiffs conceded that, under the condition above nnmed,
they were not entitled to recover of the defendants unless they
prove a partial loss equal to five per cent of the whole aggregate
value of the cargo.
Subject to the condition above referi\ed to, the plaintiffs
claimed that the policies constituted a general and unlimited
insurance of the cargo against the perils of the sea, or, in other
words, a general maritime risk.

W. H. Fogler, for plaintiffs.
Perils of the sea: Gage v. Tirrell, 9 Allen, 299·~307-308; 1
Phil. Ins. §§ 1042, 1099.
Cause of Damage: 2 Phil. Ins. § 1053. ~flf the damage can
· be accounted for by the perils of the sea, it ,vill be presumed to
have so happened, unless it is proved to have been caused by
culpable misconduct."
The defendants are liable not only for those casks of lime
which were in actual contact with sea water, or actually on fire,
but n.lso for all darnage coming to the remaining portion of the
cargo through the immediate effect of such contact with 8ea
water or burning, for all <lamage of which the water and fire
were the proximate cause.
Proximate. cause: Aetna Ins. Go. v. Boon, 95 U. S. 117;
Ins. Go. v. Tweed, 7 Wall. 44; R. R. Go. v. Kellogg, 94 U.
S. 4G9; . ZJfontoya v. London Assumnce Go. G Exch. 451; Go1·y
v. Boylston Ins. Go. 10il\fass. 145; Neidlinger v. Ins. Cu. of
North Ame1"ica, 11 Fed. Rep. 514; Hopkins Average, p. 189.
If the inherent tendency is set in operation or made active
and destructive hy a sea peril, the underwriters are liable for all
loss ,vhich occurs over and above such lm;s or damage as would
have been suffered but for such a sea peril. 2 Pars. Cont. 37 4.
The defendants are liable for such loss or damage which came
to the cargo by the laboring and pitching of the vessel, in addi •
tion to such damage as was occasioned by fire and water. 1
Phil. Ins. § 1090, and cases.
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Damages: 2 Phil. Ins. § 1460; Lewis v. Rucker, 2 Burr.
1172.
Remedy: Stephenson v. Piscat. Ins. Co. 54 Maine, 69-70 .
.Form of judgment: If apportioned, should be by u master
acting under the direction of the court.

C. E. and A. S. ~ittle.field, Eugene P. Cw·ve1', of the Boston Bar, with them, for defendants.
Perils : Parkkur8t v. Glouceste1' Mut. Fishing Ins. Co. 100
Mass. 302; De Grove v. Met. In8. Co. 61 N. Y. 504; Hartshorn v. Union Mut. Ins. Co. 36 N. Y. 172; Duncan v. China
Union 1Wut. Ins. Co. 129 N. Y. 244; Coit v. Com,mercial Ins.
Co. 7 tlohn. 38.5; Taunton Coppe1· Co. v. Jlfe1·clwnts Ins. Co.
22 Pick. 108; 3 Kent's Com. p. 300; Baker v. JJfanuf. Ins.
Co. 12 Gray, 603 ; 1 Parsons on Ins. p. 541 ; Cory v. Boylston Ins. Co 107 Mass. 140; Libby v. Ga,qe, 14 Allen, 266; '
Sniith v. Universal Ins. Co. G Wheat. 17G; Jm·dan v. Warten
Ins. Co. l Story, 342; Prov?'.dence Wash. Ins. Oo. v. Adler,
65 Md. 162 (S. C. 57 Am. Rep. 314); Taylor v. Dunbar, L.
R. 4 C. P. 20G; Tatham v. Hod,qson, 6 T. R. 65G; Snowdon
v. Gu1'.on, 101 N. Y. 458; Gator v. Great lVestem Ins. Co.
L. R. 8 C. P. 552; Flemin_q v. Marine Ins. Co. 3 Watts. &
S. 144 (S. C. 38 Arn. Dec. 747); 0/wndlm· v. lVorcester Mut.
Ffre Ins. Uo. 3 Cush. 328; Newark, l Blatch. 203; Spence v.
Union Ins. Co. L. R. 3 C. P. 427; Everth v. S1nith, 2 Maule
& S. 278 ~ Montoya v. London Assn. Co. 6 Exch. 451.
Until the committee or a majority of two-thirds of the votes
of the Association determine an amount to be due, there is no
obligation on the Association to pay anything. Scott v. Avery,
5 H. L. C. 811; Spackman v. Plumstead Board of W01·ks, 10
App. C. 229 ( House of Lords, 1885,) ; Tmdnian v. I-Iolman,
1 H. & C. 72 ( 1862 Exch. Cham.) ; Elliott v. The Royal
Exch. A8sn. Co. L. R. 2 Exch. 237 (1867); Oollins v. Locke,
4 App. C. G74 (1879, Privy Council); Perkins v. U.S. Elecll'ic L. Co. Hi Fed. R. 514; U. S. v. Robesan, 9 Pet. 31~;
Del. & H. Canal Co. v. Pa. Coal Co. 50 N. Y. 250; Fenlon
v. 1.11onongahela Nav. Co. 4 Watts & Serg. 205; S,wdgm;;;s v.
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Daoit, 28 Pennsylvania St. 221; Preble v. Gz'ty of Bcrngor, G4 Maine, 115; Edwards v. AberayJ'Or Mut. Ship. Ins.
Soc. L. R. 1 Q. B. Div. 5(i3; London Trcunway Go. v. Bailey,
L. R. 3 Q. B. Div. 217; Fox v. The Railroad, 3 vYall, Jr.
243 ; White v. 1lfiddlesex R. R. Uo. 135 Mass. 216 ; Brown
v. Leavitt, 26 Maine, 251; Sonneborn v. Lave,·ello, 2 Hun, (N.
Y.) 201; Gushiny v. Babcock, 38 Maine, 452.
JWJ·. Fogler, in reply.
There is no stipulation in the artielcs of association by which
the parties agree expressly or impliedly to refer any matters to
arbitration. Article six which counsel for defendant treat as
containing a stipulation for arbitration, contains no provision
to submit any matter to referees 01· arbitrators. It provides
what acts shall he performed by a shipper who claims to have
met with a loss for which the association is liable. He i::; to
present his clnim first to the committee or their agent; second,
he may appeal from the decision of the committee to a vote of
the association. He is obliged merely to present his claim to
the parties liable and obtain their action upon his claim. This
is a far different thing from arbitration.
But where a contract contains a stipulation for a submission
of disputes or disagreements to arbitrators, it is well settled
that such a stipulation does not preclude the parties from seeking redress in court.
This court in Dugan v. Tlwmas, 79 Maine, 223, says: '' Such
a clause of arbitration capnot bind parties. The right of free
access to courts is inalienable. Parties may by agreement
impose conditions precedent with respect to preliminary and
collateral matters, such as do not go to the root of the action.
And men cannot be compelled, even by their own agreements,
to mutually agree upon arbitrntors whose duties would, as in
this case, get to the root of the principal claim or cause of
action, and oust the eourtt-, of their jurisdiction."
The doctrine above laid down is fully sustained in this State
and in Ma::-sachusetts Ly the following authorities : Robinson v.
Georges Ins. Co. 17 Maine, 131; Ifill v. -1Wo,·e, 40 Maine, .515523; Buck v. Rich, 78 Maine, 431-437; Wood v. Hurnpkrey,
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114 Mas8. 185; Pem·l v. Ha1'1'i8, 121 Mass. 393; Rowe v.
Williams. H7 Mass. 1G3-165; Cobb v. N. E. _Zlfut. 11!. Co. G
Gray, 1H2.
SITTING:

PETERS,

C . •J.,

vVALTON,

FosTim,

HASKELL,

)V HITEHOUSE, STROUT, J J.
HASKELL, J.
The plaintiffs and the defendants, lime burners
in the county of Knox, formed a business company to continue
one year for the purpose of insuring each other upon cargoes of
lime shipped by them coastwise. The business was to he conducted hy a committee of members, who, in case of damage to
any cargo underwritten, were to "determine the amount due
and pay the same at their first regular meeting after the claim
for loss is presented, unless the assoeiution has insuffieient funds,
in which case thirty days' time for payment shall be granted.
An appeal may he made to a majority of two-thirds of the votes
of the association whose decision shall he final." Each kiln was
entitled to one vote. All :-,uits at Jaw between members were
prohibited, except on demand notes.
No action at law could be maintained upon any policy, because
the promise was to be joint, and not several as in the Lloyd's
method, and the assured would become both plaintiff and <lefendant ; so the prohibition against suits at law on policies was hut
declaratory of the Jaw itself and, therefore, hus no significance.
The stipulation in the articles that the association shall finally
determine the amount due on any lo~s, is not strictly an arbitration clause, because it is an agreement inter sese, hetween
associates, and does not purport to submit controven,ies to
disinterested persons. An arhitmtor is said to be '' a private
extraordinary judge, chosen hy the parties, who have a matter
in dispute, invested with power to decide the same." Gonlon
v. United States, 7 Wallace, IH4. He should he disinterested,
"for no man can lawfully sit as a judge in his own case."
State v. Dele..,dernier, 2 Fairf. 473; Friend, appellant, 53 Maine,
387. "An interest that disqualifies from judicial action may he
small, hut it must he an interest, direct, definite, and capable
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of demonstration; not remote, uncertain, contingent or unsubstantial, or merely speculative or theoretic." Andover· v.
Uounty Oonnnissioners, 86 Maine, 185; Pletclwr v. Railroad,
74 Mnine, 434; Jones v. Larrabee, 47 Maine, 474; Warren v.
Baxte1·, 48 Maine, 193. The duties of nn arhitrator are judicial;
and while many cases hold that interest, known to the parties, is
waived by the submission, it would be going very far to say
that the interest of a debtor, who was to determine his own
liability, finally, should have been waived by it. Rut, however
that may be, it has been settled law in this State for more than
a quarter of a century that an arbitration clam:;e in a contract,
ousting the courts of juris<liction over the liahility, is ineffectual
for the purpose. Stepheruwn v. Piscataqua F. & M. Ins. Co.
54 Maine, 5,5. That case, like this, was upon a policy of
marine insurance, and it was cited with approval in Buclc v.
Rich, 78 Maine, 437.
The stipulation in question differs from an arbitration clause
in that it is an agreed method of procedure between associates,
partners, joint promisors, \vhere the claimant is himself one of
them. Viewing it thus, what good reason can be given why
they should not be held to their agreed methods of procedure?
It is very like the by-laws of a benefit corporation that bind the
members to their observance, as a prerequisite to a forum in the
courts. Jeane v. Grand Lodge, &c., 86 Maine, 434. It is
certainly a reasonable requirement, consistent with the purposes
of the association, to hrntually indemnity each other in the
specific transit to market of their manufactured goods, upon
equitable conditions. Equity alone has jurisdiction over their
matters, because of mixed interests in all controversies that
may arise.
No point is made but that the terms of the stipulation have
been complied with. The associates considered the plaintiff's
claim, after investigation hy the committee and a full hearing
nnd decided that he had none. In this proceeding, the decision
,vas in the nature of an award; each :tElsociate was an insurer.
All partidpated and determined the whole matter, not effectually,
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either us to liability or damages, ~o as to preclude all judicial
investigation; but they did pa::::is upon the whole matter as the
very terms of their existenee prnvicled they might do; and the
question arises, what effect, if any, shall be given to their decision.
No suit at law can be maintained. Relief in equity, suited to the
conditions of the controversy, is the only remedy. That i:-, never
given when equities are balanced, or when a sound judgment may
not be moved to interfere. The decision washy all the associates,
standing together for a common purpose, men well versed in
shipping lime and familiar with precautions necessary for its
safe carriage and discharge, and with matters that do or do not
injure its quality or value and affect its price in the market.
Why, then, should not this method, agreed to by the associates,
have such force and effect upon a court of equity a::5 the fairness
of the investigation and deliberation of the decision indicate
would be safe, work justice and save expern~ive litigation to the
parties, as it was originally intended that it should do? No
good reason suggests itself, and some of the rules touching
awards may safely apply. The opinion of the court in Bm·chell
v. J.Wan;h, 17 How. 349, upon a bill in equity to set aside an
award of arbitrators is very instructive. It holds that an honest
decision upon a fair hearing Rhould stand, -although the court
feels that it could have arrived at a better result, for otherwise,
it would be the i i commencement, not the end of litigation."
A judgment of Lord Thurlow is cited in confirmation of the
doctrine. I1nox v. Symmonds, l Yes. Jr. 369.
In this cause, the decision of the associates is not :m award in
the strict sense, but a procedure in an equitable controversy,
between joint ussociates, that determines their rights inter sese,
and it should bind them, except for cause shown to the contrary.
They were all interested parties, and that fact and the evidence
adduced may show a denial of equitable relief that should be
given, and it may show the reverse. At any rate, the whole
cause may be heard anew to ::.-ee if any such error or mi8take
intervenes as should change the re~ult. The relief prayed for
is equitable relief, and will be. granted or withheld as sound
discretion may demand.
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The plaintiff:::; contracted with the association for insurance to
the amount of $2548, on a cargo of lime on board ship, under
deck, at Rockland for New York. There 1vere no conditions in
the contract except that five per cent particular average on the
whole value of the cargo was exempted from insurance. The
vessel was thirty-six days at sea, an unusually long time for the
vogage, occasioned by rough weather, head winds and successive
gales. She sailed the fourteenth of February, and arrived the
twenty-first of March. She labored heavily and strained somewhat, but arrived tight nnd with no special damage in the hull,
save the loss of a skylight, some sails and a compass box. On
the twenty-seventh of March, she was given a berth and broke
cargo. Some seventy-five barrels of lime were discharged. About
the fourteenth of April, she was moved and began the further
discharge of cargo that wus nll out on the twenty-eighth. A
few of the casks may have been stove. A few more showed
signs of fire, and a few were bursting from swollen contents.
The balance of the cnrgo was in had condition in that staves
had shrunken and hoops loosened, allowing the lime to sift out
and fall through the tiers of barrels to the deck or floor of the
hold. No sea water reached the cargo, unless in a few instances
when a hutch had been taken off, or when the cabin was flooded
once. The damage from sea water must have been very slight,
and did not affect the cargo beyond the few barrels that it touched.
The insurance was against perils of the sea for a particular
voyage. A voyage policy does not attach unless the vessel he
sen-worthy at the inception of the voyage, which is presumed,
but may he rebutted. Dodge v. Ins. Co. 85 Maine, 215;
Hutchins v. Ford, 82 Maine, 370. It is so whether the insurance be upon the ship, or upon the cargo, 01· upon freight.
Vim lVickle v. Mechanics Ins. Co. D7 N. Y. 350; Hi,qgie v.
Amerz'.can Lloyds, 14 Fed. Rep. 143 ; I-Ii,qgie v. .National
Lloyds, 11 Biss. 395; Daniels v. Harris, L. R. 10 C. P. 1.
'' She must not he overloaded and the cargo must not be badly
stowed." Arnould, G4D.
In this cause, the insurance was at and from Rockl:md to
New York," meaning until safely landed in New York, or
for a reasonable time to land there under the usages of
1

'
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that port. The sea, risk continued until the goods might be
put on shore by reasonable dispatch. On the sixth day after
anival the vessel ,vas given a berth at the wharf and the hatches
were opened. No damage to the ·cnrgo is claimed after that
time, and no point is ma.de that the insurance ended before.
During the voyage the decks had been awabh, and the cabin
once flooded. Some sea water found its way to the cargo and
may have caused the bursting of a fmv casks, and the scorching
of a few more. but this damage was for below the particular
average, or in this instance partial lm,s, that had been excepted
from the insurance,, so that the remaining loss or damage was
from the shrinking of the staves of the barrels, and slacking up
of the_ cooperage, allowing their contents to sift out and fall
through the tiers of barrels to the deck or floor of the hold, and
leaving the barrels so tender that they could not easily be hoisted
out of the hatch without danger of falling to pieces. This condition is claimed to have r~sulted from the rolling and pitching
of the vessel caused by the storms and bad weather of an
unusually protracted voyage; and the question is, ·was it caused
by a peril of the sea ?
Tempests and rough weather are common incidents in sea
transit. How long a voyage may continue is beyond the power
of prophecy to foretell at the inception of it. Fair ,vinds may
serve or head winds may drive the vessel off her course. The
voyage policy continues until the port of discharge shall have
been reached, and, if upon goods, until they may have been
safely landed. If the goods he of a perishable nature, and
decay from a protracted vo3iage before they can be landed, the
loss wou Id not be from a peril of the sea. If the cargo he'
shaken and stove from the inherent weakness of the packages
unsuited to withstand the roughness of sea transit, or caused by
the effect of their contents during the voyage, it would not be
from a sea peril, but from natural causes produced either by
the fault of the shipper or by the inherent nature of the goods.
The condition of the cargo when landed does not raise the inference that its injury re1mlted from a sea peril, but the burden
restt:- upon the plaintiff to prove the fact.
0
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No case has been cited at the bar that brings this loss within
the hazard underwritten. Insumnce Co. v. Boon, 9,5 U. S.
117, is a suit upon u fire policy on goods ashore. So is Insur·ance Co. v. Tweed, 7 ·wall. 44. So is Railway Co. v. I1ellogg,
94 U. S. 469 . ..1..7J-1ontoya v. London Assurance Clo. 6 Excheq.
451, is upon u marine policy on tobacco shipped with hides.
Sea water caused the hides to putri(y and injure the tobacco,
and it was held a sea peril; hut the damage by sea water in the
cause at bar did no mischief to the bulk of the cargo, and none
resulted from the small part injured. In Co1·y v. Boyb;ton Ins.
Co. 107 ~lass. 140, it is held that underwriters do not assume
the risk of ordinary perils incident to the eotm,e of the voyage,
nor of damage arising from intrinsic qualities or defects of the
thing insured," nor of "ordinary dampness of the hold, though
aggravated by the length of the voyage and the variety of
climate through which the vessel ha~ passed in consequence of
perils of the sea," hecam:e the result is attributable to the goods
the1m,elves and not to sea perils as the proximate cause. In
Neidlinger v. Ins. Co. rif North America, 11 Fed. Rep. 514,
the policy was upon barley with a clause excepting damage
from must or mold, unless from actual contact with sea water,
and the hazard was limited to that part of the barley actually
wetted. Taylor v. Dunbar, L. R. 4 C. P. 20G, holds that the
decay of meat during a voyage protracted by tempestuous
weather is not within the terms of a marine policy. In Boyd
v. Dubois, 3 Camp. 133, Lord :Ellen borough said: '' If the
hemp was put on board in a state liable to effervesce, and did
effervesce and generate the tire which consumed it, upon the common p'rinciples of insurance law, the assured c:rnnot recover for a
loss which he, himself, has occasioned." Crofts v . .1Warslwll, 7 C.
& P. 646, is an insurance of thirty-six casks of oil, and the cargo
not having shifted, a part of them ,verc found empty nnd others
had lost a part of their contents. The jury di~agreed as to whether
the leakage was from perils of the sea, and the conrt gave judgment for defendant by consent. These are all the cases cited
by the plaintiffs.
The general rule is that everything which happens through
ff
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the inherent vice of the thing, or by the act of the owners,
master or merchant shipper, shnll not he repute<l a peril, if not
otherwise borne on the policy. Emerigon. 290; Pmvidence
lVaslzinr;tan Ins. Oo. v. Arller, 65 Md. 162; Baldwin v. London 0. & D. Railu:ay Co. L. R. 9 Q. B. 582; Baker v.
Insurance Oo. 12 Gray, (103 ; Oory v. Boylston Ins. Oo. 107
Mass. 140; Boyd v. Dubois, a Camp. 133. If the inherent
vice be stimulated hy a protracte<l voyage, it is still no loss
from a peril of the sea. Oo1·y v. Boylston Ins. Oo. supra;
'I'aylor v. Dunbar, L. R. 4 C. P. 206. So it is if the loss be
from some other intervening cause, as where slaves die from
starvation from the failure of provisions during an u11us1rnlly
long voyage, occasioned by bad weather. Tathmn v. I--Iod_qson.
6D.&K307.
Lord Ellenhorough in Oullen v. Butla, .5 M. & Sel. 461,
dfatinguishes between perils on the sens and perils of the seas.
Lord Herschell says the latter phrase does not cover every
accident or casualty which may happen to the snhject matter of
the insurance on the sea. It must he a peril of the sea." . . .
"There must be some casualty, something that could not be
foreseen as one of the necessary incidents of the n<lventure.
The purpose of the policy is to secure an indemnity against
accidents which may happen, not against accidents which must
happen." Tlw Xantlw, L. R. 12 App. 503.
It is not always easy to mark the line bet\vcen the ordinary
operation of the elements and their perilous action. The latter
must be the proximate cause of the loss. Lord Bacon's reason
is : ri It were infinite for the law to consider the causes of cnuses,
and their impulsions one on another; therefore it contenteth
itself with the immediate cause." Gow on Insurance, § § 92, 137.
In applying this rule to the cause at bar, the only direct damage to the cargo clearly shown is that resulting from the contact
with sea water, amounting to less than the particular aYerage
excepted. The remaining damage to the cargo is not shown to
have resulted but from the unexpectedly long voyage, that may
have excited the internal qualities of the goods, caw-,ing the
packages to shrink and scatter their contents so as to need
11
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cooperage before they could be safely raised through the hatch.

All authorities agree that n protracted voyage is not a sea peril
within a marine policy, because it is not an unusual event, hut
one of the natural incidents to sea transit. Insurance is not on
the voyage but for the voyage. Pole v. Fitzgemld, v\,"'"illes,
<344. If damage to the cargo resulted from its inherent vice
that worked the mischief under natural conditfons, it ·was not
a sea peril. Had the voyage been performed in a week, such
results ·would not have been expected. The evidence is conflicting ns to the proximnte cause for the condition of the cargo
upon its arrival. The associates, to whom it ,ms agreed to submit
the question of liability, are men of large experience in burning
and shipping lime. They are all fair men and appear to have heard
the controver:-:-y with pntience, and, after full investigation, all
but the plaintiff agreed that he had no claim, and so decided.
Their decision must have great weight upon the fact as to
whether the condition of the cargo, upon it::-i arrival in New
York, was other than what might have heen expected from
ordinary sea ,veather at that time of year, Febmary and March,
during a voyage of thirty-six days, without any unusual sea
peril. The cargo arrived all in position. It had not shifted or
been knocked to pieces by the vessel hav fog been thrown on
her beam-ends, or wrecked or stranded.
But it may be said that the damage within the particulur
average clause, gnve the cargo a had reputation and thereby
lessened it::-i market value; this result might he, and yet not he
within the terms of the policy. Benneke, 438. No case is
cited that hold:-- such doctrine ; on the contrary, Gator v. The
Great Westeni Ins. Co. ofNew York, L. R. 8 C. P. 552, holds
the reverse. That was insurance upon packagm, of tea. Some
were damaged and others were not, hut the damage wus
restricted to the former, although there was n clause in the
policy excepting damage other than by contact with sea water.
The court held the rule would be the same without the clause,
for insurance covers actual damage, and not suspicion of damage. Montoya v. Royal Exchange Ins. C!o. G Ex. 4,51, supra,
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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comes the nearest to an authority for the contention; hut there
the tobacco was nctually injured from the fumes of the putrefying hides. So in Lawrence v. Aberdein. 5 B. & A. 107,
approved in Gabay v. Lloyd, 3 B. & C. 793.
The plaintif[":l were compelled to pay damages for delay in
discharging cargo, and claim that as an element of damages.
But, if all the damage to cargo was less than the particular
average excepted, so that no liability on account of cargo
attached to the underwriters, it would be singular to hold them
for the plaintiffs' •fault in delaying to seasonably unlade their
cargo.
The decision of the association weighs heavily in determining this cause, especially as the evidence warrants the result
arrived at upon the application of ~he law of the case. There
is conflict of testimony and the association lward and considered
it all, and all ih, members were practical men in the handling of
lime and krww its peculiar qualities and danger.s, and they must
have considered that the principal damage to the eargo came
from its own inherent qualities, excited by the long continued
transit.
Bill dismissed icit!t costs.

CHARLES GosLEN

Kennebec.

vs.

GEORGE CAMPBELL.

Opinion February 12, 1896.

Sales. Payment. Waiver.
It is a question of fact for the jury, whether an oral contract of sale of chattels was on the condition that the title should not pass until payment was
made.
It is also a question of fact for the jury to determine upon the evidence
whether such condition was waived. When the evidence upon both points
is not so clear and free from doubt as to justify ordering a nonsuit, the
whole case should be submitted to the jury.

ON

EXCEPTIONS.

This was an action of replevin of four cordr;., of wood. It
was tried in the Superior Court for Kennebec county, where
the presiding justice ordered a nonsuit.
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The plaintiff introduced evidence tending to show that he
agreed to sell defendant four cords of wood to he delivered at
defendant's house and that defendant said the pay should be
ready when the wood was hauled.
Under the agreement, plaintiff's hired man delivered the wood,.
and on unloading the last of it knocked at the door of the hcmsc·
and called for his money. Defendant's wife told him her husband was at the office and to go there for the pay. The man
went and was told he must wait until Saturday as defendant
had no money. On Saturday he was told practically the same
thing and then the plaintiff Goslen, himself, called and repeated
his call seven or eight times in two weeks. This replevin suit
was then brought on the theory that the title never passed to
defendant.
Harvey D. Eaton, for plaintiff.
Where a sale is agreed upon ~nd nothing is said about payment, the law will presume that payment is to be made on
delivery, and on failure to comply with a request therefor the
seller may at once retake possession of his goods even though
he have actually delivered them. Robb-ins v. Harrison, 31 Ala.
160, 4H7; Hundley v. Bucknor, 14 Miss. 70; Genin v. Tompkins, 12 Barb. 27 5. Counsel also cited: Leven v. Sniitlt, 1
Denio, 573; Wilmm·tlt v. j_lfountford, 4 Wash. 7~): Peabody,,
v. Maguire, 79 Maine, p. 585. Waiver: Peabody v. 1l1agufre-•.
suprn; Hill v. Hobw·t, 1G Maine, Hi8; Diehl v. Adams County
11fut. Ins. Oo. 58 Pa. 452.

W. T. Ilai'.nes, for defendant.
The time of payment was not a condition of the trade upon
which the wood was sold, but simply a casual remark of the
defendant after the trade was made and the plaintiff had agreed
to deliver the woocl, such us any man ,vould nrnke in buying an
article in a store, or an_y,vhere else, meaning and being understood that he would pay for the same promptly; such remarks
do not make a cash trade or a sale of goods for cash.
The first time the plaintiff asked the defendant to pay for the
wood and the defendant didn't have the money to pay, he told
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the defendant that it was all right and that he would ·wait till
Saturday. This point was not argued as a waiver, but as show:ing that the original sale ,vas not intended for cash; that he was
willing to wait in accordance with the intended terms of the
sale.
The question of intent is what will govern in regard to the
sale. ,,r11at did the parties mean when they traded? Was it
the intention of the plaintiff to sell his wood only on condition
that he should have his pay on the delivery? Is that the fair
import of the contract as gathered from his own testimony and
that of his witnesses? This is the question and the only question.
In other words, was the sale executed or executory?
BenJ. Sales, §§ 313-317.
The fundamental rule as stated in 2 Kent Com. p. 492, is as
follows : '' vYhen the terms of the sale are agreed on and the
barga\in is struck nnd everything that the seller hiu; to do with
the goods is completed, the contract of the sale becomes absolute between the parties without actual payment or delivery."
Whereas, in an execntory agreen1ent the goods remain the property of the seller until the contract is executed.
But in those eases which hold that, when the sale is for cash,
payment is a condition preceJent to passing of title, it has been
uniformly held that the seller waives the condition when he
makes complete delivery without expressly reserving title to
himself. But in case where immediate payment is required by
the contract, and the buyer upon obtaining possession of the
goods refuses to pay, the seller may then reseind the contract
and retake possession.
The conduct of the plaintiff and the manner in which he
delivered the wood and that of his agent in not trying to collect
for it immediately, evidently heing willing to wait for his pay
until such a time as he wanted the money to buy grain for his
horse, would plainly establish a waiver no 6ne can doubt, if
there was any evidence in the case to show at the outset that
there \Vas any condition of the sale to be waive<L
SITTING:

PETERS,

,v1sWELL, STROUT,

JJ.

C. J.,

WALTON,

FOSTER,

HASKELL,
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STROUT, J. The contention in this case is whether title to
the wood de1ivered by plaintiff to defendant, passed upon the
delivery and before payment. Plaintiff claimed that payment
was to be made immediately upon <lelivery, :md that ~uch payment was a condition upon the performance of which defendant
should acquire title. The contract was verbal. It was for the
jury to determine what the contract was. Its terms, as stated
by the plaintiff and his witnesses, would authorize a jury, if they
believed the testimony, to find that payment was to he concurrent with delivery, and that the title did not pai-;s until payment
was made. The rule of law is f'u]ly stnted in Ballantyne v.
Appleton; 82 Maine, 573.- See also Furniture C01npany v.
Hill, 87 Maine, 22.
It was also claimed that if the sale was originally conditioned
upon payment, the condition had been waived by the plaintiff;
that his conduct after the delivery was evidence of such waiver.
Whether he intended to waive the condition, and change a conditional to an absolute sule on credit, was a question of fact to
be determined from the evidence. His act8, as testified to,
subsequent to the delivery, were to be weighed, as hearing upon
that question. ·They were not of such a character as to amount
to clear proof of waiver, hut were explainable, consistently with
his claim of a conditional sale. Its determination fell peculiarly
within the province of the jury. Upon neither question, was
the evidence so clear and free from doubt, as to justi(y ordering
n nonsuit, but the whole case should have been submitted to the
jury.

Exceptions sustained.

•
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EmrnNn Mn. LEU vs.
Androscoggin.

vV1LEY

L.

DAv1s.

Opinion February 12, 189G.

Tax. Arrest. Demand.
The demand by a collector for the payment of a tax need not be in absolute
words. It will be sufficient if the collector intimates that the payment is
desired; anything that informs the tax payer that the collector has a warrant
and desires payment; and anything that plainly brings home to the tax payer
that the collector is there officially.
ON MOTION AND EXCEPTIONS.

The case appears in the opinion.
J. W. JJ;Iitclzell, for plaintiff.
A. R. Savage and H. W. Oakes, for defendant.
SITTING: PETERS, C. J.' 1'1 ALTON, FOSTER, HASKELL, "TISWELL, STROUT, JJ.

•

STHOUT, J. Trespass agr.im,t a tax collector for an alleged
wrongful arrest upon a warrant for tuxes. Motion for new trial,
nnd exceptions to the charge of the presiding judge.
Upon the Motion.-The evidence was contradictory, hut the
preponderance was in favor of the defendant, for whom the jury
returned a verdict. vVe perceive no reason to disturb the finding
of the jury.
Upon the Exceptions.-The question was, what constituted a
sufficient demand of payment of the taxes. The instruction
was: rr \Vhat is a sufficient demand? Any intimation to the
tax payer thnt a payment is desired. It need not be in absolute
words a demand ; he need not go to the tux payer und say, I
hereby demand of you payment; hut anything that informs the
tax payer that the collector hns n warrant and desires the payment of his taxes, is a demand. He may say, will you he good
enough to pay this tax, or, can I have this tax to-day? or can't
I have it? Anything that plainly brings home to the tax payer
that the co1lector is there officinlly ."
This instruction was 'in !accordance with law, and fully protected the plaintiff's rights.
Exceptions and ·motion overruled.
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CAROLINE

:M.

:Franklin.
Contracts.

COOK

vs.

GEORGE

D.

BATES.

Opinion February 13, 18%.

.i.l.futual 8Prvices.

Payrnent.

,Titclymrmt.

In an action of assumpsit to recover board furnished by the plaintiff to the
defendant, it was admitted by the plaintiff' that she did not expect to charge
the defendant for board, as she understood that it was to be offset by the
defendant's labor; but the defendant had nevertheless charged her, the
plaintiff', for labor on her farm during the time that he boarded with her.
It appeared that the defendant had sued the plaintiff' for the labor; that
judgment was rendered against her upon default and through a mistake
upon her part in allovving the action to be defaulted; and that having paicl
the judgment and in consequence thereof she had paid the defendant more
than his labor was worth and consequently she brought this action charging
him for board during the time claimed in this action, to reduce the amount
of his wages. Held; that the following instruction to the jury was unobjectionable : " On the face of this record, I can say to you, as a matter of
law, that it is not necessarily conclusive, against the right of this plaintiff
here to recover for board, if you find she is entitled to recover for any board.
This is not conclusive against her, because it does not say that this was to
include board, and, as I have already indicated, there is nothing on the
record to show that he was to board there at all during that period. Therefore, this judgment is not conclusive against her right to recoYer as to the
first item in the account annexed to this writ."
ON MOTION AND EXCF.PTION8.

This ·was an action of assumpsit on an account annexed, to
wit: one item of whichwa8: ''To34weeks hoard, from Nov.
6, 1888, to July 2, 188~1, ut$2.50, $85." ·
It was admitted by plaintiff in evidence that there was no
expectation at the time, of charging defendant for hoard during:
the time covered by this item in plaintiff's writ as she understood that his board was to be offset by hiti labor, but that
defendant had charged her for labor at the rate of twenty dollars
per month on her farm during the time that he hoarded with
her; that defendant had sued her for the labor; that the nction
was entered in court and through mistake upon her part the
action mu, defaulterl and that she had paid the execution isRued
upon the judgment, and that in consequence of said action being
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defaulted, under the circumstances, she had paid him more than
his labor was worth and consequently she then turned round
and ch:uged him for board during the time covered by this
item, in this action, to reduce the amount of his wages.
Upon this branch of the case the court in:-,trncted the jury as
follows:
'' It is said that, according to the testimony of the plaintiff
herself, she <lid not definitely intend to charge for honrd during
this time, that it was in her mind that the hoard during these
·winter months especially, should off::,et the labor; that it would
be a fair offset; that he needed a home and needed hoard and
he had it all at this house, and that ::,he and her father needed
some service in doing the chores, and caring for the stock and
other services about the house, furni::,hing the wood usually
required under such circumstances. Now, then, it is said that
he has repudiated that mutual un<le·rstanding, which they believed
to have existed, by obtaining and enforcing by aid of her own
misapprehension and mistake, as it is said, this judgment for
the full sum of twenty dollars per month, which they say must
have been, not only as a matter of law on the record, hut us a
matter of fact on the prohubilities, full compensation for his
services, his labor, even if he had paid his own hoard, that it is
compensation for his services and hoard,- in other words, that
it would be full compensation for any one ,:vho was hoarding
himself. Therefore, they say they are now let in to recover a
just and reasonable c~mpernmtion for his hoard during this time
in order to do justice between these parties; and I say to you,
as a matter of law, if you find such to have been the mutual
under::,tanding between these parties, he having by the admitted
facts and upon the record here obtained judgment for the full
amount due him for labor as though he had boarded himself,
she will be entitled to recover just and reasonable compensation
during that period for his hoard.
'' But you will he careful, of courst1, not to give an unreasonable
or excessive price for any of these items. Then what would be
a fair compensation? having reference, under the evidence before,
you, to what is usual and customary in that community and to
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the character of hoard prohably furnished for this George Bates,
that brings you down to April 23d.
~~ On the face of this record, I can say to you, as a matter of
law, that it is not necessarily conclusive against the right of
this plaintiff here to recover for board, if you find she is entitled
to recover for :my board. This is not conclusive against her,
because it does not say that this was to include board, and, us I
have akeady indicated, there is nothing on the record to show
that he was to board there at all during that period. Therefore,
this judgment is not conclusive again:-it her right to recover as
to the first item in the account annexed to this writ."
The verdict was for the plaintiff.
To which ruling and instructions of the court the defendant
took exceptions.
Other facts are stated in the opinion.

S. Olijford Belcher, for plaintiff.
Joseph C. Holnian, for defendnnt.
SITTING:

PETERS,

WELL, STROUT,

C. ,J.,

VVALTON' FOSTER, HASKELL, WIS-

JJ.

STROUT, _J.
This case comes before us on exceptions to the
charge (the entire chnrge being made part of the exceptions),
and on a motion for new trial. vVe have carefully examined
the charge, und find that it stated the linv correctly, and clearly
pointed out the legal rights of the parties, and fully protected
them. The exceptions therefore must he overruled.
U pcm the motion for a new trial. The case shows that defendant, a brother of plaintiff, went to her house to live on or about
November 7, 1888, and remained there till about September 13,
1889. There was no agreement in regnrd to hoard or lnbor.
In the late winter or early spring, defendant took to plaintiff's
farm, a yoke of oxen, a horse and four sheep. These animals
were kept in plaintiff's harn and fed from her hay, till they
went to pasture on her farm. The sheep remained there till
the autumn of 1889; the horse till the last of August, 1889;
und both oxen till after the spring's work, nnd one of them till
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:November, 1889. From the time defendant went to the plaintiff's in November, until spring, the only work defendant did
for her was the chores ahont the house and barn, and getting
up a portion of the wood for the hom~e. From the spring until
early in July, defendant did some work ploughing, and cut a
little hay,- one witness says about a ton and a half,- and perhaps some other \York. The oxen and horse did some work,
apparently not very much. Early in July defendant was taken
sick, and for some weeks required care and nursing, and was
unable afterward to perform any labor. All this time he
boarded with plaintiff. She says that she did not expect to pay
him for work nor charge him for hoard.
It is apparent that, if harmonious relations had continued, no
charge would have been made by either party, the hoard being
regarded as sufficient compensation for the small amount of labor
required or performed.
After defendant left plaintiff's house, h~ sued her for '' l:-thor
of self from November 7, 1888, to April 23, 188H, :tt twenty
dollars per month," one hundred and seven dollars and seventytwo cents. To this was added three items of cash amounting to
five dollars and sixty-tive centt-i. Plaintiff did not defend, hut
was defaulted and ha8 paid the judgment. She say~ she did
not' think it necessary to defend that suit, that she was informed
that Mr. Pike would take care of it. In August, 188H, defend•
ant brought another suit against plaintiff for ,~ labor of self from
April 20, 1889, to ,July 10, 1888, $60 ;" aud $10 for use of oxen
from March 5, 1889; and $12 for use of horse from ,January 26,
1889. This suit was defended, and the jury rendered a verdict
for $21.33.
After judgment in defendant's first suit against plaintiff, she
brought this suit for board, nur:-.ing, keep of horse, oxen and
sheep, and recovered a verdict for one hundred and eighty-one
dollars and thirty-four cents.
There was nothing in defendant's first suit against plaintiff to
show that the price charged included or excluded board, nor
that the labor was upon a farm. The kind and amount of service rendered in the time covered by that suit, as disclosed by
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the evidence in this case, vrnuld appear to he amply compensated by twenty dollars a month, if the defendant hoarded himself. Upon all the evidence, it is the opinion of the court that
for this period the plaintiff is entitled to recover for defendant's
board. He had repudiated the apparent understanding which
exi~tcd while the ::,ervices ·were being rendered, and had recovered full compensation for them, if he had boarded himself.
Justice requires that he should pay for the board furnished by
plaintiff.
For the period covere<l by defendant's second suit, from April
23, 1889, to July 10, 1889, the amount of the verdjct indicates
that the jury deducted board. How much, if anything, ·was
allowed for use of oxen and horse does not uppear. If his
labor on pl:lintiff's farm for nearly three months in summer,
\Vas worth only twenty-one dollars in excess of board, twenty
dollars a month for doing the chores in winter would appear
very large. From early in ,July, when defendant became sick,
until he left in Sel,}temhcr, he did nothing for plaintiff, and is
clearly liable for his hoard and whatever care and nursing he
received.
Plaintiff's verdict is manifestly too large. To effectuate the
evident understanding of the parties, while their relations were
friendly, defendant's labor and the use of his oxen and horse
f-hould offset the charge for board, nursing, and the keep of the
oxen, horse and sheep. Defendant's two judgments against
plaintiff amount to one hundred and forty-four dollars and fiftysix cents. In these were included cash items amounting to five
dollars and sixty-five cents, which left for defendant'::-; labor and
that of his horse and oxen, one hundred and thirty-eight dollars
and ninety-one cent~. It will be equitable, and undoubtedly in acconlance with the understanding of the parties, for the plaintiff to
recover that sum for board, nursing, and keep of oxen and horse.
She has received ten dollars and sixty-nine cents paid by defendant for her taxes, and this should be deducted. The balance of
one hundred and twenty-eight dollars and twenty-two cents
she is entitled to recover. If within sixty days after announce-
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ment of this decision, plaintiff will 1:.emit fifty-three dollari-l and
twelve cents of her verdict, as of its date, tho entry will be,
.Motfon and exception8 ove1'ruled;
otherwi~e,
Motion sustained, and new trial granted.

El\IERY

0.

AUGUSTUS

Kennebec.

Administrator,
vs.
R. HARRINGTON.

BEAN,

Opinion February 15, 1896.

DeerJ. Notes. Failure of Consideration.
Partial failure of title has always been held in this State to be no defense to
a suit upon notes given for the purchase of land; but a total failure
maybe.

ON

REPORT.

The case appears in the opinion.

Fred Emery Beane, for plaintiff.
L. T. Carleton, for defendant.
SITTING: PETERS,
HOUSE, VVISWELL,

C. J.,

VVALTON, EMERY, HASKELL, WHITE-

JJ.

HASKELL, l.
1Vrit of entry to foreclose a mortgage. On
motion for conditional judgment, the defendant seeks to reduce
the amount due by deducting the damages suffered for breach of
the covenants in a warranty deed to him from the plaintiff's
intestate, the consideration for which was the note secured by
the mortgage sought to he foreclosed. The breach of covenant
set up was the right of a stranger to flow some part of the land
conveyed.
To proceedings of this sort it is said that the same defenses,
except the statute of limitation, may be made as if the suit
were upon the mortgage notes. Ladd v. Putnam, 79 Maine,
568; Fuller v. Eastman, 81 Maine, 286.
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Partial failure of title has always been held in this State no
defense to a suit upon notes given for the purchase of land.
Hodydon v. Golcle1·, 75 Maine, 293; Thompson v. Mansfield,
43 Maine, 4B0; .ZJforrison v. Jewell, 34 Maine, 14G; Hlentu:orth
v. Gooclwfri, 21 Maine, 150; Lloyd v. Jewell, 1 Greenl. 352.
A total failure may be. Jenness v. Parlce1·, 24 Maine, 289.
So a partial failure, other than failure of title, may be. Ladd
v. Putnam, supra; He1·bett v. Fonl, 29 Maine, 546; Ifammatt
v. E,nerson, 27 Maine, 308.
Conditional Judgment for plaintiff.

CHARLES

A.

CARLETON

Aroostook.

vs.

INHABITANTS OF CARIBOU.

Opinion :February 15, 1896.

Town. Way. Defect. Proximatr! Cause. Notice. R. 8., c. lBi § 80.
A bridge across a highway was sixteen feet in length and the same in width,
without a railing, and about five feet above the bed of the stream. Near
the northeast corner there was a hole about two or three feet long and a
foot or more in width, where the plank had become broken, leaving sufficient space on the south side for teams to pass. As a warning to travelers,
a plank had been thrust into the hole, so that it stood perpendicularly from
the bed of the stream, extending four or five feet above the bridge.
The plaintiff's statement of the accident was this: "As I drove up on the
bridge the plunk was stuck up into the hole, and my horse stepped on the
first plank that this rested aga'inst, and when she stepped on that it tipped
over and struck my horse a little and fetched up on the encl of the plank.
It touched my horse, and my horse sheered out round and ran the forward
wheel off between these planks which we're of different lengths, and kept
right on going." Held; that the proximate and responsible cause of the
injury was the hole in the bridge with the plank standing endwise in it, but
as no municipal officer of the defendant town, highway surveyor or road
commissioner, had twenty-four hours' actual notice of the defect that ca~secl
the injury, the town was not liable.
Quwre; whether, if it were to be held that the want of a railing ,vas the proximate cause of the accident, the following notice is a sufficient compliance
with the statute: "The injury was caµsecl by a broken plank or hole in the
bridge crossing said brook, and a piece ot" board placed enclwise in the hole
and projecting upward above the road several feet, causing my horse to
pass on out side of the traveled way throwing my wagon wheel off the end
of the bridge, which at that point is narrow, and without any railing or
safeguard of any kind."
Spaulding v. Winslow, 74 Maine, 528; Aldrich v. Gorham, 77 Maine, 287
affirmed.
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ON MOTION AND EXCEPTIONS.

This was an action brought to recover damages for injuries
sustained by reason of an alleged defective highway. The jury
returned a verdict for the plaintiff.
The plaintiff contended, and his evidence tended to show, that
the defect consisted in a lack of a railing on a certain bridge.
To satisfy the statute requirements of notice, the plaintiff offered
the following, viz. :
i~To the municipal officers of the town of Caribou, county of
Aroostook, State of Maine.
"You are hereby notified, that I, Charles A. Carleton, of
vVoodland, on Tuesday, the thirtieth day of May, A. D., 1893,
at about 12 M., of that day while crossing the Mile Brook
bridge, so-called, on the Woodland Center road in the town of
Caribou was thrown violently f'r<rn1 my carriage and seriously
injured in my stomach, chest, and hack, receiving a severe
concussion of spine and injury to stomach, causing intense pain,
soreness, and spitting or raising of blood, and receiving internal
injury, by being violently shaken up and jarred in my fall.
1
~ The
injury was caused by a broken plank or hole in the
bridge crm,ising said brook, and a piece of board place<l endwise
in the hole and projecting upward above the road ::;everal feet,
cnusing my horse to pass to one side of the traveled wny, and
throwing my wagon wheel off the end of the bridge which at
that point is narrow and ·without any railing or safeguard of any
kind. The fore wheel of my wagon went off the sjde of the
bridge, and I was thrown forward upon the wheel and dragged
some distance between the wheels of my carriage, receiving
the injury as a hove. I claim ($1,000) one thousand dollars
damages therefor, and you are hereby notified to settle and
make payment of the same forthwith.
Charles A. Carleton."
,i v\Toodln.nd, lune 2, 1893."
Defendants seasonably objected to this paper being received,
on the ground that it did not allege a mmt of railing as the
defect causing the injury, hut the court overruled the objection,
and allowed the paper to be read in evidence.
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The plaintiff offered eYidence tending to show that the bridge
was defective, and that there was no railing thereon.
Defendants seasonably objected to the evidence being received,
on the ground that the paper read in evidence, w::i a notice,
required by statute to the municipal officers of the town or
highway surveyor, did not set forth as a defect the want of
railing on said bridge. The court overruled the objection and
received the evidence. To both of these rulings the defendants
seasonably excepted, and also filed a motion for a new trial.

V. B. JVib;on arid C. B. Roberts, for plaintiff.
Every defect and want of repair in the bridge in question, which
was directly or indirectly conneetetl with the injury, including
the lack of railing on said bridge, is particularly specified, and
all the purposes of the statut~ requiring said notice are fully
complied with. Chapman v. Nobleboro, 75 Maine. 430; Miles
v. Lynn, 130 Mass. p. 401 ; White v. Vassalbornuylt, 82
Maine, p. 7 5.
All of the defects covered by the evidenee in the case are
specified in the notice, and, if the defec"ts mentioned in said
notice had not exh,ted, the accident wbuld not have happqned.
~, The notice would not he vitiated if it included other places as
well a::; the one in question; and it is none the less a notice of
the defect which eaused the injury, because it is at the same
time a notice of others." Roge1',"/ v. Sh il'ley, 74 Maine, 144.

It is for the jury to determine, upon the whole evidence,
,vhether the proper officer had 'actual notice of the particular
defect causing the accident. Ibid.
It is not material whether the broken plank, or hole in the
bridge and the piece of plank placed en<l wise in the hole and
projecting up ahove the road, ,vas a legal defeet or not. for, if
the jury found that the lack of any railing or safeguard of any
kind" was a legal defect, and found that the lack of a railing
,vas the legal eause of the injury, and that the hole in the bridge
and the upright plank aforesaid were the remote, but not the
proximate cause, then the plaintiff, if in the exercise of due
care, was entitled to recover. Spaulding v. Winslow, 74
1
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Maine, p. 534; Starlc v. Lancaster, 57 N. H. 92; Aldri'ch v.
Gorham, 77 1\faine, 288.
And there was abundant evidence in the case that the plaintiff
had previously notified one of the municipal officers of the town
of the defective condition of the planking on the bridge, as well
as of the luck of a railing.
'' vVhile towns are under no obligation to erect harriers of any
description merely to prevent travelers, in the absence of nny
dangerou~ place in close proximity to highways from straying
therefrom, they are bound by the spirit of the statute of ways
to erect suitable railings on causeways constructed as this wa~,
five or six feet above the natural surface of the earth." Illu~kell
v. New Gloucestei-, 70 Maine, p. 30G.
This case differs from Spaulding v. }Vin slow, 74 Maine, 528,
in the fact that where the wagon dropped off and the accident
occurred, the lack of railing was H legal defect, of the existence
of which the municipal officers of Caribou had previous to the
accident been notified by the plaintiff. Counsel :tlso cited:
1-Worse v. Belfast, 77 Maine, p. 46; FmTm· v. (h·eene, 32
Maine, 574; Gannon v. Bangor, 38 Maine, 443.
If the plaintiff had reasonable cause to believe that he could
pass the ob:,truetion in safety, nnd use reasonable care in the
nttempt, he is entitled to reeover. Mahoney v . .ZJfefrop. R. R.
Oo . .104 Mass. p. 75; Thrnnas v. JV. [In. Tel. Oo. 100 Mass.
156; Oo.ffin v. Palmer, rn2 Muss. p. UHL

Louis O. Stearns and A. L. Lumbert, for defendants.
,vritten notice: This Htatute notice means something, as 1s
stated in Greenleaf v. Norridgwock, 82 Maine, G2, hy Mr.
Justice ,v ALTON. Such a statute is not directory merely; it is
mandatory.
It must he affirmatively set out; positively stated, with nothing left for argument or inference.
By the express terms of the statute, the nature and locution of
the defect to be set forth nre of the defect that caused the injury
nnd none other. And it would seem, in all fairness, that the
plaintiff should be bound by his own statement in the written
notice of the defect that caused his injury, and should not be
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allowed to recover. because of some other defect as being the
cause of his injury.
The courts have more than once declared the necessHy of
setting forth the nature and location of the defect causing the
injury, in cases of this kind, as will appear from the following
citations:
Hubbard v. Fa_yette, 70 Maine, 121; Rogers v.
Shirley, 74 Maine, 144; G1·eenleaf v . ..Non·idywoc1c, 82 Maine,
62; Larkin v. Bot:iton, 128 Mass. 521; Smyth v. Bangor, 72
Maine, 249.
SITTING:
STROUT,

PETERS,

C. ,T.' Fosnrn,

HASRELL,

,vrswELL,

J,T.

FosTER, J. The plaintiff ,vas thrown from his carriage and
injured while passing over a bridge in the defendant town. For
this injury he has recovered a verdict for four hundred and fifty
dollars. The cnse is before the law court on motion and exceptions by the town.
A careful examination of the evidence has satisfied us that
the verdict is clearly wrong, and that the motion must be sustained.
The bridge was sixteen feet in length nnd the snme in width,
without railing, and about five feet above the bed of the stream.
Near the northeast corner there was a hole about two or three
feet long nnd a foot or more in width, where the plank had
become broken, leaving sufficient space on the south side for
teams to pass.
As a warning to travelers, a plank had been thrust into the
hole, so that it stood perpendicularly from the bed of the stream,
exten_ding fonr or five feet above the bridge.
The plaintiff's statement is this: '' As I drove up on the bridge
the plank was stuck up into the hole, and my horse stepped on
the first plnnk that this rested against, and when she stepped
on that it tipped over and struck my horse a little and fetched
up on the end of the plank.
It touched my horse, and my
horse sheered out round and ran the forward wheel off between
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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these planks which were of different lengths, and kept right on
going."
There is no evidence that any municipal officer. highway surveyor or road commissioner of the defendant town had twentyfour hours' actual notice of the defect that caused the injury.
The defendant within fourteen days from the time of receiving his injury served notice in writing upon the municipal
officers setting forth hiti claim for damages, and specifying the
nature of his injuries, and therein stated that: '' The injury was
caused by a broken plank or hole in the bridge cros:-:-ing said
hrook, und a piece of hoard placed endwise in the hole and
projecting upward above the road several feet, causing my horse
to pass on one side of the traveled way thrmving my wagon
wheel off the end of the bridge, which at that point is narrow,
and without any railing or 1mfeguard of any kind."
The evidence is conclusive that the proximate nnd responsible
c:mse of the injury was the hole in the bridge with the plank
standing end wise in it. It was the efficient, proximate cause of
the injury. It was not u mere agency through which another
defect operated to produce the injury. Spaulding v. JV"inslow.
74 Maine, 528. It had more than a casual or accidental connection with the injury. The plaintiff, himself, in his written
notice to the municipal officers state::;; that it was the cause of
the accident. nnd he was undoubtedly correct as the evidence
clearly shows. In his teRtimony, in answer to the question,
"what was the real cau:-:-;e there that produced the accident?"his answel' is - "I think it WU8 the plank that fell against my
horse t hnt started her to shy."
For the exi~tence of this hole. with the plank standing in it,
the town was not legally liable ; for the evidence absolutely negativm, the fact that the town ever had the twenty-four hours'
actual notice of this defect as required by statute.
Had this defect not heen the reul, true, efficient cause of the
accident, hut merely an ugency which induced, influenced the
accident, a medium or inducement through which another and
irHlependent defect produced the injury, then the case would be
diflerent, and the tmvn might be liable for the injury resulting
by means of such other and independent defect.
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This distinction is clearly laid downin the opinion drawn by
Chief Justice PETERS, in Spaulding v. TVinslow, supra, where
he says: "Here, then, must be the proper distinction. If the
hole or the horse's fright at the hole, was the proximate cause of
the injury, the plaintiff cannot recover. If it by chance became
merely an agency through which another deff'ct operated to,
produce the injury, then he can recover."
The same distinction was observed in Aldrich v. Gor/zam, 77
Maine, 287, wherein it was held that if any other efficient,,
independent cnuse, for which the town is not responsihle, contributes directly to produce such injury, then the town is not
liable.
The plaintiff, however, contends that the cause of the injury
was the lack of a railing on said bridge, and that the want of
such railing is sufficiently set forth in the written notice to the·
municipal officers.
But we are not inclined to take this view of the case. For,
as we have distinctly stated, \Ve have no doubt that the proxi-mate, efficient cause of the injury was the hole, with the plank
in it which struck the hor::,e and caused it to sheer out and runthe wheels off the bridge. This was ~~the nature nnd location:
of the defect which caused such injury" (R. S., c. 18, § 80) as,
set forth in the written notice to the municipal officers. But the·
case is barren of any twenty-four hours' actual notice to the towlli
of this defect. Consequently, there is no liabili~y attaching to,
the town, for, by the statute, that is a fact that mm,t be established affirmatively before the plaintiff will be entitled to recover.
It is a condition pl'ecedent to a right of recovery.
It is a very serious question whether, if it were to be held
that the want of a railing was the proximate cause of the accident, the notice in writing to the municipal "officers was sufficient to comply with the statute in reference thereto ; but upon
the sufficiency of this part of the notice it is unnecessary to
express any opinion.
1lfotion sustained. New trial
g1'Gnted.
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INHABITANTS OF SURRY.

Opinion February 1.5, 1896.

Towns. Way. Defect. Notice. R. 8., c. 18, § 80.
As a condition precedent to the plaintiff's right to recover, in an action for
injuries received on account of a defective highway, the statute declares
that he shall within fourteen days after the injury notify the municipal officers of the town "by letter or otherwise, in writing," setting forth his claim
for damages, and specifying the nature of his injuries and the nature and
location of the defect which caused such injury.
Where such notice is mailed within the fourteen days, but is not actually
received till after the expiration of that time, it is not a compliance with the
terms of the statute.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This was an action of case for injury to a horse alleged to
have been caused by a defective highway in the defendant town.
The evidence disclosed that in March, 1894, at the annual
town meeting, the deferuhmt town elected several highway
surveyors, assuming to elect them for the several districts in the
town.
The surveyor elected for district No. 4 did not qualify and
refused to serve. Whereupon the selectmen verbally appointed
one Reuben G. Osgood as highway surveyor for district No. 4.
He was duly sworn as appears by the oath recorded in the town
records, and acted as highway surveyor within said district for
the year 1894.
The other surveyors elected by the town were duly qualified
and served during said year, but not within the limits of district
No. 4. Within the limits of said district Reuben G. Osgood
acted exclusively.
The nlleged tlefect causing the accident and injuries complained
of was within the limit of said district.
No twenty-four hours' actual notice of the <l.efect was had by
any officer of the town except Reuben G. Osgood. The evidence
tended to show and the jury found that he had imch notice, and
upon notice to him the plaintiff relied. Upon this point the
presiding justice instructed the jury as follows:
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'' It is necessary, then, that one of the municipal officer8, and
by that is meant selectmen. highway surveyors or road commissioners, had twenty-four hours' actual notice of the defect
which caused the injury. It is only claimed that one Reuben
G. OAgood had this notice. No testimony has been introduced
that any one of the selectmen, or any other of the officers
named, had any notice, hut that Reuben G. Osgood did have
notice. And the first question to arise is, was he a highway
surveyor within the meaning of the statute on the 30th day of
May, and for twenty-four hour8 at least prior to that time, or as
this was caused as claimed by the plaintiff on the 28th day of May,
was he, on the 28th day of May a highway surveyor within the
meaning of the language of the statute.
"Now, officers are ordinarily electefl, or appointe<l, in accordance with the requirements of the statute, which points out the
method in detail of their election or appointment, nnd a person
who is so elected or so appointed. speaking now of a public
officer, is what is known to the law us a de jure officer, that is,
one that is legally elected and lawfully acting and holding the
office. But I instruct you for the purpol:'.-es of this case, that
the notice which I am speaking about now, namely, the twentyfour hours' prior notice, ,vill he sufficient if it is had by a de
facto officer of the to"vn, one of those named in the statute.
In other words, that if Reuben G. O1:'.-good 011 the 28th day of
May. ,vas the de facto road commissioner or highway surveyor,
that notice to him would he sufficient. Now, you see, it becomes,
necessary for me to explain what I mean hy the use of that
word. I do not instruct you that Reu hen G .. Osgood was the
highway survf.iyor, Ol' was the de facto highway ~urveyor at that
time. That is n question of fact, if there is any dispute about
the facts, for you to pass upon.
"By this term I mean this : A person, who, although not
regularly elected or appointed in striet conformity to the requirements of the law, yet has sonw color of title ot' right to the
office and claims to hold it and performs its duties with the
knowledge and acquiescence of the electing or appointing power.
so that as to the public such person is held out as a l:twful offieer.
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'' And I instruct you that if Reuben G. Osgood was a de facto
officer within the meaning of thi8 instruction, which I have given
you, then that notice to him would he in compliance with the
statute which I have referred to and read.
"I do not mean by thi~ that it is sufficient for a person simply
to be acting as an officer, without :my dght or authority, to
assume to be an officer merely because he takes the idea into hi:-;
head, without the knowledge or the acquiescence of the appointing power of the community. Mere acting as a highway surveyor in and of itself is not sufficient, hut it is one of the 1-;teps
and requisites which help to show whether or not a per~on was
a de facto officer within the meaning of this instrnction. And
further, if Mr. Reuhen G. Osgood, prior to the 28th day of :\1ay,
was appointed verbally hy the selectmen of the town of Surry,
either to fill a vacancy or otherwil:'.e, and if he then and there
or afterwards attempted to qualify himself by taking the oath
of office, and then did claim to hold the office of highway
surveyor, did perforn1 its duties, did take direction of the work
of repair upon the higlnvays within the limits of his tenitory,
held himself out and was permitted and allowed to hold himself
out by the selectmen of Surry as the lawful incumbent of that
office, then I say that he would be a de facto officer, and the
town would be e::-itopped from saying that he was not such an
officer to whom the statutory notice might be given.
"I do not know that there is any question about the facts in
regard to Reuben G. Osgood's position. There is question
about the law raised by the counsel for the' defense. I have
given it to you and it is your duty to take it for the purposes
of this trial."
The defendants contended that the fourteen days' notice of the
injury required by the statute was not shown.
The evidence di8closed that the injuries were received on May
30th, 18~J4. On .June 12th, 18D4, the plaintiff mailed a notice,
sufficient in form to comply with the statute, directed to E. H.
Torrey, chairman of selectmen, South Surry. Maine. Torrey
was chairman of the selectmen. This notice was nrniled at
Bluebill on ,June 12th, and by the regular and ordinary course
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of the mail would have reached South Surry on the 13th. The
evidence tended to show that the notice did reach the post-office at
South Surry on the 13th. But the notice was not received hy
Mr. Torrey, or any other town officer, until June 14th. The
South Surry post-office ·was three miles from the residence of
Mr. Torrey, the chairman of the selectmen, an<l was the postoffice in the town nearest his residence. But the ti Surry" postoffice, a half a mile further from his residence, was his regular
post-office address.
At the time of mailing the notice, the plaintiff did not kno,,,
Mr. Torrey's post-office address and made inquiries concerning
it, and ns a result of information received, directed his notice to
"South Surry,'' as the post-office nearest his residence. No
reason was shown why the notice could not have been given
earlier.
No other fourteen days' notice of injury ,vns shown. Upon
this point the presiding ju~tice instructed the jury as follows :
'' It is admitted, there is no dispute about it, that upon the
12th day of June, which was within the fourteen days, Mr.
Chase mailed a notice sufficient in form and as required by this
statute. The form of the notice is not questioned ; or that it
specified the nature and location of the defect and the nature of
the injuries. That was mailed on the 12th day of June, ancl I
give you for the purposes of this trial this instruction :
wrirnt if this notice was mailed by Mr. Chase at rnch a time
that by the usual and ordinary course of mail it would reach a
post-office in the town nearest to the municipal officer to whom
it was directed, that thnt would be a sufficient performance of
the duty required by stntute, even if that notice was not received
by the nmnicipal officer to whom it was directed or any other
municipal officer, until after the fourteen days.
"Now it is not denied that on the 12th day of J unc thi::; notice
was mailed at Bluebill; it is not denied, if I understand correctly, that this was not received hy Mr. Torrey, to whom it
was directed, until the 14th day of June; and the 14th day of
June would be after the fourteen days after the accident.
"But if it was mailed at Bluehill in season ::,o that by the ordi-
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nary and due course of mail it would reach the office to which
it was directed, and thnt office was the nearest one to the place
of residence of the municipal officer to whom it was directed, I
instruct you that that vvould be a sufficient compliance. And
as to this matter, while there is much question of law between
the parties there i::, no question, as I understand, of facts whatever; and if the law i:-:- incorrectly given upon this question the
counsel have a method, as I have before said, well known to
them whereby it may he rectified."
The verdict was for the plaintiff.
To theHe rulings and instructions the defendants took exceptions.

A. W. I{ing, for plaintiff.
A de facto highway surveyor is an actual highway surveyor;
a highway surveyor in fact. So far as his acts, or his occupancy
of the office, concern the rights or interests of the public or
individuals, he is regarded hy the law as the officer he appears
:rnd assumes to be, and, with color of title, exercises the duties
of. Broicn v. Lunt, 37 Maine, 423; Cw•;hing v. Frankfort, 57
~faine, 541 ; State v. Carroll, 38 Conn. 449; IIoopeJ· v. Goodwin, 48 .Maine, 79.
The purpose of the statute in requiring this twenty-four hours'
actual notice to be proved is to restrict rights of uction, against
towns for damages for such injuries, to cases where the person or
persons, whose duty it is to keep highways in safe conclition have
with knowledge of a defect, neglected their duty for at least
twenty-four hours.
Osgood was the rrnm whose duty it was to keep this road in
repair. He had knowledge of the defect twenty-four hours
before the injury. The town could have been no more protected,
if his appointment had been in writing instead of verbal, had
he been a de jure instead of a de facto officer .
.Counsel ulso cited: Dill. Mun. Corp. §§ 275, 531 n, 892 n;
R. S., c. 3, § 14; Belfast' v. Mon·ill, 65 Maine, 580.
Fourteen days' written notice : The primary object of the
statute was to limit the time when the claimant should make the
detailed statement rather than the time of its receipt by the
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specified officer. The legislature provided first that the claimant, within the foul'teen days, should '' notify'' the required
officers, and it then provided the manner or means of notice, viz:
'' by letter or otherwise, in writing." When the legislature fixed
the manner and means of the notice to he ''by letter," it intended
that the term "letter," ~hould have its usual and generally accepted signification, to wit, a communication hy mail in the
ordinu ry way.
Words arc to be under~tood as used in their customary signification, unless from the context a different meaning is apparent.
Union Ins. Co. v. Gl'eenleaf. fJ4 Maine, p. 129.
The entire expression ''by letter or othPrwise, in writing" shows
that the term ''letter" as used there imports something more than
a mere writing, else why the expression ''or otherwise in
writing."
Our contention i8 that the legislature imposed upon a claimant
for damages, as a condition precedent to his right of action
against the town, the duty, within fourteen days after his injury,
of setting forth his claim for damages and specifying the nature
of his injuries and the nature and location of the defect which
caused such injury, and of sending that detailed statement by
mail as a letter properly directed to the specified officer.
The regularity and safety with which letters :ue tran~ported
by the mails are such that the law raises a presumption that they
are duly received by the person to \Vhom they arc properly
addressed nn<l sent.
It was competent for the legislature to provide, as the means
of sending the notice in such cases as this, the mail._ Publication is very commonly provided by the legislature as a means of
notice. There is more certainty that a person will actually
receive a notice sent by mail than that he will have actual notice
of a publication.
If the provision had been that the claimant should notify the
8peeified officer by a certain statement in writing~, sent by mail"
it would not be contended that proof should be required that the
statement sent was actually received within the time.
The language of the statute should he construed to mean
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nothing more than that the letter. containing the proper statements, should be sent properly addressed by mail within the time.

L. B. Deasy, for defendants.
SITTING:
STIWUT,

PETERS,

C. J.,

FosTER, HASKELL, WnrTEnous1~,

J,J.

J. This was an action for an injury to the plaintiff\;
horse alleged to have been c:msed. by a defective highway in the
defendant town.
The verdict was for the plaintiff and the town brings the case
before the law court on two exceptions.
I. The first relates to the instruction given to the jury in
relation to the twenty-four hours' actual notice to a highway
surveyor acting by appointment as an officer de facto, and not as
an officer de jure.
Although this question has been elaborately discussed hy the
counsel on each side, it becomes unnecessary to consider it here,
from the result to which we have arrived in reference to the other '
exception.
II. No notice of the injury was received hy any town officer
for more than fourteen days after the accident oecurred. It is
admitted that the written notice was not received until after the
expiration of the fourteen days allowed hy statute (R. S., c. 18,
§ 80) for giving notice to town officers. But the plaintiff contends that he mailed a notiee in writing directed to the chairman
of the municipal officers of the defendant town, postage prepaid,
and properly addressed, within the-fourteen days and that such
mailing is a legal notification within the purview of the statute,
whether actually received by the town officers or not.
Upon this point the presiding ju:.;;tice instructed the jnry:
'' That if this notice was mailed by M1:. Chase at such a time that
by the usual and ordinary eourse of mail it would reach a postoffice in the town nearest to the mtmicipal officer to whom it was
directed, that that would he a suflieient performance of the duty
required by st:~tute, even if that notice was not received by the
municipal officer to whom it was direeted, or any other municipal officer, until after the fourteen d:lys."
FosTER
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As a condition precedent to the plaintiff's right to recover,
the statute of the State declares that he shall within fourteen
days after the injury notify the municipal officers of the town
'' by letter or otherwise, in writi":ng," setting forth his claim for
dan1ages, and specifying the nature of his injuries and the nature
and location of the defect which caused such injury.
Was the mailing of the notice, which was within the fourteen
days, and its reception after fourteen days, from the time of
receiving the injury, a compliance with the statute?
vV e think it was not.
The statute expressly provides the time in which such notice
may he given, and also the manner of giving it. The time is
fixed by the words '' within fourteen days thereafter."
The
manner is determined by the words, '' by letter or otherwise, in
writing." The words ,: hy letter," etc., relate to the manner and
not to the time of giving notice.
The duty imposed by 8tatute upon the party injured is to
" noti(y" one of the municipal officers of the town, and this duty
is imperative if he seeks to recover of such town. It is not
directory, but mandatory. To ' 1 notify'' is "to make known."
The statute requires that the municipnl officers should have information, or knowledge within the time stated. It requires the
party injured to communicate that information, or knowledge;
and it is not enough for him to write a notice, however formal ;
it is not enough for him to mail it, even within the fourteen
days. The writing and mailing a notice within the time is not
notifying the officers of the town as the statute requires.
True, the deposit of a letter, properly addressed and stamped,
in the post-office, may be prima focie evidence of its receipt by
the addressee by due cour8e of mail, for the law assumes that
government officers do their duty. Huntley v. U7tittier, 105
Mass. 391 ;Rosenthal v. Walker, 111 U.S .• 185,193; Briggs v.
Hervey, 130 l\foss. 186; although this doctrine is limited hy
8ome decisions to matter expressly authorized by statute, or to
the law merchant. Groton v. Lancaste1·, 16 Mass. 110; Freeman v. 1lforey, 45 Maine, 50; Bank v. Gmfts, 4Allen, 447.
However that may be, it is immaterial in this case, as it is shown
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that the notice was not, as a matter of fact, received until after
the expiration of the fourteen days. and the rule of pre~mmptive
evidence applicable to cases falling within the peculiar doctrine
of the law merchant, and those 'expressly authorized by statute,
a8 in the pauper law, does not apply in the case at bar. Sirna
v. J1fass. Berl(fU Association, IGO Muss. 289, 295.
There is some analogy between this case and cases where a
demand mu~t he made or notice given. In such cases it is held
that merely mailing the demand or notice would not he a communication to the person addressed and would he ineffectual
unless it was shown that the same was received. Oa::;tner v.
Pa1·me1·s Ins. Go. 50 Mich. 273, 277.
It is for a wise purpose that the law requires a notice of
injury upon the highway to be given the officers of the town. It
is to enable the town to investigate the circumstances while the
facts are yet fresh in the memory of witnesses, as well as to protect it~elf by providing for the enforcement of its rights against
other parties ·who may be liable over to the town for causing the
defect.
Exception sustained.

Lucy P.

CURTIS,

,vashington.

Administratrix, vs.

EuGENE NASH.

Opinion February 15, 1896.

Notes. Payment. Indm·sernent. Limitations. Nonsuit. Practice.
It is payment upon a promissory note, and not indorsement of such payment,
. that operates as a renewal of the promise, and removes the bar of the statute
of limitations.
Evidence of application of payments may be shown either by direct testimony,
or it may be implied from circumstances, if sufficient to satisfy the jury.
If there is any evidence which, if believed by the jury, would authorize averdict for the plaintiff, a nonsuit should not be ordered.
ON EXCEPTIONS.

This was an action of ussumpsit on a promis~ory note. Plea,
general i~sue and the statutes of limitations. At the conclusion
of the plaintiff's evidence, on the defendant's motion, the plaintiff was ordered to become nonsuit and thereupon took exceptions.
The case is sufficiently stated in the opinion.
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Chas. Peabody, for plaintiff.

II. H. Gray, for defendant.
The only evidence offered as to payment is that of "Wilmot
Plummer: "Well I heard Mr. Eugene Nash say that he had
some bills, little bills, and he would get them all together and
come down and have it indorsed on the note."
There was no appropriation, no payment. ,At most, only a
naked statement of defendant that he would do a thing which he
never did. If there were any agreement it was executory and
something further was to be done. There was no adjustment of
accounts, neither ,was the amount of the hill settled, nor known
so far as it appears. The note still existed as it stood before,
and could have been transferred and the account assigned and
collected. The parties might never have agreed as to the hills
nor the nmount. No evidence thnt Mr. Curtis assented to
defendant's statement.
There must be the concurring intention of the party making
and the party receiving payment,.
Gushing v. Wyman, 44
Maine, 121.
The agreement was an executory one and never executed.
Noble v. Edes, 51 Maine, 34; Weeks v. Elliott, 33 Maine, 488;
Om·y v. Bancroft, 14 Pick, 315; Winclw;ter v. Sibley, 132
Mass. 273; Gushing v. Wyman, supra; Richardson v. Cooper,
25 Maine, 450.
The right of appropriation by the creditor
should be exercised within a reasonable time after payment and
by performance of some ~wt which indicates an intention to appropriate. Stll'rrett v. Barbe,·, 20 Maine, 457.
Appropriation cannot he made by creditor at a time when a
controversy has arit-5en thereon. .J.Vlilliken v. Tufts, 31 Maine,
497.
SITTING:
STROUT'

PETERS,

C. J.,

FosTEit, "'\Vu1TEHOUSE, ·\V1swELL,

,J J.

FosTER J.
Action of assumpsit on a promissory note dated
March 21, 1877, with several indorsements on the back of the
same. The last indorsement was for fourteen dollars, dated
Febrnary 22, 1884.
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The plaintiff's intestate died May 30, 1890, more than six
years after the last indorsement.
The defense is the statute of limitations.
To this the plaintiff replies that payments had been made by
the defendant within the six years, hut not indorsed upon the
note. Upon the plaintiff's evidence a nonsuit was ordered, and
exceptions taken.
If there ,vas any evidence which, if believed by the jury,
would authorize a verdict for the plaintiff, then a nonsuit should
not have been ordered. It is payment, not indorsement, that
operates as a renewal of the promise. and removes the statutory
bar. E_qe1·y v. Decreio, 53 Maine, 392; Evans v. S,mitlt, 34
Maine, 33; .Llfanson v. Lancey. 84 Maine, 380, 382.
\Ve think there was some evidence tendiog: to prove payment
on the part of the defendant. He had worked hauling wood,
farming, planting a few potatoe~, and making a garden for
Curtis, plaintiff's intm,tate, in 1889, and the evidence shows that
he stated to Curtis '' that he had some other bills, little hills,
and he would get them all together and come down and have it
indorsed on the note.'' He had also worked out a road tax for
Curtis that same year, amounting to $6.31.
If this labor was understood by the parties when it was performed to be applied on the note, or to go in part payment
thereof, then it would so operate, whether it was evidenced by
any written inclorsement or not. The indorsement ,vould he
evidence only, but this fact may be established by other evidence,
and if it is so established, it is equally effective to save the case
from the operation of the statute. The evidence of application
of payments may be shown either by direct testimony, or it may
be implied from circumstances, if sufficient to satis(r the jury.
Fosta v. Inhab. of Dix.field, 18 Maine, 380. Here was evidence of more or less weight tending to show payment upon the
note hy the defendant within the period of six years from the
last indorsement. It was not evidence of an executory promise,
hut of executed labor. '-'Te think there was evidence that should
have been submitted to the jury. It was withdrawn from them,
and the entry must he, Exception sustained.
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DAISY 1VHITEHOUSE,

Wal<lo.

in equity, vs.

AMBROSE

P.

CARGILL.

Opinion February 15, 189G.

Insurance. Legal and Equitable Estates.
Real estate charged with the payment of a legacy under a will was conveyed
while this lien for the payment of the legacy was still upon it. The purchaser procured an insurance in his own name upon the property. The
buildings were afterwards destroyed and the insurance paid to the purchaser.
Held; that the pnrchaser was not accountable for the insurance to the party
entitled to the legacy.
The contract of' insurance is one of indemnity only, does not run with the land,
and does not indemnify any one having only an interest as mortgagor,
redemptioner, attaching creditor or otherwiHe.
The holder of a mere equitable lien, cannot compel the owner of the legal
estate to account for the rents and profits received hy him while occupying
the premises.
See Whitehouse v. Cargill, 86 Maine, 60.

On HEPOnT.
Bi11 in e<]nity, heard on hill, answer, demuner, and agreed
statement of facts.
Agreed Statement of Facts.
"Ambrm~e A. ,vhitehonse, father of the plaintiff, devised to
his son, Preston '\Vhitehouse, certain real estate, and directed
said Preston "'Whitehouse to pay the plaintiff five hundred dollars when she hecame eighteen years of age.
"Ambrose A. vVhitehouse died on the tenth <lay of November, 1871, and his will wa8 duly admitted to probate.
"On the second Tuesday of Septemher, 1873, Ambrose P.
Cargill, this defendant, wn::,; appointed guardian of the plaintiff
and continued to he her legal gmmlian till .Febrnnry 28th, 1890,
when she arrived at the age of twenty-one years.
'' On the second day of Octoher, 187G, the defendant hought
said re:Ll estate of Preston \Yhitehouse, taking- from him a warranty deed of the same, and occupied the real estate, and
received the income thereof, from that date till its sale by the
mnster in chancery, us hereinafter state(l.
"On the fifteenth day of October, 1891, the defendant procured in his own name an insurance of five hundred dollars on
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the store which was a part of stiid real estate. Said store was
burned on the nineteenth day of January, 1892, and the defendant collected said insurance of five hundred dollars.
On the sixteenth day of August, 18H2. the plaintiff bronght
a hill in equity against this defendant. which was entered at
the October term, 1892, of this court, and at the January term
of this court, 18H3, was reported to the Law Court by agreement. That mu;e, as reported in 86 Maine, GO, is referred to
and made a part of this agreed statement.
"At the '-Tnnuary term of this court, 1894, a master in chancery was appointed to sell the land. The master sold the land
in accor<lance with the decree of the court for one hundred and
sixty dollus, and made his report at the April term, 18~)4, of
this court. The expenses of sale were seventeen dollars, lea ving one hundred and forty-three dollars, net, which the master
paid to the plaintiff. The defendant paid the costs in Raid
action, as taxed hy the clerk, amounting to forty-nine dollars
and ninety-three cents.
No decree has been filed since the master's report, and no
further proceedings have been had in said case. Copy of the
writ and bill in equity and pleadings in this case arc made a part
of this agreement."
1

'

1

'

J. JV. K1wwlton, for plaintiff.
R. F. Dunton, for defendant.
SITTING: PETERS,
WISWELL, STROUT,

C. l.'
JJ.

FOSTER, HASKELL, WHITEHOUSE,

FosTER, J.
The father of the plaintiff devi~ed certain real
estute to his son, and in his wil1 directed that the son pay to the
plaintiff five hundred dollars when she should become twentyone years of age.
The father died November 10, 1871, and his will was duly
admitted to probate.
The dt>fendant was appointed guardian of the plaintiff in 1873,
and continued to be her legal guardian till she arrived at the
age of twe.nty-one years in 1890.
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On October 2d, 1876, the son conveyed by wananty deed
the real estnte to this defendant.
·
This real estate, upon n former bill in equity, brought by the
plaintiff against the defomhrnt, was charged with the payment
of said legacy, ( Whitehouse v. Cargill, 8G Maine, GO,) nnd by
a decree of the court ·was sold by the master and the proceeds,
amonnting to $143, was paid to the plaintiff.
After the termination of defendant's guardianship he procured
an insurance of five hundred dollars on the store which was a
part of the real m,tate conveyed to him hy his warranty deed
from the testator's son. The store was burned and defendant
collected the insurance.
The present case raises two questions: ( 1) Is the defendant
accountable to the plaintiff for the insurance which he procured
in his own name, and has collected? ( 2) Is he accountable to
the plaintiff for the rents and profits of the real estate prior to
the sale hy the master?
Both questions we think must he answered in the negative.
\Vhen the real estate was sold by the master and the proceedt:puid to the plaintiff, her remedy ag:ainst this defendant was
exhausted, unless there might be a remedy upon the guardian's
bond.
The nature of the plaintiff's claim upon the real estate was a
lien thereon for the payment of her legacy, enforceable in equity.
Me1'ritt v. Buclcnam, 77 Maine, 253; Same v. Same, 78
Maine, 504; Taft v. 1-Worse, 4 Met. 523; Thayer v . .F'inne,qan,
134 Mass. 62.
The contract of insurance is one of indemnity only. The
defendant had an insurable interest, and could recover only to
the exterit of his loss. The contract of insurance <loes not run
with the land, and is an agreement to indemnify the assured
against any loss which he may sustain, and not any lrn,s incurred
by another having an interest as mortgagor, redemptioner,
attaching creditor or otherwise.
Cashing v. Thompson, 34
Maine, 4H6; White v. B1'0wn, 2 Cush. 412; Donnell v. Donnell, 86 Maine, 518.
VOL. LXXXVIII.
31
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There was no privity of contract in fact or l:,w between the
plaintiff and the defendant hy which this insurance, placed by
the defendant at his own expense and upon his interest, should
he held under the lien that existed upon the real estate. Donnell v. Donnell, supra; ...Ycintfre v. Plaisted, 68 Maine, 3G3;
Gushing v. Tlwmpson, 34 Maine, 49G; TVhite v. Brown, supra.
The plaintiff had an equitable lien upon the estate, a charge
upon it rather thnn any title to or legal estate in it. Taft v .
.:.Ylo1·se, 4 Met. 52:1; .Mer1·itt v. Bucknam, 78 Maine, 504, 507;
Bailey v. Ekins, 7 Yes. 323; Gardner v. Ga1'clner, 3 Mason,
178.
The holder of :m equitable lien, with no legal estate·, cannot
call the owner of the legal estate to account for the rents and
profits received by him while occupying the premises.
Bill dismi8sed.

FRANKLIN LA WRY

Penobscot.

vs.

STILLM.AN

.J.

LA ·wnY.

Opinion February 15, 1896.

Trespass. Possession. Remainder-1nan. Amendment. Pro,ctice.
Trespass quare clansum being a possessory action, it is necessary to show
possession in the plaintiff, and the injury committed.
The exception to the rule is where it may be maintained by the owner of land
for an injury to the freehold, when it is in the occupation of a tenant at will.
A remainder-man who is not entiLlecl to possession cannot maintain such
action.
An amendment changing a declaration from quare clausum to case is not
allowable.

ON

HEPOUT.

This wa~ uction of qnare clausum fregit.
The trespass complained of consisted in cutting standing trees
on a lot of land which the plaintiff owned in remainder, the
widow of his father having a life estate therein ns her dower.
The question was whether the action can be maintained by the
plaintiff whose interest is only in remainder, a remainder-man.
The parties agreed that r~ if it cannot he, then the action is to he
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nornmited, unless the full court determine that an amendment
may be made by adding a count in case, and if an amendment
may be thus made. the court to determine, whether it shall he
ullmved and upon ·what terms.
rrlf the case in the present form cannot he maintained and the
court do not see fit to allow an amendment, the plaintiff shall
he nonsuited. If it can be maintained in its present form, or by
amendments, and the court allow the amendment, then the·
action to stand for trial."

T. W. Vose, for plaintiff.
P. H. Gillin, for defendant.
S1TT1NG: PETEus,
1VISWELL, STROUT,

c.

J.,

FosTER, HAsKELL,

vV1nTEHousE,

,JJ.

FOSTER, J.
Trespass quare clnusum for cutting standing
trees on a Jot of land the plaintiff owned in remainder, th~widow of his father having a life estate therein as her dower.
The question is, whether this action can be maintained in its.
present form by the . plaintiff whose interest is only that of
remainder-man. We think it cannot.
Trespass quare clausum is a possessory action. To maintain
it, it is necessary to show possession in the plaintiff and theinjury committed. Jones v. Leeman, <rn Maine, 48H, and cases,
cited; Bar·tlett v. Perlciw~, 13 Maine, 87; 1 Ch. Pl. 175*.
Though quare clausum may be maintained by the owner of the
land for an injury to the freehold, ,vhen it is in the occn pat ion
of a tenant at wilI, (Bartlett v. Pedcz'.ns, 13 Maine, 87; Davis
v. Naslt, 32 Maine 411; Iliinball v. Surnner, 62 Maine, H05,
30H; Star-1· v. Jackson, 11 Mass. 519,) yet we do not think
this doettine is to he extended so as to apply to the remainderman who is not entitled to possession. It has been held that
such an action will not lie by the reversioner for waste committed
by a person acting under authority of the tenant for life.
Shattuck v. Grngg, 23 Pick. 88. But the reversioner or
remainder-man is not without remedy when the injury is of a
permanent character affecting the inheritance, for an nction
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would lie, either on the case or for waste. Stetson v. Day, 51
Maine, 434; Sltottuck v. Gragg, supra.
The amendment changing the declaration to case ought not
to he allowed.
True, the statute has abolished the distinction bet,veen actions
of trespass and trespass on the ca::::e. But this relates to the
distinction in form only. In cases where the distinction is
really of substance, rather than of form, the statute is inapplicable. Place v. Bmnn, 77 Maine, 342; Sawyer- v. Goodwin,
34 Maine, 419; I1elly v. Bragg, rn Maine, 207.
Such an amendment is more than a matter of form. It
ehanges the nature of the action. Sawye1· v. Goodwin, supra.
This is not allowable. .LWilli!cen v. Wkitelwuse, 49 Maine, 527 ;
Farmer v. Portland, G3 Maine, 4G, 48.
It will not be wise to depart too far from the established rules
of pleading. Constant departures from these rules will soon
rei:,;ult in confusion. In the end it will he found that justice
will be better suhserved by adhering to the remedies provided
by law than in departing foom them. Shorey v. Chandler, 80
Muine, 40!:), 411.
Plaintf/f nonsuit.
-

-------------

FRANK SMITH

Cumberland.

vs.

,vILLIAM MINNICK.

Opinion February 17, 1896.

Auditor. B. S., c. 82, § 69.
Where the plaintiff sues upon an account annexed for work done and materials
furnished, and the defense set up is that there was a speciaJ contract for a
specific sum, the auditor is authorized to determine whether or not the work
was done and materials furnished under such contract.
An auditor is authorized. to consider and determine such questions of fact as
are necessarily involved in stating the accounts and which are essential to
a correct determination of the matters submitted by the court.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This wus an action of assumpsit on account annexed to recover
the sum of $381.82, bal:mce claimed to be due for labor and
materials furnished by plaintiff in building a house for defendant
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in vVesthrook iii. the summer of 18rl3. The case was tried in the
Superior Court for Cumberland county.
Plaintiff declared on account annexe<l. in usual form with
itemized statement of labor and materials.
The action was sent to an auditor hy the court under a commission containing the usual clause. ~~ to hear the parties and
examine the vouchers and proof and to state the accounts in sai(l
case and make a report thereof to this court."
After hearing the parties and their witnesses, the auditor
stated the accounts annexed to the writ as required by statute,
and reported the same to the court.
At the trial of the case, among the itmrn, of evidence offered
by the plnintiff was so much of the auditor's report as stated the
accounts.
The auditor further found and reported to thP- court as follows:
~~ From all the evidence in the cnse, I find that there was a
special verbal contract between the parties, by which the plaintiff agreed to build the how,e and ell according to the plan upon
·which it was in fact built, for the sum of $1450, and was to
receive pay for such extra labor and material, as he might furnish in making changes or additions to such plan after agreement
therefor with the defendant, and that ~uch changes and additions
as ,vere so made, amounted to $130.50, making of total for
contract price and extras of $1580.50.
~'Upon all the evidence in the case, I find that the house and
ell described in plaintiff's writ, was built under H contract, as
claimed by the defendnnt. nnd thnt plaintiff was entitled tq
receive therefor the contract price of $1450, and the nmount of
his hill of extras of $130.50, amounting to $1580.50, and that he
has in fact received by payments to or for: him the sum of
$1778.10, and accordingly. I find and so report, that at the date
nf the writ in this case, there was nothing dnc from the defendant to the plaintiff."
At the trial of the case before the jury, the defendant offered
the foregoing portions of the auditor\, report in evidence, wherein he fournl that there was a special verbnl contract between the
parties for building said house and ell, etc.
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The plaintiff objected to the admission of the same in evidence, npon the ground that all said matters were mutters in
defense and went in bar of plaintiff's suit, and were beyond the
power und authority of the auditor, as conferred upon him by
the statute und specified in the commission to him.
The presiding justice admitted the same, subject to the plaintiff's objections.
To all these adm issiom, and rulings the plaintiff excepted.
Verdict was for the defendant.

M. P. Franlc anrl P. tf. Larrabee, for plaintiff.
William Lyons, for defendant.
SITTING: vVALToN, FosTEn, HAsKELL, WnITEHousE, WisWELL, STIWUT, ,JJ.
FosTER, J.
By IL S., c. 82, § l>9, the court, in proper
cases ~1 may appoint one or more auditor::, to hear the purtie8
and their testimony, state the accounts, und make u report to
the court upon such matters therein as may he ordered by the
court."
It is within the power of an auditor to hear the parties and
such testimony us may he presented hearing upon the issues
involved ; to summon witnesses and compel their attendance.
As incident to his duty he has power to pass upon the facts in
controversy, and settle them so far as may be neces8ary to
ascertain the correctneHs of any debit or credit claimed by either
party. Howard v. Kimball, µ5 Muine, 308, 328. He is
autho.rized to consider and determine such questions of fact us
are necessarily involved in stating the accounts and which are
essential to a correct determination of the matters submitted by
the court. In doing this he may, if it becomes necessary,
determine whether or not there was a special agreement between·
the parties in reference to the subject mattei· even though such
agreement, if found, would defeat a right of aetion, or defense.
Thus, an auditor is authorized to consider and determine
whether an individual was the authorized agent of one of the
parties, when the action is upon an account for goods sold
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( Locke v. Bennett, 7 Cush. 445) ; to allow or disa11ow notes or
vouchers which enter the account between parties ( Barnard v.
Stevens, 11 Met. 297); to determine whether a corporation was
"in funds" where it had accepted a draft conditionally ( Gould
v. Nmfolk Lead Co. 9 Cush. 338) ; or, whether there was a
special agreement, in a :-,uit to redeem a mortgage, between
mortgagor and mortgagee, to treat the principal and accrued
interest as a new principal upon which interest should thereafter he computed ( Quimby v. Cook, 10 Allen, 32) ; or, in a
suit to enforce a Hen, to determine whether petitioner\; certificate ·was seasonably filed, whether he has wilfully claimed more
than was due. and all matters of fact bearing upon the question
of the lien (Corbett v. Greenlaw, 117 Mass. 167).
Where the plnintiff sues upon an account annexed for work
done and materials furnished, and the defense set up is that
there was a special contract for a specific sum, the auditor is
authorized to determine whether or not the work was done and
material8 furnished under such contract. Luwe v. Pimental,
115 Mns~. 44.
In the case at bar, the snit was upon an itemized aceount for
labor done and materials furnished and the defense was that
there was a special contmct under which the labor ,vas performed
and materials furnished. The auditor so found, and that at the
date of the p]aintiff's writ there was nothing due from the.
defendant to the plaintiff.
This was clearly within his province, notwithstanding it
defeated the plaintiff's right to recover.
Exceptions overruled.

.
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BEN.JAMIN

L.

Somerset.
Practice.

FLANDERS

vs.

OnLANDo

Conn.

Opinion .February 17, 189G.

Amendment.

Assurnpsit.

Deceit.

Action.

An amendment of a declaration which changes the nature of the action from
assumpsit to tol't is unauthorized.
The case of Rand v. WdJber, 64: Maine, 191, was never intended to authorize
amendments to the extent of allowing the form or nature of the action to he
changed.
Plaintiff and defendant traded horses, and defendant turned out a negotiable
promissory note signed by a third party, as boot between horses, and
defendant indorsed the same in blank. The note was not paid when it
became due, nor was the defendant seasonably notified so as to hold him as
an indorser, and the plaintiff claimed to recover against the defendant in an
action of deceit for false representations made by defendant in reference to
the financial responsibility of the maker of the note.
Held; That the evidence was such as to warrant the court in coming to the
conclusion that plaintiff was not deceived by the alleged misrepresentations
and that the action could not be maintained.
Rand v. Webber, ti-t: Maine, 191, distinguished.

0N EXCEPTIONS AND REPORT.
This was an action of assurnpsit on un account annexed, nnd
the following special count:
Also, for that at ~aid Hartland on Novemher 23rd, A. D., .
1892, the plaintiff was then and there the owner and possessor
of a certain horse of great value, to wit, of the value of one hundred and seventy-five dollars, and the t'iaid defendant being then
and there the owner of a certain other horse of the value, to wit,
of one hundred <lollars, it wns then und there agreed between
Haid plaintiff and defendant that they should exchange said horses
and that the defondnnt should pay to the plaintiff the sum of
seventy-five dollars diflerence between said horses. And the
said defendant hcing then and there the owner and possessor of
:t certain promissory note <lated September 21, A. D., 1892,
signed by one .Joseph .Frost, whereby the said Joseph Frost for
value received promised the said Orlando Cobb to pay to him or
his order the sum of eighty dollars with intere::,;t in one year from
11
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the date of said note.
And the said <lefendant then and there
intending to deceive an<l defraud the plaint.hf then and there
falsely and fraudulently represented to the plaintiff and then and
there promised the plaintiff that the said note was perfectly good;
that the said ,Toseph Frost, who wns then and there unknown to
the plaintiff was then and there a, man owning considerable
property and responsible and good for the payment of said note
and that the said Joseph Frost would pay said note at its
maturity. And the said plaintiff relying upon the said promises so made by the defendant to the plaintiff ns aforesaid
di<l then and there exchange said horses with the defendant, and
then and there received of the defendant the defendant's said
horse and the afore::,uid promissory note, and gave in exchange
therefor the plaintiff's said horse and the sum of five dollars and
eighty-two cents, the sum last named being the then difference
between the said agreed boot money of seventy-five dollars and
the amount of the principal and interest then accrued on said
note.
'' And the plaintiff avers that the said Joseph Frost on said
NoYemhcr 23rd, 1~92, wus not then and there a man owning
considerable property and responsible and good for the payment
of said note and that the said note was not then and there perfectly good, and that the said Joseph Fro~t did not pay said note
at its maturity although requested and that the said Joseph Frost
on said November 23rd, and long before was and ever since haR
been utterly worthless and insolvent, all of which was then and
there unknown to the plaintiff."
At the second term, the following amendment was allowed
after striking out the foregoing counts. The amendment was
allowed against the defendant's objections, and to granting which
he took exceptions :
( Amended Declaration.)
"For that at saiq, Hartland on November twenty-third, A. D.,
1892, the plaintiff was then und there the owner and possessor
of a certain horse of great value, to wit : of the value of one
hundred and seventy-five dollars and the said defendant then
and there being the owner of a certain other horse of the value
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of one hundred dollars, it was then and there ngreed between the
plnintitf and defendant th:it they should exchange said horses and
that the defendant should pay to plaintiff the sum of seventy-five
dollars difference or hoot between said horses. And the said
defendant being then and there the owner and possessor of a
certain promissory note dated September 21st, 1892, signed by
one ,Joseph Frost, whereby the said ,Joseph Frost for value received promised the said Orlando Cobb to pay to him or his
order the sum of eighty dollars with interest in one year from
the date of said note, und the said defendant then and there
intending to deceive and defraud the plainti~' then and there
falsely and fraudulently represented to the plaintiff that the said
note was perfectly good, that the said ,Joseph Frost who was
then and there unknown to the plaintiff was then and there a man
owning consi<lerahle property, a farm near Harmony village anrl
a stage line, ancl responsible and g:ood for the payment of said
note and that the said ,Joseph Fro::;t would pay said note at its
maturity. And the sai<l plaintiff relying upon the said false und
fraudulent representations so mad~ hy the defendant to the plaintiff as aforesaid did then and there exchange said horses with
the defendant and then and there received of the defendant the
defendant's said horse and the aforesaid promissory note and
then and there gave in exchange therefor the plaintiff's said horse
and the sum of five dollar::,; and eighty-two cents, the sum last
named being the then difference between the said agreed hoot
money of seventy-five dollars and the amount of the principal
and interest then accrued on said note. And the plaintiff avers
that said Joseph Frost on November 23rd, 1892, was not then
and there a man owning considerable property, a farm near Harmony village and a stage line, and was not responsible and good
for the payment of said note and that the said note was. not then
and there perfectly good and that the said Joseph Frost did not
pay said note at its maturity although reque.sted and that said
,Joseph Frost on said November 23rd, 1892, and long before said
last named date was and ever since ha::, been utterly worthless
and insolvent, all of which was then and there unknown to the
plaintiff but was at the time of said representations well known
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to the defendant. And so the said defendant by means of his
sai<l false affirmation, hath greatly injured antl defrauded the
plaintiff."
After the testimony in the case was taken out, it was by
agreement of the parties submitted to the full court for decision
upon so much of the evidence as was competent and admissible,
the law court to render such judgment as the legal rights of the
parties might require.
The case i~ stated in the opinion.
'

E. _lv. Jl1e1Till and G. W. Gower, for plaintiff.
Courts are very liberal in the allowance of amendments, where
the "persons and case can be rightly understood." Solon v.
Pe1Ty, 54 Maine, 493.
H No process or proceeding in courts of justice shall be abated,
arre~ted, or reversed, for ·want of form only, or for circumstantial errors or mistakes which by law are amendable, when the
person and case can be rightly under~tood." Such errors and
mistakes may be amended on motion of either party, on such
terms as the court orders. R. S., c. 82, § 10. An amendment
should he allowed or disallowed, according as it is, or is not, in
the furthernnce of justice. There cnn he no other rule to guide
the court in exercising its discretionary power in such casm,.
Hayf01·d v. Eoerett, 68 Maine, 505.
Cases of amendment: In Perrin v. I1eene, 19 Maine, 358, K.
and \\T., late partners, dissolved the copartnership. W., without
nuthority, then gave a firm note for a firm indebtedness. In an
action on the note, it n·us held, that the note being unauthorized,
was not payment, and plaintiff was allowed to amend by declaring on the original debt, being the same subject matter.
Haynes v. Jackson, HG Ylaine, 93, an action of trespass, q. c.,an
amendment was allowed describing the close as situate in a
ditferent town than that alleged.
In Cameron v. 1yler, 71
Maine, 27, an amendment was allowed changing a capias writ to
a capias or attachment. -Walke,· v . .Fletcher, 74 Maine, 142, was
an action of case for the negligent burning of property. An
amendment ·was allowed substituting 11 birch," for 1' ash" lumber.
In Pullen v. Hutchinson, 25 Maine, 252, the court said: ''A
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declaration so defective that it would exhibit no cause of action,
may he cured hy an umendrnent without introducing a new cau:--e
of action. In Rand v. Webbe1·, G4 Maine, 19, Webber sold
Rand some land.
A ten acre piece was omitted, either by
mistake or fraud. Rand brought an action of assump::,it to
recover buck so much of the purchase money as said omitted
parcel was actually worth.
The court held that assumpsit could not be maintained, and
allowed plaintiff 1' to have his writ amended nnd his pleadings
reformed conformably to an action of tort, by paying costs and
recovering none up to the date of the amendment."
The above named cases are not cited as authorities directly,
for the question we are discussing, but as illustrating the departure
from the original declaration a1lowed hy the courts. The case of
Rand v. Webber, however, we regard as an authority for our
position, and a::, conclusive.
The amendment in thi8 case introduces no new cause of action.
It is for the same eanse of action set out in the original writ
and declaration. The original declaration definitely informs
defendant of the charge brought against him, viz: "And the said
defendant then and there intending to decejve and defraud the
plaintiff then and there falsely and fraudulently represented to
the plaintiff, . . . that the said note was perfectly goorl ; that
the said Joseph Frost who was then and there unknown to the
plaintiff was then and there a m~rn owning consi<lerahle property
and responsible and good for the payment of said note and that
~aid Joseph Frm,t would pa,v said note at its maturity," etc.

S. S. Brown, for defendant.
SITTING:
STROUT,

PETERS,

C. ,J., FosTim, HASKELL, WrswELL,

JJ.

FosTER, ,T. The plaintiff and defendant traded hor:,;es. The
defendant was to pay seventy-five dollars to the plaintiff as the
difference between horses, and in lieu of the money turned out
a negotiable promissory note of eighty dollars, which he held
against one ,Joseph Frost. The note was not then due, and the
defendant indon,ed it in blank. The note was not paid at
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maturity, nor was the defendant seasonably notified so as to
holcl him as an indorser.
The plaintiff claims that while the trade was going on the
defendant represented that the maker of the note was a man of
means and financially responsible, and that these statements
were false and fraudn lent, and made with intention of deceiving
him., and that he relied upon them and was thereby deceived
and injured.
On the other hand, the defendant asserts that he made no
misrepresentations; thnt what he said was hut the honest
expression of an opinion ; that the plaintiff neglected seasonably
to notify him 80 a8 to hold him as an indorser of the note, and
that in consequence of that negleet this suit was bronght in
which he seeks to collect his debt.
The action was originnlly framed in nssumpsit, the declaration
containing three counts. At the second term the presiding justice allowed an amendment of the writ by striking out the three
counb, in assnmpsit and substituting therefor a count in ease for
deceit. To the allowance of this amendment the defendant's
counsel seasonably objected, on the ground that it changed the
form as well as introduced a new cause of action.
The ca:3e is before ns upon exceptions as well as report.
I. The first question, arnl one of vital importnnce, is, whether
this amendment was allo,rnble.
~re think it ·was not.
Our attention has been called to no case under our system of
practice that goes to the extent of authorizing the court to allow
an amendment which changes the nature of the action from
assumpsit to tort. The case of Rand v. Webber, H4 Maine,
191, was nevm· intended to authorize amendments to the extent
of allowing the form or nature of the action to be changed.
Upon examination of the facts in that case, it ,vill be found thnt
the amendment there was but the correction of an error in the
writ, the correction of an amendment (improperly made) to the
original declaration, so as to restore the declaration as originally framed and prevent a change in the nature of the action from
what seemed to he its form as originally drawn, and to escape
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the statute of limitations that might be pleaded to another snit.
The original count was more in the nature of deceit than
a~sumpsit, and the last amendment w:ts but a restoration to its
former self- the spirit taking on form '' in the furtherance of
justice." "As the special count stood," say the court," it could
easily he amended so as to have been an action of deceit.'~ In
Dodge v. Haskell, (H) Maine, 42H, 434, this court, in referring
to Rand v. Webber, supra, remarked that it '' has been erroneously supposed to allow an amendment to the extent of allowing the.nature of the action to be changed. That case merely
allowed a correction of the writ. already improvidently and
improperly amended, that such a result might he avoided."
In the present case, the change is absolute from assnmpsit to
an action on the case for deceit. It is not a restoration of form
as originally drawn. The cause of action, as originally stated,
was clearly and distinctly set forth in appropriate counts based
upon an alleged prnmise. There was no defect to be amended,
or correction of the cause of action us originally t-,tated, as in
Rand v. lVebber, supra. The amendment was not the correction of a defect in pleading, hut the addition of a cause of action
not set forth in the original declaration, as well as a change of
the nature of the cause of action. This was clearly wrong.
·while the greatest liberality is allowed in the matter of amendments, the authorities nre abundant and uniform, that no new
cause of action can he introduced by way of amen<lment against
the objection of the defendant.
In Hnugllton v. Stowell, 28 Maine, 215, it was held that a
change in the form of action from debt to case was unauthorized, and that the court had no authority to tt,llow it.
A fortiori, in the present case, would it be unauthorized to
allow an amendment which changes the. nature of the uction
from assurnpsit to an nction on the case for deceit. The plea
of the defendant in the former case i~ "never promised," while
in the latter, it is "not guilty." At common law the court had
no power to allow an amendment which introduced a nevv cause
of action. Com. Law Pl. § 142. Nor has this been extended
by statute in this State. Fanner v. Portland, (i3 Maine, 46;
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Cooper v. Waldron, 50 Maine, 80. Neither can counts ·which
are in form ex contractu be joined with those in form ex delicto.
Corbett v. Packinton, f-i Barn. & Cress. 2G8; 1 Ch. Pl. 201 *.
Unless this rule it1 observed confusion would arise in the forms
of pleas and judgments ·which the different forms of aetions
require.
The remedies and forms of action which have been afforded to
parties, nnd which have been sanctioned by long usage and
approved hy the highest authorities, should he adhered to, nnd
it is not the province of the court, upon reasons of supposed
convenience or occasional hardship, to dispense with them, and
to substitute one for another, varying the rights of one or both.
of the parties.
II. But notwithstanding the result to which the court may
have arrived upon the amendment to the writ, the plaintiff claims
to recover upon the alleged false and fraudulent misrepresentations made by the defendant in reference to the tin:mcial responsibility of the maker of the note at the time the trade was concluded.
vVe have examined the report of the evidence and feel satisfied that instead of relying upon the statements of the defendant
and being deceived thereby, the plaintiff relied upon the defendant as an indorser to pay the note when it hecnme due ; and had
he pursued the course prescribe<l by law in regard to negotiahle
11aper, this suit would never have been instituted. Having
failed to comply with the law in not giving- notiee of the dishonor
of the note, and thus lost his claim upon the defendant as an
indorser, this suit is brought upon the alleged misrepresentations
of the defendant.
The eviclcnce, however, in our opinion, docs not sustain the
plaintiff in this position. He testities, in substance, that the
defendant said he coul<l not tr~Hle hecausc the plaintiff asked so
much ' for hoot," and wanted to know if plnintiff ,voul<l take a
note and he replied that he could get along if the defendant had
a good one. Defendant said he had one against Joseph Frost.
Plaintiff told him he didn't know anything about him, and asked
defendant if he would not give him his. The defendant replied
1
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that he would rather let the nute go. The plaintiff asked what
Frost's business was, nnd to this defendant replied that he
owned a stage line nnd a farm, and was perfedly good. To
this the plaintiff replied, that if he was perfectly good and he
could have hil"l pay without running round, -no tronhle, - he
would take the note if the defendant would put his name on it. In
the house while looking for a pen, plaintiff says that the defendant sai<l: '' It won't make any difference with the note, it won't
do any good if I put my name on it." "I says, I guess we will
have your name on it, and he put his rnune on it."
The defendant's testimony is substantially this. ''He asked
me about Mr. Frnst, and I told him as far as I knm\', . . . . . .
that I took the note supposing the note was good, and that
Frost said, when I took the note, that he was driving the stage
line and expecting to get the money to pay for the horse that
I let him (Frost) have out of driving the stage . . . . . . and
wanted me to wait a year for the pay for the horse, or I could
have half of it in June, and then the balance of it for the year.''
He says further in nnswer to plaintiff's inquiry, Mr. Flanders,
I don't know anything in particular about this man, hut I
suppose it is good." He also testifies that the plaintiff said : 1~ I
don't know this man very well, hut if you indorse the note, I
will take it," and thereupon he indorsecl the note, delivered h
to the plnintiff and the trade was concluded.
From the terms of the stipulation in the report, the entry
should be,
Exceptions sustai"ned.
Judgment for defendant.
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ELBRIDGE D. LINSCOTT

vs.
THE ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
Knox.

Opinion February 18, 1896.

Insurance. Fraud. New Trial.
A policy of insurance contained a clause that the policy should be void if the
insured has concealed or misrepresented any material fact or circumstance
concerning the insurance, or in case of any fraud or false swearing touching any matter relating to the insurance or the subject thereof.
In such case false swearing consists in knowingly and intentionally stating
upon oath what is not true.
A false statement intentionally and knowingly, or fraudulently made, constitutes fraud; and the statemPnt of a fact as true which a party does not
know to be true, and which he has no reasonable ground for believing to be
true is fraudulent.
"Fraud and false swearing" has the same significance as "fraud or false
swearing" taken in connection with this issue.
In deciding motions for new trials on account of newly-discovered evidence,
courts find it necessary to apply somewhat stringent rules to prevent the
endless mischief which a different course would produce. A new trial will
not be granted on the ground of newly-discovered evidence unless it seems
to the court probable that it might alter the verdict; or, it should be made
to appear that injustice is likely to be done by refusing it.
State v. Stain, 82 Maine, 472, affirmed.

0N

MOTION ANV EXCEPTIONS.

The case is stated in the opinion.

W7n. H. Fogle1', for plaintiff.
0. E. and A. S. Littlefield, for defendant.
SITTING: v\~ALTON, FosTER, WnrT.E,HOUSE, WISWELL, STROUT,
,Tl.
FosTER, ,T. The plaintiff wus insured in the defendant company to the amout of five hundred dollars upon his stock of
goods contained in a frame store. This store with all its contents was wholly destroyed by fire. The policy of insurance
contained the following clause: i~ This entire policy shall be
VOL. LXXXVIII.
32
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void if the in~ured has concealed or misrepresented, in writing
or otherwise, any material fact or circqmstance concerning the
insurance or the subject thereof, or if the i ntcrest of the in:-5urnd
in the property he not truly stated herein, or in case of any
fraud or false swearing touching any matter relating to this
insumnce or the subject thereof. whether before or after the loss."
The <lefondant claimed that the plaintiff had been guilty of
false swearing within the meaning of this provision in the contract, both in connection with his proofa of loss and in his
testimony as a witness on the stand, and was not therefore
entitled t<> recover.
The verdict wa::,; for the plai11tiff for $520, and the case comes
before this court on exceptions, and motion for a new trial.
Exceptions. Among other things the court instructed the
jury, upon the question of fraud arnl false swearing, as follows:
't And if a man attempt to defraud the company by reason of
false swearing, then by our statute he has forfeited his whole
daim . . . . . If he i::, hlamclcss in these particulars, but although
inaccurate, although he has made mi:-;statements that are not
chargeable to his cfo,honesty, not chargeable to his fal~ehood,
not chargeable to his desire and determination to cheat and
defraud, and deceive, hut are mere mistakes of either judgment
or memory, then gentlemen you will deal with the witness
accordingly. Punh;h no man for mistake, but visit condemnation upon men who are fah!e and fraudulent, and upon such
only . . . . . . The whole matter is for you, and it is for you
to say whether this man has met with a loss by misfortune and
has not attempted hy false swearing to defraud the insurance
company. If n preponderance of the evidence in the case
satisfies you that, having met with a loss by fire that occurred
by misfortune, without fraud on his part, why, . . . . . then,
gentlemen, he is entitled to recover in this ease. . . . . . And
if you find his claim honest, untainted by fraud and fal~e swearing, it i:-, your duty to remunerate him."
These disconneeted portions of the charge of the presiding
justice form the hasis of the defendant's bill of exceptions ;
and the gravamen of the defendant's complaint is that '' fraud
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and false swearing" are terms that the court used conjunetively
and not dh,junctively ;-that the court should have discriminated
between fraud and false swearing hy employing the disjunctive
'' or" instead of the conjunctive ' and," and the laugmlge of the
charge should have been that the <luty of the jury was to
remunerate the plaintiff if they found his claim honest, untuinted1
by fraud or false ~wearing, instead of'' untainted by frnud an{~
false swearing."
But this is a discrimination altogether too subtle and refined
in its application to the case under consideration. The fraud
relied on hy the defense, so far as it relates to these exceptions,.
is false swearing, and false swearing is fraud. False swearing
consi::-ts in knowingly and intentionally stating upon oath what
is not true. A false statement intentionally and knowingly, or
frau<lnlently made, certainly constitutes fraud; and the state...
ment of a fact a::-; true which a party does not know to he true·,.
and which he has no rea:-.onable ground for believing to be true-,.
is fraudulent. Leach v. Iiu.:urance Go. 58 N. H. 245; Hanli'ng v.
Randall, 15 Maine, 332; Hamrnatt v. Emerson, 27 Maine', 308~
It ·was immaterial, therefore, whether the language employed
was "fraud and false swearing," or" fraud or false swearing.''"
The significance of these expressions is the same when taken in,
co111u:1dion with the issue before the jury, and the su'bjed matte·r·
to which they related.
There is no contention but that the court gave the Jury
instructions that if the plaintiff had knowingly made a false
statement upon oath in refprence to some material matter, it
would avoid the policy. But it is insisted that these portions
of the charge excepted to really modi(y that proposition by
requiring the jury to find, as a requisite to fraud and fi118c
swearing, that the statement or testimony must not only be
false, but made with an intent to defraud the company.
We do not so understand the instructions. The eourt defined
the difference between a misstatement honestly made, a mif.take
either of judgment or memory, nnd statements that were knowingly and intentionally false. Upon examination of the charge
in connection with the fragmentary portions about which com1
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plah1t is· made, we think it was in accordance with the law as
laid down in Dalla.ff v. .Insum.nce Oo. 82 Maine, 266, and
Claflin v. In.,'lumnce Co. 110 U. S. 81, which hold that where
a clause like the one mentioned is contained in the policy, and
the insured knowingly and purposely makes a false statement
on oath, concerning the subject matter, it vitiates the policy and
hars his right of recovery, whether his purpose was to deceive
the company or not, for it is "so nominated in the bond."
The exceptions, therefore, must he overruled.
Motion. "\\' e have examined the evidence with care, and that
which is set forth in support of the motion as newly-discovered.
It is unnecessary and would he unprofitable to epitomize the
testimony in an opinion. From an examination of that upon
which the verdict was based, ,ve by no mean:::- can say that the
verdict was clearly wrong, or that the jury must have been influenced by any improper bias or prejudice in arriving at their
conclusion. In reference to the newly-discovered evidence, we
are not so strongly impressed as to feel warranted in granting a
new trial. It has long been the settled doctrine of this court
that a new trial will not be granted on the ground of newlydiscovered evidence unless it seems to the court probable that it
might alter the verdict. Snowman v. Wardwell, 32 Maine, 275;
Handly v. Call, 30 Maine, 9; Todd v. Chiprnan, 62 Maine, 189.
The court very pertinently remarked in Slate v. Carr, 21 N. H.
16H, that '' in deciding motions for new trials on account of
newly-discovered evidence, courts have found it necessury to
apply somewhat ~tringent rules, to prevent the endless mischief
which a different course would produce." And this court, in the
recent case of Stale v. Sta.in, 82 Maine, 4 72, 490, had occasion
to consider the question and state the doctrine somewhat fully,
applicable to cases of this nature, and the decisions .are there
referred to, which hold that the rule is applicable alike in civil
and criminal cases. ,r Notwithstanding the discretion of the court
in such cases," remark the court, '' is very broad, und will be
exercised by the court in granting a new trial ·whenever a proper
case i~ presented, yet there are well-settled rules hy which the
court in this as well as all other cases should be governed. In
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order to warrant a new trial upon the ground of newly-discovered evidence, it should he made to nppear thnt injustice is likely
to be done by refusing it, and therefore it becomes necessary for
the court to take into consideration the weight and importanee
of the new evidence, its bearing in connection with the evidence
on the former trial, and even the credibility of the witnesses."
Tested by these rules, the case before us is one where the verdict
:,hould not be dit1turbed. Much of the alleged newly-discovered
evidence is negative in its character,-that which the witnesses
did not see or notice. With all of this applied to the evidence
in the former trial, its bearing would not, in our opinion, be of
imfficient weight to change the result.
In cont1idering the motion we are not to inquire whether taking
the newly-discovered evidence in connection with that given on
the former trial. a jury might be induced to give a different
verdict, but whether the legitimate effect of such evidence would
require a different verdict. Goin. v. Flajwgan, 7 Wntts &
Serg. 423; State v. Stain, 82 Maine, 472,491.
Exceptions and rnotion overruled.

FRANKS. CAIRNS, and others, vs. CHARLES T. WHITTEMORE.
Somerset.

Opinion February 19, 1896.

Pleading. Demurrer. Scire Faeias. Trustee Process.
A general demurrer to a written statement of matter in defense does not question the form, or formalities of the statement, but only its sufficiency in
substance.
The plaintiff, in an action of scire facias against the trustee of his judgment
debtor, demurred generally to a written statement flied by the defendant's
attomey, without the signature or affidavit of himself. The statement showed
sufficient matter in defense. The plaintiff having admitted the truth of the
matter by his demurrer, cannot have judgment as for an insufficient plea or
answer.
ON EXCEPTIONS.

The case is stated in the opinion.

E. N. J.1ferrW and G.

·w.

Gowe1·, for plaintiff~.
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Tmstec process is a statute remedy and the statute must be
followed. Hanson v. Butler, 48 Maine, 81. vVhittemore should
:mswcr. R. S., c. 8G, § 71.
He shall he examined as he might have been in the original
suit. I b. § 71.
If he might, he should be defaulted. I h. § 68.
He cannot answer and disclose hy attorney ,-only corporations, foreign or alien companies and trustees living out of the
county may appear and disclose by attorney. I b. § § 8 and 24.
The dii-.closure should be signed and sworn to by Whittemore.
Ib.§ 15.
The ease shows that vVhittemore re::-ides in the county, and
that he has not answered personally, or signe<l the disclosure, or
sworn to it.
All this he attempted to do by attorney, n proceeding unauthorized by statute, and therefore equiv::-tlent to no answer or
appearance,-hence a default for the full amount should have
been ordered, or the demurrer should have been sustained.

Fon·est Goodwin, for defendant.
SITTING : PETERS,

HOUSE, WISWELL,

C. ,J.'

JJ.

EMERY' :FOSTER, HASKELL,

,v

HITE-

EMERY, ,T. The present defendant was summoned, in a former
action against one Creighton, to show cause why execution in
that action should not issue against Creighton's goods, effects and
credits in his, the present defendant's, hamb. He did not appear
in that action but was defaulted. He is now summoned in this
action of scire faeias to show eause why the plaintiffs should not
have execution directly against him for the amount of their
judgment against Creighton, which is some eighty dollars. In
obedience to this latter summons, he has appeared by attorney,
and by way of answer, or as showing cnuse, has filed by attorney
a written allegation in the form of u plea, that at the time of the
service upon him of the writ in the original action he had in his
hands helonging to Creighton the sum of nineteen dollars. The
plaintiff~-:, filed a ge1ieral demurrer to thiR written statement, and

\
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asked for a ruling upon the i:-1sue thus formed. The ruling being
against them, they have brought the same issue before the law
c,ourt upon exceptions.
The plaintiff~ now contend in argument that the defendant,
being a resident of the snme county, could not appear and
answer by attorney, but could only appear in person, and could
only defend hy amnver or disclosure signed and sworn to by him
in person. They claim that the paper filed by the defendant'~
attorney should be disregarded nnd the defendant defaulted as if
no defense had been offered.
Bnt, at nisi prius, the plaintiffs took no steps to have the defendant's written statement struck out of the mu;e, or taken from
the files as an unauthorized mode of making a defense ;-nor did
they move for a default for want of a properly offered defense.
They sought no further di~covery from the defendant. They
took the ground that the rnntters alleged showed no cause against
their claim. They demurred to the allegation and thus themselves tendered the issue formed by the demurrer, ,vhich is,
whether the matters alleged in the statement show any cause ·why
execution should not issue against the <lefenclant personnlly for
the fnll amount of the original judgment.
The plaintiffs, as against this defendant, are entitled to
execution only for the amount of Creighton's property they
attached in his hands at the time of the service upon him of the
original writ. Hit, default in the original action <loes not eotop
him from nlleging and showing the truth. That default is only
evidence against him which may he re hutted. Townsend v.
Libby, 70 Maine, 162. He now allege:::., in ·writing, even if
informally, that the amount of Creighton's property then
attuche<l in his hands is nineteen dollars. The general demurrer admits this to he true. It follows tlrnt execution ngainst
him must be for nineteen dollars with costs.
Exceptions overruled.
HASKELL, .J.
I coneur in the result. There is no other
defense on the merits than disclosure on oath as permitted hy
statute. Defendant, hy plea, appears and'' submits himself to ex-
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amination on oath." This, the plaintiffs refuse to accept by their
demurrer and waive the same. The statement in the plea may,
therefore, be cow,idered as if on oath, and shows a defense pro
tanto.
STROUT, ,T., concurs.

GEOHGE

TYLim, and another, vs.

Kennebec.

CITY OF AUGUSTA.

Opinion February 19, 1896.

Sale. WarJ"anty. Rescission. Recuup'ment.
The defendant purchased of the plaintiffs two road machines in Boston with
special warranty as to quality and effectiveness in operation. The sale was
absolute and the title passed to the vendee upon their delivery to the carrier
in Boston. Helcl; that if the defendant would rescind the sale for breach of
warranty it must return the machines to the vendors in Boston. This it did
not do, nor offer to do.
The defendant declined to recoup damages in this action. Helcl; that the
plaintiffs may recover, therefore, the price of the machines.

ON REPORT.
This was an action of :u~sumpsit on an account annexed to
recover five hundred dollars, the price of two American Champion road machines sold by the plaintiffs to the defendant on the
~econd day of April, 1894. The plea, the general is::;ue.
The plaintiffs' testimony showed as follows : They reside in
Boston, and in the spring of 1894, were the general agents for
the sale of the American Champion road machines, so-called.
On the second day of April, 1894, their traveling salesman, Mr.
Piers, came to Augusta and met by appointment the mayor of
the city, Mr. Milliken, and Mr. Davis, the chairman of the committee on high ways, on the part of the city government. The
meeting took place at the :::itore of Mr. A. vV. Bl'Ooks who had
intere~ted himself somewhat in the matter of the purchase of the
road machine by the city, und was himself to receive a commisr,;ion in case a sale was effected, as nl1 the parties to the trade
understood. After consid<:;ra ble conversation, the representative:-::
of the city concluded to purchase one American Champion
machine for the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars, f. o. b.
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boat at Boston, ,vith a dhwount of 5 per cent for cash in ten
days, and Mayor Milliken then and there signed the following
order:
'' Augusta, Me., April 2, 1894.
"Messrs. George Tyler & Co.,
43 & 4,5 South Market Street, Boston, Mass.
"Gentlemen :
"Please ship on or about as soon as possible to ( first boat
leaves Boston, April 10th). By boat:
1 American Champion Road Machine,
@ $250 00
5 per cent off cash ten days.
'' Machine warranted by you for one year to he of good material and workmanship and to do as claimed for them in your
circular.
Chas. A. Milliken, Mayor."
On the back of the order was the following:
",varranty for the American Champion and Steel Champion
Reversible Road Machines.
''1st. To be the Lighest Draft Machines on the market.
"2d. To be of the very best material and workmanship.
"3d. To be simply and thoroughly constructed on mechanical principles.
"4th. To move as much earth in the same time as any
competing machines, and to plow successfully in any soil,
whether baked clay, gumbo or prairie soil.
'' 5th. To be successful grader::-,, leveler8 and earth carriers.
'' Hth. To be easily operated under all conditions.
"7th. To he reversed in less time than competing machines.
"8th. To run more ::-;teadily than competing machines.
"9th. To make from one-half to a mile of road per day,
according to width of road, condition of soil, etc.
"10th. To operate successfully in all work of road building
and repairing, modng earth to the right or left or directly forward, to plow their own ditches, cut down banks, ·widen roads
and in short do any work that can be done by any road machine.
" 11th. To be less liable to side-slewing or slipping than any
competing machine.
'
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"12th. To operate successfully in difficult places.
''13th. To effect a saving of at ]east 75 per cent in the cost
of building and repairing roads of over the old methods.
" 14th. v\,.. e warrant these machines to he free from imperfections in material and manufacture, and agree to make good
any parts that may prom defective hy reasonable usage, after a
fair trial within one year.
1
' Geo. Tyler & Co.,
Boston, Ma:::;s."
Subsequent to this, bnt on the same day, some partic~ on the
east side of the city expressed a desire to have another rond
machine for that side, and after a conference among the representutives of the city, the mayor directed .Mr. Brooks by
telephone to sign a second order for another road niachine of
the same kind; it being arranged with Mr. Piers that the price
for the two machines shoul(l he two hundred and thirty-five
dollars net, f. o. b. bont at Bostpn, which would be a discount
of six per cent provided the payment was made within ten days.
Mr. Brooks signed the second orcler under the direction of the
mayor in the name of his firm, hut it was understoo<l at the
time between the mayor un<l himself that he did this in behalf of
the city and there was no disput0 between the parties that this
was the fact. Mr. Piers sent both orders on to his firm in Boston by mail thnt sHme night and they were reeeived in Boston on
April 3d.
On the same day the machines were delivered by Tyler & Co.
to the Kennebec Steamboat Co. at their wharf in Boston to he
shipped by the first boat to Augusta. The first boat left Boston
on Saturday, April 14th, arriving in Augusta the following day,
April 15th, and the two machines reached Augusta at that time.
On arrival in Augusta they were taken by the city authorities
and removed to the east side of the river. It was the understanding, when the sale was made, that if two machines were
taken, the plaintiffs should sen<l some one to set up the machine:;,
and start them without expense to the city.
After this purchase by the city, a representative of the vVestern .Reversible Machine Co. came to Augusta and saw the
authorities witJ:i relation to showing them one of his mtlchines
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and ahout the 20th of April brought one of hi8 machines from
Portland to Augusta for the pul'pose of showing its workings
to the city authorities. About that same time one Mitchell, an
employee of Tyler, Conant & Co. of Bnngor, was sent by direction of the plaintiffs to set up and start the Champion machines,
the plaintiffs having no idea that 'there was to be any competitive trial between the Champion and the Western.
Both
machines, however, were tried at the 8ame time. Kimball, the
representative of the vVestern operated his machine for a half
day near the mayor's house and in the presence of the street
commissioner, but the Champion was not used at all. On the
subsequent day both machines were used, one by Kimball, and
the other by Mitchell who came to set up the Champions, in the
preRence of a large number of people and the Western machine
seemed to please the people better than the Champion. No
word was sent by the city to the Boston house in regard to this
decision, but Mr. Piers was in the city some time afterwards
and the mayor told him that he had decided that the other
machines were preferable, and had taken them and that' his
machines, the Champions, were subject to his order. Mr. Piers
replied that the machines had been sold to the city and he
should expect the city to pay for them.
Both Champion machines are still in possession of the city,
never ·having been .returned to the plaintiffs, and have not been
paid for.
The defendant introduced evidence of the conversation at the
time of signing the orders, claiming that it was admissible to
show' its acceptance and its terms; and contending that the
orders were mere offers; that the defendant objected to buying
a machine without seeing it operate; also that plaintiffs' agent
said that unless it fulfilled the warranty on the back of the
order, the city was under no obligation to take the machine.
The defendant also introduced the circulars referred to in the
order quoted above. The defendant declined to set up a claim
in reeonpment.

Leslie C. Contish, for plaintiffs.
The written order with the warranty on the hack and the cir-
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cnlar, constituted the completed contract between the parties,
and certainly there is no suggestion of any condition "Whatever
in this.
The order for goods to be paid for in cash in ten days is
hardly consistent "With a conditional sale such as is claimed here.
The defendant and the pluintiffs are bound by the ,vritten
contract which they themselves made and the warranties accompanying, and there is no warranty whatever as to perfect
satisfaction : a very risky guaranty to be made in any trade.
The sale was absolute and unconditional but accompanied
with the warranty set forth, and with the further ·warranty that
the machine would do as claimed in the circular, this warranty
to continue for the term of one year.
The sale not properly rescinded: Conner v. Henderson, 15
Mass. 319; Henderson v. Sevey, 2 Maine, 139; Kirnball v.
Cunninglwm,, 4 Mass. 502; Dorr v. Fislwr, 1 Cush. 274;
Thayer v. Turner, 8 Met. 550; Morse v. Brackett, 98 Mass.
205; Snow v. Alley, 144 Mass. 546.

H. JJ;I. Heath and C. L. Andrews, F. J. C. Little, with
them, for defendant.
Rejecting the oral contract, and confining the contract to the
order and warranty upon the back of the onler, we contend that,
properly com,trued, the order is conditional. The paper offered
is signed by the mayor alone. Nothing is offered signed by the
plaintiff~. The paper is defendant's offer or propoRition. The
acceptance was in sending goods. Our ofter, so made, was
conditional.
It is immaterial whether the phrase is construed as a condition precedent to vesting of title, or a warranty. If condition
precedent, plaintiffs must prove compliance or fail here. If
warranty, we must prove breach and rescission before suit
brought.
Before acceptance, the city had a right to test the machine to
see if it would do as claimed in the circular.
The machine did not do as claimed for it in the circular.
Defendants properly exercised their right of rescission. These
facts as to the rescission are uncontradicted. The method was
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ample. Formal tender at any particular place or in any particular manner became unnecessary, when plaintiffs said they
would not tnke them hack, claiming that the sale was absolute.
If the machines were sold subject to their giving satisfaction,
our right to re8cind was clear, for they gave satisfaction to no
one.
If the oral representati~ns are to he rejected and the contract
construed as a sale with a warranty of quality, then, under
Marston v. Knight, 29 Maine, 341, we hnd a right to re~cind
the contract and return the property as we did.
SITTING :
'WISWELL,

PETERS'

C. J.'

w ALTON'

EMERY'

HASKELL'

JJ.

"\VmTEHOUSE,

J., did not sit.

HASKELL, J.
Assnmpsit for the price of two road machines.
The defendant elaims the contract of sale to have been partly
oral and partly in writing, but the court con8iders the same to
he wholly written. The price was two hundred and :fifty
dollars per machine, delivered free of charge on hoard hoat in
Boston, discount for cash within ten days. The machines were
seasonably delivered to the carrier and received by the defendant. The contract contained special warranty of excellf'nce in
quality and effectiveness in operation. It is contended that the
sale was conditioned upon the machines meeting the terms of
the warranty, hut the contention is unsound. The sale became
absolute upon the delivery of the machines to the carrier in
Boston. The title then passed to the defendant and the machines
became its property and the purchase money became due. If the
machines did not meet the terms of the warranty, the defendant
might rescind the sale and return the machines to the vendor
and become absolved from liability for the price of them.
Nothing short of a return of the machines, or an offer to return
them and a refusal to receive them by the vendor, would so operate.
There must he actual restoration or its equivalent. Norton v.
Young, 3 Maine, 30; _llfar8ton v. I1nigltt, 29 :Maine, 341;
Houghton v. Nash, 64 Maine, 477; Sharp v. Ponce, 76 Maine,
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350; Downing v. Dearborn, 77 Maine, 457; Sno·w v. Alley,
144 Mass. 551; Jlfor~e v. Woodwortlt, 155 Mass. 249.
Sometime after the machines had been received, defendant's
mayor met the agent of plaintiff and told him : ''We decided
that the other machine [ a machine of other manufacture J was
preferable and had taken the other machines and that his
machines were subject to his order." Ques. '' The plaintiffs
refused to take them back, did they?" Answer. "Yes." On
cross-examination he testifies, in substance, thnt plaintiffo' ngent
claimed that the machines had been sold to the defendant and
that the plaintiffs would collect the purchase money if they
could.
The plaintiff..-,' plnce of business was in Boston. The machines
were sold there. There is where they mm,t be returned if
defendant would rescind the sale. Notice that the machines
were subject to plaintiffs' order in Augusta is neither a return
nor an offer to return them; and a refusal to receive them there
might well he made. The refusal to take them relates to the
place where they were tendered, in Augusta, where plaintiffs
were not bound to take them. Had the offer been to return
the machines to the plaintiffs in Boston, may be they would
have been received. Until they were confronted with a legal
offer of reseission, plaintiff::-; were not requirerl to reject the
machines at their peril. The sale mt8 not rescindeJ, and
therefore this nction for the purchase money may be maintained.
The defendant might recoup the damages sustained, if any,
for breach of plaintiffs' warranty of the machines if it had
elected so to do; but its counsel, at the har, and in his hrief,
declines, preferring to rely upon his action to that end. He
admits that the plaintiffs are entitled to recover theit· whole
claim if entitled to recover any of it. The discount for cn:3h in
ten days is not available to the defendant here.
Defaulted.
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Administrator, vs.

JAMES A. HASCALL.

LARRABEE,

Androscoggin.
G(ft.

Trust.

Opinion February 25. 189G.

Savings Bank Deposit.

Assignment.

The defendant nursed and cared for the deceased for three months prior to his
death, and about six weeks before his death the deceased drew his order
and delivered it, together with the bank book, to the defendant, saying:
"Take this, Jim, when I am gone draw the money, put a monument over
my brother Stillman's grave, pay my funeral expenses, and the rest is
yours." The order was as follows:
"West Durham, April 25, 1894.
"To the Treasurer of the Auburn Savings Bank:
"Pay to James A. Hascall two hundred dollars, and charge the same to
deposit book No. 11875.
,John P. Larrabee."
"Witness, Charles H. Hascall.''
The amount of deposit as represented by the bank book ,vas $486.26. The
defendant took the order and·book and retained them in his possession till
after the decease of the said Larrahee. Two days after his decease defendant presented the order and hook to the bank and drew the amount of the
order, and afterwards surrendered the book with the remainder of the
deposit therein to the administrator.
Held; that th<\ defendant having execntcd the trust with which he was
charged, could not be held to pay back the money drawn on the order to the
administrator of deceased.
Held; further, that the order accompanied by delivery of the bank book constituted a valid transfer of the amount represented by the order, notwithstanding it was not for the full amount of the deposit.
It was for a specific sum, and was certainly an equitable assignment thereof.
·There was accompanying the delivery of the order and bank book a declaration of trust.
This delivery of the ev;idence and means of reducing the gift to possession,
was sufficient, so far a:-; the element of delivery was concerned, to pass the
title as a gift causa mortis.
Such delivery accompanied by the declaration of trust was an unmistakable
manifestation of the intention of the donor of making a final disposition of
the two hundred dollars represented by the order and bank book, and was a
valid gift causa mortis.
The fact that a gift is made upon terms and qualifications annexed to it as prescribed by the donor, will not defeat it, or affect its validity as a gift causa
mortis.
In order to constitute a gift causa mortis, it is not necessary that the gift
should be made in extremis, and when there is no time or opportunity to
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make a will ; it is sufficient to render the gift effectual if, before the donor's
recovery from the disease from which he apprehended death, he should die
from some other disease existing at the same time; that it should be made
under apprehension of death from some present disease, or impending peril,
but there is no specific limit of time within which the donor must die to
make such a gift valid.
AGREED STATEMENT.

This was an action in which the plaintiff, as administrator of
John P. Larrabee, deceased, declared on the money counts, and
claimed to recover of the <lefend:-mt the sum of two hundred
dollars, with interest thereon, for money of the estate of the
said John P. Larrabee. deceased, drawn by said defendant
from the Auburn Savings Bank after the death of said ,John P.
Larrabee, to wit, on the thirteenth day of June, A. D., 1892,
without right or authority, and by him wrongfully detained and
withheld from the plaintiff in his said capacity.
Plea, genernl issue.
The parties agreed to the following statement of facts :
~~ It is agreed that John P. Larrabee died on J unc 11, 1892,
aged seventy-two years. That he lived alone, and was sick for
some six months prior to his decease, from the sickness of
which he died ; that at the time of signing the order he was
confined to his house, but not to his bed. That the defendant,
James A. Hascall, nuri:-ed and cared for him during about three
months prior to his death. That on the twenty-fifth day of
April, 1892, the snid Larrabee gave the said Hascall an order,
of which the following is a copy.
~, West Durham, April 25, 1892.
"To the Treasurer of the Auburn Savings Bank:
~, Pay to Jame:-, A. Ha::;call two hundred dollars, and charge
the same to Deposit Book No. 11875.
John P. Larrabee."
'~ Witness, Charles H. Hascall.
"That John P. Larrabee then had a savings bank book, on
the Auburn Savings Bank, numbered 11875, upon which at the
time of the decease of ,John P. Larrabee there was due $486.26;
that after signing this order, the said Lnrrahee delivered the
order and savings bank book to the said Hascall, then saying
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to him : '' Take this Jim," ( menning the defendant,) '' when I am
gone draw the money, put a monument over my brother_ Stillman's grave,'' (meaning Stillman Larrabee,) "pay my funeral
expenses and the rest is yours.''
''The defendant Ifascall took the order and savings bank book
and retained them in his possession until after the decease of
the said Larrabee. Tvvo days after the decea1;e of Larrabee, on
June 13, 1892, the said Hascall presented the savings bank book
and order to the Auburn Snvings Bank and drew two hundred
dollars and surrendered the order to the hank, the hank officials
not then knowing of Larrabee\., death. He afterwards surrendered the bank book, with the i'emainder of the deposit thereon,
to the administrator, who demanded that said s1m1 of two hundred dollars should be paid to him by Hascall.
"Subsequently Hascall paid ont of the two hundred dollars
the following sums, without any authority from the administrator .
•June 13, 1892, for casket and robe,
$29 00
Expenses for singing, clergymun at funeral, digging and
filling grave,
9 00
November rn, 1893, for grading lot of Stillman Larrabee, 5 00
November 10, 1893, for monument, verse and lettering
for the said Stillman Larrabee,
145 00
$188 00
"After the death of .John P. Larrabee, James A. Hascall presented the following account against the estate, which was
referred to commissioners, who :illowed $78.<>1, expressly
excluding'any consideration of the present cluim of two hundred
dollars by the administrator against said Hascall, as not being
within their jurisdiction to determine.
~'Durham, Me., :\fay 15, 1893.
To nursing, care and attendance of the deceased in his
last sickness, from and including March 10, 1892,
to and including May 20, 1892, during each day,
at $1 per day,
$72.00
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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To nursing, care and attendance of the deceased in his
last sickness, from and including May 21, 18~)2,
to ,June 11, 1892, during each day and night, at
$2 per day and night,
To labor furnished on the farm, of the deceased, located
at West Durham, for the year 18H2,
Total,
Credit by hay to E. W. Libby,

[88

42.00
G.00

$120.00
4.50

$11.5.50"
Upon so much of the foregoing statement as might be admissible and material, the law court wa::; to render such judgment
as the law and the facts require.
A. R. Savage and I-I. W. Oakes, for plaintiff.
Counsel argued that this was a futile gift inter vivos.
As a trust, the objects are not. specifically distinct or proper
in their nature, and wanting in a completed delivery; and that
under the express terms of agreement between Larrabee and
Hascall, it was not intended to give Hascall the right to the
possession or the control of the money until after Larrabee's
<lea th, thu:-; being an incomplete, gift, and therefore invalid.
Gift causa mortis: Burden on claimant to show that all
necessary conditions existed. Parcher v. Saco, 78 Maine, 4 70.
Donor must he in last illness nnd iri apprehension of approaching death. Thornton on Gifts and Advancements, §§ 21 and
28; Parclter v. Saco, supra; Ernery v. Clough, G3 N. H. 552;
Basket v. Hassell, 107 U. S. H02 ; Dresser v. Dtesser, 46
Maine, 48. Gift must be intendPd as revocable by donor.
1\Toerner, American Law of Administmtion. Ba8ket v. Ha8sell,
~upra.
Gift inter vivos: Must he good to pass title to all the property in question or fails entirely. .1JfcGmth v. Reynold8, llG
Mass. 566; Gurry Y. Powers, 70 N. Y. 212; ~Irish v. Nutting, 47 Barb. 370.
Donor must part with all present nnd future dominion and
control ove1· the property, an<l gift must take effect at once.
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Thornton on Gifts 1md Advancements, § 76; Carleton v. LoveJoy, 54 Maine, 445; .1..Vortltr-op v. Hale, 73 Maine, 6(3; Dole v.
Lincoln, 31 Maine, 422; Reed v. Spaulding, 42 N. H. 114;
Allen v. Polereczky, 31 Maine, 338; Frost v. Frost, 33 Vt.
639; Basket v. I-Iassell, supra; Curry v. Powers, 70 N. Y.
212; Oraig v. Kittredge, 46 N. H. 57; Gerry v. Howe, 130
Mass. 350; Oa1·1· v. Silloway, 111 MaRs. 24; "\Voerner, American Law of Administration, p. 119; Waynesburg College
Appeal, 111 Pa. St. 130 (S. C. 56 Am. Rep. 252 and note).
Incomplete gift cannot he construed
as a trust. Thornton on
\
Gifts and Advancements, §§ 410, 415, 416. Ger1·y v. Howe,
130 Mass. 354.
Check revoked by death of donor. Gurry v. Powers, 70 N.
Y. 212; Basket v. l-Iassell, supra; Simmons v. Cincinnati, 31
Ohio St. 457 (S. C. 27 Am. Rep. 521).
.

W. H. Newell and W. B. Skelton, for defendant.
SITTING: PETERS, C. J., WALTON, FosTER, HASKELL, WISSTROUT, JJ.

WELL,

FosTER, J. The plaintiff as administrator of John P. Larrabee, deceased, brings this suit to recover of the defendant the
sum of two hundred dollars which he claims to belong to the·
estate of the deceased, drawn by the defendant from the Auburn,
Savings Bank, two days after the decease of the inte~tate, upon1
the following order:
,~ West Durham, April 25, 1892.
''To the Treasurer of the Auburn Savings Bank:
"Pay to James A. Hascall two hundred dollars, and charge
the same to Deposit Book No. 11875.
John P. Larrabee."
"vVitness, Charles H. Hascall."
The case shows that deceased was seventy-two years old,
lived alone, and had been sick for about six months prior to his
decease, and from this sickness he died. It appears that the
defendant nur~ed and cared for him for about three months
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prior to his death, which occurred ,Tune 11, 1892. When the
order was drawn, and at the time of his death, the deceased had
a deposit in the Auhurn Savings Bank for $486.2(3. At the
time the order was drawn and signed, the deceased delivernd it
,together with the Ravings hank book to the defendant, saying to
him: ~~Take this, Jim, when I am gone draw the money, put a
monument over my brother Stillman\, grave, pay my funeral
expenses, and the rest is yours.''
The defendant took the order and hook, and retained them in
his possession till after the decease of said Lanabee. Two dayt-i
after his decease the defendant presented the order and hook to
the bank and drew the two hundred dollars, arnl afterwards surrendered the bank hook, with the remainder of the deposit
therein, to the administrator, who dem:mlled that he should pay
over the two hundred dollars to him.
Sahsequently the defendant paid out from the sum, thus drawn
upon the order, all but twelve dollars for the funeral expenses of
the <leceased and for the monument of his brother Stillman, in
accordance with the reqnest of said deceased at the time the
order and bank book were delivered to him.
\'Ve do not think, from the facts as they uppear, th:1t the plaintiff is entitled to recover.
Had the order heen for the full amount represented hy the
savings bank book, there could he no question hut that such an
order, accompanied by the bank book, would constitute a valid
transfer of the funds, without further notice, or even an acceptance of the order by the bank. Kingnwn v. Perkins, 105
Mass. 111; Ii'imball v. Leland, 110 Mass. 325; .F'oss v. Savings Bank, 111 Mass. 285.
In Kimball v. Leland, supra, a depositor delivered an order
for the payment of the deposit, and also the bank book,
to a person for the purpose of trarn;ferring the money repreRentecl by the order and book. The order and bank book were not
presented to the hank till after the death of the donor, and it
was held that such order and delivery of the hank book constituted a complete transfer as ugainst the next of kin of the donor,
notwithstanding the money ·was not drawn during the life of the
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donor. Nor is there any doubt that an order for a specific fund,
which is identified by the order itself, would constitute a valid
nssignment of that fund, as was held in Ilin,qrnan v. Perkins,
supra; IIolbrook v. Payne, 151 Mass. 383, 384. And so
would an order for a part only of an entire debt, or demand,
constitute an equitable assignment to a party so as to be goocl
as between him and the debtor upon trustee process in case:-;
where just and equitable results may be accomplished thereby .
.Exchange Bank v. McLoon, 73 Maine, 498; Robe1·t.s v . ..LVoye.s,
76 Maine, 590, 5})3; Horne v·. Stevens, 7n Maine, 2G2; Dana
v. Tln'rd National Banlc, 13 Allen, 445, 447; tfam.es v. Newton, 142 Mass. 3(:>6, 37 4.
In the case at har, the order, it is true, was not for the full
amount of the deposit represented by the bank book, but notwithstanding that fact the intention of the deceased is cle,trly nrnnifest, and that was to transfer a specific and definite sum. With the
delivery of that order and the bank hook to the defendant, we
are unable to perceive nny valid reason why the deceased did not
thereby transfer his title to that specific sum as effectually as
though it hnd been for the entire amount of the deposit. B1 ill v.
Tuttle, 81 N. Y. 454. Such was undoubtedly his intention, manifested by the language of the order itself and the attendant
circumstances. It was certainly an equitable assignment, and
it is held both in England and this country, that any delivery
of property which transfor8 to the donee either the legal oi'
equitable title, i:-1 sufficient to effectuate a gift. Ridden v.
Thrall, 125 N. Y. 572, 577, and case:-. there cited; Basket v.
Hassell, 107 U. S. 602, (HO.
In B1·ill v. Tuttle, t:mpra, the
New York decisions are reviewed, and it is there held that if
the language is ambiguous, and the order not negotiable ii the
attendant circumstances may be t:ihown to determine the intention and understanding of the parties." There is a cfo;tinction
to be noticed between those instruments which are in form negotiable, and on their face show that they were drawn upon a
particular fund, and those that are not negotiable. Holb1·ook
v. Payne, supra; Whitney v. Eliot National Bank, 137 Mnss.
351, 355.
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In this case the order \YaS not negotiable. It ,vas signed by
the deceased, and the ::-;ame, together with the bank book. was
delivered to the defendant in the presence of the person who
witnessPd it. At the same time there was a declaration of
trust. that the defendant was to take the same, and when the
deceased was gone, to draw the money, put a monument over
his hrother's grave, pay his funeral expenses, and the rest to
keep for himself. This was a gift coupled with a trust, which
the defendant has executed.
This delivery of the evidence and means of reducing the gift
to possession, was sufficient, so for as the element of delivery
was concerned. to pass the title as a gift causa mortis. There was
actual delivery so far as the nature of the property would admit
of. [latch v. Atli:inson, 5G Maine, 324; ]fill v. Stevenson. G3
Maine, 3(34; Curtis v. Portland Saving.-: Bank, 77 Maine, 151,
153; Barker v. Frye, 75 Maine~ 29, 33; Drew v. Ila,qel'ly, 81
:\'Iaine. 231; P£erce v. Five Gents 8avings Banlc, 12~1 Mass. 425.
In Bonteman v. 8iclli:nger, 15 Maine, 429, it was held that a
negotiable promissory note payable to order, may be the proper
subject of a gift cnusa mortis without indorsement; that the
equitable interest passes to the donee, and that if there is a
mortgage given as collateral Hecurity, it would be held in trm;t
for his benefit, and may' be enforced in the name of the representative of' the donor, a:-: the note may be, also, if necessary.
The snme doctrine is established in Sf.'lveral Massachusetts cases,
:imong which are Bates v. I{empton, 7 Grny, 382, and Pie1·c:e
v. Boston Five Gents 8av. Bank, 129 Mass. 425, 433.
So delivery of a hank hook, without an a:-.signment even,
pa::-;seR an e<]uitahle title to the fund which it represents. Gr(Jve,·
v. Grover, 24 Pick. 261; Parish v. Stone, 14 Pick. 198;
Basket v. Hw;:,;ell, 107 U.S. G02, Gll.
Applying to this Ca$e the strictest rules laid down in the
decided cases as necessary to constitute a valid gift causa mortis, and it will stand the test. This delivery accompanied hy
the declaration of tl'u1-,t was the unmistakable manifestation of
the intention of the donor of making a final disposition of the
two hundred dollar:::; represented by the order and hank book,
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and was n valid gift causa morti::;. The defendant held the
same in trust upon the terms expressly prescribed by the donor
at the time the gift was perfected by delivery to him. Olough
v. Clough, 117 :Mass. 83; Sheedy v. Roach, 124 Mass. 472.
Nor doee the fact that the defendant as donee took the gift
upon the terms and qualifieations annexed to it, a8 prescribed by
the donor, defeat it, or affect its validity as :t gift causa mortis.
D,·es~er v. Dresse1·, 46 Maine, 48; Borneman v. Sicllinge,·, 15
:Maine, 42~); Same v. Same, 21 Maine, 185; Ourtis v. Pm·t~
land Savings Bank, 77 Maine, 151, 153: Clough v. Clough,
117 Mass. 83; Hills v. Hills, 8 Mees. & Weis. 401.
In the case of Curtis v. Po,·tland Savfrig8 Bank, supra, there
was a delivery of the bank hook, anJ accompanying the gift
was this lunguag:e by the donor: "Now keep this, and if anything happens to me, hury me decently, arnl put a headetonc
over me, and anything that is left is yours." The court there
held that the gift ,vas valid as causa rnortis, and that it was
coupled with the tmst that the donee should provide for the
funeral expenses of the donor, and see that a heacbtone ,vas furnished in accor<lance with the declaration of trust.
A gift of this nature cannot avail against creditors, and the
donee would take it subject to the right of the administrator to
reclaim it if necessary for the payment of debts of the deceased.
Mitchell v. Pease, 7 Cush. 350. But there heing no creditors
whose rights could he affected by it, the transaction was one
where the administrator stands in no better position than would
the deceased himself, and is equally effectual whether with or
without considem tion.
It is tme that: the donor did not die for a month and a half
after the gift was m:ule, yet at the time it was mnde he was suffering from the ::-icknPss from which he died. He was under
the apprehension of death, and was then so sick that he required
a nurse, and this sickness continued to increase until it terminated in death.
In Ridden v. Thrall, 125 N. Y. 572, in anaction to determine
the title to certain funds deposited in various savings banks,
where the donor had delivereJ a box containing his bank books
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to the donec, the court, in discussing the elemenfa_.; necessary to
constitute a gift causa mortis, held that to sustain such gift it
must be made under npprehension of death from some present
disease, or other impending peril, though it was not neces~mry
to the validity of the gift that the donor should die of the disease
from which he apprehended death; and that the gift would become void by recovery from the disease, or escape from the
peril; but that it was not necessary that the gift should he made
in extremis and when there is no time or opportunity to make a
will, and that it would be sufficient to rendel' the gift effectual
if. before his recovery from the disease from which he apprehended death, he should die from some other di~ease existing at
the same time. '' In many of the reported cases," say the court,
t• the gift was made weeks, and even month::,;;, before the death of
the donor when there was abundant time and opportunity for
him to have made a will." 2 Kent's Com. 444; $tory Eq .
•Juris. §§ 606, G07 ; 3 Pomeroy\, Eq. Juris. § 1146 ; Grymes v.
Hone, 49 N. Y. 17, 21. In the case lust cited, the court say :
True, the donor died five months thereafter; but we are referred
to no case or principle that limits the time ,~ithin which the
donor must die to make such a gift valid. The only rule is that
he must not recover from that illnel--s." See also JVilliarns v.
Guile, 117 N. Y. 343.
In the case before us the gift was made during the last sickness of the donor; it was e,videnced by evers element necessary
to constitute a valid gift; it was coupled with a trust reposed in
and conferred upon the defendant to perform certain duties, the
terms of which were to be performed after the decease of the
donor. 'l'hat trust appears to have been fully and faithfully
executed. The title to the property, therefore, so far as the
deceased, his administrator, and the hank were concerned,
was by the order in ,vriting and the delivery of the same
together with the savings bank hook, vested in the defendant.
Judgment for defendant.
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Privileged Cumrwunication.

Innuendu.

The plaintiffs had contracted to build the Bangor City Hall, a public building
designed to be used and occupied by the government of the city for public
purpo-:es, estimated to cost one hnndred thousand dollars. While the construction of this building was in progress. an article was published by the
defendants in their paper, and that portion of which, claimed to be libelous,
is as follows: " The mason work is of the poorest quality and it should not
be accepted by the city. Too much sand has been used in the mortar, and
to such an extent, that it does not prevent the alkali, which is the life ofthe
mortar from running ont, as can be seen by the white appearance of the
building. Very many of the bricks are loose, the mortar being too lifeless
to hold them together, and the contractors should be obliged to take down
and replace the imperfect sections of the walls. The doings of the old
. Tweed ring in New York, were no worse than much that has been done in
connection with our city building."
Held; That the language complained of was but a fair and reasonable criticism upon the work which entered into the construction of this public building, and constituted no attack upon the character of the plaintiffs, either as
individuals or in their business as contractors.
The character of the construction of such a building was a matter of public
importance and interest to the inhabitants and tax payers, and was therefore a matter of' legitimate public discussion by the defendants as well as all
others who had, in common with the rest of' the community, a public and a
private pecuniary interest in this important public work.
Every one has a right to comment on matters of' public interest and concern,
provicl~l he does so fairly and with an honest purpose.
Such comments or criticisms arc not libelous, unless they are written maliciously, or there is averrnent and proof' of special damage, or unless they go
further and attack the individual.
There is a material difference between criticisms or attacks upon a public
work, and upon the individual.
Every man has a right to discuss freely, so long as he does it honestly and
without malice, any subject in which the public are generally interested,
and to state his own views for the consideration of' all or any of those who
have a common interest in the subject.
So long as the criticism is confined to the work. and does not attack the moral
character or professional integrity of the individual, and is fair and reasonable, it is not libelous, because it is no defamation of the individual.
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But when the comment or criticism of the man's work beco:nes an attack on
his private or business character, then the element of malice comes in and
.stamps the language as libelous.
Language cannot become libelous where the malice is shown to be against the
private or business reputation of some person other than the plaintiff's, no
matter to what extent such malice may exist.
In regard to matters of public interest, all that is necessary to render the
words spoken or published privileged is, that they should be ~ommunicated
in good faith, without malice, to those who have an inte1·est in the subject
matter to which they refer, and in an honest belief that the communication
is true, such belief being founded on reasonable and probable grounds.
When the matter complained of is privileged, the burden of proving malice
lies on the plaintiff, and the defendant cannot be called on to prove that he
was not actuated by malice until some evidence of malice towards the plaintiff. more than a mere scintilla, has been adduced by the plaintiff.
The office of an innuendo is to explain what is already expressed, but not to
enlarge or change the sense of the previous words.
ON MOTION AND EXCEPTION8.

This was an action of libel, brought hy the plaintiffs, who are
contractors, agairn,t the defendants, who are proprietors and
publishers of the Bangor Daily Commereial. The alleged libel
was published March 28, 18H4, during t,he progress of a municipal campaign in Bangor in which the election of F. 0. Beal for
mayor was pending.
Plea, geneml issue and brief statement of
special matters in defense. The jury returned a verdict of
$1508.03, and the defendants moved for a new trial and filed
exceptions.
The alleged libel as stated in the deelaration is as follows:
'' The mason work" ( meaning the mason work of the said City
Hall, which was in process of construction by the plaintiffs as
aforesaid), '' is of the poorest quality" ( meaning and intending·
that said work was inferior in quality to that cailed fen• hy the
contract aforesaid), ' 1 anrl it" ( meaning said mason work)
"should not be accepted by the city" ( meaning the city of Bangor aforesaid, am1 meaning and insinuating that the said work
should not be accepted because of the said inferior quality thereof,
and because it was not in accordance with said contract). "Too
much sand has been used in the mortar," ( me:.rning the mortar
used in the con~truction of said City Hall, and meaning and
intending that said mortar had too large a proportion of sand
among the ingredients thereof, and meaning that the said mortar
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was improperly mixed and prepared for m;e in sai<l. building)
'' and to such an extent that it does, not prevent the alkali, which
is the life of the mortar" (meaning the mortar used in the
construction of :-:-aid City Hall) ,i from running out" (meaning
that some :mppose<l substance called alkali in the said mortar
used in the erection of said City Hall, was not prevented from
running out of said mortar by reason of said improper mixing of
said mortar and putting therein of too much sand) ,. as can be
seen by the white appearance of the building" (m.eaning the said
City Hall, and meaning that by reason of the putting in of an
excessive amount and improper proportion of sand in the said
mortar, the said City Hall had a white appearance caused by the
rnnning out of the alkali from said mortar). i i Very many of
the bricks" ( meaning the brickR theretofore used in the construction of said City Hall) "are loose" (meaning and intending
thereby that the said bricks were not properly laid by the
plaintiffs and had become loose by reason thereof) i, the mortar,"
(meaning the aforesaid mortar used in the construction of said
City Hall in which said bricks were laid) "heing too lifeless to
hold them together" (meaning and intending that said mortar
had been hnproperly mixed hy the putting in of too much sand,
and that thereby the said mortar was not strong enough to hold
the said bricks together, as laid in t-aid building) n and the contr_actors" ( meaning the plaintiffs) "should be obliged to take
down and replace the imperfect sections of the walls'' (meaning
and intending the walh, of said City Hall, heretofore already
constructed hy the plaintiffs, and meaning and intending that
sections of said walls had been imperfectly constructed by said
plaintiffs and contrary to the contract for constructing the same).
i, The doings of the old Tweed ring in New York" ( meaning
and intending and referring to a certain combination and conspiracy of men in the city of New York, being the officers,
agent:-, and servants of said city, who cormptly and wickedly,
and for their own corrupt gain, conspired with contractors, who
had contracted to erect public works for said city of New York,
whereby said contractors corruptly divided the proceeds of their
said contracts ·with the men composing said corrupt combination
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and conspiracy) ''were no worse thun much that had been done
in connection with our City Building" (meaning said City Hull
and meaning and intending nnd insinuating that the plaintiffs
had corruptly conspired with the agents and servants of said city
of Bangor with reference to said contract, and to divide the
proceeds thereof) . . . .
The foJl(nving is the entire article in the Commercial :
'' Local Contractors Not Considered.
"vVe are informed by a former member of the city government who was a member of the committee having charge of
matters connected with the new City Building, that he was not
allowed to see all the bids which were made hy Bangor contractors. He also says that, nncler the direction of the king
boss, our Bangor contractors were requested to hand in their
bids for a completed building and in making them to include
separate bids for carpenter, mason, plumbing work, etc., and
that several of these bids were open, but not shown to other
members of the committee.
"Only a few minutes before the expiration of the time to
receive bids, the gentleman imparting this information saw the
architect, who wa:-, allowed to see nll the bids of the Bangor
contractor~, write and seal what appeared to be a proposal,
which he hunded to the city clerk.
H He abo says he made a few suggestions to the mayor relating to the manner in which the bm,iness was being done, and
what the people were saying about it, to whieh the mayor
replied, 'vVlrnt in h-1 have the people to do about it? 1 and that
he wanted them to understand that he proposed to take charge
of all the affairs connected with the new City Building.
"Mr. W. N. Sawyer says he put in a hid for the mason work,
hut his bid was not placed before the committee. All the Bangor contractors complain of the treatment they received.
'~ In the spring of 18H3 many changes were made in the plans
and specifications and to such an extent that such a reliable man
as C. B. Brown says would reduce the cost of the building about
$15,000, and still the Bangor contractors were not allowed to
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put in new hids, hut the out of town contractors ,vere allowed
to have the contract at their old figures.
'' The mason work is of the poorest quality and it should not
he accepted by the city. Too much sand has been used in the
mortar, and to such an extent that it does not prevent the alka Ii,
which is the life of the mortar, from running out, as can he seen
by the white appearance of the building. Very many of the
bricks are loo~e, the mortar being too lifeless to hold them together, and the contractors Hhonld be obliged to take down and
replace the imperfect sections of the wall.
"The doings of the old Tweed ring in New York, were no
worse than much that has been done in connection with our City
Building .. It is in the hands of a wrecker and how long will
the tax-payers of Bang;or allow the present state of affairs to
exist?''
Defendants' Exceptions.
The defendants contended,
First. That what they said in the alleged libelous publication
was only fair and reasonable comment and criticism upon a
a mntter of public interest, and under circumstances authorizing
the making of the publication, and requested the court to
instruct the jury as follows, upon this branch of the case. ' That
so much of said alleged libel as reads as follows, 'The mason
work is of the poorest quality and it should not he accepted by
the city. Too much sand has heen m~ed in the mortar and to
such an extent that it does not prevent the alkali, which is the
life of the mortnr, from mnning out, as can he seen by the white
appearance of the building. Very many of the bricks are loose,
the mortar being too lifeless to hold them together, and the
contractors should be obliged to take down and replace the imperfect sections of the wall,' wa::,; but a comment upon a public
matter which the defendants had a right to make as they did,
and for whieh the defendants are not liable ''-which requested
in::::truction, the court refu:-;ed to give.
The defendant:-; contended,
Second. That the alleged libel was a privileged communication, and that this action was not maintainable without proof of
1
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actual malice from these defendants toward the plaintiffs, and
that the burden of proving such actual or express malice w:11-1
upon the plaintiffs. Upon this point, the court instructed the
jury as follows :
~,Now, gentlemen, it seems to me thnt the great question in
the case, and the one to which your attention should he directed
more especially, is with respect to the motive of Mr. Bass.
,vhat were his feelings?
vVhat were his motives when he
penned and published that article? . . . You must read it in
the light of the surrournling circumstances and determine as a
question of fact, what his real motive was. '\Vas it spite to
gratify ill will towards Mr. Beal, or was it a publication made in
good faith, without malice, founded on an honest belief, and the
belief itself founded on reasonable grounds? If it was, it was a
privileged communication, and there is no doubt that the defense
is complete."
Again the court said: ,r But if on the other hand, a~ i::; claimed
by the plaintiffs, you are satisfied that it was a malicious pnhlication, made out of ill will towahls Mr. Beal, or from any other
bad motive, and was not in good faith, and was not for the
public interest, and was to grati(v hi::; ill will towards Mr. Beal,
and without belief that the ::;ame was true, or without probable
cause to believe that it was true, then it wa8 not privileged ; and,
as it was an attack directly on the pl:.iintitfa, in their capacity as
contractors, and if you are satisfied that it did nffect them directly
and injuriously, and was naturnlly calculated to have that effect,
why then, it was a libel. The justitication fails and the plaintiff:-,
are entitled to maintain their action."
,r To illu::;trate what I mean, and that you may see it more
clenrly, if a man should fire a gun aimed at A, with n malicious
intent to kill and murder A, and he should miss him, and the
bullet that is fired should hit one of his nearest friends and kill
him, it would be mu1·der. It would he the malicio.us killing of
B, his friend. He had no nrnlice against him, but the shot was
fired maliciously. The malice towur<ls A would constitute legal
malice towards B, although he did not kill the man he intended,
and killed one of his friend::;."
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'' Precisely so in this ease. If these charges were knowingly
false, and Mr. Bass had no good reason for believing them to be
true, and they were not made in good faith, and the charge was
aimed more especially at Mr. Beal, on account of his ill will tow:mls Mr. Beal. if it existed, then the fact that he may have ha<l no
ill will towards the plaintiffs is no defense. The ill wi11 or malice
which actuat(•d him in publishing the article at all so as to injure
Beal, supplies in law the ,vant of maliee against these plaintiff.-;.''
And the court foiled to instmct the jury, that the burden of
proving express malice on the part of these defendants towards
these pluintiffs wns upon the plaintiffs.
And the court further instructed the jury: ''If a man makes a
publication, knowing- it to he false. which is injurious to another's
business and reputation, the law implies ma lice; no direct evidence other than the article itself is needed to prove malice;
because every one is supposed to intend the natural consequences
of his acts."
The defen<lants further contended that the allegations in the
alleged libel were true and called a large number of witnesses to
substantiate the truth of the allegations. The question of their
truth or falsity was not submitted to the jury hy the court, unless
it was submitted in the following instmction to the jury, and
other portions of the charge :
1
' Generally speaking, the truth is a complete justification for
the publieHtion of a matter of this kind under our statute. The
statute says that in a suit for writing and publishing a libel,
evidence shall he received to establish the truth of the matter
charged as libelous, an<l if its trnth is established. it is a justification unless the publication is found to have originate<l in corrupt
or malicious motives. . . This right on the part of a citizen
and tax-payer of a town or city to express his opinion on public
matters honestly :md in good faith is only a qualified privilege.
It is not an absolute privilege. It depends upon the truthfulness,
or his honest belief of the truthfulness. of the statement, and the
absence of malice ; hut you will ~me hy the l:rnguage of this
statute it is u justification unless the publication is found to have
originated in malice. In some cases the Rtatutc implies that
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even the truth is lihelout-:-. The truth will be libelous sometimes
when puhJi:.,hed from improper or bad motives. One of the
most common i11nstrations i:-; this: vVe will say that a young
man, beginning in life, has been guilty of some criminal offense
committed in his youth and before his judgment and his morals
have hecome fixed. He has heen confesRedly guilty of some
misdemeanor or criminal offense, hut in after life he hecomcs an
upright, moral man, is married and has a farnily of children and
it is of no concern or interest to the puhlic that he committed
this offense in his youth. And anyone who puhlished it to the
world in the form of a writing, may be convicted not only upon
criminal prosecution, but the party injured may recover damages,
notwithstanding the truth of the writing.
~~ But, generally, u:-;suming the faets to be as they are claimed
to he here, I do not think that that rule would apply. I mean
to say to you tlit,tinetly, that if the truth of the defendants' brief
statement, which I have read to you, is sustained, the article
which ,vas puhli:--hed in the Commercial \Vas privileged, because
there is no evidence that would justify you in finding that it is a
case belonging to the class which I have just given hy wuy of
illustration. Being citizens, tax-payers. and publishers of a
ne\n,paper in Bangor. admittedly so, it gnYe them a right _to
exprest-:- their opinions on public matters in which the city was
interested, and in which they were personally interested, provided they were honestly puhlished and with an honest belief of
their truth."
And the court further instructed the jury: '~ I have endeavored
to state to you the hinge of the case ; it is not merely whether
the churges were true or were false in this publication. Really,
it is the honest belief of Mr. Bass, and whether such belief was
founded on reasonable and probable cause." . . .
The defendants requested the following instruction: "That
plaintiffs are bound hy their innuendoes and the meanings
ascribed therein to the words published and if the jury find that
the plaintiffs have ascribed a wrong meaning to any of the words,
or find that any charge as lnid in the innuendoes is trne, as to
such charge, plaintiffs cannot recover,'' which said in:5truction
the court refused to give.
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The defendants requested the court to instruct the jury as follows : '' The fact that the City Hall has been accepted by the
city has no hearing upon this case whatever," which requested
instruction the court refused to give.
The defendants also reque~ted the court to instruct the jury
as follows: '' That so much of said alleged libel as reads as
fo1lows: 'The doings of the .Old Tweed Ring in New York
were not worse thun much that has heen done in connection with
our City Building,' arc not susceptible of the meaning ascribed
to them in plaintiffs' declarationt which requested instruction
the court refused to give.
The defendants reque::,ted the court to instruct the jury as
follows: "That the words, The doings of the Old Tweed Ring
were no worse than much that has been done in connedion with
our city building,' do not apply to plaintiffs," which rC'quested
instru.ction the court refused to give.
To all these instructions and omissions and refusals to instruct
the defendants took exceptions.

A. R. Sava,qe and JI. W. Oakes, for plaintiffs.
What the '' Tweed ring " was is now common history. The
term '' Tweed ring" has been so long and so often used by our
people everywhere, that whenever a newspaper charges a combination with being like the ,i Tweed ring," it suggests to the
mind municipal corruption.
That Tweed was a political boss, no one denies ; but thut he
formed a ring for the purpose of political bossi!:5m is not true.
The ring \Vas formed in order to enable him to steal from the
city of Nmv York by means of public contracts.
Beal, as a boss, could have little to do with the city building
after the contract was let; hut as a member of a ring, he might,
by dividing the spoils with his co-conspirators.
The plain inference is that there was corruption. In New
York the Tweed ring consisted of municipal agents on the one
side, and contractors on the other. So in Bangor the ring must
necessarily consist of the municipal agents, or agent on the
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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one side, and the contractors ( these plaintiffs) on the other.
There is no other reasonable interpretation to he placed upon
the language. As the maximum amount to be taken from the city
of Bangor wns fixed hy the contract. the only way Beal and his
alleged co-conspirators could wreck or steal v;·as by reducing the
quality, and thereby the expense of the ,vork.
Counsel for the defendants, in his argument to the jury, contended that the expression '' no wor:-:e than" did not imply ''the
same as." Bnt the mind of the reader of this article would
inevitably go out to the history of municipal· affairs in New York.
It would convey to the ordinary reader no other meaning than
that Mr. Beal, who was a candidate for re-election as mayor, had
corruptly conspired with Bearce & Clifford for financial gain,
growing out of the contract for the building of the new City
Hall.
Right in the same connection, Mr. Bass charged that the
building was in the hands of a ' 1 ·wrecker," and asked '' how long
will the tax-payers of Bangor allow the present state of affairs to
exist."
If there was no corruption, if the contract financially was
being carried out honestly, of what concern would it be to the
tax-payers? How would they be affected? The contract had
already been made, the sum had been fixed. But, says Mr.
Bass, "'' Mr. Beal is a wrecker." So was Tweed. But Tweed
was a wrecker in the corrupt sense ; he was wrecking the city
treasury. And if Mr. Beal was a 1' wrecker," there is no other
interpretation to be placed upon the language than that he was
wrecking the pockets of the tax-payers of Bangor, a la Tweed.
The article goes on to say, Very many of the bricks are
loose, the 1~1ortar being too lifeless to hold them together;" and
ends by f-aying, "The contractors should be obliged to take
down and replace the imperfoet sections of the walls.'' That is,
that the work had been faultily, negligent]y, carelessly, ignorantly constructed, that the work should be torn down. And
hei'p,in is the gist of the libel.
'\Vords not libelous when merely spoken, often become so
when written and published. Tillson v. Robbins, 68 :Maine, 295.
1

'
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In an action for written or printed slttnder, though 1110 special
damage is alleged, and no averments of such extrinsic facts as
might be requisite to make the publication in question import a
charge of crime are made, the action is nevertheless maintainable if the published charge is such as, if believed, would naturally tend to expose the plaintiff to public hatred, contempt or
ridicule or deprive him of the benefit~ of public confidence and
social intercourse. Tillson v. Robbins, supra.
Language which concerns a person in a lawful employment is
admissible, if, as a natural consequence, it prevents him from
deriving therefrom that pecuniary reward which probably otherwise he might have obtained. Missouri Pacific Railway Co.
v. Ricltrn.ond, 73 Texas, 568; I-Iayes v. Press Company, 127
Pa. St. 642.
vVords are libelous if they affect a person in his profession,
trade or business, by imputing to him any kind of fraud, dishonesty, misconduct, incapacity, unfitness, or want of any
necessary qualification in the exercise thereof. Starkie on
Slander, § 188.
vVords written or spoken of a man, in relation to his business
or occupation, which have a tendency to hurt, or are calculated,
to prejudice him therein, are actionable, though they charge no
fraud or dishonesty, and were uttered without actual malice;:
and, when proved, unless the defendant shows a lawful excuse,,
the plaintiff is entitled to recover, V,'ithout allegation or proof of
special damages, as both the fal::i.ity of the words and l'E'sulting
damage are presumed. Moore v. Pranci:-;, 121 N. Y. 199.
To write or puhlish anything that imputes insolvency, inability to pay one's debts, the want of integrity in his businefls, or
personal incapacity or pecuniary inability to conduct it with
success, or which impute to him fraud or dishonesty or any
mean and dishonorable trickery in the conduct of his business,
or which in any other manner are prejudicial to him in the way of
his employment or trade, ii:; libelous per se, if without justification and general damages may be recovered. Such publication
necessarily, in legal contemplation, tends to injure the credit
and standing of the party of whom it is made. 13 Am. & Eng.
Ency. of Law, page 314.

tl
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The distinction is made that words relating to the quality of
articles made, produced, furnished, or sold, are not actionable
without special damage, unless they go further and attack the
individual. Dooling v. Budget Publ1:shin,q Co. 144 Mass. 258.
And the same case holds that a reflection upon the plaintiff in
the conduct of his business is actionable per se, becam,e it is an
attack upon the individual.
To say of :t contractor ~~ he used the old materials," when his
contract was for new, is actionable. Barboneau v. Farrell, 15
C. B. 360.
In order to jrn,tify the defendant in the utterance of words
otherwise slanderous, it is necessary that the facts proved by
him should be co-extensive with the charge; and he can not
protect himself from the corH,equences of having mnde it by
showing that he believed it to be true, even if such belief was
induced by misconduct or impropriety on the part of the plaintiff, which fell short of that which he had seen fit to impute.
Olw·k v. Bl'own, 116 Mass. 504.
Reasonable ground for belief in the truth of the statements is
not admissible in mitigation of damages. Aldennan v. French,
1 Pick. 1; fVctlson v . . Zlfoore, 2 Cush. 133; Parkhu1·st v.
I1etckum, 6 Allen, 40G.
Hostility to partner in offense charged, let in to show malice.
Robbin8 v. Fletcher, 101 Mass. 115.
The defendants in their answer set up the truth in regard to
the manner in which plaintiffs were constructing the City Hall.
The building:, at the time of the publication of the article
in question, was only partially constructed; the tower was
incomplete, and had been covered in for the winter; temporary layers of brick had been laid, in order that it might be
covered in, with the intention that they should afterwards be
taken down and replaced, m, was subsequently done; and this
was all apparent to any observer.
The defendants do not claim to have any positive knowledge
of many of these allegations, ancl in fnct, a large proportion of
them were not known even by reputation until after the publication of the article; so these, at least, did not enter into the
mind of Mr. Bass when he ·wrote it.
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At the conclusion of the trial, on the motion of the plaintiffs,
the jmy were permitted to go to Bangor and personally inspect
the building with reference to each of the defenclants' allegations. They saw the building in its entirety and in all of its
parts.
It is not claimed that the building was a perfect one. In fact,
no such building ever is. It ,vas not an expenHive building.
But we make bold to say that it was the best building for the
money that ,vas ever bwilt in New England. Some members of
the court have seen it and know of their own knowledge that
what we are saying is true.
The plans and specifications did not call for the highest quality
of work, either in labor or materials. That could not be expected
for the money.

F. H. Appleton and H. R. Chaplin, Seth M. Carte1·, with
them, for defendants.
Counsel argued : First: That the words set out in the declaration are not actionahle and constitute no libel upon the plaintiffs in the way of their trade, business or occupation as contractors, as alleged.
Second : That the last allegation does not refer to them, and
that the rest of the article is only fair and reasonable comment
and criticism upon a public work made to the public by interested citizens and tax-payers.
The plaintiffs by their form of pleading, concede that the
words about the Tweed ring are not defamatory of them on their
face, and they hring in by ,vay of inducement, extrinsic fact:..,
which coupled with the language pubfo,hed, renders it, as they
claim, actionable. They say by way of inducement that the
words ''the doings of the old Tweed ring" mean and refer to a
gang of corrupt public officers of New York city who wickedly
and corruptly conspired with certain contraetors, who had con- tracted to build public works, to divide with them the proceeds
of their contract and that the words, "\VCl'e no worse than much
that has been dmw in connection with our city building," thPy
say, by their innuendo, mean and insinuate that the plaintiffs
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had corruptly conspired with the agents and servants of the city
of Bangor with reference to sairl contrncts and to divide the
proceeds thereof.'~
For the purpose of its construction, language is to he regarded
not merely in refe'r<>nce to the words employed, but according
to the sem,e of menning ·which, all the circumstances of its pmhlication considered, the language may be fairly presumed to
hnve conveyed to those to whom it was published. Townsend,
§ 133.
The plaintiffs' whole scheme of Jcfamation depends upon the
alleged charge of conspiracy between the agents or servants of
the city of Bangor and themselves, in pursuance of which, they
were to corruptly divide with said agents or servants the proceeds arising from their contract to build the City Hall. This is
the intrepretation they choose to put by their innuendo upon
the language used, and they mm,t abide by it. Newell, p. 62!J;
Townsend, § 338, a&d cases cited; Odgers, 102.
Now there is no suggestion of the charge of conspiracy to be
found anywhere in the published article. It protests against
bossism, and the manner in which the contract for building the
City Hall was awarded, charging that the local contractors were
not fairly treated, this is the bone and marrow of the article hut it nowhere charges any conspiracy, either to divide the proceeds of the contract, or anything else, nor attributes this hnd
treatment of the locnl contractors to these plaintiffs directly or
indirectly- on the contrary, it excludes the plaintiffs from even
the inference of such :rn imputation by charging the whole matter upon the mayor who was then a candidate for re-election. The
article is bended Local Contractors Not Considered." The
other portions of the article the plaintiff::, do not pretend are
libelous; and they constitute, with one exception, with what
is included in the wTit, the whole article.
The interpretation of the plaintiffs is contrary to the whole
spirit of the publication, and perverts the idea which its language palpably conveyH. It contains no insinuation of fraud,
or criminal intent, or moral turpitude on the part of the plaintiffs. It does arraign Mr. Beal -it charges him with bossism
ie
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-with a contemptuous indifference to public opm10n and the
rights of the public- with an arrogant assumption of power
and control over the di:::iposition of submitted bids-it censures
his methods, it calls him a king boss and makes him responsible for the alleged unfair treatment of the local contractors. It
compares these acts of his, with the doings of the Tweed ring.
It does not pretend they are the same; it does not say they are
the same. It says, that the doings of the old Tweed ring were
no worse than much that has been done in connection with our
city building.
In thi~ case the plaintiffs' innuendo puts upon the words use<l
a charge of criminal conspiracy, treating the language as a positive aRsertion of a thing instead of a comparison. But slanderous words uttered in a conditional or hypothetical statement
·will not support an averment of slanderous words laid ns a
direct or positive assertion. Evarts v. Smith, 19 :Mich. 55;
Randall v. Eve. News Assoc. 101 Mich. 561.
If there can be any doubt that the alleged imputation is made
against .Mr. Beal and not against these plaintiffs, all uncertainty
is removed by the sentence which immediately follmvs : '' It is
in the hands of a wrecker, and how long will the tax-payers of
Bangor allow the present state of affairs to exist?" Not in the
hands of wreckers as argued to the jury. The court ·will particularly note that M.r. Bass used the word n wrecker" in its
singular sense, meaning Mr. Benl; hut if he had intended to
include in the expression, the n T·weed ring" with Beal, the
plaintiff.-, as contractors al~o, he would have used the plural
number, and this is in consistency with the whole spirit of the
article. And that the words the '' Tweed ring" were used in a
collective sense to emphasize and reflect the spirit of bossism,
so offensively exhibited in the person of Mr. Beal, and with no
reference whatever to these plaintiffs, either as in(lividuals or
as contractors, is further evidenced by the expression: "How
long will the tax, payers of B:rngor allow the present state of
affairs to exist?" The article is written to the tax-payers of
Bangor-an election is pending-Beal is n candidnte-an
appeal is made to them to destroy bossism and prevent his fur-
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ther abuse of power and his further continuance in public office.
This could only be done by defeating Mr. Beal at the polls in
the coming election, and the tax-payers of Bangor could not
prevent the present state of affairs from existing, except by
electing another mayor and ex-officio chairman of the building
committee in hi~ stead.
Instructions: The court, in effect, says that Mr. Bass' defense
is not complete unless he satisfied the jury what he claims in his
brief statement, to wit, that the publicntion complained 'of wafi
made without malice, is true, etc. Upon whom is the burden
to satisfy the jury of the existence of actual malice? The
authorities are unanimous that this burden is upon the plaintiffs;
but the court in its instruction reverses the order of things and
shifts the burden and says, in essence and effect, thnt Mr. Bass~
defense is not complete unless, among other things, he satisfied
the jury that the publication complained of was made without
malice. Supposing the jury were not satisfied upon the evidence
that the publication complained of was made with malice, then
what? '~'hy, it follows on the language of this instmction that
the defendants' defense is not complete, unless they satisfy the
jury that the publication complained of was made without
malice. And we :mbmit. that the language of this irn;truetion
is fairly susceptible of no other meaning, und that it could have
conveyed no other meaning to the jury than that the defense
was not made out, unless the defendants satisfy the jury that
the publication was without malice. vVe submit, that this
instruction was equivalent to saying, and in effect. did say, to
the jury that the burden of prnof upon the question of malice
rested upon the defendants. That is, that the burden of disproving malice rested upon the defendants rather than that the
burden of proving malice rested upon these plaintiff-,. If this
is so, and to our minds, there is uo escape from this conclusion,
then it follows that this instruction was manifestly wrong.
The court will obsNve that there is no instmction to the jury,
that the burden of proving that it was a malicious publication
rested on the plaintiffs.
The charge squarely says that malice on the part of defendant
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towards Beal woukl he, in eontemplation of law, the same as malice
towards the plaintiffs. The exact language of the instruction is as
follows: ~~If on the other hand, it was published from spite as
is claimed by the plaintiffs, although he had no direct ill will
toward them, yet if you are satisfied that it did implicate them
reckle:-;sly, and that in carrying out his ill will toward Mr. Beal,
he made these charges against the plaintiffs as well as against
Beal in order to implicate Beal, his malice toYnml Beal ,:vould
he in contemplation of law, the same as malice toward the plaintiffs. If these charges were knowingly fah-e, and he [meaning
1?ass J had no good reason for believing them true, they were
not ma<le in good faith and though the charge was made at Mr.
Beul more especially on account of his ill will toward Beul, then
the fact that he had no ill will town rd the plaintiffs is no defense .. ,
This proposition of law, that the pluintitfs can destroy the
privilege arising from the occasion by proof of malice on the
part of the clefendants toward any person or persons other than
themselves. is entirely unsupported by the authorities. After a
careful and exhaustive examination, we have been unable to find
a single case which expresses the doctrine laid down in the
charge ; and we think it is safe to say that, if an isolated case
could he found, su:-;taining the rule laid down by the presiding
judge, :,till the weight of authority is overwhelmingly the other
way.
Malice must be per:,;onal betn,een the parties, and none others :
Odgen;, pp. 269-70; Townsend, p. 2~)7; Jiowcn·d v. Sexton, 4
Comst. 157; IIaley v. State, 63 Ala. 8!J; Stowell v. Beagle,
57 Ill. 97; Bacon v. 1wi·c1t. C.R. R. Co. 55 Mich. 224; Newell,
p. 323 ; Robe1·tson v. Wylde, 2 Moo. & Rob. 101 ; Clark v.
Newsam, l Exe. 131-139 ; Ccmniclwd v. Waterford, etc., 13
Ir. L. R. 313; Yo,·k v. Pew;e, 2 Gray, 282.
Malice: Hcrnkiruwn v. Bilby, lG M. & vV. 442; 18 How.
Prac. Rep. 550; People v. Freer, l Caines, 485; Root v.
Iii'.n,q, 7 Cow. 633; Bronwge v. Prosser, 4 B. & Cr. 247;
IIuson v. Dale, 19 Mich. p. 35; lVilson v. Norm.an, 35 Wis.
321; Lewis v. Chapman, 16 N. Y. 372; 1.V. R. R. Co. v.
1Wille1·, 10 Barb. 2GO; iVIahan v. Brown, 13 Wend. 261; South
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Royalton Barde v. St~ffolk Bank, 27 Vt. 505; Benjamin v.
TVheele1·, 8 Gray, 409; lJ!Ianby ,, . TVitt, 18 C. B. 544; Pah,·
v. Hayes, 50 N. J. 275; Townsend, (4th Ed.)§§ 90 and 91.
Under our interpretation of the word malice," we say that
the jury should have been instrueted that the defendants were
entitled to a verdict unless the plaintiff proved that the article
was untrue to the knO\vledge of Mr. Bass, or unless plaintiff
proved that Mr. Buss did not believe the article to he true, or
unless he made the statement therein recklessly.
ff
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FosTER, J.
This is an action of libel brought by the plaintiffs for the recovery of damage:,;; for defamation of themselves
in their businest-i, as contractors, against the defendants as proprietors of the Bangor Daily Commercial, by means of an article
published in that paper, on March 28, 1894.
A verdict of $1508.03 was found for the plaintiffs, and the
case comes before this court upon motion and exceptions by
the defendants.
The publication of the alleged libel wns during the progress
of a municipal campaign in Bangor in which the election of F.
0. Beal for mayor was then pending. The plaintiffs had contracted to build the Bangor City Hall, a public building designed
to be used and occupied by the government of the city for
public purposes, estimated to cost one hundred thousand dollars,
but ultimately costing considerable more than that amount.
The mason work had been sw,pended <luring the cold weather,
and nt the time of the publication of the alleged libel, the
building, although in the process of construction, was in an
incomplete and unfinished condition. The charucter of the
construction of such a building was a matter of public importance
and of interest to the inhabitants and tax-pnyers of Bangor and
was, therefore, a matter of legitimate public discussion hy the
defendants as well ns all others who had, in common with the
rest of the community, a public and a private pecuniary interest
in this important public work .

.
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"\Vhile the construction of this building was in progress, and
while an election for mayor was pending, who ·was to be ex
officio chairman of the buil'ding committee, an article was
published by the defendants in their paper, and that portion of
whieh claimed to be libelous, is as follows:
The mason ·work is of the poorest quality and it should not
he accepted by the city. Too much sand has heen used in the
mortar. and to 8-uch an extent that it does not prevent the
alkali, which is the life of the mortar, from running out, as can
be seen by the white appearance of the building. Very many
of the bricks are loose, the mortar being too lifeless to hold them
together, and the contractors should be obliged to take down
and replace the imperfect sections of the walls.
"The doings of the old Tweed ring in New York, were no
worse than much that has been done in connection with our city
building."
The defen?ants contend that these words are not actionable
and constitute no libel upon the plaintiffs in the way of their
trade, business or oceupation as contructors as alleged; and,
moreover, that the last allegation does not refer to them; and
that the article as a whole is only fair and reasonable comment
nnd criticism upon a public work made to the public by interested citizens and tax-payers.
Two things are necessary fol· the maintenance of this defense.
First, that the comment or criticism upon the plaintiffs' work
:i;hould be fair and reasonable : Second, thnt it should be
without malice toward them individually or in their business as
contractors.
The question is, therefore, whether the the language used
imports any personal reflection or attack upon the character of
these plaintiffs, either as individuals or in their business as
contractors, or whether it is merely a disparagement of the
work done by them.
Every one has a right to comment on matters of public interest
and concern, provided he does so foirly and ·with an honest purpose. Such comments or critieisms are not libelous, however
severe in their terms, unless they are written maliciously. Thus
ii
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it has been held that books, prints. pictures and statuary publicly
exhibited, and the architecture of public buildings, are all the
legitimate subjects of newspaper criticism, and such criticism,
fairly and honestly ma<le, is not libelous, however strong the
terms of censure may be, without the averment and proof of
special damage, unless it goes further and attacks the individual.
Doolin,q v. Budget Publishing Co. 144 Mass. 258; Gott v.
Pulsifa, 122 Mass. 235; Tobias v. l-Ia1·land, 4 "\Vend. 537;
WesteJ'n Counties J.lfanu1'e Oo. v. Lwwes Cheniical .,._Manure Co.
L. R. H Ex. 218; .LWe1'ivale v. Cm·son. 20 Q. B. Div. 275.
In Crane v. 1Vate1·s, 10 Fed. Rep. GUJ, it was held that the

safety of a bridge on the line of a railroad was matter in which
the public were concerned; and that a newspaper might dit,cuss
the construction of the bridge, even though the effect of such
discussion and criticism was, to some extent, a reflection upon
the character of the builder.
So, too, upon the same principle, it has been held to be within
the proper limits of criticism to pubfo,h of a newspaper that it
is the most vulgnr, ignorant and scurrilous journal ever published in Great Britain; for this affected the character of the
nm,vspaper only, and not, except remotely, the character or
reputation of the person publishing it. .lieriot v. Stuart,
1 Esp. 437.
The cases are numerous where'thh, principle has been applied,
and the doctrine upon which they arc founded is one of universal application, that the public convenience i~ to be preferred
to private interests, and that every man has a right to discuss
freely, so long as he does it honestly and without malice, any
subject in which the public are generally interested, and to state
his own views for the consideration of all or any of those who
have a common interest in the subject. Henwood v. IIarl'ison,
L. R. 7 C. P. GOG, 621, 622.
Applying this rule to the case at bnr, we think the language
complained of is but a fair and reasonuble criticism upon the
work which entered into the construction of this public building. The mason work is criticised as being of the poorest
quality, and ought not to be accepted by the city,. The mortar
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is criticised as containing too much sand. Criticism is also
made that very many of the bricks are loose, the mortar being
too lifeless to hold then together, and that the imperfect sections
of the wall should he taken down by the contractors. No attack is
made upon the character of these plaintiffs. either as individuals
or in their business as contractors. The criticism is not of
them, hut of the work done by them.
But the plnintiffs contend that these assertions charge the
plaintiffs with not doing the work according to contract, and
that, therefore, the word8 become defamatory of the plaintiffs in
their business. If this he true, then it must follow, as a legal
conclusion, that no critici::-m however fair and reasonable could
ever he made upon the work which entered into the construction
of any public building, built under contract. To say that an
individual, or the public press, should be dumb upon a matter
which is of public interest, on the ground that any criticism
lVould impute a breach of contract, and consequently affect the
business of the contractors, would amount to an uhrogation of
that rule of law to ·which we have referred; and deprive the
public of the right of criticism altogether, and that too, in
reference to matters in which individuals, cititizens and taxpayers have n common interest.
Certainly, such comment or criticism would seem to be fair
and reasonable when temperately written and applied to a state
of facts such as thi8 case develops, - for a full report of the evidence in relation to the construction of the building is before
us, - and where the language of the criticism does not go beyond the work and attack the person.
It is sometimes said that fair and honest criticism in matters
of public concern is privileged. But this is not true in a strict
legal sense. The di8tinetion between fair and reasonable comment and critici:--m, and privileged communications, is this.
That in the latter case, the words may be defamatory hut the
defamation is excused or justified by reason of the occasion ;
while in the former case, the words are not defamatory of the
plaintiff, and hence not libelous,- the stricture or criticism is
not upon the person himself, but upon his work. So long,
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therefore, as the criticism is confined to his work nnd does not
attack the moral character or professional integrity of the
individual, and is fair and reasonable, there is no libel _because
there is no defamation of the man himself. But, when the
comment 01· criticism of the man's work becomes an attack on
his private or business character, then the element of malice
comes in and stamps the language as libelous. Frase,· v. Berkeley,
7 C. & P. 621.
In this case, it is conceded that the defendants bore no malice
whatever toward these plaintiffs, the evidence being that they
\Vere not acquainted with each other and never had either social
or business relations. If, therefore, the defendanb' criticism
of the plaintiffs' work was fair and reasonable, and had no
reference to their private or business character, and there was
no proof of actual malice on the part of the defendants towards
the plaintiffs, then, however much malice may have existed
between the defendants and Mr. Beal, cannot make the defendants' criticism libelous. If the criticism of the defendants was
fair and reasonable and in reference to a matter of public
concern, and the. plaintiffs are not nttacked either in their
private or business reputation, then it constitutes no libel
because not defamatory; and it cannot he made libclom, by
any attack upon the private or business reputation of some
person other than the plaintiffs, no matter to what extent such
malice may exist. Odgers on Libel, 3H, 268. Newell on Libel, 324.
Moreover, we are of opinion that the alleged libel was a
privileged communication. The principle applicable to ca~es in
which the claim of privilege is set up is well settled. The
difficulty more frequently lies in its application.
In genernJ, an action lies for the publication of statements which
are false and injurious to the character of another, for the
reputation and character of individuals should not be wantonly
and unnecessarily assailed. And the law corn~iders such publication as malicious, unless it is fairly made by a person in the
discharge of some public or private duty, whether legal or
moral, or in the conduct of his own affairs where his interest is
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concerned. In regard to matters of public interest, all that is
necessary to render the words spoken or published privileged
is, that they should he communicated in good faith, without
malice, to those who have an interest in the subject matter to
which they refer, mid in an honest belief that the communication
is true, such belief being founded on reasonable and probable
grounds. In such ca:,es, the occaHion rebuts the inference of
malice, which the law ·would otherwise draw from unauthorized
communications, an<l affords a qualified defense depending upon
the absence of actual malice. If fairly warranted by any such
occasion or exigency as we have named, and honestly made,
upon reasonable and probable grounds, such communications are
protected for the common protection and ·welfare of society.
Upon a careful consideration of the circum::,tances attending
the publication of the article in question, ns disclosed from the
evidence offered at the trial, we feel warranted in the conclusion
that the occasion was one that rendered the publication justifiable and privileged. The defendants were citizens, tax-payers
and publishers of a newspaper in Bangor. The city building
was then in process of construction. It had. not been accepted
by the city. There was indubitable evidence that the mason
work was of poor quality and not in conformity to the contract;
that the mortar used in the construction of certain parts of the
building and the foundation walls was poor and lifeless and in
many instances the bricks were loose, on account of the inferior
quality of the mortar.
The building was of a public nature in which not only the
defendants but every citizen of Bangor was interested. It was
a legitimate subject of criticism by those interested in its construction.
The people have a right t0 know hmv their municipal affairs
are being conducted ; how the money which they have contributed by way of taxes is being expended; and they have a right
to know how the duties of those whom they have entrusted with
the expenditure of such money are being performed, and it is
one of the privileges of newspapers to give the people this
information; and if the information so given is trne, or if the
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publishers act in good faith, without malice, believing it to he
true, and have reasonable and probable cause for so believing,
the law protects them. Gott v. Pulsifu, 122 Mass. 235.
vVhen the matter complained of is privileged, the burden of
proving malice lies on the plaintiff, and the defen<l:mt cannot
be called on to prove that he was not actuated by malice until
some evidence of malice more than a mere scintilla has been
adduced by the plaintiff.
In this case we are unable to discover any eviclence of malice
between the defendants and the plaintiff.-:1. There is nothing
upon which a verdict could legally he sustained, and if there is
evidence of nny malice, it re!Htes to other parties than these
plaintiffs.
In relation to that portion of the alleged libel wherein the
''Tweed ring" is referrerl to, all that need be said is, that it is
not susceptible of the meaning ascribed to it hy the plaintiffs'
innuendo.
By no fair construction of the article cun these words he held
to apply to the plaintiffs or either of them. The whole trend
of the article is in another direction. The plaintiffs are not
spoken of; their names are not given, nor is there any reference to their occupation, directly or indirectly.
The rule is too well settled to need citation of authority, that
an innuendo ' is only explanatory of some matter already
expressed; it serves to point out when there is precedent matter,
but never for a new charge ; it may apply to what is already
expressed, but cannot add to, or enlarge, or change the sense of
the previom, word~." 1 Ch. Pl. 407; 1 "\Vm. Saunders, 243 a
n. 4 ~ Emery v. Prescott, 54 Maine, 38H.
It is the province of the court to determine in the first instance
whether the language publi8hed is reasonably susceptible of the
meaning ascribed to it hy the plaintitfl innuendo. If it is not
susceptible of such meaning, and the language is not upon its
face defamatory of the plaintiffs, then they have no ground of
action in reference to that particular charge.
The construction to be put upon this particular part of the
alleged libelous publication must be that which is consistent
1
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with the whole article, that which follows as well as that which
precedes. ·when viewed in this light, it will he found that it
will not reasonably bear the meaning attributed to it by the
innuendo. The plaintiffs' whole scheme of defamation, upon
this point. depends upon the alleged charge of conspiracy
between the agents or servants of the city of Bangor and themselves, in pursuance of which they were to corruptly divide
with them the proceeds arising from their contract to build the
city hall. This il-- the interpretntion they place upon the language by their innuendo, and by it they are hound. JiVilliam,s
v. Stott, l Cr. & M. fi75. But there is no suggestion of the
charge of conspiracy to be found any,vhere in the published article, either to divide the proceeds of the contract or anything
else ; nor does it attribute the ill treatment of the local contractors to these plaintiffs either directly or indirectly. On the
contrary, it excludes the plaintiffs from such an imputation by
charging the whole matter upon the mayor who was then a
candidate for re-election.
The interpretation which the plaintiffs have seen fit to ascribe
to it is contrary to the whole spirit of the publication, and perverts the idea which its lnnguage plainly conveys. It contains
no insinuation of fraud, or criminal intent, or moral turpitude on
the part of the plaintiffs. It does arraign the mayor, charging
him with bossism, with a contemptuous indifforence to public
opinion and the rights of the public, with an arrogant assumption of power and control over the disposition of submitted bids,
and censures hi:::; methods, ca1ling him king boss and charging
him as responsible for the alleged unfair treatment of the local
contractors. It compares these act~ of his with the doing:::; of
the T"veed ring.
It is the opinion of the court that the motion for a new triul
should be sustuine<l and a new trial grunted .
.ilfotion sustained.
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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B.

MARSTON V8. NELSON DINGLEY,

Kennebec.

ln., and others.

Opinion Febmary 29, 18~G.

Evidence. Expert. Libel. P1·esmnption.
Whether a witness called as an expert possesses the requisite qualifications to
enable him to testify, is a preliminary question addressed to the discretion
of the con rt.
That decision must be final and conclusive unless it is made clearly to appear
from the evidence that it was not justified, or was based upon some error in
law.
A photograph of the plaintiff was sent to a newspaper with the full knowledge
on his part that it was to be used for reproduction in that paper.
The "chalk process" was used by the artist in making the reproduction.
In that case, where suit was brought against the paper for alleged libelous
worcls and caricatures, it was proper for the defense to ask an expert
whether or not the cut was a good result, as taken by the process mentioned, from the photograph.
In proof of the truthfulness of the description of the condition of the plaintiff's
place of abode, evidence was allowed as to the condition a short time after
the publication of the alleged libel. This was admissible only for the purpose of describing the permanent features of the abode, as reflecting light
on the real condition upon the day of the publication.
The habits and personal appearance of a person being shown, there is a presumption that they continue the same unless the contrary is provecl.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
This was an action on the cm;e for slnn<lerous words alleged
to have been publishell in the Lewiston Journal. which wordt'.l
the plaintiff claimed had damaged the plaintiff. The words
were descriptive of the filthy or unclean condition of the plaintiff's person and the unclean condition of the habitation of the
plaintiff at the time of the publication of the article in the
paper complained of as slanderous. The date of the publication
wa~ February 24, 1894. The defendants claimed in the defow;e
that the words published were true, and faithfully and truthfully
described the condition of the place of habitation, or abode of
the plaintiff, at the time when the article was published and that
the same was published without malice. In proof of the truthfulness of the description of the condition of the plaintiff's place
of abode at the date of the publication, the court under the
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seasonable objections of the plaintiff allowed the defendants to
introduce testimony to show the condition of the place of abode
at a time after the date of said publication.
The plaintiff also complained in the declaration in his writ
that the clefen<lants publishe<l in said newspaper, as a part of
said publication, a scandalous and libelous caricature grossly
misrepresenting the personal appeamnce of the plaintiff. Harry
E. Andrews, one of the defendants, was called us a witness for
the defendants and was shown a photograph of the plaintiff and
was shown the allege<l caricature of the plaintiff and was then
allowed under the objection of the plaintiff's counsel to testi(y
as follows : . . .
'' Ques. I will ask you whether or not the cut in the newspaper which I have shown you is a good result, as taken by the
process you have mentioned, from the photogrnph which you
have seen? Ans. I consider it a good result of the chalk-plate
process."
"Ques. State whether or not the chalk-plate process, which
_you have mentioned, is the most approved process mmd by the
Maine newspapers? Ans. It is the quickest and most Ratis-faetory process that newspapers have yet been able to get."
The objection of the plaintiff to Andrews' testimony was that
he was allowed to express his opinion on the alleged caricature•..
Exceptions were also taken to the admission of other testimony as stated in the opinion.
The verdict was for the defendants.

S. S. Brown and F . .A. Waldron, for plaintiff.
Witness cannot be allowed to testi(y as an expert and give
his opinion upon any subject matter that is open to and within
the common knowledge and observation of all men and which
does not involve any special skill or experience.
The question was not how this alleged caricature was made,
what process was used, or what is the best method of reproducing such pictures, but was in fact a caricature such us the plain••
tiff had a right to complain of.
It was stated by the court in Lyman v. Insnrance Co. 144
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Allen, 329, that "it is quite clear that no witness can he permitted to testify to his own individual opinion merely, upon an
issue that depends upon facts which involve no particular science
or information hut are within the common knowledge of man."
Counsrl also cited: Lewis v. Brown, 41 Maine, 448; .1'lfulry
v. Insurance Co. 5 Gray. 541; .Perkins v. Insurance Co. 10
Gray, 312; Nowell v. Wi·ight, 3 Allen, 166; White v. Ballou, 3 Allen, 408; Raymond v. Lowell,(> Cush. 531; Mayhew
v. Mining Co. 7() Maine, 100; State v. lVatson, H5 Maine, 74;
Lincoln v. Barre, 5 Cush. 590; Robertson v. Stark, 15 N. H.
109-113.
\Vhat the condition of the premises, or room occupied by the
plaintiff, was at the time described in the publication defendants' witnesses knew nothing ahout; nor did they claim to know
anything ahout its condition at that time.
The period of time that had elapsed between the publication
and the respective visits of these witnesses was so great that,
upon all principles of law hearing on the subject, the testimony
should not have been received. The condition of a room as
found to-day has no tendency to prove ,vhat its condition was
six months or a year ago. Hutchinson v. Methuen, 1 Allen, 33.

H. M. Heath and C. L. Andrews, for defendants.
SITTING:
STROUT,

PETERS,

C. J.'

w ALTON'

FOSTER,

HASKELL,

J,T.

FosTER, J.
,vhether a witness called as an expert possesses
the requisite qualifications to enable him to testify, is a preliminary question to be decided by the court. That decision must
be final and conclusive unless it is made clearly to appear from
the ev'idence that it was not justified, or that it was based upon
some error in law. State v. Tlwrnptwn, 80 Maine, 194; Ohw~e
v. Springvale Mills Co. 7 5 Maine, 15G; Jones v. Roberts, 65
Maine, 276.
The exceptions in this case afford no ground for a decision
that any such error was committed by the justice presiding at
the trial.
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This action was for alleged libellous words and caricatures
published in the Lewiston ,Journal on the 24th day of February,
1894. One connt in the plaintiff's writ alleged that a cut
printed in the defendants' paper so grossly misrepresented him
that it was a libellous caricature.
A photograph of the plaintiff was sent to the ,Journal with
the full knowledge on the part of the plaintiff that it was to be
used for reproduction in that paper. The ehalk-plate" process,
so-called, was used by the artist in reproducing the plaintiff's
picture. From the testimony of Harry E. Andrews, one of the
defendants' witnesses, it appears that it is the quickest and most
satisfactory process in use in newspaper offices in this state.
This witness called as an expert, ,vas asked whether or not the
cut in the nev.-·spaper was a good result, as taken hy the process
mentioned, from the photogmph.
Objection was interposed and exception taken to the admission of the question and answer on the ground that the opinion
of the witness was called for und given in reference to the alleged caricature. But that is not so. The witness was not
aske.d to compare the cut with the plaintiff's features, nor
whether it was, in his opinion, a good likeness. It called for his
opinion only in reference to the artist's skill, whether or not the
cut w1-1s a it good rmmlt" from the process.
The witness was properly qualified as an expert. He had
made a special study in regard to the method of obtaining
reproductions. vVhether the arti~t in applying his skill to the
chalk-plate in that process, by the use of lines alone, skillfully
reproduced the photograph from which he worked, was a question
that became material upon the issue raised. If the work was
done with reasonably good skill, the result would be called good ;
and the defendant had a right to introduce the te:;;timony of competent experts upon the question. It in no way infringed upon
the allegation in the writ. that the cut grossly rnisreprm,ented the
plaintiff's real features. It had reference to the care, skillfulness and artistic science involved in reproducing a given
photograph by the chalk-plate process in a particular ca::;e.
Such evidence was dearly admissible. It related to facts
ft
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pertaining to a particular science, art or business not within the
common knowledp:e of men.
Another exception is taken to the admission of certain evidence bearing upon the unclean condition of the habitation of
the plaintiff at a time subse<1uent to the publication of the alleged
libellous words.
The charge in the writ was in reference to the words which
purported to describe the condition of the plaintiff's place of
abode at the time when the article was published,-that he had
his horse in the house, a room with bed, stove and stand, and
walls and ceiling black with soot.
In proof of the truthfulness of the description of the condition of the place at the date of the publication, the court
allowed the defendants to introduce teRtimony to show the
condition of the premi:ses some months after the publication.
The question before us is in reference to the correctness of this
ruling.
We certainly can see no error in admitting the testimony.
This evidence from one witness was in relation to what he
saw there but a short time aft.er the publication. He desc1·ihes
certain partitions as set off for the use of the horse. The walls
and ceiling are described as black with soot. Nothing is said
about the cleunline~s of the hed or other articles of furniture.
That they were there is undisputed, not only at the date of the
publication, but also afterwards, at the time the witness refers
to. The witness testified to seeing the horse us he looked in
where the plaintiff was accustomed to live. This w:its objected
to by counsel for the plaintiff, ancl the court limited its application to showing the interior condition of the building, partitions,
stalls, etc., for general uses. The tm,timony of the witness was
limited by his answers to merely a deseription of the permanent
features of the abode, with no reference to their cleanliness and
omitting all temporary or changeable features. To be sure, he
described the walls and ceilings as black with soot. This was
of matters decidedly permanent, for soot accumulates by the
slow deposit of time.
This testimony, as that alim of the other witness upon the
same point, was confined to the permanent features of the abode,
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and although it was given as of a date subsequent to the publication, it was clearly relevant, as reflecting light on the real
condition upon the day when the publication was made. It
tends to show the probable condition of the plaintiff's abode Ht
that time. Much discretion must be allowed to the cou1:t in
matters where the question relates to the relevancy of tm,timony
as tending to show the probable condition of things at a particular date, which are permanent in their nature, and not liable to
sudden changes in their condition or appearance.
Certain presumptions become applicable in such cases,-the
presumption of uniformity and continuance. But as such presumptions are of fact, their effect depen<ls upon the extent to
which the quality of permanency enters into the nature of the
matter in question. They are much stronger in matters that
are of a continuous and permanent nntnre, than tho:se thnt are
changeable and transitory. G1·ee11.field v. Camden, 74 Maine,
56, 65.
Thus, where it has been shown what the habits and personal
appenrance of a person are, the p1·esumption i~ that such habits
and appearance continue the same unless proved to the contrary. 2 Whart. Ev. § 1287. Lawson on Presumptive Evidence, 184. Eureka Ins. Co. v. RoMnson, 56 Pa. St. 256 ;
TVoocl v. Matthews, 73 Mo. 482; Hine v. Pomeroy, 3H Vt.
211; McMahon v. Hm-rison, '1 N. Y. 443.
This testimony, therefore, which tended to show that, after
the publication of the alleged libel, he continued to live in a
house with partitions and stalls for a horse, sooty wnlls and
ceiling, had a legitimate bearing upon the contlition at the time
in issue, and was admissible under the issue presented where
truth was pleaded, and want of any exprest-3 malice.
Exceptions ove1·ruled.
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BRUNSWICK GAS LIGHT COMPANY

vs.
UNITED GAS, FUEL AND LIGHT COMPANY.

Cumberland.

Opinion March 3, 189G.

Pleading. Practice. Costs. R. S., c. 82, § 124.
Where a plaintiff has become nonsuit in an action for covenant broken, the
declaration being upon an indenture, or lease, under seal, and afterwards
commences another action in assumpsit upon an account annexed for rent,
the cause of action is not the same within the meaning of R. S., c. 82, § 124,
which provides that where a " second suit has been brought for the same
cause before the costs of the former suit are paid, further proceedings shall
be stayed until such costs are paid."
There is a material difference in the form of action, the declaration, the plea,
the measure of damage, and the form of judgment.
See Bruns. G. L. Co. v. United Gas, &c., Co. 85 Maine, 532.

ON EXCEPTIONS.

This was an action of assumpsit with an account annexed, for
one thousand dollars for rent of plaintiff's gas plant in Brunswick, also a count for use nnd occupation. The action was
commenced June 11th, 18B4, entered at the September Term,
1894, of the Superior Court for Cumberland County, and tried
hy the presiding justice without the intervention of a jury, at
the October Term, 1894, subject to exceptions in matters of
law.
Before proceeding to trial, the defendant seasonably filed a
motion to st:iy further procee<lings until the costs allowed in a
previow, suit between the sume pnrties, for the same cause of
action, as claimed by the defendant, and in which a nonsuit had
been entered at the May term, 1894, of said Superior Court,
were paid; und that the suit he dismissed unless said costs were
paid at such times as the court should appoint, which motion
waR denied by the presiding justice who then heard the case and
rendered a deci~ion in favor of the plaintiff, awarding dumages
in the sum of nine hundred seventy-two dollar;, and sixty-two
cents.
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To the ruling of the 1;residing justice, denying said motion,
the defendant excepted.
Barrett Potter, for plaintiff.
There is such a difference between the t,vo causes of action
that the law gives its support to one and withholds it from the
other. The covenant is void and the breach of it gives the
plaintiff no remedy. If this action were for the same cause, we
::.-hould he equally without remedy now.
The plaintiff relies on cases that merely allow an amendment
to correct a defective statement of the plaintiff's case, without
changing the form of action. If Rand v. JV'"ebbe,·, G4 Maine, 191,
seems to go farther than that, Dodge v. Haskell, 69 Maine, 434,
reconciles the doctrine ofRanrl v. JVebbe1·, with the other cases,
when the court say: '' Rand v. Webber, 64 Maine, 191, has
been erroneously supposed to allow an amendment to the
exte11t of allowing the nature of the action to be changed. That
case merely allowed a correction of the writ, already improvidently and improperly rtmended, that such u result might be
avoided."
The only cause of action we had was the breach of an implied
assurnpsit. The damage we suffered by that breach was the
vital point that was not put directly in issue and determined in
the former action. Long v. lVoodman, 65 Maine, 56.
As the defendant owes the plaintiff more than four times as
much as the plaintiff owes the rlefendant, ( the judgment for
costs amounting to $229. 94,) it would seem, if money is to be
paid by one of the parties to the other, as if it should be by the
defendant to the plaintiff, thus affirming Long v. JVoodman,
supra.
Geo1'ge W. Heselton, for defendant.
Object of R. S., c. 82, § 124: .ZJior.se v. 1-Wayber1·y, 48 :Maine,
lGl; Smith v. Allen, 79 :Maine, 539. It is not the form hut

the cause of action that is the gist of the statute. Cause of
action: Howell v. Young, 5 B. & C. 25H; Bank v. R.R. Co. 10
How. Pr. 1; Bo1'st v. Corey, 15 N. Y. 505; Veeder v. Baker,
83 N. Y. 160.
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,vhenever the cause of action defectively set forth in a
declamtion cnn be distinguished from any other cause of action,
then an amendment may be allowed. Annis v. Gilmore, 47
Maine, 158; Pullen v. Eiutcltinson, 25 Maine, 249; Rand v.
Webber, 64 Maine, 191 ; Dodge v. IIaskell, 69 Maine, 434.
If the ground on which the cause of action could he maintained
appeared in the declaration, it is under this provision of the
statute, the same cause of action.
The best test of whether the fir:..t suit was for the same cause
of action would be, could it have been maintained, would it
have been a bar to this second suit? One of the elements of
damage asked for under the first suit was : '' The plaintiff says
that after the making of the said indenture, nnd during the said
term hereby granted, to wit, on the fifteenth day of June, A. D.,
1890, a large sum of money, to wit, the sum of three hundred
and one dollars for rent then due, because it was and still is in
arrears and unpaid." Another element was the unpaid taxes.
The rental agreed upon in the lease was based largely upon
these two elements and the lease by the dicta of the court in
Ga.~ Light Company v. United Gas, Fuel and Light Compar,y,
85 Maine, 541, might be used '' as evidence, in nature of an
admission, of what is a reasonable rent" and was so used at the
second trial.
Then the very clement::, of the verdict, in the second trial,
were included in the first action, and had the agreement not
been ultra vires, and void, would have acted as a bar to this
second action.
In Howa1'd v. H'ilnball, f35 Maine, 330, the court said: ' To
as~ertain whether a former judgment is u bar to present litigation the true criterion is found in the answer to the question:
was the same vital point put directly in iosne and determined.
8 Arn. ,Jnr. 330-335. Outram v. JJ;Iorewo~Hl, 3 East, 346; 1
Greenl. Ev. §§ 528, 52~1, 530; Lord v. Clwdboitni.e, 42 Maine,
429, p. 443."
1

SITTING:

PETERS,

WELL, STROUT,

JJ.

C. ,T.,

WALTON, FOSTER, HASKELL, WIS-
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FOSTER, J.
The quei;;tion in this case is, whether the defendant has been twice sued ttfor the same cause."
Revised Statutes, c. 82, § 124, provides that: tt When costs
have been allowed against a plaintiff on nonsuit or di~continuance, and a second suit has been brought for the same cause
before the costs of the former Huit are paid, further proceedings
shall he stayed until such costs are paid."
In this case a motion was seasonably filed to stay the proceedings until the coi:-ts allowed in a previous suit between the
same parties upon nonsuit, should be paid. The motion was
overruled, and the case proceeded to trial, and exceptions being
taken to the overruling of that motion, the case is before this
court.
The present action is assnmpsit upon an account annexed for
one thousand dollars for rent of plaintiff's gas plant in Brunswick, also a count for use and occupation, both counts being
founded upon an implied promise to pay a reasonable sum for
rent. The former suit was for covenant broken, and the declaration was upon an indenture, or lease, under seal, made
between the plaintiff and defendant. The covenants on the
part of the defendant were set out and breaches thereof al1eged.
The case went to the ]aw court (85 Maine, 532) and a new trial
was granted because the lease of the plaintiff of its corporate
franchises was ultra vire8 and vojd.
It is admitted by counsel that in thnt suit, among other
things, an agreed compensation for use and occupation of the
same plant for the Harne time was claimed.
But the cause of action in that suit, as the record discloses,
was for breaches of several covenants contained in the lease.
In the present case, the cause of action is implied assumpsit.
The cause of action was not the same in each. There was a
material difference in the form of action, the declaration, the
plea, the measure of damages, and the form of ju<lgment.
The forms of action are so dissimilar that they could not be
properly joined in the same suit. In an action of covenant,
evidence of a parol contract is not admissible. Pltillz'ps, etc.
Con..;truction Company v. Seyrnour, 91 U. S. 64 7, 654. ·In
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Long v. Woodnian, 65 Maine, 56, it was held that this statute
did not apply where the declaration in the former action ,vas in
tort and disposed of on demurrer, and the }utter action was in
assumpsit.
·while it is true, as stated in Sm,ith v. Allen, 79 Maine, 536,
that this statute should be interpreted liberally in behalf of
defendants, yet in the prm;ent case we feel that the cause of
action is not the .same as that in the former suit, and therefore
the statute does not apply.
Exceptions ove1Tuled.

ALFRED

SHRIMPTON AND SoNs, Limited,

vs.

v\rILLIAM

Sagadahoc.

"T,

PENDEXTER.

Opinion March 2, 1896.

Practice. Exceptions. Presiding Justice. Findings of Fact.
It is a firmly established principle that the decision of a presiding justice as
to matters of fact, in cases referred to him with the right of exceptions, is
conclusive; and in such case exceptions to the law court do not lie to his
findings of any mqtters of fact.
Pettengill v. Shoenbar, 84 Maine, 104, affirmed.

ON EXCEPTIONS.

This was an action of assumpsit on account annexed to
recover $110.88 for goods sold and delivered. The case was
refencd to the court with the right to except. ,Judgment being
rendered in favor of the plaintiff, the defendant filed exceptions.
It appeared from the testimony that on November 18th,
1893, the plaintiff rec~ived by mail from the defondant, an
order signed by the defendant under the name of H. E. Palmer
& Co., for two great gross cards of Kantopen hooks and eyes,
the cards to have printed thereon the name, address and advertisement of the defendant, as directed hy him in the order. The
goods were to he prepared and then shipped to the defendant,
under the name of H. E. Palmer & Co., by the cheapest way.
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The order ,vas partly in printed form and partly written, was
signed hy the defendant under the name of I-I. E. Palmer & Co.·
and was receive<l by the plaintiff, as stated, on November 18th,
1893, thrnugh the mail.
This order is as follows :
''Date, Nov. 16, 18[)3.
"Alfred Shrimpton & Sons, Ltd.,
273 Church street, New York City.
"Please put up for ns as soon a:,; possible two great gross cards
of your K:-mtopen hooks and eyes, assorted in the following sizes
and colors: one each three-fourths black.
1
' One-half of the order in number four.
"One-ha]f of the order in number three.
"One-sixth of the order in num her two.
"In each of the above sizes give me three-quarter ?lack and
one-quarter white.
1
' You may change this assortment to suit yourself.
1
' Print my advertisement on the centre of each card, as written
in the space below :
I-I. E. Palmer & Co.,
Dealers in
Dry Goods and Small vVa.res,
2(> Centre Street, Bath, Maine.
Terms, net thirty days, one per cent ten days.
wwhen ready, ship by the cheapest way to:
( Signature of firm) H. E. Palmer & Co.
To-wn, Bath, State of Maine."
The plaintiff thereupon wrote the defendant as follows :
"New York, Nov. 20th, 1893.
'~ I-I. E. Palmer & Co.,
Bath, Me.
" Gentlemen :
"We are in receipt of your esteemed order for two great gross
cards of Kantopen hooks and eyes, to be put up as soon as we
can prepare the goods with your name and special advertising
matter printed thereon. "Te read the advertisement us follows :
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H. E. Palmer & Co.,
Dealers in
Dry Goods and Small ,vares,
2G Centre Street, Bath, Maine.
"Please check this all· over carefully, making any changes or
corrections you desire, and if 0. K. sign and return to us by first
mail, in the enclosed stamped envelope, and we ·will proceed
with the order. It usually requires from thirty to sixty days to
get out this class of goods, but we will hurry the order, and
ship nt the earliest possible date. Thanking you for the favor,
we are,
Yours respectfully,
Alfred Shrimpton & Sons, Ltd."
ff\Ve have checked this all over carefully, and find it correct in
every particular, H. E. Palmer & Co."
''Date, Nov. 22, 18~a."
The president of the plaintiff corporation testified :
'' Ques. What was then done hy the plaintiff in regard to the
defendant's orders? Ans. ,vhen the confirmation letter was
signed and returned to the plaintiff, I at once gave instructions
to have the special adverfo;ing matter and the goods ordered by
the defendant on the order prepare<l; each one of the cards to
be printed with the name, address and advertisement as directed
on the order."
'' Ques. Are these goods put up and prepared according to
order only? Ans. Yes, sir, they are put up specially and by
order only, and for that reason, the letter was sent to the
defendant to have the order confirmed, as the cards, when
once printed with the name, address and advertisement of the
merchant ordering them, are by reason of the printed matter
thereon, rendered unsalnble to any other merchant, and the
goods become worthless and cannot be disposed of. For this
reason the letter was sent to the defendant to apprise him of the
goods, and the amount he had ordered, with a request for him
to confirm it before we proceeded with the order. As I have
said, he confirmed the order, - signing the confirmation letter,
and returning it by mail to us."
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'' Ques. Did you see the goods after they were prepared, and
before they were shipped to the defendant? Ans. Yes, sir, I
did. On December 14th, 18H3, the goods were all prepared and
ready for shipment. I examined them carefully as is my custom
with all goods prepared specially, by order such as these were,
and found that the advertising matter had been printed exactly
as the defendant had ordered the same to be done, a11<l that the
goods had been prepared in every particular, according to the
order and as confirmed by him in the confirmation letter. Each
and every card contuining the hooks and eyes, had the defendant's advertisement printed on it as follows : 'II. E. Palmer &
Co., Deulers in Dry Goods and Small vVnres, 26 Centre Street,
Bath, Maine,' and the goods in all respects, were exactly accor<ling to order. On December 1'1-th, 1893, I caused the goods
to be shipped to the address given upon the order, Bath, Maine,
addressed to the defendant under the name of ILE. Palmer & Co.
'' Ques. Then the goods ordered by the defendant, two great
gross cards of Kantopen hooks ancl eyes, were prepttred and
shipped to him as per contract? Ans. Yes, sir, they were."
1
~ Ques.
Has any portion of the said goo<b ever been received
or accepted hack by the plaintiff or hy any one in its behalf?
Ans. No, sir."
The plaintiff wrote the defendant as follows :
"Ne,Y York, Jan. 22nd, 1894.
"H. E. Palmer & Co.,
Bath Maine.
"Gentlemen :
"We received yours of ,Jamrnry 16th, enclosing check $10.08,
which you say, (is to settle for amount of goods kept out of our
bill of December 14th, 1893). Our bill was un entire one, and
not to be paid for piecemeal.
We have not reeeived any
goods from you. We have placed the amount to your credit,
and we enclose you herewith a statement for the hal:rnce due to
us. This amount is no\v past due, and unless ,ve receive your
remittance to balance, by return of mail, we shall place the
matter in the hands of our attorney for collection.
Yours respectfully,
Alfred Shrimpton & Sons, Ltd."
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The defendant testified : . . .
'' Ques. Yon signed the order; is that like the order you
signed? Ans. I should say that was the order. That wasn't
what we received nt first. vVe ma<le that out to show whnt we
wanted for printing. That was a blank.
"Qnes. State if yon can consecutively and concisely just
what you <lid after you received that first circular? Ans. I
received the sample of hooks and eyes and examined them carefu]ly, and thought we could use some of them. The price of
the hook and eye according to their circular was three and a
half cents a card. I think I figured them up. That is something we never do, buy a hook and eye by the card. I never
heard of their being sold• hy the curd ; they are always sold by
the gross. They came to $2.52 a gross, the way we always buy
them. I ordered one gross each."
"Mr. Trntt: Was the order in writing:? Ans. Yes, sir."
"Mr. Trott. I object to his stating the contents."
"Ques. Did you order two great gross? Ans. I did not
order in great gross cards."
"The court: The order as read was two great gross? Ans.
Yes, sir."
:'The court: Do you say that that wasu't the order, do you
say that it was two gross or two great gross? Ans. I couldn't
say how it ·was written, whether we wrote it one gross or one
great grm;s. We meant a great gross, hut sometimes we don't
alwnys put the ~, greut" on. But what I ordered and intended
was a great gross of each size."
"Ques. You are talking ahout a great gross of hooks and
eyes? Ans. Yes, sir, that is what I am talking about."
"Ques. When you made your order, what did you understand you were ordering? (Objected to.)"
"The court. Here is a written order which speaks for itself.
"Ques. \Vhen yon ::-igned an order for two great gross of
Kantopen hooks and eyes, what did you understand yon were
signing? ( Objected to.)"
"The court. You understood ·what was meant by gross, and
what by great gross perfectly? Ans. Yes."
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The court. I understand that you received a sample card
like this that they sent you? Ans. Yes, sir, a sample card
the same as that."
"Ques. So you knew that they put them up on a card ; are
they al ways put up on a card? Ans. Yes, sir. There is a
very large hook and eye that is put up loose in a box, hut not
on a card." . . .
''(1ues. After you had received these goods, what did you
do? Ans. I opened a case and examined them, and I was
perfeetly astonished to see the quantities of hooks and eyes
there. I didn't know what it meant. And I took out what I
ordered, nailed up the ease, and returned them to the firm that
they came from, and sent them a check for what I ordered." . . .
"Qucs. Did you ever hear of anybody selling or anybody
buying, for the thirty years that you have been in trade, hooks
and eyes by the gross cards or by the great gross cards? Ans.
No, sir, nor no one else. 'l'hey never "Tere sold that way
before." . . .
Crnss-Examination.
"Ques. On November 13th, didn't you write to Alfred
Shrimpton & Sons something like this : t Please send me one
gross each of Kantopen hooks and eyes like sample Rent with
advertisement on the cards, and oblige H. E. Palmer & Co.
Print the ad. as follows: H. E. Palmer & Co., dealers in dry
goods and small wares?' Ans. Yes, sir."
tt Ques.
Didn't you on the 15th receive a reply to that from
the plaintiff? Ans. Yes, sir, with this printed matter." . . .
"Ques. Didn't they write in reply, 1 Yours of N ovemher
13, to hand, and in reply will say, we could not print your
order one dozen cards, nor do we think you mPant it so ; we
enclose you an order blank, which please fill it out as wanted,
and write the advertising matter very plainly, and we will proceed with the order?' Ans. Yes, sir. I didn't order one dozen
cards."
"Ques. You received that and with it came this blank order?
Ans. Yes."
'
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"Ques. You filled out the blank order? Ans. I filled out
the blank order the same as I did in the first place."
''Qucs. As shown here in the depm,ition read? Ans. Ye~."
"Ques. And signed it and sent it? Ans. You see what
they say; I didn't order a dozen cards."
"Ques. They called your attention particularly to the fact
that one gross of three and four Kantopen hooks and eyes
would simply be a dozen cards in their reply, and sent you a
blank order for you to fill out, and you filled it out and sent it
to them? Ans. No, sir, one gross of hooks and eyes isn't a
dozen cards."
"Ques. My point is tlrnt your attention was directly called
to how much you had ordered? Ans. My attention ,rasn't
called at all to it."
1
' Ques.
"'Vas that not the reply to your letter of the 13th?
Ans. That is the reply to the letter, hut you construe it different."
"Ques. That is the lunguage they used? Ans. As far as I
recollect, yes."

Joseph M. Trott, for plaintiff.
0. W. Lm-rabee, for defendant.
Plaintiff lacked the clear and expressive words, such as both
parties understood, neces~mry to form a legal contract. 1 Comyn
on Contracts, p. 2. The assent of both contending parties to
the unmistakable meaning of this contract, is wanting in this
case, and unless it was so, there was never a contract binding
on the defendant.
The construction of the contract in writing, and verbal testimony belongs to the court, to give to the writings or letters,
such meaning taken in connection -with the evidence, as shall
seem consistent with the requirements of law. Am. & Eng.
Ency. Contract, 42 ; Construction.

SITTING: PETERS, C. J., 1\'"ALTON, FOSTER, HASKELL,
JJ.

WIS-

WELL,

FOSTER, J. Assumpsit on an account annexed for goods
sold and delivered.
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The case was heard by the presiding justice with right of
exceptions.
,Judgment being for the full amount sued for, the defendant
excepts, ~~ because the judge erred in his construction aud interpretation of the evidence.;-;
'
The exceptions challenge the correctness of the decision of
the presiding justice hased upon the result of evidence and matters of fact.
The principle is too familiar and too firmly estabfo,hed to,
need the citation of authorities, that the decision of a presiding·
judge as to matters of faet, in a case referred to him with right
of exceptions, is conclusive. Pettengill v. Slwenbar, 84 Maine,
104; Berry v. Johnson, 53 Maine, 401; l}fcCartlzy v. J.11ansfield, 56 Maine, 538; Haskell v. Hervey, 74 Maine, 192, as to.
the effect of testimony; Edm:undson v. Bric, 136 Mass. 189 ;.
Coolidge v. Srnitlt, 129 Mass. 554, 557. And in such case
exceptions do not lie to his finding of any matter of fact. Curtis v. Downes, 56 Maine, 24.
Exceptions overruled ..

WILSON S. CHENEY, an<l others,
vs.
LEROY P. Goonw1N, and others.
York.

Opinion March 5, 18HG.

Voluntary Associations. Contribution. Equity. Practice ...
To hold persons liable to contribution in equity as members of a vol!\.mtary
unincorporated association for debts and expenses authorized at meetings
of the association, it should appear that the association is one with a determinate membership differentiated from the general public, and that the
meetings authorizing the expenditure were limited in participation to such
members. Held; that in this case neither condition is shown.
A bill in equity against thirty-four respondents to enforce thirty-four indi"idual and separate though similar contracts is bad for multifariousness.

ON REPORT.
This was a bill in equity, heard on hill, answers and proofs,
in which the complainants, being members of a committee who
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claim to 11.ave ncted as the agents of the respondents for the
purchase of a lot and erection of a shoe shop thereon in the
village of Springvale, sought relief hy contribution and account
for money advanced and debts contracted in the purchase of the
lot and the erection of the shop, over and above the amount of
the fond subscribed for that purpose by the respondents and
others, and also praying for an adjustment of all the affairs of
:the enterprise,-the collection of unpuid subscriptions of parties,
the re.-.traint of further vexatious litigation at law and such
,other relief as equity might find necessary, etc.
The case is stated in the opinion.
The following is the material and importnnt allegation 111 the
hill : '' Seventh-That the defendants participated in said meetings, assented to said votes, were subscribers to the fund and
pledges raised on ~mid subscription book, and became by these
and other acts in furtherance of said objeets, members of said
voluntary assocfation, known as the 'Springvale Industrial Association,' and with the complainants and one Narcissa l. Pelletier.
then of Sanford, now of St. Anne Lapocatiere, in the Province of
Quebec, and said Edmund Goodwin, now deceased, composed
and formed said association and became liable for the indebtedness incurred b_y the same."

Sarnuel M. Came, B. F. Hamilton and B. F. Cleaves, for
plaintiffs.

Geo. F. Haley, A. Low and Leroy Haley, ,J. W. Synionds,
D. W. Snow and 0. S. Cook, for defendants.
SITTING: PRTERs,

nousE, WISWELL,

c. J., vVALToN, EMERY, HAsKELL,

WHITE-

JJ.

EMERY, J. After reading the mass of conflicting and contradictory testimony contained in this printed record of nearly
six hundred pages and the numerous exhibits, we arc not
satisfied that the plaintiffs' essential propositions of fact are
established by any fair preponderance of the evidence. This
result would justify the dismissal of the bill without further
remark, since reasons for conclusions of fact are not expositive
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of the law. But inasmuch as no reasonable inference from the
evidence supports the legal po~ition taken by the plaintiff-:; in
their bill, our judgment can be reste<l as well on that conclusion.
Assuming the material facts as favorably for the plaintiffs
as the evidence will permit, the statement it:i substantially this:
In the summer of 1889, some active, public spirited citizens of
Springvale became inpressed ·with the idea that the material
prosperity of that village would be increased by bringing there
the husines~ of the E. & A. Mudge Shoe Company from Rochester,
N. H. A self-constituted committee of citizern; invited the
officer::, of the shoe company to a conference, and finally procul'ed
from them a memorandum of the terms on which they would
transfer their business to Springvale. These terms, in brief,
were the construction of a specified shoe factory building by the
citizens, on a selected lot to be purchased by them, and then
the gift of the land and building to the shoe company,- the
latter to contl'ibute $5000 toward the cost.
An informal public meeting of the people of Springvale was
then called and held at the tmvn hall August 12, 1889. At
this meeting the attendance was large and general,- a chairman
and secretary were chm,en , - the proposition of the shoe
company was discussed,-and a soliciting committee was d10sen
to procure imbscriptions for the purpose of meeting the shoe
company's proposition. The meeting then acljourncd to the
next Saturday evening. At the adjourned meeting a committee
was chosen to procure similar subscriptions in Portland.
The soliciting committees immediately prepared a :•mhscription paper with a heading reciting the proposition of the shoe
company, and concluding with the following contract of subscription,-~~ Now, in consideration of said offer and for the
purposes of carrying the same into effect, we the undersigned
do hereby agree to pay to a person to be hereafter elected by
the subscribers hereto, as treasurer to receive and collect the
amount of money hereto subscribed, the sum set against our respective names, at such time or times ns the subscribers hereto
direct. Dated at Springvale, this 14th day of August, 1889."
This subscription paper was industriously circulated in Spring-
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vale and Portlnnd and two hundred signatures, more or less,
were obtained for sum8 aggregating ahout $8000.
This sum of $8000, was not considered sufficient for the
purpose, and another general mee1ing was informally called and
held at the town hall on August 23, and was numerously attended.
At this meeting the whole matter was talked over, and an effort
was made to increase the subscriptions to $10,000. Speeches
,vere made, and the paper was passed round in the meeting for
such an increase in the subscription. At length the soliciting
committee reported that the desired $10,000 could he relied
upon as forthcoming. It was then voted to accept the proposition of the shoe company, and a committee was chosen to
notify the shoe company of this action of the meeting. It was
further voted "to stand back of the committee." The meeting
then adjourned to August 24th.
At the adjourned meeting, the committee of notification
reported that they had notified the shoe company as instructed,
and that the officers of the company would shortly come to
Springvale to prepare and t:.ign a draft of the contract. Thisreport was accepted. It was then voted to give to the association, or entcyprise, the name of '' The Springvale Industrial
Association." An executive committee was chosen and empowered to meet the officers of the shoe company, bind the
agreement with them, and carry the same into effect. It was
further voted '' to stand l>ehind the committee." This meeting
adjourned without day.
At all these meetings many oigners of the subscription paper
were present nnd took part, hut it doe8 not appear as to any
meeting. that the call, the attendance, the discussion, or the
voting wa:-::; limited to such signers. They were all meetings
open to participation by the general public. All the votes were
passed by general consent without division.
The executive committee, chosen at the last meeting, began
work at once, - signed the contraet with the shoe company (in
which they de~cribed themselves as acting as a committee of
citizens chosen by the subscribers to the fund, )-purchased the
lot,- built the factory, and conveyed the whole to the shoe
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company, ·which thereupon transferred its business to Springvale as agreed. The committee transacted most of the business
in this connection under the name of the '' Springvale Industrial
Association." Several of the subscribers to the fund, including
some of the defendantti, actively co-operuted with the committee.
The cost of the land and buildings exceeded the amount subscribe<l, and the committee was unable to collect all that was
subscribed. There resulted a deficit of about $4000, for which
the memben; of the committee were pe1·sonally responsible.
Efforts ·were made to procure contributions from the former
subscribers and the general public to relieve the committee from
this <lefieit. Two public meetings, of a character in call and
attendance similar to thos_e in August, were called and held in
November and December to arouse public interest, and induce
further contributions. All these efforts failed however, and the
members of the committee finally brought this bill against
thirty-four signers of the original subscription paper to compel
a contribution. Some of these defendants were active participants in the meetings of Augm,t and in other ways pushed along
the enterprise, but it does not appear that all of them were
present at any meeting, or did more than sign the subscription
paper.
The only position taken hy the plnintiffs in their bill, as the
basis of their claim for contribution from these defendants, is
that stated· in the seventh paragraph of the bill. It is there
stated that the plaintiffs and defendants composed and formed a
voluntary association known as the "Springvale Industrial
Association," and as members thereof became all liahle for the
indebtedness of the association thus incurred by the executive
committee, and also liable to co11tribnte among themselves for
such indebtedness.
A person may become a member of a voluntary unincorporated association, and make himself liable to third parties upon
contracts authorized hy a vote of the association within its 5cope
at a meeting of the association, even though he did not vote to
give such authority, or did not attend the meeting. In winding
up the affairs of such an association, each member may become
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liable to make contributions to equalize among the members the
losses of the associution. Masonic Loclges, Agricultural Societies
Fire Companies, Board::; of Trade, etc., are fumiliar instances of
such associations.
But, in all such cases, it will be found that the association had
a definite and determinate mern henihip,- that there wus a clear
line of denrnrcation between members ancl non-memhers,-that
there was an organization which differentiated the association
from the people at large. Again, in all such cases the authorizing vote was passed at a determinate meeting of the association,
called and held as such, and limited in participation to members
of the association. In the most extreme case we have found,
that of a college class ( Wilcox v . .A.mold, 1G2 Mas::;. 577,)
both of these conditions of liability were fulfilled. So also in
Robinson v. Robinson, 10 Maine, 240, where the personal
liability was merely suggested. These conditions are in reason,
as well as authority, essential to personal liability as a member
of a voluntary unincorporated association.
Recurring now to the facts of this case, neither of these conditions appears to he fulfilled. The signing the subscription
paper did not constitute t,he signers an association. There is
no contract of association in that papel'. Each subscriber only
promised to pay a fixed sum of money to such person as a
nrnjority of the subscribers should appoint to receive it, and at
i:;uch times as a majority should fix. There is no stii)ulation for
any other individual or collective action by the subscribers.
Nor did the votes of the various meetings constitute nn association ·with a determinate membership. No criterion of membership was established. Not all the signers of the subscription
paper ·were thereby made members, since many did not attend,
and there was no stipulation in their subscription for forming
such an association. On the other hand, membership was not
· limited to signers of the subscription paper. It does not appear
that the signers present at any meeting were even a majority of
those present and participating in the meeting.
But, if the first condition was fulfilled, the second was not. If
it could he correctly said that un association with u determinate
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membership was formed, there was no determinate meeting of
that association which could pass votes binding· on its members.
None of the call:,;; were for an association meeting. All were to
the public generally for a public meeting. Participation in
none of the meetings was limited to members of the association.
Discussion, voting and all other action could he, and, so for as
appears, was shared by other persons. The votes of such meetings cannot bind individuals as members of an association.
It must he apparent that upon the facts, these defendants cannot he held liable to contribution as co-members with the plaintiffs of a voluntary unincorporated association.
No other
ground is pointed out. upon "vhich this bill for contribution can
he sustained agaim,t these defendants. Either defendant may
have made himself liable to pay fixed or proportional sums to
the plaintiffs by his individual action, but such liability would
be individual, and distinct from that of every other defendant.
A single bill in equity against all the defendants to enforpe
thirty-four :,eparate individual contracts, would he multifarious
and unsustainable.
Bill dismissed. One bill of costs only against
the plaintiffs.

J.al\IES F. D.aH.IUNGTON vs. ALBERT C. Moorrn, land and buildings.
ELBERT

L. RrcHAH.DSoN vs.

Androscoggin.

SAME.

Opinion March 5, 1896.

Lien. Revival.
The lien of a laborer upon a building lost by the lapse of time cannot be
revived by subsequent labor upon the building not performed by virtue of a
contract with owner.
ON EXCEPTIONS.

The case is sufficiently stated in the opinion.

A. I1. P. Knowlton, for plaintiffs.
'The plaintiffs ceased to labor on the premises within thirty
days of the time when the notices of liens were filed in city
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clerk's office. Tur1ie1· v. lVentwortll, l Hl Mass. 464; Jlfiller
v. Batclzelde1·, 117 Mass. 179.

1

Ta.-:cus Atwood, for owners.
1'.,.ork under an entire contract may be suspended under ~ame
circumstances by the sub-contractor for more than thirty days
without being fatal to his lien; hnt thet:ie claimants had no contract existing, when leaving at their respeetive dates, that required
them to resume work there or would even justi(y them in assuming they might return. The resumption of work in November,
fifty-three and thirty-seven days respectively, after once taking
their tools away, was a new contract so far a:,, it pertained to the
building and the right to maintain liens. Jones on Liens, §
1431.
If the work was done or the materials furnished for separate
and distinct purposes, or under distinct contrncb,· or order.s,
though in executing onP and the same contract with the owner,
there is no presumption of a continuous account. and the right
of lien must date from the time of doing the ditforent jobs of
work, or forni..,hing the different parceb, of materials. Jones on
Liens, § 435 ; see also Bake1· v. Fessenden, 71 Maine, 292.
SITTING: PETERS,

WELL, STROUT,

C. J.,

WALTON, FOSTER, HASKELL,

vV1s-

JJ.

HASKELL, J.
Laborers' lien upon a building. Plaintiffs
worked in the repair of the buildings of the defendant under
the employment of one Moore by whom they were employed
by the day, one prior to September 12, the other prior to September 28th. At those dates they were respectively clismissed
from that service and sent to work elsewhere. More than thirty
days elapsed after their di::-missal, all(l on November 4th, Moore
set them at work for one hour each, and on November Gth for
three hours each. Within thirty dnys after the work in Novem ber they recorded their claims for a lien; and the question is,
did the work in N ovemher revive their liens for previous work
then already lost. vVe think not. The labor performed was
not by virtue of any contract with the owner of the building.
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Thnt, prior to September 28th, was continuous, nnd ·when it
ceased the time within which it must he enforced began to run
and expired before any more labor was performed, and the lien
was lost. The employer's lien for the labor might continue
because he ,vas still completing his work. Suppose, after the
thirty days had elapsed, the owner of the building had paid
the employer of plaintiff::; for their labor, should the owner he
compelled to pay them also? He could examine the records
and see that their lien had expired and ought to be allowed to
pay their employer with safety.
e think he could. In this
respect the ruling below was error.
Exception sustained.

,v

NEW SHARON WATER POWER COMPANY

THOMAS

Franklin.

vs.
R. FLETCHER.

Opinion March 5, 1896.

Lease. Water. Dam. Rental.
In an action for use of water drawn from plaintiff's dam by virtue of a written agreement or lease, it appeared that the instrument amounted to an
agreement of certain mm-owners to give a company their dam so long as
the company should maintain it in an improved condition only. The millowners agreed to pay the company the whole rental to be apportioned
among them yearly according to the water each one should draw. No term
was mentioned; and it was held; that the fair inference, therefore, is that it
shall be from year to year, when each mill-owner is to pay for the proportion
of ·water he shall have used. If one mill-owner shall have drawn no water he
is still deprived of the use of his interest in the dam so long as it shall be
maintained in the condition named. The other mill-owners may continue
to receive their shares of water by paying the whole rental apportioned
among them.
This construction comports with the respective rights of joint owners in a
dam. When one ceases to use it, he cannot be compelled to contribute to
its repair. That must be borne by the other owners. He loses the use of
his property and they assume the costs of' its maintenance.
AGREED STATEMENT.

This was an action of as:sumpsit upon the following account
annexed to the writ :
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'' New Sharon, January 1, 1894.
" Thomas R. Fletcher :
To New Sharon vVatcr Power Co., Dr.
1
' Balance due for rent an<l. use of water from dam to
January 1, 1893, us per contract,
$199 79
"Rent and US!t of water power from January 1, 1893,
to January 1, 1894, as per same contract,
138 89
Due January 1, 1894.

$338 G8"

There was abo a ::ipecial count in the declaration upon the
agreement in writing, called lease or agreement, found below.
The parties agreed upon the following facts :
"The dam was constructed by the company, and the millowners commenced to use the water from the bulkhead about
the first of October, 1889. The mill-ownerH agreed among
themselves to employ William Sewall and one Joseph Keith to
measure and apportion the volume of water used by them respectively, who attended to that duty and reported to the millowners that the defendant was using 279 inches; vVilliam Croswell, 200 inches; Young & Hutchinson, 250 inches, and
Nathaniel Harding, 150 inches. December 21:>, 1891, the defendant Fletcher paid the company on account his share for the
water m,ed, $136.39, and February G, 1892, he paid on account
$111.09, and took receipts therefor from the treasurer of said
company. . . . Defendant has paid nothing more. January
8, 1891, the defendant's mill was burned. He made partinl arrangements to rebuild, got out part of his lumber, hut abandoned
the purpose and the mill has not been rebuilt, and in the fall
following the fire, the water was shut off by Mr. Harding and
Mr. Hutchinson, by arrangement with Mr. Fletcher, to protect
the mills belcnv till the mill of defendant should he rebuilt or
the flume repaired, und was not used hy the defendant after that
time. Mr. Fletcher died :March l, 18~)4. No complaint is made
but that the company has sufficient water to meet the demands <>f
the mill-owners and has always been ready to furnish the
same. The full court is to render such decision as the law
and facts require."

•
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(Lease or Agreement.)
'~ This indenture - made this t\,"enty-sf'venth day of March,
A. D., 1889, between the :New Sharon ,vater Power Company
of the first pnrt, and the present mill-owners at New Sharon
vrnage of the second part.
"Titnesseth:
"That the New Sharon "Tnter Power Co., for the consideration hereinafter mentioned, doth covenant an<l agree to construct
and maintain a dam and bulkhead across the Sandy river at
New Sharon village, near by the mills now situated thereon,
and to use all due care and diligence in keeping the same in
good repair, and upon their failure or neglect to make necessary
repairs on the same, the mill-owners shall have the right to make
such repairs after giving the said vYater Power Co. rea8onable
notice that such repairs are needed, and to deduct the cost of said
repairs from rents due from them to said vVater Power Co., and
the said "rater Power Co. doth demise and lease to said millowners the right to draw water as follows:
'' The grist-mill to draw ·water m quantity sufficient for the
purposes of the mill in supplying the demands of its patrons, not
to exceed six hundred (GOO) square inches.
"The sa ,v-mill to draw ·water in quantity sufficie11:t for the
purposes of the mill in supplying the demamds of its patrons,
not to ~xceed the number of inches now drawn.
'' One chair-factory to draw water in quantity sufficient for its
o-wn use, not to exceed the number of inches now druwn.
H Hnrding's mill to draw water in quantity ~ufficient
to run
the mill and business now connected with the wheels, not to
exceed the number of inches now drawn.
'' And the said mill-owners, T. R. Fletcher, Wm. Croswell,
Young & Hutchinson and Nath'l Harding of the second part in
consideration of the foregoing do hereby covenant and agree to
lease of said vVater Power Co. the right to draw and use wuter
in manner and amount as aforesaid, and to pay for the same as
follows: for the whole amount of water so drawn said millowners to pay the annual rental of five per cent on the cost of
said dam and bulkhead not to exceed six [ amended ' not to
exceed seven'] thousand dollars, each separate mill-owner to
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pay as his part of i:mid sum, the same percentage as the number
of inches drawn by his mill shall he of the whole, number of
inches drawn by the four mills. Said payment well and truly
to he made at the office of the treasurer of said "Tater Power
Co., at New Sharon, on the first day of January of each year.
r, And said mill-owners do further covenant and agree that any
other party leasing the right to draw surplus ·water of said
Water Power Co., shall have the right to draw water from the
flume by paying their proportional pnrt of the expense of maintaining said flume.
'' And in further consideration of the foregoing agreement, on
the part of the said Water Power Co., the said several millmvners do hereby bargain, sell and convey, and forever quitclaim to the said Water Power Co., all the rights and privileges
in and to the old dam and its connections with the shores,
together with the several rights to draw water in connection
with said mills and as now held and conveyed to said millowners by deed.
"The conditions of this conveyance are such that should the
said Water Power Co. neglect or refuse to ,vell and truly perform the obligations of the foregoing contract of the first part,
then this conveyance to be null and void, otherwise to remain in
full force and effect.
"Said mill-owners further agree that in case at any time they
shall neglect or refm;e to pay the annual rental as aforesaid, then
said Water Power Co. shall have the right to prevent such mill
from drawing or using any water until said rent is pnid." . . .
E. 0. Greenleaf, for plaintiff.
Upon a covenant in a lease of a mill for years to pay rent,
the rent may he recovered after a destruction of the mill by fire,
although the lessor does not rebuild. .F'owler v. Bott, G Mass.
63; Hallett v. ·Wylie. 3 Johns. 44 and cases.
Where a party, hy his agreement voluntarily assumes or
creates u duty, or charge upon him1:=elf, he should he bound by
his contract, and the non-performance of it will not be excused
by accident or inevitable necessity. Adanu; v. Nichols, 19
Pick. 276.

-
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If the lessee desired au exception, he should have provided
for it in his contract. Phillips v. Stevens, 16 Mass. 238.
Thi::; indenture botlveen the parties was, in operation, a deed
of this right to use water us settled in lJIIill Dam Foundery v.
Hovey, 21 Pick. 431.
Coun_sel also cited: Davis v. Alden, 2 Gray, 313 ; Ifrmne1· v.
Cook, 7 Gray, 553; The Lehigh Zinc & Iron Co. v. Bamford,
150 U. S., GG5; ·warren v. Wa,qner, 75 Ala. 188 (51 Am.
Rep. 446); Crocker v. Hill, 61 N. H. 345 (HO Am. Rep. 322);
3 Kent Com. ( 12 Ed.) § 4G5 and notes; Taylor L. & T. ( 7 Ed.)
§§ 372, 373; 1 vYash. R. P. ( 4 Ed.) § 4, p. 505; Sheets v.
Selden, 7 Wall. 424.
Not only was there no destruction of the subject matter of the
lease, but the tenant has not shown that he surrendered or
offered to surrender, the benefit~ thereunder. Coogan v . .Parke1·,
1G Am. Re.p. 659 ( 2 S. C. 255).
A tenant cannot abandoned his title and go ont unless the surrender is accepted by his landlord. His right of possession
remains the same. Welcome v. Hess, 25 Am. St. Rep. 145 &
note (U0 Cal. 507); also note to Bowen v. Clm·ke, 29 Am. St.
Rep. H25 (22 Oregon 5G6).
If the tenant be not relieved from rent, after destruction of
his landlord's property, a fortiori, he cannot obtain absolution,
when the property destroyed is his own, and ·within his own
control and option to rebuild.
H. L. lVhitcomb, for defendant.
SITTING: PETEus,
wELL, STROUT,

c.

J.,

vVALToN, FosTER, HASKELL, Wis-

,T,T.

HASKELL, ,1.
The defendant and :l$socintes being the owners
of a certain dam, inferentially insufficient for their use, conveyed the ~ame to the plaintiff company on condition that the
conveyance should he void if the plaintiff failed to rebuild and
maintain the same according to its covenants so to do ; and
agreed to take the water at an annual rental of five per cent on
the cost of the new dam, not to exceed seven thousand. dollars,
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each defendnnt to pay his proportional part of the same in ,January annually, measured by the proportion of water he ~hall
have drawn during the year.
Defendant's mill burned in ,January, 1891, and since that date
has taken no water, although he paid his rental until sometime
after that. This sqit is for rent in arrears.
The agreement provided that plaintiff might sell to other parties any surplus water in the flume on payment of their proportional part of the cm,t of maintaining the same. It ah;o
provided that if the mill-ownert-1 failed to pay the :-.,tipulated rent
the ·water might he withheld in the meantime ; that the gristmill might draw not over six hundred square inches, the sawmill, the chair-factory, and Harding's mill, sufficient for their
purposes not exceeding'' the number of inches ncnv drawn."
"Then the agreement was ma<le the dam had not been i'ehuilt.
and although it eontnins the words '' doth demise and lease to
said mill-owners the right to draw water as follows," yet, there
were no premises to be let, and the mill-owners do not accept
the premises supposed to be grante(l, but "agree to lease" ''the
right to draw and use water" at an annual rental.
The instrument amounts to an agreement l>y the mill-owners
to give the new company their dam so long as they shall maintain it in an improved condition only, and to pay the whole
rental to he apportioned among them yearly according to the
water each one shall have drawn. No term is mentioned, and
the fair inference, therefore, is, that it shall be from year to
year, ·when each mill-owner is to pay for the proportion of
water he shall have used. If one mill-owner ~hall have drawn
no water he is still deprived of the use of his interest in the
dam so long us it shall he nrnintained in the condition named.
The other mill-owners may continue to receive their shares of
water by paying the whole rental apportioned among them.
This construction is much more reasonahle than it would he to
hold each mill-owner liable for rent indetinitely after his use of
the water had ceased, as in this case.
Moreover, it comports with their respective rights as joint
owners in the old dam. If one ceased to use the dam, he could
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not be compelled to contribute to its repair; meantime, the
cost would he thrown upon the othe1· owners. He would lose
the use of hi::, property and they would assume the cost of its
maintenance.
The defendant's mill had burned and presumably could not be
rebuilt and run at a prnfit, so that he had no further use for the
water. It would he an extremely harsh construction to hold him
for water rent indefinitely when he shall have received no water.
The terms of the agreement are not happily expressed and do
not plainly meet contingencies that were not expected when it
was written; its construction, therefore, must he that which is
most reasonable, and will bear the least heavily on any one.
This construction saves the darn company from loss so long as
any mill owner continues to draw water, and, if none take
water, then the dam company simply meets the chances of
investment that it saw fit to assume. It was a joint undertaking that the mill-owners should assume the rental to be severally
apportioned according to their respective necessities, and that
the dam co'mpany should take the risk of their taking the water.
If they take none, the dam company must lose its rental. If
some part of them take water, they are burdened with the
whole rental. On the whole, this is the most equitable construction of which the agreement is susceptible.
The defendant has paid more than appears to be due for rental during the last year that he took water.
Plaintiff no.nsuit.
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FRED McINTIRE.

Opinion March 6, 1890.

Railroad. 1.lfileage Book. Custom,.
Mileage books contain a contract between the railroad and the passenger, to
wh\ch the latter affixes his name, and expressly provide that the coupons
shall be detached by the conductor. Helcl, that this provision fairly implies
that the conductor has the right to determine from what part or parts of
the book the coupons shall be taken.
The plaintiff handed his mileage book to the conductor and requested him to
take his fare from the hack part of it. The coupons were numbered in
regular order from front to back and a portion of the leaves in the back part
only had been detached, leaving six or eight coupons that were a part of the
last leaf. The conductor took otl' these coupons from the last sheet and the
remainder of the passenger's fare from the front of the book. Ileld, that
the plaintiff had no right to determine from which part of the book his fare
should be taken; and that the conductor in detaching coupons from the
front part of the book, contrary to the passenger's request, did not exercise
an unlawful dominion over the book.
'

ON REPORT.
This was an action of trover for the conversion of a railroad
mileage book i~sued by the Maine Central Railroad Company to
the plaintiff. The action was entered in the Municipal Court of
Waterville where judgment having been rendered for the defen<lant, th!:l plaintiff appealed to the Superior Court for Kennebec
county and reported by that court for the decision of the Law
Court.
Plea, general issue and the following brief statement:
'' And for a brief statement of special matter of defense to be
used under the general issue above pleaded, the said defendant
further says: that if he took the Maine Central railroad mileage
tickets as alleged in the plaintiff's writ, he took them in his
capacity of servant and conductor of the Mnine Central Railroad
Company, and took them from a mileage book presented to him
hy the plaintiff us payment of the plaintiff's fare, ns a passenger
on a passenger train of said railroad company, running from·
Augusta Maine, to said W uterville, and that the defendant took
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such coupons for the payment of the plaintiff's fare on said
railroad from said Augusta to said Waterville as required by
said company and by virtue of a contract between said railroad
company and said plaintiff, and that the number and amount of
coupons so taken by said defendant amounted to the lawful and
established fore for a passenger ( and for the defendant's fare)
between Augusta and Waterville."
The plaintiff introduced the mileage book, containing a contract of which the following is a copy.
"CONTRACT.

'' In consideration of the reduced rnte at which this ticket is
sold by the Maine Central Railroad, it is accepted by the
purchaser subject to the following conditions, viz :
'' l. That this ticket entitles the purchaser to stop only at
stations which by the time-card are designated us regular stopping
places for the train on which it is presented.
" 2. That one coupon shall be detached by the conductor
for each mile traveled, except that for distances less than three
miles, three coupons shall be surrendered, and that all fractions,
of a mile shall be computed a mile in calculating distances
traveled. All distances traveled shall be computed and deter-mined by the mileage tables issued by the Maine Centra1
Railroad, to conductors, and the computation of distances,
exhibited therein is hereby accepted by the purchaser of thrs,
mileage ticket as the basis for estimating the amount of transportation to be performed hereon .
. '' 3. That whenever during a passage made on this book a
change of conductors is made; each conductor must detach one
coupon for each mile, or fraction thereof traveled on the train
while under his charge.
"4. That detached coupons will not be received for passage.
"5. That jf the coupons remaining attached hereto at any
time are insufficient to carry the purchaser to destination such
coupons will be good only for the distance to the farthest station
which they represent, and full local fare will be paid from such
station for the remainder of the journey. Coupons remaining
in this book may be used in conn'ection with another book.
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"6. That this ticket will he surrendered to the conductor
when the last coupons are detached.
'' 7. That this ticket will not be honored unless officially
stamped.
Harvey D. Eaton."
The plaintiff also testified : . . .
"On the afternoon of the 25th of ,June, 1894, I got on board
the train at Augusta, bound for ,Yaterville, No. 11, I belie,·e
it is called, and had with me this mileage book. There had
been taken from it at that time some five or six leaves from
the back part of the hook. No coupons had been taken from
the front part of the hook. It had originally, I suppose, fifty
le:tves. There were somewhere in the neighborhood of fortyfive leaves left in the book. There were six or eight couponi:that were a part of a leaf, the rest of the leaf having been torn
off, the same as it is now. The conductor, Mr. McIntire, came
along and in his round of taking the tickets, I handed up this
book open at the back, I think I held it in that way, with one
whole leaf open and that portion of the leaf there. I held it up
and said : 'Take my fare from the back, please.' He took the
book in his hand and said: 'What did you say?' I said, 'Take
my fare from the back, please.' He said, 'I will take off those
loose ones there and the rest from the front.' I said, 'Take the
rest of my fare from the back, please.' He said, 'I have no
such orders,' turned the book over and took off twelve or fourteen couponf. from the front of the book, and handed it hack to
me. That was the transaction substantially as it took place anrl
a 11 that there was to it."
"The court. Do you make any point here that any more
coupons were taken than were actually required for the fare.
Ans. Not in the least." . . .
The defendant testified : . . .
"State ·what happened? Ans. He asked me to take his
mileage from the hack of his hook. I said it was not the custom but I would cle:rn up the back leaf. I took that off, and
the remainder of the mileage from the front leaf of the book." ·
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'' Ques. 1'~hat did you do with those coupons? Ans. I
punched them and returned them to the general office."
'' Ques. Are you requested by the railroad company to do
that? Ans. Yes.''
H Ques.
Do you knmv what is the custom of the conductors
in taking out coupons? Ans. Always commencing at the
front part of the book.'~
''Ques. I will inquire of you whnt the reason of that is, why
they are taken from the front part instead of the hack. Ans.
It is a great deal easier to take the mileage that way."
''Ques. State why. Ans. If you commence from the front
part of the hook, you can count up your leaves faster than to
commence at the hack. ·when there are any odd miles, it is
easier to get the correct ones."

Harvey D. Eaton, for plaintiff.
The plaintiff being the legal owner of the book and having a
reasonable <lesire to preserve the unused portion in a certain
form, the defendant cannot be allowed without hnving or giving
nny reason whatever to disregard the plaintiff's wishes. The
defendant's claim is the right to arbitrarily mutilate books
regardless of all desires of owners.

Edrnund F. and Appleton Webb, for defendant.
The contract is to be construed according to the intention of
the parties. Ames v. Ililton, 70 Maine, 3G.
If the words in the contract are of doubtful import, or susceptible of different constrnetions, the circumstances under which
it was made, and the object to be obtnined, may be considered
to enable the court more. intelligently to ascertain from the
language used the meaning of the parties. Veazie v. Forsaith,
7G Maine, 179.
The plaintiff has only a special property in the mileage book,
the general property or title being in the rnilrmld company.
True. when the plaintiff bought his mileage book he might
destroy it, he might keep it and never present it to the railroad
company, and not incur any legal liability, yet he has but a
special property in the book.
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Benjamin on Sales, § 2, says : r, In law, a thing may in some
cases be said to have, in a certain sense, two mvners, one of
whom has the general and the other the f:-ipecial property in it;
and a transfc1· of the speeial property is not a sale of the thing."
. . . "When goods are delivered iri pawn or pledge, the general property remains in the pawner, and the special property
is transferred to the pa wnee."
When the railruad company delivered the mileage book to
the plaintiff. it wa:-; only for a specinl purpose, viz : that the
plaintiff when he rode might deliver it to the conductor for him
to detach the neces~ary number of coupons to pay his passage.
The conductor was the only person who had the right to detach
coupons. It is in the contract signed hy the plaintiff, that
detached coupons should not he received hy the company for
pm,sage. The plaintiff could not detach them.
The word "surrendered" in the senf:-ie it is used in this contract is significant of title to the mileage book in the railroad
company.
Parol evidence is admissible to prove the custom or usage
testified to.
It does not contradict the contract, but is admissible to ascertain and explain the meaning and intention of the parties. It is
also admissible and competent on the point that the plaintiff
knew of the existence of the cu~tom and usage and must be presumed to have contracted in reference to it when he signed the
contract June 5th, 18~)4. Robin8on v. U. S. 13 ·wall. 363.
The office of custom or usage in part is to ascertain and
explain the meaning of the parties to the contract. It is use(l
a~ a mode of interpretution on the theory that the parties knew
of its existence and contracted with reference to it.
It is often employed to explain words or phrases in contracfa
of doubtful signification, or which may be understood in different
senses, according to the suhjcet matter to which they are applied.
Barnard v. Kellogg, 10 Wall. 390.
S1TTING: PETERs,
HousE, WISWELL,

c. J., ,v ALToN, EMERY,

JJ.

HASKELL, WHITE-
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This is an action of trover against a railroad
conductor for the alleged conversion of a mileage hook. The
plaintiff handed his mileage book to the conductor and requested
him to take bis fare from the back part of it. The conductor
complied with the request in part an<l disregarded it in part.
That is, he took part of the plaintiff's fare from the back part of
the book and part from the front. The plaintiff claims that be
bad a right to determine from which part of the book his fare
shoulcl be taken, and that the act of the conductor in detuching
coupons from the front part of the hook, contrary to his (the
plaintiff's) request, wns an unlawful exercise of dominion over
the book; and, in law, a conversion of it to the defendanfs use.
We do not think this proposition can he sustained.
e think
it was the right of the conductor to determine from what part
or parts of the book he would take the plaintiff's fare. The
contract of the parties annexed to the book, and signed by the
plaintiff, expressly provides that the coupons shall he detached
hy the conductor, and we think this fairly implies that the conductor shall have the right to determine from what part or parts
of the book they shall be taken.· The work of collecting fares
must sometimes be performed very rapidly; and to compel conductor,-, to listen to the requests of passengers ns to the manner
in which the work shall be performed would 11eccssnrily be
attended with some inconvenience and delay; and, so far as we
can discover, with very little, if any. benefit to the passengers.
It therefore seems to us that upon principle the right to determine from ·what part or parts of a railrond mileage book a
sufficient number of coupons shall be taken to pay a pirnsenger's
fare, ought to belong to the conductor. The act is his, and it
seems to us that, upon principle, the choice should be bis. And
this conclusion is supported by what has heretofore been customary. The evidence shmvs what our own observation confirms,
that ever since these mileage hooks came into use, the custom
has been for the conductor to detach a sufficient number of
coupons to pay the passenger's fare from the front part of the
book. Not always taking the entire number consecutively; but
by detaching whole leaves und such fractions of leaves as he
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deems hest calculated to make the computation easy and the
removal convenient. And what is customary is generally lawful. Custom nrnkes hlw. As said by Chief Justice WHITMAN
more than half a century ago, and confirmed by a multitude of
cases since that time, '' every contract must have an interpretation governe<l in some measure hy the subject matter to which
it relates; an1l, at the same time, with reference to any known
usage connected with it." Robinson v. Fi8ke, 25 Maine, 401.
Judgment for defendant.

INHABITANTS OF SUMNER

Oxford.
Tax.

vs.

LOVELL L. GARDINER.

Opinion March 6, 1896.

Ways.

Towns. JTi{Jhway Surveyors. Road Commissioners.
R. S., c. 18, §§ 76, 79.
·when a town elects more than one road commissioner, the municipal officers
must name one of' them to be chairman, and he is required to keep the rate
bills and a record of the money received and paid, and hold the money subject to payment a:-. the commissioners order, and he must give a bond with
sureties for the faithful performance of' his duties. When only one is
chosen, he must give a like bond. R. S., c. 18, § 79. ·when no such
appointment of chairman has been made, and no such bond has been given,
helcl, that the persons elected as road commissioners are not legally organized or qualitlecl to act.
In such case, and there being no highway surveyor, there is no town officer
who can legally demand and collect highway taxes; or make the returns to
the assessors necessary to lay the foundation for collecting the amount in
money under R. S., c. 18, § 76.
A town voted to raise two thousand dollars for the support of roads and
bridges to be expended in highway labor under the supervision of highway
surveyors. Three road commissioners had been elected but were not
organized or qualified to act. No highway surveyors were elected or
appointed. In an action at law to recover a tax in money in this case,
hPld, that the defendant could neither be required to work out such tax iu
labor, nor pay the same in money.

ON REPORT.
This was a statutory action of debt to recover of the defendant, an inhahita1it of Sumner, n tHx assessed in 1890 as a highway
tax, and included in the assessment of 1891 as an unpaid high-
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way tax. The defendant admitted his residence and liability to
be taxed.
The case is stated in the opinion.

George A. Wilson, for plaintiff.
First. The only legal essentials for the maintenance of this
action are a legal assessment and written direction to commence
suit.
Second. That having received a return of this tax as unpaid
by the road commissioners, the assessors were hound to include
it in their next assessment; and the defendant is hound to pay it
and cannot defeat this suit hy showing any defect or informality
in the action of the town officers subsequent to the assessment.
Third. That the testimony shows in fact a substantial compliance, on the part of the town officers, with all vital requirements of the statute sufficient to prevent this defendant from
escaping from his just share of the public burden.
Counsel cited: Rockland v. Ulme1·, 84 Maine, 508; Norridgewock v. Wlllker, 71 Maine, 182; Lord v. Parker, 83
Mai,ne, 533; Bath v. Wlzitnw1·e, 79 Maine, 182; Topsltmn v.
Blondell, 82 Maine, 152; Boothbay v. Race, 68 Maine, 351,
357; Hayf01·d v. Belfast, 69 Maine, (:i3, 65; Rogers v. Greenbush, f>8 Maine, 390; Gilman v. Waterville, 59 Maine, 491.
J. P. Swasey and 0. JI. Hersey, for defendant.
SITTING: PETERS,

WHITl<-:HOUSE,

C. J.,

VVALTON, EMERY,FOSTEH, HASKELL,

JJ.

\V ALTON, J. This is a suit to recover a tax originally assessed
as a hig:hwny tax payable in labor. 'l'he town now claims to
recover the amount in money on the ground that the defendant
illegally refused to work out the tax or to furnish labor or
materials to pay it. The defendant denies that the tax was ever
legally demanded of him. The real controversy is in relation to
the authority of the persons who undertook to collect the tax.
It appears that at its annual meeting held March 3, 1890, the
town '' voted to raise a thousand dollars for the support of roads
and bridges and running of road machine." At a subsequent
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meeting held March ~4, 1890, the town voted to rc~cind the
vote ·whereby a thousand dollars was raise<.l for the support of
roads and bridges, and voted to raise two thousand dolhtrs for
that purpose, to he expended in highway labor under the supervision of highway surveyors."
It is the latter clause of this last vote that creates the controversy. At the first meeting the town had elected three road
commissioners, and notwithstanding the town at its last meeting
had expressly voted that the two thousand dollars then raised
for the support of roadt-i nnd bridges should be "expended in
higlnvay labor under the supervh,ion of highway surveyors,'' the
road commissioner~ undertook to collect and expend the tax.
The defendtmt denied their :mthority to do so, and refnsed to
work out his tax under them.
We are forced to the conclusion that the defendant's refusal
was justifiable. Not only was the tax, which the road commissioners undertook to collect and expend, burdened with the
condition that it should be expende<l in highway labor under the
supervision of highwn.r surveyors, hut the evidence fails to show
that the road commissioi::iers were legally qualified to act as
such. When a town elects more than one road commissioner,
the municipal officers must name one of them to be chairman,
and he is required to keep the rate bills and a record of the
money received and paid, and hold the money subject to payment as the commissioners order, and he must give a hon<l with
sureties for the faithful performance of his duties. When only
one is chosen, he must give a like bond. Revise<l Statutes,
chap. 18, § 7~. In the present case no such appointment of
chairman appears to have been made and no such bond appears
to have been given. The persons elected as road commissioners do not appear, therefore, to have been legally organized and
qualified to act. It is the opinion of the court that, under these
circumstancei;,, the defendant had a right to refuse to work out
his highway tax under the persons elected as road commisE:ioners, and that his refusal can not be made the foundation for an
action to recover the amount of his tax in money. Either highway surveyors should have been legally elected or appointed,
11
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or the road commissioners should have been legally organized
and qualified to act. So far as appears there were no town
officers who could' legally demand ancl collect the highway taxes
of that year, or make the returns to the assessors necessary to
Ia:y the foundation for collecting the amount in money. Revised
Statutes, chap. 18, § 76.
Judgrnent for defendant.

ORVILLE D. LAl\lBARD, Appellant.
In re, Collateral Inheritance Tax.
Kennebec.

Opinion Mnrch 11, 1896.

Tax. Collateral Inheritance. Retroactive Laws. Stat. 1893, c. 146.
The statute of 1893, c. 146, does not apply to property collaterally devised
by a testator who died before the act took effect, but whose will was not
filed in the probate court until after the act took effect.
Statutes are not to have a retroactive operation unless the legislature has
explicitly declared that they shall have that effect; or such intention clearly
appears by necessary implication from the terms employed considered in
relation to the subject matter, the present state of the law, the object sought
to be accomplished, and the effect upon existing rights and obligations.
ON EXCEPTION8.

This was an appeal by Orville D. Lambard from the probate
court, Kennebec County, heard by the court below with the
right to except.
Julia E. ,Johnson, sister of the appellant, who died in Paris,
France, October 25, 1892, left a will which was filed in the
probate court for Kennebec County, ,June 5, 1893, and under
which will certain real estate in Augusta was devised to her
brother, the appellant.
The judge of probate decreed that this property was taxable
under the statute entitled ~~ An act to tax collateral inheritances,''
and ordered the tax to be paid into the State treasury by the
executor. An appeal having been taken from this decree to this
court sitting as the Supreme Probate Court, the presiding justice
ruled that the act of the legislature referred to was not intended to
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have and does not have a retroactive effect so as to apply to any
property which passed by the will of a testator who died prior
to February 9th, 1893; and that the property devised to the
appellant by the wi1l of Julia E. Johnson was not subject to
a tax under the act aforei-Jaid, and directed that the entry he,
,i decree of the probate court reversed in whole."
To this ruling the county attorney, for the State, excepted.

Le,nuel Titcomb, for appellant.
· George W. Heselton, County Attorney. for the State.
This law is not retrospective, and only retroactive ns regards
taxing esfates which had not commenced proceedings in probate
court before it went into force.. Retroactive laws, unless they
impair ve:::.ted rights, or create personal liabilities, are not unconstitutional. Berry v. Clm·y, 77 Maine, 482; Coffin v. Rich,
45 Maine, 507. The use of the present or future tense of the
verb in statutes does not absolutely control their application to
present or future tra.nsactjons. Cases, supra.
In this aet the legislature, after stating what estates should he
taxed, then says in what cases it shall not apply. Thus by
exclusion or elimination making it apply to all cases except
those "now pending in the probate court.''
No personal liabilities are invaded here, nor nre any vested
rights impaired. Ca1pente1' v. Com. 17 How. 462, 463.
Dos Passos on Law of Collateral Inheritance, Legacy and
Taxation, says on page 236 : ii The question as to ,vhether an
estate vesting and undistributed before the passage of the law
becomes subject to taxation seems to he purely one of legislative
intent. . . . Acts, however, which impose a tax upon estates
vesting or undistributed before such acts become operative
though retroactive, are, held to be constitutional."
The appellant had no vested rights in property under the
devise of Mrs. ,Johnson until the same was irrevocably established
at the period of dis,tribution, and was therefore taxable in the
hands of the executor.
If the estate does not pass to the donee trntil distribution and,
while in the control of the court, and its appointees, taxes can
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be imposed, then certainly no rights are vested in the donee;
and none can be impaired by the enforcement of this law just as
the intention of the legislature has provided by its application
to all estates not pending in probate court, February 9th, 1893.
ii Descent is a creature of the statute and not a natural right.
It is entirely within the province of the legislature to
determine who shall and who shall not take the estate and the
proportion in which they may take. . . . In the absence of
constitutional prohibition, the legislature is supreme." State v.
Hamlin, 86 Maine, 505.
Accordingly, the legislature must necessarily possess the
power to determine, by law, in what manner the property of the
individual shall descend, and of making alterations in such laws
as circumstances, or the public good may require. And it is
competent for the legislature to refuse to allow any property to
go collaterally or to impart it under such restrictions and modifications it thinks proper, and to change these requirements and
restrictions at plea~ure, provided no vested rights are impaired.

Id.
SITTING: PETERS,
vYmTEHOUSE' J.J.

C. J., WALTON, EMERY, HASKELL,

WHITEHOUSE, J. The only question presented by the exceptions in this case is whether the act of the legislature which
took effect on its approval, the ninth day of February, 1893,
entitled, ,i An Act to tax collateral inheritances" ( chap. 146 of
the public laws of 18H3) applies to property collaterally devised
by a testator who died before the act took effect, but whm,e
will was not filed in the probate court until after the act took
effect.
Julia E. Johnson died in Paris, France, on the twenty-fifth
day of Octobe1·, 1892, leaving a will by which certain real estate
in August~, Maine, was devised to the appellant. This will
was filed in the Probate Court for Kennebec county on the fifth
day of June, and admitted to probate on the fourth Monday of
June, 1893.
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On appeal from the Probate Court below, the presiding justice in this court ruled that the act of the legislature above
specified was not intended to have and does not have a retroactive effect so as to apply to any property which passed by the
will of a testator who died prior to the ninth day of February,
1893, and that the property <levised to the appellant by the will
of Julia E. ,Johnson is not subject to a tax under the act in
question.
The case comei::i to the law court on exceptions taken to this
ruling by the county attorney, that official being expressly
charged in the aet with the duty of representing the interests
of the state in such proceedings."
It is the opinion of the court that this ruling was correct.
It is said, indeed, in behalf of the State, that there is no
constitutional inhibition against the taxation of estates undistributed, even if the act is passed subsequently to the death of
the testator; and the authority of Carpenter v. Gmn. of Penn.
17 How. 462, is cited in support of this proposition. In that
case, it was said by the court that, while it is in some sense
true, that the rights of a donee under a will are vested at the
death of the testator, nevertheless the rights of such a do nee
"are subordinate to the conditions, formalities and administrative
control prescribed by the State in the interest of its public
order, and are only irrevocably established upon its abdication
of this control at the period of distribution ; and if, during this
period of administration and control by its tribunals and their
appointees, the State thinks tit to impose a tax upon the property,
there is no obstacle in the constitution and laws of the United
States to prevent it."
But whether the act would have been obnoxious to any
constitutional objection, if it had been the purpose of the legislature, unequivocally expressed in the act, to bring within the
scope of its provisions all estutes for the settlement of which
proceedings had not been commenced in the probate court
February ~), 1893, the court is not here required to determine.
The facts. of this case do not necessarily present an inquiry into
the constitutional limitations of the act, but a question involving
ii
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the intention of the legislature respecting its operation upon the
estates of those who <lied prior to the date of the approval.
It is undoubtedly a well-settled general mlc that acts of the
legislature will not be so construed as to have u retrospective operation unless the legislature has explicitly declared its intention
that they should have that effect; or such intention clearly
appears hy necessary implication from the terms employed considered in relation to the subject matter, the present state of
the law, the object sought to be accomplished, and the effect
upon existing rights und obligations.
.ll1oon v. Durden, 2
Exch. 22 ; Queen v. Guardians, L. H. 2 Q. B. Div. 2(W ;
Gardinm· v. Lucas, L. R. 3 App. Cas. 582. Indeed, this rule
against retroactive laws is not only of very early origin in the
English law, but was recognized as a part of the ~oman law;
''Leges et constitutiones futuris certum est dure formam negotii~,
non ad facta prreterita revocari, nisi nominatim et de prreterito
ternpore et adhuc pendentibus negotiis cautum sit." Codex lib.
1, tit. 14, 7. It is alRo declared to he the settled doctrine of the
federal supreme court that, '' words in a statute ought not to
have a retrospective operntion unless they are so clear, strong
and imperative that no other meaning can be annexed to them,
or unlm,s the intention of the legislature cannot he otherwise
satisfied.': Chew Hong v. U.S. 112U. S. p. 559; U.S. v.Hetli,
3 Crunch, 398. And such has repeatedly been declared to be
the law of this state and Massachusetts. B1·yant v. 2lferrill,
55 Maine, 515; Rogers v. Gteenbuslt, 58 :Maine, 397; D,yerv.
Belfast, 88 Maine, 140; Gary v. Stoneham,, l Allen, 322;
Garfield v. Bemi..;, 2 Allen, 44,5; Kinsman v. Oarnbridge, 121
Mass. 558. See also Cooley on Const. Lim. 455 ; Endlich on
Inter. of Stat. §§271,-2H3, and "\Vade on Retroactive Laws,
§ 34.
It is provided in section one of the act under consideration,
that ''all property within the jurisdiction of thi~ State and any
interest therein whether belonging to inhabitnnh; of this State
or not, . . . which shall pass by will or by the intestate laws of
this State," &c., "shall be liable to a tax of two and a half per
cent of its value, above the sum of five hundred dollars for the
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use of the State," &c; and the lust section provides that ''this
act shall not apply to any case now pending in the probate
court and shall take effect when approved."
An examination of these provisions with a careful scrutiny of
all parts of the act, fails to disclose any indication of a purpose
on the part of the legislature to disregard the principles of just
legislation and sound public policy suggested by the rules of
construction above laid down. Not only i:5 there an entire
absence of any hrnguage explicitly shmving an intention to
make the act retrospective, but the use of the future tense in
the reference, in the first seetion, to the property which "shall
pass by will or the intestate laws of the state" and the proviRion
that the act shall '' not apply to any case novv' pending in the
probate court," have an unmistakable tendency to suggest that
the mind of the law-maker was contemplating only the estates
of decedents who should die after the act took effect. Thus the
construction contended for by the State seems to receive no
support from the ordirn1ry rules of interpretation respecting the
natural and obvious import of the language employed in the
different provisions of the act.
~or does a consideration of the practical consequences of a
retrospective operation of the act, and of the inequalities inevitably resulting from it, render it any more probnble that the
legislature designed it to lrnve such a construction. No distinction is made in the act between property which shall pass by
will" and that which "shall pm,s hy the intestate laws of the
State." If the act should be held to apply to the estates of
those who died before the act took effect, for the settlement of
which no proceedings had ever been instituted in the probate
court, and thus subject to this tax all the property of such
estates which has been inherited by collateral heirs and conveyed to innocent purchasers during the preceding twenty years,
numerous titles would be disturbed, and, probably, vested
rights impaired. Under such a construction of the act, questions
respecting it::-, constitutional limitations would at once be raised.
Again, the practical enforcement of the act upon the estates
of those who died prior to February 9, 1893, would necessarily
1
'
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result in great inequality. The liability to taxation would in
many instances be determined by the fact whether proceedings
for the settlement of the estate were commenced before or after
February 9. The e:.;;tate on which administration was pending
on that day would he exempt from taxation, while the estate on
which the adminiRtration might from necessity or otherwise he
delayed until nfter that date, would he subject to taxation under
this net. It is unnecessary to impute to the legislature a purpose
to frame legislation which would thus have the practical effect
to disturb vested rights, and create a test of Iiahility thus dependent upon accident and chance. The provisions of the act afford
abundant opportunity for the fulfillment of the legislative intention by giving it a prospective operation only, and restricting its
application to the estates of those dying after the act took effect.
Exceptions overruled.

HANOVER

s.

:NICKERSON

Somerset.

vs.

1VILLIA:M:

H.

BRADBURY.

Opinion March 16, 1896.

Trover. Amendment. Practice.
A plaintiff, who declares for the conversion of a horse called the Smith horse,
cannot be allowed to so amend his declaration as to recover for the conversion of a horse known as the Connor horse, they being different horses,
and the plaintiff intending to describe the Smith and not the Connor horse,
when the writ was made.
DodgP- v. Haskell 1 69 Maine, 429, affirmed.

ON

EXCEPTIONS.

This ·was an action of trover to recover for the converElion of
personal property, described in the writ as follows : '' A red
mare, at that <late eight years old, being the same mare that
George "\V. Pushor purchased of ,John Smith, of the value of
fifty dollars. The plaintiff claimed to he the owner of the
property described in the declaration by virtue of a chattel
mortgage given by George vV. Pushor to the plaintiff and others,
upon various horses and other personal property, included in
VOL. LXXXVIII.

38
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which was one red mare eight years old, and being the same
purchased of ,John Smith_; and one red mare, seven years old,
and being the same that I. meaning the said Pushor, purchased
of James F. Connor."
At the tdal the defendant claimed and introduced evidence
tending to show that he never had bought, owned or had in his
possession, or converted to his own use in any way, the red
mare that George W. Pushor purchased of ,John Smith, but
admitted thnt he had purchased of Pushor the red mare bought
of James F. Connor. The plaintiff introduced evidence tending
to show that the plaintiff und his counsel saw in the possession
of the defendant a red mare, and that a :mflicient demand was
made upon the defendant for a reel mare which demand was
refused.
There was no dispute but that the red mare in the
possession of the defendant at the time of the demand was formerly owned by Pushor and was mentioned in the bill of sale,
and was sold by Pushnr to the defendant.
Upon the ::,econd day of the trial the plaintiff moved to amend
his writ by inserting a new count. The purpose of this amendment was to cover the red mare, mentioned in the mortgage as
bought by Pu8hor of James F. Connor, and which was subsequently sold by Pushor to the defendant.
The pre3iding justice ruled that, as a matter of law, the
amendment could not be allowed so as to recover for the conversion of the red mare bought by Pushor of Connor, because
1t referred to a new and different cause of action and for this
reason refused to allow the amendment. To this ruling and
refusal the plaintiff excepted.
It wns agreed that, if the law court should hold that this was
amendable as a matter of law, the amendment should be allowed
upon such terms as the law court or a single justice should
determine.

S. J. and L. L. Walton, for plaintiff.
Exceptions lie to rulings in matter of law. Rowell v. Small,
30 Maine, 30; Hayford v. Everett, 68 Maine, 508.
Where the defendant is in no way connected with or liable
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for the horse actually described in the ,vrit, it can make no
difference to him whether it be a horse which never existed, or
one with which neither plaintiff nor himself ever had had any
connection, or one which plaintiff actually did own. So far as
defendant is concerned, it is exactly the same. He is liable for
the horse which he actually converted. He knows that plaintiff
in this action is seeking to enforce a claim for that animal
because of the demand made upon him for it, and thut it is the
conversion of that horse that is intended to be complained of in
the declaration. He is not misled by the faulty description.
Why, then, should he not be required to answer to the cause•
of action which he all the time has understood the plaintiff to be
endeavoring to enforce against him?
But inasmuch as while they were together the demand was
made for the horse then in the defendanfs possession, the latter-'
well knew, when the suit was brought against him, what hor8e·
wa8 actually intended to be described in plaintiff's writ.
It was the horse demanded of him, and no matter what defect
there might be in the description of that hon,e, it was simply tL
misdef:<cription. He knows the cause of action and any failnrn
to describe that horse is a mistake in pleading from which ourliberal system of jurisprudence aims to relieve parties by allowing amendments either upon or without terms. Spaulding's.
Practice p. 313; Ball v. Claflin, 5 Pick. 303; Walker v ..
Fletche1·, 74 Maine, 142; I-Iaynes v. Jaclcson. 6G Maine, H3,.
The defendant, hy the demand made upon him, was informed
of the claim actually made upon him. Any error made in
describing the animal he knows, is a misdescription. He is not
injured by this mistake, even if the description does cover
another horse which some neighbor, or even the plaintiff may
own.

Abel Davis and J. W. Man8on, for defendant.
S1TTING: PETERs,
nousE, JJ.

c. J., WALTON, EMERY, HAsKELL, ,vn1TE-

PETERS, C. J. One Pushor mortgaged to the plitintiff and
others certain personal property, among which was one red
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mare, seven years old, being the same purchased by Pu~hor of
one Connor, and al~o another red mare, eight years old, which
Pushor bought of one Smith. And the plnintiff afterwards by
purchase from the co-owners became sole cnvner, as mortgagee,
of both horses. After the mortgage was given, and subject to
it, Pushor sold the Connor mare to the defendant; and what
became of the other one does not here appear.
The plaintiff \Yith his counsel went upon the premises of the
defendant and there demanded a red mare of him which llemand
was refused. Thereupon the plaintiff hrought an action of
trover against the defendant for the conversion of a red mare,
describing her in his declaration as '' a red mare at that date
eight years old, being the same mare that George A. Pushor
purchased of John Smith. i, It becoming evident at the trial by
the testimony introduced in defem,e of the nction, that the
defendant never had any possession of the Smith mare, the
plaintiff asked leave to insert a new count in his writ, declaring
upon the conversion by the defendant '' of a red mare formerly
owned hy George N. Pushor." The presiding justice, as a matter of law and not merely of discretion, refused an allowance of
the amendment, and the question now is whether that ruling
waR right or not.
More properly, perhaps, the motion should have been to be
allowed to substitute the :..econd count for the first, because
under the two counts a recovery might be had for the two horses
instend of one ; but no such idea as that is entertained, and
the real issue is whether, having declared for the horse bought
by the mortgagor, Pushor, of Smith, the plaintiff can be legally
allowed in any manner and under any terms to so amend his
declaration as to recover for .the horse which Pm,hor formerly
purclrnsed of Connor. ~Te feel compelled to answer this inquiry
in the n_egative.
The essential portion of the description, in the mortgage, of
the two animnls, and the only guide to distinguish between
them is that one came by purchase from Smith and the other
from Connor. They were of the same color, and their ages
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were so nearly alike as to render that mark of description of no
consequence.
One cannot sue another for one thing and recover for another
and different thing. He cannot sue for the conversion of a
horse and recover for the conversion of an ox, nor for one horse
and recover for another horse. He cannot :me for the conversion of a horse known as the Smith hor::-e and recover for the
conversion of another horse known as the Connor horse, and
still the motion by the plaintiff to amend is virtually asking
leave to do so.
The cases cited in behalf of the plaintiff do not sustain his
contention. In the case of Haley v. Ilob8on, 68 Maine, 167,
relied on by plaintiff, it wa8 held that a demand sufficiently
described by the deelaration in an action may be recovered in
sdch action, although the plnintiff did not contemplate it8 recovery when his writ was sued out. This is because the declaration itself is the only criterion as to what is recoverable under
it. Certainly that rule does not help the plaintiff in this action.
In lValker v. Fletcher, 7 4 Maine, 142, the authority most
reHed on for the plaintiff and one perhaps more nearly approaching towards supporting his proposition of amendment than any
other, it was held that a plaintiff who sued another for negligently burning his ''ash" lumber, might be allowed to amend by
substituting in the deelnration the ,vord ''birch" for "ash," the
latter word having been inadvertently inserted. The amendment was allowed upon the ground that the pleader was intending to describe certain lumber hut by mistake partially
misde:--cribed it, the court holding that the amendment did not
change the real cause of uetion at all. But it is plainly evi<lf'nt
that, in the ease at bar, the pleader in framing his declnmtion
described the hor::-;e just as he intended to describe him. He
made no mistake in his declaration. There was no s]ip of the
mind or pen. His mistake wa8 in Hnpposing that the Smith
horse was the one he was in pursuit of. And this very clearly
distinguishes the present case from the case cited.
The limitations of the doctrine of amendment, as hearing on
the present question, are stated in the case of Dodge v. Haskell,
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G9 Maine, 429, in the manner following:
The note was
declared upon as dnte<l November 23, 1869. The date in the
count was amended so as to read August 23, 1869. The
amendment was allowable. It does, in one sense, permit a new
cam,e of action to be described, but not in the sense that the
rule is to be understood. The declaration, amended, describes
the note correctly ; unamernled, it described it incorrectly.
Still, it identified it, there being hnt one note. As ,Jacob's L.
Die. has it, citing ancient authorities:
If a thing which a
plaintiff ought to huve entered himself, being a matter of substance, is wholly omitted, this shall not he amended, but
otherwise it is, if omitted only in part :md misentered.' The
reason of it is that it appears, from what is described, what was
intended to be described. Warren v. Ocean Ins. Go. rn Maine,
439. The nature of the cause of action was not changed.
Rand v. lVebber, _G4 Maine, 191, has been erroneously supposed
to allow an amendment to the (~xtent of allowing the nature of
the action to he changed. That case merely allowed a conection
of the writ, already improvidently and improperly amended,
that such a result might he avoided."
In Stevenson Y. 111udgett, 10 N. H. 338, the idea of the doctrine is clearly expressed, where it is said: '' An amendment
which changes the alleged date of a contract, or the sum to be
paid, or any particular of the matter to be performed, or the
time or manner of performance, changes, in one sense, the
cause of the action ; but it is not in this Rense that the rule is to
he understood. Amendments of that character, so long as the
identity of the matter upon which the action is founded is
preserved, are admissible ; the alteration being made, not to
enable the plaintiff to recover for another matter than that for
which he originally brought his action, hut to cure an imperfect
or erroneous statement of the subject matter, upon which the
action was in faet founded. So long as the form of action is
not changed, and the court can see that the identity of the
cause of action is preserved, the particular allegations of the
declaration may be changed, and others superadded, in order
ii

i
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to cure imperfections and mistakes in the manner of stating the
plaintiff's case."
It may he unfortunate that the plaintiff will he prevented by
the operation of the statutes of limitation from resorting to a
new action to recover for the conversion of the right horse, but
that will be the penalty to be i;uffered by him for entering an
action in court and allowing it to sleep on the docket there eight
yeurs before bringing it to a trial.
Exceptions 01)e1-rulecl. Judgment
for the defendant.

,v1LLIAM SILVERMAN,

and others,

vs.
CHARLES

Kennebec.
Insolvency.

Discharge.

E.

LESSOR,

and another.

Opinion March 24, 18%.

Foreign Creditor. Constitutional Law. Stat. 1893,
c. 278.
The discharge of a debtor under a state insolvency law is no bar to an action
by a citizen of another state who did not in any way become a party to the
insolvency proceedings.
It is not within the constitutional authority of a state to enact a law that will
give such an efl'ect to an insolvent's discharge.
The plaintiffs, citizens of Pennsylvania, sold merchandise through their agent
at Waterville, Maine, in 1894, to the defendants, citizens of Maine. In 1895,
the defendants obtained their discharge in insolvency under the laws of
Maine and pleaded it in bar of an action subsequently brought here by the
plaintiffs, who did not prove their claim or appear in the insolvency court.
Held; that the defendant's dtscharge is not a bar to the action.
It is provided by Stat. of 1893, c. 278, that: "No action shall be maintained
in any court in this state, against any inhabitant of this state, who has
obtained a discharge from his debts under the insolvent laws of this state
upon any claim or demand of any name, kind or nature, that would have
been discharged by said insolvency proceedings if proved against said
estate." Held, that this Act cannot be allowed to give the discharge in this
case such an effect; and that to so construe the act would render it unconstitutional.
Pullen v. Hillman, 84 Maine, 129, affirmed.
ON.REPORT.
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This was an action reported by the Superior Court for Kennebec county. It was assumpsit on account annexe~l to recover
seventy-three dollars and seventy-five cents for a quantity of
suspenders sold to the defendants by the plaintiffs in November,
1894, or p1for thereto ; and it was agreed that the claim would
have been discharged had it been proved against said defendants' insolvent estate, and is not one that is excepted from the
operation of the in.solvent laws of Maine.
Defendants admitted the correctness of the account, and that
payment was due on or before December 1st, 1894.
On the second day of Jnnuary, 189.5, n warrant in insolvency
was issued out of the insolvency court, for Kennebec county,
against the defendants individually and as co-partners, and on
the twenty-eighth day of ,January, 1895, they received a discharge in accordance with the provisiom; of R. S., c. 70, § 62,
and amendments thereof and additions thereto.
The plaintiffs did not prove their claim or appear in the
insolvency court. They admitted that the defendants duly complied with all the provisions of the insolvent law, and deposited
hventy-five per cent of the claim in suit with the register of
insolvency in accordance with the terms of the composition
settlement made by them.
It was agreed that the contract was made with the defendants
_by the plaintiffs' traveling agent, duly authorized thereto, who
solicited and took the order at Waterville, Maine.
The defendants set up their discharge as a bar to the maintenance of this action.
The plaintiffs replied that the discharge does not affect them,
as at the time of contracting said debt and at the time of granting said discharge, they were citizens of the commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, and also that their right to maintain this action
is guaranteed by par. 1, § 2, Art. 4, of the U. S. Constitution;
and § 1, Art. 14, of Amendments to the U. S. Constitution.
Hcwvey D. Euton, for plaintiffs.
The plaintiffs have a valid and subsisting cause of actioi1
against the defendants. Pullen v. IIillman, 84 Maine, 129,
and cases. The question is : has the State of Maine the right
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to deny to the plaintiffs the use of its courts in which to enforce
performance of the contract?
Old remedies may he aholished and new 01ws may he substituted therefor, and remedies may he abolished without such
substitution. Lm·rl v. Cluulbourne, 42 Maine, 42!1; Stocking
v. Hunt, 3 Denio, 27 4. But these principlmi are general and
in their nature subject to certain limitations, the chief of which
seems to be that parties shall never be left without some remedy
for every substantial cause of action. The cases cited are perfectly compatible with the principle last stated. In Lord v.
Clrndhourne, the statute under discus$ion provide(\ that no
action of any kind should be maintained in any court in this
State to enforce title to spirituous liquors held in contravention
of the Stute Jaw. Plainly to forbid the u::_.:e of the court in such
a case is no denial of a right, for no right exists. In Stocking
v. IIunt, plaintiff complained of the repeal of the statute allcnving distress for rent. The court said that he hnd left him every
remedy that any ordinary creditor had, and he could not complain because his special and peculiar privileges over other creditors had been taken a way.
In Bron:wn v. Innzie, l How. 31G, the court says: wVVhatever belong:; merely to the remedy may he altered according
to the law of the State, provided the alteration does not impair
the obligation of the contract. But if that effect is produced,
it is immaterial whether it is done by acting on the remedy or
directly on the contract itself. In either case it is prohibited
by the Constitution."
And this right to proper remedies in State court:; is one of
the rights guaranteed by the constitution of the United States
in par. 1, § 2, Art. 4, and reaffirmed in § 1, Art. 14 of the
amendments. Uo1field v. Ooryell, 4
ash. C. C. 380.
The Act of 1893, c. 278, does not and cannot apply to
citizens of Maine at all, and it is a matter of common knO'wledge to bench and bar alike, that it was expressly intended to
affect only citizens of other states. It cannot apply to citizens
of Maine, because under the circumstnnces stated in the statute
itt:,elf no citizen of Maine could have ee any claim or demand of
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any name, kind or nature, against any inhabitant of this State.''
The discharge in insolvency wipes the claims :tnd demands of
citizens of Maine out of legal existence, provided they he such
as could, if in existpnce, he affected by thi::: statute.
The suggestion that the plaintiffa have ample remedies left
because they still have open to them the courts of the United
States, and of all the other individual states, is unworthy of
serious consideration, becau::-e the courts of the United States do
not entertain causes where so smull an amount is involved; and
as to courts of the other stat.es, the defendants ca.n defPat plaintiffs' rights hy the very simple expedient of always staying
within the honndaries of Maine. The statute is in direct conflict
with that provision of the Federal Conetitution forbidding the
states to pass any law impairing the obligation of contracts.
· And our Maine Constitution has the same provision. We arrive
at this conclusion in this ·way. The discharge in iwmlvency
being of no effect, the contract is in full force, unperformed on
the part of the defendants, and folly entitled to protection under
the clause last mentioned. Bronson v. Kinzie, supm; Call v.
Hagger, 8 Mass. 430; Jones v. Crittenden, 1 Car. Law Rep.
385; S. C. 6 Am. Dec . .531; Bailey v. Genl>'y, 1 Mo. 164;
Bmn,qardne1· v. Circuit Cou1'l, 4 Mo. 50; James v. Stull, t)
Barb. 482. No other state has passed such a statute.

F. A. Waldron, for defendants.
We do not deny nny rights to these plaintiffs that arc not
denied to our own citizens. In fact, they are in every respect
placed on an exact level with the citizens of Maine, so that they
do enjoy all the privileges and immunities of citizens of the ~evcral
states, including those of Maine. Their rights have not been
abri<.lged. The law remains just as it was when the contract was
made, and this very contingency was made a part and parcel of
their contract, by virtue of the law then and now in force.
The mistake of counsel for plaintiffs is in treuting this matter
as though the law had been changed after the contract had been
made.
But it is a well-settled rule of construction, that if a statute
is susceptible of two interpretations, one of which will render· it
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unconstitutional, and the other will not, the latter should always
be adopted. State v. Intoxicating Liquors, 80 Maine, 57.
In 1883, the Legislature of Michigan enacted nn in:-,olvent law
which placed foreign creditors upon a better footing thun
domestic ones, by granting them certain rights which were
denied to creditors of their own state : and the law court in the
case of Risser v. II011t, 53 Mich. 185, pronounced the statute
unconstitutional and void on that account. And yet counsel for
plnintiffs asks to have the statute construed in such a way as to
allow these plaintiffs to maintain a suit in our courts, simply
because they are citizens of another state, while that right is
denied to our own citizens. Such an interpretation would render
the statute clearly unconstitutional, since then the citizens of each
state would not be entitled to all the privileges ~md immunities
of citizens of the several states.'' The citizens of Maine would
not enjoy, but would be deprived of the rights which would thus
he enjoyed by the citizens of every state in the Union except
Maine.
The statute is just. It places all creditors on the same
basis, whether they reside in Maine or Penni;,ylvania. It has
been found necessary from experience, for the protection of our
own citizens, just as the law now embodied in R. S., c. 27, §
56, was found necessary from practical experience, of ·which
Judge WALTON, in 11leservey v. Gray, 55 Maine, 540, says:
It was not only competent, but wise, in our legislature to pass
a law declaring that they should receive no aid from our courts
in collecting pay for their liquors." The courts are expressly
forbidden to enforce this claim in suit.
The statute makes no exceptions in favor of foreign creditors;
nor is there any reason, either upon principle or authority, why
there should he any such exception. The sole object of the
insolvent laws of this State is that all creditors shall stand upon
an equal footing and all fare alike.
The provision of the federal and state constitution~ which
prohibits a State from passing any law impairing the obligation
of contracts has no application to the case under consideration.
While the obligation of contracts, wherever it exists, is
ti
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al ways to be protected and Rheltered by the broad canopy of
the constitution, yet that which is purely a matter of process
or remedy is to be governed and regulated by the laws of the
plnce where th~ remedy ·is sought. Although citizens of
another State, the law was before the plaintiffs' eyes when the
debt ,vas contracted and where the remedy for its satisfaction
was invoked. There had been no change in this respect. They
came here and made this contract. They came here and sought
the lex fori, and they must be satisfied with the law which they
find here, such as the citizens of this State are obliged to submit
to. Neither the comity between States, nor the constitutional
provisions relating to the obligation of contracts, can be invoked
in thit:i case.
They had due notice of the insolvency proceeclings of these
defendants aqd might have proved their claim and received their
proportion of the assets, but refused to do so, and claimed
rights superior to those of our own citizens, simply becau:5e they
did not reside in Maine. They have no just ground of complaint, because they are placed on the same plune with the
citizens of our own State, and if th('Y have lost the right to
share in the estate of defendants with the other creditors, it is
their own fault. The plaintiffs had ample justice done them by
being allowed to enjoy equal privileges with the citizens of
this State.
The la\v was then as it is now, and both parties must abide
by it and construe their contract the same as if it were written
in and formed a part of the contract, in accordance with the
universal principle that the laws in existence when the contract
is made enter into and become tl part of such contract. Ex
Parle Christy, 3 How. 328; Clar·k v.' Reyburn, 8 ·wall. 322;
Wallcer- v. Wllitelwad, 16 Wall. 317-318; Ifring v. Missouri,
107 U. S. 233 ~ Memphis v. U. 8. 97 U. S. 293; Seibert v.
Lewis, 122 U. S. 284-294; Butz v. Oity of Muscatine, 8 vYall.
575; Mobile v. Watson, 116 U. S. 305; Curmn v. State of
Arkansas, 15 How. 3Hl.

C. J.'
JJ.

SITTING: PETERS,
HOUSE, "\VISWELL,

w ALTON' FOSTER, HASKELL, WHITE··
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'1V ALTON, J. The discharge of a debtor under a state insolvent law is no bar to nn action by a citizen of another state who
did not in any way become a party to the insolvency proceedings.
It is not within the constitutional authority of a state to enact a
law thnt will give such an effect to an insolvent's discharge.
And this is a rule of constitutional law which has already been
so thoroughly examined and so fully• discn:::ised, and is now so
firmly established, that a further discusi:-ion of it at this time
would not only be unprofitable, but inexcusably wearisome.
Felch v. Bugbee, 48 Maine, 9 ; Hills v. Oarlton, 74 Maine, 156 ;
Pullen v. l-Iilbnan, 84 Maine, 129, and authorities there cited.
The facts ngreed upon in this case do not take it out of the
operation of this rule. The defendant~' discharge is no bar to
the action.
The act of 13g3, c. 278, can not be allo,wed to give it Ruch an
effect. To so construe the act would render it unconstitutional.
Fogle1· v. Clark, 80 Maine, 237.
Judgment for plafotflfs.
I

SARAH

F.

MILLER

vs.

Lincoln.

WALnonoROUGH PACKING Co::wrANY.

Opinion March 25, 1896.

Law and Equity Act, 1893 Pleadings. Practice. Insolvency. Corporation.
R. S., c. 46, § 47; c. 70, § 61; Stat.18,93, c. 217.
Under the Law and Equity Act of 1893, c. 217, the defendant in an action at
law may reqnire the court to consider and determine, in the same action, a
claim for equitable relief again~ the further prosecution of the action, or
against the levy of the execution upon particular property.
To obtain the consideration and adjudication of such claim for equitable relief,
it is not necessary to change the form of the action from law to equity.
Such claim for equitable relief can be presented in the form of " a brief statement" fHed with the general issue in the action at law.
It is not necessary that such a statement of claim for equitable relief should be
signec;.1 by the party in person, or verified by affidavit.
Such statement so filed can be met by a traverse, plea or demurrer, or by a
counter brief statement showing equities against the defendant's claim.
Such a statement of claim for equitable relief should contain all the facts relied upon as grounds for such relief, including those facts showing the
absence of any remedy at law as required in a bill in equity for the same

...
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purpose. If all these facts are insufficient for equitable relief, and are inconsistent with the law plea filed, final judgment should be at once awarded to
the plaintiff.
But the filing of an equitable plea, or statement of claim for equitable relief,
does not necessarily bat· a defense under the pleas at law. The matter of
the plea or statement, rather than its form is to be regarded. If the circumstances alleged in the equitable plea constitute a defense at law, and the
pleader has only mistaken the mode of presenting them, the plea or statement
may be reformed or treated as a plea at law.
Inasmuch as an insolvent corporation cannot receive a.discharge in insolvency,
the fact that a defendant corporation in an action at law has been duly declared an insolvent debtor, and its property is being administered in the
court of insolvency, shows no cause for restraining the prosecution of the
action at law to immediate final judgment.
The fact that the plaintiff in an action at law against an insolvent corporation,
intends to levy the execution upon property which the corporation undertook to convey to other parties before its insolvency, does not show any
right in the defendant corporation to restrain such levy.
If such plaintiff is thus seek~ng to get more than his proportional share of the
insolvent estate, it is for the assignee, or other creditors, to interpose to
defeat such purpose.
See .1..Willer v. Kenniston, ,Titdge, 86 Maine, 550.

ON EXCEPTIONS.
Thb was an action at law which came before this court on
exceptions by the plaintiff to the overruling of her demurrer to
the defendant's plea in equity tiled under the Law and Equity
Act of 1893, c. 217.
The action was assnmpsit upon a promissory note. The
defencfant, under the general issue, filecl the following plea in
equity:
'' And for a brief statement of special matter of defense, to be
used under the general issue pleadeq, the said defendant further
says:
"That since the commencement of the plaintiff's suit in this
action, and within four months next after the alleged attachment
made thereon, to wit: on the twenty-fifth day of June, 1892, a
petition in insolvency was duly filed in the insolvency court for
this county, against the defendant corporation ; upon which
petition such proceedings were had in said insolvency court,
that on the sixth day of September, 1892, the judge of said
court of insolvency duly adjudged said corporation to be an insolvent debtor, and ordered a meeting of the creditors to be
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holden at the probate court room, in ·wiscasset, on Monduy, the
third day of October, 18H2, at ten o'clock, A. M., to prove their
debts und choose one or more assignees of its estate ; at which
meeting, held as above ordered, an assignee was duly chosen,
and thereupon the said judge of insolvency made, executed and
delivered an as:;ignment in due form of law, assigning and conveying to said assignee, all the e:--tate, real and personal, of the
said corporation, not exempt from attachment and seizure on
execution, together with all deeds, hooks of account, und papers
relating thereto, which assignment was then forthwith recorded
in the registry of deeds for said county of Lincoln ; and that the
said proceedings ngainst said corporation are still pending in
said insolvency court.
'' That the entire property and estate of s:iid corporation was
sold and conveyed in good faith and for an adequate consideration, long before the alleged uttaehment made by this plaintiff,
and before the institution of said insolvency proceedings. That
there remains in the hands of the assignee a considerable sum
of money, viz: about $2500.00, being a part of the proceeds of
the sale of the property made hy said corporation as aforesaid.
"That the plaintiff in this action, heretofore, to wit: on the
fifth day of September, 1893, duly filed in said insolvency court,
her proof of debt against said corporation, founded on and supported hy the same claim or demand which iA the subject matter
of this action, as therein declared upon, nnd no other. And
said plaintiff now demands a dividend thereon .
•, That the defendant corporation, through its officers and
attomeys, is informed and believes, nnd on such information
and helief alleges, thnt the plaintiff seeks to maintain this action
for the sole and avowed purpose of obtaining judgment and
execution therein, to be levied on the property sold and conveyed by said corporation as aforesaid, hes ides taking an equal
dividend with the other creditors from the funds in the hands of
the assignee which are the proceeds of said sale.
"That the settlement of said insolvent estate is impeded and
prevented by the pendency of this action ; and that such settlement cannot be made with justice to the other creditors or to
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the assignee, while this action, or nny other action for the same
cause, is pending; by reason of which no dividend ha~· yet been
made.
"And the defendant corporntion avers that the matters herein
set forth constitute a gmund for relief in equity, and prays that
it may receive such relief aguinst the claims of the plaintiff; and
especially that the plaintiff may he restrained and enjoinE:'d by
the order• and decree of this honorable court, from further
prosecuting or maintaining the said action, or any other action for
the same cause, and from making any attachment or seizure of
any property, or levying any execution upon any property, as
the property of this corporation; and for such other and further
relief as to the court may seem meet, and for its costs.
vValdoborough Packing Company, hy George B. Sawyer,
its attonwy."
The plaintiff filed a general demurrer by he1· attorneys, which
having been joined by the defendant's nttorney, was overruled
by the presiding justice.

0. E. a.nd A. S. Littl~field, for plaintiff.
No pleadings in equity should be filed and no change of a
suit at law to one in equity should he made, except first by nn
express order or direction of the court; nnd nothing of the so,rt
appears in the record. The record of the case itself should,
under the statute, show the order and direction of· the court
authorizing so radical u change in procedure in any given ease.
A brief statement at law, which is a11 that this record presents,
can in no sense be cont:-idered a plea in equity; or, as would he
required at bar, a bill in equity. This record shows that the
defendant is attempting to get the benefit of a hill in eqtiity in
aid of its defense by continuing its pleadings nt law. Such a
proceeding it:- clearly not contempl~ted by the statute. The
statute expressly provides that the pleadings at ]aw shall he
stricken out and the parties shall begin in equity subject to all
equitable rules of procedure.
The matters set up in this brief statement are in no proper,
legal or equitable sense a defense to the action at law, but they
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are matters entirely aliunde of the action, in n"o way connected
with the issue, and in no sense a defense either legally or equitably, but distinct and independent matters relied upon as
equitable reasons, not to defend the action at law, but to restrain
its prosecution; and these matters should he availed of in
accordance with the provisions of§ 1, and not un<ler the provisions of§ 4. of the act.
This point can be ruised by demurrer as it h, apparent upon
the record, and is one that should be settled by the court, ns it
relates to an important point of practice under this new statute.
This brief statement is a plea, or bill in equity, praying for an
injunction. The act of 18D3 made no change whatever in the
chancery rules or in equitable procedure or, in any way,
enlarged or modified equitable rights or changed the practice in
equity. It will not be claimed that a defendant in a suit at law
could invoke the equitable jurisdiction of the court except in
accordance with the \Yell-settled rules of practice.
Section 6 of the act is conclusive upon the proposition that no
change of any kind was intended to he made by the act in the
rules of chancery procedure. This provides that when ground
for relief in equity is pleaded, '~The Supreme Judicial Court
may make such decrees and restrnining orders as may be necessary to protect and preserve such equitable rights, and may
issue injunctions according to the usual practice of courts of
equity."
"\Vhntever is done then by the court by virtue of the peculiar
provisions of this statute, and especially in the matter of issuing
injunctions, ii; to be done i, according to the usual practice of
courts of equity."
This brief statement, or plea in equity, or whatever it may be
called, is wholly insufficient for the reason that it is not verified
by oath. Chancery rule V.
The plea, however, only presents the naked proposition of an
absolute sale by the defendant corporation of all its property,
and the purpose and intent of the plaintiff to levy upon property
thus sold and conveyed, - a proceeding by virtue of which the
plaintiff could acquire nothing, and the rights of no one could
VOL. LXXXVIII.
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in any way be infringed; and the bill, therefore, sets forth no
reason ·whatever for the interposition of a court of equity in the
case at bur.

George B. Saioye1·, for defendant.
The plea in equity in this case is not filed under the provisions of section one of the statute of 1893 ; but was filed, as a
matter of right, under the fourth section of the same statute.
There had been no previous pleadings at law, and there was no
occasion for the intervention of the court, or the imposition of
terms. But if such permission were necessary, it must be
inferred from the fact that such pleadings were received and
filed, and that the plnintitf, taking cognizance thereof, filed her
demurrer to the snme.
As alrea(ly shown, there were no previous pleadings at law to
he stricken out. The demurrer is general and specifies no ~rror
in the form or method of verification of the plea. Such defect,
if it existed, should have been taken advantage of by a special
demurrer or motion in term time. The objection is waived by
the general demurrer "for want of equity," and alleging no other
ground. In re Brockway Manuf. Co. 87 Maine, 477.
l\'"ith the admitted facts as set forth in the plea, and the
nvowe<l intention of the plaintiff to prolong the litigation, involving further cost and delay to the other creditor~, for which
she alone is responsible, there can he no doubt of the right and
duty of the court to interpose equitable relief.
SITTING: "'TALTON, EMERY, FOSTER, HASKELL, WHITEHOUSE,

vv IswELL,

STRouT,

~TJ.

EMERY, J. This is an action at law upon a promissory note, and
was entered at the AprilTerm, 1892. At the April Term, 1895, the
counsel for the defendant filed the general issue plea denying the
alleged promise. He further filed in the form of a brief statement,
under the general issue, a written allegation of various nrntters of
fact, all extr~ineous to the question of the defendant's alleged indebtedness. Indeed, the counsel does not claim that the allegations
in his brief statement show nny matter in denial or avoidance of
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the plaintiff's declaration. He practically concedes that they
show no ground of defemie. He does claim, however, that they
show good grounds in equity why the plaintiff should not have
the judgment she might be entitled to at law, or, at least, shouJd
not levy her execution upon certain specified property formerly
of the defendant corporation. He prays, therefore, that she be·
restrained from taking such judgment and making such levy.
This anomalous procedure upon the part of the deftmdant is
now authorized by the Law and Equity Act of 1893, c. 217, § 4, .
. that act authorizing the defendant in an action at law to Lring
to the notice of the court, by pleading in the same action, any
matters which would entitle him to relief in equi~y against the
claims of the plaintiff, even though they constitute no defense
at law. ,vithout that statute, the defendant would have been
obliged to bring such matters before the court hy a separate
suit in equity. vVith the statute, he can require the court to,
consider them and afford him in the same action the relief towhich they entitle him. In this case, the plaintiff has demurred
to the defendant's brief statement of equitable matters ; and
thus, by force of the act of 1893, the question whether the·
defendant has any grounds for the equitable refo•f sought, can
be determined in this action at law by a judgment that will conclude the parties finaJly both at law and in equity.
The gist of the matter alleged by the defendant seems to he
this: The defendnnt corporation before the date of the plaintiff"s
attachment had essayed to convey for an adequate considemtion
its entire property. vVithin four months after the attachment,
the defendant corporation was adjudged an insolvent debtor
upon proper proceedings, and an assignee appointed. The
plaintiff proved against the insolvent estate, in the insolvent
court, the same note sued upon in this action. 'The plaintiff,
however, questions the validity of the prior conveyance hy the
corporation, and intends, if she can obtain Judgment against the
corporation, to levy her execution upon that property as well as to
take her dividend from the ei;tate in the insolvency court. Such
avowed purpose of the plaintiff delays and· embarrasses the settlement of the estate in insolvency, inasmuch as thnt estate
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consists almost entirely of the property so essayed to be con'Veyed, and hence no dividend can he safely paid so long as the
iplaintiff is at liberty to attempt a levy on that property.
The counsel for the d.efen<lant does not claim, in argument,
that the simple facts that the defendant corporation is an insolv,ent debtor in the insolvent court, and that the plaintiff has
proved her note in that court against the insolvent estate, are
or should be a bar even in equity to her proceeding to judgment
'in her action at law in this court. Insolvent corporations are
upon a different footing from insolvent individuals in the insolvency court under our statute. The individual debtor may he
discharged from his debts. The incorporated debtor cannot he
discharged from its debts. R. S., c. 70, § 61. The obligation
of the corporation and its stockholders remains notwithstanding
the sequestration of its property by the insolvency proceedings.
The creditor'~ right to a judgment against the corporation is
essential to his enforcement of his rights against the stockholders. R. S., c. 46, § 47. Coburn v. Boston, &c., Company, 10
Gray, 243.
The defendant's counsel insists, however, that the plaintiff's
deelared purpose to obtain a judgment at law and levy her execution upon the property which the corporation had conveyed
before her attachment, Rnd the proceeds of which constitute the
estate now heing administered in the insolvency court, does
show good cau8e why she should not be allowed to proceed to
judgment, or at least should he restrained from levying her
execution upon the property conveyed. The argument is that
the plaintiff is evidently seeking hy means of a judgment and
levy to secure an advantage over the other creditors of the
corporation, and hence the court should in the interests of
equality, and consequent equity, restrain her from the use· of
those means. As showing hoth the purpose of the plaintiff and
the duty of the court, we are cited to the case, Miller v. Ii':enniston, Judge, 86 Maine, 550. It is further argued that the
assignee in insolvency cannot safely proceed to make division of
the money in his hands, largely the proceeds of the conveyance,
until the plaintiff is restrained from attacking that conveyance.
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Counsel apprehends that, if such attack should be successful,
the grantee in the conveyance would recover the purchase
money of the assignee, or at least fasten a lien therefor upon the
proceeds.
As to the first argument, it is difficult to see what concern
the defendant corporation has with the attempt or hope of the
plaintiff to obtain an advantage over other creditors by the
means indicated. The corporation has now no property whatever. It has a11 been conveyed away or assigned in insolvency.
The creditors now have control over its administrn.tion, and
have ample remedies to enforce its equal distribution among
themselves. The defendant is intereRted, perhaps, in its speedy
and economical administration, but not in its ratio of distribution. Its indebtedness is reduced to the same extent however
the assets are divided among the creditors. If one creditor is seeking to get more thnn his proportional share, and is using means
likely to accomplish that end, it is at the expense, not of the
insolvent corporation, but of the other creditors. It is for
them to interpose to defeat that purpose, if they desire. The
plaintiff's efforts do not seem to have alarmed the other creditors so far.,
As to the second argument, there is no statement in the
equitable plea that the grantee under tl,ie conveyance would
have any remedy against the corporation, or any lien upon it~
assets in the event of the conveyance being declnred inoperative;
nor is there any statement of fact::; \Vhieh tend to show any
such remedy or lien. No color of right is shown in the plaintiff
to levy successfully on the property so conveyed ; nor doe::, it
appear that such a levy could by any possibility prevail again~t
the conveyance. The allegation is positive that the entire property and estate of the corporation ·were sold and conveyed in
good foith, and for an adequate consideration, long before the
plaintiff's attempted attachment. According to the allegations
in the equitable plea, the plaintiff is pursuing :t will-o-the-wisp,
which pursuit may amuse, but cannot possibly harm the defendant.
But aside from all allegations, or lack of allegations in the
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plea, ought the plaintiff at the sole instance of her debtor to be
restrained from trying to colleet her debt out of what she
believes to be still her debtor\, property, hut whieh both the
debtor and the a::-;signee refuse to recognize as such property?
AH already said, the plaintiff is not attempting to levy on property to which the assignee is asserting any claim. Apparently
it i~ precisely because the assignee will not make any claim to
the property, that the plaintiff seeks to secure it for her
debt. In this effort she may become involved in law suits with
other parties, but in these suits the defendant, her debtor, has
no occasion to interpm1e. It muy, indeed, be pertinently questioned whether a creditor should be enjoined at the instance of
anybody from attempting to show that certain property is subject to seizure upon execution for his debt. There is nothing
inequitable in vigorous and persistent efforts to subject all of a
debtor's property ( except what is exempt by lu w) to the payment of his debts. The other claimants of the same property
can ordinarily fully assert their rights in defense to any attack by
the creditor. In thh, case, however, it is safe to say that until
the assignee claims the property, or those claiming under the
alleged conveyance seek an injunction, no reason is shown why
the plnintiff should be hindered in her pursuit. It follows that
the demurrer must be sustained and the relief prayed for be
denied.
Having udjudicuted as above upon the merits of the offered
defense, it may be serviceable to consider some points in practice, suggested by counsel under the Law and Equity Act of 1893,
chapter 217. The plaintiff's counsel has made three points
against the defendant's procedure : ( 1) thnt the defenuant could
not properly allege such purely equitable matter in defense,
until it had obtaineu an order of court requiring the parties to
strike out their pleadings at law and to plead anew in equity;
( 2) that, inasmuch as the matters alleged by the defendant are
purely equitable, they should be alleged in the form prescribed
by the ch:mcery rules, and the equity practice; ( 3) that, inasmuch as the relief prayed for is an order or decree against the
further prosecution of the action ( or practica11y an injunction),
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the pleading should be verified hy the affidavit required by the
chancery rules in bills praying for an injunction.
There does not seem to be any occasion for changing the suit
from one at law to one in equity. An action at law is prima
facie a plain, adequate an<l complete remedy for the collection
of a promissory note. The plaintiff is only asking for a judgment for money. It does not yet appear that the rights of these
parties '' can be better determined and enforced by a judgment
and decree in equity." By section 4 of the act of 1893, any
matter which would be ground of relief in equity against the
plaintiff in an action at law, may be pleaded in the action at
law. This the defendant did. As to the form of pleading such
matter, the same section provides that the pleading shall he in
the form of a brief statement under the general issue. This
form the defendant observed. The chancery rule requiring
verifictation applies to pleadings in an equity suit, not to statute
equitable pleadings in an action at law. Through all the pleadings in this case, the action remains one at law in which usu~lly
no verification of pleadings by affidavit is required.
It is urged, however, that hy section 6 of the act of 1893, the
court in granting restraining orders and injunctions in actions
at law under equitable pleas, must proceed "according to the
usnal practice, of courts of equity," nnd that, according to that
practice no such order or injunction is ever grnnted except upon
a bill or petition supported by affidavit. Section 6 seems limited
in its application to actions at law in the superior courts in which
equitable defem,es are pleaded. Section 4 seems to sufficiently
declare the power of the court in such actions in the supreme
judicial court.
Both sections, however, seem designed to
dee la re the enlarged pmvers of the court, rather than to prescribe
a limited procedure.
In an equity suit, the party seeking equitable relief first
invokes the power of the court and brings the defendant into
litigation. If he desire an injunction upon the defendant, he
should support his petition by affidavit, and such is the rule in
equity suits. In an action at law, the party seeking equitable
relief has already been brought before the court by his adver-
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sary. The relief sought is solely against that adversary and
from some claim in, or from some consequence of, that action.
The adversary initiated the litigation and thereby, under the act
of 1893, opened up the whole matter legal and equitahle, and
hence should be prepared for any phase it may assume. There
seems to be no great re:u,on for imposing upon the other party,
thus brought into court, the restrictions and requirements imposed upon the originator of the litigation. The court has for
years summarily exercised certain equity powers in actions at
law, without the forms and restrictions of equity procedure, as
where the justice of the court assesses the damages in certain
actions without the intervention of a jury, and thus affords
equitable relief from the penalty of a bond or other covenant.
Philb1·ook v. Burges8, 52 Maine, 271. Our view of the act of
1893 is that, in permitting equitable pleas and equitable orders
and decrees in un action at law, the legislature did not intend
to change the character of the action, or to import into it the
peculiar formalitie:5 and technicalities of a suit in equity. The
general purpose of the act is to simplify and speed procedure.
The defendant's counsel in turn has suggested that the plaintiff's counsel erred in demurring to his equitable plea, since
technical demurrers to pleas in equity are not used. But the
defendant's pleading is not in equity. It is a pleading in an
action at law now expressly authorised by statute, and can be
met like any other pleading at law by a demurrer, traverse or
replication, and can he further met under the statute with a
counter brief statement of matter of equitable relief against the
defense thus ::,et up.
Both parties appear to have proceeded correctly and without
difficulty or hesitation. They have now received an authoritative adjudication, without being remitted to another suit or to
another gate of justice.
The result of this adjudication is that judgment must now he
ordered for the plaintiff. This reemlt of invoking the statute of
1893, is perhaps unexpected, but it is logical and just. The
sole foundation of a suit in equity to enjoin the prosecution of
an action at law, or the enforcement of a judgment at law, is
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the absence of any adequate defense at law. In a suit in equity to
obtain such relief, it must be made to appear that the complainant
is obliged to resort to the equity jurisdiction of the court,- that
without relief in equity, he must suffer judgment and execution
at law. By thus asking the court to consider the facts upon its
equity side, he submits whether they entitle him to any relief
from the action or judgment. If these facts show a legal
defense, or do not show any defense at all, the rnlief in equity
will be denied. It is only when the facts show an equitable
defense, and further show that there is no adequat'e defense at
law, that relief will he granted in equity. Bachelde1· v. Bean,
76 Maine, 370; Hapgood v. HewW, 119 U. S. 226; Grand
Chute v. lVinegm·, 15 Wall. 373; Worthington v. Lee, .61
Md. 530.
If, instead of resorting to a bill in equity, a defendant pleads
the same equitable matter in the action at law under the act of
1893, the same inferences should generally be drawn. The
defendant thereby usually admits that he has no defense at law.
He has, indeed, asserted by his plea of the general issue,
that he has a complete defense at Ia w in that he never made the
promise declared on; hut a plea of the general issue may be
waived by pleading other matter inconsistent with that plea, as
in the case of a plea puis darrein continuance. Morse v. Srnall,
73 Maine, 565. So the ~eeking equitable relief against the
action or the judgment by pleading equitable nrntters inconsistent
with the general issue, mny be held to be a waiver of that plea.
It does not necessarily follow that every equitable plea filed
under the statute of 1893, is a waiver of the general issue; or
that it is always to be inferred from such a plea, thut there is
no legal defense. The inference should be from the matter of
the plea, rather than from its form. If the circumstances
alleged in the defendant's equitable plea do consitute a legal
defense and he has only mistaken the proper form of pleading,
then his plea may be reformed, or treated as n plea of legal
matter in bar; but if those circumstances do not show any defense,
either legal or equitable, the plain inference usually is that there
is no defense. The act of 1893 was not enacted to permit
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defendants to delay actions at law hy withholding legal defenses
until supposed equitable defense:, were disposed of. Successive
adjudications upon equitahle nnd legal defenses were not contemplated. The purpose of section four of that act was to permit
a defendant, who otherwise would be obliged to resort to a suit
in equity for a defense, to interpose the facts constituting that
defem,e directly, in bar of the action. It gives him no other
privilege or advantage. Since the statute, he must, as before,
rely upon his legal defenses if he have any, and it is only when
he has no adequate legal defense, that he can properly ask the
court to consider his equitable defenses. If he be in doubt
whether the facts constitute a legal or equitable defense, or any
defense, he may set them out in full under the statute and
submit them to the court. If it then appear to the court that
the matters so set out constitute no defense, either at law or in
equity, then the defendant should submit to judgment. He
must be supposed to have stated his whole case. He cannot
afterward be heard to say that there are other facts which he
has not stated and which are a legal bar to the action. To permit
him to do so, would pervert the act of 1893 from an net to
facilitate the more speedy adrnim;tration of justice as intended,
to one more obstructive of justice.
In this case we infer, we think rightfully, that the defen<lant
in its equitable plea has state<l its entire defense. That statement, as we have seen, is insufficient both at luw and in equity.
The result is that the plaintiff should now have judgment.
Exception8 sustained. Plea adJuclged
insufficient. Judgment jo1' plaintftf.
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Do not lie to finding of facts by court, Shrimpton v. Pendexte1·, 556.

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORR.
Will providing for continuance of partnership void under rule against perpetuities, the executor to close its business, Hamlin v. Mansfield, 131.
allowed to pay legacies direct to legatees although payable to trustee of
beneficiaries, I b.
Reasonable funeral and burial expenses chargeable to, as far as he has assets,
Fogg v. Holbrook, 169.

EXEMPTIONS.
See ATTACHMENT.
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FISH AND GAME.

See JURISDICTION. TRIAL ,JUSTICE.
Possession of game in open season, State v. Bucknarn, 385.
defendants, not market-men, had eighty-nine carcasses of deer in open
season; possession held lawful, I b.
R. S., c. 30, § 12, and amendment, interferes not with game lawfully
taken or killed, I b.
or foreign game, dead or alive, brought here, I b.
illegally taken or captured, subjects possessor to penalty, I b.

FRAUD.
See FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE,

INSURANCE.

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE.
Insolvency of donor not indispensable in, Weeks v. Hill, 111.
but may be presumptive evidence of fraud, I b.
under Stat. Eliz. c. 5, fraudulent intent may exist when donor is not
insolvent, I b.
intent to make, question of fact, Ib.
between husband and wife, semble, remedy is wholly equitable, of
personal and real property, I b.
Stat. 1887, c. 137, § 12, fraudulently aiding execution debtors, &c., is penal
as well as remedial, Wing v. Weeks, 115.
no action for, property not changed, or no specific act alleged whereby,
&c., or defendant fraudulently aided, &c., Ib.
Deed from husband to wife, held to be, Jlfiller v. Hilton, 429.
without consideration and in fraud of plaintiff', I b.

GIFT.
See FRAUDULENT C0NVIIYANCE.
Must be executed by delivery, Bath Sav. Inst. v. Hathorn, 122.
trust by declaration, Ib.
express trust of personal property may be created or declared by parol,
Ill.
trust creating a gift must be clearly established, showing equitable,
passes effectually to donee as in case of gift inter vivos, I b.
donor of equitable gift may retain legal title subject to court of equity,
Ib.
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GIFT (concluded).
a deposit " in trust for the donee " not conclusive evidence of absolute
gift, but extrinsic evidence may control its effect. lb.
facts showing completed trust, Ib.
Difference between a, and voluntary trust, Norway Sav. Bank v. ]}ferriarn, 146.
whole legal title of, passes to donee. I b.
same in voluntary trust, while legal title is held by third party for
purposes of trust, Ib.
facts not showing a gift or voluntary trust, Ib.
and void under statute of wills, Ib.
A, of part of deposit sustained, Larrabee v. Hascall, 511.
depositor gave order on savings bank in last sickness, to pay funeral
expenses, etc., Ib.
trust executed with funds drawn after death, Ib.
held; aclm'r could not recover the money, I b.
also, good, causa mortis, and not defeated by terms and conditions
annexed, I b.
a, causa mortis valid although donor dies from some other disease from
which death was apprehended, Ib.
sufficient, if made under apprehension of some present disease or peril,
Ib.
no specific limit of time in which donor must die, Ib.

GUARDlAN.

Deed by, held; void, Tracy v. Roberts, 310; Roberts v. Tracy, 310.
no petition, license, or bond, Ib.
R. S., c. 71, § 30, no bar to ward, Ib.
sale ratified by ward, Ib.
ward estopped having had benefit of sale, Ib.

HUSBAND AND WIFE.
See WILL. FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE.
No tenants by the entirety since 1844, Robinson, Applt., 17.
common law rule abrogated by Stat. 1844:, c. 117, Ib.

ILLEGITIMATES.
See DESCENT. WILLS.
INDICTMENT.
!Precise words of statute not necessary in an, State v. Lynch, 195.
,words more than their equivalent, harmless, if they include their full
statute signification, Ib.
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INDICTMENT (concluded).

assault, armed with a dangerous weapon, I b.
charge in, was "deadly weapon, to wit, a loaded revolver," J b.
" loaded revolver in his right hand he . . . then and there had and
held," equivalent to "armed," Ib.
"with an intention" equivalent to '' with intent," I b.
INDORSEMENT.
See BILLS AND NOTES.
INSOLVENCY.
See CORPORATION. · PRACTICE.
Stat. 1891, c. 109, held; constitutional, Peabody v. Stetson, 273.
subjects non-residents' property in this state to equal distribution
through proceedings in, I b.
act held; prospective only, Ib.
attachment prior to act not dissolved, I b.
defendants' title by attachment, held; good against plaintiffs' mortgage,
Ib.
attachment March 12, mortgage recorded April 13, 1891, Ib.
Stat. 1891, c. 109, held; prospective only, Chipman v. Peabody, ~82; Same v.
Stetson, 282.
lien by attachment before act is not affected by proceedings in, after act
was passed, I b.
same as to mortgage given to secure pre-existing debt recorded before
act, Ib.
this statute subjects non-residents' property in this state to equal division in, Ib.
Debtor in composition, estopped from pleading his discharge, Blake Co. ,·.
Lowell, 424.
he refused to pay percentage drawn from the registry to his creditor
who knew not of proceedings until after debtor drew the money,
then creditor proved claim, demanded percentage and being refused, brought suit, Ib.
defendant allowed to purge his inequitable conduct, I b.
payment of per centage into court with interest and costs allowed as
tender, Ib.
Corporation in, gets no discharge, Miller v. Packing, Co., 605.
action at law against, not restrained, Ib.
assignee may interpose, but not corporation, I b.
Discharge, bars not foreign creditors, Silverman v. Lessor, 599.
did not prove his debt, I b.
not party to pt'oceedings, I b.
· may maintain action after discharge, I b.
Stat. 1893, c. 278, bars not action, Ib.
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INSURANCE.
Policy avoided by sale of property, Richinond v. Phoenix, &c., Co., 105; Same v.
Liberty Ins. Co., 105.
no statute in Maine to contrary, I b.
broker, held; not agent of company, and cannot assent to transfer, etc.,
Ib.
Stat. 1891, c. 112, applies not to brokers, Ib.
policy payable to third party functus, when his interest in property
ceases, I b.
Plaintiffs and defendants were co-partners in, under articles of association,
Perry v. Cobb, ms.
held; no action at law upon such contracts, I b.
the only remedy is in equity, Ib,
the provisions in the articles for adjusting losses oust not courts' jurisdiction, bi{t a regulation inter sese controlling except for equitable
cause, Ib.
held; insurance was for and not on the voyage, Ib.
also, damage from long voyage not a sea peril, I b.
also, damage to cargo from its inherent qualities excited by long
transit, I b.
Contract of, is one of indemnity only, and runs not with the land, Whitehouse
v. Cm·gill, 479.
owner of legal estate held not accountable to holder of equitable lien on
land, for proceeds of, after loss, I b.
Fraud and false swearing in, Lin.<Jcott v. In.<J. Co. 497.
latter consists in knowingly and intentionally stating on oath what is
not true, Ib.
and may cons.titute fraud, I b.
fraud may be the stating as true what a party does not know to be true,
or has no reasonable ground for believing it to be true, Ib.
JUDGMENT.

Demandant entitled to, for possession, although fee is encumbered with an easement, Bank v. Morrison, 162.
Record of foreign, prima facie evidence, Tourigny v. Houle, 406.
sufficient to sustain action of debt, in absence of proper plea and proof
to contrary, Ib.
For labor held, not a bar to suit for board, when contract was mutual, on the
facts, Cook v. Bates, 455.
JURISDICTION.
See NATURALIZATION. WAY.
Trial Justice in Knox county has not, whtn offense committed in Kennebec
county and offender not found in Knox county, Stilphen v.
Ulm,er, 211.
violation of fish and game law, Stat. 1891, c. 95, I b.
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JURY.
See NEW TRIAL.
LANDLORD AND TENANT.

See LEASE.
When relation of, does not exist, assumpsit lies not for rent, etc., Bnrclin v.
Ordway, 375.
title to land cannot be tried in assumpsit, I b.

LAW AND EQUITY ACT.
See lNSOLVI<~NCY. PRACTICI<~.

LEASE.
Rent reserved was $2700, payable quarterly, Smith v. Blake, 240.
quarterly payments stated erroneously less sums, latter, held, a mathematical mistake, I b.
parol evidence not admissible to explain or control terms of, I b.
otherwise, of receipts for rent, I b.
Mill-owners gave dam to water company so long as it kept it in improved condition, Water Co. v. Fletcher, 571.
they agreed to pay rent to company according to amount of water each
should draw, I b.
held; it was from year to year as each drew, I b.
if one drew not, lost his interest in dam, I b.
defendant's mill was burned and he drew no water; held, not liable for
rent, lb.

LEWISTON MUNICIPAL COURT.
See NATURALIZATION.
LIBEL.
Case of privileged communication, Bearce v. Bass, 521.
held; fair and reasonable criticism of plaintiffs' work on public building, and
did not attack their character, I b.
right to comment on public matters if fairly done with honest purpose,
Ib.
criticism of work no defamation of character, I b.
otherwise, language may be libelous, I b.
no, where malice shown against persons other than plaintiffs, I b.
burden in, on plaintiffs to show malice, when communication is privileged, Ib.
innuendo explains but enlarges not sense of words expressed, I b.
held; "Tweed ripg" meant not plaintiffs, but a third party, Ib.
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LIBEL (concluded).
Caricature by" chalk process," Marston v. Dingley, 546.
also, of plaintiff's person and habitation, I b.
expert may testify th~t the cut is a good result, I b.
personal habits and appearances presumed to continue until contrary
shown, Ib.
evidence admitted to show condition of habitation soon after publication,
Ib.

LIEN.
See INSURANCE.
Lost by lapse of time, Dartington v. Moore, 569.
is not revived by subsequent labor not performed under contract with
owner, Ib.

LIMITATION.
See GUARDIAN.
R. S. ofU. S., § 5057, not a bar, when, Lancey v. Foss, 215.
action in name of bankrupt and assignee declines to assume prosecution,
Ib.
R. S., c. 71, § 30, no bar to ward, Tracy v. Roberts, 310; Roberts v. Tracy, 310.
guardian's deed was void, I b.
there was no petition, license or bond, I b.
Payment, and not indorsement, removes bar of statute of, Curtis v. Nash, 476.

LOGS.
See TIMBER.

MARRIAGE.

See PAUPER.
Is valid without certificate of intention, if solemnized by proper officer,
Gardiner v. _,_tfanchester, 249.

MA.-YOR.
See ELECTIONS.

MINOR.

See

GUARDIAN.
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MORTGAGES.
See RAILROADS.
Absolute deed held a, given for security only, Libby v. Clark, 32.
fact may be proved by parol, Ib.
borrower may redeem upon payment, Ib.
Same principles applied, Bradley v. Merrill, 319.
notes or other evidence of debt not required, Ib.
mortgagee. not allowed for improvements made without consent of
mortgagor, Ib.
exceptions to this rule stated, I b.

NATURALIZATION.
U. S. Constitution does not require State courts or judges to naturalize foreigners, Gilroy, Petrs., 199.
but such courts may assume the power when not forbidden by legislature,
Ib.
Stat. 1893, c. 310, not unconstitutional, Ib.
prohibits from, all courts except S. J. C. and Super., Ib.

NEGLIGENCE.
See NEW TRIAL, NUISANCE.
Stat. 1891, c. 124, actions for injuries causing death, limited to cases of immediate death, Sawyr,r v. Perry, 42.
gives not two actions for one injury, Ib.
immediate death not necessarily instantaneous, I b.
None in car and appliances, Roberts v. R. R., 260.
plaintiff jammed between car and tender, Ib.
Notice of blast in quarries required, Wadsworth v. Marshall, 263.
failure of notice is, per se, Ib.
statute is remedial, Ib.
contributory, held; a defense, I b.
Water box within street limits, Staples v. Dickson, 362.
builder liable for special injuries, when it is a common nuisance, I b.
but not his grantee until after request to abate it, I b.
Boys playing about moving cars, take risks of life and limb, Michaud v. Ry.
Co., 381.

NEPHEW.
See WILLS.
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NEW TRIAL.
Granted, plaintiff's negligence caused the accident, Tasker v. Farmingdale, 103.
court adheres to its former opinion, lb.
Granted in second trial, Roberts v. R. R., 260.
plaintiff jammed between car and tender, lb.
car and appliances safe and proper, lb.
evidence preponderated in favor of defendant, lb.
verdict for plaintiff not justified, lb.
None for newly-discovered evidence, Michand v. R. Y. Co., 381.
if ordered, would not change result, lb.
Refused, verdict reasonable in amount and founded on just and legal principles, Megquier v. Gilpatrick, 422.
Stringent rules applied in motions for, on ground of newly discovered evidence,
Linscott v. Ins. Co., 497.
not granted unless the evidence alters verdict or injustice done by
refusing a, lb.

NONSUIT.
See PRACTICE.

NOTICE.
See QUARRY. TRUST.

WAY.

NUISANCE.
Creator of common, liable in damages for special injuries, Staples v. Dickson,
362.
his grantee liable only after request to abate it, I b.
case of water box within street limits, lb.
not a, per se if rightfully there; otherwise, from faulty construction, etc.
so as to endanger public use of street, and depending upon exigencies of travel, I b.
this case considered on agreed statement, I b.
Abatement of, in public way, justified, Holmes v. Corthell, 376.
a, to travel may be removed, when an obstruction, Ib.
facts admitted by demurring to brief statement, Ib.

See BILL~

ORDER.
AND NOTES.

GIFT.
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PARTIES.
See EQUITY. TRUSTEE
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PROCESS.

PARTNERSHIP.
See WILL.
Will providing for continuance of, Hamlin v. Mansfield, 131.
void under rule against perpetuities, I b.
executor to close business of, I b.

PARTITION.

Equity will make, of waters, when, Warren v. Westbrook, &c., Co., 58.
necessary between opposite riparian owners, Ib.
facts showing such necessity, I b.
what a bill in equity for, should state, Ib.
Court in equity may order sale, Williams v. Coombs, 183.
and divide proceeds between tenants in common, when property cannot
be divided without great impairment, I b.
or injury to owners, I b.
otherwise when actual partition practicable, I b.
case of house not susceptible of division, J b.

PAUPER.
Marriage held valid; solemnized by proper magistrate, but no certificate of
intention, Gm·diner v. Manchester, 249.
female pauper was married in 1878 to a pauper with whom she had cohabited, and by whom she had had children. Held; that under R.
S., 1871, the children took the husband's settlement, I b.
collusive marriage in 1878 affects not settlement of children fixed by R.
S., 1871, c. 24, §1, Ib.
same of children born subsequent to 1878, I b.
all took father's settlement by derivation, I b.
held; marriage was not procured to change wife's settlement, I b.

PAYMENT.
See LEASE,

SALES .

.Giving note held not a, Miller v. Hilton, 429.
circumstances may rebut presumption of, Ib.
parties intended renewal of same debt, I b.
It is, and not its indorsement on note that renews the promise, etc., Curtis v.
Nash, 476.
evidence of, may be direct or circumstantial, I b.
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PHYSICIAN.
See CONTRACTS. TOWNS.

PLEADINGS.
See INDICTMENT. JUDGMENT. PRACTICE. WATERS.
Declaration, held, demurrable, Sawyer v. Perry, 42.
was amended, claiming damages for widow in action by administrator
for death of intestate, I b.
Declaration, on account annexed, demurrable when items of balance and price
of contract not stated, Turgeon v. Cote, 108.
Action under Stat. 1887, c. 137, § 12, must allege specific act whereby debtor
was fraudulently aided in transferring property, &c., Wing v. Weeks, 115.
should allege defendant fraudulently aided, &c., I b.
Omnibus count, held, not demurrable, Griffin v . .1Jfurdock, 254.
Demurrers to declarations showing fraudulent contracts sustained, Smith v.
Humphreys, 345.
court will refuse to enforce such contracts, lb.
Facts in brief statement admitted by demurrer, Corthell v. Holmes, 376.
Demurrer (general) questions not the form but sufficiency of a plea, Cairns v.
Whittemore, 501.
defendant in sci. fac. appeared by attorney who filed a written statement not signed or sworn to, I b.
statement contained a defense, I b.
plaintiff demurred; held n1>t entitled to judgment as for insufficient plea,
Ib.
Plaintiff nonsuited in covenant broken on lease under seal, Gas Co. v. Light
Co., 552.
then brought assumpsit for rent, I b.
held; not same cause of action under R. S. c. 82, § 124, (costs) I b.

POOR DEBTOR.
See FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE.

POSSESSION.
See TRESPASS.
Demandant entitled to, although fee is encumbered with an easement, Bank
v. Morrison, 162.
Of game in open season, State v. Bucknam, 385 .

•
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PRACTICE.
See AMENDMENT, CosTs. INSOLVENCY. PLEADINGS,
Discontinuance of parties in equity, Bradley v. Merrill, 319.
allowed on payment of costs, or without costs, if not claimed, Ib.
Law court will consider exceptions to part of final decree in equity, Emery v.
Bradley, 357.
Case submitted on agreed statement, Staples v. Dickson, 362.
no pleadings, and argued on question of nuisance; so considered, I b.
When nonsuit is not justified, case should be submitted .to the jury, Goslen v.
•
Campbell, 450.
Nonsuit not to be ordered when there is any evidence, if believed by the jury,
would authorize a verdict for plaintiff, Ottrtis v. Nash, 476.
Finding of facts by court, conclusive, Shrimpton v. Pendexter, 556.
exceptions therein do not lie, I b.
Law and Equity Act, Stat. 1893, c. 217, Miller v. Packing, Go., 605.
purpose to simplify and expedite procedure, Ib.
defendant at law may claim equitable relief, I b.
form of action from law to equity not changed, I b.
claim for relief by '' brief statement" with general issue, I b.
need not be signed or sworn to by party, I b.
"brief statement" may be met by traverse, plea or demurrer, or by
counter brief statement, I b.
'' brief statement" should set out all facts relied on for relief and those
showing absence of legal remedy, I b.
equitable plea, or "brief statement," does not necessarily bar defense
under plea at law, Ib.
matter of plea or statement will be regarded rather than its form, Ib.

PRESUMPTION.
See EVIDENCE. PAYMENT.

PROBATE.
See GUARDIAN.
No costs in, after final <lecree in S. J. Court, Peabody v . .Jfattocks, 164.
costs of appeal claimed in, after flnal decree here, I b.
question of costs to be decided where appeal is heard, I b.
final decree conclusive upon question of costs, lb.
Reasonable funeral and burial expenses chargeable to estate as far as may be
assets, Fogg v. Holbrook, 169.
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QUARRY.
Notice of blast in, required by R. S., c. 17, Wadsworth v. Marshall, 263.
protection of persons within limits of danger, I b.
failure of notice is negligence, per se, I b.
liability for flying debris, or frightened horses, I b.
contributory negligence, held, a defense, I b.
statute action is remedial, I b.

RAILROADS.
See NEGLIGENCE. NEW TRIAL.
Somerset Ry's title absolute by foreclosure, Som,. Ry. v. Pierce, 86.
mortgage bond holders became share holders, Ib.
rights defined of those who do not exchange bonds for new stock, pro
rata dividends, etc., I b.
trustees required to convey to Som. Ry., Ib.
Trustees of Som. R. R. Co. held, to have no beneficial interest in mortgage
foreclosed, Pierce v. Ayer, 100.
cannot maintain real action to dispossess Som. Ry's servants and officers,
Ib.
Gates at, crossings under R. S., c. 51, § 34, Ry. Co. v. Co. Com,., 225.
statute repealed without saving clause, Ib.
repeal invalidates pending proceedings, I b.
Verdict against, for negligence, set aside, Roberts v. R. R., 260.
second trial of same case, I b.
verdict for plaintiff not justified, I b.
evidence preponderated for defendant, I b.
appliances of car, safe and proper, I b.
plaintiff jammed between car and tender, I b.
Coupons in mileage books, to be taken from such part of book as conductor
determines, Eaton v. McIntire, 577.
contract in book so imports, Ib.

RECORD.
See WAY. WRIT.

RECOUPMENT.
See CONTRACT. SALES.

REMAINDER-MAN.
See TRESPASS.
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REPAIRS.

S.ee Co-TENANT.

RESCISSION.

See SALES.·

RESTRAINT O:F TRADE.

See CONTRACTS.

SALES.

See CONTRACTS. EVIDENCE. :FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE.
:Folding-bed case, White v. Oakes, 367.
warranty by manufacturer for specific uses, that the article is ftt for use
intended, Ib.
otherwise, in case of, by general dealer who does not expressly warrant,
Ib.
when, by description, without opportunity of inspection, description
must be met, Ib.
vendor sold dangerous folding-bed, held; no implied warranty against
dangerous coutriva11ce, Ib.
vendor knew not faulty contrivance, and guilty of no fraud or concealment, Ib.
'
·
repairing, held, gratuitous and supports ,11ot ;Warranty of safety, vendor
not informed of danger from faulty contrivance, Ib.
vendor retook bed after part payment, I b.
held; terms of sale permitted both, I b.
Whether oral contract of, was on condition is question for jury., Goslen v.
Car-R,pball, 45i0.
so, whether condition was waived, IbTwo road machines, with warranty, Tyler v. Augusta, 504.
title passed to vendee in Boston, Ib.
if vendee would reseind, must return property to Boston, I b.
he did not do this, or offer .to, Ib.
in action to recover price, defendant declined to recoup, held; plaintiffs
may recover price of machines, I b.

SAVIN GS BANKS DEPOSITS.
See BILLS AND NOTES. GIFT. TRUST.
VOL. LXXXVIII.

41
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SCIRE F ACIAS.
See PLEADING.

STATUTES.
Stat. 1893, c. 297, held, not to apply to pending cases, Dyer v. Belfast, 140.
rule applied to appeal in land damages, Lambard, Applt., 586.
prospective operation only to, to be given, unless legislative intent to
contrary is declared or necessarily implied, Ib.
law in force at the time being a bar, Ib.
Pending proceedings invalidated by repeal of, Ry. Go. v. Co. Com., 225.
petition to Co. Com. for gates at railroad crossing and statute repealed
without saving clause, I b.
not an" action" within R. S., c. 1, § 5.
R. S., c. 30, § 12, interferes not with game lawfully taken or killed, State v.
Bucknam, 385.
or foreign game, dead or alive, brought here, Ib.
Legislative intent to prevail, Lyon v. Lyon, 395.
Stat. 1887, c. 14, applies to intestate estates and not testate property, Ib.
Stat. 1864, c. 262, applies (last clause) to paupers only, Tb.

STATUTES CITED AND EXPOUNDED, ETC,
REVISED STATUTES OF U.S.
R. 8. of S., § 2165, Naturalization,
R. S. of U. S., §§ 2317, 2465, 2466, Public Lands,
R. S. ofU. S., §§ 5046, 504:7, 5057, :Bankruptcy,

410
215

ENGLISH STATUTES.
Stat. 13, Eliz. c. 5, Fraudulent Conveyances,

111

SPECIAL LAWS OF MAINE.
_Special Act, 1887, c. 195, Waterville Charter,

Stat.
Stat.
"
"
''
"

1831,
1844,
1864,
1876,
1878,
1883,

c.
c.
c.
c.

521, § 7,
117,
262,
122
C 53,
c. 166,

STATUTES OF MAINE.Timber,
Rights of Married Women,
Illegitimates,
Railroads,
Railroads,
Railroads,

199

49, 54

410
17
395
86

86
86
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STATUTES OF MAINE (concluded).
Stat. 1887, c.
" 1887, c.
" 1887, c.
" 1891, c.
" 1891, c.
1891, c.
,," 1891, c.
" 1891, c.
" 1893, c.
" 1893, c.
" 1893, c.
" 1893, c.
" 1893, c.
" 1893, c.

1821, c.
Hs71, c.
'' 'c.
1883, c.

14,
64,
137, § 12,
95, § 4,
95, §§ 16, 18,
109,
112,
124,
146,
205,
217,
278,
297,
310,

52, § 12,
24, § 1,
51, §§ 49-53, 55, 56,
1, § 5,
" c. 1, § 6,
" c. 3, § 36,
,, c. 4, § 55,
" c. 6, §§ 14, 19,
" c. 17, § 5,
" c. 17, §§ 23, 24,'
" c. 18, §§ 14-19,
" c. 18, §§ 76, 79,
" c. 18, § 80,
" c. 24, § 1,
" c. 24, § 1, cl. III,
" c. 30, § 12,
" c. 42, § 6,
"
C, 46, § 47,
" c. 49, §§ 19, 90,
" c. 51,
,, c. 51, § 34,
" c. 60, § 2,
" c. 61,
" c. 63, § 30,
" c. 70,
"
C, 70, § 33,
" c. 70, § 61,

Title by descent,
Attachment of Puop.erty, Fraudulent Conveyance,
Protection of game, Protection of Game,
Insolvency, Non-residents,
Insurance,
Actions, for Death,
Collateral Inheritances,
Railroads,
Law and Equity Act,
Insolvency,- actions'"
Ways,
Naturalization,

349, 395
302
115
385
211
273, 282
105,
42
587
225
605,
599
140
199

REVISED STATUTES.
Limitations,
310
Paupers, 249
Railroads,
86
225
Rules of Construction,
395,
Rules of Construction,
39,
Towns,
54
Elections, Taxes,
174
376
Nuisances,
263
Nuisances,
25
Ways,
584
Ways,
293, 461, 468
Ways,
249
Paupers, 395
Illegitimates,
385
Moose, Deer, Caribou,
410,422
Timber,
605
Corporations, 105
Insurance,
Railroads,
86
Railroads, 225
Divorce and Annulling of Marriage,
120
Rights of Married Women,
17
164
Courts of Probate,
Insolvency,
282
Attachment,
273
Insolvency, ,
605

644
1883, c. 70, § 62,
·" c. 71, t30,
·" c. _75, §§ 2, 3_! 4,
·" c. 75, § 3,
.,, c. 77, §§ 19, 20, 25,
.u
c. 82, q 45,
·" .c. 82, § 69,
·" c. 82, § 116,
·'-'
c. 82, § 124,
c.103, § 3,
~, c. 118, § 25,
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Insolvency,
Sales of Real Estate,
Title by Descent,
Title by Descent,
Judicial Courts,
Proceedings in Civil Actions in Court,
Civil Actions in Court,
Proceedings in Civil Actions in Court,
Proceedings in Civil Actions in Court,
Dower,
Offenses against Lives and Persons of
Individuals,

-

424
310
349
395
357
221
484
140
552
258
195

TAXES.
See CERTIORARI. TOWNS.
Value of real estate to be deducted from value of shares of corporation in assessing taxes on stock, Wheeler v. Co. Com., 174.
no municipal tax on franchise of corporation, I b.
adjudication of Co. Com. reversed, I b.
What is a demand for, before arrest, Miller v. Davis, 454.
collector intimates desire for payment, that informs tax payer of warrant and desire for, that collector is officially there, I b.
Road, held not collectible, Sumner v. Gardiner, 583.
road commissioners not qualified as by statute required, and no surveyor,
lb.
held; there was no officer to demand or collect, Ib.
Collateral inheritance, Lambard, Applt., 586.
Stat. 1893, c. 146, is prospective only, Ib.
testator died before, and will probated after, the act, lb.

TENANTS BY ENTIRETY.
None at cominon law, since Stat. 1844, c. 117, Robinson, Applt., 11.

TIMBER.
See WATERS,
Pulp-wood held to be, under R. S., c. 42, § 6, Bearce v. Dudley, 4:10.
cost of driving recoverable when intermixed with other logs, Ib.
statute is remedial, I b.
no defense, that defendants had no benefits or plaintiffs had another
drive, etc., I b.
plaintiffs not bound to drive other logs not mixed, but make clean drive
of those mixed, I b.
damages, pro rata expense, I b.
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TIMBER (concluded).
Plaintiff had logs above and below defendant's on same stream, Megquier v
Gilpatrick, 422.
defendant intermixed his with plaintiff's, Ib.
plaintiff drove mass at expense of both, defendant driving his own only,
• and held, entitled to recover, I b,

TOWNS.
See WAY.
Persons acting under employment of, must take notice of extent of officer's"
authority, Goodrich v. Waterville, 39.
city physican was ready to attend sick pauper, and overseers called in
another, held: overseers had no authority, I b.
also, contract void, physician being member of city council, (R. S., c. 3,
§ 36,) Ib.
Selectmen built highway without vote of, authorizing them take charge of it,
Goddard v. Harpswell, 228.
held; town not liable for their torts, I b.
vote to 'hire money for road building makes not selectmen agents to
assume work of buildipg, I b.
building roads devolved on surveyor and commissioners, Ib.
Road commissioners, how qualitfed, Sumner v. Gardiner, 583,
selectmen designate chairman who gives bond, etc., R. S., c. 18, § 79, I b.
or if one only, he gives bond, no chairman and no bond, road com. not
organized, I b.
road tax, held, not collectible, I b.

TRESPASS.
Plaintiff must show possession in action, q. c., Lawry v. Lawry, 482.
exception, when tenant at will occupies, Ib.
remainder-man cannot maintain, when not entitled to possession, lb.
amendment from, to case not allowable, I b.

TRIAL JUSTICE.
Have no jurisdiction under Stat. 1891, c. 95, unless committed in their county
or adjoining county, or offender is found there1n, Stilphen v.
Ulmer, 211.
violation of fish and game laws in Kennebec and prosecution in Knox
county,, I b.
offender not found in Knox, held; had no jurisdiction, Ib.

I
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TROVER.
See .AMENDMENT,

TRUST.
Gift of savings bank deposit in, Bath Sav. Ins. v. Hathorn, 122.
express, of personal property may be by parol, I b.
gift in, so created must be clearly established showing equitable title
passes effectually to donee as in case of gift inter vivos, I b.
gift in, subject to court of equity, but donor may retain legal title, Ib.
a deposit '' in trust for donee" not conclusive evidence of absolute gift,
but extrinsic evidence may control its effect, I b.
facts showing completed trust, Ib.
Oflegal and equitable gifts, Norway Sav. Bank v. Merriam, 146.
whole title of legal gift passes to donee, by delivery, Ib.
same of equitable, by declarati,m, while legal title is held by third person
for purposes of trust, Ib.
voluntary trust creating equitable gift must be in acts or words unequivocal, and implying property is held in trust for another, Ib.
title of equitable gifts must be an executed one withoqt reference to
taking effect in future, I b.
equity enforces voluntary trusts, when perfect and completed, but not
otherwise, or when intended gift is imperfect, Ib.
held; acts and declarations did not create a gift or voluntary trust, Ib.
and held void under the statute of wills, I b.
Lands held in, situate in this State, are within equity jurisdiction of this court,
DuPuy v. Standard M. Co., 202.
parties in interest resided elsewhere, I b.
jurisdiction asserted by sale, etc., Ib.
Purchaser had notice of a trust, Bradley v. Merrill, 319.
held, not a bona fl.de purchaser, I b.
notice need not be actual notice, but notice putting purchaser on his
inquiry, I b.
Monument fund held, to be a, Heweft v. Hurley, 431.
not recoverable in action at law by administrator of donor, I b.
equity will administer the fund, I b.
Causa mortis gift held a, Larrabee v. Hascall, 511.
donor directed funeral expenses, etc., to be paid, I b.
held; trust being executed, that administrator cannot recover back the
money, Ib.
TRUSTEE PROCESS.
Disclosure showed assignments, and claimants not cited in, or appeared, held,
trustee be discharged, Gas. L. Co. v. Flanagan, 420.
court adjudges not parties' .rig.bits when absent, I b.
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TRUSTEE PROCESS (concluded).
Scire facias, in proceedings, Cairns v. Whittemore, 501.
plaintiff demurred to defendant's brief statement showing a defense, lb.
held; general demurrer admits the facts, but questions not form of plea,
lb.
plaintiff not entitled to judgment as for insufficient plea, lb.

VERDICT.
See NEW TRIAL.

WAIVER.
See SALES.
Partial payments evidence of, Hattin v. Chase, 237.
but not conclusive, I b.
question of, for the jury, Ib.

WAGERS.
See CONTRACTS.

WARRANTY.
See SALES.

WATERS.
See LEASE. PARTITION. TIMBER.
Declaration did not disclose facts sufficient to maintain action between riparian owners relating to water rights, ·warren v. Westbrook, &;c.,
Co., 69.
defendant violated no legal duty or exceeded any lawful rights, Ib.
High-water mark in non-tidal river defined as highest limit in its natural and
usual flow, Morrison v. Bank, 155.
bank and high-water mark correlative terms, Ib.
Floatable steams are public, Bearce v. Dudley, 410.
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WAY.
See NUISANCE. TAXES. TOWNS.
Record of commissioners laying out, must show, Higgins v. Ham01·, 25.
petition to municipal officers by inhabitants or owners of cultivated land
in town; neglect, &c., of municipal officers; petition to Co. Com.
within one year, alleging neglect, &c., was unreasonable, lb.
record, held, showing such facts, I b.
Stat. 1893, c. 297, applies not to pending cases, Dyer v. Be{fast, 140.
appeal in land damages barred, I b.
Selectmen built, without vote of town authorizing them to take charge of it,
Goddrtrd v. Harpswell, 228.
held; town not liable for their torts, I b.,
vote to hire money for, makes not selectmen agents to assume work of
building, Ib.
building of, devolved on surveyor and commissioners, Ib.
"Actual notice" in R. S., c. 18, § 80, means more than opportunity to acquire
notice, Hurley v. Bowdoinham, 293.
gross inattention is not proof of actual notice, I b.
highway surveyor disregarded general complaint of culverts being in
bad condition, held; not proof of actual notice of particular defect,
Ib.
same as to selectmen, I b.
plaintiff failed to prove actual notice, I b.
Hole in bridge with plank standing in it, held, proximate cause of injury,
Carleton v. Caribou, 461.
but town not liable, for want of notice, I b.
plaintiff claimed to recover for want of railing or bridge, qurere; if notice
specified this defect, I b.
Notice under R S., c. 18, § 80, must be received within the fourteen days after
injury, Chase v. Surry, 468.
letter mailed within, but not received until after, fourteen days, held, not
sufficient, I b.
·

WILLS.
Residue of estate by, went to testator's daughter and husband, in equal shares,
Robinson, Appl't,·17.
husband died before testator, leaving .minor son and wife surviving.
Held; daughter does not take the whole as tenant in the entirety,
Ib.
Estate in fee passed to the widow, Taylor v. Brown, 56.
testator gave by, to his widow real and personal estate, adding in same
clause : "At her decease what remains I wish equally divided,
etc.," Ib.
no trust implied, the clause being repugnant, Ib.
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WILLS (concluded).
Legacies defeated by payment of debts, llamlin v. Mansfield, 131.
provision in, for continuance of partnership, held, void under rule against
perpetuities, I b.
executor to close up partnership, I b.
certain devises thereby became absolute, I b.
remainder to missionary society, helcl, assignable, I b.
treasurer of Theological Seminary made trustee by, for certain legatees,
but executor allowed to pay directly to them, Ib.
Stat. of, makes void certain attempted testamentary dispositions, Norway
Sav. Bank v. Men·iam, 146.
Illegitimate nephew took not as " nephew" in, Lyon v. Lyon, 395.
not mentioned by name in, his rights governed by Stat. 188i, c. 14, I b.
and that act applies to descent in intestate estates and not to testate
property, I b.
last clause of Stat. 1864, c, 262, applies to paupers and not to descent of
property, I b.

WORDS AND PHRASES.
Actual notice,
An account,
Approaching,
Auditor,
By letter, or otherwise,
Chalk process,
Custom makes law,
Deadly weapon,
Decent burial,
Demand for tax,
Equitable gift,
Equitable mortgage,
Estof)pel,
Express wagon,
Folding bed,
Fraudulently aided,
Gift and voluntary trust, High-water mark,
Illegitimates,
Immediate and in.stantaneous death,
Incomplete contracts,
Lapsed lien,
Mileage book,
Monument fund,
Nephew,

,

293
108

263
484
468
546
584
230
169

454
122

32, 319
424

302
367
115
146
155

349
42

72
569
578
431
395
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WORDS AND PHRASES (concluded).
Non-negotiable order,
Not wagering contract, On, and not for, the voyage,
Perpetuity rule,
Pulp-wood,
Simplify and expedite procedure,
Tenants by the entirety, To break but not make a tie,
Tweed ring,
Voluntary association,

WRIT.
Officer allowed to amend return, Weston v. Land Co., 306.
date of attachment fraudulently altered, I b.

ERRA'fA.
For H. M. Payson read W. H. Payson, p. 175, line 27.
For defendant read plaintiff, p. 238, line 17.
For R. S., 1871, read 1821, in head note, p. 310.

339
230
435
131
410

605
17
52

521
563
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TAB-ULAR LIST OF OPINIONS.

PETERS, C. J. 49 (Elections), ,56 (Will), 108 (Pleading),
422 (Logs), 593 (Trover).

WALTON, J. 39 (Physicians), 42 (Negligence), 120 (Divorce),
577 (Mileage Book), 583 (Towns), 612 (Insolvency).

EMERY, J. 25 (Way), 58 (Waters,) 69 (Waters), 105 (Insurance), 215 (Bankruptcy), 228 (Towns), 230
(Brokers), 357 (Equity), 501
(Demurrer), 563
(Associations), 599 (Insolvency, Law and Equity Act).

FOSTER, J. 72 (Sales), 260 (Negligence), 310 (Guardian),
319 ( Mortgag(:'), 339 (Order), 349 (Illegitimates),
395 (Illegitimates), 461 (Way), 468 (Way), 476
(Limitations), 4 79 (Insurance), 482 (Trespass), 484
(Auditor), 488 (Practice), 497 (Fraud), 511 (Trust),
521 (Libel), 546 (Expert), 552 (Pleading), 556
(Exceptions).
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HASKELL, J. 32 (Mortgage), 122 (Trust), 202 (Trust), 211
(Jurisdiction), 362 (Nuisance), 367 (Warranty), 375
(Rent), 376 (Nuisance), 381 (Negligence), 385 (Game),
406 (,Judgment), 410 (Timber), 420 (Trustee), 424
(Insolvency), 429 (Conveyance), 431 (Trust), 435
(Insurance), 460 (Notes), 504 (Warranty), 569 (Lien),
571 (Dam).

WHITEHOUSE, J. 17 (Tenant~), 111 (Sales), 115 (Conveyance), 221 (Attorney}, 225 (Railroads), 237 (Contract),
293 (Notice), 586 (Tax).

WISWELL, J. 140 (Damages), 146 (Trust), 155 (Easement),
Hi~ (Easement), 164 (Probate), 169 (Administrators),
174 (Taxes), 183 (Partition), 191 (Deed), 195 (Indictment), 199 (Naturalization).

STROUT, J. 86 (Railroad), 100 (Railroad), 131 (Perpetuities),
241 (Lease), 249 (Pauper), 254 (Pleading), 258
(Dower), 263 (Negligence), 273 (Insolvency), 282
(Insolvency), 302 (Exemptions), 306 (Amendment),
345 (Demurrer), 450 (Sales), 454 (Tax), 455
(Contracts).

PER CumAM.

54 (Elections), 103 (Negligence).

